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REAUTHORIZATION OF _THE REILAALITATION
ACT OF 1973

TI:2SDAY. JUNE 11. 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUt,:TION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Waslizngion, DC.

The sub nrnrnittee met, pursunnt to call, at 940 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Office_ Building, Hon. Pat Williams (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present Representatives Williams, Martinez, Bartlett,
and Jeffords (ex-officio).

Staff present: Gray Garwood, staff director; linda Lake, Jegisla-
five associate; Colleen Thompson, clerk; and Pat IVIcrrizsey, minori-
ty counsel.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Welcome,-everyone, to the first in a series of hear-
ings that:the Subcommittee on Select Education will be holding on
the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act_ 41973.

Throughout the summer and fall we will be holding hearings in
Washington, DC, and a.::ross the. Nation to_ hear from disability
groups, Federal and State administrators, private provider:: to the
rehabilitation system, :scientists devAoping new te-:hnologies, con-
sumerE and others who have concerns about the Rehabilitadon
Program,- the -effet,tiveness of current service delivery, and the
future challenges the system must meet Our goal= is to draft a com-
prehensive proposal for the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation
Act and to begin to hold hearings on that proposal some time this
fall or early winter.

Vocational rehabilitation is the major Federal_ jobs telated pro-
gram serving persons with disabilities and providing support serv-
ices to allow them to work. The vocational rehabilitation effort is
of -critical importance, making a major contribution to keeping
people self-sufficient and indepeL lent

This appears to be a tremendously cost-effective program. In
1980, the Rehabilitation Services Administration informed us that
for every dollar spent on vocational rehabilitation; :$10.80 was re-
turned to the Treasury in takes. Despite -itS cost effectiveness, M
fiscal year 1933 this Federal and State program_served only 938,923
people. Many others in need:were unserved. The _1978 census has
identified 20 million penple who work with disabilities.

Consequently, despite our successes, we have a long way to go in
developing the most comprehensive and effective program. For ex-
ample; people with disabilities suffer on the average 50 to 80 per-

(1)
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cent unemployment. Disability has even a more depressing effect
on the employment of women and_ minorities. We are poised at a
critical threshold in determining Federal policy in this area. Our
society is in the midst of a sorie.; of changes to which the rehab
system must respond. The technological revolution has the poten-
tial to completely redefine what is possible in terms of rehabilita=
tion: Technology and improvements in health care are also chang-
ing the characteristics of the population of persons with disabilities
in ways which provide new challenges for rehabilitation services.

We have already recognized in rrevious amendments to the Re-
habilitation Act the need to provide more comprehensive services
and the need to serve the more severely disabled. Rehabilitation _is
embedded in a general work force whose contours are dramatically
shifting with the increase of women in the work force, the aging of
the work force, and the shift to high tech jobs

Filially, Federal policy itself has reshaped the task facing the Re-
habilitation Administration. We are now passing out the first gen-
eration of students who have benefited from the full Education of
the Handicapped Act. However, while we provide individualized
comprehensive_ services for children, we have not yet come to terms
with what will-be needed after high school for further education
and job training: As we design such services; we must also consider
what is best provided by the unique focus of rehabilitation services,
what is better provided by other programs, and how those services
should be coordinated.

In today's hearing we will be exploring issues relative to Federal
and State administration of the programs created by the Rehabili-
tE tion Act. We have asked the witnesses to focus on how well the
Rehabilitation Act is working,-what direction Congress should give
a3out future programs and what changes we should make.

Because of the press of business today and the number of issues
that we must:cover, I want to set a few ground rules for the hear-
:ng process. This is going to be a busy morning, not only because of
our witnesses but because of other work which many of the mem-
bers of the committee have_to do: We most likely will be interrupt-
ed by votes_this morning. Therefore I am going to ask that each
witness contain themselves to about 7 minutes. At the end of 5
minutes you will hear me tapping with the end of the gavel and
you will know you have a couple of minutes left to sum up, but at
the end of the 7 minutes I will become more impatient and hopeful-
ly you will be able to close what you are testifying toward.

Of course, the full statement of each of the witnesses will be
placed in_the hearing record.

I- am alSo going to hold the members of the committee to the 5
minute rule:

Again, I want to thank each of you for joining us. I will ask the
first panel representing the Council of State Administrators of Vo-
cational_ Rehabilitation to come forward. That is Vernon Arrell,
DaVid Mentasti, Robert Rabe, Susan Suter, and Richard Switzer.
Mr. Arrell is the president of the Council of State Administrators
of Vocational Rehabilitation and a member of the Texas Rehabili-
tation Commission. Mr. Mentasti is director of the Vermont Divi-
sion of Services for the Blind and Visually Handicapped. idr. Rabe
is the administrator of the Ohio Rehabilitation Services Commis-
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sior,..Ms. Suter is _director of the Illinois Department of Rehabilita-
tion Services, -and Mr. Switzer is- the deputv commissioner of the
New York Office of Vocational Rehabiliation.

Mr. Arrell, if you will begin; please.

STATEMENT OF -VERNON- M. ARRELL -PRESIDENT; COUNCIL- OF
STATE ADMINISTRATORS OF TWATIONAL -REHABILITATION,
AND COMMISSIONER, TEXAS REHABILITATION-COMMISSION;
DAVED M. MENTASTI; DIRECTOR; VERMONT DIVISI.:111 or SERV-
ICES FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY HANDICAPPED; ROBERT
RARE,- ADMINIST-RATOR,- (HIM REHABILITATION SF;RVICE-S
COMMISSION; SUSAN -S.- SUTER, -DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS DEPART=
MENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES; AND RICIIARI) SWITZER.
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER;_ NEW YORK OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION; A PANEL .

Mr. ARRELL. -Thank you; Mr.- Chairman:
I am Max Arrell; commissioner of theZlexas Rehabilitation Com-

mission: and president of the Council Of State Administrators of Vo-
cational Rehabilitation.- You-have already introduced my colleagues
so_i_will not repeat their names.

We do have written testimony; Mr. Chairman, and in deference
to time I will not read that but would ask your indulgence and ask
you:to please submit that for the written record; if you would. Each
of the-panelmembers would-like to m-ake- -a-few remarl:s and thei..,
of _course; respond to any questions you_might _have.
: I will lead off by-indicating that the Council of State Administra-
tors for -Vocational Rehabilitation represents some 84 State agen-
cies; general: _rehabilitation agencies; and . Commission :of :State
Agencies for the Blind.-We-continue to feel -that-the Rehabilitation
Act_ of _1973, _as amended; :continues to be the_ most: complete and
well-balanced legislation in the human services field._ nir that
reason; we-would- like to-recommend- to you for consideration an ex-
tension of this act_for.a 5-year period. .

would like- to give you- some -information from- my-own- State of
Texas as to_ why I .eel this is important:In our State; since 197_9;
our level of_ appropriations and resources for our program really
has notkeptipace---at the Federal- level, It has become very- neces-
sary; and more necessary all the time; for_ us_to _do better .planning
with our State; our legislature-and -our- State-leaders. It is a-let
easier for us to sit down and work with them on a day-to-day basis
if they know there is.consistencyin our program and the fact that
the program-is going- to-be -around.

For example; in 1981_ the State _legislature recognizing the fact
that -We did not get Federal appropriations- that kept up With the
inflation rate, enhanced=our program with:State appropriations to
make:up for the loss of Federal funds.:In 1983; because we had lost
$b million-due-to amendments to the Social- Security Act, and -also
for_the loss of buying_ power in the rehab_ appropriations; the:State
of Texas -enhanced the -Vocational Rehabilitation Program by- 71
percent State-appropriations. That was in a year when we had a
billion_ dollar surplus in our _State.

In 1985; our legiSlature came in with --a billion dollar --deficit-We
went from a billion dollar surplus in 1983 to a billion dollar deficit
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in 1985. M a result; we_ had to take a little bit over an 8-percent
decrease in State-funds this year.

In the next_session of the legislation in 1987, and then the hekt
8088ibh ih 1989, obviously there are going to be some very hard de-
cision& made in my State-Taxes aregoing-_ito_ have to be raised and
it would enhance my program and my opportunities tremendously
if this act could be extended for a_5-yeariperiod.:

I would:like to give you a little background of where we are,
Where We have come from in our State, and where I think we need
to go. I have to give you a little bit of history, if you will bear With
the.

In 1975, the Texa&-Rehab'litation Commission had 575 vocational
rehabilitation counselors. At that time we were working with 38
pertent Severely:disabled. In 1985, we have had to cut that number
down to 349; and we are now working with-68 percent severely diS-
Obled._ In 1975 We had one counselor for every 28;000 population in
our State. At -the present time, we have one counselor for every
48;000 population:. :

-Right how we feel we are serving about 1 out of every 20 individ-
uals needing our services. At the same-time-we are being asked by
the ASsiStant Secretary to work with_ the more severely disabled, to
work with the devekTmentally disabled, with no cutback in Serv-
ices to _the present population that we're working with and riO in=
crease in-Federal funds.

In: rny State at the present time there is a big-need for increaSed
SerViees to the severely physically disabled; primarily the spinal
cord injured, and the newest and fastest growing severe disability,
those individuals_with head injuries.

We are al§6 being asked to work with the severely _involved; mul-
tiple handicapped, developmentally disabled,-Most of these indiVid=
iialS at the present time are being housed in either:State institt.-
tions, nursing--hornes, or some other_ restricted environment. _We
feel; and the consumers feeland I think the Assistant Secretary
feelS,-=that inciSt of these individual& with proper resources, could
be moved into the community and become productive citizens. We
are alSO_ being asked to work with the more severely involved; men-
tally restored -individuals, most of whom are now being housed in
State and privateinstitutions.

Our State legislature this :year,_ even_ with _the shortfall that we
have; gave us the appropriations to begin a program for the deaf:
blind _in our State.:I feel very strongly that the potentialiof working
with the-deal:blind population can be enhanced tremendthislY if we
can Just get the resource&

Ohe other ingredient thatl feel is very important, and_ that is;
we have been a State-Federal program for-over 60-years. The rela=
tiOnship between the _State and the_ Federal partnership, by and
large, -bVer the years has been one that we have been very proud
oil Over the last 18 months we have been trying to build-a better
relatiOnShip with our Federal partner._ I feel personally that_ at the
Office of the Assistant -Secretary level -we have made conSiderable
progress._ We do have some_philosophical differences with the As-
SiStant Secretary,_ but we also feel that there are things that:we
can work out that would be in the best interest of the disabled of
this country. I am sorry to say that we feel we might not have
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made as much progress with the Rehabilitation Services Adminis-
tration level,

It is very important_that this program continue ta be a full State,
Federal partnership.- We would encourage your enhancement and
encouragement of :that partnership.

I will now turn it over to Mr. Mentasti.
MrMENTASTI. Mr. Chairman, I thank you- for the invitation to

appear before this committee and for the opportunity to present
this testimony.

I would -like to begin by expressing,- on behalf- of Vermont's
615;000 disabled persons; our appreciation for thehipartisani support
that:rehabilitation has traditionally enjoyed. Many disabled Ver
monters are leading active, productive, and self-directed-lives be-
cause of the assistance :which they have _received from programs
sponsored under the authority of the Rehabilitation Act. :

My area of specialty is blindness and visual impairment, and i
represent the State agency which provides rehabilitation services
to this population. However, before I talk :specifically about serv-
ices_ in _Vermont; I would like to present a brief national overvievA

Blindness and visual disability impose:an enormous social and
economic burden on those afflicted in all of society. Nearly 11.5
million people in the United States suffer from some degree of
vision_impairment. Twelve percent of these are unable to see well
enough to read ordinary newsprint, even with the aid of glasses.
Another 4 percent are classified as legally blind, which means that
their visual acuity; even with best correction; is no better than 20
bV0E- 200.

Each year, an estimated 47,000 people become blind. That is one
person every:11 minutes. The leading causes of blindness are glau-
coma, muscular degeneration, and diabetic retinopathy. As people
live longer, the _prevalence of blindness increases markedly. Fifty-
three percent of all blind persons are:over the age of 65. The ear
nomic costs- of visual disorder are estimated to be in excess of $5
billion annually: This includes the cost of professional care for eye
diseases and injuries, the cost of special treatment; rehabilitation,
and benefit programs.-It is estimated that 70 percent of working
age blind people are unemployed and; of those employed, 70 per-
cent are underemployed.

For preschoolers and teenage children, it is access to develop-
mental and compensatory skills training that will keep them at
home and out:of more expensive; more restrictive educational:insti-
tutions, For -the adult blind, it is access to-adequate rehabilitation
services that will enable_them to hecome productive_ taxpayers: in-
stead of tax consumers. For the increasing number of elderly blind,
it-is access to independent living services that will allow them tb
remain self-reliant;

ThiS then, in brief, is the nature and scope of the issues in the
field of blindness and visual impairment from a national perspec-
tive, __

In Vermont there are an estnnated 4,400 people with- severe
visual-dysfunction, and each year there are approximately 400 new
cases in the State_ For over 40 years, the Division for the Blind_and
ViSually Impaired haS provided services to thiS Population. LaSt
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year, the Division_served a total of 510 clients who ranged in age
from 5 months to-92 years.
_Services are organized into three major program areas: vocation-

al rehabilitation, social rehabilitation, and a vending facilities_pro-
gram: The vocational -rehabilitation program is the Federal-State
program funded:under the Rehab Act: The Social: Rehabilitation
Program is a 1-00_percent State-funded program which_ provides re7
habilitation services to those individuals wha do -not have a voca-
tional oojective but are in need of services to advance and promote
independent functioning. Clients- in this program are primarily
school aged and elderly. The vending facility program provides em-
ployment and food service operations for blind vendors under the
authority ofithe Randolph-Shepherd Act. Last year we successfully
rehabilitated 971 people in our _combined programs and our per
client cost was slightly under 81,000.

_Client case service dollars which are for the direct_purchase of
service to clients were spent in the following ways: 26 percent on
vocational=evaluation_and training, 20 percent on-medical and med-
ical-related services, 17 percent on adaptive equipment; 15 percent
on tuition fbr- postsecondary education, 6 percent on glasses and op-
tical aids; and the remaining _16 percent in a variety of other serv-
ice- categories such as mobility, communications skills; self-care;
and= low vision training.

: The Division has four regional offices, and since Vermont is one
of the most rural-States in the-Nation, counseling services are pro-
vided primarily on an itinerant basis. According to Census Bureau
information, Vermont has a greater proportion of its people living
in communities of 2,500 or less than any other State. This popula-
tion dispersal; coupled with the relatively low incidence of blind-
ness, presents probleTns-and unique challenges with respect to re-
source-development, employment, transportation, and housing.

In Vermont there is an independent living:center for blind and
visually impaired which is funded through title VII, part 13, and
operated by a community-based; nonprofit organization: This inde
pendent- living center provides peer counseling; mobility; reha,.
teaching, and low vision services. During its 3-year history,- the
center has demonstrated the value of comprehensive_ independent
living services, but the-available resources are not adequate to do
all_that needs to be done.

At this- point I would urge the committee to support realistic
funding levels for title=V11part A.i would also urge the committee
to consider funding_ title: VII, part C, services:to older blind individ-
uals. As I indicated earlier, the- majority of blind and visually im-
paired are elderly, There: is a definite need; not only _for specific
compensatory skills training and physical restoration, but for out-
reach and public education asiwell. The number of elderly in-our
caseloads is growing rapidly. From 1980 to_1984, there has been a
131-percent increase in the number served in our- social rehabilita-
tion program; with the vast majority being 65 years or older. =

At this point I would: echo what Max said. With adequate fund-
ing I believe we can solve the issues which are before us in reha-
bilitation within the context of the present Rehabilitation Act.

I thank you for your attention.
Mr. WILLIAMS: Thank you very much.
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Mr. Rabe.
Mr. RABE. Mr. Chairman and -members of the subcommittee, I,

too, appreciate the invitation to testify before you today.
I would like to take a few minutes to talk about rehabilitation in

the State of Ohio: Currently, the Vocational Rehabilitation Pro-
gram is housed in a commission which is made up of seven mem-
bers appointed by the Governor,- who appointS the administrator
and executive staff. In the current year; the Rehabilitation Services
Commission, through the State-Federal program, has rehabilitated
7;0_00 individuals; =and approximately 57 percent of those individ-
uals are severely disabled. Approximately 72 percent were closed in
competitive emOoyment- and approximately 40 percent of the com-
petitive employment individuals were severely disabled:

Rehabilitation in Ohio is reaching _into groups of persons with
disabilities who; in the past; would not have been thought likely to
find a job in the competitive sector of the economy. The current Re-
habilitation Act provides the flexibility and the coordination that is
necessary to work with other State agencies as well as local and
State government in the rehabilitation of individuals.

In the State= of Ohio,_ we _have three types of programs that I
would like to discuss with the :committee this morning. The _first
program is a contract with the Ohio Department- of Mental Health
in which we are reaching out _to severely mentally ill individuals
who have been institutionalized and are currently corning out of in-
stitutions: Those individuals are referred to the vocational rehabili-
tation agency and become joint1 clients with the Ohio Department
of Mental Health, as well-as with local mental health agencies. In
this way we are able to meet the two tracks of needs for these indi-
viduals. One, we are able to provide the mental health services
that _are necessary, and two, we are able to provide the vocational
rehabilitation services that are necessary for these individuals to
return to the labor market.

The second program that we have worked on_ in the State of Ohio
is in the area of mental retardation. We have been able to use our
grant programs utilizing the Federal, State, and- local funds th
create programs within our local agencies for the mentally retard-
ed who are able then--to- look into competitive lobs and provide the
training that is necessary for those individuals_ to reach a level of
employment that goes beyond the sheltered workshop concept._

The_third area has to do with the Ohio Industries for the Handi-
capped. This program was started several years ago; but only in
the last 2 years have we been able to reach into substantial em-
ployment in this particular: program: This program was started
using vocational rehabilitation grant funds, and it also utilizes
State and local funds to carry the program on,

What happens is, individuals with severe disabilities are placed
into this iprogram, earning above minimum wage, primarily in
service jobs; that include cleaning _roadside rests along the Inter-
state System, janiorial contracts in State and county buildings, and
other programs related to the service industry. What this allows is
incli-iduals with disabilities to get work experience that previously
they have been unable to have.

As you know, when an individual goes and applies for a job, one
of the things that is requested of that individual is their prior expe-
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rience. This:program provides real-life-job -experience that can be
used as the basis for placementinto_the competitive labor market.
This program--currently is self-sufficient. There are no :Federal
funds no State funds; being utilized. What- comes -from- the pro-
gram are contracts that are utilized to provide the wages as well as
the payment to the-supervisors within that program.
: Currently; the state of Ohio has managed to-place -several-hun-

dred individuals in this program and then to have_the individuals
come out and- enterprograminto the-c-ompetitive labor market. We
think this particular program_is a longistep in providing the kinds
of services that are necessary for:individuals with disabilities_

_

_ The Rehabilitation Act-has-allowed the- State-agency in Ohio to
provide these :specific kinds of services; _and at the same time has
permitted- and -directed the State agencies to serve more severely
disabledindividuals We feel this has been accomphshed under the
current Rehabilitation Act. -

I certainly- echo-the statement in seeing that the- current Reha-
bilitation Act be extended for 5 years, and certainly for the reasons
relatingto budgeting within the State of Chio._Under this Act;: in a
period of time of kyears, it is much easier to discuss with the:State
legislature the amount of matching funds necessary to bring in the
Federal funds -to the State of Ohio.i
_Currently, the State-legislature has appropriated the funding_not

only for the:Vocational Rehabilitation Program-but- is- also appro-
priating; :within the current biennium; additional moneys for :inde-
pendent living centers within- the State of Ohio. -These would be
solely State-funded independent living centers. -The -State legisla-
ture and Governor Celeste see this:as an:important priority for the
State of Ohio, that independent living is part of a continuum of
services that goes both before and after vocational rehabilitation is
completed.

There are two otherprograms that are solely State funded that
the Stated Ohio is currently involved in. One is community cen-
ters for- the deaf,- in which we provide services to individuals who
are deaf:and with hearing-impairment, that go beyond just voca-
tional rehabilitation in order to be fully integrated into the com-
munity, these- individuals -must have access to interpreters- and
agencies within local and State government need to be able to have
a place tocall for interpreter services._
--The -lag program is- the Personal Care:Assistance Program: that
providespartial reimbursement for- attending care within the State
Of Ohio for those individuals currently employe&

I wish-to thank -again the chairman and members of the commit-
tee forthis opportunity to adress them. Thank you very much.

Mr. WiLLIANts. Thank you very muck
MS. Suter.

_ :Ms: SUTER. Mr: Chairman and members of -the- comrnittee, it is a
pleasure to be here _today and to have the opportunity to tell you
about-some of the things the Rehabilitaton Act has made possible
in _Illinois:

Opportunity is what_ the Act is all _about; `,0 see that people with
disabilities -have the opportunity to get an educationi_ the_ opportu-
nity to get a job; the opportunity to contribute to society, the upper=
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tunity to support themselves and their families, and the opportuni-
ty_to live with pride as respected members of the community.

The old saying in America_ is to be ready when opportunity
knocks, but people with disabilities have to be ready to knock on
opportunity and the Rehabilitation Act helps make sure someone
answers that knock. AS an advocate for people with disabilities in
Illinois, our mission-isn't to help people adjust to or learn to live
with_their disabilities: Our mission is to help people overcome the
handicap that society places on us and rise above them to realize
the dreams and achieveigoals-that some-thouglit were-out of their
reach: That is_the mission that _Governor Thompson gave us when
he made the Department a Cabinet-level agency, and the impor-
tance the Governor has placed on our services is opening doors in
business and industry throughout the State.

The State also funds four schools, independent living centers, _a
home services program, and community services for the _visually
impaired program. Our Vocational Rehabilitation Program begins
by helping people achieve the highest possible level of physical or
mental ability: If surgery or an artificial appliance or work adjust-
ment training can improve their condition and their ability to live
independently, then we provide it.

We:follow those services ur with training designed to help indi-
viduals make the best_ of the Luc, ls that are available. Then we:help
them to prepare- to enter the job market with education or training
for a specific typo of job: Some: people_ have the skills and talent to
be entrepreneurs and start their own businesses, and we help them
get set up and-get going and off the public rolls.
_ For instance, a _man in Danville_ is now: operating_ a successful
health club for other people with disabilities. We helped _another
man, who was- an expert machinist before he -became disabled, set
up his own_machine shop: Now he has more business than he can
handle. In Illinois we provide some type of rehabilitation services
for nearly-50,000 people-a year and we place more than 10,000 indi-
viduals directly into jobs. Every one of those people would have
been unable to get those jobs without the services we provided
them mandated by the Rehabilitation Act.

We are having good success with_ programs that_we operate in co-
operation with private industry. At Archer Daniels Midland, the
giant food processing plant in Decatur, several people with disnbil-
ities are working in the hydrophonics plant, and at the NSC Corp.,
people with disabilities are operating one_ of the assembly lines.
They work together with a specially trained supervisor and eventu-
ally they should become akilled enough to join the company's regu-
lar work forces and leave us behind.

We:have contracts with Holiday inn and the:Marriott Hotels to
provide a job coacn to train people with disabilities :on: the job.
They_ are working in housekeeping, food service, and in janitorial
services:

Cooperation with private industry is one of the keys to all our
efferte. It wouldn't do us much goed to train people for jobs that
aren't :there: So oar nearly 50 local_ DOR's offices are developing
close ties with local industries to find out exactly what type of em-
ployee8 they need and we tailor our programs to meet these need8.
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Through our Illinois Jobs Committee for the Handicapped,- we
are examining State contlacts to find products and services that
can be supplied by people with disabilities. So far we have identi-
fied 50 contracts worth more than $3 million and that are all well
within our reach. There are 84 rehabilitation facilities in IlFnois
that have the equipment and the expertise to qualify for State con-
tracts, and we are working with others to get them qualified: Re-
cently; our Secretary of State signed a $10 million contract with a
county rehabilitation facility to produce all of the State's automo-
bile license plates.

We also reaiize that some people i:eed more assistance than
others, and for them centers for independent living called for in
the Rehabilitation Act provide important support for people fight-
ing to be_as independent as possible. These centers provide a con-
tinuum of services for someone-who might not yet be ready for the
VR 110 Program; We now have five centers. Plans are to opRn be-
tween three and six State-funded -centers oer the next year; de
pending on our funding and the quality of our proposals.

When people :with disabilities are the ones running the centers
and providing the assistance and-advice, you know what they are
providing is right on target; Our centers:provide advocacy trainii_g
so -people with disabilities know their rights and how to exercise
them: They provide peer counseling to help with personal problems
that get in the way of :rehabilitation or work opportunities; and
they teach independent living skills like cooking and grooming and
personal care. They teach people how to be employers, how to
handle any personal attendance they need:to live at home.

We think that waiting lists for independent living centers aver a
3-month _pericid are unacceptable and that we need to quadruple
the number of independent living centers and to begin to handle
the demand for assistance. But _when you compare the money the
centers save, it iz easy to see what a good_ investment they are. It
costs a lot more to put people in an institUtion than it does to help
them stand on their own. It is a mistake to put limitations on the
potential af people with disabilities, and there are people out there
proving it everyday.

I believe the Rehabilitation Act is_ the key to the door of opportu-
nity for thousands of people with disabilities and we should keep
pushing that door open wider and wider to let more people
through.

Thank you;
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Mr: Switzer:

: Mr. SWITZER. I am Dick Switzer. I am the State director for voca-
tional rehabilitation for New York. Vocational rellabilitation is
under the Department of Education in New York. Commissioner
Gordon Umbach is my boss and I answer to him. That's why I'm
known as the deputy commissioner.

I am optimistic about what is happening with the disabled in this
country, Havingigrown up literally in the vocational rehab move-
ment since I was _born; almost; with my disability, I have seen it
grow. I have seen it change; and I am excited.

Now, why am I excited? I feel the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
is the catalyst; The catalyst for the employment of the thousands
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and thousands of disabled_ people of this nation. -We talk abbut a
partnership, the partnership between the Federal; the _State: I
think the partnership is more than that. In New York State We
have been able to develop the partnership not only between the
State and Federal Government but th, partnership With business
and industry, the partnership with not-for-profit --agencie=
United Cerebral _PalSy, the Epilepsy Association and so onthe
partnership now with the schools and with the aging out problein§
that we are wry facing.

Gentlemen, thousands and thousands of students are graduating
each_year from special ed programs: This is thanks to Public-LaW
94-142. But what is going to happen to them without vocational re-
habilitation? It is extremely important that there be early inter-
VentionS and a linkage program developed.

Last_yearand I will share:this document with youNew York
State developed a comprehensive plan_ for services for the disabled.
The comprehensive plan:talks abbut the partnership between busi-
ness, industry; the not-for-profit agencies, parents, studentS and the
disabled adulta.
_ Vocational rehabilitation is the-train; toward _emplayment.
Let's never forget that. In your opening 2ment, Mr. Williams,
you mentioned that- it:is cost effective. 11-s is one of the reasons
vocational rehabilitation survived all of the human _SerVice§ pi-o=
gt-anl. I happen to believe it is an important_ part of our nation
and of our country. It shows what a minority grouP, disabled
people, can do. It shows that they can do a day's work for a clay'g
paY.

In New York State we_have developed many, many linkages With
buSineSS and industry. We_ have _seven PWI programs: This _enables
us to work closely with inde-pendent _business, industry and labor to
change their attitudes about hiring disabled people. They arC
ready. The business community knows that this is cost effective.
Every time they hire a person who happens to have a diSability,
they know they are saving dollars.

So often we get people up:here testifying who work With disables
people. You listen_ to the disabled themselves. You listen to coali=
tion groups. Gentlemen, get business ane. industry up here: Let
them talk about the paraplegic, the quadriplegic, that they hire fdr
a day's work for a day's pay.

As_ part of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act we haVe independ-
ent living centers. New York State is excited:about thii. Through
the small amount Of funding we received, we developed _seven inde-
pendent livffig centers: Our legislature was so excited abOnt it that
they Wanted an independent living center in every community. We
now have_19, 12 of which are funded by the State of NeW York. We
have on the legislative docket this year three more that we're de:
veloping. How did all this happen? It happened through the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Act.

I nth requesting_a 5-year extension of this Vocational_Rehabilita-
tion _Act. I would like te See a lifetime extension of it. It is a part-
nership that proves that disabled people can do a day's work for a
day's_pay.

The other catalyst is the counselor program. New York State em-
ploy§ 450 rehabilitation counselors: This is another ingredient of
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the Rehabilitation Act that makes it _unique, a 1-to-1 relationship;
one individual working with a disabled person to prove what he
can do, never mind what he or she can't do.

I would like to see this catalyst continue, this Rehabilitation Act
continue. Therefore, I am recommending approval of it.

My colleagues and I would be very happy now to answer any
questions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of the Council of State Administrators
of Vocational Rehabilitation followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE ADMINISTRATORS OF VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION

The individual State Rehebilitation-Agency Directors appearing before the Sub,
committee today are members of the COuncil of State Administrators of Vocational
Rehabilitation.

The :Council is an association comprised of the chief administrators of the public
rehabilitation agencies for persons withphysical and/or mental disabilities in all
thestates, the District of Columbia; and our Nation'siterritories, _

These Agenties constitute the state partners in the StateTederal Program_of:Re-
habilitation Services for persons with_disabilities as provided by the Rehabilitation
Act of 197:3, recently reauthorized in February, 1984, by Public -LAW 98,-221:

Since its inception in 1940, the Council has enjoyed a quasi-official status as-an
active-advisor to the Federal administrators in the formulation of national- poliey
and program decisions and has been an active force in strengthening the eff-ctive-
ness of service programs for disabled Americans. The Council serves as a forum for
State Rehabilimtion Administrators to study; deliberate; and act upon matters bear-
ing upon the successful rehabilitation of persons with disabilities. -

As Adiriiiiiitrators of State Rehabilitation Agencies, we appreciate this:opportuni-
ty to pruvide Members of the Sulicommittee information on-the Rehabilitation Pro-
gram, and compliment you for starting theprocess of Reauthorizing the Rehabilita-
don Act- earlyiiin order that critical decisions affecting the lives of our Nation's citi=
zens with disabilities can be made in a deliberate, informed manner.

We are pleued to be a part of this effort today: and look forward to appearing
Were the :Subcommittee again, in the months ahead; to provide more in-depth
views relative-to these issues.

The core 6f AiiieriCa's rehabilitation effort is the_65 year-old State-Federal_ pro-
gram devoted to providing a combination of Rehabilitation Services to_ physically
ancl/nr mentally disabled adults. At the center of this Program is the-State Reha-
bili,stion: Agency which-provides for and/or coordinates a wide range of services for
eligible; disabled persons.

These services are provided with the cooperation of; and/or through, private, non-
prcifit service promers.

The rimäry ptirte of the provision of Vocational Re istbilitation Services is:to
render employabl& those persons with mental and physical disabilities who; be-
cause of the severity of their handicapping condition, are unaMe to secure and/cr
hold employment.
:

The Rehabilitation Att, as-currently authorized, is the most complete and well=
balanced legislation in the human services field.

In-one Act, provisions are included:for a (1) comprehensive:and _individuallytai-
lth-ed program:6f vocatiOnal rehabilithtion services to individuals with physical and/
or mental disabilities; (2) a training Pi agram; (3) a research program; (4) a program
providing comprehensive services in iniependent living; (5) a rehabilithtion_ facilities
program; (6) a community services employment m-ogram; and (7) a special ptojecth
program

For the Rehabilitation Program tehe effective, there_must he trained _personnel to
Work_ With petsons who are disabled; research to reveal ir.ew knowledge and tech-
niques; a comprehensive program_for the provision of independent livingservices_to
persons who are so severely disabled-that they cannnt benefit front_traditional reha,
bilitation services facilities in which severely disabled i.idividuals may be served
with optimum care and expertise; and special demonstratioa projects to te-St new
knowledge in practical-settings, Agencies_ must also be encouraged to initiate neW
programs and expand existing ones to apply kiew knowledge to new groups of indi:
viduals with disabilities.
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This balanced emphasis embodies the elements necessary for a successful rehabili-
tation program to be provided through a nationwide network of public and private,
community-based, service providers.

It is this balanced approach which has enabled: millions of persons with disabil-
ities to be rehabilitated from dependency to employment and productivity, during
the 65-year history of this Program.

EXTENSION OF THE ACT

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended, is a model of what can be done in the
human services field.

We are of the strong contention that to amend or rescind portions of this law
might severely unsettle the balance that makes this program one of the most-tif
not the mostbalanced and effective programs in the human services area, as well
as one of the most cost-efficient.

We urge the extension of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended; for five
years. This will provide authorization levels through Fiscal Year I991._Thit ekteh-
sion is needed to insure Program stability in the State-Federal Rehabilitation Pro-
gram and to insure the continuation of the provision of quality services to the mil-
lions of disabled Americans who are in desperate need of rehabilitation.

It is imperative that the States he. given a clear indication from the Congress of
the future Federal committhent to the Rehabilitation Program and the persons eligi-ble for services.

State legislatures, -many of which will be s,:.ssion for short, specified periods of
time, rewire advance knowledge of Federal Authorization levels for future_ years in
order to provide the state financial contributions necessary for matching Extension
by the Congress for five_years will have a significant; favorable impact on state ap-
propriations and programmatic decisions affecting rehabilitation for futtreyears.

The need for the extension of the Rehabilitation Act is but one of three main
needs pf the Vocational Rehabilitation Program, for any program must have at least
three main pillars to support its effective operation,

It neeb wise enabling legislation, effective leadership, and adequate appropria-
tions, bated on need.

The State-Federal Rehabilitation Programin fact, any Program-rNitally needs
strong committed, and knowledgable National leadership. We look to the current
Mministration, as we have looked to past AdminiEtrations; to provide this. It iS an
irreplacable element.

It is also vitally important that:the US. Congress authorize .and appropriate ade-
water:tit:tines:to enablc. the State-Federal Rehabilitation Program to serve as many
individuals who are eligible for rehabilitation services, as is possible.
_ Basic State Grants, authorited-by Scotian 110, are the lifeblood of the Vocational
Rehabilitation Service Program. It is this Section of the Act which finances:the pro-
vision of Vecational Rehabilitation Services to eligible individuals with mental and/
or physical disabilities, whose disability constitutes a substantial handicap to ere-
ployment

The Federal dollars authorized by this Sectionmatched with state money at a
ratio of, at most, four Federal dollars to one state dollarpermit State:Rehabilita-
tion Agenciesito provide; as well as to contract with private organizations to pro-
vide, individualized, comprehensive services to persons with mental and/or physical
disabilities, for the purpose of rendering these individuals employed and independ-
ent:

From 1979 through tOday, the Rehabilitation Program has been faced with esca-
lating medical and other costs which have far outpaced:inflation. It hm faced a
sharp decline in the purchasingpower of the "rehabilitation service dollar." Ic has
contended with an annual loss plover $122 million in funds previously used to pro-
vide Rehabilitation Services to SSDI Beneficiaries and SSI Recipiente.

In times:of scarce resources; State Agencies muSt, by law, focus these resources on
the provision of services o the most severely disabled persons.

Due to the increased costa of serving the more severely disabled, and the deterio-
ration of _the strength of the "rehabilitation dollar" as described above, there has
occured since 197-9, a marked decline in the numbers of persons served annually by
State Agenciesfrom a 1979 level of 1.1 million to under 940,000 last year:

To rectify this dilemma, the Congress, following the bill initially sponsored by this
Subcommittee, passed _the_ Rehabilitation Act Amendments of :1984. The extension
based futureiatithorization levels for State Vocational Rehabilitation &rvices on
amounts deemed necessary to reverse the erosion in the purchasing power of the
"rehabilitation Dollar;" and to stop the commensurate decline in the number of per-
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sbna receiving services. It wa., the intent of Congress to restore, by FY 1987, the pur-
chasing power-to its FY 1979 equivalent:

LaSt Sear, FY 1983,-for the first time in nearly a decade, the:number of_persons
with disabilitieS SerVed did riot significantly:decline. In fact; the Program served the
highest percentage of persons with severe disabilities in its 65-year history, and the
actual number of severely disabled pei-sons served Increased for tht- first time since
1979.

These _positive signs exist because of the continued support of thiS Subcommittee
and the Congress.

Bi-partisah recommendations endorsed: over two years ago by thiE Subcommittee
and approVed: overwhelmingly in February; 1984 , by_both houses of Congress, have
worked to end a debilitating decline in the ability of the Rehabilitation Field to pro-
vide quality services to eligible persons with disabilities. _

But sucess is not echieVed jiiStitieOause the patient has stopped bleeding.
For America's Rehabilitation Effert to be broadened arid strenghtened. resources

must- be made available to allow for an in-crease in the provision of quality services
to more and more persons with disabilities.

Unfortunately, ther- '1 are not sufficient funds to serVe all thoSe eligible, dis-
abled:people who have the_ potential and desire to work and who need Rehabilita-
tiOn ServiteS to obtain employment and self-sufficienu.

Our beat eatinitite is that State Rehabilitation Agencies are able to serve only one
out of every tWenty peopk who are eligible for such service i._

There is no greater frUStratiOn to Mvocates than to knob '_that individuals are not
being served beciiiSe there are nr.it sufficient resources avai able for services.

There is no greater waste cif resources than the waste of I ,iman potential__
We strongly recommend that -the Congress provide legisliticn: which contains_aw

thorization levels for the &talc State Vocational Rehabilita ibh Program which will
allow:for the provision of Rehabilitation Services to an es -..T-increasitig number of
eligible individuals_ with mental and physical disabilities.

Whatever the cost, there is no other human service p ogram WhoSe_funds ate
Spent in such a cost-effective manner to help people li more self-suffiCierit arid
productive lives.

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES FOR INDEPENDENT IIVING

-__ Part A, of 'ntle VII of the Rehabilitation-Act, establishes a state grant program_to
meet -the current and future needs of individuals with disabilities so severe _that
they_do not presently have the potential for employment, but who May benefit from
rehabilitation services in order to live and function more independently.

Iti 1978; _when this law_was_enactect, a substantial new service program Was owl-
SiOne with a, the Senate Report declared, "sufficent funds" available to -deVellip
"effective long-range plans and services." Such funds have never been made avail-
able.

LaSt Year, $5 Million was appropriated bytheCongress to allow_states to plan fel-
the impleinentatien of Services under Part A. These monies have yet to be released
to State Agencies.

The time t.o fully itiMlettierit a new Comprehensive Services Program is now. The
existing Independent LiVing Centers across the country have proven-_-and_continue
to:prove on a daily basisthe effectiveness of, and the need for; the full implemen-
tation of the indeJendent living concept.

_
:We need desperately to supplement the services provided by the existing Centerz.

This can be done by providing meaningful authorizations and appropriations for the
Statewide _servicedelivery _system in independent living for the severely disabled;
Wider Title VII; Part A; and adequate monies to begin the Older Blind Individtals
Program in Part C.

Fundaare needed to devise ai equitable:state distribution procedure for Part-A
rvice Granta; alloWing II continued adequate funding base 'for the Centers for In-

dependent Living AS aiithbriied: under Part B; and funding_for the first time an
Older Blind Individdela Independent LiVing Program as authorized by Part C.

REHABILITATION TRAINING

While all provisions of the:Rehabilitation Act are necessary for a balanced service
deliVery systent; the training ofipersonnel_to work with persons with mental and
phySical ditabilities is one of the most important for the assurance of quality and
relevant service delivery.

The Rehabilitation Training Program provides resources for the training of pro-
fessional, dedicated men and women in the latest techniques in service delivery, ad-
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vances in technology, and in information on improved job placement and deVelop:
meat.

Inservice training and continuing education for persons currently providing Reha-
bilitation Services assista in insuring that they are aware and knowledgeable of the
latest servica delivery techniques, information on employment, job placement, and
technology. This S6-:tion of the Act is one of the most valuable. It should be contin-
tied:With autherizations-commensurate with the need.

The Members of this panel are prepared to _address the exciting new advancea in
Rehabilitation being made in their various stztes, as well as to-discuss with the Sub:
committee any problem which they are encountering in the deliVery of services to
persons with mental and physical disabilities.

MT. WIJLIAMS. Our thanks to you and each of the panel members
for your testimony.

Mr. Bartlett ___ _

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you;_ Mr. Chairman: _ =

= Mr: Chairman,- I do apologize for comiog in late. I heard most of
the testimony. Of course; I hear testimony from Max Arrell almoSt
on a weekly hasis.

One thing you never -lear-n -up here is how to be in two places at
one time.:We had aisurprise; an unannounced witness this morning
in a- markup that I'm currently engaged in; andin_which:Lhave
several amendments up. It was the Chairman of the Federal Home
Luan Bank Board; and since he was giving informal testimony -on
triirst amendment; I thought I probably ought to stay and give
him some support.

Mr. Chairman; if I might say _a few preliminary comments and
then- go to my 5 minutes of questions---

Mr, WILLIAMS. Please.
Mr. BARTLETT. I have looked forward to this hearing and this

series of hearings for a long time. I am very_appreciative of_Chair-
man _ Williams for beginning early, setting a rather ambitiOus
SdiedUle Of a comprehensive set of hearings over the:next year
where we can-look-at the- changing and imp-oving world of reha-
bilitation anddisabilities in this country.

The &habilitation- Act itself has heen; without a doubt, one of
the most successful Federal -statutes ever written. It ati
Wide variety of_programs that contribute:directly to the independ-
ence, to the employment, and tO the well-being of persons with dis-
abilities; During itsi65-year history, it-hag-demonstrated a c-.:rtain
power and value in investing human potential::

It_ has become a- complex-statutesome would sayitoo_complex=
with the State_ Grant Program and- Discretionary Program. -So I
think, ih that light, it is helpful to have this series of hearings,= of
which today is the first,-to see if there are ways to improve the Re-
habilitation Act; to build on the strength that we have now and to
build for the future.

I :would also hope during the course of the hearings, at least
during the_ hearings; perhaps included in the Rehabilitation ,Act,
perhaps not, that we address and think about that whole array of
Federal legislation that is responsive, and -sometimes not respon-
SiVe; to the needsi of the disabled, _I have seen one _estimate which
estimates some 16 percent of disabled persons in this country:are
employed, Now, it would be substantially less than -that if it
Weren't for the work _that _was done by the rehabilitation agencies
around this country. But the fact of a 16 percent employment rate
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tells us that we need to consider the Rehabilitation Act and to link
it with the world of employment, of teimalogy, of communit
living, housing, incentives and disincentives, health insurance, at-
tendant care and transportation on an array of iSSues.

So I enter with an-open mind but with a few preconceptions.
First, in terms of preconceptions, I would like to see th,- Rehabilita-
tion Act more closely complement the intent of Section 161-9 in the
SOdal curity Act to give that full array of iemplayment opportun,
ties to those persons who_are presently on SSI and SSDI. Second, I
would hope that We can find ways that the independent living seg-
ment could be expanded to be more truly comprehensive. Third; I
would seek ways to capitalize on the ir terest of the private §ector.

Now, one comment about _the priva.te -sector and that will lead
me to my first question. That is; as I heard the witnessesand I
think you are essentially correctand as I see the direction of
these he iringS, the goal of the_ Rehabilitation-Act and this subcom-
mittee should not be to harness the benevolence of the private
sectorthere is plenty, of thatbui. to harness the profit motive.
The fact Of the matter_is,_tnat's a -niuch -greater motivator, and the
fact of the matter is, as insurance_companies an,f private employ-
ers will tell us, it is far more profitable and far less expenSive to
retrain and readapt the workplace for-a disabled employee, to put
that employee bacic to work; than it is to provide for a lifetime of
care for that potential employee.

So my &St queStion then becomes, could you cite for us either
changes in the act or changes as you can see over Cae next 5 years
that could harness the private sector. What changeS in either the
la* or in actual practice_need -to he made in the workplace to pro-
vide for that kind a access to_ employment opportunities? If you
had _a perfect world, a blank blackboard, how wot.n d you improve
the 16 percent employment rate among the Nation's disabled?

Mr. ARRELL. iMr. Bartlett; I think that under _the broad auspices
of the present Rehabilitation Act we have that. I think if we obtain
the reSdurcet to use the technology we already have, along with
the resources in the private sector, I think we have that pos§ibility.
I don't know Of anything in the act that keeps us from doing that
except resources.

Mr. BARTLETT. Then let me address funding, in term§ of re=
sources

Right now in the rehabilitation agencies it is your mission; loose-
ly stated; ta rehabilitate persons and to help them seek private em-
ployment. Obviously, you don't touch but_ a tip of the iceberg in
tering of disabled persons just take the ones that are on SSI and
SSDI.

What mechaniSm§ are in place that youiknow of in the Federai
law that give employment placement services or attendent care fzx
SSI_ and SSD1 and is that a function that rehabilitation agencies
could adopt?

Mr. ARRELL. Of course, you and I _have discussed this in section
1t19_and the_SSI and SSDI. Obviously, we do need to take care of
the disincentives. We have_ a_large number of severely disabled in-
dividuals who would be working today iEit was profitable for them
to work, and if they would not lose benéfitS, especially medical ben=
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efits. I mean, obviously; that needs to be addressed and needs to be
corrected.
: As far as actually placing these people in the work force and
having the technology to da it; and having the counselor and staff
da_it, we have that now. But we're talking money. We're really
talking money. We're really talking individuals who can sit down
on a one-to-one basis and work with industry; giving us enough per-
sonnel and:counselors to go out and-sit down and talk to people in
industry. Right now our counselors only have_time to do very little
counseling and very, very- much less than that contact with the
general public because their caseload is so heavy.

Mr. BARTLETT. You're saying your agencies have the infrestruc-
ture--_--

Mr. ARRELL. We have the structure.
Mr. BAamErr [continuing]. To place SSI and SSDI persons in pri-

vate employment? :

Mr. ARRELL. Absolutely.
Mr. BARTLETL _But not the resources.
Mr-. Altana,. Absolutely. The first job I ever had_ in rehabiliti.tion

was purely in Social Security caseload. That's all I had. I will guar-
antee you, those individuals can and will go to wark and can be
placed into employment.

Mr. BARTLPrF.SO who is doing it now?
Mt. ARRELL. We're doing some of it; and the rest of them are not

being done. These people are staying on benefits.
Mr. BAitThEvr. Does SSI or SSDI have a placement or counseling

or employment service?
Mr. ARRELL. Not effective, that-I know of
Mr. BArtmErr. One iast question; Mr: Chairman.
Who would save- the money? I mean, if rehabilitation agencies

were to take on that task, there would be a tremendous savings, I
assume. Who would save the money and how could we link the cost
savings_ to the cost of--

Mr. ARRELL. Obviously; the savings would be in lesser payrnenta
to SSI and SSDI, Federal appropriations in that area. That's obvi-
ous,

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. SWitZet.
Mr; SWITZER. I think that we have only scratched the surface of

dealing with business and industry; I am all for projects with in=
dustry and the expansion of projects with industry. Because what it
did, you see;-_ it got business involved with what disabled_people can
do, that we had a product to sell; to do work for the business com-
munity; =

I think what is lacking :in the budgetthere are many-things
lacking probably in the budget, and yes, we could use more money;
but in particular; that vthich was taken-out a few years agois in-
navation and expansion. We're dealing with new_ populations in
New York State, the he-ad inkury, the learning disabled,: the spinal
cord:injury and the aged disabled; We have no moneys that-we can
use to give- tt anyone to innovate new ideas,_ new_ techniques: in
teaching the disabled how to work and how ta get a job. Innovation
and expansion is extremely important in the act, and that money
must be put back in so that we can do the necessary programmatic
type of research, to give moneys to nonprofit facilitieS, to United
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Cerebral Palsy, to experiment wi a us and work and solve some of
these problems of, for example,-the head injw-y.

Mr: BARTLETT. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Jeffords.
Mr JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dave, it is good to see you here and I commend you on the excel-

lent:job you're doing.
I have three questions that I would like anyone to comment on:

First; :with the Job Training _Partnership Act, could you tell me
what kind of coordination and assistance _you have had from your
State and local agencies regarding the area of assisting the handi-
capped. :

cond, there is a tremendous cf:pacity in our modern technology
to-design various techniques for training the handicapped: Do you
find there ia sufficient resources being dedicated to that area, or is
that some place where we should to place -more special attention?

Third, regarding independent living; :especially that which Mr.
Mentasti described, give me an idea of the percentage being served
compared to those that ought to be served. Also address special at-
tention to part C of title VII,- which apparently has no funding.
Should we push for more funding there or would it be better to
push for more funding in the other parts of that Title. Is there a
problem with respect to special needs forithe _

Mr. SWITZER. Your first question on JTPA, in New York State
We have approximatelyand I will send you the number of
projects we have with JTPA funding: We _have been able to link
very: nicely with vocational education private facilities and -voc
rehab dollars- We have two programs in training computer _pro-
grammers, one on Long Island and one in Queens; New York City,
and we are developing one in Rochester as well. Here we have joint
funding-of-JTPA dollars for -training, voc ed dollars, and OVR doL
lars,_ and money is coming in from private business to develop it. I
think it's a very worthwhile project.

In New-York I-have 16 district offices. All of my managers serve
on advisory councils _to the JTPA funding, so that we make sure
that percentage of dollars goes for the disabled.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thtink you.
Ms. SUTER; We have 23 service delivery areas, JTPAs, in Illinois.

We have the same thing. We have representativea in each of those
areas. We_do joint training awareness_ programs and work jointly
with the employers. It has been a very helpful prograrn.

Mr. RABE. I can echo in Ohio, that the same type of coordination
goes on with JTPA:

I would like to comment on: the training azinect. I dii tel that it
is necessary to have additional training funds within the States, es-
pecially when we're talking about national issues; Other States; in-
cludingiOhio; require training in how to serve disabilities such as
head Mjuries when counselors dorft have the training or need tobe
brought up-to-date with the new advances in technology; So I think
that training is very important, especially as technology changes.

Ohio continues to -spend money on training in order to bring our
counselors up to date in the areas of technological advances as well
as information on different disabilities and new diSabilitieS.

4
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Mr. MENTASTI. Congre.5man Jeffords, with respect to the Job
Training Partnership Act, although it got crf to a slow start in Ver-
mont, in the trenches there is certainly cooperation with the Job
Service in implementing and we have found it a very effective ra-
tionship, a very effective_program, for our clients

In terms of part C, I think it's important that we fund part C.
services to older_blind, to highlight the need for specialized services
to this segment of_the population. This segment of the population is
growing rapidly. I believe there are special needs, particularly in
the areas of social recreational activitieS.

In a rural State like Vermont, isolation is a critical factor in
terms of remaining independent and being able to take care of one-
self If we are to keep the elderly_ out of more expensive, more re-
Strictive environments, I would strongly encourage funding of part
C._

I would also encouraging funding of part A. I think Whet hap-
pens, if you say "let's do it all with one", you tend to dillute.
Again, I think the elderly blind are an issue Which I think we have
neglected for long enough and now it's reaching a critical mass.

Thank you.
Mr ARRELL. I would like _to make one comment about the inde-

pendent living_program. I think this is probably the most innova-
tive and best thing that has come along in rehabilitation in the last
25 or 30 years. I think this is going to be the one thing, if you're
going to enhance the employability and the liveability, to allow the
multiple handicapped and serverely disabled individual to live a
productive life in a community setting, than any other_ one thing.

If you ask_ me today, if I had to say today '.-vhere could I have an
increase in funding in one program in the Rehabilitation Act, what
would it be, I would have to say in the independent !iving program.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Do the others on the panel agree?
[Panel ncids affirmatively.]
Mr. JEFFORDS [continuing] WOuld each of you quickly run down

the percentage of the population presently being served that should
be living independently. _Can you give us at least a ballpark figure?

Mr. ARRELL. That would be hard for me to do off the top of my
head, yes.
_ Ms._ SUTER. The only figure that I have in Illinois right nowandI could provide that for _ youI know we have anywhere from
12,000 to 200 individuals that are living in nursing homes right
that with some kind of independent living SerViceS could live in
their commurnties.

Mr. JEPPORDS. Without pushing you, if you could provide us with
that information, I would appreciate =knowing that.

Mr. MENTASTI._ The only celament I might make, Congressman, is
that; since the independent living center for blind and viSually im-
paired was established 3 years ago; clients in our social rehabilita:
tion caseload, which is essentially an independent living services
program, increased by over 100 percent. That wag due mainly to
the outreach efforts§ of the independent living program.

Mr. ARP ELL. I can tell you, CongretSman, that in our State we
have a State-funded program we call the Extended Rehabilitation
Services Program. It has been in operation now about 5 years and
was funded for those individuals who, at the time, we thought prob-
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ably would never be able to work in the community. We are find-
ing that is not true.

We have 19 projects at this time serving over a thousand individ-
ual& I have a consumer consultation committee that works on the
ERS Program and they are er-ouraging us to quadruple our pro-
gram. We could quadruple it and still not meet the needs of the
people that are out there right now. But I can give you hard fig:
ures on that.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I apologize to everyone, I ami_supposed to be in

four places at the same time._ I was trying to get two out of the
four. So I appreciate very much your testimony and thank you, Mr.
Chairman, for allowing my participation.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you; Mr. Jeffords.
Before we proceed, apparently there are wople in the room

around the corner who can't see and can't get much closer because
of the way we are seated. I can't tell from here whether anyone in
the back can moVe their chairs in such a way filet come of the
people around the corner may be able to come closer and at least
enter the body of the room. But there_ are some- seats- up front.
Maybe we could move a back row of chairs in a way that we could
allow people in the chairs around the corner to come closer.

Are we all_ in now? Thank you
Again I want to thank the panel for their testimony and the pre-

cise and appropriately brief answers that you have given to my col-
leagues' questions.

Although this is The first of a series of hearings on the reduthor=
ization, and it may perhaps be_too soon to expect specific recom-
mendations for changes in this Act: Nonetheless, let me note I
didn't hear any specific recommendations for changes in- this act
Coming from those of you-representing the Council of State Admin-
istrators_ Each of you said the act should continue; suale had indi=
cations that one title or section or another of the act should per-
haps be somewhat improved_and particularly, better funded. But
no_one made any recommendations as to specific ot cettainly
nificant changea in the body of the act.

Let me just quickly go down the table, starting with you, Mr.
Arrell, and a§k if that's an oversight, iftime simply didn't allow it,
or if, in fact, there are specific changes which you would like to see
in the act If so can you provide those suggestions to the committee
in writingat a later_time.

Mr. ARRELL.- It's not an oversight Mr. Chairman, on My part. I
genuinelY belieVe that the Rehabilitation_iAct ought to be left
intact as it iS for a period of time to_ continue to give us some con-
sistency in the program. I think we have the authority to do what
we need to do.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. Mentasti.
Mr MENTASTI. I would agree with that, Mr. Chairman: _

Mr. RABE. I would, as well. I believe the current act provide§ that
flexibility that is necessary, as well as the detail, to serve the popu-
lation that needs services.

MS. SUTER. I agree.
Mr. SWITZER. I agree, but I would like it for 5 years.
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Mi. WILLIAMS,. You .would likeit reauthorized for 5 years.
MS. Suter, deiyou agree with the 5 Years?
MS. SUTER. Yes_
Mr. WILLIAMS. How abolit the rest of you? Is there any disagree-

ment on the 5 years?
Mr. ARRELL. No. :

Mr. WiLLIA Ms. Let-me assure you, just in the way of devil's adve-
catelet me: ask you a question this_ way. -It seems- to me -there is
altrieSt Unnoticed today in America a: great political debate. That
debate centers:around whether- or not, if I_ may put it in its sim,
plest terms, federalism_ as we have _known it for 50 years is-to con-
tin_ue,-er -whether the-Nation is going to go more to _a system of a
combination of volunteerism and the user pays, -the -early tell read
Mentality; which re:111Y was accepted in this country for many,
many years.

I think there_is no question but that_it's in the best interest of-all
Americans- that each -American be able to live_ independently and
have an _ample A--,pportunity= to secure -a-good-paying_safe jab at a
geed-wage. The Vocational Rehabilitation Act establishes those two
goals in its title.
: The question before. the Congress and before you isugiven teday'S

debate, -arid what -is-apparently a new mood in: America, of turning
away from federalism:: Should we--maintain---the --Federal require-
Ment for_ independent _living: as a national :goal; and for a job =for
each of our-citizens- as-a -national goal, but place the_ cost ey that
mere with the private sector and with the user themselves?

het's-start with you, Mr.-Switzer,
: Mr; SWITZER: I answer_ the luestion -this- way.- Without federal-

Weiild -we haveintegrationiwith minority groups in this coun-
try,iwithout the laws of the land?-

Mr. WILLIAMS:The answer to that is no.
MT. Swittta..--Right.-The same_thing.would be true with rehabili-

tation; I think if we left it -up te theStatas, it-just-wouldn't happen.
We1 rsed the Federal law and we:need that; as Isaid in mytestime-
ny, as the -catalyst, as the-direction whiCh you're going in to pro-
vide services to disabled people: It must be a Federal movement, in
my opinion:

Mr: WILLIAMS. MS. Suter?-
Ms Surza. I: believe that a partnership is beneficial; but I believe

there-abseNtely- has -to be the Federal mandate to carry out_ these
programs or they wouldn't get done.--I---believe-tat we need- the
Federal-Mandate to see that the programs:are carried out and that
people do get the_rights, asyou mentioned; toemployment, to edu-
cation, that they're entitled _to, I think it absolutebr has to come
from the-Federal Government.

Mr-. WILLIAMS. Letime ask you; along with-the mandateand my
qUeStion presupposed that: the need for the mandate for_ independ-
ent living and -work for-all Americans-is -now clear in this:country.
My Auestion presupposed_ that that mandate continue, _but-it- went
te the heart a-Who -should administer that mandate; number one;
and_secend; who should pay for_ it.

Ms Surtiz. I_ believe that there should be funding from the _Fed-
eral level also-to-see that those programs are paid for and that the
funding has to come from the Federal level and that there has to

27
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be flexible and there has to oe steady and consistent leadership on
the:Federal level as well.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Rabe?
_ Mr: RABM I feel that the framework that exists' at _the Federal
level is sufficient but that the States have to be part of the overall
program and have to show =that :they;: too; cansupport programs
such as:independent living.: I think without the Federal framework
you will have- a patchwork of independent living programs that
may not all reach a certain level; I think the State of Ohio and
other States have shown that they are willing to put up monies for
independent living. But I think again it needs to be a joint effort to
reach all of the populations that are in need.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Mentasti?
Mr: MENTASTL I believe we're dealing with a national issue that

needs a national vmce and national leadership.
Mr. WILLIAms.__Mr. Arrell:
Mr. MIZELL. The user fee memality has just been demonstrated

in-our-State very highly. In the past session of the legislature they
increased college tuition by three times; increased all user fees in
our State by 50 percent. I think that mentality certainly, at least
in our part of the country, is very prevalent. _ _ _

But I would also indicate to you that I think a Federal presence
in this -area ia mandatory, for this reason. To give you an example
of what I expect in my _State in the next session:of the legislature

_in 2 years, it is very obvious there is going to have to be an-in-
-6rease in taxes. We held to no tax this time by increasing user fees:
There_ is going to have to be a rather large increase in taxes. The
constituency that we represent, -without a Federal mandate, with-
out Federal laws_requiring it and being involved in this, we cannot
compete in our State with- the University of Texas, the University
of-Texas system, we cannot compete with_the Highway Department
and other such _agencies for the State dollar. In order to be able to
compete with those-individuals, we just do not have the lobbyists.
All we have are disabled people who are willing to work 24 hours_a
day; and that's very effective. But when you re-up -against large
lobbies trying to get State funds, when there is going to be an in-
crease in taxes; we need some _Federal_ leverage.

Mt. WILLIAMS. Well, each of your- statements on this in response
to my question_I think is_very_ important; Each statement; because
you have: weighed in primarily on one side of what really is a
raging national debate, eveALthough it seems to be centered inside
of the Washington beltway. There are many of us who believe that
the economic-and social magic which America has experienced
these past 50,plus years is, in fairly significant measure; due to_the
application of this unique brand of federalism which started follow-
ing the Great Depression.
: When I say:the debate goes largely unnoticed; let me put it in

this framework for you. Along with being a member of the Educa-
tion and_ Labor Committee; I am also a member of the House
Budget Committee. Americans, it seems to me; seem somewhat
mystified about the budget debate. Not so much because_they don't
understand it; but rather, because they have :noticed that the
Democratically-controlled House has cut the deficit by the same
amount as the Republican-controlled Senate. So the question is,
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What'S all the brouha !about if you have kept the deficit almost ex-
actly the same-amount?

Well, the:debate is about just that=of which we speak. Those who
would cut the budget one way would cut it to begin to move those
programs that -need federalism- to- Troperly survive, as perhaps
yours does, to cut those programs and move them into the localities
for -both management, administration and funding. Others of us
who believe more strongly in a _Federal-role have found other ways
to cut the deficit. So that is what the Budget Committee spent all
of its- time debating, not whether or not we ought to cut the deF-
citalmost everybody in this country agrees with that. The ques-
tion is how do we do it.
= As citizens of this country, who have a deep and abiding stake in

the outcome of this debate, I encourage you to _continue to nat_only
pay-close attention to it, but to try to swing the national compass
in the direction which you believe is-the proper-course for America.

Again we thank_this panel for your assistance;
Mr. WILLIAMS. We will now_go to panel two, representing the re-

habilitation coalition; I will_ ask Mr. Charlson, Ms. Presson,- Ms.
Mendelsohn, and Ms. Spivack to take the witness table; I also en-
courage this_panel to try and stay within our 7 or so minutes in
your testimony,

Ms. Spivack, we will begin with you.

STATEMENT OF MARILYN PRICE SPIVACK, FOUNDER AND EXEC-
UTIVE-DIRECTOR, NATIONAL HEAD INJURY FOUNDATION, INC.;
NANCY PRESSON; BRIAN CHARLSON; AND HELEN MENDEL=
SOHN, A PANEL

Mrs. SPIVACK. Mr. Chaii man and members of the subcommittee,
on behalf: of the National Head Injury Foundation -I want to thank
you for this opportunity to speak before you today; My name is
Marilyn -Price- -Spivack and today I wear two hats: first, as a
mother; _and second; as the founder and executive director of the
National Head Injury Foundation.

My daughter, Deborah, -was-severely bead injured in an automo-
bile accident in_ 1975; That tragedy caused us such stress; frustra-
tion and anger that my husband and I, Dr. Martin Spivack, found-
ed the foundation in 1980. Since then, the -NHIF has represented a
newly identified disabled population that has been long ignored: I
was very pleased to hear that it was mentioned a number of times
this morning; _

This population is rapidly !multiplying as the result of major ad-
vances in ne-urosurgical acute -medical care techniques, diagnostic
rnethods and_ the establishment of trauma centers. Yet still, in
1985, extended rehabilitation programs, human services and public
policies have not caught up to the needs of these survivors. Our
submitted itestimony_ covers statistics and facts regarding the
impact of the Rehab Act upon the victims of traumatic brain injury
in detail; bid because of time constraints, I will review just some or
the numbers.

Five-hundred thousand yearly are admitted to hospitals with
traumatic brain injury; leaving_ 50;000 to_ 70,000 with physical, psy-
Chologieal, and intellectual disabilities, precluding their return to a
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normal life: We are_ talking about our most precious resource; our
young people. TiVo-thirds of the victims are _under 30; and approxi-
mately -20,000 -are under 18. It is important- to-recognize -that the
vast majority of:survivors will have_ a very normal life expectancy
Which then creates an overwhelming, unrelenting-emotional and fi-
nancial burden on the family and_ on-society. Today; I am repre-
senting these young people to_ enthusiastically support the Reha-
bilitation Act of-1973,- as-amended.

It is_for us; the families :and the survivors; the most: meaningful
and critical legislation that ensures- aipossible future of productivi-
ty and dignity for our sons and daughters: Without this act; the
lives saved:at tremendous expense are doomed to an empty wast&
land; thereby creating a greater-drain on our welfare and economic
systems: The indirect costs of traumatic brain injury are stagger-

= Switthing hats and speaking as±a mother; I will tell you why the
Rehab:Act is so important to me. I was fortunate to be blessed' with
three bright-healthy, and beautiful children. They had everything
we could afford to give:them _so that:their_ future would be produc-
tive and promising. Like- all parents,- we -had many- dreams for
therm: We had made noiplans for _catastrophic trauma But then,
head injuries happen without warning.

My family was-touched-twice. -Fifteen months-after Debbie acci-
dent; my son; then 20; was killed in a motorcycle accident. He was
a passenger on a motorcycle, as Debbie was a passenger in a van.- It
was a dreaded telephone call that was our only warning and prepa-
ration. ::

It is the-same for all of US.- Immediately-the family-is dropped
into a pit of fear; disbelief; anger, guilt iind dispair. If our:loved
one survives, _we quickly !earn the meaning of what multiple dis-
abilities are. We are still unaware of traumatic brain injuries and
its_ horrendous consequences.

What is traumatic brain injury? It's a mosaic of- com-plicated dis-
abilities affecting the body; _the senses;:the mind and_the personali-
ty; leaving:lifelong disability and-long-term impairments. In -severe
cases, the traditional prognosis after severe head injury was hope-
less, as it was for my daughter. Now we know that more often it is
not. Return of -function-is-not a miracle.--It is- hard work, dedication;
and appropriate therapeutic intervention; In the milder cases; it is
often ignored and treated quite casually, leaving irn-pairments to
worsen and psychological problems to mount. What could then be
an excellent rehabilitative outcome_ turns into a failure because ap-
propriate extended-education, rehab programs and funding mecha-
nisms are nonexistent'

Like all other -families, Debbie's accident left us with a deep an-
guish- and bewilderment to her future. We had no training or sup-
port systems to help us cope at the time. I had never had to access
any State -service or agency before. I was totally unfamiliar in the
world of disability:

Frora 1975 to 1977 we folnd the best medical management and
early rehab-treatment that was available in Massachusetts. _Upon
hospital discharge,: the systems of rehabilitation began to break
down and our world began to- crumble again. It was -most evident
that the professionals in all areas of rehabilitation and extended
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setvicea were not prepared to treat this population; whether they
were mildly impaired oriseverely disable& At that Point, even my
husband, a physican; was at a loss asito where to turn. Mesnwhile,
the-Rehabilitation Act was alive and wellin the late seventies. I
didn't realize then how the Rehab Act benefited- My daiighter.

We_had from almost the onset of medical rehabilitation the sup-
port of our _special ed department They gave us Whatever help
theY Could. They shared our frustration and then funded Debbie
when- the tittle- came.: We :all learned: about head injury rehabilita-
tion by trial and error; During-that time I-was told-by the-Special
ed departMent to contact the Massachusetts Rehabilitation :Depart-
ment. They had funds at -the time_ forprevocatiOnal training pro-
grams. At my request1 that agency_joined our:planning t-eam and
Debbie's -next placement was in Ne* Hampshire. It was jointly
Planned and jointly funded.

_I pet-tonally know how important prevocational training pro-
grams are for the survivors of traumatic brain ihjthry. The facility
happened to be unique and' they tried to amend the program for
her. But when It was -no longer -appropriate; our options again
became quite limitedto keep Debbie at -honiebecatite the pit=
gtatha:to_provide her what she needed did not exist:
: Through:the advocacy -effort,we have brought traumatiC brain
injury to the attention of_ Congress and-Federal agencies. Sgecial
language -was incnrporated last year in:House bill 6028; which= di-
rected the Department of Education and,related-agentieS-to reVieW
alLprograniS and services and to report back _to_ Congress this
spring As a direct result of that mandatei We tobk the_Most impor,
tant step in_ our history; On May_ 14, the National -Head Injury
Foundation entered into a cooperative agreement with OSERS and
related agenciea:The goals that are -stated-hi that agreenietit===and
that -thuSt also be carried Lout at the State and Federal level
depend upon the-Rehabilitation Acti_

What are our priorities? To review; training is a major one; -cast
managers, vacattonal icounselers and Special educators. The second
priority is special demonstration projects -to fund intioVatiVe and
preVacational programt to bridge the gap inaervices providing nec-
essary cognitive- remediation, behavior mddifidationi arid social and
community integration skills.

Rehabilitation research_ must continue. Head _injury rehabilita-
tion is still in its infancy and we need-to-refine the -technique§ and
technology. 'Research: is needed tct document the long-term outcome
after a= continuum -of services. The Rehab_ Act allOWS Us: to move
forward and we do not have to start from:scratch because the state:
of--the=a et, in head: :injury rehabilitatidn ia being developed in the
private_ sector; Visiting these programs, I see the 4:_ibtlitive re-Stilt:5
and iiiiproVeinent in function, even when the individual's prognosis
was that of- a hopeless future.
: I would: like to mentionethat where our States are acti-ve, so-have
become ,the :State rehabilitation commissioners and the commis-
sions; Fifteen States are _now working with -blit State EiSSodiatioriS
in planning needs assessments; training programs; and service de-
livery.

I_ would just like to close_and say that our loved -ones *Tete Night
and articulate young people, at the verge of becoming productive,
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and vital citizens.1 Many of them had started families and careers.
They were-productive and successful Now this devastating tragedy;
causing a spectrum of disabilities, leaves many without hope or dig-
nity and without a means toward achieving independence for their
maximum potential of function= They are _isolated, angry; de-
pressed; and__ sometimes suicidal, without friends and without
lovers, and often without an extended family in a world that does
not understand_them

Gentlemen, the Rehabilitation Act which will authorize the goals
of our agreement within each agency mandate is critical to us

To sum up my testimony; _as a _mother I will say that we think
rehabilitation is cost effective in dollars and in the return of digni-
ty. As founder of the National Head Injury Foundation, I urge you
to continue to recognize that the future of all survivors of traumat-
ic brain injury, as well as all disabled people, depend upon the pro-
grams within the Rehabilitation Act:

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Marilyn Spivack followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL HEAD INJUIV! FOUNDATION

, Thank you; M-r. Chairman; for allowing thisadditionai w/itten testimony by the
National Head Injury Foundation (NI-ILF) to be entered:into the _record_ oLthese
hearings. We do so in order to expand Oh and document the epidemic nature of
traumatic head injury country and to detail the needs of this toci long ne-
glected population. The NHIF is an organization of 30 state associations. 315 chap-
ters and 10,000 membirs providing support, information, education and advocacy for
individuals suffering brain damage after head injuries. We have served over 60,000
families_ and professionals since the Foundation began. We have brought the prof):
lern of head, injury before the House Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human
Services and Education in 1983, 1984 and in 1985.

INCIDENCE AND PREVALENCF. OF HEAD INJURY IN THE UNITED STATES

Brain damage from traumatic head injury is the number one cause of death and
neurolocal disability in persons under age 35.

:Two major -studies document the extent of this epidemic: The-National Head &
Spinal Cord Injury Survey (NHSCIS) of 1980 and_ the San Diego Head Injury Study
which win: published, in 1984.: The NHSCISiistudied all _perpons surviving long
enough to be admitted to hospitals in 1974 with tither head injuriesior spinal cord
injuries. As shown in Table 1, 422,000 people were admitted with head injuries com-
pared to 10,000-with spinal cord-injury. le addition: the vmt majority of those :with
head injuries, 262,000, were under age 24young-people at the beginning of their
most productive years. Similar data was obtained by -Kraus et al.--whalooked_at ail
people suffering brain dampge from traumatic head injury in San-Diego-County
during-1981 The incidence rates reported in this study are shown in Table H where
we also present rates for the entire United States population based on these data.
The study found that 21/100;000 peoplediedafhead injuries at the scene of the ac-
cident, arid an additional 91100;000 died after hospitalization. Thus; the number of
people dying from traumatic head injuries per year in the US.: would, be 30/100,000
or almost 70,000- per year. One can calculate from these data that _13;500 people in
this countiy will survive after severe traumatic brain damage, 31,500 after moder-
ate brain damage and 294,750 after sustaimng minor brain damage. Those 44,000
people surviving_moderate to severe brain damage each year wni -s-e left with dis-
abilities- whiAr may seriously limit their return to previous employment or even
fully independent living. Dr.- Joyce Brink of the Rancho Los Amigos Hospital in
Downey; California,: estimatesithat18,000 children ander the age of 18 will suffer
such disabilities and be limited in their return_to school. As Alma in_Table IL this
annual incidence-of persons suffering moderate to severe head injury exceedsithe
combined total of individuals with Spinal Cord Injury, Multiple Sclerosis; Cerebral
Palsy and Muscular DYstrophy!

What of the 294,750 people a year who are admitted to hospitals with "minor!'
head injuries? No head injury resulting in unconsciousness is truly minor. Indeed,
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many neurologists feel that any br:ef loss of :consciousness (concussion) reflects some
brain damage, and we are all awareof the result when prize-fighters sustain repeat.
ed minor head injuries.:A study at the U. of Virginia hospitals by Rimel et al. clear-
ly documents the fact that in a group of people unconscious less -than twenty min-
ute& fully one third were still out of work-betause of their head injury 3 months
later, iThe economic costs to Workmen's Compensation Insurance and unemploy-
ment benefits are enormous when one considers the numbers of people involved.

It is much more-difficult to find reliable data on the prevalence of various neuro-
logic disabilities. The data of Kurtzke shown in Table HI estimates that 1;800,400
people (800/100,000) in this country suffer neurologic disability from traumatic head
injury. This number is remarkably dose to NHIF estimates. We know that life ex-
pectancy after having survived:traumatic head injury is close to normal and that
the mean age of all head injured people is about 22 years_ Thus, if each cif the 44,000
persons_ sustaining moderate _to severe brain damage lives 40 years, one might
expact 1;760;000 people with brain damage from head injury to be living in this
country; In any case, there is little question that there is a very large population of
traumatically brain damaged pcople who have not been recognized as a unique dis-
ability group but who ere in dire need of specialized rehabilitation services.

ECONOMIC COSTS OF Flasr. INJURY

The direct costs of traumatic head injury are estimated by the NHSCIS at close to
5 billion dollars a year in 1980 dollars. This is a gross under-estimation of total costs
as it does not include lifelong care or income lost from work. Direct lifetime costs
for one person seriously brain damaged by head injury can range from $500,000- to
over a million and a half dollars. Lest income and productivity can only be guessed
at. When one considers that we are talking about a population disabled in the prime
of productive years, this amount must be staggering.

UNMET NEEDS OF THE HZAD INJURED POPUATION: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMITTEE
ACTION

I have spent most of my time this morning recounting in detail the difficulties
faced by head injurkl people and their families when trying to obtain services as
well as the limited resources allocated to this problem: for:research; training and
service delivery by the various agencies. These will not be reviewed here. Suffice to
saythat head injury has not received the attention it deserves considering the epi-
demic naturaofthe problem_ because until 1980 there has been no consumer group
voicing itaconcern. The NHIF now_respectfully asks this committee to address itself
to the problem In 1984, both the House and genate Appropriations Committee in-
serted special language in their reports requestirg the Departments of Education
and Health and Human &ervices (HHS) and the Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion (RSA) to report back to Congress this year as to: (1) the current research and
service delivery activities related to head imury being carried out by federal agen-
cies, (2) the unmet needs in research and service_defivery; (3) the most current tech-
niques in acute care and relnihilitation of head injured persons and (4) plans for
future directions of head injury research and service deliVery.

In addition; Congiess requested that the report address the issue ofa specific cate-
gory of disability for head injuiy and the utthzation of that category by the relevant
federal and _state agencies. -We are anxious to :hear the report of those specified
agencies and w'e hope there is not much further delay in those reports.

it is the purpose of my testimony to comment on some of the issues outlined
above and the impoitance of the Rehabilitation Act upon the Traumatically Brain
Injured survivor& In addition, as an active- member of a number of coalition& repre-
senting disabled peoplethe Consortium for Citizenafor Developmental Disabilities
(CCDD), the National Committee for _Research (NCR); the National Rehabilitation
Coalition tNRC) and the National Alliance for Rehabilitation Research (NARR)-4
wish:to add my voice to those representing all disabled people in asking that our
country's disabled not be without the needed research, training programs and serv-
ice delivery provided by the Rehabilitation Act.

REHABILITATION AFTER HEAD INJURY

"There is broad agreement among studies that maladaptive behavior is a frequent
effect of Closed Head Injury (CHI) which is related to the severity of the brain
injuryand_ is particularly distressing to families.

The deterioration of social functioning is evidencecl by decline ana eventual loss
of friends, recreational opportunities and inability to be integrated in a work setting

51-31.6 0 - 86 - 2
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with fellow employees. Investigators have shown that residual effects of brain injury
contribute to the social maladjustment of these individuals. Inability to process in-
formation in an overstimulating environment with a number of individuals, speech
and/or hearing problems, added to self monitoring of behavior, all contribute to
social maladjustment")

''The advances in emergency evaluation, trauma units and neurosurgical manage-
ment of thepast two decades have increased survival while producing an increasing
number of post traumatic patients with marked cognitive and behavioral deficits
who require rehabilitation to attain full potential for recovery. There is a growing
recognition that rehabilitation of young head injured patiEnts/clients must be de-
signed to accommodate severe impairment of attention, memory and behavioral &s-
turbances."2

The availability of "early" rehabilitation -services after traumatic head injury haS
improved greatly over the past five years. The Committe: on Accreditation for Re-
habilitation Facilities ICARF), working -with the NHIF, has developed and now
placed into the field, guidelines for accreditation of head injury rehabilitation facili-
ties which will improve those programs even further. The problem begins when the
head injured person is discharged from the rehabilitation hospital to a community
iltprepared_to provide the-Jong term services required for each individual to reach
his or her:full:functional:potential The private sector _has begun to develop such
programs; but in general,:they are expensive_ and available only to those with work-
man s compensation or other insurance coverages. At the present time, there are no
states with fully implemented programs providing a continuum of care leading to
maximal independence. Such progrerns might include:

(1) Extended -rehabilitätion--residential for the morc seriously injuredday pro-
grams for the less severe cases with emphaSis on cognitive retraining, behavioral
adjustment, reorientation of psychosocial skills and pre-vocatior.al training.

(2) Vocational rehabilitationprograms specifically structured for persons with
traumatic brain injury.

t3) Independent living programscapable of managing traumatically brain in-
jured _clienta with or without physical disability.
: (4) Behavior managementfacilities for those with aggressive or self-abusive be-
havior:
I

(5) Special Education Programsfor schccl-agc children staffed by specially
trained educators.

(6) -Innovative Blended Fundingrnechanisms including DVR's; Mental Health;
Special Education, etc.

(7) IX.Signated Head Injury Disability and Rehabilitation Planning Office 3 to:
a. Serve as case manager and coordinator of services and funding.
b. Interact with the family and provide counseling.
Although such a comprehensive system does not exist, there are hopeful signs

that the situation is changing. Through the efforts of the NHIF and its state asso-
ciations;:and :because of the expression of concern from both the House and Senate
Subcommittees in 1984; there is an awareness of the problem which did not exist
two years ago.

On May 14; 1985a_ most significant cooperative agreement:between:itheNHIF,
RSA, Department of Education, NIHR and the Council of State Administrators of
Vocational- Rehabilitation (CSAVR) and the National Amociation of State Depart-
ment of Special Education (NASDSE) was signed. This agreement signifies the rec-
ognition of the magnitude-of the head injury problem and the commitment of the
agencies to do everything they_can within the mandate:: of their agencies and limits
of their funding to provide effective_programs at all levels (Getiperative Agreement
attached). A number of states have begun to move on their own either through inde-
pendent agency action or through legislation to address the needi of head injured
people. For- examples in Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commis-
sion; with_the support of the Executive Office of Human Services, the Massachusetts
Chapter of the NHIF and with specialifunding pr(nrided by the Legislature, has de-
veloped a plim for a comprehensive regional program of services for the severely
head injured person.in Virginia, a head injury registry was established in 1984 and
t-he Virginia Head Injury Foundation was funded by the Virginia Rehabilitation
Commission tia conduct a survey of need and to function as an information and re
ferral center for head injured persons.

) Levin, HarvevGeneral Considerations and Neurobehavioral Recovery Part II r_ 29697
Central Nervous -System TraumaStatus P.eport-198ZBecker, I). and Poulishock, Jonn.

Ibid.
3 The NHIF State Association working with a specific, appointed Etate agency.
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These states:and agencies have taken it on theinseives.to provide ftitidirig, but it
is.abundantly clear that most states will be unable Ad iirpleinent rieW progrnnis, and
those just smrted_ will_be injeopardy if the Rehabilitation Act is threatened by the
budget end_ the Vocational Rehabilitation State Grints is frozen at $1.1 billio.i fcir
FY:86 as the Administration proposes. We join with the CCDD in requesting 81.2
billion for this program.

sPECIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS

Sinee rehabilitation of head injured individuals is a relatively new field; Special
Demonstration Programs under Sètion 311 of the Rehabilitation Act are:essential
to 'expand and improverehabilitation services for this population: Under NHIF
urging in 1984, head injury was included as a category under this program and tWii
proposals were funded This year, the NHIF is urging tlia ileC,eloPinerit of pieVerita:
twe programs focusing on cognitive remediption, behavior modification and social
and community skills retraining that is critical if our population is to have the op
portunity to participate in higher levels of rAabilitilt;on services and independeit
living.

The NHIF has requested_of_the House and Senate Subcommittee On Appropria-
tions that 5 million dollars be allocated for this important area of rehabilitätian and
prevocational services:

REHAGILITATION TRAINING

In all rehabilitation, training of personnel is the most critical element in provid-
ingeffective services to disabled people. Nowhere is this more trueithan in the reha-
bilitation of head injured people whose special programmatie nee& are OnlY begin-
ning to be appreciated_ We were most pleaaed to see this recognized by the RSA of
Ftegioa _3 and GeOrge Washington University Research & TrainingCenter who de-
Vcited the entire three-day conference omanized by Region 3- to head injury, the
problems encountered in rehabilitation and: the types of services required. This COn-
ference was:attended by D.V.R.:staff and case workers; servke providerS and pte-
gram administrators. We must develop a-skilled cadre Of rehabilitationiSta Wh-o un
derstiund head injury. By_mducing the-FY 86 Congressional authorization for reha-
bilitation trammg from $31 million to $15 million, the Administration will make it
iinpossible for RSA to institute any naw initiatives in this area. We urge the Com-
mittee to recommend full fundingot t3:1 milhon and; if achieved; request that RSA
set aside specific funds for training of personnel in head injury rehabilitation.

_EDUCATION OF HE-AD INJURED CHILDRENPUBLIC LAW 94-142

P.L 94-142 iS the backbone-of special educati.on programs-for handicapped chil-
dren. It is estimated that each year 18M:children of school age suffer head injuries
with moderate _to severedisability_ characterized by cognitive_ dysfunction, menicity
impairment and psychosocill and behavioral disorders._ Clearly, _mogt Of theie Chil-
dren will t luire special_ programs funded under P.L. 94-142. Many times, trained
personnel -.re not available within the local school district and the child trust be
tranSportA to other programs or be placed in swialized residential schools. Even
et prr..,ent levels of funding, many states_ cannot:meet the needs. Freezing the fund-
ing level_ at $1,135.-1 million:will _have the effect of a decrewe and_will stto_ aay
progressin thiaarea.:We agree with CCDD that an appropriation of $1,347.2 Malian
is necessary to allow Departments of Special Education to meet their responsibilities
towards disabled children.

SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

As_with rehabilitation programs; special education programs require trained tier-
slmnel. This is particularly true wnen teaching a head injured child Whoee
ides ao not fit neatly into the categories most edUcators are accustomed to. Because
there are very few special-education teachers knowledgeable about head injury, the
NHIF has had a Special Education Task Force meeting for the past year to define
the nee& of head injured youngsters and effective techniques in teaching them. The
results of that effort will be _published_ and a series of teaching conferences are
planned. We utge the Department of Education to set aside specific funds te -train
educators about head injured children. Clearly, that will nrit be poSaible if thii
budget is cut from $61 Million te $50 million -as the Administration proposes. We
strongly supptrt full authorization to $64.37 million.
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INDEFENDENT.LIVINc sesvicas

Independent living centers_established ih 1978 and_reauthoemodi by- Congress in
1984 (Pi: 98-21; under_ patt B of the-programi have allowed 30.0U individuals with
severe disability to achieve some level of independent living. Unfo--tunately_the pro-
grams have been specifically directed towards individuals- with- physioal- disability
and -thus most head insured people with cognitive and behavioral dysfunction have
not been served. In :1985;_ part_B centers_were encouraged_to expand their services to
additional groups of disabled persons. The NHIF urges RSA -to- en,urage the devel-
opment of:I.L.C.78 for head-injured people -enth or without physicid -disability as eli-
gible for the Independent Living Services programs. To do this will rem:ire, at the
veryleast, the -fun -23-million dol)ars authorized. We, also ail- i ufl support. _of the
CCDD-in -urging the appropriation of 30 million_fscliars.to continue the activation of
Part A: of Title VII _of. the Rehabilitation Act to provide for _a :iomprehensive pro-
gram of servic- for those individuals too severely handicapped Le eligible for =cur:
rent vocational rehabilitation services.

RESEARCHNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HANDICAPPED RESEARCH NIHRI

If progress is to be made in rehabilitating head_ injured individuals back tó pro-
ductive lives, it is essential that new rind innovative approaches b developed. We
are particularly interested in studies on cognitive retraining, use of computer-
neuropsychological evaluation and most importantly, innovative-approaches to voca-
tional retraining. Millions-of dollars are being spent to fund programs utilizing tech-
niques which have not been subjected to scientific evaluation_lathe long run, -dol-
lars spent in careftil research will ba returned many fel& NIHR haS funded fain-
Res-e,rch and Training Centers for head injury since 1983, but three of these are
combined stroke units. Much more needs to be done. Because of limited funding, the
investigator/initiated research program was able tc fund_only 15 percent of applica-
tions. Level__ funding at $39 million will not allow this low number in FY 86: We
advocate full funding to the FY A authorization leve! of $44 Million.

SUMMARY

: :1: Sinoe the probiernsexperieaced by persons wi:h traumatic- brain injury impact
so many agencies, the _NHIF requests an interaency committee be established to
delineate the needs and outline agency responsibihty in the areas of research. train-
ing and service delivery and to coordinatp a system to deliver appropriate cervices
to the consumer.

-Ceeate a multidisciplinary task force or special working committee ccmposed of
agency representatives; experts in the field of head injury and consumers for the
purpose ofi

A. Investigating all the current research and service delivery activities relative to
the problem of head injury now being carried out by the various federal agencies in
the Department of Education and Health an: Human Services.

B. Documeating the unmet needs found in research; training and service dehvery
currently exting within each agency: =

= C. Reviewing the "state-of-the art" as it exists anywhere in the acute care of head
injured people and early and late techniques in rehabilitation leading to return to
maximal function, and

D. Developing a coordinated plan of action to be undertaken by the federal gov-
ernment over the next:decade in head:injury research and service delivery.

2: The NHIF respectfully requests _this committee use its influence to direct the
agencies under Health and Human Services and the Department of Education to
institute a specific disability category, "brain damage secondary to head injuiy,"
within- their-agencies, in order-to establish clearly the nature of this disability and
the appropriate services required.

On behalf_ of the National Head Injury Foundation, I_ want to express my appre-
elation for the interest arid concern this subcommittee has expressed for the needs
of those who have sustained traumatic brain injury. We are available to you for any
further information that you may require.
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TABLE I --NATIONAL HEAD AND SPINAL CORD INJURY SURVEY ADMISSIONS TO HOSPITAL-1974

Age Head ,nlury Sptnal Cord
injury

0 to_24 262 4

25 to 44 76 3

Over 45. 8', 3

Total 2 422 10

1.000
Rate = 200/100.000

Social !aural of Neurosurgery. November. 1900.

TABLE II.BRAIN INJURY IN PERSCNS SUFFERING TRAUMA, SAN DIEGO COUNTY-1981

Sefenty
Number
_ df
c ases

If .tderKe;
iO 000/yr

fatality rate
Dement) 100.0;04r

Brain intured
SUNIWG-

S

Imciediate death 386 21 100 , 1 ............. ...

5eVer° injury 265 IA 53 6 13-00
Moderate injury. 2/1 i 15 7 119 _31;500
Mild mjury 2;435 1:?1 0:1 131 79_4_150

Total cases 3,258 181 17 151 343,750

f_Gttnsnot woundc not incf
Source Kraus et a! 1 Laidernol . :984

TABLE IILCOMPARATIVE INCIDENCE AND PREVALENCE OF BRAIN DAMAGE FROM TRAUMA AND

OTHER NEUROLOGIC DISABILITIES 1

Disonfer
Incidence per

ye ar

Traumatic brain Damage-, moderate to -severe 2 44,000 1,0014000-

1,800,000
&pinal Ord Injury 6,750 112,500
Multiple scrosii 6750 135 000
Cerebral palsy 20;000 560,000
Musculzr dystrophies (herertior.;) 2;700 45,000

Data front Kurtzke. J.' Ne ream. 32:1201, 1982
2-1Yala M111 Krauc et at tucn. -J. F.-pidertuol.. -1984.

AddendurnsCoop egeonent-; Resoilm*n Ot Head inturY Aweraness MorithHouse Joint Igesoluttr 200 and Senate Joint geseation 132

Mr; WILUAMS. Thank you.
Miss Presson. -

MS. PRESSON. Good morning. :My name : is Nancy Presson._ I
happen to have epilepsy_; I have had it- for the last 5-- years. I -am
also the mother of a mentally retarded epileptic and cerebral palsy
little- girl. -I am especially pleased to: nave this opportunity :to_ ex-
press the concerns of organizadons about -how vocation-al rehabili-
tation assistance serves individuals who are developmentally dis-
abled.

There is a collective opinion that the -FederallState -operated vo-
cational rehabilitation system is notoriously _difficult to access= for
people developmentally disabled. If an- individual is deemed eligi,
ble; there_ are_ many__inadequacies- and often negligence- surrounding
the services Trovided _which then result in grossly inappropriate
placements when and if placements occur at all.

3 7
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The Se are the areas I would like to addressthe issues of eligibil-
it_services and placements. _

Vocational Counselor§ Often look upon _people who are develop-
mentally disabled-as too _difficult to work with. This fact; _in our
opinion; remains the primary factor in the overall ineffectiveneSS
of services. Epilepsy,_ for example, is a verycoinplex disorder-and
presents a number-of -obstacles to gainful employment. Counselors
who- do not work intensively with epilepsy generally are UnaWare
6f these conditions and misunderstand their vocational signifi-
cance.

my own experience, the emotional trauma of having epilepSy
diagnosed and Witheagint_eettain- loss of coordination was totally
overlooked by my counselors. As a result, my first jobs were disas-
trous. All my problems on the job were attributed to my epilepq,
not te the emotional_rollercoaster-I was riding. I had no Iilp in un-
derstanding this myself or helping my employer to understand the
situation. Hence, the mythS of epilepsy crevailed with .iny employer
and I lost my job.

This kind of misconception is rampant among VR counselors, not
just with epileps:,, but regarding cerebral palsy, mental retardation,
paychohigjtal dit;abilities, autism, learuing disorders; and other
severe handicaps:

For a person even to be eligible for services,_the counselor must
determine that the disability constitutes a _vocational handicap and
then must judge that the _service that_ he or she provides will
eventually:in the person finding employment. Thisiudgment
totally tO the discretion -of the counselors. They often will deter-
mine that the services most readily available _to counselorS, Sikh tt.§
physical restoration services and training, will:probably not assist
a developmentally disabled person secure gainful activity:
= In some States; a rehab for which the counselor _can get credit i§
dependent upon PerSans engaging in full7timeemployment. For the
chronic-11y nietital ill, as well as many others being represented
here today, part-time employment may be the highest leVel of ftine=
tioning feasible.

Counselors also find themselves with the RSA mandate to pro-
vide short-term _help ta those: most_ severely handicapped ClientS
toWard SUbStantial gainful:activity Most-are-reluctant to toke on
clients with autism, or moderate or _severe mental retardation._ It: is
not uncommon for an individual with cerebral palsy te be _told by
the Vocational rehabilitation counselors that they are _unemploy-
able, only to compleiR college degrees and become very highly suc-
cessful professionals.

People ,Vith antiSm arejypically-rejected automatically as being
too serverely disabled to benefit from any services. Mose _who are
considered, are subjected to vocational _evaluations using asseSS=
ment toblS to acetirately assess their assets and liniltations.

The person with epilepsy= is commonly found to be ineligible for
services because he or she has controlled seizures and therefore is
deteriiiined hot to b vacationally handicapped. Tragically; _just as
often the reverse wil! happen. person who is actively having sei:
zures will also be found ineligible because thay are too severely
handicapped.
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The services provided to the people who are deveropmentally dis-abled tend to be inadequate, inappropriate, and often nonexistent.Most developMental disabilities fall pitifully lioVz on the lists of pri-orities in most States, The Only services for which he or the may beelidale are counseling, guidance, placeMent and follow-up, Thereseems to be a pattern in vocational rehabilitation that counselorstend tO Provide only _those services whieli they can pay, such asmedical treatrilent, Physical therapy, or:other equipment needed.The problem is_ that they frequently cannot pay outside Orgamm-tions to prciVide job preparation -and placement services; eventhough these art the-Services needed and VR counaelOra do not pos-sess the expertise to provide them.:
Another_iteriotit concern is _that the vocatiOnal rehabilitationsystem is painfully slow tO_pick up on, endorse; or purchase newprogram ConcePtS which have and are being Proven effective withpeople with developmental disabilities.
Another Critical missing link is the apPlieation of rehabilitationengineering- tia enable persons with cerebral valq and other moresevere handicaps to become: more Productive and independent.While-much rasearch in technology is lseing done, the benefits ofthis technology is ha reaching the consumer.

IDevelopmentally disabled adults- are moat typically placed by VRin sheltered eftiplbythent or as homemakers. Even among the com-petitive jobs into which a developmentally disabled client may beplaced,:they are traditionally low-paying:menial jobs with little orno opportunity for adVancements, insurance, or retirement. Ishould also add that the followup servidés are virtually nonexist-ent_
_We are encouraged by some of the more recent developments.

The _concept cif the Client AssistanceiPrograrna has a _valuable roleto play inensuriug-that adequate and consistent services are beingprovided.z We strongly believe that theseiprograms should be ettab=fished independently Of the vocational rehabilitation tystem.Though CAPS provide a reasonable Mechanism for remedy,: theirexistence:in na way relieve RSA of-itt comMitinent to improvingthe quality of their terVices. If we reach _a point at which servicesare_ adequate for our population, remedies, as available thoue,CAPS, should hcit be needed. We think RSA a-hould not lose sight ofthat._ Band aids cannot rolace the need for services.
Other chahgea also reed to be made, Better_Preparation of coun-selors to work with dateloads, including specializationt ih these dis-abilities, needs to be encoura,ged through the institutions receivingRSA _grants fdt mastersievel rehabilitation programs and throughsystematic inservice programs.
AdditibriallY, the disabilities represented in this testimony mustbe _categorized at a higher level of priority to facilitate eligibilityand to encourage purchase of appropriate services from availableresources,.

_By better educating -counselors relative to the disordera present-ed here and encouraging counselors to develbp more specific exper-tise in the specified areas, we will _ensure that peonle who are de-velopmentally disabled can access the system,
It it VitAl that the vocational rehabilitatiOn tYstem recognize itsresponsibility to the millions of developmentally ditabled adults
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they are mandated to serve. The vocational rehabilitation system is
the only federally supported: s/stem with a broad enough mandate
to make SubStantial contributions to the lives of people with -devel-
opmental disabilities in this country by helping them overcome the
one_iimitation cited at the b-eginning of my remarkswe want self-
sufficiency.

Isn't it amazing; the time spent and the budget spent on_ defense
and _other mechanisms of this country. I strongly be!ieve that part
of that money could certainly come to thiS action. However, I
would like to thank the Department of Defense, the Armed Forces
Radiobiological Research Institute, Major Mann and Captain Rand,
becauSe Without them I would not be employed.

Thank you.
[The prepared gatement of Nancy Presson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY PRESSON

Good moriiing, my name is Nancy Pressen arid I am app_earing here this morning
on behalf of the fallowing 10 _nationa organizations: American ASSociation on

Mental iDeficienu; Association for Children tuid Adults with Learning DisabilitieS;

Asociation for:Retarded Citizens; Epilepay Foundation of America:: National AM:
ante for the Mentally_Ill; National Asiaciatien Of Protection and Achocacy Systems;

Hecdth Association; National geociety f6r Children and Adults with
AutiSiti; The Astociation for Persons with Severe Handicape; and United Cerebral
Palsy Asseciaticns, Inc, :

As an -individual With epilepsy:and the mother of a child devehipmentelly disabled
by epilepsy and cerebral Way, I am especially pleaped to have thi3 opportunity to
talk with you:about ny experiences With the votationedirehabilitation system and to
express the concerns :of these organizatieria AN:nit:how the vocational_rehabilitation
System serves irdividuals:who are developmentallY eisabled::We_ would like to ac-
knoWledge at the outset that :each of the disabilities repreiented _here present their
own unique Challenges in placement some or which may be Complexand that there
are many dedicated vocational rehabilitation commelors whe accomplish impressive

results with too few dollars and bulging _melee& There is collective opinion: hat

the Federal/State operated vocational-rehabilitation system-is notoriously difficult

to access for people developmentally diatibled. Wieii an individual whais develon=

mentally disabled is:deemed_eligible there are matiy inadequacies and_ often negii-

gence SUrrouriding the service&_provided which then reSiilt in grcssly inappropriate
PlacemehtS When, and if; placements_occ_ur at all.

These are the areas I would like_to addressthe issues of eligibility, services and
placements. Before describing further these difficulties, I would like to tell yau a
little about developmental disabilities and to explain ithat many people who are de-
velopmentally disabled, if not most, can work competitively.

Developmental Disabilities are chid-nit dikibilities: which are attributed to mental
and/or physical impainnent 3 which are apparent l*fcire the tve of twenty!twor_They
tend te be=life-leing and can result in limitations of Sikh Major life nctivitimasiself
care, Mobility, &elf-direction and the capacity for independent living and economic

self-sufficiencY. =

Vocational counselors, however; often look upon peaple who are clevelopmentally
disabled as too difficult to work with. This fact; in our opinion, remains the primary
factor in the overall:ineffectiveness of- serViCe& Epilepsy; for :example,: though epi-
&edit- in nature; is also arcomplex disorder and pre&ehts a number of impedinvrts to
gairifdlethpioyment such as the severity, nature and frequency ef the seizvre activi-
ty, madieiticiii Side effects (double :vision, nausea or drowgitieas) and aalsocia:ed neu_r_7

opsychological Or emotional nifficulties.::counselors who de ticit -work inteiisively
with epilepsy generally are unaware of these conditions or Misiinderatand their vo-
cational significance. In my own experience the emotional trauma of having epilep-
sy diagnosed and witnessing certain loaS of coordination-was totally overlooked by

bly counselor& As a result my first jobs Were disasterous-t.all my problems on the

jOb were attributed to my_ epileppynot to the erifotional rollercoaster I_was riding.

And I had no help in understanding this inVaelf or helping my employer:to under-

stand the Situation-. Hence, the myths of epilepsy preVailed with my employer and I

lost my job.
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This kind af misperception is rampant among VR counselors not just with epi-
lepsy but regarding Cerebral Palsy,- Mental Retardation, Psychological Disabilities,
Autism, Learning Disorders and other severe handicaps. It weighs heavily on the
counselor's decision to approve the eligibility of the rieison and is carried through
all the way to employment.

For a person to be eligible for services-from the vocational rehabilitation agency
they must have a mental or physical disability which presents a handicap to em,
ployment andalso must be expected to achieve gainful activity with the provision of
vocational rehabilitation serviCesI This means the counselor must defrrmme that
the disabihty, which is confirmed_by a medical or psychological examina 1, consti-
tutes a vocational handicap and then-must judgeithat the service he or s.., provides
will result eventually in-the person finding employment. This judgement is left to-
tally to the discretion of the counselors, who are tragically ill informed about the
complexities of developmental disabilities and will often fail to appreciate the very
real vocatioaal barriers presented. Further,_ they often:will determine that the serv,
ices most readily available ta:counsAorsisuch as_ physical restoration services and
training will probably not assist a developmentally disabled person secure gainful
activity.

In some states; the likelihood of a rehabilitation _for which the counselor can get
credit is dependent upon _persons engaging in full-time employment. For the chron-
ically mentally ill, as well as many others being represented here, part-time employ-
ment may be the highest level of functioning feasible.

Counselors also find themselves with the RSA mandate to provide short-term help
to the most severely handicaPPed clients toward substantial gainful activity (SGA):
Most are reluctant to take on clients- with autism; moderate or severe mental retar-
drtion or otherdevelopmental disabilities recognizing that they are severely im-
paired but fearing that theclient will not achieve SGA and will not-be counted as a
successful rehabilitation. _Most af that fear is generated from lack of knowledge
about the disability. Most vocritional rehabilitation counselors possess antiquated
views on the -employment- potential of developmentally disabled persons or may
nave no knowledge at all. It is not uncommon for an individual with cerebral palsy
to be told by vocational rehabilitation counselors that they are "unemployable" only
to complete college degrees and become highly successful professionals.

Pecple with autism are typically :rejected automatically as being too severly dis-
abled to beaefit fromiserNices. Thase who are (-:isidered are subjected to vocational
evaluations _using assessment tools that tent to be biased against -people with
autism; not having been modified to accuratdy assess their assets and limitations.
_ The person with epilepsy is commonly found to -6e ineligible for services becluse
he or she has-controlled seizures and therefore s determined not to be vocationally
haridicapped. This may happen even though the individual may be heavily medicat-
ed to maintain seizure control or-be suffering from a mix of psychosocial/behavioral
problems associated with the long-term condition.

Tra&ally, just as often the reverse will happen. -A person-who is having active
seizures will also be found ineligible because they are "too severely handicapped" ta
benefit from VRaervices

-Theservices provided to people who_ are developmentally disabled tend to be inad-
equate, inappropriate and _ often nonexistent To begin with, clients in the -VR
system _mts3t vie_for available iunds based_ upon the priority rating given te their
disability. Most developmental disabilities tal ? pifirully low on the lists or priorities
in most-statea So, though a-person meets the eligibilit;J requirements and may be
accepted, often the oirly sr-rvices for which he or she may be eligible are counseling,
guidance, placement and follow-up. These in many cases are precisely the services
required to rehabilitate a person develrnmentally disabled and are the least co.*
to provide but oddly enough are the Yeast likely to act.tally -be- provided." There
seems to be a pattern M vocatior..11 rehabilitationithat-eGunsel ors tend to provide
only those services for which they can:pay suck_as medical treatment, physical ther-
apy ior, prosthetic equipment. The problem is they frequently cannot te.y arganiza-
t-ons like Goodwill Industries,1 The Associet'on_ of Retarded Citizens, The Epilepsy
Foundation of America, United Cerebral Patsy Association and othe-; to provide job
preparation and placement services even though these are tlie needed and
VR counselors do not possess ihe expertise to provide them. The reasons for this is
that the counselors are required tG provide -iuch services to clirits themselves and
are not allowed to utilize funds for clients ih this cetegory. The fact is most of these
services are inadequately provided, if provided at ail.

Another serious concern is that the Vocational RetutbUitatian :system is painfully
slay, to pick-up en; endorse and/ar_ purchase new:program cr cepts whidr _have and
are being proved effective with penplz with developmental disabilities. The use of
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"job coaches," people who accompany clients throughout the vocational process, is a
much more effective mechanism for helping people with autism to achieve success-
ful independent employment. Supported-work or transitional m6dels are successful-
ly being perfected through programs funded by the Office of Special Education and
the-Administration on :Developmental Disabilities involving people with mental re-
tardation; epilepsy, and mental:illnesses. The VR system not only does not utilize
these avenues _with any regularity, but is reluctant to purchase the services.

Another critical missing link is the application of rehabilitation:engineering to
enable persons with cerel-ral palsy and other more severe handicaps to become more
proouctive and independent. While much research in technology is being done, the
benefits of the teChnology is not reaching the consumer. For example, some persona.
with ccrebral palsy may have adequate speech, but lack the manual dexterity w
dial and hold a phone. There are simple devices that can enable these persons tc,
dial a_phone and can also "hold" the phone for them. Such an accommodation for
some persons may be the key to achieving a self-fulfilling career and independence.

As indicated,: there is a fairly consistent _pattern of not utilizing available services,
techniques and technologicaLiadvances to facAitate successful rehabilitation of
people with developmental disabilities: Yet team "approaches to working with this
population are believed to especially be effective and more likely to produe favor-
able restilts.

In a 1984-stUdy of specialized vs. generalized rehabilitation conducted by the Uni,
versity Of Washington Epilepsy Center in Seattle, Washington, it was shown that
"simply providing vocational services to a large number of people with epilepsy does
not result in a high proportion of these people being successfully rehabilitated" and
that serving people with epilespy can require specialkzed intervention. Additional1 5;
the Commission for the Control of Epilepsy and Its Consequences noted in its 1977
feport to Congress that factors contributing to the lack of success of vocational reha-
bifitationz:ounselors in working with_people who have epilepsy include a lack of un-
derstanding aboutthe oroblemsand n failure to match training with either interest
or available jobs. This leads to my next pointitheicase closuresystem that discour-
ages the counselor from working with the difficult to place clients; and a lack of
assistance with job placement or follow-up.

A special work group convened by the Rehabilitation Services Administration in
August 1984 tO recommend changes tb the VR Service to improve services for chron
ically mentallyill adults obSerVed that: -State VR agencies frequently utilize tradi-
tional community based rehabilitation facilities, particularly sneltered workshops,
for provision of services to those with chronic mental illness, even though inost of
these facilities are geared to work with persons with mental defk.ences or physical
disabilities.'

I should:point out_thatof_the recommendations which resulted from this work
group, none have been implemented-ta date.

As a result of these problems; people with_ deselopmentel disabilities will often
languish in the system until one of several things happens; :llthey find tikeir own
job with no help from VR, 2) they tire of the non-service services and stop trying,:or
3) their counselor places them. This brings me to my next point which is the inad-
equacy of placement and follow-up services.

The fact that counselors know little about developmental dig-abilities, the lack of
effort to utilize new techniques, technology or available eXprertise in conjunction
with the general lack of' attention given to the whole point of VRp.,xementcon-
tribute to the abysmal placement record for people with divlopmental disabilities.

Developmentally_disabled adults are most typically placed by VR in sheltered em-
ployment or as:homemakers. Even among the competitive jobs into which a develop-
mentally disabled clientimightbe placed; they are traditionally low paying, menial
jobs with little or no opportunity for advancement and are substantially below the
individual's capability.
-I should also add that follow-up services are virtually nonexistent. 0=oz:client is

placed on a job, he or she enters a status 22. In order to move from_status:22 to a
status 26, successfully rehabilitated, a client must remain on the job: Most often; the
only time a client hears from his or her counselor after placement is at the two
month periodthe purpose of the contact being to verify continued employment.
This is true despite the fact that most jobs are lost in the first week or two and
irrespective of the significant issues which arise for people who may not have

Traditional rehabilitation practices and intervention mechanisms, proven to be successful in
working with persons with leis severe and stable disabilities, often are not appropriate rehabili-
tation modalities for persons with chronic mental illness, yet _State vocational rehabilitation
agencies continue to utilize them in working with this disability population.
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worked outside the nome for a long time,- if at all. The fact that there are inadequa-
cies in the system is well documented and needs to be addressed.

We IA' ould like to note, however that we are encouraged by some mere .rcent de-
opmenth. The concept of the Client Assistance Programs (CAP) has a valuable

role to play in ensuring that adequate and consistent services are being provided.
Though we strongly believe that these programs_ should be established_ independent-
ly of the Vocational Rehabilitation System and that the 21 in-house CAPS are sub=
ject to conflicts of interest;_the concept in its infancy is a positive move which we

ou Id like to encourage. _We els( urge restoration of the i-equirement that the
burden _of proof that an individual is not eligible for serv.ces lies with the VR
agency. This provision was dropped during the 1983 reauthorization process.

Though CAPS provide a reasonable mechanism for remedy their existence should
in no way relieve RSA of its commitment to improving the quality of _their services
to people with developmental disabilities. If we reach a point tit which services are
adequate for our population, remedies; tth available through CAPS, should not be
needed. We think RSA should not lose sight of that. Remedies will not replace the
need for services:

Another positive development in recent years has been increased cooperation; at
least at the administrative levels between vocational rehabilitation services and or-
ganizations representing people with epilepsy. Cooperati:ve agreements currently
exist between RSA and United Cerebral Palsy and:between RSA andiThe National
Institute of Mental Health. Area_and regional agreements also exist between-reha-
bilitation agencies and the Epilepsy Foundation of America's Training and Place-
ment Service sites.Again, these agreementh are a stlirt but need more emphasis and
clear:objectives. Additionally; they_ shOuld begin at the administrative level and be
actively encouraged all the way through=the system to the service delively level.

Other changes also need to be made. &tter preparation of counselors to work
with casetoads, including specializations in these disabilities, needs to be encouraged
through the institutions receiving RSA grants for Masters level rehabilitation pro-
grams and through systematic in-service progems forexisting counseling staff This
will facilitate eligibility, more appropriate services and better placements.

Additionally, the disabilities: represented in this testimony must be categoriied at
a higher level of priority_ to facilitate eligibility and te encourage purchase of appro-
priate-services from available resources.-Currently, the priority structure and spend-
ing restrictions preclude even a well informed counselor- from acting in the best in-
terest_of a client with a developmental disability.

By better educating counselors relativt to the disorders presented_ here and en,
couraging counselors to develop special expertise in the specified:areas, we _will
better ensure that people who are developmentally disabled can access the system,
obtain more appropriate and timely services and achieve job placement more con-
sistent with their talents and potential.

We are not here to say that placing people with developmentel disabilities is not
challenging:We have, in fact; tried to identify_some of those challenges in our earli-
er comments. But it is vital that the Federal Vocational &habilitation system rec-
ognize its responsibility- to the millions of developmentally disabled adults they are
mandated to serve. The Vocational Rehabilitation system is the only Federally sup.
ported system with a broad enough mandate to make substantial contributions to
the lives of people with developmental disabilities in this country by helping them
overcome the one limitation cited et the beginning of my remarks V6hich is not On-
demic to the conditionsthat is economic self sufficiency!

Thank you!

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Charlson.
Mr._ CHARLSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee; _I

want to pre...ede -my rernarkg by telling you exactly how proud I am
to be sitting at the table with consumers; the people, those people
on the first panel,_ who are charged:to assist and to help toward_a
life of both gainful employment, and I think one of dignity as well,

_ I want_to tell you a _little bit about my life and how it has been
affected by the rehabilitation process; and in some cases how it
wasn't affected_by the rehabilitation_process.

I was blinded at the age of 1_1 in a household accident. I did not
go through special education in an instituation but; rather, was
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mainstreamed my entire life-through public-schools. At- the-age of
17; between my junior andisenior_years in high:school; the Commis-
sion for the Blind in the _State of Oregon; my home State, had me
in -for a review, wherein-they were-going to test my abilities, what
actually had: I learned during_my time in the public school system;
was I ready to go-on to rehabilitation and what kind of form should
that rehabilitation take:
: I was found _to be adequately trained, to go on to higher educa-
tion when -the time came,- and they then offered me an opportunity
to work a little bit and get some_summer work experience.

After my graduation from -high school I-went on- to community
college: The _Commission for the Blind in Oregon provided me _with
readers funds to-assist in in readingithose textbook§ not available
in other-media. I paid for the_ rest of my education at community
college through work and scholarships. :

After 2years at a community college, I continued on to a 4-year
liberal _arts college _in Salem; OR; Willamette University, where I
eventually_ obtained my bachelor's in political science, I worked
throughout my college years in: order to attempt to offset as much
as:possible the expense of:my education.

During-the time-when -I -first beoame a client of-the Commission
ior the_Blind; I told the counselors that what I was really interest-
ed in doing is a job similar to yours, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to
,--.iter- into public life. I wanted to become an elected official, to
have some impact on the society: around_me. I saw some needs that
I believed my special backuound mighthelme in-meeting.

The counselors agreed with _that assessment_ and decided that
yes,: in fact, what I needed to do was go on and get my degree in
political science and become a politician. That's a filthy word; I
guess; but I liked the name of it.

I -went on and got my-degree, only -to-find out- after graduating
that; iri_fact; there are very few professional politicians in my home
State. Oregon has- a legislature that meets every other year, -and
every member of the Stete legislature had another career that paid
for their maintenance between sessions.iSessions only last about 6
months, every 2 years. That was a -bit of a surprise to me that, in
fact; there was not enough pay from the job itself to maintain
therii.

-I was left in a position where I had a political:science degree _and
no: real way :of entering straight into_political life with that. SO I
obtained-part-time employment, or full--time,- during sessions at the
State legislature: I didn't let that_ keep me _away from public life,
and I worked there for each of the next three sessions. Between
sessions I was unemployed, at _least with State government; so I
went on. One year I worked -for the- city of Salem: as a human
rightS- specialist. -Between the --1981 and 1983-sessions-I entered- into
the business enterprise program:as a vendor; thinking that maybe
here was the answer to my problemsthat- is, a- career that would
allow me- to earn- enough income that would allow me to leave;
when necessary, to engage in statesmanship with the State govern-
ment

Unfortunately,: that program __did not provide that:kind of an
income or anything near_ it. So I went back to the legislature and
eventually moved up in the system until I was assistant sergeant
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at arms.- I know that soi:nds like a high position; but in the State of
Oregon that position pays $860 a month; and although it is a politi-
cal patronage _job; it only lasts for about :6 months every 2 years.

In the 1983-session, I-worked for S months-The -session went-on- a
little bit longer than_ normaL We know how that is around here on
the _Hill; things lasting a little bit longer than expected.- At that
time I wentto 8 months. I found out 5 months is a magical number
in Oregon.: When you have been employed for 6 months full time,
you are- rehabilitated. So -my -case -was closed and- the-commission,
knowing that the job was only going to last for a short period of
time longer; and knowing at that time I would be unemployed; said
"Don't worry_ about it. There is a thing called post-employment
services.: Well just reopen your case when this job is over under
postemployment services. "
:_ I :fought it_ at the time_ becarlFa I had _heard bad rumors about
that phrasei but I really had no course of action- that I coirld take
at that point:I was closed; My job ended: I went to the commission
and said; "All right, now let's see what you can do for me _in post,
employment-services." The State of Oregon has an unemployment
right:around the 10 percent figure; so employment is a very diffi-
cult thing for blind people to Obtain.

_At-that point they told me that post-employment services consist-
ed_ of: one program called "job club". This is where_blind people got
together once-every other-week in-order to discuss interview tech-
niques or to discuss where they hadrit gotten jobs; and_then they
would trade on one another's paranoia and dispair. I did not get
anything from that program nor did it assist me in any way; shape
or _form_ in obtaining otheremployment

I kept -myself -buy doing volunteer work. I- continued to look for
a job in the public_ sector; I was asked back again to the legislature
that: was _supposed to begin January 1 of this year.- But after 18
months of unemployment in Oregon; my wife was offered a job in
the State:of Massachusetts as the assistant director of the Library
for- the Blind in that State. She-hadn't been-uneniployed, although
she is blind also. We moved to Massachusetts.

Bingo. 'Suddenly I -am- no longer successfully: rehabilitated. Be,.
cause I moved- from State to_ State,- I now can be reopened as an
unrehabilitated individual, in _which I called up and said I would
like to-be put- on the agency!s rolls -in -order-to -receive services.
They_ said; i"fine, when do you want to start looking for work?" I
said immediately. "Fine; we'll be out to see you_in about 10 weeks."
L said, "Ten weeks? Wait a minute. There's a 4 percent unemploy-
ment rate :in :Massachusetts. I think_ I should be_ able_ to do some-
thing- within the next 2 V2 months of my life rather than wait for
yolaito come out" :

"Fine; you can do -that. But it's going to be about 10 weeks. We
might be- able-to strethh that and-come out in about 6 weeks."

"So why don't I just come down to your office?"
"No; you can't do that.- You see,-we- believe that in order to bring

you into:the service_we need to coma out and do a home visit":I
live in Watertown. That's about a :25-minute commute on public
transit-into-the Commission for the Blind offices.

_ I was_ disappointed at that and decided that I wasn't going to let
that hold me back. I was going to look for work. They told me alSo
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about a couple of projects with industries programs, both of whom
worked with services in which I did not have training; On& offered
me an opportunity to take some training and become a -telephone
operator for an: emergency medical system. You -push the button
and it automatically calls them and you; in turn; send _out the
emergency- medical services. I -thought that that wasn't quite what
I vp=nto.d _out of a college education; Pct. which -I -am still paying
loans, and, in _fact:1 wanted something that took advantage of my
education. So I declined that and went out- looking.

eventually found myself a job. night =now I am a computer- in-
Structor in microcomputers at the:Carroll_ Center for the_ Blind in
Newton,-MA.- I -am delighte& and-proud -of the fact that I am em-
ploye& Yes; it is not in the_ public sectori= but then again, I have
only:lived in Massachusetts for 6 or 7 months. I suggest to the Mas-
sachusetts_House, "Watch out, here I come."

I am fairly pleased:with some of the_ services that i got over the
course of my time with the rehabilitation program. -I am not:igno-
rant =of it :I die serve _for 5 years as -a member-of the -Commission
for the Blind Board of Directors in _the State of Oregon; am ac-
tively involved with -the Arnerican Council of Blind, a: major con-
sumer organization of blind people; and I am_ on their board of di-
rectors. SO I know what I'm talking about, both as a_ consumer and
as_a person-who-had to work with and struggle with creating sys-
tem& that williwork:

A 16- percent employment rate among the handicapped communi-
ty might sound like a wonderful-number, but to me that-translates
as 84:perentiunemployment an inexcusable figure: We need help. I
had diffkulties, as I described here today; being young and educat-
ed: Imagine the_troubles for _those who are multiply-handicappe
imagine the difficulties f

st
or those who are elderly; Sometimes the

only way that they can- get services is kind Of an under-the-table
situation; Ask our professional rehabilitators how many people
have been closed under homemakers because they couldn't be
served any-other way.

I urge the committee; Mr; Chairman; and each member; to look
carefully-at rehabilitation. I would like to see a continuation of the
act naturally; but I also would likeit to-be looked at and the regu-
lations which carry out the:programs examine& carefully; We need
some nii.-ze consideration- for-- upward job mobility once you dO
obtain employment; for continuing employment servke, if youineed
technology; and we need help for the elderly blind and the multi-
ply-handicapped.

Thank you very:muck
[The prepared statement of Brian Charlson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRIAN CHARrSON

Mr, Chairman: My name is Brian Chanson of Watertown, -Massachusetts. I lost
my sightlat the age of eleven as a result Of a household accident. I appreciate the
opportunity to discuss with you today some of my experiences as a recipient of reha-
bilitation services, first in the state of Oregon where I grew up and went to college;
then later in the state of Massachusetts to which my wife and I have recently relo-
cated.

_The good news is that I am presently employed as a computer training instructor
at the _Carroll_ Rehabilitation _Centhr for the Blind in_ suburban BtistOn,- Massachu-
Setts. The bad neWs is that I oF'sined my preSent job deSpite the rehabilitation
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system; In fact; Lam still waiting for a counselor from the_Massachusetts Commis-
sion :for the Blind to make a home visit to open my case file. The COmrnission -ad-
viced me that it would take about ten weeks before such-a visit could he ichedUled.
Thifs, I got my present job hefore my rehabilitation case file was even opened.

Please don't misunderstand me! I have found many rehabilitation professionals to
be dedicated, committed people who try to serve their clients to the best of their
ability, considerirg their training, experience, and the structures of the federal/
state system. Unfo.-tunatelv I have fortind most rehabilitationcounselors to be more
concerned withcaxeifacilifation (completing the necessary paper work nrciiiirpti by
the federal/state system), rather than emphamizing meaningful_ guidance,- counsel-
ing; and placement services designed to assist a handicapped individual achieve his
or her employment objective. Perhaps many counselOrs are ill equipped -to provide
such services. In -Oregon, for example, the only -educational requirement for a reha-
bilitation counselor or a job developer is a college degreeany kind of a college
degree!

But allow me to get back to my own personal story. Prior to my final year of high
school, I attended a vocational evaluation program at the Commission_ for the Mind
headquartem in Salem:, Oregon. I am sure, Mr. Chairman,: thatyou: will be able to
identi6, with my career goa1.1 wanted totibtain a degree in _political science to pre-
pare me to:enter public service The Oregon _Commission for the Blind agreed to pro-
vide me with reader services mid I maniged to pay my own tuition at a_community
college for the first two years of-my higher education. I- then transferred to Willam-
ette University, a-private school in-Salem. It was the ideal classroom for me since
the -campus was located across the street from the state capitol building._ I also
worked to pay part of my expenses at Willamette. By the time I graduated from
college in 1978, I discovered that I was ill prepared to achieve my vocational objec-
tive. The Oregon legislature is apart-time iverning_body and mostmemheraofthe
legislature by necessibri have 'outside Atli-time employment. I was:never advised of
thisifact when:I first discussed my vocational objEctive with my rehabilitation coun-
selor while still in high school mid subsequently agreed to an individual written re-
habiliMtion plan.

Undaunted, however, I WS& part-time employitient as-a staffer with the Oregon
legislature. I worked there during the 1979, 1981 and 1983 terms and progressed to
the position of assistant sergeant-at-arms,a patronage position lasting six to eight
months during each term at a saltily of $860 per month. In 1980 I also worked as a
vending -facility operator in Oregon's business enterprise program-I thought the
vending job would _veinie thenecessary_financial base to allow m to start my_po_-
litical career. It didn't and I returned to the legislature in; a staffer, during the 1981
term-. I also worked_ between legislative sessions _for the city of Salem_ as a human
rightei specialist. All_ of these jobs _were obtained through my-own efforts without
any placement assistance from the Oregon Commission for the Blind.

In 1983 my rehabilitation case-was clafTed. I fought the closure hecause I felt that
perhaps an advanced degree such as a master's in public administration ot public
relations would help me to secure full-time employment commensurate with my
abilities and interests. Unfortunately, as it turned out, I was employed during the
'83 term of the legislature for a period of eight months, which under the Commis-
sion'spolicies,_ meant that my case file would have-to be closed. Oregon-closes rases
after slit months_of successfuliemploymenti Ironically;hoth the Commission and I
knew that I would be out of work at the end of the '83 term; only two short months
later.

I wm3 advised that I would be_ eligible _for post-employment services. Post-employ-
ment services consisted cf something called "job club,! a periodic meeting of-blind
job seekers at which we could compare noteS, feed each others paranoia, etc. It-was
very-definitely a-low-cost-form -of post-placement servicesI doubt it cost the Com-
mission for the Blind a dime. Unfortunately, post-emrloyment services did not in-
clude such things as resume printing, assistance in developing job leads, or other
useful personal marketing assistance. Needless to say, all of this was very discourag-
ing. Although I had done well in school and working for the legislature, I still
lacked full-time employment (and for that matter;_even_the tools to_sibtain full-time
employmentliYetasifar as:the Oregon:Commission for the Blind was concerned; I
was a successful rehabilitation case closure,:

_ _In 1984; my wife; who is_also wm offered a position as assistant director of a
library in Massachusetts. We decided to relocate to the East Coast and have resided
in-suburban Boston since thebeginning of-this year.

I immediately atarted to look for a job in Boston. I thought that perhaps my
newly found interest in personal computing would help me secure full-time employ-
ment. I called the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind to ask their assistance in
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updating and printing my resume. I told them that I was anxious to find work; they
tOld me that it would take ten weeks for a counselor to visit my home to fill out the
Commission's applicati, n for servit:e. rieea in miAti that my medical _records; eye
test results, and the like were all_ part of my case records in Oregon. The Commis-
sion did suggest that -I call two local Projects With Industry programs for possible
job leads. One program offered me an opportunity to train-as a telephone operator
for an emergency medical response service. I declined the offer, because i fc-it that I
vouid be grossly underemployed in such a position; the job was more suitable for a
high-achecl graduate. Finally, I did find a job as a computer training instructor with
the Carroll Rehabilitat;on Center for the Blind, certainly not-a job in public:life in
line with my vocational objective, but I am working and proud of the fact Although
the Massachusetts Commission had_ nothing to do with my obining my present po-
sition_the rehabilitation system will undoubtedly be credited with another "success-
ful" case closure. Remember; I: secured the job before the application for rehabilita-
tion service was even filled out. I could have eaSily gone to the Commission's office
in Boston tb complete the-paper work, but no. They told me to wait; a home visit
was mandatory under the Commission's policies.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I do not think that my frustrat-
ing experience with the rehabilitation system is atypical. I have been in a position
to see how the system works (and often doesn't work) for many people. I was-a
member of the board of directors of the Oregon Commission for the Blind from 1979
to 1984. I fully understivid many of the problems which I have identified do not
have simple solutions. Likewise, as a member of the hoard of directors of the Ameri-
can Council of the Blind and as state affiliate president in Oregon. I know others
have been denied adequate post-placement services or have experienced other diffi-
culties similarto or more egregious than my own. I was:lucky because I am young,
aggressive, and bright (at least that's what my mother says). Can you im4gine, Mr.
Chairmank mydifficulties_with the rehabilitation system if,' were old, meek, or just
scared. We need to re-think how best, to deliver rehrilitation services in this coun-
try. The goal has always been employmentbut what kind of employment? An
entry level-job? The system is presently geared to such placements or worse still
favors the less expensive homemaker closure. Obviously,_the rehabilitation -system
should not be exPected to maintain a handicapped individual throughout his work=
nig life. It seems to me, however, to tie a matter of degree. An employer may need
continuing advice from a rehabilitation agency as a blind empluyee moves up the
careerladden An agency ought to be expected to provide such assistance andshould
also be able to participate in creative financing plans where necessary to allow an
employee who has inadequate resources to obtain a piece of technology needed for
advancement on the job.

How can we solve some of these challeruOng_problems? I think it is more than just
a matter of money. The rehabilitation system as: well as the consumers it serves
should re-examine what we want out of the_ rehabilitation system. If employment is
the_goal_of rehabilitationwhich I think it is we must decide exactly What that
means. We also must tridn our counselors with an emphasis on the employment ob-
jective. I_ believe that New York University has a rehabilitation training program
which offers to its students an internship in business. Such programs should be en-
couraged arid replicated so that rehabilitation counselors will have a better under-
standing of the needs of business and can thus better advise and place their clients.
We must explore better ways for the rehabilitation system to reach out to business
so that the rehabilitation counselor can better sell the abilities of his or her clients.
Better:criteria_ for provision of post-placement services should be established, more
specific than the program guidance presently -contained in the RSA manual, in
order to insure the uniformity and adequacy of such services. Finally, we need to
establish interstate cooperation in the rehabilitation program in order to avoid
wasted duplication of time and effort.

Mr. Chairman, we don't have a national rehabilitation program in this country-.
Rather we have what _seema to met° be 53 separate state programs with very little
meaningful coordination from the federal govern: nent
_ _ Mr. Chairman, I once heard about a T-shirt v hich reads "It's more fun to raise
Hell, than to work with the administration." I am a member and director of the
American Council of the Blind because that organization believes in solving prob-
lems throl;gh cooperative effort. I do understand he difficulty faced by the rehabili-
tation system as it tries to respond to what is perfrips one of the mmt complex prob-
lems facing society today: rehabilitating handicappediperzons:who themselves are as
diverse as humanity itself. We must make :the rehabilitation system work better
through creativity and innovation. Money is only part of the solution-.
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Of course this is a challenging task, but I am happy to tell you, Mr. Chairman,
that there are many dedicated people, professionals and consumers alike; who are
willing to meet this challenge today so that handicapped Americans can have a
better rehabilitation system tomorrow. We look forward to Congress support and
involvement in this endeavor: I will be happy to take questions at this titne.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mrs. Mendelsohn.
Mrs,iiMENDELSOHN_ _My_ name is Helen Mendelsohn and I am

from Ellicott City, MD. With me today is my husband, Paul: and
my interpreter; Linda Casserly. I appreciate the opportunity to
speak with you this morning and relate my experiences with reha-
bilitation -programs.

I recognize that you would_like a summary; but because of my
handicap, it may take me a little longer. I would appreciate your
consideration a allowing me to complete-my statement.

I first becamelaware that I had neurofibromatosis_ 9 years ago.
NF- is a genetic disorder of the nervous system in which tumors can
form on the:nerves anywhere in the body. There is no known cure,
and the only treatment is the surgical removal of the tumors;
which can -reoccur. The nature of this disorder in individuals is
variable; withaome peopie only being mildly iaffected, while others
such as myself, develop far more serious conditions.

Until 1976, I was healthy and-pursuing a normal lifeStyle. I had
graduated from the_University of Maryland_ in 1970: I went to work
as a bank teller and later as a supervisor of the loan department of
a large credit union.

Between 1976 and 198`.) I had 13 major surgical_ procedures:
Throughout-this period, I continued to work and receive excellent
job performance evaluations.'However; as my condition deteriorat-
ed, I was subjected to increasing prejudice and lack of support from
my employer. Eventually, after an extended sick leave, my employ-
er denied-me job reinstatement

In 1983, I first came to the Maryland Rehabilitation: Center,
MRC: I was admitted directly_ from the acute care hospital after
the second brain:tumor had been removed; I was now totally deaf
and-also had difficulties in speech and movement. Congenital cata,
racts _were worsening and:my vision was diminishing. For the first
time inlife, at the age of 32, I found myself unable to walk, talk; or
hear. I-found myself unable to communicate and physically isolated
from the world Iihad known: _

OVer the next :9 months' I received multidisciplinary services
from MRC in a timely and- well-coordinated- manner. I received
services from rehabilitation nu/Ting, occupational therapy; physical
therapy, speech pathology, audiology, recreational therapy, the
blind unit and driver's education.

When I returned home with the assistance c1: Maryland vocation-
al- rehabilitation, my husband and I together studied sign language.
Today, though neither of us are proficient; we can now communi-
cate without writing:notes back and forth.

In the pring a 1983 I returned to MRC-ilz vocational evalua-
tion; :I am now again back at MRC taking a__9-month intensive
training program in computer programming. Class is particularly
difficult for me. You see, computer technology is a foreign language
by itself and I must learn this foreign language through sign lan-
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guage._ Because I don't get all the information being presented: in
the-class, I must stridy especially- hard each evening and on the
weekends: I _review not only my reading material but also rely on
notes taken by fellow classma Les.

Because -I felt I was missing-much material, I requested a tutor.
Because I am serious in my pursuit of:success, MRC has attempted
to accommodate me-in-every way-Tossible.

We; the handicapped; are_ rart of this world and we should not be
ignored or pushed aside. We can do almost everything given some
consideration and opportunities.

I am very fortunate to be a resident of :Maryland._It is only I of
10--statog with a rehabilitttion center. I can't imagine where- I
would be today if I had no t. had the fortune to come to the rehab
Center.

My experience with the vocational field office was far less- satis-
factory. It wasn't a :lack of desire to assist that created problems.
Rather,- u nreasonab le- casel dads and ill-trained -counselors frustrat-
ed :reasonable attempts to:provide services; Equipment purchases to
help:a person accommodate their homes to meet the needs of their
handicap are often delayed by burdensome red tape. Furthermore,
ignorance of the nature and needs of different handicaps often cre-
aths moreproblerns than assistance for the- clientS.

In my _particular situation; a deafened young adult has far differ-
ent problems than those persons who have been deaf their entire
lives: Such people need communication assistance, social and- psy-
chological support, Erne_ special equipment :to make their homes
functional. A deafened adult comes from a hearing world and not
from the typical deaf community. All too often this fact is not rec-
ognized.

Also, rehabilitation programs often are constrained by laws and
regulations which_ defeat their intention.: The nature of -disability
benefit.% including _Medicare and SOcial &turity disability-insur-
ance; SSDI; often discourage clients from seeking rehabilitation for
two major reasons; :

First, handicapped people with SSDI and -Medicare-are frequent-
ly afraid to enter a job market where_ they may not have adequate
health insurance -or-make incomes which are adequate tb support
their increased expenses;

Secondi_we are afraid to:try to return to work in the event that if
we -do net- succeed we will- have difficulty-returning to- the SSDI
rolls_ Unfortunately,: we :can: no longer trust the Government to
-*rake- appropriate determinations

=Those_ people such as myself iwho_ have_ the opportunity to take
advantage of_facilities_such as _MRC build upon their own self-re-
spect -and-self-worth,- We also develop-from our experiences work-
ing together and gain a real admiration for what _handicapped
people-really can -bewarm; caring, funloving- and -hard-working
individuals whooffer to their community avaluable resource:

BeCause_ Of MRC, I am like a newborn baby. I have learned to
Walk and- talk -and,- again-, -be myself.

I strongly encourage this committee_to continue its work to pro-
mote and maintain rehabilitation services -throughout the country.
I request that you also seek to expand- and:promote the rehabilita-
tion system so that the clienth will seek such services:
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Thank you again for this opportunity to address_you.
[The prepared statement of Helen Mendelsohn followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT oF HELEN MENDELsoHN

My name is Helen Mendelsohn and I am from Ellicott City, Marylard.:With me
today is my husband. Paul, and my interpreter, Linda Casserly. I appreciate the op-
portunity to speak with you this morning and relate my experiences with rehabilita-
tion programs.

I first became aware that I had Neurofibromatosis (ND nine years ago. NF is a
genetic disorder of the nervous system in which tumors can form on the nerves any-
where in the body. There is no known cure and the only treatment is the surgical
removal of the_tumors which can reoccur. The nature of the disorder in individuals
is variable, with some people only being mildly affected while others suchas myself
develop far more serious conditions. Furthermore; the course of the disorder over a
lifetime, and the prognosis for individuals with NF is progressive though unpredkt,
able.

Until 1976,, I was healthy and_ pursuing a normal lifestyle. I had graduated from
the_ University of Maryland with a degree in secondary education but, because at
that time the market for teachers was saturated in my area, I went to woi k in the
banking industry, first as a teller and later as the Supervisor of the Loan Depart-
ment-of-a large credit union.
= In 1976, I discovered I had no hearing_ in my left ear. Subsequent :medical tests
demonstrated tumors on both acoustic nerves_ in my brain: I wws told that one
tumor was to be removed immediately and that the second tumor would need lb be
removed in _the near future. I was told that when the second tumor was removed I
would be totally deaf:

Over the next six years, I had 13 major surgical procedures removing_ tumors on
my arms, spine and other areas of my body. Throughout this _period -I:continued to
work and receive excellent_ job performance evaluations.-However, as my condition
deteriorated, I was subjected to increa.sing prejudice and lack of support from my
employer. Eventually . after an extended sick leave, my employerdenied me job rein-
statement.

In 1983, I first caME to the Maryland Rehabilitation Center (MRC). I was admitted
directly :from the acute care hospital after the second brain tumor had been re-
moved. In addition-to being totally deaf now, I also had other complications-as-a
result of surgeries. I had difficulties in speech and in movement Furthermore; prob,
ably hecause of medications I had received,- ccmgenitalicataracts were worsening and
my vision was diminishing. Every sensory and motor area of my body was damaged.
For the first time in my-life, _at the age of 32, I found myself unable-to walk, talk, or
hear. I :found myself unable to communicate and physically isolated from the world
I had known.

I received multidisciplinary services from MRC in a timely and well-coordinated
manner. I spent nine months at MRC at that time and-received services:from reha-
bilitation nursing, occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech pathology; audiol-
ogy, recreational therapy, the bfind unit and driver's education.

With the support of my husbart&I returned to manve our home and tO plan for
my future. With- the assistance of Maryland vocational rehabilitation, my husband
and_ I together studied sign language. Today, though -neither of us is yet proficient,
we can communicate without writing noteeback and forth.

In the Spring_of 1984, I returned to MRC for Vocational Evaluation. I am now
again back at MRC taking a nine month intensive training course in computer pro-
gramming, In my class are 20 very intelligent and motivated:people:Weal] are des-
Sified as severely disabled, but we are all dedicated to returning to society ws pro-
ductive individuals.

Class is particularly -Jilncult for me. Computer terminology is a foreignIlanguage
by itself, and_I must learn this foreign language through ingn language. &cause I
don't get all the information being presented in the class, I must study especially
hard each evening and on the weekends. I review not only my reading material, but
also rely on rititett taken by fellow classmates.

Bet-Attie I Telt I was missing much material,I requested a _tuba" who naw spends
two hours with me three evenings each week. Because I am serious in my pursuit of
success, MRC has attempted to accommodate me in every way possible:

I realize that because of this special attention; I am a "more expensive" client.
But when_I finish this course, I intend to return to work and again be a contribut-
ing taxpayer. And with my success; I would hope that other clients Will be given
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similar opportunities._ I believe that too often_ clients such as myself are denied
access because of short-term economic considerations.

We, _the handicapped, are a part of this -world, and: we should not be ignored cr
pushed aside. We can- do almost anything if we are afforded some consideration and
appropriate opportunities.-

I am very fortunate to be a resident of Mary'and, since few states offer the kind
of comprehensive vocational rehabilitation services available at MRC. I can't imag-
ine what I would be today if I had not had tne fortune to come to the Maryland
Rehabilitation- Center.

But there is_ another side of the:story and that is the :field _operations area._ My
experience with the vocational:field offices was far less satisfactory. It wasn't a lack
of desire on the part of rehabilitation personnel to assist that created problems.
Rather, unreasonable caseloads- and ill-trained counseibts -frustrated reasonable at-
tempts to provide adequate and -approprirte services. Equipment purchases to help
individuals accommodate their homes to meet the neds of their disabilities are
often delayed by burdensome red tape. Furthermore, ignorance of the nature and
needs of different handicapping conditions often creates more problems and -hinders
necessary assiatance :for clients. In:my particular -cimumstance;: a-deafened_ young
aduit has far differentproblems_ flan those of:a person who has been deaf forhis or
her entire life. Such people need:communication tosistance; social:and psychological
support, and special equipment to make their homes functional. Often. family sup-
port services are required. It doeS littlegoOd to teacli sign language to an individual
without: providing similar training ta that persona family. A deafened adult comes
from a hearing-culture and not from the typical deaf community. All too often this
fact is not recognized.

Also; rehabilitation programs often are constrained by laws and regulations which
defeat their:purposes. The nature of disability benefits,i including Medicare and
Social:Security Disability Insurance (SS11); often discourage clients from seeking re-
habilitation for two major reasons:

First, handicapped people with SSDI and Medicare: are frequently afraid to enter
a job market where they may not get adequate health insurance or make incomes
which are adequate to support their increaSed expenses.

condly, and particularly in the recent climate, we are afraid to try to return-to
work in the event that if we do not succeed in the workplace we will have difficulty
returning to the SSDI roles. Unfortunately,we can no longer trust the Government
to make efficient arid:appropriate_ determinations,
: We:hear few advertisements or promotions:for vocational rehabilitation. Because

it costs States money for every new client, very:few governments seek out clients.
Also, because of overwhelming caseloads and nuoW for closing cases, many difficult
cases are dissuaded- or -"closedut" without -due attention and consideration.

Those people such as myself-who have the opportunity to take -advantage-of facili-
ties such as the Maryland Rehabilitation Cëntër build upon their own self:respect
and self-worth. We also develop from our experiences working together and gain a
real_ admiratkon for what handicapped people really can bewarm, caring fun-
loving and hard-working individuals who offer to their community a valuable re-
source.

Like:a newborn baby; the Maryland Rehabilitation Center has taught me to walk
and talk and, again, be myself:

I strongly- encourage _this Committee V) continue ing work to _promote_ and main-
tain rehabilitation services throughout the nation. _I requeat -that -you-also_ work tb
expand and promote the rehabilitation system so that more individuals- will be- en-
couraged to seek the services they need and so that appropriate services will be
available to them.

Thank you again for this opportunity to address you.

HONORING HELEN FOR WORK AND SERVICE

(By Nancy Robinson)

"Helen Mendelsohn has some Gandhi in_ her,_a lot of Helen :Keller;_ some Lou
Gehrig, some Sister Theresa; a whole lot of John Merrick and:a little or a lot of:any
of your own-personal heroes and heroines who demonstrate the courage and will:to
overcome adversity," said Fred-Neil of the Maryland_ Rehabilitation Center (MRC):

Mendelsotm, a-35-year:old Ellicott City -woman-with several disabilities, recently
received the William W. Lamprell Award as MRCa Alumnus- of the Year. Neil s
characterization of Mendelsohn refers to John Merrick, Who is better knoWn as the
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Elephant Man," because the local woman has the same condition from which he
suffered. Called neUtofibromatosis (NF), the genetically inherited disorder causes
tumors to form on nerves in the body. The tumors, which may reoccur, tah he re-moved on ly by su rgery.

When she came to the rehabAitation center_, Mendelsohn needed tornPhehenSiVe
services to resume anindepemlent life. Since developing NF in heh cellege years at
the University A" Maryland; she had undergone several -operation-a to remove the
turiiors The_surgery on iaituinor on the acoustic nerve coSt Mendelsohn her hearing
and resulted in other difficulties in coordinating speech and movement. She alsohad congenital cataracts.

However, _the plucky, woman set her goals77to take care uf her home again and go
bade to workand plunged into the MRC program Day_by day she wohked hatd to
regain strength and coordination and adjust to deafness through occupational, phYS--ical and speech therapy,

It is not_thatioften that we at MRC actually get-to f011OW throtigh and watch thegrowth_of our clients all the way through the rehabilitatiOn process. Helen was the
exception. Westarted her holiabilitation program and she showed us what she coulddor' said another Mi:C spokesperson.

As -she made progress on regaining skills,_ Mendelsohn has reached out to help
otheirS. In the late 1970s,she helped found the:local NF chapter: Now, She attencla
Meetings with an interpreter and,with her husband Paul; i8 ttyihs to lacate and
counsel others with NFtcausedideafness.

After returning home, Mendelsohn atterided-Gallatidet College last summer. She
is: an:officer Jai' the Baltiniore-based COuncil of Organizatitms of the Deaf and is a
volunteer with dear Seniors at the Waxter Center in Baltimore. She is currently
workihg oh A bOok about practical ways to cope with deafness.

Mendelsohn is one of 10 graduates of this year's MRC program.

Mr: WILLIAM& Thank you:very much.
The ifirSt_ panel that we had; representing the Council Of State

Administraters, while_ in-noway indicating that all was well within
the_ rehabilitation ummunity, did not have any 8Peeif16 recOmmen,
datiOnS ler Chal .. In fact, when asked_ specifically if they had
any;: each of t" five members: of that panel: indicated no; they
would prefer to see the act reauthorized virtually aS is

While we cannot expect that the consumers might have, at least
at this hearing, specific recommendationS for Changes in the act;
let me_ nonetheless ask that question, starting-with you, Nfr. sof-
vack. Do you have any specific recommendations for changeP?

Mrs: SPIVACK.- Well, don't -know whether it *OW b specific
recommendations for changes; but the very_leason that we be-Caine
involved andi_required a cooperative agreement was the fact that
our population has very specific problems Within_ the SYstem. No: I,
the systemas I said; it's a new population and the needs ate verY
specific-. SO we_desperately need that training. _

_ We have a problem in terms of the diagpoSiS of head trauma.
Particularly mild head injury rehabilitation is not appropriate in a
minimum length Of time. All clients:are not going to see 26 clo-
sures; so to speak: So we have a definite preblem there.

OUr constituentS have the: very same _problem that Ms. Presson
describe& in her testimony. Our people have been dead,ended; un-
fortunatelyi and we know through the establishment of-prOgraing
in the-private:sector, indeed; these people can goi back to work. I
will say_ within the recognition of:some_ Of the StateS that have
become involved with the head injury associations, wa are- begin=
ning to see a difference in terms of at least_a statement being made
that yes, it is _a new disability and we are going to tty and dIddiess
those needS. So we have a great deal of hope for the future. We
have had too Much dispalr in the past.
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Mr: WILLIAms.__Ms. Presson; you indicated significant canceinS,
and rather specific concerns, with the aervice. If you could make
some a couple of changes in the act; what would they be?

Ms: PRESSON% Well, let me talk; number one, for_epilepsy, becaiité
that'S What I have. lint my daughter is very handicapped-The big-
gest thing I would like people to know aboutapilepsy and mrmtal
retardation_ is that we are net mentally ill. _We need sortie Of the
tame benefith, but we can work and we can do-well-The- trouble is,
we are_ostracized because when you have a handicap that has the
word "mental" in itand that goes for those whc are mentally ill
elso===kight there you- are stereotyped. I don't like it and I hope it
will not continue We need to educate every counselor there is in
the various handicaps. Although it would additional training, take
it's absolutely worth it.
_ The other thing is that more funds are needed from the Federal
Govcrnment. What better source. Let'a take a look at_our COhAittl=

We need money th go out and train these people: AVe also
need the_money for tax purposes; to give industry a: tax break to
hire us. If that is the only way we're going to getia_job in litiVate
indust*7,- I, for- one, am going to _take it: Every industry; whether it
is General Motors or any other big ones; could be given a taic break
to hire usand some of them are. I know some of them are doing
it. But it needs-to be bigger and it needs to be better: I think _that is
an idea way taset some of_us in. If for no other reason than to
show people, "Hey, we're OK and we can do just as well as any-
body else,"

The Government; too; has a_little problem in hiring Us. If We
can't quite live up te what a PD stands for :in the Government, of
course, we're fired. This makes it very difficult.

Also; not just educated along with the handicapped _we: haVe,
whether we'iv in a wheelchair and they see us in-our wheelchair,
or whether -we have a sign reader, please educate them psychologi-
cally. You don't know that _when we lose a jobi for me it eatiSet
more teittiret. EmOtiOnally, I know when I can't,pay-my billsand I
can't take-care of myself personally; then my_ Eeizures are rampant
Sure itiis psychologically caused; but that's the nature of the beatt.
When I %VOA( rill pretty upset I think that soes for all the
others as well. The disease becomes far worse when they don't un-
derstand psychologically.

Alte, When counselors-go out to look for a placement for us; they
should fully-realize the content of the job: If there is any probabili-
ty that, we might not fit; or that -1,ve are able to get education so we
Will fit, I think it's imperative. I saw one the other day come into
our building to see about a person's job; and all they were interest-
ed in was seeing_ the building Well, that's nice. I'm glad:the build=
ing 18 ttanding_ But look-into it both psychologically, neurological-
ly; every way that is needed for that person._ Make that person
even though you have 50 or 80 clienthat that point make:your
Client feel that they are the- only person that matters to you and
that you'ee going to do the best for them. _

I'm not saying that all counselors are bad. I have had a great
one. I put thine on a silveriplatter. Bui; what I'm saying is; because
they're so crowded, because there are not enough of them, that
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they are so overloaded -they can't take individual interests. So
there has to_ be: more money_spent .

It looks like to-me- they-get a report- caid, -and-they 1;et to paint a
gold star above their names_ if they= geL these people jobs. _Well, I
like -to be patted on my back, too. But I don't want to feel that I
need that patting on -the back- so badly- that I'm-going- to destroy a
person doing it. I think we have lost _it somewhere..along the line,
when -that "gold star for rehab -is- bater -than-getting that person a
job thatthey're going to live with_for the next 20years = =

Mk.- WILLIAMS, You know, Ms. Presson, it is difficult for the Fed,
eral Government to eliminate biases, prejudices, practices of-stereo-
typing :among the American' p:thlic. I _personally believe that :the

ederal Government-can -be- -America's- -peat -teacher -and can estab=
lish the model by_which _many Americans will set their goal: How-
ever, it is1 very difficult for- the Federal Government to find a way
to legislate_ _against- -stereotyping and przjudices.- So-- some --of the
very legitimate instances of difaculty that you_eyprecs _can only be
dealt -with in--probably -a -limited- -way by the Federal Government.

With regard to the= problem that you have seen with some of the
counselors, some:of that perhaps can be _laid at_ the door of tile:leg-
islation, and-particularly-the appropriation,- which may -not -allow
the:local agencies to hire:an:appropriate number of counselors: :

However, -here- Lit- the Federal- level we- aren't- -involved in micro
management We aren't involved:in training counselors. We aren't
involved in the quality- of counseling in these:various agencies. We
can't deal in that detail at this-level,--nor should we.

: We_.tried to:write the legislation in a :way _that might end stereo-
typing and- might create quality counselors, but to absolutely guar-
antee you that we can rewrite the Vocational Rehabilitation Act in
such a way as to eliminate those difficulties would be to mislead
you.
: Ms PRESSOIC I don't 'mean that, sir,_ But :what :I do mean_is,if we
have--money- -for the-IIS Army, -the-U.S. Navy, the U.S. -Air Force,
to put ads on television 24 hours a day to show how great they are;
we have.money to_show how great we are.

-MrWILLI/yds. -I- -agree with that.- As I say, I think -part -of -the
problem the. -.7:-u're relaying to us can be resolved with adequate
appropriatioi,

With _regal d to defense spending;_one finds very quickly; _when
you go into service on the Budget Committee; _that the wealth of
this--Nation,- is not infinite-, -nor is the,patience-of-the American-tax-
payer, But having said those two _things, one of the :things that be-
comes- clear to -all- of us- -as members of the Budget Committee is
that the breadth _and depth of wealth in Americaand I speak not
just now of the_ Federal_ Treasuryis: astoniShing. :The amount of
money in th* Federal Treasury is astonishing. What the-Federal
Treasury needs is not:necessarily more money---although that's de-
batable in some quarterswhat we need is a-readjustment of the
American wal to decide where that money shall= be placed.

Now; v e are here:today .debating: and: pleading :and t-oaler.ciiig
around -an amount- -of -money that- tothls -just-slightly-more- than -a
billion &Pars. If we started the Pentagon spending clock ticking =at
dawn this Morning, bY the tithe We reach thiS tinie tOthorroW _the
Pentagon will have spent all of the money that you are requesting
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far the-coming year. So it really is a matter of _the1 Nation's Will as
much as it_ is a_ matter of the Nation's Wealth. So your_ remarks
àbüt the Pentagon spending are well taken, at least by this chair-
man.

Mr. Charism, any specific recommendations for us; sir?
Mr. CHARISON. Mr: _Chairman; I have several that I would like

the _committee to:consider. They may not,- in fact, be part of the _act
itSelf. They may be a matter of how the act is interpreted by:RSA.
I know; for example; there is a manual which deals with what is
actually meant by _post-employment services: Yet; after taking a
WA at that, anditaking_a look at what:I've seen in two States_ deal;
ing with:that subjectin fact; three States, because my wifewe
laughingly referred to -ourselveslas 52's: I've_ been closed in Oregon
and closed in _Massachusetts. My wife has been closed in Oregon
and closed in Texas.' SO we amount together to 104; which is won-
derful a number for rehab.

But we are really concerned _that every time we came to_a post-
employment -question, the services as far as the :job_ club kind of
things were there; but when:it came to a simple thing AS getting a
resume produced so_ that it -looks profe3sional; and duplicated and
diStributed in a way that would be helpful in getting employment,
that_was not forthcoming. My wife was able -to receive a Brissa
Braille machine-. That runs about $6,700: I wasn't able to get $20 te
duplicate my resume; I do not understand _that rationale and I
think it deals with the post-employment service:_

As a young person, I am naturally interested in employment: But
I am also interested in the dignity_ of human life, and that with an
undixibted:majority of-the blind people in this country beyond em-
ployment age;_ they have earned the right to services from their
Government;:the Government that they paid into for_ those working
yore. So I think that is a very high priority and should be dealt
with; not just in funding but in appropriate type programming for
diaL.

Naturally I am also :interested in whatever mechanism we can
do and promote that will allow -consumers such as myself_ to have
an impact on the quality of_these services in our States. If the- Re=
habilitation Act is not the place to touch-base and make sure there
is: poStemplayment services that are appropriate; that: make sure
when you get counseling it's from a qualified caunselor and not
from a person who knows-haw to fill out the forms properly; then

1166d some way of getting the consumers into the system to
make sure:those individual systems do theirjob.

In my mind, the-Client-Assistance Program is the answer to that.
But the client assistance project is such a spotty_thing at this point;
and the funding is so temporary in nature, that I'm not sure that
without some changes in the Rehabilitation Act that that's possi=

For example; _in the State of Massachusetts the client assistance
prect is paid fai. through State funds, 100 percent at this point-.
Also; I found during the course_ af my:time in being an_ advacate for
OciiiStiiiierS; that client assistance project employees spend a great
deal of their time working for the administrator Of the agency in
developing opinion papers and the like; rather than advocating for
individual clients. Oftentimes in discussion with them I find they
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are promoting the opinion of the agency rather than trying to see
about how the individual client can be served.

So those are three areas that I think maybe this committee can
...a_ve some impact_on.

Mt. WILLIAMS, Thank you.
Finally, Miss Mendelsohn.
Mrs: MENDELSOHN. I would like to see some minimal Qualifica-

tions for rehab counselors. _That seems to be the root of the real
problem. Their ignorance of various handicaps has created a lot _of
problems. So many people don't know about us and, really, the
Government doesn't know what they're doing There needs to be
some guidelines, minimum guidelines, to be sure the States are
doing what they're supposed to do.

Thank you; _

Mr. WILLIAMS. My thanks to each of you. We very much appreci-
ate your testimony.

We will move now to the Assistant Secretary for Special Educa-
tion and Rehabilitative Services; representing the Department of
Education, Ms. Madeleine Will.

Ms. Will, it is a pleasure to have you with us today. We have
your prepared statement which; of course; will be entered into the
record. You may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF MADELEINE C. WILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Wiu.. It is a privilege_ to appear before the _committee to
present testimony regarding the reauthorization of the Rehabilita-
tion:Act of 1973: I think I will try to go through my testimony
quickly.

The Federal/State Rehabilitation Program: is one: of_ the oldest
Federal :service programs in the United- States.- It had its begin-
nings with the Smith-Fess:Act_ of 1920: During the past 65 years;
the program has dramatically changed.: :

Changes in society's attitudes toward disabled persons have-also
brought changes in the Rehabilitation Program As society.accept-
ed more -assimilation of disabled persons into the community; dis-
abled individuals returned to_the workplace. Rehabilitation of dit=
abled persons took on a new meaning; It_was no_ longer a matter of
doing something good on behalf of a handicapPed person.

The Rehabilitation-Act was last addressed by Gcmgress in 1983-
84 with the enactment of the 1984 amendments. A number of new
provisions were introduced at :that time. I have chosen to spend
time this- morning addressing-those aspects of the program which
were introduced for the first time in 1984.

The following is a list of the program items which were intro-
duced in the-1984 amendments, or which were newly funded subse-
quent to that:

First, the changes in the Client A.ssistance Program to require it
to operate outside of the VR general agency except in those in-
stances where a CAP had previously been operated by a State
agency.
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and, -a requirement of a justification for the allocation of
training funds:

Third, requirement for evaluation studies and the- development
of standards in the independent living and PWI program&
_Fourth, _ the authorization: to _ include independent living and

client assistance personnel in the RSA-Supported Training Pro-
gram.

_ The requirement that:information on section 504 of title V be in-
cluded in the RSA training programs.

Authorization to continue: research and training centers without
competition, under certain circumsthnces.

Authorization of a new program -of- grants to test innovative
ideas; to be administered by the National Institute of Handicapped
Research. :

Mandated contuvtion- of -all PWI and independent living
projects through fiscal_year 1986, _

And, :finally, specifications with regard to information in the
data collection system for the annual _report.

I would like to touch briefly on the operation_ of the State pro-
gram before I get into the details of the 1984 amendments. The
mission -of the Rehab -Services-Administration: is to assure that the
basic statutory program of comprehensive_ and_ individualized reha-
bilitation services is properly administered by State agencies. State
funds for these programs provide a 20-percerd match against Fed-
eral funds.

The Vocational Rehabilitation Basic State Grant Program -pro-
vides-far -a broad array of services to disabled persons: Thisi Feder-
al/State program constitutes the_ core of _the public rehabilitation
services delhey network in the -United StatOs. The Rehabilitation
Services Administration in recent years has worked aggressively to
improve the quality of services and:program management in the
national programs resulting from-legislativeamendments.

One requirement of the Rehabilitation Act ithat a priority for
services be given to severely:disabled persons. Since 1973, the pro-
gram has become increasingly -responsive to-the needs of severely
disabled individuals: Approximately 32 percent of the persons reha-
bilitated in:1974 were :considered severely disabled. In 1984, thiS
figure has risen to -nearly 60 percent.

The number of persons rehabilitated increased by 4,4 percent in
1984 over the_ previous year. The 1984 increase in rehabilitations of
severely disabled-persons- increased -during the same year by 6:8
percent. The :percentage_of successful case, closures_ also rose from
61.7 percent in 1983 to- 63.2 percent in 1984. The RSA emphasis an
placement services- is believed to be one of the factors leading to
these improved statistics;
: RSA _ continues to promote improved vocational -outcomes for
handicapped -individuals-by encouraging State VR agencies to en,
hence their job development efforts; _job placement practices, and
their efforts to work more directly with privatk businesses and in-
dustries.

Over the past several years; RSA has placed a high priority on
activities that assist State agencies to improve their management
operations to provide services more efficiently and effectively. Ini-
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fiances, taken by RSA-have included the development and imple-
mentation of the management control project in various StateS.

LeaderShip conferences, inservice training and technical assist-
ance have combined to assist- the State to provide better SerVices
more efficiently. There is reason to be proud of our accomplish-
ments and theipeople who make it happen.

I would like now _to address the changes made Lly the 1984
amenditients. In the Client Assistance Program, the administration
of this program was placed in the State VRiagency. The language
Of the_ act required that it be "funded; administered, and operated
directly hy and with the concurrence of the State agency" designat-
ed elsewhere in the act: This was considered a discretionary _pilot
program and not required for each State. The 1984 amendments re-
quire that this_ program exist in every State as a condition of re-
Ceiving basic State grant funds and that it be conducted by an
agency independent of the State rehabilitation agency, except in
those States which have previously operated such programs ih the
State agency.

As a result of this change frnm a discretionary:grant program to
a formula grant program; grants totaling $6 million were awarded
to the 50 states, the District:of Columbia, and the territories. Final
regulations were published_ in March and plans are now underWay
to:Solicit applications for 1986 funds in advance of actual appro-
priations_to _facilitate program continuity. Eighty-five awardS haVe
been made this past month; _

An- evaluation of the Client Assistance Program was initiated in
October 1984: Standards required by the act for this study have
been deVeloped and are available with the advice and guidance of'
the_ CAP Advisory Committee. A revised version of théSé Standar&
Will be forwarded to the Office of Management and Budget for
review.

Two, training allocation. For many years RSA has been OOP=
Cerned abbut procedures used to allocate its training funds among
various professional disciplines listed in the act. The 1984 aMend
ments require that the Commissioner submit to Congressia report
setting forth ahtl jostifymg in detail how the training funds are al-
located by professional discipline. RSA must take areas of person-
nel shortage into account.

I I I

A sound training allocation system should go beyond the iSSUe of
shortages. RSA is interested in the relevance of specific fields to
the rehabilitation of disabled persons; the importance of specific
services to the employability of disabled persons, and the need for
Federal funds relative to the availability of alternative non-Federal
funding sources for the same- programs. _We:belieVe a pribrity
SYstem should point out areas where_ Federal funds are most
needed to bring about the goal of returning diSabled persons to full
employment and enabling young school leavers to ehter employ=
ment.

We have contracted with a private corporation to develop proce-
dures which will be helpful in the development of an allocation
SyStein. The results of this study will be available to us early next
year.

Three, indePerident living and PWI standards and evaluation.
These programs were required by the 1984 amendments. We are to
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have standards and to use these standards for a system-wide eval-
uation. In the meantime; all projects funded _under these two pro-
grams were i equired to be continued through September 1986. I am
pleased to report that standards have been developed for both pro-
grams. They have been reviewed and approved by the National
Council on the Handicapped.

The evaluation of both programs_ is on schedule. As soon as the
data forms are cleared, the data will be gathered.

_Four; training of independent living center and client assistance
personnel.- The -1984 amendmenta authorized recipienta under the
RSA Training Program to include _independent living center-and
client assistance personnel as eligible recipients for training under
this act. In fiscal year-1985, RSA will support such training de-
signed to upgrade the management skills_and knowledge of admin-
istrators of-independent livingprograrns. In 1986, it is planned that
RSA:will support a project to train personnel to function effectively
in client assistance programs.

Five, inclusion of training in section 504 in vocational counselor
training programs. In 1985 the regulations for long-term training
grants are-being changed tb require recipients of 1985 grants to_ in7
elude curriculum content covering the provisions of section 504 of
the iRehabilitation Act. In _addition, RSA has identified section 504
content as a priority for the continuing education programs sup-
ported by this agency.

Six, noncompetitive funding of the research and training centers.
In accordance with statutory change, NIHR has regulations for
standards and procedures for renewal without competition under
certain-limited circumstances.

Seven; new: NIHR research program. A new authorization_ was
provided to NIHR to make innovation grants up to $50,000 in 1984.
Final regulations for this program were published in April with ap-
plications accepted until July. Applications are on hand and are
beingireviewed.
I: Eight; _continuation of independent living and _ PWI programs.
One final change in the 1984 amendments required that all awards
for Centers_ for Independent Living and Projects With Industry be
continued through September, 1986, unless a recipient has substan-
tially failed to comply-with-its approved application. This has been
done. Each:project under these two programs will be competing for
funds starting with fiscal year 1987.

Nine; report:data: A reporting system was developed to meet the
reporting requirements under section la of theiact. This is the Pro-
gram Impact Reporting System, or the RSA-911, which contains-all
of the data elements listed in_ section 13; and a few others needed
for-purposes of case control, identification and management. The
system was initially sent to the Office of Management and Budget
on _December 18, 1984.

Although -not specifically- referenced- in -the 1984 amendments,
RSA did receive approvaLin the appropriations process to imple-
ment the new Supported Employment Program. This is one of the
most important programs-to be launched this year. Over the past
10 years, a few researchers were able to demonstrate that society
has generally underestimated the abilities of severely disabled per-
sons to work; earn substantial incomes, and to contribute to society
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and their -own independence. Previously, disabled workers had been
assessed prior to providing -them with training, arid theY Were
found to be too limited to be productive.

What these _researchers demonstrated quite clearly was that
training made a difference between employability and a life of Wel-
fare. They pointed out that many di-t5abled individuals can work
very effectively, _but that they frequently need some kind of sup-
port system: Whether this be in a semi-shelthred enVitOnthent ot in
a ceinpetitive job; they are likely to encounter probiems without
guidance, assistance, or just someone to trouble-shoot with an em-
ployer. Initial calculations by these researchers indicate that theSe
programs were less expensive than full-time placement in a setting
which encouraged dependency.

With this information so well documented by several independ-
ent researchers working in widely separated areas of the country,
it_is important to_ address the issue directly on an expanded baSiS.
We have asked for and received the appropriations needed. We
expect to have final regulations for this program and our first
grant award competition announcement published it' the Federal
Register very, very soon.

I appreciate the opportunity to go over these changes with you
and to summarize the operations of the basic State grant program.
I would be_pleased to answer questions.

[The prepared statement of Madeleine C. Will folloWS:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MADELEINE C. WILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION AND REHAFDLITATIVF, SERVICES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr, Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee., It is a privilege to appear
before the committee to present testimony regarding the reauthorization of the Re-
habilitation Act of 1973. The Federal/State rehabilitation program is one of the
oldest Federal service programs in the United States. It had its beginnings with the
Smith-Fess Act of 1920. During the past 65 years, the program has dramatically
changed. Changes in medical and prosthetic technology, and pharmacology, _have
significantly modified ;.he emphasis of thisprogram to those with more severe dis-
abilities from individuals with relatively minor disabilities.

Changes in society's_attitucles toward disabled persons have also brought signifi-
cant changes_ in the rehabilitation program. As society accepted more assimilation of
disabled persons into the community, disabled individuals returned to the Work=
place. Rehabilitation of disabled persons- toOk on new meaning. It was no longer a
matter of doing something good on behalf of a handicapid person.

The Rehabilitation Act was last addreaSed by Congress in 1983-84 with the enact-
ment of the 1984 amendments. A number of new provisions were introduced at that
time. Although I -could spend considerable time discussingthe program as a whole, I
have chosen to spend this morning addressing those aspects of the program which
were introduced for the first time in 1984. I will also touch briefly on how well the
State program is working.i_

The following is a list of the program items which were introduced in the 1984
amendments, or which were newly funded subsequent to that.

1. Changes in the Client Assistance Program to require it to operate outside of the
VR general agency except in those instances where a CAP had previously been op-
erated by a State agency.

j2. A requirement of a ustification for the allocation of training funds.
3. Requirement for evaluation studies and the development of standards in the

programs for Independent Livingand Projects With Industry.
4. Authorization to include independent living and client assistance personnel in

the RSA supported training program.
5. Requirement that information on Section 504 (of Title V of the Act) be included

in RSA training programs.
6. Atithorization to continue Research and Training 'RAT) Centers without com-

petition, under certain circumstances.
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7. Authorized a new program of grants up to $50,000 to test innovative ideas, to be
administered by the National Institute af Handicapped Research

8 Mandated- -continuation of all PWI and Independent LiVing projects through
FiScal Year 1986.

9. SpeCified the information to be included about each State program in the
annual report.

THE FEDERA./STATE PR')GRAM

I would like to-A-Ouch-briefly on the operation af the_State_ program before I get
ihto the details of the 1984 amendments.- The mission of the Rehabilitation Services
Administration is to assure that the basic statutory program of Comprehensive and
individualiied rehabilitation services is properly administered by State agencies.
State funds for these programs provide a 20% match against Federal funds.

The Vocational Rehabilitation Basic State Grant Program providesfor a broad
array of services to disabled -persons This Federal/State:program:constitutes the
core of:the public rehabilitation services deliv_ery: network in the:United States._ The
Rehabilitation Services Administration in recent years Imo work6d_ aggressively to
improve the quality_ of services and program management in the national programs
resulting from legislative amendments in 1974; 1978,and again m 1984.

One requirement ofithe- Rehabilitation Act tif-1973 is that a priority for services
be given to severely disabled persons. Since 1973, the program has become increas-
ingly responsive to the needs of severely disabled individuals. Approximately 32% of
the persons rehabilitated in 1974 were considered severely disabled; in 1984 this
figure had risen to nearly 60%.
__The ri_u_mber of_persons mhalAlitated increased by_ 4,4% in 1984 _ov_er the previous
year :The_ 1984: inetease in rehabilitations of severely :disabled: persons: increased
during the same_ year by_6:8_%. The percentage of successful case closures also rose
from 61-.7%_ in 1983 to 63:2% in_ 1984: The RSA emphasis on placement services is
believed to be one of the factors leading to these improved statietics._

RSA continues-to promote-improved vocational outcomes for handicapped_ individ-
uals by encouraging Stat.:, VR agencies Werth-Eli-1c.! -their job development effortejob
placement practicee and to work more directly with private businesses and -indus-
tries. As this continues, we expect our statistics to improve even more in the future.

Over the past several yeare, RSA has placed a high priority on activities that
assist State Agencies to improve their max.agement operations to provide serv:ces
more efficiently and effectively. Initiatives taken by RSA have included the develop-
ment_sad inipleinentation af the Management :Control Project in: 12 States; the sysr
tematic _use of a: client Case Review Schedulein: State operations:and the approval
and acquisition of data processing systems at the Federal; Regional and State level:
: Leadership:conferences, in-service training, and technical am:stance have com-
bined to assist the states to provide better services more efficiently. There is reason
to be proud of our accomplishments, and the people who make it happen.

CHANGES FOLLOWING THE 1984 AMENDMEN'.'S

I will now address the venous changes made by tlw 1984 Amendments.
1, Client Assistance: Program.' The119a4 -_Amendments: _significan fly_ changed_the

management of the Client Assistance Program. Previously; the _administration of
this program was_ placed in the State VR agency. The language of the Act required
that it be "funded, administered, and operated directly by land with the concurrence
Of the State agency" designated elsewhere in the Act. Furthermore, this was consid-
ered a discretionary- pilot program, and not required -for eath State, The 1984
amendmenta required that this program exist in every-State, as a condition of re-
ceiving basic State grant funds and That it be -conducted by an agency independent
of the State Rehabilitation Agency, except in those states which have previously op-
erated such programs in the State agency.

M a result of this change from a discretionary grant program to a formula grant
program grants totaling$6,000,000 were awarded in August and September of 1984
to fifty States,xthe_ District:of :Columbia, andeach of the_ Territories. Finaliregula-!
tions governing_the new program were published oniMarch 12; 1_985_ Plans are_ now
underway to solicit applications for 1986 funds in advance of actual appropriations
tO facilitate program-continuity_ into the next fiscal year

An-evaluation of the Client ASsistance Program was initiated in October of 1984.
Standar& required by the Act for this stUdy have been developed with the advice
and guidance of the CAP Advisory Committee-A revieed version of these standards
is under review and will be forwarded soon to the Office of Management and Budget
for review of the survey instruments. The required study will be completed in De-
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cember of 1985. At that time, it will be possible to assess the costs and benefits of
this new program and describe the program's characteristics.

2. Training allocation. Fur many years RSA has been concerned about procedures
used to allocate its training funds among various professional disciplines listed ih
the Act. The:1984 amendmenM required that the Commissioner-subinit to COngress
"a report setting forth and justifying in detail how the training funds . . ." are allo-
cated by professional discipline and other program areas. RSA must take areas of
personnel-shortage into account.

A sound training allocation system should go beyond the issue _of shortages._ RSA
is interested in the relevance of specific fields to the rehabilitation of disabled per,
sons, the importance of specific services to the employability of disabled persons;
and the need for Fecleratfunda relative to the availability of alternative non-federal
funding sources for the same programs. We believe a priority system should point
out areas where Federal funds are most needed to bring about the goal of returning
dabled persons to full employment, and enabling young school leavers to enter em-
ployment.

We have contracted with a private corporation to develop procedures which will
be helOful in the development of an allocation system. The results of this study will
be available to us early next year.

3. Independent living_ and PWI standards and evaluation.: These programs were
required by the 1984 amendments to_haveatandards developed for them; and to use
these standards for a system-wide evaluation: In the meantime, all projects_ funded
under these two programs were generally required to be continued through Septem-
ber 1986, I'm pleased to report that standaz-ds have been developed for both pro-
grams. These were submitted to the National Council on the Handicapped, as re-
quired by law, and approved by that b6dy.

The -evaluation of both _programs is on schedule. As soon as the data forms are
cleared by the Office of Management and Budget_ the data will begathered.

4. Training of independent living center and client assistancepersonnel. The 1984
amendments authorized recipients under_theRSA training program to include Inde-
pendent Living Center_ and client assistancp personnel; as eligible recipients for
training:under this_ Act In Fcal _Year 1985 RSA will support such training -de-
signed to upgrade the management skills and knowledge of administrators of CIL
programs. In _1986, it is planned that RSA will support a project to train personnel
to function effectively in client assistance programs.

5Inclusion of training in section 504 in vocational counselor training programs.
hi FY 1985, the regulations for long-term training grants are being changed to-re-
quire recipients of FY 85 grants to include curriculum content covering the provi-
sions of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. la addition, RSA has identified Sec-
tion 504 content -as a priority concern for the continuing education programs sup-
ported by:this agency.
_ Non-comr Eitive funding of R&T Centers. In accordance with statutory change,
NIHR has regulations for standards and procedures for renewal without competi-
tion under certain limited circumstances.

-7. NeW NIHR research program. A new authorization was provided to NIHR in
1984 to make innovation grants up to $50,000. Final regulations for this program
were published in April, with applications accepted until July. Applications on hand
are being reviewed.

8. Renuired Continuation_of CIL and PWI programs. One final change in the 1984
amendments required that all awards for Centers for Independent Living and
Projects With Industry be continued through September 30, 1986unless a recipient
has substantially failed to comply with its approved application. This has been done.
Each-project under these two programs will be competing for funds starting with
FY 87.

9. Report data. A reporting system was developed to meet the reporting require-
ments under Section 13 of the Act. This is the Program Impact Reporting system
(BSA11) which contains all of the data elements listed in Section 13; and a few
others needed for -?urposes of case control, identification, and management: The
RSA-911 system was initially sent to the Office of Management and Budget oh De-
cember 18; 1984:

SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT

Although not specifically referenced in the 1984 amendments, RSA did receive ap-
proval in the appropriations process to implement a new Supported Employ:nent
Program. This is one of the most important programs to be launched this year, Pnd
I want to take a few minutes to discuss it in more d Aail. Over the past ten year-. a
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few resarchers were able to demonstrate that society has generally underestimated
the abilities of severely disabled persons to work, to earn substantial incomes, and
to contribute to society _and their own independence. Previously, disabled workers
had_been assessed prior to providing them with training; and they were found to be
bie_limited to be productive,

What these researchers cremonstrated quite clearly w.is that training made a dif-
ference between employability and a life of welfare. 'They pointed out that many
disabled individuals can work very effectively, !-Iut that they frequently need some
kind_ of _support system. Whether this_ be in a senasheltered environmenLor_ini a
competitive job, they are_likely to encounter problems without guidance; assistance;
or just someone to trouble-shoot with an employer: Initial calculations by these re-
searchers seem tto indicate that these programs were less expensive than full-time
Olacernent in a setting which encouraged dependency and inhibited the indNidual'S
ability to work.

With this information so well documented by several independent researchers
working in widely separated areas of the country, it is important to address the
issue directly on: an_expanded_basis.-We asked for, and received, the appropriations
needed: We expect to have final regulations for this program and our first grant
award competition announcement published in the Federal Register in the near
future.

I appreciate the opportunity to go over these changes with you and to summarize
the operations of the basic State grant program. I'd be pleased to respond to any
questions.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Ms. Will.
Mn page 6 of your testimony you mention, with regard to the

1984 requirement mandating the report detailing how the training
funds are allocated by discipline; that you have contracted with a
private _corporation to develop those procedures. This committee
would find it helpful if you would share with us the proposed
guidelines under which you have asked the private corporation to
complete its work.

Ms. WILL. We would be happy to submit that.
Mr. WILLIAM& The RSA-911 System; looking at page 8; was sent

to OMB apparently just before Christmas. Do you have any idea as
to when that will be finalized?

Ms. WILL. We sent the system to OMB in December and received
from them a rather lengthy critique. They asked for further justifi-
cation with respect to some of the items in the data collection
system and;_in=some cases, asked for changes. Discussions_between
RSA and OMB have ensued. This is not any different from the
kinds of discussions that our staff engage in with OMB on a variety
of programs and issues throughout OSERS: We expect to have
many of the issues resolved and hope to get the system to the
States in the fall so t-hat they can begin collecting data.

As a matter of fact; many of the States are already collecting the
data on a voluntary basis, so we expect that this system will not be
a burden to the States.

Mr. WILLIAMS. As part of those 1984 hearings; this subcommittee,
under a different chairman, stated that an updated cost-benefit
analysis of the Federal Rehabilitation Program was needed. Such
data has not been provided since the RSA annual report in 1981.

Is the assessment for a cost-benefit analysis ongoi.'.g now? What
is -the status of that? Will Jou be able to provide this fairly impo7.
tent information to the committee any time soon?

MS. WILL. There is a project funded to develop a cost benefit
model, and there is, in addition, a project fun,ied in the National
Institute of Handicap Research on the eco mics disability,
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which is also looking at some aspects of cost benefit. We hope to
have preliminary information next year.

Mr. WILLIAMS. A memo was sent earlier this year by George
Kahn to supervisors at the branch level and above as well, as to
special assistance to the commissioner. The memo requested that
they change their work hours because of the 35 percent reduction
in staff during the past 4 years at RSA. The memo also referred to
continued workload increases on the staff who remain with the
agency.

Give me your judgment as to how RSA is able to function effi-
ciently and with expertise, given such reduction in staff.

MS. WILL. I'm not familiar with the _particular memo that you
cite. I do recall having asked for an extensive review of the flexi-
time policy in RSA and the other components because we were con-
cerned about the fact that flexitime allows people to leave early or
to arrive late. Particularly in the case of RSA with regional offices
across the country, it is important to be able to get to California in
the late afternoom

Since 1980. 1981, there has beea a reduction in RSA staff from
279 to 216or I think it's 218in 1985, 16 person losses in the re-
gions and 47 in the headquarters. Several years ago a human re-
sources review was conducted of programs in the Department and
reductions in RSA were recommended on the basis that there was
excessive overhead personnel, that there was much layering in
RSA. Since 1982, we believe that Our staffing ratios have boon re-
duced slightly but that this has had a positive effect on the pro-
gram, and that our management effectiveness has not been dam-
aged.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Do I understand correctly that ;:here has been a
35 percent reduction in the staff during the past 4 years at RSA?

Ms. Witt. Well; I'm not sure if 47, if that comes to a 35 percent
reduction. It'S 36 percent in headquarters and 16 percent in the re-
gional offices.

Mr. WILLIAMS. We have heard today from some consumers of re-
habilitation services who have indicated some lack of response to
their needs; and further indicated that that may be due to e lack of
appropriate numbers of staff as well as staff expertise. I know that
that is a long-standing=complaint with any agency that undergoes
significant reductions. But this committee does express its concern
that when we have a 35-percent reduction in staff and a travel
budget reduced by 77 percent; we worry about the effect of that on
the eventual providing of appropriate services to the consumer.

Ms. WILL. I begin by saying that; as you know, RSA moved from
Health and Human Services to the Department of Education rela-
tively recently. That has required a _good bit of coordination to
absorb that program in _the Department of Education which is not
like the Department of Health and Human Services. I would point
to the fact that one function was eliminated in RSA, therefore,
staff assigned to that function were not required to spend time on
that function. It has taken reorganization and coordination to ade-
quately and appropriately integrate RSA into OSERS.

I would add also that if you look at the rehabilitation program
and you evaluate the general health of the program, one would
give it a very good rating. Now, we have an increase in the number

51-316 0 - 86 - 3
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of rehabilitations, we have an increase in the number of severely
handicapped individuals, and we_have much better dissemination
and use of technological devices. It is a program that is very alive
and exciting right now. There's a focus on job placement and tar-
geted training.

think that,judging from the health of the system, that RSA iS
adequately carrying out its mission; But; in acklition, one must re-
member that the program is largely conducted by the State agen-
cies and it is a _State/Federal cooperative venture. But the large
share of the burden really falls to the States. They are doing a very
gncid job.

If there is concern about staffing RSA, travel dollars_and so
forth, I would encourage people to contact me and my OSERS staff
about those concerns.

WiLuArds. There has been, at least in 1984, an increased
placement. Perhaps that has to do with better management effi-
ciencies, or perhaps it has to do with increased funding for reha-
bilitation, and also the turnaround in the economy. In any event,
we do know that we are not serving anywhere near the number of
people who need service in the United States. That doesn't neces-
sarily mean that we need more administrators at the top toprovide
that service But neither does it mean we can have a 35-percent cut
in personnel at the top and still provide that service. So that's the
dilemma that I know you deal with and this committee is express-
ing its concern about_

Along with creating those kinds of efficiencies, which I generally
applaud, is RSA trying to find better ways or special initiatives to
identify and serve handicapped individuals, particularly severely
handicapped individuals, who live in rural areas and find services
increasingly difficult to reach? It seems to me, being from Mon-
tana, that is a need that is virtually unmet.

I would like to see you and your people _also spending time; along
with creating greater management efficiencies, trying to find
better ways tnserve handicapped individuals in rural America.

Ms. WILL We are concerned throughout OSERS with the prob-
lems that are laced by severely handicapped people in rural areas.
We have begun some effoits; but I would not pretend we have re-
solved all those problems. We are thinking about special initiatives
and we have worked with several States close' lnd are very
pleased with their attempts to solve the problems

In Wyoming; a stath plan amendement was at, ued to provide
a fast track approach to eligibility determinations and the provi-
sion of services. In Nebraska, a training program for selected staff
of community based services was initiathd to provide a constant VR
presence in rural areas. In Kansas, a PWI grant was used as the
basis for expanding the PWI concept on a comprehensive basis.
This approach has been attempted in the area of independent
living services as well.

The comprehensive statewide approach is the important factor
here. So often in rural areas you will find adequate services but
they are fragmented and they are not consistent throughout the
State. That is the problem that we are trying to address. Transpor-
tation, of course, is always a unique problem in rural areas. We are
cognizant of the problem.

6 6
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Mr. WILLIAMS. There is also another hurdle for adequate services
in the more rural areas of America, and that hurdle can only be
resolved with increased funding. The former U.S. Senator from
Montana, Lee Metcalf, coined a phrase, "the high cost of space."
There is; indeed, a high cost in sei iicing one severely handicapped
individual living a hundred miles from the nearest urban or semi-
urban centar. I think we always have to understand the need for
additional expenditures in that area.

Ms. Will, I have other questions. I know your time is limited; and
unfortunately, this afternoon so is mine. But with your permission,

would like to send you those questions and I would appreciate
having your answers. I will leave the hearing record open for a
couple of weeks so that we're able to include your answers in the
hearing record.

Ms. WILL. Thank you.
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;_-

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT_EDOCATION,
Washington, DC June 11. 1.985.

MS. MADELEINE WILL,
Assistant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitation Services, Department of

Education, Washington, DC.
DEAR MS. WILL: Pursuant to my question to you in the hearing this morning, I

would appreciate your answering the following questions in writing for inclusion in
the hearing record. As I noted, I will hold the record open for two weeks.

(1) You mentioned in your testimony the tiernand for training monies and the
need:for:a prioritization as well as allocation system. How does this fit with the Ad-
ministration's recommendation in the last budget to substantially cut training
money? How:does the Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) suggest imple-
menting a-priority system fbr training which would include importance for services
and need for federal money?

(2) How does the suggested work initiative fit with the priority of the system for
short-term job placement nd closing cases?

(3) You-mention the increase in 1984 in placement and persons served by the re
habilitation systemthe first in several years. While you attribute it to increased
efficiencies in the system, isn't it more accurately attributable to declining overall
unemployment rateS and increase: funding for rehab?

(4) The 1984 Amendments reinstated a requirement in ction 14 that the &Tre-
tary establish and use standards for evaluating the impact of all programs author-
ized by this Act. Please, tell me specificaPv. how the Department has interpreted
this language and howyou are implementing this requirement? _

Have the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies been included in this eva1;14-
don process and if so; how? What proportion of the evaluation funds has the Depar,
ment used and_ what proportion has been given to RSA to use in evaluation?

(5) As part of the August 1,-1984 , hearing held by this sulicommittee, you provided
information indicating that the RSA _program data analysis had identified State vo-
cational rehabilitation (VR) agencies 'that serve largely clients with relatively
minor as opposed to severe handicaps." These data also identified "problemssuch as
high _percentages of clients being rehabilitated into non-remunerative occupations;
e.g; homemaking" Were States with these problems notified that they compared
unfavorably with national averages? When were they notified? What steps have
been taken to help correct these problems?

(6) What is the staus of grant awards to American Indians? If several awards have
been made, as the Administration has planned, are any of 1.11,.4 awards large enough
to provide comprehensive vocational rehabilitation ser. ices to Indians living on res-
ervations? Do you feel these awards should replace State R agency activities on
these _reservations?

(7) Please describe the involvement cf the RSA and the State VR agencies in the
transition services the Adrninistratimi is initiating to improve service:4 to hancli:
capped youth completing education programs.

6 7
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(S) What is the status of the information which states are required to collect pro-
jecting demand for transition services?

(9)_The 194 amendments require that rehabilitation training include preparation
for the delivery of services in independent living centers and client assistance pro-
grams. The amendments also require that training provided to rehabilitation coun-
selors include training in the applicability of Section 504. In what ways is the Ad-
ministration implementing these requirements?

(10) The RSA has suffered a significant reduction in workforce in the last four
years. Has this p_rodu ed an increase in contracting out for various forms of evalua-
tion and program monitoring? If so; what kind of savings have actually been effett-
ed wit'a the more expensive services?

(111 The 1984 amendments require evaluation studies of the independent living
centers. client assistance programs, and projects with industrv. Results of these
evaluations are to be submitted to the Congress by February 1. 1986. and are needed
for the reauthorization process. Do you anticipate that these studies will be complet-
ed on time? the contractors doing the evaluations assessing the effects of these
programs on the handicapped persons participating in the programs?

(12) The Department of_Education budget request for FY 1986 states that evalua-
tions are being done on the migrant worker and American Indian rehabilitaticin
programs,I the projects for the severely disabled, State VR programs, private sector
rehabilitation programs, and the -research and training centers of the National In-
Stitute of Handicapped Research. Would you please furnish the date that each of the
evaluation studies is to be completed? Cjuld you explain the methods to be used in
these evaluation studies, including whether information from clients of the pro-
grams is being included in the evaluations?

(13)_The 1_984 amendments requirei that training funds be targeted to areas Of per-
sonnel shortage shown in the annual budget request. This infOrmation was not pro-
vided in the Administration's FY 1986= budget request. When will the Congress be
provided the report documenting rehabilitation manpower shortages?

(14) 'Vhat is the status of implementation of Part A of Title VILthe State allot-
ments for independent living? How are the States utilizing these funcls? Are Part A
programs being effectively coordinated with -Part 3 centers_ for independent living?

(15)_T1e_Admfnistration isiinitiating projects to demonstrate that_very severely
handicapped persons can work in the competitive labor market if sufficient support
is provided to such persons. What part will the -RSA playin the supported employ-
ment initiative being developed by the Office of Special Education and Rehabilita-
tive Services? Are State VR agencies to participate in this initiative at State and
local levels?

(16) Referring to the supported work initiative which has:been developed by the
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation ServicesDoes this not overlap with
the Department of_Health and Human Services' programs for the developmentally
disabled on this initiative and if not,_ how is such overlap being avoided?

(17) The 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act require that the client assist-
ance program not-be placed in a State VRagency unless a State had operated such a
program in the State VR agency prior to enactment of the amendments. Please
compare the effectiveness of client assistance programs operated independently of
State VR agencies with those 3perated within State VR agencies.

(18) In FY84, :there was a 4.4 percent increase over the previous year in the
number of handicapped persons rehabilitated in the basiz.. Ftate grant program. ThiS
was the _first increase in rehabilitations in six years. What were the major factors
contributing to this increased-prOductivity, and what initiatives has the Administra-
tion -undertaken to help the States continue to rehabilitate more handicapped per-
sorii?

(19) The 4,000 persons who became dek.rolind d result of the Rubella epidemic
of the mid-1960s are now I:ging out of ti c:clucation programs and are in need of
independent living services and vocational training. Many of these persons may re-
quire lifelong institutionalization if they are not provided services now. Whet Spe=
cial efforts is the Administration making td-provide services to this population?
= (20) The 1984 amendments to -the Rehabilitation Act established a National Coun-

cil as an independent agency within the Federal Government. Has this designation
assisted the Cciuncil in moving forward with its work unimpeded by departmental
procedures and political considerations?

The 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act require the Council to assess Fed-
eral programs serving the handicapped and submit a report to Congress by Febru-
ary 1; 1986. The report is to include findings and recommendations regarding the
extent to which Federal programs provide incentives or disincentives to the estali-
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iishment oi community-based services for hiwsliapped persons. How is this asses's-
inent being conducted and what is the staiu.,, t::_e report?

.(21) Many resew ch advances of potent .rittit to handicapped persons have oc-
curred in_the heaith field, the aerospare v and other areas not immediately
affecting handicapped persons. How effecve have the NIHR programs-been in de,
veloping innovations for handicapped percc..ns based on medical and technological
advances in these other fields?

The 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act authorized the Director of the
NIHR to use 5 percent of research funds to test new concepts and innovative ideas
in-rehabilitation research. For which special purposes are these funds being used?

What efforts are being made to broadly disseminate research results_ of NIHR
projects to agencies and individuals in the rehabilitation field? How much funding is
used for this purpose?

The 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act_ required the Director of the
NIHR to establish a research and training cf.71,..er in the Pacific Basin. In addition to
providing-assistance to rehabilitation personnel and handicapped persons in Hawaii
where the center is located, is this center assIsting rehabilitation personnel andhan-
dicapped persons from the more remote areas of the Pacific Basin?

Thank you for your help in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response.
Best regards:

Sincerely,
PAT WILLIAMS,

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR LEGISLATION AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS;
Washington; DC August 2, 1.985:

Memcran um to: GrayGarwood, Subeommittee on S1ect Education.
From: Doris Dixon,-Office of Legislation and Public Affairs.
Subject: June 11, 1985, Hearing Questions and Answers.

Attached are the responses to-questions submitted by Mr. Williams fAlowing the
June 11, 1985 hearing on the Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments.

TRAINING FUNDS

Question. You mentioned in your testimony the demand for training monies and
the need for a prioritization as well as allocation system. How does this fit with the
Administratic s recommendation in the last budget to substantially cut training
money? How ,!'ies theRehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) suggest imple-
menting a priority system for training which would include importance for services
and need for Federal money?

Answer. Regardless of the level of funds w.ailable, there is a need for a rational
system to establish funding prior'tie. recommendation to reduce the level of
funds available for-the support of new projects was a direct result a the Depart-
ment's concerns about priorities establisl,ment and the need for an objective alloca-
tion system. It is reasonable to support a new projects until the Department can be
certain that funds are being used to g.loet existing and high priority rehabilitation
personnel needs.

A priority system for allocating training Ands must start with an _understanding
of the goals and purposes of the State/Federal rehabilitation service delivery system
in this country and an understanding of the training programs which contribute to
this system. The system must take into account the importance of specific services
in the rehabilitation service delivery process and the need for Federal assistance to
ensure the availability of those services. It is not enough to know there is a shortage
of personnel in a specific rehabilitation professional field or program area; one_must
also know the role played by such personnel in meeting the objectives of ihe State/
Federal rehabilitation service delivery system and the extent to which Federal
funds are necessary or critical to generate or continue a supply of such personnel.

Results from ongoing contractor work will enable the Rehabilitation Services -Ad-
ministration to implement a rational process for rehabilitatiou personnel needs data
collection, priorities determination, and training funds allocation.
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THE F.UPPORTED WORK INITIATIVE

Question. How does the supported work initiative fit with the priority of the
system for short-terrn jobplacement and closing_cases?

:Answer. There isino priority:in therehabitiationiservicesystem:"for short-term
job placement an 71 closing cases." Individuals will receive services tailored to their
particular needs and as a result may_ receive services for fairly long periods of time.

_Under the_current State vocational rehabilitation program, services are terminat-
ed- upon achievement of an established vocational goal; under- the- supported work .
initiative, arrangements must he made to maintain the needed level of support serv-
ices after vocational-rehabilitation services are terminated.

In light of the expected increase in the number of persons who can benefit roni
and will desire supported work, we are considering-ways within current resource
levels to expand the availability of supported work opportunities.

BASIC STATE GRANT PROGRAM: REASON FOR INCREASE IN REHABILITAT1OM

Question. You mention the increase in 1984 in placement and persons sened by
the rehabilitation systemthe first in several years. While you attrbute it to in-
creased efficiencies in the system, isn't it more accurately attributable to declining
overall unemployment rates and increased funding for rehabilitation?

Answer.- We do-not thoroughly the _effeet of unemployment rateo and funding
levels on State vocational:rehabilitation caseloads. We are studying both caseload
trends and placement practices at the present time._

It may he important to note that the total number of persons serxed did not in-
crease in 1-98zi, although- number of severely disabled persons-of-eyed-did gc up
that year. It is with rehanilitations, however, that we-believe the etTe.-_*: if rreased
ei-nciency are seen. Not ..)nly did the actual number of persons rehahil tated increase
in 1984 but the rehabiliiation rate also rose.

EVALUATION

Questwn. The-1984 Amendmenta reinstated a requirement in ,:ie-ctit r: 1 4 the:- t
Secretary establish alid use standards for -evaluating the impf,/.-i. if a'. .,rogra=r lu-
thorized by this Act. Please, tell me specifically, how the Dépa me is inter21-
ed this language and how you are implementing this requirement?

Have the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies been inciude-i evalua-
tion _procesa and_if-s_coi: how? What proportion:of the evaluation flind 'u he Dlaart-
ment _used and what proportion _has been given to RSA to use:in
: Answer.: Establishment use of standards for evaluation: has es-
tablished-- the following principles in developing standards and conducting evalua-
tions Of the formula grant program and project authorities authoi.ized Ly the R.-eha-
bilitation Act,

Standards for evaluation w'' he developed on a case by case basis t guitle the
evaluation of the specific ..)ro which is being conducted

The primary_purpose of the standards is to establish uniform and objective crite-
ria for describingprogr.,,-a_charactersfics-and measuring program impacts the .

numbers served;_types _oiclients; outcomes:of:services'. :
Where it exists, statutory language will _be used :to define_ study objectives and

standards for evaluation criteria to ensure that statutory mandates are sCiatic&
State inclusion in the -evaluation process:: Each major evaluation project has at .

advisory committee consisting of representativ,s of national organizat:ons, :nterest
groups and consumers upon whom the evaluation Will have az) impa,:t. VR
agencies are represented on all advisory committees for evaluatiors which impact
directly or indirectly unon State VRagenc:es. In addition, RSA evaluation activities
are discusse4-i twice yearly between RSA representatives and State VR Directors at
the Evaluation Committee _session:during the meetings of the Council of State Ad-
ministrators of:Vocational Rehabilitation:

Proportion of evaluation used_ by the Department and RSA: All eialuations: are
conducted b-y the Departhient, Different_ studies are managed by different offices
within-the Departnient The Rehabilitation Act atates, "The Secretary shall evalu-
ate the impact of all prog.arrs antnorized fi-,y tins Act. In accordance with that
responsibility, the Department has established an- evnluation- coordinating-commit-
tee consisting of representatives from the Office of Special Education and Rehabili:
Wive Services (including specific representatives from the Rehabilitation Services
Administration): and representatives from the Department's Office of Planning,
Budget, and Evaluation. The plans for Evaluation are decided upon in this commit-
tee,
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In 1984, RSA managed studies involving approximately 53% of the funds and
OPBE managed studies involving approximately 47%. The 1985 studies have not all
been funded yet so 1985 figures are not available.

BASIC STATE GRANT: STATES SERVING LESS SEVERE POPULATIONS

Question. Aspart of the August 1, 1984 hearing_ held by this ubciittee , you
provided information indicating that the RSA program data analysis and the GAO
report had identified State vocational rehabilitation (VR) agencies "that serve large-
ly clients with relati% ly minor as opposed to severe handicaps." These data also
identified "pron: ach as high percentages of clients being rehabilitated into
non-remunerative c. upations, e.g., homemaking." Were States with these problems
notified that they compared unfavorably with nafional -averages? When were they
notified? What steps have been taken to help correct these problems?

Answer: RSA regional offices monitor the activities of the individual State agen-
tie§ With the information available to them through their-agency contacts, special
audits and studies, and data compiled and analyzed in the RSA central office. Moni-
toring is less an occasional activity with sc.i. dates and more an ongoing process. Re-
gional offices will, therefore, notify agencies of possible anomalies in their oper-
ations as seen_ in_ reported_ data as soon as this information is available Once a prob-
lem is, indeed, _discovered, its resolutior, will be tailored tia the particular circum-
stances involved. The monitoring vom is working with respect to the provision of
services to increasing numbers of severely disabled persons and the attempt to
reduce the frequencrof the homemaker closure.

RSA _regional offices monitor the number of severely disabled persons in the case,
loads of State rehabilitation agencies on a uuarterly basis. This effort began in 1974
When only 31.6 percent of all rehabilitated persons wsre severely disabled and has

,n1 'lued to the present time with the proportinn reaching 58.9 percent in the first
h;A:, of Fiscal Year 1985.

A special RSA study of the homemakerclosure was conducted three years ago by
the RSA central office and released to RSA regional offices. Among other things,
the study revealed that high proportions of homemaker clei.Sures were not a national
phenomenon but, rather, affected a minority of agencies. RSA regional offices imme-
diately followed up on the report, tf Hiestion those agencies in their mgion with par-
ticularly high proportions of homemaker closures to ensure that eligibility and clo-
sure standards were being adhered to:

Since then, the proportion of -rehabilitated persons-classified as homemakers has
gone down fairly rapidly from 15.7 percent in Fiscal Year 1981 to a preliminary 12.5
percent in Fiscal Year 1983-. RSA regional offices will continue working with agen-
cies that rnayatili:be haying problems with thehomemaker closure.

The GAO report cited_ some examples of_ persons with minor handicaps _receiving
services-In order to insure that only eligible persons were being served RSA shared
the GAO findings with State agencies and provided additional instructions on eligi-
bility. In addition regular reviews of client cases are made by Regional Office staff
to monitor the situation.

GRANTS TO AMERICAN INDIANS

Question. What is the status of grant awards to American Indians? If several
awards have been made, as the Administration has _planned, are any of the awards
large enough to provide comprehensive vocational rehabilitation services to Indians
living ion reservations? Do: you_ feel these awards should replace State VR agency
activities on these reservations?

Answer. It is expected that awards totaling $715,000 will be made to three Indian
tribes in FY 1985. This is the same amount as was awarded in one grant in FY 1984
to the Navajo Nation. Section 130 funds:replace some Star VR funds but basically
they are used to provide outreach and: culturally relevant services to handicapped
Indians on the reservations who would not normally be reached_ by the State_ VR
agency. The projects attempt to provide or coordinae the provision of comprehen-
sive services but the extent of their efforts would necf ssarily be limited to the fund-
ing level provided by the grants. It is expected that tl,e funding of these projacts, in
conjunction with services provided by the State \TR agencies, will be sufficient to
provide comprehensive rehabilitation services to Indian clients.

7
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TRANSITIONAL SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED YOUTH

Question. Please describe the involvement of the RSA and the State N'R agencies
in the transition services the Administration is initiating to improve services to
handicapped youth comoleting education programs.

Answer. RSA has identified and catalogued cooperative agreements between VR
ard Special Education programs. A review of those agreement., and a contract
funded by NIHR on exemplary transition programs has led into current year activi-
ties. These activities include a leadership conference in each region that will bring
together key people from rehabilitation, special education, vocational education,
consumers and parents. The meetings will provide the opportumty for participants
to learn how each agency and program can work with others to enhance the transi-
tion from school to- work. RSA is enco. .T n g cooperative programs and is providing
technical assistance at the State and 1, vel to improve the effectiveness of coop-
erative programs. In addition, State agt s are being encouraged to develop in co-
operation with other State and local agencies or schools at least one new transition
project in each State

TRANSI rit-.N SERVICES

Question. What is the status of the information which states are required to col-
lect projecting demand for transition services?

Answer. The-data regarding student exiting special education programs required
by Section 618(b)(3) of the Education For Handicapped Children Act, as amended by
P.L. 98-99, is currently beinr .(:):!ected by the Special Education Program from State
Education Agencies. The lif.-naitation Services Administration ispresently in the
process of informing StafP ..abilitation Agencies that this information should:be
taken into account wl!..n rf7v..iloping State-Plans. The-Administration on:Develop-
mental Dsabthte :a:similar requirement to address the exiting data in
State DeveIopmenta Jis. ties Plans. ADD is also in the process of informing
their respective Stat-.. lzgla;,is of the requirement.

CAP AND SECTION 504 TRAINING

Question. The 1981 amendments require that rehabilitation training include prep-
aration for the delivery of services in independent living centers and client- assist-
ance programs. The amendments also retvire that training:provided to rehabilita-
tion counselors include training in:the applicabiNty of Section 504: In what ways is
the Mministrationimplementing these reqthr.mints?

Answer. The 1984 amendments:authori v? blit d -re,I training of person-
nel for seriices in_ independent IMng ceri !"A i1I tinüé ita- support in
Fiscal Year 1985 of an on-going trainiere- to upgrao, th-manage-
ment skilla -of adminiStraters -a Center for Inaependen,;' L:..ng-Pregr._ :as. The train-
ing will include participantS from all sections of the Persenn 1 will also be
prepared for independent living service delivery tablished long-term reha-
bilitation facility training programs.

Relative to Section 504 training, a funding priority has been established for new
Fiscal Year 1985 rehabilitation counseling orojects. All projects awarded new reha-
bilitation counseling_grants in Fiscal Year 1985 will-include training content on Sec-
don 504 and its implicationsif:7 Aacerecnt of_ disabled individuals. RSA has also
identified Section :544 training for employed rehabilitation counselors as a priority
under the:RehabilitaiiI:, Continuing E;ditoation Program and the State Vocational
Rehabilitation Unit In-Sei Ice Training P 7ograni in Fiscal Year 1985,

In Fiscal Year 1986, rehabilitation training funds will be allocated for trammg to
upgrade the skills and increase the capacity- of ci nt1 assistance program personnel
to deliver-services more effectiv. Th. trainin II include participarts from all
sections of the countr:.

EVALUATION AND PROGRAM MONITORING-00.4TRACT!NG OUT FOR SERVICES

Question: The RSA has suffered a significant reduction in workforce in the last
four years. Has this produced an increase in contracting out for various forms of
evaluation and program monitoring? if so, what kind of savings have actually been
effected with the more expensive services?

Answer. There has heen no increase in contracting out for various forms of eval-
uation and program monitoring in RSA during the last four year:. Program evalua-
tion is routinely contracted out by the Department and RSA. This i a form of pro-
gram monitoring by outside sources. RSA staff conducts pi ram monitoring
through bet!, its Central and Regional Offices.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION: INDEPENDENT LAVING, CLIENT ASSISTANCE, PWI

Question. The 1984 amendments require evaluation studies of the independent
living centers, client assistance programs, and- projects with industry. Results of
these evaluations are to be submitted to the Congress by February I, 1986:, and are
needed for the reauthorization process. Do you :anticipate:that these studies will be
completed on sime?__Are the:contractors doing the evaluations_ assessing the effects
of these:programs on thehandicapped persons participating in the programs? _

: Answer We do anticipate that the evaluation studies for Independent Living Cen-
ters; Client Assistance programs and Project with Industry_ will be completed on
thine. Each of the contractors for these studies will utilize evaluation standards data
to determine theefrectiveness of each program. Data collection methodology for the
studies Include client surveys.

PROGRAM EVALUATION: MIGRANT WORKER, AMERICAN INDIAN, ET CETERA

Question: The Departmentof Education budget request_ for FY: 1986 stater that
evaluations are being done on the migrant_worker _and American Indian rehabilita-
tion program, the _projects for the_ severely disabled, State VR programs, private
sector_ rehabilitation programs, and tt eresearch arid training _centers Jf the Nation-
al Irstitute of _Handicapped Research. Would you Please furnish the date that each
Of the evaluation-stUdies is to be-completed?- Could you explain the methods to lie
used in these evahration Stlidies,- including whether information from clients of the
programs is bing included in the evaluations?

Answer. The date of completion for FY 1985 rehabilitation evaluation projects is
as follows:

American Indian, June 1986; Research and Training Centers; December -1986_; Mi-
grant Workers; October 1986; Severely_ DisabledJiovemher:198:6; State:Policies:on
the SeYerely Disablett July:1986; Impact of :DepartmentSponsored Management Im-
provement Efforts; July 1986; Private Sector Rehabilitation, July 1987; and Transi,
timed Youth Design Project (SEP Project with rehabilitation component), April
1986:

Standards will be developed for each-evaluation Which will help determine-which
metht:iddlogy is -appropriate to the-subject matter. Data will lie -collected either at
State -VR agencies-or project sites. In all cases, before the actual data collection,- pre-
liminary visits will be made to representative sites to determine the scope of the
problems to be evaluated and/or to pretest data collection instruments.

Information from clients will be included in the following evaluatiur orojects:
American Indian: Migrant Wnrkers; and Severely Disabled.

TRAINING 7;L'PORT

--Que.ilion.T-nu :19A-1 amendments requil e -that trarning funds be-targeted to areas
of personnel sl-,o.-tage r:bown in tilt -z..nn nal badget request. This-information was not
provided in _1-1; Adm:nist,-auon's l-71' 1986 btirig,.' request. When will the-Congress
be provid:,:-. wJ. the reocErt d::umenting rehab;i:tz,tinn manpower shortages.

Answer. T ikpai tmeot bar awarded a cor.trac ,. develop a system for setting
priorities arl, ::1!...:ating training funds based on ti-air;;-,:- needs. The report of this
evaluation stut/ : b, available in January .or Fehrp.s,'. of 1986. It is expected
.hat RSA; makii_g t...se of thia report and: other .app,u: information, will have
an allocation syster i plb.:e by thr, spring oi 19Pc:.

INDL' ZT i.iVc fi"TATT75 %.??. FART

Question. What is the stat..-:. !,':Antar of Title VII, the State
allotments for indeoendent living? How are the Sthces utilizing these funds? Are
Part A programs being effectively coordinated with Part B centers for independent
living?
:Answer. Part A: requires 'submission a It threeyear State plan which; is_ the

State's commitment and presentation of its goals; and plans for services; theplan is
',.sed upon statutory requirements and implementing regulations: The State_ plan
,_n-m was sent tO the States_ April 17, 1985 and is now being completed by the StE s.
Twenty six- of the 83-State VR agencies have subinitted their State plans te. RSA for

w and approval VW-e anticipate-that all State plans will be approved and all
I ,tie.al grants awarded by the end of August.

Of the 26 State plans that have been approved, we are able to report that 21 VR
agencies are coordinating the Part A IL program with the IL anter program under
Part B. Sortie State agencies also plan to use a portion of their grants to plan for
Statewide independent living service systems.
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SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT-RSA'S ROLE

Question. The Administration is initiating prects to demonstrate that very se-
verely handicapped persons can work in the competitive labor market if sufficient
support is_provided to such persons. What part will the RSA !play in:the supported
employment initiative being developed by the Office of Special Education and Reha-
bilitative Services? Are State VR agencies to participate in this initiative at State
and local levels?

Answer. The IRhabilithtibn Services Administration (RSA) has the lead role in
administering the supported-employment 1:-]t:ative in cooperation with the Admin-
istration on Developmental Disabilities and the National Institute of Handicapped
Research (NIHR). Similarly, RSA staff are pu.rticipating in The review of NIHR cc..
tracts to provide technical assistance and to developperformance measures inj.
ported ernOoyment. Within RS& this role is assigned to the Officeof Developmen-
tal Programs (ODP)- which manages all of:RSA's discretionary grants programs.:Sev-
eral ODP staff have been involved with this initiative:beginning with the OSERS-
wide position paper on supported employment and_continuing through the develop-
ment of proposed enabling regulations, analyses of publk comments on these pro-
pos-ed enabling regulations, analyses of public jmments on these proposed regula-
tions, preparation of the final regulations ano the closing date announcement for
applications for publication in the Federal Register, development of the application
kit of information materials, selection of Peer Reviewers who will evaluate and
rank all applications submitted, and arranging the logistics of the Peer Review
meetings. This role will continue in the day-to-day management of these projects
once final selections-have been made in_late August.

Eligible applicants_for these grants_include State rehabilitation agencies: Early in
the process a joint RSA; NIHR !Ind Council of State Administrators of Vocational
Reltabilitifion Work Group was formed and periodic telephone conferences were
held. As ., result of this Work Group, considerable written information about-the
supported employment initiative vv,.1.s sent-to all ;:tate rehabilitation agencies. ODP
staff made arrangements-to assure that the State rehabilitation agencies received
copies of the application kits as soon as they were ready for mailing. In addition,
ODP staff have provided inperson and telephone technical assistance to all prospec-
tive applicants including State rehabilitation agency staff. Once the grants are
awarded to successful applicants, it is expected that thegranter will work with and
assist local agencies to actually implement supported employment models.- To assist
them in:Allis effort,:the NIHR has awarded a contract to provide technical assist-
ance, support; and training to enhance the statewide operations as well as local ini-
tiatives.

SUPPORTED FMPLOYMENT-HHS OVERLAP

Question. Referring to the supported work initiative which Las been developed by
the Office of l'flpecial Education and Rehabilitative ServicesDoes this not overlap
with the Department of Health_and_Human Services programsfor the_cleyelopmen-
tally disabled: oft thiainitiative and if-not; how is such:overlap- being avoided?

Answer.: There is no overlap between the ;:.dministration on Developmental Dis,
abilities (ADD); Department of Health and 11,-..lian Services and the Department of
Education's Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) initia-
tive-in statewide supported-employment. In fact, through formal written agreement,
ADD is transferring-$500,000-to OSERS-trienhane, -,vailable funds-in what is a uni-
fied, coordinated effort. ADD vAll assist-in the it view-of state-Wide supported em-
ployment applications submitted to USERS in August 1985. ADD has already assist-
ed the National Institute of Handicapped Research, OSERS, in the review of techni-
cal assistance and performance measures contracts in statewide supported employ-
ment. R is planned by OSERS that this coordinated and cooperative effort with
ADD- will continue as the statewide supported_iemployment_projectsiare_ approved
and become: operational. Cooperative monitoring and the dissemination of informa7
tion about:these projects are only two examples in which ADD and OSERS will
work together

Bah OSERS (Rehabilitation Services_Administration,_0ffice of Special Education.
and National Inatitute of Handicapped Reaearch) and ADD have in the past assisted
different types of discreim, locally sponsored demonstration project§ for the purpose
of expanding employment opportunities for severely handicapPed individuals. More
recently, some of these '.,rojects have explored supported employment methods but
not on a statewide basis Some of the earlier projects assisted by the Rehabilitation
Services Administration at the University o:' Washington, University of Vermont,
the Virginia Commonwealth University, and other localities; actually developed the
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methods and techniques on which the OSERS statewide supported employment ini-
tiative is. in part. based. The OSERS statewide supported employment demonstra-
tions will assist severely disabled persons who have a broad range of physical or
mental handicaps:

CLIENT ASSIST; NCE P'...OGRAMS iN STATE VR AGENCIES VERSUS INDEPENDENTS

-Question.- Th-c. 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act require- that the client
assi5tance program nA be placed in a State VR agency unless a State had operated
Filch a program .in .-.he State VR agency prior to enactment of the amendments.
Please _compare_the effectiveness of client assistance programs operated independ-
:ntly of State VR-.,,gencies with those operated within State VR agencies.

Answer. At present, we do not have any data to compare the effectiveness of
clienl. assistance _programs operated independently of State VR agencies with those
operated vithin State VR agencies

Such a comparison:will be made as part of.the program evaluation study now in
progress._A report to Congress is due in February,.I986.

Because the programs__were not funded untillate in FY 1984,--the first annual re-
porta will cover FY 1985 and are not due until December, 1985. 'nfOrmation from
these ongoing program reports may proVide for useful comparisons in the future.

BASIC STATE GRANT PROC.,AM: INCREASE IN PERSONS LIiABILITATED

Question. In FY 1984, there was a 4A percent increase over the previous year in
the number of handicapped- persons rehabilitated in the basic State grant program.
This was the first increase in rehabilitations in six years. What were the major fac-
tors contributing to this increased_productivity, and what initiatives has the Admin-
istration undertaken to help the States continue to rehabilitate more handicapped
persons?

Answer. We believe that improved productivity has resulted from (al greater ern-
phasis on the provision of job-seeking skills, and (b) more job _development and
placement services. Returns from the first half of Fiscal Year 1985 indicate that re-
habilitations may increase again this year, perhaps by two percent.

Initiatives of RSA include efforts (1) to have States place more people into the
competitive labor market and fewer into homemaking and unpaid family work and
(2) to improve State management of _the program making them more efficient and
effective_in delivering services to _disabled people;

Two:RSA initiatives have contributed to these increases. They _are the Employ-
ment Goal and the Management Improvement Goal. As major RSA actions they
have been the vehicles used to encourage State agencies to place higher priority on
the placement of clients into renumerative employment and to improve the service
delivery and support systems to enable the results. In addition to urging, T.A. has
been provided and successful results have been identified and shared with other
States.

!IELEN KELLER NATIONAL CENTER FOR DEAF-BLIND YOUTHS AND ADULTS

Question. The 4,000 persons who became deaf-blind as a result of the Rubella epi-
demic of the mid-1960s are now aging out of-the education 1.,x-'..grarns and are in
need of :independent livingservices andivocational training. -Many-of these persons
may _ require life-long institutionalization if they_ are not provided _services now:
What special efforts is the Administration making to provide services to this popula-
tion?_

Answer. The Office of Special Education-and Rehabilitative Services has-awarded
to the Helen Keller National Center (HKNC) an additional grant to provide techni-
cal assistance to- both governmental and-private organizations providing services to
deaf-blind personseging-out of institutions. With this grant the HKNC has conduct-
ed a study of _approximately 400 State and private agencies currently providing serv-
ices to_this population asking them to identify their priorities and needs: HKNC has
offered teehnical assiatance -as needed.

Additionally, the Rehabilitation Services -Administration has mvolved all Of its
Regional Offices and the State vocational rehabilitation agencie.: in a special initia-
ti-e to meet the tion and independent living needs of deaf-blind persons_in
:esponse to the in:Teas.ing -numberb of deaf-bhncl persons aging out of educational
settings: The _initiat;v( included an identification of the strengths and weaknesses in
the tar-rent delivery 5yitem, and the development of strategies to improve and in
crease services to deA-i-blind persons
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NATIONAL Cr'il:NCIL ON THE HANDICAPPED

Question. The 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act established a National
Council as an independent agency within the Federal government. Has this designa-
tion assisted the Council in moving forward with its work unimpeded by departmen-
tal procedures and political considerations?

Answer. The 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act require the ;17o-uncil to
assess Federal programs serving the handicapped and submit a report to Congress
by February 1, 1986. The-report is to include findings and recommendations regard-
mg-the extent to Which F.deral programs provide incentives or disincentives to the
establishment of community-based services for handicapped persons. How is the as-
sessment being conducted and what is the status of the report?

Answer. The National Council on the Handicapped is an independent agency of
the Federal Government. It has no reporting relationship to the Department_ of Edu-
cation. Consequently; we do not have the information with which to respond to this
question.

RESEARCH ADVANCESHEALTH, AEROSPACE FIELDS

QuestiOn. Many research advances of potential benefit to ha. )ped persons
have occurred in the health field, the aerospace industry and other areas ly.,t imme-
diately affecting hanc: apped persons. How effective have the NIHR programs been
in developing innovations for handicapped persons based on medical and technologi-
cal advances in these other fields?

Answer. Through substantial interagen_cyiinteraction between the National Insti-
tute of Handicapped: ResearchJNIHR),,National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion_ (NASA)_, National : mutes of Health_ (NIH), National Science Foundation
(NSF); and others, adv,mces nave_been made for handicapped persons using medical
and technological developments. For the following examples are a sample of inter-
agency interaction:

(1) In close cooperation -with NIH, NASA, and NSF,-NIHR-has developed an in-
strument now widely uSed clinically throughout the Unitid States and the world,
known as the Scoliotron. This device uses neuromuscular electrical stimulation of
muscles of the trunk to correct curvatures of the spine in adolescents, known as idi-
opathic scoliosis.

(2) In close cooperation with NASA and NSENIHR has_s_uPported_the_design.:de-
velopment_ and_evaluation of a new basic:design wheelchair that:is light :weight,
strong, and appropriately adjustable. This chair was designed and developed by sci-
entists and engineers at the University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering
Center who workIld closely with scientists and engineers from NASA and NSF: The
chair, made of the newest composite-materials, incorporates the iatest- available in-
formation on ergonomics for optimal; seating and propulsion by handiCapped ndi-
viduals and is being consider( d for manufacture and sale by at least four firms cir-
rently producing wheeichflirs

INNOVATIVE RESEARCH

Questiom_ The 1984 amendments to the Rehabilitation Act euthorized the Director
of the NIHR to_use 5 percent of research funds to test ne, concepts and innovative
ideas in rehabilitation research. For which special purposes are these funds being
used?

Answer. NIHR -has established, through regulations, a new -program called Irmo-
vation Grants to fulfill this purpose. In fiscal year 1985, $500,000 is set aside for this
program. NIHR announced a competition and is now receiving and reviewing appli-
cations. At this time, the subject matter of specific grants to be funded is not
'mown. The final closing date of applications under this program was July 1, 1985,
and the information on the use of the funds should be available in late August.

RESEARCH DISSEMINATION

-Question. What efforts are being-made to broadly disseminate research-results of
NIHR projects to agencies and individuals in the rehabilitation field? How much
funding is used for this purpose?

Answer. NIHR's main dissemination project is the National Rehabilitation Infor-
mation Center (NARIC), operated under contract to the School of Librau and lacy
mation Sciences,_ Catholic University of America. NARIC's bibliographic database
REHABDATA includes citations on:NIHR-_ and RSA-funded research. INARIC con-
tinually engages in outreach efforts to reach rehabilitation agencies and other orga-
nizations and individuals in the disability field. These efforts include: attendance
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and presentati:ns at:conferences, sech as meetings of the_COuncil of State Adminis-
trators of Vocatioii,T.: Peh ibilitation and the National Rehabilitation AaSociation;
representation of rehabilitation agencies on NARIC's Advisory Board; advertise-
ments and articles on NARIC's resources in the "Journal of Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration" arid other peria':,:als whose readership includes state administrators and
practitioners, special mailings to agencies and individuals regarding NARIC's serv-
ices and products; and numerous informal contacts:_

In addition; NARIC's "Rehabilitation Research Reviews" (state-of-the-art summa-
ries of research findings in key topical areasi-have been prOduced with the needs of
rehabilitation agencies-in mind. Topics include the following Client Vocational As-
sessment, Delivery of Vocational Rehabilitation to Rural Populations, Case Manage-
ment Techniques, and Computers and Vocational-Rehabiftation.

NARIC is funded at a level of $800;000 per year for the current three-year con-
tract:(1l/83-10/86).

NIHR hu also funded two diffusion projects (Seuthwest Educational Development
Laboratory, Austin-Texas, and the Human Interaction Research Institute, Los An-
geles, California) which identify innovative field-generated programs and innova-
tions in practice, test them, and promote adoption of exemplary programs and vali-
dated practice& Rehabilitation agencies are the targets of these dissemination ef-
forts. The Southwest Educational Development Laboratory and_the Human Interac-
tion Research Institute are fundedata level of $250,000 and $150,000, respectively,
for eacbyear of a five-year award (1983-1987).

The-Rehab -Briefs, developed under contract, are another dissemination mecha-
nism designed to reach State and _private administrators and practitioners in the
rehabilitation field. Each of the 12 Briefs produced yearly translates findings from a
significant research nroject into concept& understandable and usable by rehabiliW-
tion counselors and other professionals: Thirty thousand copies of each Brief are dis-
tributed, The Rehab:Briefs are funded as a level of $90,000 annually.

In addition, NIHR sponsors two Mternational activities which serve to promote
use oinformation gained from rehabilitation research conducfrd by other coun-
tries. The World Rehabilitation Fund, through its international enhange of experts
and information in rehabilitation, produces monographs and study report&on exem-
plary program&_practices and policies developed by other:countries, and Zasemi-
nates this information to: rehabilitation:professionals _in the Unite& States. The
World Rehabilitation Fund is funded at $237,097 annually. Also,-NIHR is currently
an organizational member of Rehabilitation International. Rehabilitation organiza-
tions in more than 70 countries are members of Rehabilitation International, which
provides the major institutional framework for international cooperation and
networking.

Also, each research cent_r ar p!rje_t has a dissemination/utilization component
built into it

RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER-PAC1FIC BASIN

Questton. The 1984 amendments to the iii,habilitation Act reAuired the Director of
the NIHR to establish a research and training center in the Pacific Basin. In addi-
tion to providing assistance to rehabilitation-personneland handicapped persons in
Hawaii where the center is:located, is this center assisting rehabilitation personnel
and handicapped persons from the rnore remote areas of the Pacific Basin?

Answer. Yes. While the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center (RRTC)lia
quite_ new, lit is already demonstrating a dedication to serving remote areas of the
Pacific -BaSi

The Spring meeting of the RRTC's advisory committee was held in Guam. Com-
mittee members were from American Samoa, Trust Territories of the Pacific: Is
land& Federated States of Micronesia; Guam; Commonwealth of Northern Mariana
Islands,: and the:Republic of Belau,

The_ Pacific Bioin RRTC has begun operation of a Satellite Communications
Project It is projitted that electronic mail -will- increase simultaneously among Pa-
edit Basin-rehabilitation and lpcial education facilities and the RRTC.

The RRTC has initiated a 1..2liabintation Technician Training Program. Two Re-
habilitation Technicians have been _placed in the Republic of Belau,- and three
others are currently in training from the Federated States of Micronesia and the
Marshall londs.

The itL :7_ has surveyed eight vocational Rehabilitation Coordinators and their
Staffs in tie Pacific Basin. Resulta from this survey will determine training and re=
search needa which the Center can puraue.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. We very much appreciate your patience today aiid
appreciate your being with us.

This hearing of the Subcommittee on Select Education is ad-
journed.

[Whereupon; at 12:20 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourn :d.;



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE REHABILITATION
ACT OF 1973

TUEiDAY, JUNE 25, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION ANn- LABOR,
Washington, DC

The_subcommittee met, purSuant to call, at 9A5 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Pat Williams (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representative§ Williams, Martinez; and Bart-lett.
Staff present: S. Gray Garwood, staff director; Celinda Lake, leg-

islative associate; Colleen Thompson, clerk; and Pat Morrissey,
senior legislative associate.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I call thiS hearing of the Select Education Sub=
committee to order_ I apologize to m:y colleague, the witnesses._and
people attending the proceeding today for being late I was in a
meeting that is critical to my district, and probably this country,with the Secretary of Commen!e about trade imbalance matters.
That is the anly rea.§on I would be late for ti -. s hearing. Members
of Congress look:out and see all theSe live grenades in front of us,
and we have to decide which six or eight we can pick up and throw
back over the wall at the Same tithe and which ones we should
allow to just continue to lie there. That iS Sort of what our job is
like,_at least on some mornings; and this is one of them .

want to welcome each of you today to the second in a series of
hearings which this subcommittee iS holding on oversight for the
Vocational Rehabilitation Act. Our topic, as you know, today iS
technology for the disabled.

Mcdern technology has revolutionized the challenge§ faced by
the rehabihtation VStem. The success 01 our efforts has been to po-
tentially increase _the number of disabled r$=,)ple who can partici
pate in the labor force. Technology has itself been a major force in
changing the disabled population. Advancns in science and medi-
cine have increased the life span and survival rate of people with
many different types and -Severity of disability.

At the same time we are becoming 'rcreaSingly aware of technol-
ogy's potential for improving the quality of life for disabled people
including improving communication, mobility, independence, andcontrol of one's environmen. Techno!!gy can provide important
job opportunitie§ for physically disabled persons through adapta-
tion of work sites. As we approach the 21st centnry, further ad-
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vances in microcomputers electronics and materials development
can only further expand the frontiera of what we even consider as
being possible today.

However, _it is clear that many disabled people lack access_ to the
existing technology Which could dramatically increase their well-
being and productivity. This problem has been addressed in the
1982 study of the Office of Technology ASSeSament,_ the 1977 White
House Conference an the Handicapred, studies by the Urban Insti-
tute, and two consecutive conferences on the technological needs of
the rural handicapped, and other studieS aS Well. Clearly, our pri-
orities in rehabilitation have Missed a major opportunity, given the
dramatic difference that technologicai improvements can make and
the cost effectiveness of such inveStmerita in removing people from
income support programa and increasing their economic independ-
ence.--

Today we spend $66 million on reSearCh for the disabled. Re-
search for other health care is $7,1 billion: More_important, spend-
ing:on transfer payments for the disabled ie $35.6 bilhon. Thus, re-
search and development for technology which- would:ultimately
produce revenue in taxes from employed disabled persons and a re-
duction in the need for transfer payments repreSenta only 0.02 of 1
percent of the budget for tranSfer payments. Our policies seem ex-
pensive and to Sonie shortsighted. They do not meet the needs of
disabled people to be independent and productive.

For the past couple of yearS, CongresS has -L*en interested in the
question of how well Government rehabilitation programs directly
or indirectly_develop technologies and Support their use :and dis-
semination. Three major categorieS of problems have been identi-
fied: Problerna related to the use and modification of existing tech-
nology; problems resulting from_the lad( of knoWledge and training
about existing resourceS; and finally, lack of access to affordable
technology. Today we will be examining the role of the Federal
Government in addressing these problemS.

A national commitment iS needed to assure that all disabled
Americans, regardless of disabi and financial statua, can secure
and utilize proven technologies which will enable them ta live pro-
ductive, satisfying liveS. We look forward to hearing from each of
you today about the scope of the problem and your suggeStions as
to how_ we might assist in dealing with it.

Mr, Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLE:T . you; Mr. Chairman.
I have lookca ..9r/.1 for a long time to this particular hearing

focusing on tecl.nology and its impact on employment of persons
With disabilities, This hearing is within the conteit of a series, of
hearings designed to help thiS committee and_ help Congress reau-
thorize the Rehabilitation Act in a way that will takeit to the next
step. Ag I think everyone hw said and knoWS, the Rehabilitation
Act has been, and continoeS to be today, one (..f the ..nost successful
programs that the Federal Government is involved in.

But as successful:as it is; I think this committee has made the
commitment to find waYS to improve it further. And the improve-
ments essentially Would find ways to take what it is happoning in
the real world, or the non-Federal world, in which oftentimes we
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SeethingS that are far ahead of_what is bei_g done by the Govern-
ment;_and make sure that we begin to catch up.

Teehnological advances will be one _of he areas-in-which I
think we -will loOk for improvements. Mt advances can
for a disabled person make the difference between dependence and
independence, between employment and unemployment, between
full opportunity and a lack of -opportunity. The existence of tech,
hology, which I see by some of the_ technological de.- iceS Sitting
over here that we are going to talk about does not necessarily
result in its availability.:So I think availability will be une Of the
iSsues that we will talk about.

I think the testimony today- will reflect the wide range of tech-
:kilo& Which has been developed and can :benefit the disabled, but
it will also provide some guidance; beginning thoughts, if you will;
on how that technology can be made readily available to those Who
tiaed it.

I _would focus during these hearings on five broad areas that
heed increased attention.

One: The need-for a tOordinated and comprehensive information
system or a dissemination system of the technology that is avail=
ability.
_ Two: Those incertives for Government and the private sector to
bee-Or-lie itiVolved in the application in limited markets.

Three: An increaSed commitment from Government agencies to
engage in a joint: and comprehensive, cross-cutting across agency
lines, priority setting.

Four: A systematic commitment to reducing the cost of technolo,
br_so it is affordable: The secret to that is capital investment arid
volume as it is with technology in all other fiAds of American life;

Five: The increase in early involvement of disabled persons in
the reSearch and deVelopment technology which may affect their
lives. As we begin to look at research:and development, we have to
Make Sure that those research and development and technology is
used or drivnn

NOW; one ;1.d about costs. It seems to me that as we
the road in noth this, the reauthorization of Rehabilitation and
,ther acts '.)1 the F,-deral Government, that we need to firidi Ways to

the_ cjtóf technology and the costs of the benefitsthat the
hnoloo. ,,fferS tra the savings that it _accrues, 'to the additional

Denefits so both the disabled persons and to the Government tsëlf
If a $100 or $1,000; or $10,000 capital cost is required _that will
mean the difference- between -dependence and independenee, be-
tween dependence ion a Federal check and independence and -full
employment,-then it Seems to me that we have unlimited resources
if we tie that initial capital cost, if we tie it to- the:decreasing
Streath Of inceifié payments that would otherwise be paid.

We know, and I have said it a every:hearing. we have: in this
eduntry today a 16=percent employment rate amo. disabled Artiet=
iCaag of working age, and an 84-percent unemploy, sent rate. Tech-
nology; the removing of:barriers, is- one of-the ways:in which We
cah begin to increase that employment rate; and increase inde-
pendent living and full productive and independent and hilly em-
ployed lives.

I look forWard to the hearingS, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr.- WILLIAMS. Patiently waiting for us at the witness table rep-
resenting the Department of Education is Assistant Sec-retary Mad-
eleine Will of the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services and the Acting Director of the National Institute for
HandicappedResearch Dick Le Claim

Secretary Will, we are pleased to have you here again with us
this morning. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MADELEME WILL,- ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCA Y. AND VOCATIONAL REHABII.X.
TATIVE SERVICES; ACCOML:kNIED BY RICHARD LE CLAIRE;
ACTING DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HANDI-
CAPPED RESEARC-I; REPRESENTiNG THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

Mit, WILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here today to give you some idea of the ways

in which NIHRrsponsored _technology research contributes to the
overall goals of -OSERS and how this research complements that of
other Federal agencies;_

NIHR is a part of OSERS Jthe Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services1 -in the Department of Education. It was
created in 1978 by Public Law 95-602;ithe Rehabilitation; Compre-
hensive Sen _es and- Developmental Disabilities Amendments to
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and modified by subsequent -amend-
ments. Milli provides leadership and support fox national and
international programs of comprehensive and coordinated research
on : :rehabilitation of persons of all ages _with physical an-d
mentallhandicaps; especially those who are severely disabled.

The -Institute's mission- also involves disseminating- information
concerning_developments in rehabilitation procedures; methods_ and
devices which can improve the lives of disabled: people. One of the
most important goals of -the Institute's research efforts is to help
disabled persons achieve a more independent lifestyle;
-NIHR oupportS its research activities through grants, contracts

and cooperative agreements awarded-on the basis-of competition.
The major categories of grant: funding are rehabilitation research
and training- centers, rehabilitation engineering centers,: research
and:demonstration projects; knowledge_dissemination and research
utilization projects. Applications for all of these categories are so-
licited-in response-to priorities established by -the -Dertment.
_ In_ order to be responsive to_the_priority_ areas deemed important
by the researchers in the field of rehabilitation, NIHR in recent
years has begun the-field-initiated-and innovative grants competi-
tions_ iwhere selection is _made from :field-generated topical areas.
NIHR -also sponsors the Mary E. Switzer Fellowship Program,
which provides support for 1 year to young or midcareer profession-
als:engaging in rehabilitation research.

The Research -and Training Center and-the-Rehabilitation Engi-
neering_Center programs involve_ long-term commitments to a pro-
gram of researchi training and information utilization in specific
research- areas. This work is carried on- primarily in- universities
where patient/client _services, research and training are viewed as
interdependent activities This allows researchers ' henefit froth
clinical experience; the counsel of training exper the knowl-
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edge of researchers from other disciplines to their conlprehensiveresearch.
In the oase_tf- the rehabilitation zngineering centers ''

c arenot necessarily university:baSed, eacit grantee institution iS encour-agedito establi-sh official working relationships with institutio:m c-rhtlier learning in Medicine, engineering, and related sciences lorthe same reasom
The N1HR cooperates_ closely with other Federal technology research programs. The Director cf NIHR is the Chairman of thFinteragency Comm.ttee on -Hehdicapped Research; which is respon-sible for promoting Cooperation:and collaborazion in rehabilitationresearch carried oh by the U.S. Government._ Eight active ICHRsUbcommittees on vocational rehabilitation, technology, disabilitydemographics, loW Vision, hearing impaired per§ons, mental retar-dation and developmental disabilities; children with Special needsand their families and international studies keep NIHR and otheragency research perSonnel in close contact. ,

Such contacts have reSulted in interagency agreements, state-of-thecart conferences and collaborativel3 funded Researci, and Train-ing Centers,_ Rehabilitation Engineering Center% research anddemonstration projects, a.nd information utilization proiect.S.Five jointly !Tided rehabilitation research and I-raining centers,one for the ageo licapped two for psychiatrically disabled pei-sons and two t seriously emotionally disturbd children, allfunded With the tional Institute for Mental Pealth.A rehabilitation technology research project with NASA, the VA,the Administration on Aging, and the National Institute on Agingto develop a memory dovice for mentally retarded persons andothers with diminished memories.
A cost-benefit analysis research an( ionstration study willthe Social Security Administration of ansitional training pro-gram for mentally retarded individuals receiving Supplemental Se-curity Income payments.
An example of this interagency cooperation iS that of the VE.',et-ans Administration, the NASA-Lang7ev Center and theUniversity of Virginia Rehabilitation Zngineering Center in wheel-chair design. N1HR and NASA have collaborated in applying ad-vanced, composite material§ technology tr the deign ano manufac-ture of a lightweight general-purpose wheelehtar; Computer-aideddesign and evaluation have been used to incorporate many impor-tant user benefits into the re§hlting wheelchair.
The chair has been tested at the University of Virginia andt/--. Veterans AdminiStration Hospital in New YOrk City and foundextremely useful and Waa offered to manufacturers at a bidders'conference on June 11. That is the wheelchair [indicating].
Rehabilitation engineering_ research _ibegan Within the area ofprosthetics and orthoticS. This tradition continues, but no* uz,ingadvanced technology. For example, the Northwestern UniversityRehabilitation_ Engineerii.Ig Center is huilding SeVere:i prostheticand orthotic devices that *ill §don become commercially available,including a new knee brace and a new myoele.-tric controller for anavailable arm prostliesiS. In a rehabilitation engineering project atthe Research Triangle Institute in North Carolina, computers are
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Deing used to design prosthetic footwear. This v.ill make custom
5hoes more readily availablein a shorter -;trr.7 than ever before.

The rehabilitation engineering program of NIHR has been ex-
panded far beyond protthetics and orthotics because of advances
science and technology Projects and centers are noW conducting
retearch in such areas as transportatioi work and educati,nal en-
vironments, houting, and recreat.on_and leisure i;rne activities for
disabled_persons. For example, the Northwette, Uriveisity REC
is working on a device that allows a person with very little oi 1,o
use of his limbS to use one motion to turn on lightt, adjust th c. hen
and air conditioning, or do ; narevcr else is necessary to condi ol
home or work environment. Researchers at N :rthwestern are al
working -on a computer interface for severely thtabled persons aryl
a new technique for handling bone cement, which greatly increases
its strength and durability.

The use of functional electrical stimulation= techniques, which
began with research projects in Yugoslavia funded bY NIHRt F..ed-
ecestorthe rehabilitation research program of the Rehzbilitation
Services Administrati,--are being ..ised to correct curvature of
the spine in young women with scohosis, to asSitt persons with
spinal cord injury to exereit.:, and _to:control urinary incontinence
in elderly women. Thit r earch promises to help restore functional
performance-to disabled people, enabling them to lead more com-
fortable, productive and independent lives:

r.)ther rehäbihtation engineering efforts, funded by NIHR or =its
e_!1-thorating agencies, are vitally_ important in making disabled
pPc ons emploSrabl6 by increasing their mobility. Mobility aidt for
biind_and visually handicapped persons have intreased the number
of people who can work. "Talking lights" _can put public transpor-
tation more 6aSily_nt the disposal of blind pertorit. Lighted alarm
syttems can warn deaf travelers of other emergencies; making buti-
nest stays in hotelt tafer for them. Memory device§ are being_ 01-

plored for -mentally retarded or developmentally disabled persons
to help them keep on regular schedules. New generation hearing
aids are being developed at the Lexington Center for the Deaf in
New York City to utilize the latest _technology in sound reception
nnd to improve the quality of current hearing device§ for hearing

naired persons.
ith:n_the OffiCe Of Spec:al Ed ion and Rehabilitative Serv-
NIHR tervet as the nexus be the Rehabilitation Services

ministration and the Office ot Education Programs. Thit
collaboi-ation helPt to focus iinate activitiet toward
common OSERS goals.

Disa d persons of all ages and those of us . will become dic-

abled n and thoUld benefit from the tec.,: dogicai advance°
achieve .. by our society, devices that can_save ,,zme _and energy or
increase access to information and communication. The parents of

disabled yaurig_pPrsons_who have seen great progress in their chil-
dren through special education and educational_ technology are an-
ticipating further technological advances. OSERS hat -get as a goal

achieving the least restrictive environment, whether in education,
work or community living. Part of achieving this goal it a matter
of education and attitude adjustment. Another it making use of
technology and assistive devices to modify schools, workplaces, reo--
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reational facilities, means of tranSportation, and other settings of
our clay

A r .2r effort to establiSh Standards for automotive adaptive
equipi i is underway by the Society of Automotive Enb-ineers
with pa:tial surport from NIHR. Progress has been substantial
date and is illustrated by the factory-developed options for_ ha
centrols and wheelchair lifts and ramps from Ge.iera Mot
Chrysler, and Ford. These options are becoming generally availabie
through the dealerships of these corporations.

Many handicapped peor1,-3 are une-remployed in this country be-
cause of such factors as the attitudes 3f e:1,oloyerS, lack of adaptive
equip.nent, improper training, and inadequate methods to evaluate
their potential for performance. Rehabilitation engineering incor-
porated into other NIHR research and demonstration efforts is
helping to overcome some of those problems.

The transition from school tr work is another OSERS priority
area. OSERS projects are seeking models of good transition pro,
tices throughout the United States and providing technical assist-
ance to replicate them. We need to find creative ways to provide
jObs, especially for young people, since the youthful population, en-
hanced by the _successes of special education, now available to
enter the Workforce. Pooled jobs in industry in conjunction with job
coaches on -site to- help Show promise of putting in-)re workers out
into the community instead of in workshops cut oft from the rest of
the world. Technology used in industry settings as well as for per-
sonal assistive devices will make a significant contribution to this
process.

The Job Accommodation Netw;ffk, which is cofunded by NIHR
with the President's Committee on Employment oil_the Handi-
capped, provide§ information from its computerize-1 data files about
accommodations employers have-made to assist disabled workers.
Information about such modificai_ons to the job sites, many of
which are at little or no coSt, can be used to change attitudes and
encourage employers to hire handicapped_personS.

The 11.3habilitation Engineering Center at the United Cerebra
Palsy Research Foundation and Wichita State University are devel-
oping modifications to the work c vironment using technology.

fechniques of analyzing performance of tasks by handicapped per-
'Azing special tools or automated equiprnerit such as robots

are being developed and used effectively. As a result of these_ uses
of technology at the work site, many Severely handicapped individ-
uals are now working in competitiv7_mdustry and are meeting or
eceeding production requirements. Under the _OSERS initiative
fc r ti msition from_ school _to work, similar task adaptations are
being developed and utilized for handicapped students in the school
eronment.

The National Rehabilitation Information Center fills a vital role
in the dissemination of information about technology. The NARIC
database, ABLEDATA,_documents over 11,000 commercially avail-
able assistive devices. The detailed ABLEDATi-t indexing scheme
allows for retrieval of information on devices for very specific
needs such as tactile carpentry tools for visually impaired perSons,
speech amplifierS, and typewriters arid work stations adapted for a
variety of needs.
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NARICTrovides- ABLEDATA- product-information to consumers
and professionals and also trains professionals who wish to :access
ABLEDATA directly using their own compul,?r terra:nals. Search-
ers may-join the ABLEDATf> Users' Group; :thich periedically re-
ceives:information designed to facilitate effective retriev,:' of prod-
uct information.

Rehab Briefs;ideveloped under contract for NIHR, is_another dis7
semination mechanism designed to reacI7 State and private admin-
istrators and-practitioners in-the rehab field. Each of the 12 Briefs
produced yearly translates :findings from :1_ _significant _research
project: into concepts understandable and usah:e
counselors and other professionals: Twenty-two thousand copies o:
each Brief are distributed.

With respect to the -transfer of -techniques and- new concepts,
NIHR is developing a _Rehabilitation Diffusion Network, modeled
on the Department of Education's National Difilisiol Network; to
identify-exempiary-rehabilitation programs and practices and pro-
mote _their adoption by rehabilitation Tiactitic-ers and administn-.-
tors. There are currently two RDNs, one in-1 -__;ion -VI and one in
region IX. NIHR hopes= to establish one in each region:

Thank_you for prc.viding me an opportunity to appear:before you.
I would be pleased to answer question-L and,--as requested, we are
prepared:to demonstrate some of_the recent technological advances
developed thrder the rehabilitation engineering program. I have
one that I woul3 like to-talk about-I think it is-very ingenious:

This is a pair of glasses: with:an Larray of apertures spaced in
such a way that it makes it easier for someone- with cataracts to
read,- and it also protects someone _who is light sensitive: _This_pair
of glasses cost about: $1,000 to $1,500 tn., develop and _Will be sold:at
about $30-$35. This is the sort-of very simple -devica that-can really
make a difference in the life of a disabled person: I will pass that
around.

I would like to ask Mr. Le Claire to talk about some of the other
devices that weihave brought

[The prepared statement of Madeleine Will follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT 9---WIADEIZINE WILL; ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SPECIAL
EMMA'. . AND RER EILITY:TIVE SERVICES; U.S. DEPA RTMENT OF EDUCATION_

Mr. Chaii uan and Merriliers of the Subcommittee on Selett Education, I am
pleased to be here today to give you some idea of the wayL. -in whicl, NIHR-spGn-
sexed techi.aloi;y research contributes to the marail goals of the Ofile of Speci.1
Education_ and_Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) aid how this researdl complements
that of other:federal agencies.

I an7 pler.-!ed to preseut Richard-If:dein-the Acting Director of 1JIHR, wl.o be
with me toaay to wsist in answering any questions you may jve -..Nn the NIH' . °-
gram.

NIHR MISSION AND ACTIVr.`:'_

-The National Insitutue of Handicapped Research (NIHR) i a part -1 the OlTice of
Special Eduication _and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) of the U.S. Department
Eduration; along withith" ehabilitation Services Administiation slid Special Er1,-
cation Programs: It wa: ..ated in -Ur by Public Law 95-C.:2: The Rehabilitation,
COmprehensive Services and Developmental: Disubiltties AruentLments to the Reha-_
bilitation Act _of 1973, and modified by subsequent arn;:..ndments.: NIHR provides
leadership and aupport for national and _international programs of comprehensive
and coordinated research on the rehabilitation of persons of all ages_ with physical
and mental han.dicaps, especially thesa who are Severely disahled. The Institute's
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mission:also involves diSieminating information c-ori7ern1ng developments in reha-bilitation procedureS, Methods and devices which tan ininrove the lives of disabledpeople. One of the Most important goals of the-InStitute's research efforts is tb helt)disabled persons achieve a more indeperidi-_rit lifeStyle._
iHP supports its research activities through _grant% contracts arid:Cooperativeat. eements awarded _on the basis of competition. The _major _categories of grantfinding are: Rehabilitation Reiearch and Training Centers (RTCS); RehabilitationEngineering Center% (REC); Research and DemonstratiOn1Project% and KnowledgeDissemination arid Research Utilization Projects...Applications for all of these cate-gories are solicited in response to_priorities establiShed by the Department: In orderto be responsiVe to the priority areas deemed important by researchers:in the fieldof rehabilitation, NIHR in recent years has Vegan the Field Initiated and InnovativeGrahtS competitions, :ere selection is made from field-generated tcipical areas.NIHR als sponsors the Mary E, SWitzer Fellowship Program which Provides sup-port for o ; year to young Or niid:career professionals engaging i rehabilitation re-search. -_-_

The Research arid Traihing Center and ReilabilitatiOn Engineering_ Center pro-grams involve king:term commitments to a prograth of research, training and infor-mation titilizAtion in specific:research areas. ThiS Wirk is carried on primarily inuniversitieS, where patient/client service% reSearch, and training ate viewed asinterdependent activities. This alloWs researchers to-benefit from Clinical experi-ence, the counsel of training ekperts, and the knowledge ofTete:archers from otherdisciplines to their comprehenSive research, In the ctuse Of the Rehabilitation:Engi-neering:Center% which ere not necessarily runiversity-bar;ed, eachgrantee_institu,tion i.. encoaraged to eittiblish official; working relationships with institutions ofhighe. _warning ih Medicine,: engineering and relatei sicences for the sErme reason.iThe-NIHR c6operates_ closely:with other federal technology research prOgrams.The Director of NIHR is the chairinan of the Interagency Committee on Handlcapped Researcb(IICHR), whith is responsiblefor:promoting
cotiperation and CJ17laboration in:rehabilitation retieerch carried :on by tI-e V S Ga.,ernment. Eghtactive_ICHR subconatiitteeS-=Vocational_rehabilitation; techticirogy, disability_ demo-graphic% low vition.-hearing impaired person% mental retardation and:developmen-tal _disabilities, -Children with _specie.: needS and their families and internationalstudieskeep NIHR and other agency research Personnel in close contact. Suchcontacts have resuited in interagency agreemeats, statecf-the-art conferences aodcollatiorative_ly funded Research and Training_Centers (ETCs); Rehabilitation Engi-neering Centers (RECs) reaearch and demonstraj;ion projett% and information utili-zation_projects.

Examples:include;
_-Five jointly funded Reh,Lilitation Research arid Training Centers (one foraged handicapped, two for psychiatrically_disabled persons and two for :sem,emotionally disturbed Lbildren with- -aii flinded with the National Institute JrMental Health).i

A rehabilitation technology retie-arch project with NASA; the VA, the Adroinistra:tion on _Ang and the NatiOnal
r.r,_ Aging to develop a iremory device formentallyretarded perSiMS and other%vi,-,,i diminished rrieniciries.A:cost-benefit atialYais research and demonstratian Study with the Social SecurityAdministration of a transitionai rung program for mentally retarded indiv:iiialsreceiving SupPlemental Security Income payments.An example of tl-": -interagency Cooperation is that of thc Vet -,-aris Administra-tion, the NASA-Lari;_,ey Research Genter and the University of Rehabilit,tion Engineering Center ih Wheelchair deaign,"NIHR and NASA Indie collaboratedin_applying advamied, Conitiosite materials:technology tc the deSign and max :fac-tureiof a light we4ht, general purpose wheelchair. CoMpiitei----aided design-and ?val-aation have been iiied to incorporate many impOrtant user benefits_intri the result-ing wheelchair. The chair has been test....d at the University of Virgin.: .ind_at theVeterans Administration hospital in New York City and found extremely Osertil andWas offered to manufacturers at a biddem' conferenr- on Ji ne II:

Rehabilitation engineering
_Rehabilitation engineering research began with ih the area of prosthetics andorthotic% This traditiciti continue% but now_ using adVaiiii;k1 technology. For exam-ple; the NorthWeatern UniversityRehabilitation Engineering Center_is building sev-eral prosthetic and orthotic devices that will soon become commercially available,including a new knee brace and a new myoelectric controller for an available armproatheSis. In a rehabilitation engineering project at the Research Triangle Institute
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in North Cartiliria, Computers are beingu_sed to design prosthetic foetwear. This will
make custom ShOeS more readily available in:ashorter time than bYer before.

The rehabilitation engineering program of NIHR:has been expanded far beyond
prosthetics and orthotics because of advances in science and techno' Projects
and centers are now conducting research in sUch arem as: transportatiu, work and
educational enyironmentsi_housing. and recreation-and leisure :time ictjyiiies for
diatibled persons. For example_the_Northwestern UhiV6rsity REC is working on_ a
device that-allows a person with_ ver :. little or no use of his litribs tci use one motion
to turn on light-4, adjUst the heat an: air_conditioning, or do WhatreYer else is neces-
sary to control his home or work c-ovironment _Researchers at 1"....irthwestern are

also workIng on a Computer Interface fcr severely disabled per 3ons and a new tech-
nique for handling bone cement, which greatly increases its st ength and durability.

The use of functional electrical stimulation techniques, which began with re-
search projects in Yugoslavia funded-by NIHR'S predecessor (the rehabilitation re-
searth program of the Rehabilitation -rvices Adininistration) are being used to cor-
rect curvature of the spine_in young women with scoliosis to assist_ pert:on& with
spinal cerd injury tO exercise, and to control urinary incentiriefite in elderly women.
This research prOmises to help restore functional performarice -to disabled people,
enabling therii te lead rintii-0 comfortable; productive and independent liYes.-

Other rehabilitation engineering efforts, funded by NIFIR or ita collaborating
agencies, are vitally important-in making disabled persons employable by increasing
their mobility. Mobility: aids for blind and visually handicapped persons have in-
creased the munters of people who can work. "Talking lightscan nut pub!ic trans-
portation more easily at the disposal Of blind persons. Lighted alarm systems can
warn _deaf travelers of fire or off emergencieS, entikihg business stays io _hotels
safer for thern_Memory devices are being explored for mentally retarded or develop-
mentally diSabled persons to helpthem keep on regular Sehechiles.

New generation hearing aids being :developed at the Lexington Center For The
Deaf in New York City utilize the latest technology in ;found recePtien te improve
the quality of current hearing devices for hearing imprired persons.

HOW NIHR TiCHNOLOGY RESEARCH SUPPORTS ISE RS GOALS

Within the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, NIHR serves
as the nexua bet-veCh the Rehabilitation Serices Administration and the Offico of
Special EdUcaticin Programs. This (.ollaboratil,n helps to focus and tOordinate activi-
ties toward comrriOn OSERS gcials.

The least restrictive environment
Disabled persons of all ages ,re.. :.hose of Us who will become disabled, can and

shoOld benefit from_ the_techii-,legical advances aChieved by our society=dcvic.s
that elin save time and _energy, or _increase acceSS to information ard cornmunica
tion. The paretirs of disabled youngpersons who have Seen great progress in their
children through special education_andeducatior al techrology are anticipating fur-
ther technological adVances. OSERS has set as a goal achieving the least restrictive
environments, Whether in education; week or community living. Part of achieving
this goal is a matter of education and attitude adjustment,another is making use of

technology and assistive devices to modify schools, workplaces, rt creational facili
ties, means of transportation and other settings of our daily life

A major effort to establish standards for entorinotive adaptive equipment is under

Way by the Society of Automotive Engineers with partial support from the NIHR
Progress has been substantial to date and is illuStrated by the factory-developed op-
tions for hand controls and wheelchair lifts and ramps from Ceeral Motors, Chrys-

ler, and Ford. These cpt'ons ar: ccrn nerally available through the dealer-
ships of these corpbrittiOrs.

Employment
Many hand;capped in indert,:::ployed in this country because of such fac-

tors as the attitudes of eir.ployers, lack of adaptive equipment, improper training,
and inadequate methods to evaluate their potential for performance, Rehabilitation
engineering, incorporated into ather NIHR research and demonaration efforts, is
helping to oVercome some of those pro:ilems.

The tranaition from school to e another OSERS priority area. OSERS
projects are seeking models of good transition practices throughout the Unit,,d
States dn d providing technical assistance to replicate them. We need to find creatil.e
ways to provide jobl, especially for young people, since the youthful population. en-
hanced by the succ?sses of special education, is vow available tc enter the work-
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force. Pooled iobs_in industry, in con unction with job toatheS On-Site to hein, Snow
promise of putting more workers 0th ihtb the tommur.ity inatead of in workshops,
cut off from the rest of the world. Technology USed In industry settings as well as
for personal_ assitive devices- will make a Significant contribution to this process.

The Job Accommodation Network (JAN) which is co-funded by NIHR with the
President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped, provides information
from its computerized data files about accommodations employers: have Made to
assist disabled workers. In ormation :-hout such modifications tid the jOb SiteSrhany
of which are at little or .; 9 costcar be used to change attitildeS and encourage em-
ployers_toi hire:handicapped persons._

!The Rehabiltation Engineering Center at the United Cerebral Palsy ResearchFoundation and Wichita State UnierSity_are develop; ig modifications to theiwork
environment using technology. Techniques of.analyzing perforniance of tasks by
handicapped persons, utilizing soecial tools or automated equipment, such as robots;
are being developed and used effectively. As a result of these uses of technology at
the worksite, many severely handicapped individuals are now working in competi:
tive industry and are _meeting or exceeding production requirements. Under the
OSERS initiative_ for transition from school to work, similar tas-,k adaptations are
being developed and utilized for handicapped students in the Sehoel environment.

THE UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH INFORMATION

The National Rehabilitation Information Cent, (NARIC) fills a vital role ih the
diSSerhination of information about technology. 'Ahc NAM:7 database ABLEDA-TA
documents over 11,900_,ommercially-evailab1e assistive ices. The detailed ABL&
DATA indexing scheme allows for retriei. f nformatiOn dh deViteS kir very spe-
cific needs,_suctt as tactile carpentry tdOi dr visi2a11y impaired perSons, speech am-
phfiers; and typewriters and work stati-Ls aeaped for a variety of ,eds.

NARIC provides .4 ELEDATA prOduet information to consumers and professionals,and also trains ....-donals who wiih to ,,ccess ABLEDATA directly using their
own computer tc.-mti,,ls. Searchers may jcin the ABLEDATA Users' Group; which
periodically receives information designed to facilitate effective retrieval of product
information.

Rehab Briefs, developed_und?.:: og..tio.ct_for NIHR; is another disseMinatien rifech-
,n desig:i,x1 to reach State and private administraters and practitiefiers in the

,.itatiort field. Each of the 12 Brief rodud yearly tranalateS findings from a
signiant research project hitt teritePts-inderstandable and useable by rehabilitr.-
tion counselors and other professionalS. TWenty-two thousand copies of each BriF:are distributed.

With respect to-the transfer cf techr'ques and new concepts, NIHR is developing
a Rehabilitation Diffusion Network tRT'N, .nodeled on the Department of Eduta
tion's National Diffusion Network, to identify exemplary rehabilitation 0-qt-ems
and practices and promote thei: auoption by rehabilitation prattitioners and adinin:
istrators. 'There are_currPritly two RDNsone ir Pegion VI and One in Region IX.
NIER hopes to es abi i. ne in each region.

Thank you_ for providing me the 0, jortiinity te ati*.-r before yo would be
pleased now to respond to any questions and as requested we are pre' ared to de,'
onstrate recent technological advances do, eloped under the rehabilitat;on engir
ing program.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr._ Le Claire; do you have a statomoot, or de
wish_to provide us with additional information?

Mr: LE CLAIRE. I would just like tb go tAier Seine -of these Levice:
we haVc very quiekly; Mr: Cnairman, if you will allow me.

This-is the wheelchair mehtiOned by :Secretary Will that was de-
veloped by NASA and us, NIHR, and als6 togted by, VA. It iS made
of a composite material, and it is about the lightest wheelchair
there is in terms of strength to Weight ratio. It is really dependab!e
and durable:

It was tested, as 3 -said, at the VA; and also at the Univers4 of
Virginia Rehab Center. Right tieW, we haVe had a bidders' confer-
ence and we are waiting for the final decision.

Again, it is a good example of something where we worked to-
gether as agencies.
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WS. WiLL Dick; show-the back.
Mr. -LE CLAIRE Theback end is made of Velcro. It can_ come

apart and stretch out. The seat j= made rI-J7d. This is research that
we-did many years- ago- at-the- Institute for Rehab Research_
where we found:what pressure on :tn words, if
you have a _sagging seat, -which- ina7:- have-a
better_ chance of having pressure sor,- ; vo!.. z soiid seat,
the ._chances are much better that e

Sa-actually it -combines some of the r:itler
with what we know_ now. _

It has many: many -other- advantages. 1-
arms. That:is an option. You, can have ,-.Ant to;
arms, and there are other variations that car, rc.i

Now-- to-go quickly on to _other_ things:: I c 11.11:---VJI: more quas-
tions_on that if you would like. We feel that:it :'=!al good exam-
ple -of interagency coordination-and industry.

-Next; I thought I would_ ga to _the speaking_b aru for people who
have speech problems, both children and adultS.

We have with us-several people from _the_Tufr.s RehahEngineer-
ing _Center who will show us how it works. This is Mr. Michael De-
trlaSCa

Michael; if you could show us how the Speaking Board works for
nonvocal people.

[Demonstration.]
Mn_ WILLIAMS: :Can that answer questions if we have questions

for it? [Laug'ater.]
--Mr. LE1CLAIRE The_ beauty of this is that_the_voice is probably

the _best I have ever heard. It is developed by Digital --Equipment
Corp., -anck-of-course, the Tufts Rehab Engineering Center is devel-
oping the boards.

Again; we find in utilization-and-- we-ere -learning after- many
years of experience that the best thing to do is for_ourigrantees or
engineering centers to stari.. very early on working with industry,
st,- that when- they-finish the development-that industry will pick it
-ip and produce mid market it. The earlier you start; _the:better off
we are; and this is a -gaad r mple.-Itis-still in the developmental
t,4tiges- By ft.:. way; there ather: boards like this_ developed at
the Trace Center in: Madison WI; but I think- here that -we- are
talking- aboutthe latest -development and the best voice_ that we
have _been able to find. Hopefully _this will be marketed; produced
and- distributed because-it is partly- owned by- industly right-ncw.

The-next _thing 1 thought we would show_ is this little commer7
cially available robot; ,and there we are_ getting into various-equip-
nient and-- devices-that are- beneficial- from a_ vocational point:of
view; There is nothing that unique about it; but it is:for us: We
have not gone into using -trio -many- robots,- commercially- available
robots,--for -use by disabled individuals._ This part cular one is to:be
usedright now _it is being tested clinically witn-severely disabled
Children, to- get--them used -to manipulating robots. Later on; in:a
work sito 3ituation;_ they could use this_ robot no matter how dis-
abled they are and function in a work-capacity

We have- gal- 4.,?vera1 centers doing this now. One at Wichita
Rehab _EngiLec: ing Center is also experimenting. ThiS One_ iS froth
Tata If We c. u1d take a rhinUte, we will show you how it works;
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Hopefully; this gentleman can do that for us. This is Scott Min-
neman.

[Demonstration I
Mr. LE CIski guess what thiS ShoWS iS that by having differ-

ent types cf fwiLches, depending on the person's hL.:fiicap, they can
operate a robut.. it could be a voice-activated switcL, it could be an
elbow switch; it could be almost any kind of a switch that you
could adapt for thc liZvidual and make it possible for that perSon
regardless of the:r handicap within limits to c?erate a robot of this
type at a work

Mr. WILLIAMS. iL'. 'Martinez, do you have a question?
Mr: MARTINEZ. Yes. What makes this different or distinguishes it

from that a/read!, in play in many induStrieS that I have seen
where they haw .:ie exact same thing?

Mr. 1.-,E CLAIRE. The difference here iS that We are experimenting
With different types of switches so that they can operate the robot.

Mr. MARTIIZEZ. So it is not the principle there, it is the switching
mechanism?

Mr. LE CLAIRE. No, not elc robot, it is the switching. That iS cor-
rect, sir.

Mr: MARTINEZ. OK
Mr. LE ;2LAIRE. That varies with the individual's diSability What-

ever that might be.
Mr, MARTINEZ. Most of them that I have Seen are actually oper-

ated by punching keys.
Mr, LE CLAIRE. Yes, that is coi rect. But you could actually oper-

ate this by voice. You program it with voice commands to tell it to
move and whatever and it will do that if you don't have any hand:
arm dexterity at all.

Mr. MARTINEZ. SO really the project is to develep a Way that a
handicapped person, and not just with one single handicap but
maybe a varied-number of handicaPs would be able to operate any
mechanism. This is just an application of that, but that could be an
application to something else.

Mr. LE CLAIRE. It Could be.
Mr. MARTINEZ. While _i zlai on it I never really did understand

that voice box, since we have tape recorders and you can pretape
message into a tape recorder and break it up any wv you want to.
How does_this differ_from that that is already available?

Mr. LE CLAIRE. OK.
Mr. DEMASeO. I dien i ;_ear the queStion.
Mr. MARTINEZ. How does this differ fi -)rn what iS already avail-

ableithrongh all the varied and multiple -lifferent v.inds of ta_pe re:
corders that:we have already? As I undentood, Yr) prerecorded a
message and that person; then; who wasn't able tO Speak could
press a button and that message would come on.

Mr. DEMAsm. The board itself will accept words, messages or let-
ters _and has a limited speech cl.pabilit_y. c in gay e-!:§enticilly,anything. That was just a .-articular square that sva pro:grarnmed--

Mr. MARTINEZ. & when the chairman asked if it coult. an swer a
question, it could?

A VOICE FROM THE VOICE BOARD. Yes. [Laughter.]
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Mr. LE _CLAIRE. Ir other words, '7.e had tape-recorded a message
in -there- because -we didn't know how much time we had so we
could show the voice--

Mr. MARTINEZ. But you have a lot of words that are programmed
in there so in some way you could respond to almost anything that
a person asked?

-Mr. DEMASCO. As well as the Llphabet. So; if a word or message
isn't on here; you can always spell it out.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Spell it out.
Mrs. WILL. Do you have any idea how_ much it cost, the develop-

ment? Can you answer on toe board? I am tryink to think of a
question-you-could answer on the board.

Haw long_did it take to develop this?
A VOICE FROM THE VOICE BOARD. SiX DV:laths.
Mr. LE CLAIRE._ knd on the cost; I don't know. I could get those

amounts for you; but it is one of the many sub-projects of the Tufts
Rehab Engineering Center.

Mrs WILL: Young people use boards of this sort. They are ex-
tremely dexterous with- them. They communio:at -vith you very;
very-rapidly. Lots of sentences.

Mr. :LE CLAIRE. The difference with this hoard-now is that-the
voice is- much,-much better. Some of tl- ; T boards you could
barely understand the voice. Now we ised because of thiS
company that made a very good-voice,

By the way; that can be operated mouth stick,.itoo.
Someone that is _very severely disab1 e,_. we a stick in their
mouth and-be able- to punch- the right and it will speak.
Again;_there is a_switching concept on that.

Mr. DEMASCO. Then; is another message on here.
[Demonstration.]
Mrs. WILL._ One of 4- . tasks for developers is to come with a

more normal sounding voice. This represents an achievement_ in
technology._ Women; for example, would like a board that had a
voice with_female tones.

-Mr.-Lt CLAIRE. That has been very difficult; to come up with a
voice that speaks like a female.

Mit. WILL. They -say-the board sounds like Donald Duck; and
they don't want to sound like Donald Duck. :

Mr. LE CLAIRE. If there are no -other -questions, I can move on
rather quickly- We have here an artificial arm for a _child. This is
how it looks on the child. This was developed at the Northwestern
Rehab Engineering: Genter- and- the Rehab Institute of Chicago:
This is for a child that has no arms at:all. Fcrtunatc.y, there aren't
tici many_ of them, but when we have that kind of a situation there
are few-devices, and this is one of them; that can be placed on _a
^hild _for at least feeding purposes and to some extent for-dressing,
out they:have to learn to-do that. It-is mostly for feethng and _for
toiletry, brushing your teeth_ and what have you. It is somewhat
limited but still has quite a bit of range of motion and can do quite
a few things,-espeoially feeding.

This is one example _of a:prosthetic device that we do develop,
and I guess one of the few that focuses on children's prosthetic de-
vices. There aren't too many _working in this area at the present
time. This is an examPle of thr fairly recent new development in
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upper extremity prosthetic devices. But ver, limited, just for chil-
dren whc have no arms at all.

Finally; we have a Lrinary incontinence device devel-
oped in "Ugoslavia. They have a project in-Ljublj, .1 314.via,
for control of stress incontinence in older ladies. 'Xi (his haSgreat potential: It is being tested this summer in nun-ing homes. If
it works, we think that it would mean that we could ---ome -ectent
control incontinence in older ladies, which could -nec.n that we
could delay their entering nursing homes in many :ase- It ,eerns
like a minor thing, but we feel it is probably one of -_he Lggeit de-
velopme.its we have come up with in many years.

It uses functional electrical stimulation, and that is or e of the
spinoffS that was mentioned in Mrs. Will's presentati Dn . It Is being
tested this summer, and we hope that it will be man tZactured; pro-
duced and sold in this country if it passes the FDA hd t:te tests
that it is going through.

Those are some of the things that we have that we :itoc.n1
would bring to show you. I would be glad to answer any rno-, gees-
tions on these.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Le Claire, we appreciate you and you . associ-
ates taking time to set up this demonstration and share it w:th

Mr. Martinez, do you have any other questions of Mr.
or_any_questions of Mrs. Will?

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mrs. Will; what policies and_ programs do the
administration _have in place that are designed tc encourage or
share effective involvement of the disabled in the development and
delivery of these technologies?

Mrs. WILL. I think there is extensive involvement of disled
people in the decisionmaking process. _We first include disabled
people on our peer review pa- -.s. _That is as a matter of policy
now. We are obligated to work with the National Council on the
Handicapped; is now an independent agency, to develop nrities.
This is an ongoing process.

We have, in addition, created a number of consumer advisory
committees. I created one this past year that is made up of parents
and diSabled consumers, and the purpose of the committee is to
advise us as to the needs of disabled people and families of disabled
individuals.

. .We work closely with the professional organizations such as the
Rehabilitation Engineering Society of North America. A large nor,
tion of the membership of that organization is made up of diSabled
individuals.

We are eager to gathe-- information, to seek advice from disabled
individuals and we will continue to do so. I would say lastly that in
the formal process of developing priorities we_ bring together a
large number of individuals, professionals as well as consume:. ; to
develop a long range plan _for the National Institute of Handi-
capped ReSearch, and we will continue to do that.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Has any assessment been made to ensu, ;hat
those policies are effective? As you have gone through, have you
done any Assessment to see that that is the best way of reaching
most of the people that are available to give input, and that the
best decisions are being made?
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Mrs. WILL. Well, we think there is no better way to evaluate a
policy concerning the involvement of disabled people in the process
than to talk to them: I think we have created avenues for _input
from disabled individuals and, of course are always receptiVe to
new ideas, new strategies for seeking their inputs. The State agen-
cies of vocational rehabilitation have advisory committees_ and
other organizations ha,e- advisory committees at the local level. We
encourage the participation of disabled individuals in these work-
ing _groups.

Mr-. MARTINEZ. One last question. You mentioned when you were
referring to the glasses that they cost $15.000?

MrS. WILL. No, it was $1,500 to develop, but will be market-
edat $35.

Mi. MARTINEZ. What you referred to is the cost of the reSearch
and the engineering and all that

Mrs._WILL. Right.
Mr. MARTINEZ. But the actual manufacturing should cost some-

what less
MrS. WiLL. Right.
Mr. MAF.TINEZ. And be able to be marketed at $30?
Mrs. WILL. Um hum._
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thankyou.
Mr: WILLIAM& Mr. Bartlett: _ _

Mr._ BAki-LErr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is good to see my
good friend the Assistant Secretary; who is_doing such a areat job
frr all of us at the Department and in the administration.

Mrs. WILL. Thank you.
Mr: BARTLErr. I would like _to switch over a little bit t,, .iddiess

the question from the viewpoint of the consumer. I wonc r
couldwhen we _dix1 earlier the_ 84-percent uner lloyment
rate among ciisabled persons and such, I wonder if you tell US
with as much specificity as you have available how cor ners who
hay needs for the new technologies that are emergin: are cur-
rently not using them, and therefore that may well rni, that they
ate unemployed or thet they can't=lead indep indent 'ves. First;
and maybe those consumers are on SSI1 or SSDi; or rin, ,,e they dk6
Tint; maybe they are just denending on their own resources.

First; typically how do consumers earn of the new products that
are ava:lable?_And second, how do employers leaf n today's work
of new products and new technologies that will make their job sites
accessible to disabled persons? And third, how are tne prOductS

alize
1:d fOr?

t1;:f :hat could take abo it a 3day seminar just giant

me take each question separAely._ Th.-re is ext-h-
sr '..'ort to_ disseminate inforrnation about technology. It_jUSt per:
MeateS NiHR grid the awards that it makes. I mentioned the_Na-
tional Rehabilitation Information Center, _NARIC, and ABLE=
DATA, which contains information about 11,000 discrete devices
and _pieces of technology._ There iB an ongoingeffort on the part of
NARIC which is funded I think at the level of $800,900 to diSSeriti=
nate irr,. Ation through periodicals, through sendiug of staff to
particii_e :n workshops and cc irences to taking advertisements
in professional Periodidals. We 1,,,:bliSh .thabilitation research re=
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views which are state-of-the-art summaries of research: findings in
key areas. For example, the:delivery of vocational -rehabilitation to
ruraii)opulations.- We have briefs, again, technological advances ir .
crafting an issue around that-piece of ad-vanc.e. We circulate about
27109 _copies of those We have_ the Rehnt-.ilitation N-e-t-
waL System,--which i an attempt to dup::'.2:a.te something that was
a project created in r\vartinent,--or -an- initi-tive created in ths
Department Whereby 1) u ntify ,-.-xemplary projects and highlight
them--in a-variety-of wavs.

There is some _interestin developing volunteer dissemination sys-
tems at-the local -level. There have been some created in iiatralia
and Britain, and-there-is an effort underway to:do thathere audit
seems to be working veiy well-. Volunteers-identify-disabled people,
their needsi- and they bring the information _to_them:

Mr. BAR'nx-rr.-Madam-Scretarv,-- if I could interrupt you at that
poinI wonder if you could,- if you have information-av-ailable; if
not,- if you wouldn't mind if we would- leave the hearing record
open: I see! Alton Hodges over nere -and other people in your de-
partment that could,_perhaps; quantify for us. What you are de-
scribing is how-the information goes out.

Mrs:1717nm: Right:
Mr. BARmerr, What I am asking is what evidr'-r'e dO we-have-as

to how-much-of the information is being recriy.c. used? How
many consumers have--said, --oh, ye: 1.ecause I h.,.:ard about -this
from the: data :base, from the " 7 d9t:: bas$4; I, therefore,
learned-of a--device that- let me sec me work?_ 07, how many
employers _actually can take our ....se and use it, or insurance
companies?

That a long question which yoa may not be equipped to
answ?.r today._

Mrs. WILL It is_ a question that the answer to which has to-be
based- -i-n -data, and -I- don't know: that we have the data:_ We have
continually sought to refine _the kindt of information that we have
about disabled peopleA better sense of _the severity of their-dis-
ability and- the-kinds-of-accommodations that wou-ld ,nable them _to
function _in :the_ workplace: I really- don't -think that- we have the
kiht Of specific information that would=where we can--

Mr: MARTINEZ. Would the-gentleman yleld?
Mr. BARTLEM Iwould ',)e happy to yield.
Mt. MARTINEZ. Mr. Bartlett brings up a goodiToint, Because not

too long ago I -was- on-an-airplane and I saw a filin on a:-new_p--os-
thetic device; a foot that _allowed a person_ to walk normally, as no:
maliy- Os possible. Later I was talking to a person that had his foot
amputated because--of cancer,- and -I- was telling him: about this
device, !le know_about it: Through -,-v office we-di-d research
ot-- it and -fc,!ind out Where we could gei iiiformation tor him:
He:has it tociev and it- is-working-ouite-well hitt).

But when_ -1C1r. Bartlett started to ask that question- I- thought
about-him. He 11.9d been in a hospital, had a foot amputated; and
not one person :through- that --whole process-ever advised him of
what was available-That is what he_was talking to me about.- You
know,- he was really disheartened about his condition because he
had been quite an active person.

0 frt.-
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Is there a mechanism and a way:that we would know of all the
handicapped people in the United States, or is there? &me place
they must be registered. They are either handicapped at birth Dr
they haVe been in far an amputation _like this: There has got to be
some _system. And_it intrigues me, the question he asks, because
most of the time When we develop things, the people out there that
really reed thern, a great number of them never really know about
it, or realize it: They may live their whole life and rieVer realize it.
: Mrs, WiLL. I clan't think there really is a systematic collection of
infortnation about disabled people: We collect a lot of information
through special education about handicapped-Children. We, in
other part§ Of the Federal Government, the_ Veterans Adininistra-
titin will- have a great deal of information about disabled veterahS.
But we don't have a systematic, comprehensive system of data col-
lecticn. We have entouraged the Bureau of the Census, for exa-

to ask more questions that will lead te more refined informa-
tion_ about the diSabled.

DiSabled people often don't choose to identify themselves aS diS:
abled. That is the kind of factor that would affect the inf.- tration
that youhave. People come in and out:of the disability c.,n!.. uum.
They will be injured in an_ industrial accident and impaii z. for a
period of years; and then they improve to the point that they con-
sider theinSelveS no longer -disabled. You have pec,Ile wi.o_ have
been-functioning no:many for niost of their lives, but through the
aging process become visually impaired- or hearing impaired;
Again, We Would net 1-1E.N.7 a way of tracking those individuals.

Mr. BARTLErr. I thank the gentleman for his queStion. I don't
think that we want to go toward a master list by any means. But
aS we ConSider thiS legislation, one of the: key issues that we are
ping to have to look:at is a way to legislaively or admir istratively
improve the diSSernination of information. The gentleman from
California has- eited an example and I could cite dozens of exampleS
that happen every day. One happened to my dad 6 months or so
ago when he went in to get ahe los* his leg in the war and he
Went in to get a new leg. The old one was only 15 years old or
something like _that. He sort of had_ ta wade through the VA bu-
reaucracy and finally discovered that there we a new foot on th
market-with which, _for the first time in 40 years, h.- cc:4.0d rum. No
one tr'd him that. He asked his cobgressional office to help him
and they Couldn't help him, either. But he did find it out essential:
ly on his own.

There is na Catals_g I suppose. Se, if we could hold the hearing
recnrd open, it is important for us to know whatever data you haVe
available or _can assemble as td What kind of information is being
received and uSed ay the consumers. And by consumers I mean
kith the disabled: persons; insurance companies and the various
agencii ,iovernment agencies and other_agencies, so we will know
where we start. And then _if you could advise _us on any ways t-)
ithpreVe the legislation: If, in fact; we discover that that dissemina-
tion is not as well receiVed as it is _well given, then perhaps there
are some wayS to iinprove_the legislation to bee:* the,: part up.

Now, the whole second part of the question is then, which is not
so easyI mean, the first one was toigh enough to answer, but the
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s,.cond one is much tougher. And that is, who pays? And there is a
variety of people who pay, -and ought to-.

Mt:. Will. Well; the answer to that question is a priority of
NIHR and we -are -undertaking studies to examine these sorts: of
issues, the reimbursement _policies and issues, and -hope to be able
to iprovide better information for the committee and for the Con-
gress:

The cost of technology and who pays s at the heart of how we
successfully utilize

Mn BARTLurr: Well; exploring that, I wonder if your department
could think through with this committee over the next 6 months,
The question IS, 16 there a -way to- essentially ,,:..aRitalize the cost?
There is not an tmlimited amount of money in_the Government or
anywhere, else, no;..-should there be. We have finite resources. But
one of the resources it seems ';o me that is available is thatipromise
to- Ray -of continuing support payments; that is; keeping people
warehoused for the rest of their lives, winch is an enormous cost.
Some: estimate just for _Government alone $180_ billion a year. Tha,
$180 billion-per year, that is a pool of money that is in the form of
a promise to pay:

So my question you could think through with us. Perhaps there
is some ways both with-Government -and with insurance companies
to back those costs _back into a:capital _cost and pay for the costs of
the new-devices out of the newly found employment. That is to say
that disabled :person_will then be abl( to work and-not- have to re-
ceive- the cash benefit on a monthly basis,- so perhaps_ _there is a
way:to back those cash benefits back into the system. No one has
yet:devised a way that has met all the tests.

But I wonder if you are interested in pursuing it.
Mrs: WILL: Well; I agree totally that ifyou, as-a disabled person;

listen to the message th...t is sent from the Federal Government_ it
is telling you to be dependent. It is so-much easier to get into the
dependency r..ycle than_ it is to find your:way into employment and
to overcome-the vaiiety of barriers. I think we are looking at some
of these barriers very seriously. The inability -of people to support
the cost of medical care. A disabled individual_ is_ going to utilize
the health care system-much more than a nondisabled person, and
that always has to be a consideration in deciding whether to work
or not to work.

Mr::BARTLErr. But a disabled person-who is unemployed is-going
to utilize that medical system a lot more than that same person
with the same disability who is emplo-yed,

Mrs._WILL. _Yes, absolutely._ The more people work, the less they
use the health care system; the fewer related services and support
services they require: The longer a person wr-lcs before becoming
disabled, the-faster he is likely to _return to work: There are _all
sorts of correlations that have a profound impact on the cost of dis-
ability to the country;

Mr. BARTLErr. You know that we have discussed; and: I know
that you:are not prepared today to have- any kind-of a position, but
I know: that you are exploring it. But we_have discussed H.R. 203(%
which I introduced-earlier- in the year; which would make the 1619
Social Security permanent; remove that barrier, if you will, to per-
Son§ who want to go off of SSI and onto full employment, but also
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to provide technical assistance to eniployers. Not to support them
in making the job site accessible but to provide technical assistance
to make sureto disseminate that information on the technology
that is available so that employers can make their work sites av3il-
able to disabled persons:

L wonder if you have any preliminary thoughts as far as the di-
rection of that kind -of legislation,-and-can you tell us what timeta-
ble _the administration is on in analyzing that legia(ation?

Mrs. WILL. The legislation is being reviewed by the Department
of Education. I would hope_ that in the next month or so that we
would have _a position_developed. To the extent that you are seek-
ing to clevelolegislation that will provide incentives to employ
people and to move people into independent living; I applaud you. I
don't want to speak to the specifics of the legislation. I am not pre-
pared to do that today: But I think we are at a juncture in the care
and treatment of disabled people where we are going to be over-
hauling_ our-Federal systern, and that system is mirrored at the
State and local level, so that barriers are eliminated and incentives
to employment are included and incorporated intO our service--

Mr. WILLIAMS. The gentleman'stime has expired.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-Mr.-WILLIAM& It seems obvious that consumer demand is insuffi-

cient to encourage the private marketplace sufficiently to provide
low cost, front end equipment such as we see here today at a rea-
sonable price. So my question goes to_my uncertainty_of how we
deal: with that lack of economic supply:and demand law in thiS
markeWlace. Does the public-have a -mechanism to facilitate trans-
fer of_technology and then market it? Is _that the National Insti-
tute? If so, how is that accomplished through the Instituth?

Mrs. WILL.-We have undertaken to do market analysis _on behalf
of private corporationsi. For really the first time we are beginning
to do such-studies-so-that-we hetter-understand the problems that
private_industry faces _as_they seek to develop devices: There:is the
issue of oust the durability, maintenance. There are many devices
that individuals indicate they like very_much, but it takes months
to have the particular device repaired. There is the problem of the
acceptance-of technology on the _part of- disabled- individuals,- and
there is a gap between generations: Youngsters are more likely to
adapt quickly to technological devices.

-Two tasks were written into the long range_plan for the Rehabili-
tative Services Administration. One was the development of a busi-
ness council, a business advisory, which would bring us representa-
tives from major_ corporations and small business_ to discuss the
issue that you raised and others, technology transfer and- the em-
ployment-of disabled individuals. We are also interested in better
integrating the rehabilitation engineering system in the rehabilita=
tion process. A client comes intb- an-a_gency and there is an evalua-
tion tioneand a plan is developed;_and an array of professionals are
involved in the development of that plan, and then there is sup-
posed -to he an employment outhome. One of the concerns that has
been expressed by consumers has been the nonintegration of reha-
bilitation engineers in that process.

On the employer's side we have a number of information centers
where an employer can go to answer a question about a particular
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empl,-yee, or a-potential employee.: I would like to hire thi: dis-
abled person but I don't know how he-is going to operate the tele-
phone or sit at the:desk, and so forth. So we have the job accommo-
datioris network -which-can-provide -information very quickly to an
employer about_ the specifications for the job -accommodatiom -Inci-
dentally,- one- of the most:important side :benefits _of:this informa-
tion_about job accommodationsis-helpingto- destroy this perception
out in the country that accommodation:costs are exorbitant._That-if
you hire- a-disabled person it is going to cost- you $30;000 in order
for that person to get into your building. That is not true. Our sta-
tistics have shown again and again that -90 percent or more than
that; 95 percent of accommodations -cost -less than- $200 be $300.- Sb
information systems :like:JAN that provide information to employ-
ers are of real benefit-to the disabled.

Wc are also evaluating the kinds of technology that-we -develop.
We- look at technology -that exists and evaluate it_ in terms of
whether it=might be modified because that often can- be done inex-
pensively. The Electronics Industries:Foundation is=an organization
that we work with-very-closely, and--it is involved in the market
analysis_ and the evaluations that I spoke of earlier.

Mr.-WILLIAMS. All of that probably assistsin providing; I will use
tin term industry :or business, with some financial-gain- or assist-
awe which otherwise-they would have had to provide on their own-.
If t hey_had to do that, of course,: it would limit even further:their
prafit margin._ So those things that you are describing-assist the di-
lemma that-I presented to some degree; but itseems Ito me that an
even more sPinificant -public -role,-financial role,-would be required
if we were tO'level_this uneven playing field of supply and demand
that obviously exists in-this marketplace.

_ :My question is; is there any public mechanism or mechanisms
which -assist in a -very direct way iniichanging that supply =and
demand_equation that-so-rims-against disabled_people being able to
afford this_ type_ of: equipment? :Now we do it =in many areas in
America. We have-found- that getting oil out of the ground is in the
publies _best interest and so=we provide enormous- tax- mechamdsms
by which we can do that and the industry can make _moneT_ Do we
have any mechanisms-like that--for- the industry that provides this
type of assistance to-people in need?

-Mr. LE CLAIRE. -If I may,_to my knowledge we have no real mech,
anism at the moment. In many rases; tooeach case is different. I
guess we have to look at individual situations; :One :way that vire
know; and Lean suggest a- number of ways, is to take something
like the:synthesized:voice; It was developed really by us, starting 20
years ago-with MIT, -for -the blind. We developed a _voice _for the
blind, so that we could= put it ion= a compute-. Ir those days we
didn't -have computers, I am thinking of sc., 7 y could get up
on a scale and know how much they weigh. thermometer
and what have-you.

--Well,-down the road we found -that the synthesized voice,:about_ 8
years ago; was =about $6,000. Well, that was tbo-expensive for-us to
do anything With it. So then we started trying to_ think; just =the
few of us, how could-industry ase-something-like this. In those days
industry wasift interested. Suddenly the idea_ came- up, that it
could be uSed for a toy. If Some industry could pick it up and use it



in- a- tOy, then-the price would go down: That is exactly_ what hap,
pened: We had very little to:do with:that; but eventually Texas -In-
struments picked it- up,put the synthesized voice the in a toy, and
in no time at all the_price went down, Now ,ve can_ use the voice all
over the place for all kinds of different things, including on a scale
and-on a thermometer and what :have you;

Right_ now Electronics Industries Foundation, a big grantee that
we have; is trying to struggle through-some of these concepts. One
way_is to try to think of things that can be commercialized more
broadly. _

Also, it expanded-overseas, strangely enough: A small company
did develop something; really a talking computer for the blind with
the voice lin the thing-Pretty soon--he had saturated the market in
this country and it was quite expensive. And someone suggested to

"Well, why have you ever tried using it overseas?"
"Well; no.'
He is just a small company in- California.
"I never thought of going overseas:"
"Why _don't you piit a French voice on it, &German voice on _it,

even a Japanese voice on it, and see if you can't market it over-
seas?"

That is exactly what he has done; and now he has expanded his
market.

There are certain_ techniques that -we know about hut-no general
rule at the- present-that-we can come upiwith, I can suggest certain
things that people overseas_do,_ The Swedes; for examplei have been
into this for many years. They-- have- a -_program- which:is really a
contingency fund that the Government_provides to small:industries
to be _able:to _do development in technology for -the disabled. If-that
company- is able to make a profit, -they have to repay the contin-
gency fund; So that :is one approach that they use. I am not -too
sure_ how successful that- is.- -The last-I- heard- the- fund _was empty;
That-was about eight months ago when a Swedish gentleman came
by and said, "We-have no more money in the-ft:Ind.- Now we have to
go back- and get--the Government to put more money in the fund."
How long it lasted I don't know:

There are certain kinds- of-incentives -that the Electronics _Indus-.
tries Foundation_ is looking at and it is only a :beginning One of
theni:is providing small companies technical- assistAnce -in- terms of
how to get through-the system for patents and_ what have: you.
They are providing them with all kinds Of; or trying to help them
with market surveysand so on, other incentives that they could
provide.

It is not a solutkm to the problem.iNo, it -isn't.- I would-say-that
we need te dd much-Mete-study In- terms:of:how: we can resolve
this problem. These:are merely potential solutions in certain areas;
but not an overall plan on how to resolve-it.

-Mrs. Wiu. I think this is a fertile area for interagency coordina-
tion; Because NIHR can study the reimbursement questions,--we
know that we don't -understand those- yet; but the reimbursements
come from_ another part of the Federal Government. Probably the
Health _Care Financing Administration, Medicaid, for- example, and
there it seems that the regulations and plen statutory language
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are _not clear abouLwhether reimbursements for devices can be
made: or not:made. We see Lour role ab that of having to do the re-
search and develop these devices create the prototypes to reduce
the costs so that they are affordlMe. and then to disseminate that
info:mation to employers.

One motivation, or one very E tark fact that I think is propelling
employers in the direction -of- seeking information about devices
and technology; is the cost ofisupporting a disabled employee who
has to leave the firm because he has had a stroke or whatever. It is
e-normously- expensive- for industry, and we are getting tremendous
interest in the development of disability management at the-work
site on the part of the business itself developing its own rehabilita-
tion unit to make sure that it doesn't lose the valued employee who
worked for the firm for 15 years and who had- the stroke ot the
heart attack. This is an area that we are watching very closely;
and it is just growing enormously;:expanding tremendously.

_ _

Mr. WILLIAMS-Well, there is-a debate ragingI think that iSithe
accurate termadebate_raging now over the success or the-viabili-
ty of certain public mechanisms that have interaeded in the mar-
ketplace. It seems to many of us that during the :past 50 years
public intercession on behalf of certain segments of our economy
has really reaped massive good fortune for the country. Loan think
of:two: energy and agriculture. We haven't been perfectly success-
ful with either, but our successes in both have far outstripped those
ofony other nation:
: The public has interceded when it has found that supply and

demand do not work well in a certain segment of the marketplace
but iwith a public mechanism it can be made to work- be-tter. It
would seem. to me that although we are dealing with a far smaller
client population here than we are with regard to those other two
areas Lmentionedagriculture and energvnonetheless, this is a
very important imatter;_this leveling the playirg field equally for
all Americans.: It would seem to me that it is _long overdue that
there- be some type- of a- pu-blie interest expressed and a mechanism
created to assist getting_equipment; material and_aids such as_we
see before us on the table to those who need them at a very inex-
pensiv cost.

My colleague; Mr; Bartlett, has a followup -question. I will-have
to leave_ for 2 few :minutes to attend_ another committee hearing;
and I will ask Mr. Martinez to chair this hearing for a short while.

Mr. BARTLETT, I would- like-to- follow up on your comment that
Medicarethere is_ some _uncertainty under what circumstances
Medicare will pay for medical devices. Can you:tell us where the
uncertainty is and under what circumstances does Medicare pay
for devices that accrue to independent living and what circum-
stances does it not?

Mrs. WILL I am not sure I can answer that question. I would like
to answer that in writing.

Mr. BARTLETE OK,_ we will hold the hearing record open; You
might also answer it for us for yocational rel.ab agencies, and also,
if you- have any data, on private insurance companies, which may
be a larger pool than all of the above;
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Mrs. Wiu,. RehabAitation dollars are used to purchase devices
because it enables the person to become employable, but I really
need to look at the Medicaid regulation,;.

Mr. BARTLErr._ You could give us a number of the total dollars
for vocational rehabilitation, how much are used tip pay for devices,
essentially what are the i Liles, and such as that. I am particularly
interested in insurance companies, it seems to me increasingly ap:
parent to insurance companies who are rapidly discovering that it
is far less expensive to retrain and retain a disabled employee than
it is to merely keep them and pay them disability paymentg for the
rest of their lives, and sometimes that meaus job accommodations
and oftentimes it means various technological devices. So, if you
have any kind of a sense as to what insurance companies are typi-
cally doing with paying fordevices it would be ve:y helpful.

[The information follows:]
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NOW_ MANY_CONSUMERS HAVE HFARD A,30LT THE TECHNOLOGICAL
REHABILITATION:DEVICES &ED APE CURRENTLY USING THEM? WHO USES THEM?hOW MANY USE THEM?

A. We do not_have-_reliable iriformation_on-numbers
of cons.aners who are

aware of particular_types_of tecnoological_rehaoilitation devices.
The best source_of this dat.,_ts maaufacturers and distributors that
use such data in develorino and marketing thege deViCes.

ABLEDATA; a.database on del.:ces which we fund-lat_the_Naa:OhaIi
RehabilitatiOn Irformation receives approximately 1303 :

inquirieS_eaCh Mdrith_from rehabilitation centers, State Vocational.
RehabilitatipniagenC:OS, hosuitals, Independert Living Centersi and
...dividuals regarding teChnoIogies-for-the handicapped. _The most
frequent usera,_hcweVer;_are digabIed persons and families_that need
information on specific_devices. _There is_a trend for increased use
of th, system by both profesrionals and ildiVidUals.

_

The most recent national sur\ey on the use of as6iStive deVices- was
the_1977. Health-Interview Survey ,onducted bY_.the NatiOnaI. Center. for
HealthIStatiatics. The survey was not designed_to high1irht_the USO
of technologiCany Advanced-devices but gave the followiny .es:iMates
of persons using mobility bida in the civi.,ian noninstitutionalizedpopulation:

one type of aic': 5,292;000
tw,, types of 845.000

three or more types of aAs: 321,062

TOTkL using 6,455,000

Use of specific aids:

Canrs: 2;714;000
...races: 1;402;000

Crctches: 613,000
Walkers: 689.000

_ :Wheelchairs, 645,0j0
ArtifidiaI Limbs: 205,000

Special Shoes: 1,492,000
Other Mobility Aidg: 205d02

Due_to the-age pnd the Content_of_this_survey there is a-need to
colIect_eAditional national data:on the_use_Or_teChbdIoOdal deVices,particUIarIy computers and computr7driven_equipmentldeVeIdped_

since-1977. There is also a need for data on both_the_types_and ntiMberk ofdisabled perSOns_WhO need, but do rot have, assistivedevices in Order
to improvei_maintain; Or aChieve inCepenuence in critical_areas of
life functioning; such as employment, edilcation, transportation, andrecreation._

The NatiOnaI Ihtfitute-Of Handicapped Research is proposing research,
to be:_carried,OUt,Under contract in FY 87, that will involve the
survey of a statigtiCaI sample of consumers to determine use of aids
and devicesi unmet needg, and the impact on the individual of the
absence of needed equipment.
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2, Q. IS THERE ANY WAY TO MORE EFFECTIVELY PROVIDE INFOR:=ION TO
CONSUMERS?

A,- At present, the Department provides information to consumers
through data base management systems, meetings with disability
consumer organizations, participation at conferences, publications,
two rehabilitation diffusion networks, and a volunteer network.

Through such projects as-ABLEDATA__and_NARtC we have provided a
means of collecting, verifying and updating a wide_range of
information on commercially available devies-,_ ABLEDATA
information_is_available_through brokers who provide a personal
link,lbyIinterpreting the specifications and implicatjons of each
de:ice for-the individual client. ABLEDATA, however, is also
available to the disabled-consumer directly through subscription to
the Bibliographic Retrieval Service. We have proposed-a contract
to determine an improved marketing plan for these services.

Information_can be disseminated to_consumers directly,_threugh_
professionals and through_organizations serving-their interests.
We are_sponsoring some publications that provide the information
directly to consumers, Through such sponsored publications as the
Sensory Aids Foundations llyclate, we w'c-providing information abuut
devices for sensorily deprived persooscne of our many potential
conpumer audiences. By sponsoring "Breaking New Ground"-at Purdue
University, we ate tailyring information about-aids to-the
particular needs-of disabled farmers. We_reach consumers directly,
too, through exhibiting at conferences and_through_meetings and
conferences. This_activjty has-been very modesti however. Cable
tele,ision cOuld also be a good medium for reaching disabled
per-sr.:1s in their homes with programs about such topics_as modifying
a house, reLreational faci_ity or worksite to accommodate their
needs. This would provide a means of "showcasing" new technolagy
in a setting that gives it practical creáibility.

We are reaching some professional audiences through the Rehab _

Briefs,-digests of research findings which_ace_diseminated to some
22,000_pergens annually._ A recent ISSue focused on the idea of low
cost technology_as_an appropriate response in many instances. One
of_the_Rehahilitation Research Reviews, produced by NARIC also
concerned this topic. We announced a competition for a plan to use
satellite networking capabilities to provide professionals with
demonstrations of new technology.

We are also-exploring_the_many nEtworks that can spread inrormation
more_effectiveIy and widely than most directLinfOrMation_outreach
can do. We_are directly _funding_two:prototype centers for a
proposed Rehabili'ation-Diffusion-Networkone serving Region VI
and one Region IX. We plan to expand these, within exjsting-
resources, to one in each Federal region. They diffuse knowledge
about exemplary practices and provide technical assistance ,to help-
them become adopted. These networks, once they ate in place, could
also provide Information about devices. We are interestee in
setting up locally based technical assistance ceNters where
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disabled persons and their families_can_obtain_informat
assistance readily. Some of thesE-centers could have sa
available to "try out" before they arr.? purchased.

It is not 7.ossib1e or, perhaps even-desirable, for the
government to_attempt-to directly bstablish and support
networking fabric needed_for our various target audienc
Therefore,_ are_exploring ways to provide "surgc" mon
establish or boo8t_Spes!ifie_volunttrer networks '..,o_that_
transmitting information can_be shared._ We have funded
successfully the National Rural Independent Living Netw
by community volunteers and housed in volunteered space
f4fteen rural sites to exchange needs and solutions inf.
including information about devices, using the electron
communication capabilities of supplied computers. we h.
announced a competition_for_a_demonstration project to
Rehabilitation Engineering Service .belivery National Sy.
Applications have been reCeived and are now_in review E.
in ey 1985. Such a system will have to contain_ informa'
resources an services for technology to assist handicapl

There are many wel' developed networks f disability col
organizotibns such as Easter Seal, United Cerebral Pals}
which have for many years provided assistance and inforr
their constituencies. We need information about the par
needs of these transmitters of information, so we can hr
information which they can disseminate to consumers.
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3. Q. /Capitalizatiob of costs) Who pays for technologyi-1-s
there a wax to-capitalize the-costs?

4. Q. When-do-medieaid/Medicarer private insurance companies, and
VR agencies pay far rehabilitation devices?

A. Because of the close relationship between these two questions, we are
providing a combined answer.

A large majority of rehabilitative equipment and devices, necessary
for the rehabilitation of-persons with disabil,Aies, is-paid for
through third party funding sources. In particular, third_party
programs-are responsible for a large proportion of the dollar
volume of purchases arid rentals of rehabilitation equipment.

Alnumber_of third_parrY_funding programs have evolved, with
different client bases and different restrictions on the use of
their funds.

The following are the seven primary third party sources-of funding
available to help-procure rehabilitative equipment:_ Medicare;
Medicaid; the Veterans AdMinistration (VA); Vocational
Rehabilitation (VR); Secial Services CoveredIunder_Title_XX of the
SOCiaI Security ACt: and Private insurance policies. The
following_diacussion is intended toprovide an overview from the
standpoint of the rehabilitation programs we administer.

Medicare

Under Part A of the medicare-Program, certain aids add devices are
purchased to provide appropriate Medical care for the patient. In

moat cases,_hOWOVer, the devices are not aequired_perManently f.or-the
patient,Lbut will_beIretained_tyithe_provider Ihospital), Althoe,gh

certain aids-, such as canes or crutchesi tYPically may be retained by
a patient on discharge, the intent of Part A coverage of medical
equipment is to ensure that aecessary device: are available to
hospitals for appropriate medical treatment ind care.

Rental-and/Or purchase of DUrabIe Medical Bluipment /MEI is paiu
for under Part B Of:the Medicare program. OMB is defined_as
"equipMent Which_la) Cariwithsrand_repeated usei and_lbl is
primarily and custeMarily used to serve a medicrl purpose, and (c)
generally is not useful to a person in the-. absence of an illness or
injury and (d) is appropriate for use in the home." (US)MRS,

Medicare Carriers Manual, Section 2100.1). Medicare carriers have
traditionally adhered to fairly strict coverage gadelines for DMR.
The criterion of medical_need requires Part B beneficiaries to sUbtit a
PhYsician's order for a piece uf equipment, demonstrating the individual's
diagnosis, prognosis, and associated medical need for a piece of durable
equipment.

,
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If:the:Criteria_for coverage of durable medical equipment are
satisfiedi the regional_Medicare carrier will reimburse either the
beneficiary or the supplier 80% of What they consider to- be the
reasonable cost of the medically necessary equipment. Thia_figure
is calculated based upon the customary charge_of_the supplier and
the prevailing charge of other suPpliers in the area. The re-
mainder of the-actual cost of the equipment is covered either by
zhe_beneficiary; or by an auxiliary private insurance programi a
SO-Called "Medi-Gap" insurance plan; or, in some cases, is Absorbed
ty the supplier.

Eligibility-for Part B_of Medicare is_largely restricted-to persons who
valify under Part A- persons_65 years of_age or older who qualify
Co: a Social Security pension, persons:younger than_65 Who have been
disabled and have been enrolled in Social-Security Disability Insurance
for at least two years, and persons with End Stage Renal DiseaSe).
Eligible enrollees subscribe voluntarily to the program. A mnnthly
premium of $15.50 is required, as are a $75.00 annual aeductible and a
20% coinsurance rate.

Devices which do not meet the claSsification-of medically necessary are
not paid for by Medicare. Traditionally, these types of-Medicare-excluded
equipment have included sensory and communication aids of_all_kinds,
environmental control devices, and computers used_either for purposes cif
communication, environmental control, or any other use. LThe MediCare
Carriers Manual contains an extensive index of device types which are
typically covered or excluded from coverage as D.

Medicaid

Medicaid is a federal/state p:bgram which is adMinistered at the state
level.- Although eligibility requirements_vary by state, Medicaid is
designed to help needy individuals; in_particulariAid to Families with
Dependent Children and Supplemental Security Income recipients. Many
program-policies are established by each state beyond the federally-__
mandated minimum service range, so that procurement of rehabilitatime
equipment varies somewhat from state to state. However, many of the
PriMary_briteria by WhiCh a decision is made to fund or not fund equipment
procurement closely f0:00W criteria uted-in the Medicare program. For
instancei many Medicaid p,ograms typically stress the medical necessity of
a device.

veterans -P.:L.:,listration--(W-

Within_the limitations of Title 38, the Veterans Administration can
furnish certain rehabilitation technology for all vete:ans with service-
connected diSabilities_as_well as for eligible veterans with nonservicc-
connected disabilities. Service is provided through VA-based facilities,
typically by the prosthetics and orthotica department aftiliated with each

7
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hospital. Devices are provided for the eligible client at no cost to the

individual. There are no co-payments or deduk:cibles for device

acquisition.

All veterans with service-connected disabilities will be provided

with re(uired-medical eqjipment and_devices. Need for devices is

based_on the doctors evaIuations_through which the severity of the

disability is assessed and-a determihation is made as to what is

required to insure that the individual is maximally functional.
Provisions-will be made both for devices which are medically
necessary_ and which will enhance employability. Veterans with

service-connected disabilities have access to funds for device__

acquisition as long as their conditions persist. Finam:ial need is

not a criterion for eligibility.

Veterans-with-nonservice-connected_disabilities who can demonstrate

financial heed Will be provided with those devices which are
absoIuteIy_tedically.recessary to cemplete the treatment provided

in_a VA_hospital. The goal of device provision is to stabLlize the

client's condition. Once the condition is stabilized and-th
veteraa is released from the hospital, no funds are readily
available to purchase assistive aids and devices.

Private Insurance

PrivateIy_purchaSed disability and medical lIsurance plans
have occasionally been Used to purchase rehabilitation technology.
Private_insurance has-been used to purchase rehabilitation
technolOgy when such aids can be shown to either restore the_
individual to competitive employment, thus decreasing disability__
insurance payments, or eliminate the likelihood that the individual
will require additional medical treatment within the near future.

Increasingly mi,ny_Iarge_empIoyers are "'self-insured..-" Instead of

purchasing_heaIth, hhort term disability or long term disability
Insurance for emplOyeeS, these eMPloYers provide such benefits
direetly.1:EmPloyers are increasingly becoming aware of the value

of early rehabilitation intervention and disability manaqement at

the worksite, Such actions control the costs of long-term -

disability payments to individuals and return disabled_workersLto
the job as soon as possible to-enhance_productivity. Often these

efforts include worksite-Modifications,_joh acommodations. and
provision of rehabilitation devices. The Washington Business Group

on Health reports fhatmany employers__have_ lublished data on

their own programs, and that little system, -eview of private

s,-tor:initiativeS in _rehabilitation and d .ity management ha$

occUrred. NIHR has awarded a Switzer Fellows, for 1985-1986 to

research the di7,a,i1ity management practices or 350 major corporations.

Sncial-Services 0r-ter-Title xX

Under Title XX of tb-.1 Social SecurIty Net bIeCk grants to States
"furnish services directed at the goals_o_fLlamong others) : (a)

achieving or maintaining economic self-support to prevent, reduce

1
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or_eliminate dependeney; and (b) achieving or maintaining _

Self-SaffiCieney; intlUding redaction or prevention of dependency."

Each:state_isigiven broad discretion as to how Title Xx funds are
to be allocated-. -It is uncertain how many states use Title XX
monies to help pay for rehabilitation equipment or rehabilitation
engineering services. However, such uses are clearly within the broad
goals cf the Title.

Vocational Rehabilitation Services

The federal/state:vOcational_rehahilitation program purchases
rehabilitation technology and rehabilitation engineering services
in order to help secure employment for a client. The agency can
also provide these technologies under post employment services
permitted in the rehabilitation process. These technologies are
paid for by the state agency with funds allocated under Section 110
of the Rehabilitation Act.

DeVittS MUSE be idehtified as necessaryiforiaccomplishment_of:an
objective ander:an individualized written rehabilitation program.
Statei_agencies have-diffezent_policies relating to devices; some
require cost-sharing or "economic means testing" to qualify for a
device. other agencies lirit devices by cost and state policies
may require competitive bidding.

The Independent Living State Glant Program_(PartAy,_and the Centers for
Independent Living Program (Pait B)LanderITitIe VII Of the Rehabilitation
Act can provide services including technoIogy,_te_address_independent
living heeds of diSabIed_clients. _Since P.rt A is being funded at a
minimal level:for the first time in Fiscal year 19854_ no data exists on
the use of-technology. EVen though Part B, the Centers for Independent
Living_ program, has been funded for a nuMber of years, the Rehabilitation
Services Administration reports that a small proportion of grant funds
awarded to these centers has been utilized for the purchase of equipment
and devices.

The PrejeCta With Industry program,a1SO_fanded by_the_Rebabilitation
Services Administtationi_provides equipment for worksite-modification and
Other_appropriate_technology to assist disabled persowl prepare for,
secure and maintain employment.

Capi-tal4ration-of-Coses

As described Above, there are-many federal programs currently available
that support the_ourcbase of_rehabiIitation devices. Though they do not
provide_for all devices In all circumstances, we dc not believe there is
a need for new federal intervention in this area.
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Mr. BARTLErr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, MARTINEZ [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Bartlett.
Thank you both very much for being here and testifying before

us. We appreciate it.
Our next witness is Isaac Gillam. He is the ASsistant Administra-

tor for Commercial Programs of NASA, representing NASA.

STATEMENT OF ISAAC T. GILLAM IV; ASSISTANT ADMINISTRA-
TOR FOR COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS; NASA, REPRESENTING
NASA

Mr. G1LLAM. GOCki rnorning, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: Chairman and members of the subcommittee; L wish to

thank_you for the opportunity to appear today to discuss one aspect
df NASA's efforts to transfer itt technology.

I understand that one of the purposes of your hearings is to ex-
plore the role the technology plays in enhancing the -imployment
of persons with disabilities. Although this area falls outside of
NASA's charter, my discugsion of NASA's Technology Utilitization
Program this morning should infer the indirect benefits of our pro-
gram in bioengineering and rehabilitation that could enhance the
employment of_persons with disabilities.

It is my intent to describe the NASA Technology Utilization Pro-
gram and its processes, to give specific examples of technology that
have- been transferred-and some that are in the process of being
transferred. The examples will be those that I hope would be most
germane to your interest.

The National Aeronautics and Space Act cif 1958-set out objec-
tives for the newly created space agency Among them were some
related to teehnology transfer. First and foremost, NASA was to
contribute to the expansion-of human knowledge of phenomena in
the atmosphere and in space; Another addressed the origins of
technology transfer and states, inipart, that "the establishment of
long-range studies of -the potential benefits-to be gained from, the
opportunities for; and the: problems involved in the utilization of
aeronautical and space activities should be directed to peaceful and
scient_fic purposes. ' Translated into functions, and later-in that
law; another objective wasithat NASA was to provide the widest
practical and appropriate dissemination of information concerning
its activities and the results thereof.

The :NASA Technology Utilization _Program; as it is structured
today, has resulted from experimental programs and practical evo7
lution. It has15een in existence since 1983, and it consists of a small
headquarters staff that, among other things; manages programs at
NASA Field Centers and_ contractor facilities. Each NASA Field

nter has a Technology Utilization Office that is staffed with ex-
perts in the art of transferring technology; and they provide techni-
cal assistance_ and disseminate information to other Federal agen-
cies, State and local governmenth, and to the_private sector.

These Technology _Utilization Offices monitor innovation and ad-
vances in NASA technology and review contractor reports of inno-
vation for commercial potential and utility. Those that survive the

"no
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screening process are disseminated through NASA publications
such as the_NASA Tech Briefs.

Industrial-Applications-Centers provide public and private inter-
ests computerized searcbas and_ access to the NASA technology-in-
formation data bank which includes:information from the Depart-
ment of Defense, articles from scholarly journals, and the NASA
technical data_ These Industrial Applications Centers are comple-
mented by a COmputer Software Management and Information
Center [COSMIC] which provides users, both public and private,
access:to NASA and others computer_software programs:

NASA -has found that technology is transferred most effectively
through person-to-person contact, To improve this-aspect of teChnoi-
ogy transfer NASA has established engineering application teams
to understand kith :public and private sector problems and to seek
solutionato those problems through the use of NASA-derived-tech=
nology. These teams work with mission agencies suck as _the De-
partment of -Transportation,-the-National Institute of Handicapped
Research; _the_ Veterans Administration, and centers to expedite
transfer of technology to users. They:enter the_businew world and
industry associations as facilitators- of technology transfer in order
to bridge the gap between problem idertification and solution.
There arc two teams serving NASA and its centers: the Research
Triangle institute in North Carolina, and the Rural Enterprises,
Inc.. in Oklahoma.

final element of the program is terrestrial applications consist-
ing of specific applications projects. Conceived in- 1971, -this pro-
gram goes one step beyond the aforementioned programs:_Person-
nel from Industrial- Applications Centers, engineering:applications
teams; NASA scientists and engineers from NASA-centers, mission
agencies and scientists; and user groups, public and private; identic-
fy and-understand significant problems of national priority and
they match NASA technology to the problem If the analysis-of the
technology match is good and relevant to the problems :and the
user is willing to enter- into-formalized agreemente with NASA, the
project will be initiated as a NASA activity. _NASA funding for
these projects is limited to transferring the:NASA technology. It is
up to the user to implement and commercialize that technology.

Mr.-Chairman; in the interest of _time I would :like to_ just sum-
marize one example of each of the kin& of 'echnologies that NASA
has used to improve medical diagnostics, treatment and devices to
assist the disabled, and give one_example of each and have the re-
mainder of my testimony placed in the record.

Mr: MARTINEZ With no objection; so ordered.
Mr GimAm. In the area of improved diagnostics; approximately

2-million- Americans -suffer from serious burns each year. Of those
hospitalized; 70;000 :receive_ intensive care and 10,000-12,000 pa-
tients die from their injuries, Modern treatment is based upon
early recognition and removal of dead tissue tO reduce infection
and hasten healing.Current methods for burn depth determination
are inaccurate, cumbersome; or both. Burn depth diagnosis may be
aided by NASA ultrasonic technology, which may be used to map
precisely and conveniently the depth of the interface between
viable and dead tissue in burn injurieS.
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__ Advanced _ ultrasonic technology developed at LaAgley Research
Center for the characterization of material -is being applied to this
program in collaboration v:ith the Medical College of Virginia, the
U.S. Army Institute of Surgical Research and the National Insti-
tute of General Medical-Sciences.

In the _area of7 new_ or_ improved treatment; NASA is working
With the NIH, Johns Hopkins University and several businesses de .
veloping a programmable implantable medication -system, known
as PIMS.:I might digress just for:a moment here. The PIMS system
is-a result of- the- NASA -Viking-Program which was an automated
}ander on the Aanet _Mars. It wa a 1975 project: iThere:was an ex-
pe'lment on nat project that was to Eearch for microbiological-type
life on the planet surface. The lander reached down with a-scoop
and scooped up a sample of Martian soil. To detect life in that
sample that was scooped -up on the automated device, programma-
ble injections of _moisture were induced into that _soil so that the
experiment ct uld be carried out and the poscibilities of life be de-
tected. That technology was used in the development of the PIMS
system, which I will:describe now.

There are a number of- chronic diseases- such as -diabetes which
require long-termi infusion or frequent injections of medicatiorE_Re-
liable control of blood sugar levels throughout a diabetic's life iS
thought to :diminish the incidence of complication such as kidney
disease, retinopathy, atherosclerosis and heartatc-As. An implant-
able, highly -reliable infusion Turrip -that -could accurately deliver
medicine at programmed rates= improves control of blood _sugar in
diabetics and could be useful in other diseases such as leukemia
and others; =

The PIMS incorporates safety features and reliable delivery rates
required-to ensure safe- medication -levels.- Space microcircuitry, re-
liability and quality assurance; _microcomputer and digital integrat-
ed circuitry, pumping and valving systems from various aeronauti-
cal spare programs we-e used in developing this system. The funda-
mental:concept came out of the Viking Program and the search for
life- -on-the Martian -surface.

_ In the way=of assist device we have already seen NASA's efforts
demonstrated in terms of the wheelchair. But in another area;
there are morethan 13 million deaf and hearing impaired people
in theUnited_States.L_Cued speech is a method of improving lip-
reading intelligibility for t-he deaf -by- the speakees -use of-finger sig-
nals to remove lip:shape ambiguities; Manual cued speech, howev-
er, required that the speaker know how:to cue speech. A wearable
Autocuer device using a combination of high-speed, low-power inte-
grated circuit_technology_removes_the requirement:for the _speaker
to provide finger- sipials as cues. A-pair-of:glasses is-used fur pres-
entation of the signals; and _with this_ system deaf persons or-hear-
ing impaired persons could :improve their speech comprehension:in
a normal work environment-Working with- the National Institutes
of:Health, the National Science Foundation and the Veterans'i_Ad-
ministration, NASA microcomputer/digital integrated circuita from
spacecraft and _expertise _in _computer _systems, design verification
and _real-time: speech analysis from Gallaudet College are all being
combined to develop the Autocuer system. The device is now ready
for field evaluation.
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Mr. Chai irman, t has been a _pleasure to come before you andprovide you this information on NASA's Technology Utilization
Program and several of NASA's applications engineering projects
where NASA-derived technology has been transferred to helppeople with disabilit

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Isaac Gillam follows:j
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PREPARED STAkTEMENT OF ISAAC T. GILLAM IV, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR
COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMI:ZISTRATION

mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee: I wish to
thank you_fnr the opportunity to appear here today to discuss
NASA's effor's to transfer its technology. I note that one of
the purposes of your hearings is to explore the-role-technology
plaks in entracing the employment of persons with-disabilities.
Although thi; area falls outside of the NASA's charteri
discussion ot NASA's Technology Utilization Program should infer
the indirect benefits_of our_program in bioengineering and
rehabilitation that could enhance employment of perswis With
disabilities.

It is_my intent to_deadribe_the NASA Technology Utilization
process, to give specific examples of technology that have
tranaferred, some that are in the process of being transferred,
arid finally transfers that might take place in the future. The
exaMples will be those that I hope would be most germane to your
interest.

The National-Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 setiout
objectives for the-newly created_spaceiagency:iamong theM were
some:related_to_technology transfer. First and foremost, NASA
was to_contribute to theiexpansion Oi hIUMan knOW1edge Of
phenomena_in_tLe atmosphere_and space." Another addreSSed the
Origins of technology tranSfer,_and states in part that ".... the
establishment of Iongrange studies of the potential benefits to
be gainedlfrom, the opportunities for, and the problems involved
in the Utilization of aeronautical and space activities should be
diredted to peaceful and scientific purposes." Translated into_
functions, and later law, another objective was for NASA ".... to
provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination
of information concerning its activities and the results
thereof."
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The NASA:Technology Utilization Program, as it is structured
today, has resulted from experimental programs and practical
evolution. It_has been in existence since 1963, and it consists
Of a small Headquarters staff that, among oOer things, manages
programs at the NASA Field Centers and contractor facilities,
Each NASA Field Center has a Technology Utilization Office that
is staffed with experts in the art of transferring technology,
and they provide technical assistance and disseminate information
to other federal agencies, state and local governments ant: the
private sector.

These Technology Utilization_Offices monitor innovation and
advances in NASA technology and:review_contractor repOrts of
innovation for commercial potential and utility. ThOse that
survive:the screening process are disseminated through NASA
publications such as the NASA Tech Brief-s.

= Industrial Applications Centers, provide public and private
interests computerized searches and access to the NASA data bank
which includes information from the Department of Defense,
articles from scholarly journals, and NASA technical data-. These
Industrial Applications Centers are complemented-ty a Computer
Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC) which
provides users_(public and private) access tO NASA and OthefS
computer and software programs;

NASA has found that technology is transferred most
effectively through person to person contact. To improve this
aspect of technology transfer NASA established engineering
Applications Teams to understand both public and private sector
problems and to seek solutions to these-problems through the use
of NASA derived technology. These teams-work with mission
agencies such as the-Department of Transportation, the National
Institute of Handicapped Resea-ch, the Veterans Administration,
and with-centers to expedite the transfer of technology to users;
They enter_the_business world and_industr-1 associations as
facilitators:of technology transfer in order to bridge the gap
between problem_identification and solution. Today there are two
teams serving:NASA and its Centers. (Research Triangle Institute
in North Carol..,a, and Rural Enterprises, Inc. in Oklahoma.)

A final el- ent of the program is "Terrestrial Arplications,"
consisting of secific applications projects. Conceived in 1971,
this program goes one step beyond-the aforementioned programs.
Personnel from Industrial-Applications Centers, Engineering
Applications Teams, NLSA-scientists and engineers from NASA
Centers, mission agency scientists, and user groups (public and
private) identify and understand significant problems, usually of

1
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a:,national priority; and then_match NASA technology tO the
problem. If the analysisof the technology match is good and
relevant to:problems and the user is willing to enter into a
formalized funding agreement wIth NASA, a ir-oject will be
initiated. NASA'S fühdih0 for these projects is limited to
transferring the NASA technology. It is_up Lo the user to
implement or commercialize the techr:ology.

In the remaining time I shall discuss examples of NASA
technology that improve medical diagnostics and treatment, and
devices to assist the disabled.

IMPROVED DIAGNOSTICS

Approximately 2 minion Americans suffer serious burns each
year-. Of thore hospitalized, 70,000 receive intensive care and
10-12 thousand patients die from their injuries. Modern
treatment is_based on early recognition and removal of dead
tissue to reduce infection and hasten healing. Current methods
fdr bUrn depth determination are inaccurate,-cumbersome or both.
Burn Depth Diagnosis may be aided by NASA ultrasonic technology
which may be used to map precisely and conveniently the depth of
the interface between viable and dead tissue in burn injuries-.

Advanced ultrasonic technology developed atLLangIey ReseatCh
Center for the_characterization of material IS being applied t6
this_program in_collaborationi with thz Medical College Of
Virginia,:the U.S. Army Institute of_Surgical Reseai'ch, and the
National Institute of General Medical SCiences.

_ The need fiat' a Non-Invasive--lia-t-racranial Pressure Monitor has
been known for-years. Excessive- accumulation-of fluid within the
natural cavities of the brain may result in increased
intracranial pressure (ICP), causing-transient or permanent
neurological dysfunction and-even death. Increased_ICF can be a
complication of-head-injuries, tumorsi_CNS infection; __:

hydrocephalur;,-and meningitis. Fifty thousand:people each yeat
who_survive_z serious_head injury are left with an intellettUal
impairment_of_such_a_degree as_t0 preclude their return to
previous employment_leveIs. _The extent to %high intracranial
pressure is e_evated is a critical factor in the selection of
appropriate therapy. An estimated 300,000 ICP monitoring
procedures are performed annually in the U.S all requiring-some
degree of invasive procedure. Scientists at the NASA Langley
Re-search Center have developed a-concept utilizing
State-of-the-art ultrasonic pulsed phase-locked loopLtechnology
to non-invasively measure intracranial pressure. -The
National-Institute of Handicapped Research and the National
Institute of Neurologic, Communicative Disorcers and Stroke_and
the University of Virginia are working_with NASA to test the
Langley concept. This device would anew more frequent; safe
monitoring of ICP.
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NEWOR-IMPROVED TREATMENT

:Corneal Topography is unique to opthalmology. This technique
aids in correcting refractive errors, and repairing injury to the
cornea of the eye and techniques depends on accurate measurements
of the shape of the outer surface of-the cornea. Current
teChniques dont permit the fast, high resolution measureMentS
reqUired before, during andiafter_surgery. NASA optiCS
technology at Marshall Space Flight_Center;,_used to_gai4e the
surface of the space telescope mirror; is being applied to this
problem. Optics and computer technologieS febt 'cbe Jet
Propulslon_Laboratory are also heihg epplied to thiS problem.
NASA, the-National Eye Institute and two small businesses are
developing a corne.?l togography measuring system.

_ In_cardioIogy, NASA technology has produced a real
improvement inithe lifestyle of the ill and handicapped In the
United Statet diteases of the heart remain the leading cause of
death. Eadh year over 500,000 new heart attacks occur and
apprOkiMately 450,000 annually survive the first heart attaCk .
mahk of the fatal heart- attacks_result from aimaIfubCtion Of the
neuroelectric control system that regulates the petiodit
contraction of heart_muscles,::NASA joined with th0 JOhns Hopkins
University, Applied_phyaigs_Laboratory ahd indUStry to utilize
hybrid electronics_from NASA satenit0t, tedhargeable battery
technology .and_space age:reIiabiIity ahd quality-assurance to
deyelop_the_first ImplantabIOIROChargeable Pacemaker. The
rechargeable aspect introduced a way to sidestep the problem of
frequent redurrent surgery caused by battery failure-every
eighteer, montht or so and allowed for a more efficien and energy
conservinT implafitable device. _The manufacturer continued to
build Onithe aeroanutics and space technology and has developed 6
miniatUrited cardiac pacer that_can_be programmed to the
patient's heart. This system_uses two_way communications
capability similar to that used to send coded instrUCtiOhs to
unManned sateilites.

Currently, NASA is working with the tedital communityiand
industry-toLperfect an:Automatic Itplantable Defibrillator. This
device_is designed to detect and counter cardiac fibrillation, a
situation_wherein the heart suffers a wave of_erratic_:
contractions and does not pump blood. -his device upes_a low
energy consumption microprocessor and memorx system to detect
cardiac arrhythtias; discriminate between them, institute the
appropr5At CrOrrectiYe action, warn the patient, and record the
epis0d0.
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Another system now being designed will automatically citect
hypertens;on; or high blood pressure; and controi the problem
through continuous administration of medicai_agents; In_the
United States there are over 16 million people classified as
having hypertension, representing about 14 percent of the work
force, are at serious risk for heart attack and other diseases.
For instance in 1960, the deaths of over 32,000 Americans were
attributed either to hypertension-or hepertensive heart disease.
The device is called a Sensor Actuated MedIcatIon-System and will
he developed over the next four years.

NASA; working with HIE', John Hopkins University, and several
businesses developed aI_Programmable Implantable Medication System
(PIMS). A number of chronic diseases such as diabetes require
long-term infusion_or_frequent injections of medication.
Reliable control of blood sugar levels throughout a diabetic's
life is thought to diminish the incidence of complication such as
kidney disease, retinopathy, atherosclerosis, and heart attacks.
An implantable, high-reliability infusion pump that could
accurately deliver medicine at programmed rates improves control
of blood sugar in diabetics and could be-useful in other diseases
such as leukemia, thalassemia, and hormone disorders. The PIMS
incorporates safety features and reliable delivery rates required
to insure_safe -medication levels. Space microcircuitryi
reIiability_and quality assurance; microcomputer/digital
integrated circuitry, pumping and valving systems from various
aeronautical programs were used in developing this system;

Another-project-that was developed some years agc was the
Ruman Tissue Stimulator. Chronic pain and involuntary-motion
diEorders can often be treated effectively by electrical
stimulation. Electric pulses are sent through wire leads to
targeted nerve centers or specific areas of the hrain. Early
stimulating devices weren't widely used because they required
cumbersome, external:power_packs_qhich had limited lifetimes. An
implantable human tissue_stioulator was developed_by NASA and a
small business in collaboration with the_A2pited Physics
Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University._ Thigldevelopment
effort, resulted in a microminiaturized implantable system,
roughly the size of a deck of a cards. It includes a tiny
rechargeable battery, an antenna and microelectronics to receive
and-process commands and to report on its own condition via
telemetry. This device led :o the commercialization of a Neural
Race-r that is used today to treat Eeveral neural muscular
disorders. NASA's satellite telem,,try ano commanj system
technolgies, and microel ctronics were emp'oyed in this system.

ttmilimiLimiriminilimosini
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ASSIST DEVICES

Today we are beginning a new project_with_the Veterans
AdMinistration and the National Institute:iot Handicapped ReteA'..-th
(NIHR) to develop_a Miniature Functional Electrical Stimulator.
Today there are-645,00Paraplegics or quadcaplegics in the U.S.
and several laboratories have demonstrated that paraplegics could
stands ride bikes, and_ walk very, very slowly if a computer was
used_to'provide the proper electrical stimulus to the muscles or
nerves involved:, The Veterans Administration has requested NASA
assistancelin the completion of the miniature stimulator and to
insure reliability and quality assurance and to facilitate
COMmercialization. At the same time, the National Institute of

_

Handicapped Research is piannihg to join us in the:development of
Advanced Sensors. These sensors will hopefully allOW
manufacturers to develope a "closed loop" system;
Microelectronics-, reliability and quality assurance, electronic
packaging, and system engineering are being applied to this
device.

Approximately 700;000 people in the U.S rely on wheelchairs
for:mobility; For these people, the commercial airplane is a
major barrier. !Standard wheelchairs are not compatible for use
in airplaneg, thus limiting access to the lavatory. Employment
requiring extensive plane travel is most-difficult. Stimulated
by various organizations for the hAndicapped and the-
Rehabilitation Services Administratiion and NIHR, NASA entered
into a collaborative effort with the handicapped organi2ationg
and NIHR to develop a wheelchair designed for use in the_airplahe
environment. The chair was designed for easy seat transfer and
access to the lavatory; to be lightweight and easily stored. The
resulting AirCraft Wheelchair uses NASA'S composite materials and
structure analysis technology.

In addition, We have just completed an Adv-anced Wheelchair.
The limitations Of conventional wheelchairs-include-heaviness,
frequent repairs, and limited lifetime-and-resulting high
i+fe-cycle costs. Wheelchair design,-prototype construction and
testing is a costly process. It was felt that_the use of
improved materials, as well a.; computer simulation and analysis,
could result in a more durable; lightweight wheelchair. NASA and
the NIHR collaborated with the University:of VirginiA tei use
aerospace structure design/analysis techniques and graphite
composite materials to develop the advanced wheelchair.

Regulation of:body temperature can be impaired by several
diseases_or Injuries including spinal cord injuries and-skin
disorders. When individuals with these conditions are exposed to
even Moderately high temperatures, they suffer discomfort and
ri-sk hyperventilation, increased heart rate, and heat stroke. In
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bthet COnditiong such as multiple sclerosis and_7burning_imb
syndrome," cbblihg,the body hag been shown :to_relieve some_of_the
symptoms. A pOrtable codling garment:would eliminate these risks
and discomforts, thus opening new employment:andidaily living
opportunities for individuals previously confined to _

temperature-controlled environments, Technology used in the
development_of_Thermal Control Garments io protect astronauts has
been used to make portable cooling systems for transfer to
medicine.

_Automated Foot Measurement_and Shoe Manufacturing-systems are
heeded by the 17;S Shoe Industry. The need for_Orthopedic__:
Footwear can_tetUIt from:trauma or diseases such_as_arthriti5,_
diabetes mellitus, and CitCuIatory disorders. Properly:fitted
shoes are important to restore funttion ahd improve comfort.
Neglect of serious foot disorders can lead to disability and:
amputation. Approximately 9.5 million pairs of orthopedic shoes
are manufactured annually in the H.S. The number of artisans
available for the manual construction of custom orthopedic shoes
is decreasing significantl Y, creating a growing disproportibn
between supply and demand.- Optical systems technology-for 3-D
shape digitization and-integrated computer-aided enoineering and
design are being transferred in a NASA; VA, and National
Inatitute of Handicapped Research project with the U.S. Shoe
Corporation.

Today theté ate Mdre than 13:Minion deaf and:hearing_ _

impaired people in the-U.S. Cued-speech: is a method of improving
lipreading intelligibility for the deaf by the speakerls use of
finger signals-to remove lip shape ambiguities. Manual cued
speech, however, required that-the-speaker know how to cue
speech.A wearable_Autocuet Dcvice, using a combination of high
speed low power integrated circuit technology, removes the
requireent for the speaker to-Provide-finger signals ac. cues. A

pait of glasses is used for presentation of the signals. With
this system; deaf_persOns or_hearing7impaired persons_could
iffiptove theiri_speech comprehension in_a normal work_environment.

the:National Instituteof Heelthi National Science
Foundation and the_Veterans Admilittration;INASA
micro-computet/digital integrated circuits_from spacecraft:and
expertise in computer systems, design verification and_real-time
speech- analysis from Gallaudet Collede are being Combined to
develop the autocuer. The device is now ready for field
evaluation.

Mr. Chairman, it has been a pleasure to come before you to
provide information on NASA's Tecnnology Utilization Program and
selieral of NASA'_s_many applications engineering projects:when,
NASA derived technology has been transferred to help people with
ditabilities

12O
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111 NASA lechiloloz:
Teander

Windmvs OLOPPortunitS . .

Past. Present and Future_

Thirth_taverity.five years of research
and technology development in a it:in-
t:IF fields. the National Aeronautics
and hhAce Administranon has:massed
an-array of technologies to snemats
[Mtn 0 llshi00_0et..4 _and which in
tont can be well applied to Earthly
prohlems_ These_ advanced technolo-
gies coyfr _such frids as matenals,
electronics, i.mputer kieriCe._bioz
metNatal:and mhotics Of particular m-
terest here is-the process -whereby_
NASA_teadologyis transferred into
medical engineenng -and the develop-
ment of si stems :_u_suppom the ill.
han_duapped and trifinn.

NASA is commdted to_lieidigin-
dostrialorganizations,arademic fh-
st:tunons,- and-public sector orgaruza-
tudiiiinikeiffeetiveuse of the
technologies developed under NASA
auspi.es -A significant _part of _the
NASA organization and resources is
committed to the technology transfer
pnieess.

NASArs- approach is to create win-
dows otopporturuty that enable pri-
vate orgatuzations to-develop market-
able products through appliCattoffor
NASA-developed technology. Each
window focuses upon possible matehes
between a problem requiring a tech-
nical solution and-spectfic, available
technologies_friani_NASA,. Flits.report
descnhes- some successes m-the
"-WInclotvs of Opportunifs._"_Pragradf,-
those in the past whem the transfer is
complete-and products are commer,
daily available, those in-the present
which are m the process of transfer,
and those m the future for which initial
concepts and development efforts are .

being funned at this time.
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The Chitanization

Make; components m the translo of
NASA technology to meet biomedical
needs =lode. .

TerrestiTial-Applications.-
A branch of the liehriologyVtilization
Headquarters activity within the Na.
urinal Aeronautics andSpaceAdritino-
tration,Which establishes -policy tor
the-biomedical transfer process, alio-
cates_renatirees and_ coordinates amis.
tnes among the operatidng-unds. This
ffice serves- as the in-M.tink in estab-

lishing_ a _working relationship-with
other Federal agencies such as the
Vett-Tait Adntimstrapon and the Na-
tional Institutes of -Health.- Coopera.
hortiCifh theSeatid.otherFecleal
argenties is most irolortant in ow
transfer process. .

Technology ifeililation -Offioena.
These indieidas.,Maiiigethe par-
ti_c_i_pabon of NASkCenters m all tech-
nology utilization activities. They par.
ticipatem the e.entificabon of prob-
lems and-survey NASA -scientists and
engineers fortechroiogyandeapertise
that can-be applied-in-the-problem.
They also coordinate contrammgactiy-
dies: arth _industry as the technology is
being-prepared for evaluation and po-
tential Commercialization.

12 4

1

Technologe Aniplirat ions Team..
Th. learn. located at the -Research
Triangle ['isnot,. Nortli_Cartilina, and
supported by the National Aeronautics
and-Space Admuustiation.- aid, NASA
Headquarters Intlie coordination of
tsomodical-transfer, works with NASA
Field Center persennelon Vent-lc
pridects, and pomades liaison suopart
sath other federal agencies._ state. oi-

niziations and industry as tcouired.
Program methodology and amities of
the technology applications team are
to (II identify-problems through inter-
action with islinicins anti medical re-
searchers, -121 identify and serven a{,
plicable -NASA t echnology Chat meets
thecneekalls...s. (3) develop cons-
rhercialuation strategies.-and fdb _ .

transfer potential _medical innovations
toprivate industry or mstitutions for
final devclopMentland_Marketing.

Pris ate organizatns and individuals
may emtact the National Aemnarities
and SPice_Admints_tration concerning
any biomedical-topic which might ben-
efit thraugh Oie Utilization of aero-
nautics and spare technology.- The fol.
lowIng map shows-thegenerallocation
of Omits of contact. More detailed in-
formatiwl concerning the- orgarmaiirdn .
andusaddittonahaecomplishments may
be found in a publication entitled-
'!Spenoff,"_ publikhed annualty_ by the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

stration.
_

<
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Pitgrammable
.Pacemaker14

lbedeveloPrnent so cardiac
pacemakers is an outstanding example
cif the manner in which biomedical
technology can produce a real own we
ment in the lifestyle- of the ill and hand
icaPPed..The remarkablcmnofical
achievements seen m this and other
bekls_driting thepast_t_wenty ve-usare
intanately related to progress in the
aerospace sciences. The-cardiac
pacemaker pnbect also illustrak s he
manner in which Federal agencies, ac.
idemic_mstitutions-and Indust-nal on_
ganizathms can estabh-Tha productive
and_symergisticworkug relationship

Diseases of the heart remain the
leading cause of death in the Caged
States, although The picture improves
every year Many fatal heart attacks
result_troinanialtinicuon of_the_neu-
fork:irk control sy:tern that regu-
lates.the penodiccontractionot heart
muscles. With early driecrion of such
malfunction. a pacemaker can be im-
planted lo generate an electrical pulse
that-controls heart muscle con-
tractions_

Early pacemakers, developed
throtosh a NASA tjoddard Space- Fight
Center program on ,,yhnd circuit tech-
nology. used mercury-zinc battenes
which were hem Y and shorthved. Sun
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gicatreplacernentof the batteryw
necessary every eightemcmonths
so. This_picture chaoged to the I,
1960s when the Johns Hopkins l:-
say Applied Physics Laboratory ;7
izosed a rechargotheoncept Lased on
electromagnetickransmission thnoigh
the troact skiii__ReCharyvable.bartenes
of the type used in satellaes ouid
solve the pacemaker short Me pnb-
lein

In -1 j73. -Pacesetter Systems. Inc,
of Sylmar._ Caltfori;a.iworking with the
Applied Physics Laboratory and the
Mahal hiabtutions of_thejohns
Hopkins University, perfected the bria
comm. NUR ayailablc model of -a re-
chargeable pacemaker. This employs a
hermetically sealed rechargeable-unit
conthining_a_singie_-_cell_mckel-cadriOum
battery such as those used-in most
satellites...Today an ever more_ad- _
vanced battery based on tithnim elec-
trochemistry is used.- This has excep-
tionaugnigh-enerVidensities and a
very low-selndischargeratt.-

teChhotogY-hadiandlier
advance in 1979 when a programmable
unit was introduced. Pacesetter Sys-
tents cr.eloped PIDgraMahth. a sys-
tem-with two-way communications ca-
pability based on technologies

128

dv' 100cd his NASAnto_send coded inn
structions unmanned-satellites. The
ffnigramalkh_svstion allows a_physwian
to communicate with a patient's
pacemaker hy means of wireless te-
lemetry sigmls. Where earlier
pacemakers delivered a fixed type of
summusonre ImPlanted. the Itre
grairaITh system can he "fine-tuned-
to meet each patient's _

needs. As many as six heart sumulak
irg functions: for example, pulse rate.
amphtude, and widttcean oe adjusted
as necessary. When reprogramming is
Cadiplete. flie_systernsendSlbarl a_ _
copy of the neW settings from which a
permanent record can be made.

Recent technology developments be
Pacesetter Systems have been di-
rected toward an_Achanced FunctiOrt_
Pacer. which-offers an-anplantabie de-
vw_e sinZerklin any Prograrnahrli uno
and incorporates substantially in
creased programming capability This
system is capableof sensing and stink
ulattng either Or both chambers of the
heart and_offers both better control
over and monitoring of heart function.

The Advanced Function Pacemaker II 2S.t
by Pacesetter Systems. Inc features 14
Pogrammable parameieos.-ss 10abb
across, and weighs 50 grams
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Cardin loa Mannequin

The evaluation of cardiovascular dis-
ease relies heavily <Kittle physinaak
eurarrunation, Tie bedside -findings-
fflisteralmnadon allow nutialidiag
noses among a variety of heart con&
bons and gwde the use of complex lab-
MUNI' procedures. The development
of effective Magnostr skills. however.
reffoires.a.Physiman first W. .See txh.
tients with the hill spectrum of heart
&seise at Yarious stages_uidevelow
ment Second, exhortation skills
must be practiced routinely and re.
petitiveh. To achieve the: with actual
patients is difficult and expensive The
Carchoki0 Patient Simulator._
'Haliey.'-capatle -of simulatog a wide
range of beam onnilitions. represent,
costseffective means of meeting these
training objectives.

The cardiokv ). mannequin is capable
of-sanulatmg mrtuallytinhmited cardiac
diSease states_Synchinifiled.biLteml
arterial icaroud, brachial. rachal, and
femoral) and-jugular veinous pulsa-
tions. prernitialmovensents, r.spra-
don. blood pressuin and auscultation

I( I
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in the fiwr classic acoustic an-as a,
exactly simulated. Complex analytic_
esents vam with respiration when ap-
propriate Sl,d prorrams dispLn back-
ground data ihr each disease state to
increase the reahsm and effecm chess
of traimng.

The Cardiology Patient rianulmor
program has been raided EY Dr. Mi.
chael S. Gordon, Professor of Carthol-
ogv at the Fruversity of Miami (Flor-
ida) School of Medicine. Physicians
and scientists from other medical- cen-
ters, includuir the mversity of Anne
na. Ihake-Undersity Emory Inoet

_

Georgetown Universily. thc Maio
cow. and the-University of Nebraska,
as well as the National Heart. Luw_t
and Bloodinstitute have-pardi -paled

the prn.ffann Ind nstriaturgamra,
dons and NASA. which powided dis-
play technology for the presentatIon of
training materials, also participated.

Harvey is becoming cri accepted in
structiorwtsystern, ) 111.3 4-1 rc
der the pspices of the National Heart.
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Lung-and lil itutc toaml-that
students_whi trained with this system
scored lugher on tests of cartholog),-
knowled,:c and showed unproved pen,
formance when examining actual pa...
dents.
...Therearecurrehtly_ortneen Cardi-

y Patient Strtmlatom in use. Includ-
ing one in ThTaiLind and one_m japan.
"Harvey- is used to instruct nurses,
fourth-year metrical studentsand .or
other educational purposes,: Thepro-
nuction ot the current model (third
gentradornis being done _through the
Umversity of Miami on Florida.



Advanced Defibrillator
Monitoring Syst em

%icums of heart attack, re-qt.:Jr mune-
diate and_uroper_care_ II cardiac arrest
occurs wlwn no One else is present. It
Is flal Theprospects fcr recovery
are good: however, tt riegr..ent Is_
given promptly and circulation main-
tiered thug the victim_ reaChesa hush
tat lf the attack occurs whim the pa-
bent mina hospi_ prospects are
even better-If cardiac arrest caused
by:ventricular fibrillation. the I, -art-
beat often can bc rempred with use-
fibrillator. an apparatus that briefly
passes an ek (Inc cur-rent itirough the
trait
_-_The_deatifilatur Sends an electric

shock-to the heart via two metal plates
POidlimed properly on the chest- wall,
This method uf restarting a mopped
heart mimics a moire process in
Which ImPulses frortillierigAit atrium
spread through the heart in the aormal
beatinggattem Eddie heart. Once-the
defibridator has imposed a normaLpat-
tern of electrical activity,she pattern
usually wilt be sutained_b_gilittart.,
For it to be successful, however. :he
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defibrilbtor must lie middy- acies,:file
arid-out mto immediate-1,e.

t,. achnncedidcfibrsTbtor moose.,
irstem- is behtweight: portable_

and_c_asy_ to operate. It combines the
defibrillator contacts Ipaddle,i with a
nucroprocrssor-hased rnoratonng sys-
tem- tu disptay_both treatment and pa
nem- information. -The- advanced de
fibnilatornorutonng system-is an-
outgrowth af an earlier NASA pmject
lincomas the Physician's Black Bag.- a
portable mositannjt-seatincra urutdv-
relopeiJ ics -the Johnson-Sgc.ce-Center
by Telecargl inc.- known_ lollowmg ac-
quisition-as-Nal-co Ski-Systems. m
Houstms_ Il=sos-

The advanced defibrillator niorutor-
ing system is designed principally f or
05e-In a hOsItai environment, hincor-
porates sealed-membrane key-switch
conhols_inassiiikstattinlayout. Each
onwrgency-oherating steo 5 11141Cated

sequence far quick appli-
cation- even with thekhetienced_ users,
There is a built-in annntahng seuJer
and dock tee conitilett dheddiesitition

of its use in a fibnllat ion event;
stem. 31thoughdrslimedtor

hospital aphucation, now rs- huing con
i-idereda, parthtahmtotype sup-
port-module for hossible application
aboarrifuture Space Shuttle (fights_ .1s
the ovulation of Space Shuttle
crown-lusher, becomes mom diverse
the possinditv el a cardiacephode_ -
must be considered. Appropriate treat
molt equipment_ must be available as
part of the on-baard medical system.



Huthan Th
Stithulator

Neuromuscular difficulties. m i.Crtx. a-
lay the problem of chronic
can be helped by electriml stimulation
ol nerve and muscle thstie. Chroni-
IsIMIrcenldtritts, Meunsalism, and
other clhorders-affects at least ter
Pcivent-of-"re_PatatiaiLSive'all
thousand of these -obtain regular rebel
through electrical stimulanon proce-
dures. Devices in present use. how-
ever. require an enema! Pnver source
andla tratuntift*scod fated to the
skin -Pventy -lour hours -a -day r.- device
dtai type_ MiCerniortible._ inconve-
nient, andsenerally unreliable. often
with a greater than ninety percent an-
nual failure rate.

-Pacesetter Systems. -Inc., of SA-
MS& Califteni:_working welt theA07_
plied-Physics Laboratory-of The Johns
HithndnitIhnideseed
Konen Tissue Stimulator Tah is an
implantable &vire offering a scric...ion
tor most of_the_problems found with
earlier stimulation systems-11w new
nentessinTiesitaiteditiolorydrmel,
aped at NASA Goddard Space 7ligat
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Center =el employed-in-a., firna.1 A-
brehomtfSafelliterl_Tlie_Human _
Thsue Sumul tor mcorporates-a nickel
cadnuum battery telemetry and com-
mazid systems technologies denied
from those used with the satellite and
redsked mittonarnature
bons. Tbe-im,,lantabie-elernent is the
sae of a _did iir_cTrurTs

Ilhe first two stimulator units to be
implanted were quite successful. In
one_ a pabetn with severe mvo'untacy
ma-foment -disorders from roofiple-
stleroan adhered ecw4kts:contrrL
over the tremors: Itt the second., pa-
tient who suffered excruclating_patn _
from a wrist injury incurred in a fall re-
ported immediate relief from the pain
SascLorithe mg:A:swot these trials.
Pacesetter Systems is moving to corn.
iiiercratiadrYtitai

The field of electrostimulati.n is ad-
vancing-to encornpass complex neu-
rological disorder& Pacesetter Sys-
tems now has developed-the
intiglanta*NeurolithEglau s menus .
ing devise for the treatment of the

12

spastalty of cerebral polsv and for-the
sUPPressronof et' seizures- The
de, e hat Yeen shown-to be safe and
effective tomer one hundted reretc
rots, unents. The next phase -All be
the development of fa: programmable
rest a.ers.sd ust.thie thMugh micro-
processor tecimokrgy to tne changing
beech Of the indiviMiat pabent.

The PafeSetter 1,europacer with on Pro-
grammer/h.-An,.
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Lbdscope

.erospace tedinokie has led to the
development ot a portable X-ray image
inensifier called lixiscope which
prproneoto be usefu in anumber of__
applicatixis in medical and-dental fhb.-
rtaxwarictitteiiitheassiiiid iicrnit-
raphy.-making it possible to uze a-
rieL/21:1011-1i0UrCe and potentially
reduraar _the dosage_to the_eatient and
radiologist Such a combined radiation
source arelimajite intentifiet_C los...To-
pa that -for certain-fluoresee* ex-
amen= airal peitable_sptern_can
be brought to-the homes of bedridden

hiripped patients.
Ilic_Prisoope,which stands for

Low Intensity- X-ray Imaging
$C011,=-svo,y_ed_outiithetreliholee
gy-intended-to observe celestial X-ray
ethahrtsinnin_orratirtitsalelbtes_ln
rey-witrorkanythe imensity of the ra-
&tion received bi euxemely low As-
tronomers sometimes want to observe
objects so faint that theinriging-sys-
trnt neastrespondtO ahlrompholon_.
ci radiajohat a time, In the laboratory
ii_NASAI_Ged&rd_SWce_Fkght Cen-
ter.- scientists developed an image in-
tensifying-device that capitalized both
on the hipb effi4eociof ezistatrare,
Earti: phosphor-screens (which detect
and craven X-rays mto.Viarble

Ki the )igh visgale-light pin of cer-

14
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tam ruzent image ilitensa-rers in
annadvoutthe resulting_ UN

because the energy range-of X-rays
io.edjtvmedicinL
to the energy range of celestial X-rav
object,. such a kiw-intensity X-ray
imaging system is also well suited f.v
sone medical-applications.

-The orhtinal_Lixiscorie_uses_army
nidkractive-soun.x esits-supply of -X-
rarysmostiiiitaileady pocket size
system.-However. radioactive sources
are unable ti) supply-the ideal energy.-
intensity. _or secirraldistnizutiorrof _X-
raVs in some appbcatioas -For such
cases a mtirom batterypented_X-
ray generator has-been developed re-

atNASM__Goddzed Space
Flight Center. With the X-ray gener-
ator. the energe intensity-and spectral
distnhution of X-rays can be adjusted
at will. Therefore-in -addition to rake
active sowaseh_IhrIrritinature_X,ray_ _
generator should make the Lixiscope
evenrnore versatilein a large variety
of medical and industrial

Currently. Lixiscopes with Allow-
tWe sources are beingmanufa-tured .
by taxi. Inc.-, -Dowrers-Crove.--klbnois.
.k_tatnher_aftatiOnartieiliarreiTso ob-
,aircd-hcenses from NASA tc man-
ufactureLiaiicopes with the mionture
X-ray generator.

134
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Space S4o Blood
Analyzers

Regulation-of Wood-electrolyb, is ens
mal_for_wellbeing High blood _Ores
sure, dehydration.-urese loss,- Mar.

thIni-.-_1:bettc_omna and
certain types of brain *Airy all affect
sodium levels.-Potassium levels can be
critaml since abnormal arnountr can
cause disturbances in the cardiovascu-
lar-ism-volts-- and muscle_ uyitems:
tonic calcium regulation-is needed for
bffied_coagulation. nerve. Junction. and
normal skeletal and cardiac muscle
contracticm. As part of a program to
develo,- techniques for nionitonng
electnilytesof astronauts on-long
thNAAoniiacofdodlbORJON
Reseamhof-Cambndge. Mass4chu-
setts,_to produce compact anahat rs.
The traditional method of eietttOite
measurement at the requirec
flammable *.3es which couldmit o.e_
used on space flights. ORION solved
ale prabieni by diveffifuirig electrode-

16
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based devices whim *crated well um
der,pace_ vondibons__ _____

Included-among the vanety-of bk
tesunginstruments _brought about by
space research are electrode-based
electrolyte aralyzers. notably ssudiunv
pot2us5ium and ionic calcium analyzers.

-Asa -spin-oft of- that earh -work,
ORONiiianiitatednwr-iIe es that
simplified electrolyte analyses-in
clinical labaratories..The Space Stat-211
cakinmanalyzer is still being de:-
triboted- by ORION, but its consparnon
sodiusnIsotassitun_analyzets, __called_
Space-Stats30, uvas replaced in 1982
bY.Model Miff

Model 1020-has increased the level
of autonsatiou in the sodium/potassium-
measurementthrough increaseduse at
microcomputers. With virtualh no-
training, almostan,wme Ca ti-naifily
ses on the iristrurnent. There are no
knobs or dials to tiirriall operations

ean-be uutiated umth a push of _one of
fliii_bdttbriS _IYES, ND._?_I- Only _BA
microliters of whole blood are required
for a complete analysis. Results are
displed-M less than one_rninute.

The instrument-fits in a foot of
sPaCe and rsinottabk-Iiiiddition to __
being used us traditional clinical labora-
innesandsurgical_nuoms. Model 11.20
is making sodiumMotassium analyses
routine in doctors offices, small labo-
ratories, ambulances and mobile
tary vehicles.

Space_Stat Model ION blood Analysts
System



Aseptk Fluid
Transfer System

ManY fluid tratider or, essesmost_ be
accomplished without contammation.
The purity_of_Squids_is a special con.
cetn dunng the transfer of fluids into
the-hurnan body. At this time, transfer
systems used by bloodbanks do not
ensure st erihty. For-this mason-the
Ford ahd DingAddiiiiistrationlas _
nded-tharbkood which is frozen and
stored, once thawed, must- be trans-
ferred within 29 hours or discarded.
The Aseptic Fluid Transfer System
mien well rendyethisiestrictien.___

NASkhashatt an ongoie4t program
tasnadnerlie stériliiniihioLspacecrafl
before kunch to themoon and to other
planets. Heat-sealed plastic films are
used to maintain:, sterile environment
during last-mange mtpairsand-adjust-
mentktorto-'suneili. Ibis sametech-
nolegy now has been used to provide a
iaeans_ Of transferring fluids from one
container to another in a sterile manner,
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The Asepuclluld _Transfer System
was iro..nted at the NASA Jet Pnnul-
sion Labivetory in 1974. It was guided
through the !ethnology transferpne..
cess and now is licensed- in the Health
Care thoup Laboratnnei. Inc.. Of Lib-
ertyville. Illinois.
__ The transfer system uses con,
tainers mach? of two kinds of plastics
that melt at different temperatures.
Two layers of_Polvdnylchloridewhkh
fuses imder relatively low-heat. en-
closeakyerof amoreheareststant
Pastie in a design allowing the con-
tiguous regions of the two packs to
form a common wall. When heat of
AOC is applied with-a beausealer.-the
ronnectoit treeffertitiely_fusedthe
joining-area-is sterilized, and an open-
ing_is introduced winch allows blood to
flow from one bag to another. This
linking process takes one minnes- Any
bacteria present on the outer walls of

t:..; containers are killfO during the
fusing_ process.

The asepo, fluid transfer system is
simple_inespens,e. durable. capMle
of ensuring stenlity. aril doe, not
damage red blood ,:eits nr blood .nm-
ponents during the trnnsfer pro, ,..
The system appears imitable .1

wide acca of medical fluid pe ci ssing
functions. including intravenou: and di-
alysts procedures.

Aseptic fluid transfer syste., guarantees
blood sterility during blood bank transfer
prnmsses.

kinder Sat

ip7
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Chromoii.ome Analyis

"flie nucleus of a hying cell contaIns a
number of threadlike bochet; called
chromosomes. Each chromosome. in
turn, is madeup_tif gettesvehichcott .

tam the-'bluepnru- of information that
transmits iterechtarycharactensties of
thi, animal osplant from generation to
generation Researchers use this cel-
:ular information to study the genetics
of cells and orgamsrns.- Medicaclmi-
curio used to diagnoselandeven_pre-
venti-genetic abnormalities in humans.
Hut tobe_useful to these bromedIcal
professionals, the mformation about
chromosomes contarned in a cell must
bet.organisetlin a structured way__One
importantorganization form is- the-ka.
ryotype,_a_catabigingof_thearrange,
ment of chromosomes, by type, that
occur_in_a cell. -The preparation of a
karyotype by standard methods from a
photograph-of the chromosomes within
a-cell is a laboriousprocedure that_may
take-a teclmktian several days to com-
plete.

To speed up the preparation of
human karytitypes. scientists and engi-
neers at NASKsjet Propulsion Labo--
ratory developed an Automated Light
Micniscope SY-Stern (ALMS) diTti Pal

18
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automatically. rapidly and accurately
scan a chromoseme specimen tome,-
sure and classify the-chromoiomes
present-ThesystemosesintriL
(computer-aided) image processing
technology denved from research and
development that In has earned out
in the-past in support of NASA auto.
mated missions_ that returnedimages
of Mars. Jupiter, Saturn and other
badiei of_ the siikr_ system_ .

To be economically feasible for use
in a hospital or clinic, an automated
chromosome analysis system Must
consist of two-parts: a-Orme-that au-
tomatitally_niutmely
scans chromosomes; and another de-
vicethat automatically, routinely and
quicIdy prepares chmmosome _spec=
Pnens for the scanner to-use. J EL sci-
entistshatm.hclfilled_the_first Part of
this two-device-system-with-Merr-de-
ielopme, _of the ALMSNeacchis_
HI-developed technology stas-trans-
ferred to the City of Hope National
Medrcal Center in Duarte, California.
where its biologists develtpied the sec-
ondelevicetamachine_that_ramanati,_
ally prepares chnimosome specimens
to be scanned
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Using the ALMS technique. an op .
erator_ wvtfinsyinsciai trarnaixt_canper-
6-rm-a karyotyping in 7-16 nunutes.
dePeriEngonthe type of specimen.
The system is now being used expen-
mentally at the PrenUss Womens Hos-
peal m Chigo to obtain lcaryotypes of
chromosomes obtained from pregnant
worrwnthiSMOiammocentews The
potential time and cost sayings ob-
tainable by means of this automated
technique are cteadv_great. However,
the economic stumbling block to the
actual clinical useot an autontialPd1
chromosome analysis systerrris-the
large munberof sample7sneededso_
keep the machine operaung most of
the time.- If alarge.scale.- centraked
clinical laboratory to conduct auto-
mated chromosomal analysis is-eser
established the IPL syst&mrPOre- -
seats a technology that can be easdy
uptted ind put to uranediate use.

tfornogeneously stained, weeral_
human male karyotype 6. ermined by



Muscle Biopsy

Skeletal muscles act to move the sk-1
etal structure of the human hodv-and
to maintain Oishire against Me ;aulLof
gravity Generally speaking. there rtre
two tpes_iil s.keletal muscle fiber.-
"Fast twitch" fibers contract rapidly
but_tire_easily- They predominate in
muscles for which sudden exertion is
often requned.-such as calf-muscles.
'Nuw twitch:. fibers contractikeely__
but-tire kss easily They are most pre-
dominant muscles_ requiring en-
durance, such as back muscles.

About 15 years ago, a simple- stain-
inglethnique was discovered _which_
enables the-two-types-of muscle fiber,
to.beJhstmiluisheilimidera.micro,
scope. In-cross section, muscle fibers
finin.abiopsy sample form a mosaic
pattern of light and dark shapes. Slow
fibers arc light in color. while fast
fiber, dark.

-The-ATPase-staining -technique en.
ahled_physicianatognose both the
type and severity of neuromuscular
digeaseby being able to measure-dif-
ferential change in slow and fast fibers.
There-was, however. -a-serious-prob-
lem. The analysiSmadehyaphystaan
looking through an optical microscope
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ar.statncd_muscle.fibers vs-as sutne,:,e
and of limited accuracy. A more quan-
titative and precise analysis method
was reqiured,.

Scientists at the NASA Jet Propui.
sion Laboratory_becarnc-invuleed m
the automated analysis of muscle
tissue-dilille the observed
loss uf muscle bulk byhumans and am.
mals during space fhght. Using a digital
UrizgeprotesSingtechnicie to.analyze
the muscles of rats that had-been in
sincere:it 18.5 15ysaboardtle_USSk
Ihosatellites. Cosmos 936 arid Cosmos
1129,4n investigators. along with re-
searchers fmin the Universift of
Southern California,-confirmed -that
there is indeed a reduction_m_bodithe
size-and weight of slow and fast mus-
cle fibern.

The JP1.--clevelope_d systeni uses a
corni.oter to-aid in carrying out rapid,
accurate analysis of musclesamples
The device can measure- -thearea, -den-

Circumference._and.intensity
stain of a fiber-in about 20 seconds. An
adVarieed_ver6in developed by
NASAls Appbcations Engineering Pro-
gram and the Musclar Dystrophy -As-
sociation is in use at the Ultivertity Of

Califorma at Los Angeles for bass' as
wal as rlinicartnvestt4itions..

In basic- rese-areh.- the device .111 ad.
dresunuesuons _SOch i'S'..-What is Me
nature of nomial muscle? Viliat hap-
pens to-an athlete's muscles as he-
trams?- What happens tothe inuselcs
of-a patient confined tu prolonged pen .
ods of bed_reit?

In- chnical-research the device will
addiess_questinnszuch as: What takes
place wath muscles during, pro:ono:I
pat alysis? Can an early diagnosis lie
made and PrtticrsicmeaAndmthe
treatment of such- neummusoilar dis-
easesaamyasthenia4naiis, inuricar
dystitiphy. and-amoyttophic lateral
sclenasts IALSI?

If these yuestions can be answered
successfully the digital image-process.
ing technique could become an:Annie
tool in the diagnosis, treatment, and
evaluation of neunxnusc4r disease.

Muscle specimen stained no show the-rOo-
tAk pattsrn of ludit and dark shapes Tore -
fencing slow-and fast.twatch muscle fibers
ii aws iectian
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Eyetracker and Stabilized
Laser Photocoaguiator

Prnbk_ms in slush the retina of he
eye becomes detached or lifts au-a,
fawn its_seppurting structure, arc _

treated b) _lacer photos uagulation. his
focused energy of a laser beam
'burns" a srnall_part of the retina and
causes it to fuse to the rear of the eye
mains apermanent porntof attach
ment. There sre two problems- how
ever, whathimit the_uwfanessof the
photocoagulation technique First a
omtact His is placed °ter the eye of
the patient w Inch produces astigmatic
distortion with unferent-angles of
heain_inadince which- m tum. causes
the shape of the burn area to sail with
rettnal locaticn. Setond, nooluntary
rye movements make n thhicult to
achieve the desned-accuram m locat
ing_the burn sits The recently devel
oped-eye-tradter and stabilized laser
OvitTattiagutor_offer promise for ea&
of these problems

The National Aeronautics and Space
AtInunestration m 1965 began support
of studies-of the %suet accommodation

Thete efforts, with additional
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import (rom the !N too.] Fr t lien
tuts of the 'National Institute, a
Hcatth_alIousd International te
anent and cfcrelop Inc Oual Purkinu
Image metracker This cistern
works by tracking a pair of rcfle snot,
from the front surface,, of the est
wing UMIstbk_Infrandliht wtuch op .
erates through athchrosc mirror
Tbere iioareqUirenient for a col taii
Iet,s Accuracy is as good as if not
better Man that provided tn the con-
tact lens r sthod

The Eye Rese irch Institute of Elm-
ton has developed a laser coagulator
system which can focus a lastr Mani
onta the retina elth no attacturcnts to
the patient s me In Pial the laser
coagulator and the DPI est track, r
Wt succes,fu,b_ merger' into ors
sy stem-and tt ted as part of an effort
with the NARbebmshfin
ter The objectives were to (1) config-
ure-the laser mput sc cm so that the
eyetracker output signals ought steer
the beam and (2) merge the two m
stnnnens mechanically so that they
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d'dnrotrrcrrfrrcwrnh t then .
Initial trial, with andna, in I9S:i

successf.,ily denyinstratt d rh, cipabili-
ly if the instrument The {suit .ot-con.
no with the laser beam mi the pa.
tienCsretina is not_ affectedlny the.
patient's own eye-movements. Newly
deSigiied safetyleaturesnow ace_being
mcorporated wluch will allow .1 night
power laser source to be used in reti-
nal repair procedures uith human pa-
tients.



Gait Analysis

Control of limbs is a-sacral ambler)
for a child Yew, cerebral palsy _The
child's movements-are weak, poorly
coordelejedi_and yerkYdueto poor
muscular-control. Walking can be
helped-however, through the -prescnp-
tain of physical therapy for mthadual
leg muscles.

In order top:exotic asaccialtred
program of-therapy. -it-is necessary n.
measunea_CMS Preasewgking Pat-
tern. In the past, the child Was co0.
nected by means of a bundle of wires
to a recorder and a &gay ts measure
npeafic- muscle movements- It -war
found latyoungpattents of ten were
inhibited by the-awkward-tangle of
fraiTing laws and_The elediedes at,
tached to the body. This made it diffi-
cult-to obtain clear and consistent
readings of-their movement patterns.
---An orthopedic researcher-at the--
ChiRken's DosPitaLatStariford inPillh
Alto,- learned of the body
sensors developedior the_space pro-
gram and contacted the NASA Ames
Research Center for assistance. Ames
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chem.-ea, drawing nn their expert-
enceyathelectromr_Mstents usuidla
rnoneor -the movements of astronauts
during space flight developed a by, .
tcleme- ry system to measure the gait
of cerebral palsy victims-The mulia
bre transducers were affixed direCfbr
cwer the-muscle-raoups being studied.
with .unpaltes_theresent by uireto_a
smail transmitter wenn around the pa-
tient's waist The transrrutter relayed
the signals to a -receiver in another
room where the data-was recorded.
Whilethis waa_signatifritimprave-
ment over earlier techniques; prob-
lemsar-hilined. _The belt package con-
taining the transmitter caused concern
in the child and changed his gait. Also,
the wire_pickuas and tlksignaltnpung
at the transmitter caused considerable
electronr.1101SE-

Elertronics.-ot Daly City. Cah-
forriia. _again) worting with the _NASA
Ames Research Center, recentlyde-
veloped a new gait analysis system
with refinerrents which_reareet the
earlier problems. This is a multi-chart-

nel transmission system-with eight tr.-
divlcryitatrontroned transmit-
ters.- each operating on a different
frequency The belt package-and all
wires-kading from sensors thus are
removed. Each traasmitter is posi
timedat thepouitof inierestintine _
application, -each foot had a transmitter
that sentinforntabon on four p-unts of
contact, shossing exacth- what par of
the foot was touching the failure'. At
the same ten:three additional traos-
maters-were-affuced to each-kg ma-
ck_group-There Wouldtrutsrmlthe
electmcreogram (muscle firing) of the
particularmuscle that was used in syn.
chrunywith the foot±placement. A
physical therapist then could deter-
Mine_thearease techniques required
to -help the child.-

The new gartanalysis m stem, con,
mercially available through L-M
tronica. has been-acquired by the lAit.
erans Achninistratkrt a avaan
hapital. and two universities with gait
analysis centers for use in physical
therapy programs.

Platenknt of leg transmitters in the ad
nixed Zan analysis system.
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Implantable Biomedical
Systems

One °lithe Most stitnificantadvances
in modern medwine is the develop-
rneivt ottnintiniablesystems in iontml
a-ewiety of ficretofcre intractabk
media problems.- The dramatic ad-
vances in this etdtirO-
heront prowarn drawing on meracal
scientists and engineers _unnersmes.
industries and Federal- agencies. The
titunediCal_ringineenng isSUes have
been enormous. With Solutions coining
iamany instancer through use of the-
expertise and technologies developed
at NASA.

Thisfield_covers_the spectrum frotn
systvas in meryday t. to thosii ex-
isting today only aS Cr-1,pts Most.
however, lepresert technology in the
process of transfer.
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Programmable Implantable
Medication System

The traditional araminisr.i tun drugs
foy:triz.da_tanl reasons as by mouth or by
Mjection.- In man, instances. -these
procedures _do not produce optimum_
results. There arc a number of drotts
which achieve desired effectiveness
NO when delivered to the bkvxd
stzram at a constant rate.- A one-time
rkeho .. either brallV_OrlaYinjection.rane
vides a high level of the drug-k-the
blond.iiiiii&tely after. adraintstaaa _
tionc with a gradual deckne thereafter.
For many conditions. such as treat-

lIWTA-of Ivxt nesucither
the high initial level-nor the subsea.
quent low level-is desimbleLThe_peak-
and-valky effect works against the
purposed the medicauon

The history of enplanted drug dekv-
try systems can-be traced to 1937
when Unplantedhormonc:preparations
were tested- with-livestock: -The devel-
npment_d_Pnalirkiiitable delivery_sys-
tents, suitable for human application.
is a recent event. Wilk such a system
will aid in maoagement of many dis.
eases. the thrust at-this time is toward
hetter_controLof diatktesOnemilbon
diabetics-in-the United Stateadepend
oTadiiiTsuinjectinrustrilk19con,
tml blood sugar levels. Medical *den-
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lists babe,- that more rehallle ,,,t1-1s1
jheK blood suZir level, would di

nnmsh-the menience of- the Man" VIM,
pfalion,associatind_wath dubs-tea-1n
addition, it would improve an 1/An-Mu-
ds kfestyle- removing the reglinr.
mem for '2 to 4 msillin cLulv

A Pmgrammaffie-Implantable Medi-
cattimNytstem.f_PIMS1. has been duvet-
oped-by-the-Appbed Physic, Lahorato-
ryjoffnilhipkTrfi Et_..,ersay. and the
Technology-Utilization Office. NASA
Goddard Space-Fhght-Center
Pacesetter Systems. Inc.. Sylmar.
Cakforma: and ParkenHsninfm flut-
menbcafPrnducts Division. Inane.

The inpranted element m PlMS to
the Implantable Programmable Infu-
sion Pump llPlPL-An external urut
programs the 1P1P after implantation
via-command-and-telemetry systems.-

ecinstnicta basil Med-
nationdelniery schedule which repeats
within a period-of 24 hours. In addi-
tion. up to six different supplementary
schedules can be prograrraned to be
debyetrytogion_requestof_thepatient.
-The mkmminiatutized hybrid rir

systentas_ _
well as the progfannning unit is based

in NASA technologo. The uotinnind
and teleim-trv svsterns draw on t h-

tiologv inn-d -with sniallatron, inn- Nat
ellatSA r- 1 laiiiihn.rhe organic.,
tion which developed the ric.lwtunued
Mod contiols used-for meteringno
!tient, into the soil samples in Cs.
Mars Viking spacecnP.--pnwi,4ed the
miniaturized pump aorlh1d>.__This
pump is capable of omelet mg medic:1-
mm m_prease_dosesabout a mil-
lionth of a liter at a time:

Animal stumes hai it been condo ted
ti venfy tne sYstenfs fficacy in the
treatment of duhetes iii date. four
INN haye_beeromplanted to &dein
di .41. Results demonstrate the ability
of PIMS to normalize plasma gluclise
levels.

At the completion of clinical testing
atsdoeptuncelorhuntoti use..
Pa,esetter Sy,.tems. Inc:- and Parker-
IhnnilimpLan_to manuficture_and nun
ket the Proaannoille Implantable
Medication Syster

27
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Automatic implantable
Defibrillator

onenWhon Americ:Vh.S ,AAAOCT
lieartaffacks each year. -App. 011113I,
Iv half of these sumo ethe attiwk nut
roughly 50,00oottfus iffmup the within
itneYear..fflosily Iso yentricuiar
fibrillation-When-it can be- aprihed in
tine_electne shock defibrilbuon in
generally successful in restorinal npr-
'nal beat pattern-to the -heart. l'ntortu-
nat els..nuot of. thtise whodoevach
year from a fibrillation episode art.
Awity_ from AlospltaLlthen. they ciiukl
ieceive -iimper treatment.

flWAhfoiWitotlmpfu'oahte
fibnllator (ARO offers a solution to
this problem by implant= within-the
bodies AA persons.4111A
system to detect- the onset of libnlla-
tion_prAktlx.l.plarati*.latal arrhs-th--
nouns and-to automatically dello,
ancelff eilixtriepulse to restore-the
heart to anormal rhythm. Work for
the development-of began under
the dre:litin IA Dr m m...4-,5111al-
timore's Sinai liospdal and Int-Pins
Flopkinsfiehootofidethi me. -AID de-
vices manufactured tiv Inter Ss-stems.
11Whave-been Unplanted in 2314-human
patients at 20 medicale:entrr. Of
these 238 patients, 70 hair had a total
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id:245 spontancousarrholmui Ape
sodes in whicn norrna! heart rhvtlun
Was restorrd hy-the Implanted AID de-
.-ue. The annual death offefor Ous se
nes of patients was reduced to onh
4 ti percent fmm typical rates of 3o to
Oti-percent,--
_Work:Cs being conducted at this tune

toward an improved Automatic Im-
plantable Defibnllator System tAll/-
Ili. This work is being condatiffed un
dee-contract from-the Goddard Space
Hight Center with_ti ._,Appbed l'hvstes
Laboratory working in immune-non
with INTEC of husburgh, Pennsylva-

Tectusology Imm the space program
is being applied toward_three obit,
ttst. l'hr first isto redesign a, Is a,t-
ble the current AID using principles
andeomponents whose capabilities and
relaulties have been vabdated by use
m spacecraft.

The second cbjective is-to develop
an external recorder caniibleof moni-
toring and recording the patient's_ECG
atffny tine when the patient's heart
goes into fibrillation. A spataecraft-
type.law power, solid state digital
memory could be used to obtain

stsmnd recording of the first dr
fibolLecr _episode in a partnuiar urne
penod. This would also prosule a Fo
tient _with an induation that a defibrilla-
tion slaw,: was adnigustered.

The thrd objective of is to
goralIV Oerease it.s.taliabifily.._The un-
proved Alit-will-provide a demand
pacerbinctionto restore normal
rhythm to an asystolic heart, an auto.
manc_test sequencer and low-bat wry
voltage detector. poneranumbiluy al, -

lowing adiustment-hy the doctor, early
warning of an irrinerieliig defibullatton
episode,-and a four funenot, mternal
eynt ECG recor er mt flO.I1 con-
cept offers vcry sophisticated and ad-
vanced support for individuals suffer-
ing Inn heart problems.
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Vascular Access
Device

Advanced procedures-in medical tech-
nokriS,whsch_offer such dramatic hope
brr-bt-diseasis. kidney cbseae and
other afflictions require access to the
body. With soma cleana cornier,
tains must be made. In other m-
ainges,_the_ bloodowstbe_drant,
temporarily from the body for treat
ment.Irsalhose. an 171VasiVe comes-
toe is required.

Any invasive system canes with I:
cenain problems, If a sinale:PuncWre
is used, there is post-treatment bleed.
ink-tissue swelhttig.wnd_the formation
of bruised-areas: -U-a-permanent vim-
nectar is_imWnted. there It-A high
risk ol infection and reaction by she
body. The-challenge is devekip a
pentianenny irtapted cobJectorwith
Nocompatibatyone which can be
lined locLionitiaiii61 with no atten-
dant-complications.-

Carboni-11one ol the most bio
compatible substances known. How-
evefl vast forms are tat strong
enough kw Wended toc
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strength forms of iarbort deiogned ini-
tially for suave capsule heat shields.
were ,sudied.- under NA$A,iiiiport. at
the Rincho Los Amigos Hospital in
Downey._ Cublomia,Nitni,i_s_carbon _

wai -found to-meet the requirement for
funenapalibilty-tobe hght weight and
appropriate strength-

The preparation of percutaneous
(through-the slonlsonnectiansis_asun
portant- as the selecbon-of matenals.
The_NASA__Lewis Research Center_
has been waking wnh Agsbal Meth-
cil Technolop. Inc-. to use- ton-beam
sputtering techniques developed m the
NkSA Election ProPulsion Program Is'
texture percutanenia_connectoru with
a regular array of-micropillars (small
raiielipantal-These inhibit tissue
downgrowth and subsequent rea.ition
of then:inflator

American Bentlet. subsidlarY-of
American Hospital-Supply-Corpora-
tion norioffeni itiralr_Aoaess
System using a vitreous carbon im-
Wit la slath*y non-fesctive

wlthtiSibkald.o r chemicals. The
implant does not Interfere V.Ith Maine
poenj actiVittes and priors:les an w-
and moisture -seal betWeen treat-
merits. Patients requinng -chronic de
alreis_ignicedutis fire_afforded_consid-
eruble convenience since treatment
may _he given either 3t home or at 3
medical facility.

Powwow of bouLartiono
macaws access implant.
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Pin;thetic Uririar
Sphincter

Urinary mcontmence drasucril, affects
a sufferer:Subtlety to tray a nomal_life
Ir addmon to the victim einem e cs-

tera_cullection_devwes {Case ctlft,
stint residual urine In the urethra and
bladder, where n serves as a medium
tO stgaliort bactenal growth. ln para.
plegics. who are permanetulty memo.
nent,ludney failurelreni_bladder infec-
tions-is thc most frequent cause of

Aerospace teciinology has been ap-
plied to the d-velogenent of a stmple.
reliable prristhetir unna.-y sphincter
control s]tistem to enatile urtrary-m-
continent patients to_achiesi_e_sternA
voluntary control of bladder function.
This program started when Dr. Wd-
liam G. Montgomery. ;researcher_
treating paraplegics at Bowman Gray
Scbtargof Mechem_ atiake_Forest._ _
University, saw theneed-for a simple
bqk_itrWWit stilve dedirk MittinUld be
surgically irriphmted and easily con-
trolled by tbe patient- Dr. Montgorn.
ery rognacted KAMA Teclugolory Ap-
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plications T,A111 at the Resew.
Tnansqe Institute iiiINirthlCiisIlrvi. A
preurct Men u as stared through thr
Marshall Spare Hight Center with .t
kits feature- being thr adaptation ,a tor
low pressure, zero k. Wage high rela
Inky valves used or the Viking Spas eh
craft,
_ _The fwe year_deyelopment progiarn.
which was recently completed with
successful animal trials, was conducted
under the detection of a rn.earCil warn
at Roithestei General Hospital. Parker.
Hannifin_ Csrooration manuticrores the
valve assembbes based on aenispace
technology_ MediAl Engineering Cor-
poration of Racine Wesconsin, plans
to market the deince following govern-
ment approval and chrual tnals.

The sphincter system, an implant
&twee &-s4Tified fhibhlh male_and
female pats-nts. contains a two-cham-
ber intatable, occlusive nit placed
would the methra, r sed-sealmg stor-
age systern-a check valve mechanism.
and a valve flitid reierroir. Tie swim:.

O

ter sytaein ts implanted so that The
tatty bulb assembly is aicessiblr hs
manual pressure throughthe skot.:The
cult aPplx, pressure it, ,KVII.litst Ike
urethrhaandmaintain r.'41!1,1,,Ik:C, The
pressure can be releases] !Or
then resumed by manual manipulation
of the .11ve.

Clinical trials uf the potstheto Urin-
ary sphilicter are scheduled to begin in
early 19115. When commernalb avail-
able. _Huta sy offer wo
tant advantages over earlier devotes..
first,ats sunplieny promises to_reduce
tlx. surgical complexity of the nolo,
tabon poicedure. Second. the high
merit_ device malfunction with ousting
devices, often due to yalye tallure,
shOuld be drain-alit:illy iiiitiroved

,sie mar, `,PlosiIie,
Ski



Oetilgr Sere-ening
System

Early_detecuon_irid_careof visual ab.
normalities 1/41 school children is most
important. An economical, highly reb-
abk ocular screeningsysternhastken
developed to detect-eye problems in
childrenithrough_a_photoinetric anal!.
sis-of retinal reflexes.

The_Gerierited_lretiO Relies Image
System photorefractor-is capabk
testing the human visual system for
rafractive &Mr and defects in the reti-
na or interior chamber and for -ob-
structions.m the cornea-It Aso_can
detect ocular alignment problems
_ lthyunit&ix the_ocular screening
system consist of a 35cion catner'_
body, usmg color film, arelephoto lens
and an electronic flash- Thk system
measures the reunalreflex by means
of_a_direct_photograPh_ola subsea's-
eyes, taken m a dark rcsAn to facilitate
PUral_diratien-The color retinal reflex
Images then are analyzed by experts
to determine eye pmblems

The Orpret startd when an_aph-
thabnologist m-Huntsville Alabama
contac.sdtlik licrarahA_SOce night
Center ler anology Urbutioi OfSce to
request . technical evaluation and u-
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aistance -In developtng a photorefractor
&Vice. The resulting system- devel-
oped with -the-assistance of-a-small
bukhrii.. ElektrO_Opu=ginstruments.
does safe. low-cost stitzning for am-
bhooii idimness of sight) and other
rye diseases, especiallyfor children
too -young to communicate.- lndepeo
dent -testa conductedLbYrheSittidiL -

Kettiewell-Eye-Research Foundation ut
Sanitarium_ graJed_theaccuracy of a
prototyt system at 88 percent.

The system k capable of detecting
eye anomalies such as "VI:copra _myo-
pia astigmatism,- strabismus.- rei uJ

Pgmenfationpattemand_ lens Obstruc-
tions- It was used initially m a mass-
screening_ci students at the Alabama
School-for thr Deaf and subAesigenly
by a Huntsville Lions Club in-a-screen-
ing of 1,05 kindertarten and ffrat
grade students. Five hundred and
seven_ were_fenniduthiik abnorma/
retinal-reflexes. University of Alabama
nesearchers-also are- testing a select
groopof 441 students with learning
disabilities to determine possible--:ela-
bonshitubetwern theielanbieriti_itid
er abnormalities. Of these students,

255 acre-found to have abnormal reti-
nal reflects.

The ocuLr srer, system is an
effective measurement ts-vrc, which is
economical, portable, and nk.-..nlvas.
ive. It is a promising technique for
large-scalr streenms: -h:Art,, to dc.

tem visual urnbleni- -;,gr

Ihe_systern_was cap-.
mercally uvan..iNe gi L....
Electro Optics Com,
small business firm in

'wvbluk ,t1
A Urentrecled 21400 20,200

Photograph nude with (,enerated Rtunal
Reflex 'mage Ststem

32

Visual anornah patterns.
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Speech Autocuer

The- successfutderelopmem of a
weir-Zle.,_ea_-11-iespeech perception
aid has the potential to improve the
economic status and quality of-ide for
the 1.8 million deaf_people in the
United States: Research has been
cornPletedidachiletrionStrates that_.
deaf people- can perceivaspeech accu-
kitelt_dnaugh a prosthesis based on
Cued Speech. Called tbe Autocuer,
the speech analyzing prosthesis pre-
te-h1tantranatically deinTd_msual cues
in real-time to a wearable eyeglass dis-
PlaY.whirlt ineenibinTation.With_fin .

reading, enables accurate speech per-
ception by &eat people.

The Autocuer prineeL is a four-way
collaboration between Research Th
ant* Institute_ (speecb_analktii,
ware-and-software design).- Gallaudet
College_(4boratort fraining and_ test-
ing, field test), NASA Gaddard Spare
Fight Center (projet coordinauon.
technical consultation), and Teleserito-
ry Systems. Inc (fabrication of field
tett onitt_connnercializatieril-NMA
and the-Veterans Administration pro-
videclietkiiit kir the _work.

Capitalizing on the pioneering el-

forts of NASA in developmg comple-
mentary metal oxide silicon (CMOS)
Mw-power electronics_ for_space_Mit
sions, work began- in I979-to-develop a
low=power. wearablemicrocomputer_to
adequately analyze connected speech
for.successful automated cuing.

The last two of tbe large sm*_inte-
grated circuits needed by the Auto-
cuer for producing accuratereaLtiitii_
speech-analysis-Ma-wearable-package
havericovlbein incorporated Mtn the
design and are being verified to meet
project requirements. When this step
is completed, the:design will be re-
leased to Telesensory Systems, Inc.,
forfabrication of 24 Mats for use in die
field-test.-

Sehicluled_tobegin 1-985 and-last-
one year in duration: the field test will
include deaf adults from 20 to 60 years
of age tridgrelingoallycleat children
all of whombave a good-knowledge of
SpotectEngfiShigi conamercly_avail-
able Autocuer will-follow when the
&Id_test iremonstrates that the unit
works in the real-world speech en-
vturunent
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Hip! Joint
Biotelemetry

Over_pkt000 total hip replacement
operatsms am performed each vear in
the Uruted -States, Unhirtunately. a
number of these do not hive Lasting
SUCcess. X-ray evidence of -femoral
component intisrlles,n1.tragnsii_nf
percent-has been noted in rports
from the Mayo Clink In 1.97i and Inim
UCLA 171- 1979. Failure rePor itithc,11'
that prosthetic loosetungroay to ound
uy up tp 27 _prr ntiot Adei_ patients in
as links as seven years.- and M up to 54
Pentent_afteronlY_fitr_j_ears inpa
tients under 30. Mechanical complica-
tions of implant breakage-cement
fracture, skei tPl loosening. and com._
ponent wear are &reedy related to the
transmission of force across the joint.
With younger-patients who-will have
greater_performanceexpectations
fmnytheir replacement joint. we mac
expect increasing rates of failure due
to the increased transmission of here
acruss the joint.

noijimttorcrvits
voilves-calculations-based uponmathe-
ititifiCattilir7afinnsof foint geome-
tries and material properties. The
accuracy of such calculations is not
blown since dynamic effects due to
the musculature can only be esti-
mated.
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The NASA Jet Poipuligon Laborato-
111 cooperation with the Plomeelcan-

kis-Sect-ton-of the Division iii Ortlio-
pedic_Surgerv at UCLA. m_1977- began
the development of a prototype bm.
tciemetry package to be sealed within
a total hip:replacement unplant. This
system will-give In nen data as-a-pa-
tient goes about hisor fierdäilractia
ties-, thereby proyiding engineenng
dataint_previously available for the
improvement 01 hip guilt design.

The expenence of !PL-voth muu-
atttrizecl remotely con_rolkdspace te-
lemetry systems-his resihed in a
designmercommgmany of the
difficulties previously encountered in
powering implants.- Rather than using
batteries or Wattr through theskin.
most-of which are- at best- awkward.
theli'L design mks oniorluced
power.-With this technique, the patient
rieedsonlv to_wear a cuff, much like
that used to take blood pressuna read.
nuts, around his thigh. Power is trans-
mined from coils of wire in theculf to
an antenna built into-the-hip ggnt tm
plant_ Data `: :11_straingaugesensizs-
within- the-, :n am read out tl,:augh
the sarneinducuon system. Thus data
can be collected over months or years.
with no &comfort to the patient. At

all times, the implant will funcoon in a
rormal mannti.

Data from the completed system
will provide the first re- ens-loading
hirmathin troma.tatil_hiprenliice,.
ment. Evenif only one patient implan-
tationts achieved, the information wdl
be invaluable. Direct measurement if
hip force with walking aiSs.-east 5. and
modified_guit patterns %tit jay, a rela-
tive measure of the-etfect.veness of
these techti&ei...__Validat onof &the-
matical models volt be passible. These
ffita_wilLbe of -value in understanding
the mechanical forces responsible tor
vosthetic loosening and fracture and
wilt also showwear .PattertiSininitery_
nal- components such as the acetabular

-Work is proceeding at this ume on
engineering models-for actual implant.
This effort, funded by the Veterans
Administration. pending Government
apploYalifor use jilL hilltikilabiki _

willresult- ns data describing forces on
human hit) wintshy 19$6. This infor-
mation will be invaluable for thetm-
prove:trent of futute fur ging systems.



Versatile Portable
,Speech Prosthesis (VPSP)

The number of people in the United
States svith speech impairment is est;
mated at about two million, oratiout_
one percent-of-the total-population-As
many_as_one_-Mlof_ these, __up to one ___
nullicun. are bebeved to have senous or
disahting speech-impairment which re-
mises the use of some type of com-
munication aid. or speech prosthesis.
While there_are a:numbs-tor-son:1mM-
cation-aids with sisual and -printed -out-
puts, a Steedtaid_provides_fister fid
more efficient communication. easier
group or classroom participation, tele-
phone conyersation, -the ability to com-
municate with children who- cannot
read-away utmterrupt or uutiate_
communication, and the psychological
belie& of being ableto speik.

The Versatile Portable S_pe_ecti Pros-
thesis (VPSP) is a synthetic speech
output consinMication aid for non-
speaking people designed-to-be-placed
&itwheiddikiniiid pos-ereillfrorn a.
wheelchair battery. The versatility of
the VPSP allowsit to accommodate a
variety of inputelevices including sin-
gle switch. multiple switch. joy stick.
or other keYboardsontrolswhich
physically limited people have the
ty _Pa use-ItisPeTalis_ Willis

abili-
ithmi _

voice for people unable to speak with
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their own voice.
The VPSP employs a microcomput-

er_Juitha_Phoneme.stirrehsyruhesizer
and a-specially designed television
screen- The user compows.speech _
messages by accessing desired words
and phrases from a "starter vocabu-
lprrin the microcOmputerS memory
as they are-displayed on-the matrix
board screen _Alter
selecting a message, it is entered by
manipulating a control switch which il-
luminates the words or phrases one
wishes to say. The microprocessor
then activates the speech Synthesizer
device -which speaks-the message
a51.1d The users Rib can develop
their own messages and store them in
the computer for later -use. ha clinical
trials. all users felt that the VPSP was
a great help to them. The message
construction time_ varied _from one_to
three words per minute with the one-
switdiSersion_nutenWordsperrnin-
ute with a keyboard, using single-fin-
ger -Mire

The VPSP is the first tornmunica-
tion aid-to rely-on-synthesised speech.
It -witidevelninid_bY ffieRehibilitition
Engineering-Center, Children's-Hospi-

ktio,
The speech synthesis procedures

-.ere based on extensive psycho-
linguistic- human-factors research con-
dpcted by the Man-Machine Integra-
tion -Branch-of-theNASA Ames
Research Center._ This.researchirii-__
pally was directed at applying synthe-
sized_ speech in airplane cockpits as an
effective means of warning pilots of
dangerous situations.

The-Versatile Portable Speech Pros-
thesis-has been successfully tested as
a_prool4il-concept_system_Urid is ai,U-
able for commercial development Al-
though designed as a wheelchair-
mounted system, it can be used in
other situations to aid persons not ca-
pable ol speaking.



Non-Irwasive Lung
Diagnoais

Theprognosis for manylomis-ofpul-
monary disease is improved with early

Mection, accurate diagnosis, and the
immediate initiation of an approPriate
program of therapy.- Diubfing pulmo,
barygInesseamayelibtiliacesult
of-occupational smdenvircsanental Sac-
tors,_parionry_vascular_pathology,
cYsticfibrosis,astfuna. orcismette
smelting. Management of these ill-
nesses remMes new methods lo in-
sme early detection:

Research maemacoustics con -
ducted at NASA's Langley Research
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Center has provided a-basis-for a theo-
rya_theorigin othiiii.Tvinespiratory. _
sounds derived from the motion of vor-
tices_in theinunan hang. The nature of
a given pulmonary dlness should muse
a distinct change in a pattern of air-
flow through differentregionawithiii
the lung. The developmental work in
pubnonary.icoustics ind _the_validation
of this theory using lung models has
kin accornplisheo by -the -Theoretical
Acoustics Branch, NASA Langley Re-
search Center, and the Medical Col-
lege of Virginia. Ilks work Mande:

the developrnera of a technique of suf-
ficient sensitivity -to record and analyze
human respiratorjLsoundaas_dieSe_
sounds are-changed by rnmimal lung
dYshaction

B&K _Instruments, Inc., of Cleve-
land, Dhio, is supporting this project
with engineering consultation and
equipment,- beheving-it -has -potential
commercial %aloe as adiagnastic_sys-
tern.- It predicts a market for the
system memployee_industrial check-
up centers as well as in hospitals.
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UNISTIK

thenrkgan automobile is a complex
perceplual-rnotor.Aelmty_frqurmg use
of all four extrerrunes. For a -hand,
MIPPed_PeMOn_this audirfiiL
ri not impossible.- In-mcst instarices,
independenttransportation As Tot
aChieVilbie- kr the severely hatiO17
gamed-and represents a-real barner to
their leading. productivetivesL
- The National Aeronautics and Space
Achninistration:_ilimugains_Tichnoluff
Utilization-Office and working Meon-__
jiinerinitiiiiM_Me Veterans Administra-
tion. *managing aprogranyto_USeLn-
mar-Rover Vehicle technology-from the
Agpllo yrpgr_am o aidintbedivekm-
ment of a controtsystem-which will
enalyieseveretybanchcapped people to
drive a conventicmal motor vehicle.
During the Apollo ntiosizolo in the
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astrzmauts drove the Lunar
/Cover Using.nne hand to accelerate .
brake, and steer as they esplorrd the
surface of the moon. The UNISTIK
Lles a trp.ax,s ioyStickio_oinnd _

electric motors which position the con-
trigs of stile:Vitt motor vehicle- Mov-
tng the suck forward depresses the ac-
celerator pedal, rearward depresses
the brake pes.-1, while kttor right
movements tc-othe steermg-wheel in
t_be_appmpripteekrectioiL_The_system
uses a Ay-by-wire' type of control
usedinspacecraft ander certain high
speed aircraft rather than the conven-
tion& direct coepting of control to actu-
ator.

The design of the-drnerk control
SYSternes_basethin_a_humanactors -
analysis of the onntrol capabilities and

l =awns of quadnplegacs who have
%I-tiered lesions of the soma) contat
thy fifth cervical vertebrae. Inputs to
the des= study were made by a
quadriplegic and several patients at the
LratgRehaladAation HosPrial frilm

Colorado. Johnson Engineer-
ing s.ornCidifine_itormerly -Nelson and
Johnson Engineennvinct, the firm_
which has worked with NASA and the
VA to develop this system has testiel
a prntotype UNISTIK no a- I9el Ford
Van: The Van.has berlii_kurcessfully
driven by several quadriplegics. This is
a.mawr.steplorward in optoung the
normal world to the severeb handl-
aalVed.

UNISTIK beov use] for control of the
Van.



Computer-Enhanced
Angiograph3r

The cahie ot this teLliniyus lies in i
caPacitk for making long terrn (Ammar
Lions and inuts_accuracu irs shral
studies such as those at Usk _it ran
measure small changes M ksrnns rdr.n
ta:ed an progressive angaigrams taken
Over-Intervals of tam Tlus computer
aided method also shows aline:ism
error of only about four percent as
compared tuabout 25percent for the
visual inspecton method.

Because anspograms manhe an m
vaswe pnacedure_with Nitre risk to the
patient and the use -of ionizing Tartu
fiork_theonmputeraiied. anage_anals
sks technique developed at JPL must
compete with presently developmg
norerneaswe techniques, such as nu
clear magnetic resonance and ultra
sound, which are apparently nsk-free

LUG.

and w hich use non iontzing radiation_
How t si r there are types ot Lamina
tains that cannot La pe rformed as w t II
with ultrasound i for t sample.) as with
anmographs In addition this tech
mom tint rs much fmer mags rt solo
tam than mien the unproved-cltrasound
instnuncriedeseloied_at JP_L. Pertains
tht most prorMstne approach. how
nee will te to usa these same basic
comp; er mugs anal . sts procedures an
conjunction with tilt JPL ultrasoLnd
device

The technology described here ts
beingesalnated_dfroLgh continuing _
clinical trials Through estensive pub-
lication of the results acheved-thus
far _cornputer-enhanced aruppgraphy is
expected to come into sncreasingly
wsder use

Computerdeternaned woven ot a
frenceal arteey shining the edg,
'renal lumen (outlaw of d2rk Sinai (Wit r
vertical Imes esti:1141e Me iodine of the
=Mal (pte.diseased I at lerul kirk n

14
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Hydrocephalus
Shunt

HYdrUCephaill, lb .111 \ L'eSSIVe _

cumulation of fluid ; 1ln the natural
manes of the brain. It is a condition in
which the cembral ventricles enlarge
abnornially when the pressure of the
eeribrosPinallifidifilsek Thi . is are .
sult of some impairment of the normal
arculationocirabsorption of the cere-
brospinal fluid. In children. appmu-
mately 8.000 cases occur each year as
a result of a cleft spthe birth-defect.
There -may-be- as -many-as -another
3..4100 casesper4ear in whiCh the ._
cause is unknown but may be associ-
ated wath congenital neural-tube de-
fects, trauma- infection and tumors.

Treatment of hydrocephalus consists
of the surgicalinsertion of a-device to
divert cerebrospinal-fluid-from the
braintoanothirpart
While these drainage devices. called
hydmcephalus shunts, have reduced
mortality and other consequences as-
sociated with this condition, there are
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a_number of problems_ An comated
SO percent of hydrocephalospatients
require at least one reoperation to IT-
Nace or repatr a rnalhinctiomng shunt.
Obstruction ot either the ventricular or
distal catheter is theinataccause of
shunt failure. The obstruction itself re-
sWts fmm an accumulation of body
tissue.

In 198-1. NASA asked the Bin-
medical ApPlicationsTeam of the Re-
search Triangle Institute-to determin-
ff_NASA ticlindlogycoWd_hekuccess-
fulls applied to the development of an
imprtwed hydrocephalus shunt. It was-
determined that technology developed
in NASAk Ion Propulsion Engine Pm-
grim naghtbe uSedtagerforate__
small-diameter catheters: A multi-end-
edanktcatheiCz vadihthiefridsof tiny
inlets formed by ion-etching tech-
niques. could minimize the blockage
erAkterkand reduce the incidence of
shunt bilure. The small-holes-would

udybit tissue Ingrowth-and the :oult.
panty of holes would reduce the possi-
bility of blockage

A team consisting of scientists from
theion-Beam-Applwations Section.
NASA Let5VIS _liscsarch Center_i_the let
Propulsion Laboratory:the University
of_Califorma_at Irvine; and thethidenz-
Schulte Medical Research Corporation
art working on- the improvement pro-
gram. Pudenz.Schuhe is_develotung an
animal model for evaluation-of the
Lewis nrotatype shunts_and will con-
duct bench tests for shunt flow stud-
ies. At this tune. the JP!. team has
successfully formed 15-inicron holes in
a teflon shunt, an encouragtng step to-
ward a successful new design.



Sensor Actuated
Medication Systems (SAMS)

Hypertension. orhigh blood pressure
iia significant problem for tl-e Amen-
minly_orklorc_e_ __In_the nonrin-
stitutional popidation between 25 and
A:YrArs-la Age.lbeieare_averlraina-
boo-people classified as having definite
hYPertensiort These inTivickials, rep-
resenting 14 percent of the workforce
are at sericius risk for-heart attack and
other ine3selJflg.hedeatlnt oL
over 32.000- Americans-were a tnibut ed
Wier_ tohypertenSiOnor hypertensive
heart -disease. In addition to these
deathimany_rnore Americans devel-
oped chronic heat conclitiorts_giffmed
strokes or developed kidney disease.
HYPertension is a diseaseritgreat coo-
twine and social consequence for this
nation.

The- National Heart. _Lung. and_
Blood login-Re. itt five-yeir- pro-
gram. found that death rates from hY-
pertension could be redm by 17
percent through a continuous and tn-

51-316 0 86 6
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Irrovo drugliralinentProgruni,__...
Clinicalexpenence. -however.- shows
thatit is dilriat tornamtain -such a
program in the normal_ workforce.
SMcehypertenmon in itself bas no
syniptcros most inditlduals have con-
siderable difficulty-in maintainirig a reg-
War medicatioritChedule_Siiiii thei
feel fine -what is the urgency in taking
theifiedieine)

lit an_ altempt to imlavve the contrd
of hypertension through the confirm.
ous administration of messza; aii1mti;
the Technology Utilization Program of
die NASA_ Godtird StTiace Fight Cen-
ter -M supporting an effort to develop
an implantabledevice for the trvat-
ment of hyp_ertension. The_Applied
Physics Laboratory a-the .Iduss
noxins_univertity ittieceniciitproi-
eel-leader. me-implantable device Ir.
kiiiritinWimertensive in
accordance with *mall rece.- ed ticco
a blood pressure wnsing tnNacval-in.

WitittIiiiiiiitent. the mesfication
craninuously available and is Amens-
tered in directresponse to the- needs
of the bodY. This mtursenti cinded-
loop conned of hypertension through a
serithriehTatedinirioprocessor con-
trolled mecbcation infu.sion system

In order to-ichieve the highest relia-
hifity, tlwSA14Sdeoptqu ment-c-fiort ii
usmg sbaceaaft-type microminiatur-_
Med hilarid eintnitry-and-Progranunk
technology used on the Small Astron-
On* _terlite and other spacecraft.
The pipgram!chedule calls for clMjcal
trials to be completed within the next
fiye }ears, The_ remdlinit sYsicm will
do touch -to aBeviate a major medical
probkin in America.

Implanted porton of SAMS system.
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System forthe Measurement _and
Control of Hynertension (SYMCOH)

ThEopumurn procedMelSr_contniang
hypenension would be one which con.
tinuously monitors the blood pressure
level and which can correct undesu,
able increases without the use of med-
ication, Work _cirodurted with_NASA.
support indicates such a system may
beiatib1eumg thetechnolow now .
beim developed._ The system concept
is based on use of biofeedback proce-
dints:

Biofeedback isdefined -as-a-process
Whicha person_leartii_toiduence.

or ciantrol physiological responses not
normally under voluntary contrcl. It is
a me of self-regulation in which one
learns to control activity normally me-
diated bY the autonomic nervonisYs-
tem.-The physiological-responses-most
hisqlendV Med iri bideedbacIlare .
heart rate, skin tenwerature, blood
pressure, and peripheral blood flow
Hypertension appears to be an appro-
priate candidate for biofeedbuck.

.._Theimplantable system de,loped .
far administration of medication for hy-
pertension control (Sensor- Actuated
Medication _SstentISAM_S) canbe
modified, in prmapie to accomplish
ffie_samecontreadiroUgha
back process. The System for the
Measurement-and-Control of Hyper-
tension (SYMCOH) includes an nn-
planted module-for sensing and- re .orci-
anghlood_pressure_whielinnivideS _an
alarm-signal if programmed levels are
exceeded This-signal serves as _the _
basis for biofeedback control of blood
pressure. The biofeedback can be by
subcutaneouselectrical stimulation or
by-an audiotone- whose-frequency or
Pase_rate ncpidicliishbLhnblibid _
pressure. This signal which indicates
both the occurrence and magnitude of
a blood Kessure increase. triggers the
biofeedback response-winch-in turn
serves ba rechide blikdoressure___

The SYMCOH development pro-

gram soM _proceed in much the same
manner as SAMS. The Goddard Sp..ce
Flight Center will provide- overall man-
agement it4dance--withthe AhAed
Physics-Laboratory of the-Johns
HonkuiS Ifisisersit yhefbrmingihe _
systems engineering application and
development.- The first evaluations of
the SYMCOH.systern will besot,
ducted at the Johns-Hopkins Hospital.
As _with _SAMScariarsdkrials_Shoal_
completed within the nest five years.
Tliiietrias_will validate the operation
of the implanted system and its con-
trolling software. Additionally, they Will
allow the development Mee:Ken(
techniques-for teaching an-individual
the biofeedbaCk si011s_necessary for
this system to be successful.

Imp/anted poroon of SITIC0f1 system.



Cornttal Topography

Aerospace lechoology used to mea-
sure pretthe inirmrsirfaceuf --
the space-telescupe is being-appbed to
the deoMkganininf aninstriment that
will accurately map the cornea. Tins
instrument-called the Corneal-Opucal
Twographscal Scan System ICOTSS).
uses a laser beam to scan the eye-to
obtain informatron temmed_to deter,
mine the precise-shape of the cornea.
_hlirio_inigtiChniques for the
treatment of human eye cornea disor-
ders depend on accurate measure-
ments pa* shape of HICOUter sue-
face of the cornea, An exam* is
tarhatkeratotttrigin_wbidirien_to_iii,
teen radial OAS Ire made in the Outer
GYEr_Of_itie_cornea to cause the sur-
face to flatten and reduce myopia A
verY accurate mapping of the cornea is
nnesiett entablink the_ panern of_the
cuts and to determine if the cornea is

Another aPalicatimi is in cornea

transplants, Allem the surgeon nee0 .
to hayeuuakvp-asures to determine d
the sutures ar- uniformly stretching
the-new cornea Damage from-trauma
such as cuts. burns and punctures__
also requires quick diagnosis and accu-
ratelrneasiiiingints of Hw mtent of
the-damage.
_The advent of faster and more-accu-
rate measurement technglues a:amen
intorno the fitung of contactlenses,
Instruments now muse by ontiihaTniic
surgeons do-not provide the requited
acturacy orthe necessary-high speed.
real.tune rate of data coIlection.
__Engineers at the NASA Marshall
Space flight Centerdev4)ned anire-
tial prototype of the-Corneal Optical
Inhographicii
laser beam on this instrument scans
the cornea. ricit_energi that the
eye reflects from the laser beam is
measuted and processed in &special
purpose ex:voter, within a few nec-

onds after the me is canried. a de-
tailed topogroplucal representation of
the cornea IS disigayedon _a color tele-
vision monitor. This can be csed im-
mediately by the physman or. if he %-
quires quanutaave data fur use m a
lens prescription. the data stored in
the "Fecal purLoSe_cumputer cambe
analyzed and the results printed in
hard cony.

Electro-Opucs Consultants. Inc., a
small business firm in Huntsville. Al2.
bama. is urgler contract to the Tech-
nology UtilizatoonOffice-of the
Marshall Space_FlightCentei_to Con-
struct a breadboard instrument for
maluatmg_profiems end demonstratom
the concept. Following thiv this com-
pany will repackage the system mto a
prototrpe that can serve as a basis for
M255 production.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NSLR)
Imagery

traditional means uf examinmg m-
ternal body systems has been through
use of X-ray imagery-based on the chf-
fmential absorption of -X-rays-by body
sYttesni of rEferent denSity_ lthithne
X-ray-images. however. do not dis-
asranate_wellamonftovertarmmff
structure.orrthuterixed tornoxraphy
(CT scanning). in which a number of
images ate reconstructed mathemati-
cally to-yield arms-sectional-views of
selktedfniely_reppons_providestneati
ly Unproved information.- Althougo the
inform:um: is very useful scanning
images-sell do riistirok.ie information
conceming the functional or physi
lotoglesi stateof atterrialorgans- par-
ticularlyd-pathomgical -lemons-exist
WhightsUie X-raY_abini-Ptioripmper-
ties sindar to sunnunding Ossue.
Also, there is a measure of nsk in
using extensive X-ray:procedures.

Nuclear magnetic-resonance (NMR)
smagmg is_ anew. technique for_ obtain,
Mg miss-sectional pictures within the
bedy wiffslarit use of ion tang radiation,.
NMR procedures are based on findmgs

4fi

in the 19:lffs that many atomic nuclei
have-an inherent property of rotation
which_ :ince nuclei are electrically
charged. -generates-a- small magnetic-

Withan Oddournbei of_ nu-
cleons (protons or neutrons) produce
this magnetic-effect Hydrogen nuclei
are mcellent for these purposes. a for-
tuitous event for medicme. since hy-
drogen nuclei predominate within the
human body.

lonuclear magnenc_resonance_a
magnetic beid is imposed on a sample
in order to orient the nuclei m-a rimer-
non parallel to the applied magnetic
held. -The composite -spin see or is

application of selected radio-frequency
power. _The nuclei reveal their location
by emitting a signal of precise frequen-
cy-for a bnef penod.-

Sciuntists at the NASA Kennedy
Space Center and the-Univers:Ey of
Ran& are_apphang NASA mWo-spec-
tral image processing technology to
analyze NMR medical data NMR im-
agery incledes sets of data for proton
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density and relaxation umes kr, and
Td that arc m registration for multiple
WIJOIW through an _organ Or hod c.
mon of interest. This is- analog:el, to
saf erfil= Images wineitinclude C. a
sets based on measures of sasiyhe
light nearinf rued, and far infrared
energy Advanced image processutg
systems-for the-analysis-of sate e
dataAre being adalated for.purposes
combinmg the different data-sets in
NMR_Intagery toobtain a.single color
picture. Results indicate that NMR
imaging may be especially useful in
identdlthig malignancies and_clegencr-
auve disease of vanous kinds. -The
softtissue confrast ritrilieiently
nor to that of X-ray techniques. NMR
is_ a nevi:medical diagnostic tool which
has great potential for solving medical
problems hanng no current solution.
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Self-Imurious Behavior
Inhibiting System (SIBIS)

Children diagnosed as severely re-
tarded. autistic, or schizophrenic-fru.
guently show a dramatw 'orm of psy-
chopathology termed sdfinjunous be-
havior (SIB) Efght tot out-teen
percent of retardedinstitutionalued
personsffufferthis_probleiii The be-
havior can take many forms, with
striking one's head against a wall a tyie
icalccgftple, If uncontrolled. the be-
havior-can produce severe-injuries,
braidness_ffrid possibBieven death
The obsessive and repetitive character
of SIB bars- arl possibility for auellec-
tual and social development.

Many pmcedures-haye been used
for.theicontrot self-inituious:behay-
iot--The- principal method-is restraint.
idiiifh eiffersitorlerspeutic_benefit.
Drugs can be effective but must be ad-
rainistereo -in -such doses that all activn
ty is curtailed. Behavioral modification
procedures offer-a real-measure of-
hbfie but,. nigeneral._ operateloograd-
ually for practical use with severely-re-
tarded chdirren..The_most succeffifed
procedure 'involves the use of aversive
electrical stimulation (shock) triggered
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by an act of self-injurious behn, ov
Such stimulation suppresses be-
havior almost immediately. lhe pr ,b-
lem here is that existing ecituro,nt for
administering_thestunivation requires
another person to be present te apety
the aversive shock. :The err it-
self -is large, cumbers lie. and f iv -
quently-unreliable,

The NASATechn. iiagy_lusvUan
Prograrreis-suppomud the Arsiee
ritysics Fahotuiery fTh c.,:o'insi
Hopkins llniverany in the de :alt prnent
and test oral, impn : d si wiem for in-
hibiting self-injutuu ',era Atli -This
program was aurrie re-
questraf Are Anvil, in Foi:tiffi nor. Lk
Autistic ClOrkr.a. Is,-.41 object: e ts to
develop a ren, main', lay alininister-
Mg thr stmtilation. wid
use semsrsire techooi e and Yill
maketke-ff yssive_syr. ititato atelead

A-seni- t
me.,

mitter Lev. enoir at Mtn an
elastic heartlband e- ' fa--
vice-total also arr
other areas as de.eir ). ,a-aen a Slk

event is detected through an acceler-
mutter signzi the sensor ekctronws
uall transmit a -coded signal to -the
stunulaeon module.--Upon receipt-of
the ca).-ctcodedinessage the sum,.
ulation module will produce the appro-
priate aversive stimulation to the pa-
tient's arm. The system also will
incorporate an event recorder to study
the poicnt's behavior when using the
de,:tee.

. Trie±advantagea of.SIBISffremany.
!t operates automatically and does not
significantly-restrict a pauentk activi-
ties The ireervention of another pet-
s in is- nor required. Finally. it offers
liope !..ir recovery. and alksys tfteyixtaf
d,.-t-kiprratat of a Usk) to continue.



Helicopter Medel:.ac

Helicoptersimseplaved. and are pro,
wiled to play. important roles in such
public serlICe activities As rnlergelli
medical Sen., .EMSI, search and
rescue. Im...evf. -cement and public
safety anq fiNksle; rebel, In erm-rgep

service alone. studies shim.
that,. ISSitthe_aor tat death raterlue
to arg.dem raunta n.. greater than
100, (no n sans. Trauma u. esti.
=led Ii st U.S. socletv some Se7
billion aimaally according to-Depart.-
mentof Transpartatz n atatiCS. Moth
prompt.- on4he-scene treatment and
rapid tansport to shock trauma cc,
ters, it is esuritten that a 50 pc, ,:ent
reduction in death and-a substantial re-
duztion in pertrument disability art
length of hospital-stay:es- wellas-sub-
stanbal cost savings Yrid gatrung_the
use of the services from the injured,
coalberealized. This is a unique ca-
pability the helicopter has served and
im-serve- even more effectively

NASA has supPorted slides and
workshops directed-at-identifying the

requizements.heirefits.Mid
tetm.ology needs of helicopters sera.
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mg Me publi: sect, The studies
shot, !hat the nearerrerm technoloo
deielopment -needs ria various pubi..
ervicejtothcles

are reflected-in those tor EMS-helicon-
ters.-Thei 991 EMS Work-shop cot,
!oiled that special action was needed

todevelop more effective EMS heli-
copters. It 005 monunended that
NASA serve to bring the involved Par-
tres_togetherlobetter dci hei system
needs and pursue the hehcopter tech-
nologydevelopments required.

Vehicles used for public service mis
sums have restoncally been developed
by the Department of Defense for mil-
itary applications and have Will utn-

in the Public sector.
minimum ot modifications.-Illwever.
diestudies and workshops recono
mended that vehicles be specificallv
designed to meet the avil public ser-
vice-user requirements.

Recognizing this-griming- need. -the
NASA Tedfrirgogy_UWzation_Division_
and the NASA Ames Research Center
are-sponsoring an effort to identify
those technologies that, if properly zp-

phed. could result in an improved pub-
lic service helicopter. Working closely
with the U.S. helicopter and
medical. deviceindustrs. Orin-Tani
not ortlymcludes technology-develop.
ment inthe helicopter au-frame. but
also addresses special onboard equip
ment needs such as impr,ed poruble
medical diagnostic equipment;

As- part f this project. NASA spon
sored_a SPeetal RorliShO iroMifibh
1984 entitled 'Helicopter Medical
Equipment _Needs_Workshop." The
findings of this workshop will be used
to develop special focus projects that
address these equipment needs.



Medical Measurement
With Ultrasonics

Ultrasord. technology. using sound
waves-just above the -limits of human
hearing_ inereasinglyis_ernoklyegin__
new medical procedurrs.--An ultrasonic
pulse,_*.soss zflY_at_afrequencroUl to
WW1: . ss fansmitted into the body
alma clanyi-od transducer. The emit-
tedpulse intmes thrOuldcacouPling
path sersing asa delay line-to-sepa--
eateeiltrasoruc_datafromlughlmtluen
cy electromagnetic-signals, before en-
tering.flig_..4ific tare characterized. As
the pulse moves through the tissue.
echo reflections are-recorded. These
echo patterns change as the Atrial is
reflected from adifferent-type-of
0W4es versus.nable_
tissue.- With ultrasonics, a resolution
oLaqtmitlinatetyO.l mm can be
achieved in sor tissue.

Uttraso- und Determination of Burn
Depth

The treatment of burn m,uns s h no
tiir medisal tare pmbk m Lash ys -sr
approximately sesenh thousand pa
hents m-the United States rescue in
11.1151%3 care fur bums licensers can
be sigrufisantlj ssf. d by the tnat
meta reserved 1,1 tUs ness burns
those_ us whscl thr nis. dernal
ts destroyed, ns-s- d tnrough earh
rernmal of net. )3.nle 3, 7

.....m/7/".
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quent.skm grafting. Thismusuouzes
the nsk ol infection. the tumor cause
aiLleath in bum victims. iI;wess'r,-
graItingjs nut the eptunurnpncedarts
when there-is-only partial tissue de
struction. UnfortunatelSekrocaljUdg-
ments of burn depth basedon srrf ace
appearanceand.tactde sensation are
unreliahle and imprecise. The appne
priateness of treatment requires an as:-
curate method of deter:Puling the ex-
act-depth-of a bes-nintury.-

Alifsbysiciaat_the_NASA_Laiiitlgj _
Research Center developed a concept
foi_determining skin burn depth using
sdtrasound. He noted that the acous-
tical-impedances of burned demus,

clennisi and subcotancous fat
differ sufficiently todeteet-the inter-
facehe_tweerebiniianssue and the
unduly-ink unburned ussus Hoth this
migsurt mod system an saris dstsr
rnmation could be mach of burn ch.pth
allowing Immediate excision of full
this kness barns and consemnin Ada
bon m mortaltts Isadion to a mors
raPidand compkte n habilitation isf ths
pato nt

Thc Technology Utilization Olfits r
at the Lanidsyllescarch Colter rs
quested-the assistance-of the Rs
search Trianide_rnitirmiliconfeelical

%cations leant m an esaluation of
the WtrallOtille burr measurement 555
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tens. A learn .1-Inedical clinicians has
been_assemhled
The U.S. Arrm-lostitute of Surg,al
Research vas. seleCled_as -the prune
solkitmrator. Amn-smincitelv 225 se
nously burned patients are admitted to
this facilitc annualle Chincal trials here
selll examine the effecnceness it this
measurement svstern.and. determine
approprIatv-pnwedures for its use te-
tnrethe system is released to usdustry
for marketing.

Ultrasonic Teniperatore
Measurement in Canc-er Therapy

Localized apple:ate% .4 heat (hyper
thertma has-been destemstrazed to be
effective Mc:Jemmying malomant tumor
eelh, while leasIng-srnillal-cells-iniact.
The destruction.of_rhgranteellsex-
curs because these cells have an inad-
equate -blood supply and are unable to
conduct away much of the applied
heat, Micrinsve energy typically is
usedeopronde the hypertherinia
al:Villein.
_the treatment uf cancer with hyper.
thermia requires the tenmeratute to
be many-tamed within a rearpnv tango of
43 to 447c imer apt:nod of tune. Per-
haps an-hour or-more:it-the tem-
perature falIS:. lit.ttssseJl dests st hors oc-
curs: dii nses, normal tissue



destmcnon results. The success of hv.
perthermm as a cancer treatment his
beembrmted.to datedUe_hlimortech-
niques for monitoring tenmeratuo at
the tumor site. _Ultrasound, however.
has the potential for pmmdmg long-
term accurate temperature mon:tonna
with nummum risk to. the_patient.

A techmque.- based on research in
ultrasonicsat_the_NASA.Ungley Re-
search Center. may ;Mow continuous
nionnonng of hyperthermia. This pro-
cedure uses an ultrasound pmhe scs
tem to monitor, at briefintervals.-the
Mama ottriassosol seleCied triUds- or
fat substance, Each lipid is refined so
as to have_a sharp melting point within
the temperature range of Interest.
These contrast with natural body fat
WInchm alcoMplexinfidure with.no_
slmrply-definedinehing- poim. Before
treatment. thlipido are placed by in-
jection in a tn,In pat.:1-n very do., to
the tumor, This pattern then-is
scanned bv ultrasound periodically dur-
ing-the hyperthermia therapy As lipid
masses change.from aSohd_to.iiJiquid
state, the ultrasonic echo pattern
ahanges correspondmgly. Thus, at any
go-en time during therapy. a scan with
ultrasonics will show which ol-the
liPids.are in the solid stale and.which
are in the liquid state. The heat source
then can be adjusted to maintain a lose
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control over the temperature at the
hyperthernua sue.

Thelqudrnasses arehiocompanble
and can remain in-a patient for several
weelcsuntd_naturally absorbed._They
also can undergo multiple changes in
state back and forth fmm solid to
uid, before they become dispersed.
They are thus available as temperature
indicaturs_durtng several sessmns
hyperthernua.

The NASA Lingley Research Cen-
ter is coordinating the evaluation ol
the ultrasonic temperature monnonna
effort..Rsts.to_deterriunelthe abiktiiul
the system to measure phase chanaes
in embedded indicator hind beads ao:
ongoing.

Intracranial Pressure
Measurement with Uhraso.ind

Investigators at the Medical College of
Virginia are working with NASA's
Langley Yesearch Center to explore
the-feasibility ef utilizing ultrasound
Irchmlogyitt vKahate traumatic head
injuries.- Measurement of intracranial
pressurt.,KPlis_important in the_
management- of the head injured pa-
tient. Currently. ICP :5 usually mea-
sured through direct placement of the
cannula-in the lateral ventncle of the
brain. The cannub is coupled ester.

nally to a conventomal strain g.ge
This Irma sive-pruceclure hasti number
of-disadvantages, including-the risk of
infection. A non-mvaswe technique for
ICP.measurementseauldbe_a_cunto..
button to the unproved management of
the head injured patient.

Scientists at NASA's Langley Re-
search Center- postulate that -a chnoge
m Mtracranial.pressure willeffect.a
systemic change in tissue acoustical
properties. h Mac be possible is frita-
sure these shifts in acoustical pemer
ties by non-invasive measurement at
the skull using ultrasound. The shifts
in acousocal proper-ors -could then be
correlated wIth_chingesanICBThus
pnwiduig the physician witha non-m.
vasive techn..,-a, for momtormg head
imonts. The puise-doppler technique
proposed-by the NASA scientists for
nicasuring the allerations of acoustical
properties and radial stress of the skull
was developed initially for non-de-__
structne testing of aerospace COMO:,
nous.
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Functional Electrical
Stimulation

The eGxsie demonstration of muscle
contraction in response to electrical
stimulation was done by the Italian
physician Oa Ivan in appmximately
1790. At-that hint -terest cer.Ierud
On_describing_tht _Aukriercal_c_harac-
teristks of nerve and muscle fiber.
Sitax_Menattention has shifted tt.
practicafuses for electrical stimulation
technimies.

One of the first biomedical apilie.a.
lions of functional eleancal s4tunulation
l*pniniheiari_1950:a ina_program
ta control peroneal palsy. frequently
ca"ded-'Arop foot:' In this pmgrarn.
functional dorsiflexion (foorlift) was
obtained by means ot currents-gener-
aredhyshortableelettricalstirinUbm
knproonate- muscles werr stimulated

thbrbplizistthe exter-
nal surface of the leg. At a later time.
an knplantable version of the device
was inapt
The-success of the-peroneal stim-

frit ied tO atinaidgrafaiii 011 M416-
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channel de,ce wine, would contml
more than on:: pralyzed muscle. A
multi-channel system-could-be used in
the suPPort rehabItatiomoicases
where full loss of limb function was in-
volved._ -

The Veterans Administration Medi-
cal Center -in Cleveland. (-iln,.-rn coop.
cration with CasWestern_lieserne
University- has-been working or a
liiiirtiraW_eliChicaLstimulation system
for the lower extremities. They have
demonstrated-that a computer-con-
trolled multi-channel extemallY
mounted stimulator van be-used-to
mike alawerkintiparapligie stand and
even-walk a few steps. This repre.
sents_aiiignint -advance in the reha-
bilitation of cases with spinal cord in-
volvement.

current-stirmaatiomsYslem-Lnk-
sists-of-a-rather-cumbersome combina-
faXiikihirkixicliCatifmlihni, surface
electrode% force shoes, crutches and
a woe of wires. The next logical step
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in the devekmment -of stinnnation 0:ch-
nokt-gy_ is to OrodocLa
Intl system which can be implanted in
a_patient. The National Aeronautics
and Space Adnunistration 35 coliaborat-
mg with the Veterans Administration
Rehabilitation Research and DeveloP-
merit- Service and the Case-Western
ReSeivelliuversity _to _develop an int.
prnved implantable dew.,
Providing Packaging 4.,:-
electrnnics reliabans It
from soaretraft d,c.,,pfnotV pito
grams..tninsure df.s.gn f.i
a stimulation-cv.nn.

Theimmediate goal of the
effort is to clevekipa standardized

implantable stimulator that can be used
by researchers in many Incest:gallons
of functional- electncal on
limbs. mUsdvvrindyro- lu long.
range goal of this prop, am is to allow
1mi/et-limb paraplegics to stand reliably
and to have a limited walking capabtlity.
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Mr; MARTINEZ._Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT.IThank you; Mr. Chairman,
Mr.- Gil lam, what is NASA's budget for this area, the area of uti,

!ization,_ and how_much of that budget is used for disability devices?
Mr. GILLAM. Mr. Bartlett, the specific budget that we have for

applicationsI can give you the figures on that in just a second
here-_are funds that NASA leverages-, so there is-no real measure
of the activity for NASA in this area.LBy leveragei mean we usual-
ly obtain a certain amount of funds from other Government agen,
cies:to work in this area, such as the agencies that have testified
earlier this morning, the Veterans' Administration; and other
agencies.

In :fiscal year 1985; NASA ims, in terms of the Applications-Engi-
neering Program,_ about:$2 million that it is_ expending on applica-
tions engineering specifically. :We -have additional funds in our
budget for the information dissemination processes.

Mr. i:Arrrt.Err. An additional budget for dissemination?
Mr. GILLAM: Dissemination of information about NASA's tech-

nology in specific projects_ such as the development _of the wheel-
chair and other projects like that. We have about $2 million._ We
get additional funds in from other Government -agencies. These
funds are also leveraged against im estments on the p- --t of the pri-
vate sector.

Mr, BARTLETT: How _much coordination -do you have with other
governmental agencies? Do you have enough; or doiyou need more?
For-example, the National Institute of Handicapped Research?

_ Mr; GILLAM. We have an extensive -amount of coordination with
those agencies. Generally I might say that:it is the interest of these
other agencies in -specific activities that stirnulates_NASA's putting
up funds or participating in activities for the development of these
kinds of things.

Mr, BARTLETT. What-improvements can be madefirst; one other
question. Of_ the_examples that you cite in your testimony, is this a
comprehensive list or is this merely_a set of examples?
= Mr. GILLAM. It is merely a sot of examples. It is not compre7
hensive list We, in NASA; are ir 'rather unusual posiLan in-this
regard. That is; we don't establish the requirements; we don't
decide on which areas might- haw-the greatest promise and great-
est potential; We leave to the agencies those kinds of determina-
tions. What we do is try to provide solutions within_ the realm _ of
our technological capabilities -to the problems that those agencies
present us with. Ve enter _into joint programs with them for the
development of those solutions using NASA-developed technology;
= Mr. BArtmErr. Da you work directly with the disabled persons or

do_you _work with the agencies? _

Mr. GILLAM. We work with the agencies. In some few instances
we may _work directly with the -disabled persons, where there is not
an_ intermediary agency, but that is extremely rare: =

Mr. BARTLE-Tr._ And you think that working with the agencies is
the -more productive?

Mr. GILLAM. Definitely, because they have:the expertise in the
areas where we don't have the expertise. We have the expertise in
the technology and how it might be applied, but they have the ex-
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pertise in the needs and in the requirements of the community, the
disabled community.

Mr. BARTLETT. What kind of relationship do you have with indus,
try that may want to use some of the devices you have developed
and then market them?

_ Mr. GILLAm. The $2 million that _I was talking :about is NASA
investment in the actual building of a prototype device such as a
whecichair. The industry will put in funds._ Generally; the ratio of
funds, Government-to-industry funds on NASA applications activi-
ty is ahout 75 percent industry funding, 25 percent NASA funding.
So the $2 million is not really representative of the level of NASA
activity in these areas.

We-work very closely-with the pr.:- ate sector in the development
of a prototype. The funding that put in is for the development
of prototype devices such as the so that it can be demonstrat-
ed-as a viable commercial product, and then it is up to the private
sector to produce arid to market and to sell the product.

Mr. BARTLETT. Do you have any working relationship specifically
with- insurance companies?

Mr. GILLAM. No;_we do not
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: MARTINEZ. Thank yDu, Mr: Bartlett =

ou said that the funding ratio for NASA's portion of that $2
million in any particular project is 75 percent from industry, 25
percent from NASA,
: Mr. GILLAM. That is_ the average for our whole program, In addi-

tion, the Technology Utilization Program goes beyond the bioengin-
eering and the:rehabilitation program: It is across the whole spec-
trum of _possibilities,

Mt. MARTINEZ. The 25_percent- that you put in, is this more in
the iway of technical_expertise; engineering advice and design?

Mr. GILLAM. No, that is in addition to the $2 million of cash that
we will put into investment.

Mr:MARTINEZ. So the $2 million is actually for part of the con-
struction?

Mt. GILLAM. Yes, that is right. We put our tedmical expertise
and=we don't have an exact method of charging off how much
NASA :research went into composite structures which developed
the technology which resulted in the chair. So we don't have a way
of extracting how much of an investment NASA has in that, but
we had a direct investment in the chair, in the development of the
prototype chair itself.

_ Mr: MARTINEZ: Along the same lines, could_you describe for us
the process by which various agencies and organizations work to-
gether to produce the autocuer; I believe you called it, the pair of
glasses?_

Mr. GILLAM. The Office of Commercial Programs is rather new
and this -process has been going on within NASA: since 1971_, but
my understanding of the process is that the need is usually deter-
mined by one of the other _agencios charod- with this -responsibility
of dealing in this area:The requirements are established They
then contact NASA. NASA goes through its technical data base to
See if it has technology available that has already been developed.
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In some cases, it looks at what technology needs to be developed in
order to try to solve the woblems at hanl

If NASA has technology available in its data base that can pro=
vid.7, the solutions, then we work out an arrangement with that
other Government agency _and with a I rivate sector firm to build
the prototype, such as the chair.

Mr. MARTINEZ. The magazine you provided for us Says that the
field tests Were begun in 1985, Have those field tec.t.,--

Mr. GILLAI,. On the autocuer?
Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes,
MrGruAM.1 Yes_; they have. I have a special brochure on auto-

cuer that I will make available to you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Would you, please, for the record, and we will

make that available to members who want it?
Mr. GILLAm. Right. It is a complete brochure on it.
[The brochure follows:]
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direct relarionrthrpberwrnawarene,
or milt., advertise/4 and the hitch

of WurItig the Service

Durmg the orune_ or the
YAM mat, twt ypubluazedun
4.417410F1,4'.1, onnutnh place tha: drew
attention to time miluary the botohmar
of US Marlreliecoatruartor, tr-Lcha
nonand-the anthrary action mr.renada
bY-U-% and allr,ti Inrces

-These estrus wervoled. us w h
unique chance-t0-to/41"a. lmnas, cc
intrrnational events -on the plans of

mcn mm oin the military:" I).

.canhers used two Aron-114:hr,
to %ors,' males agrd It, to 21 al.ne
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amnia.

they reaction tr, these events The hr.
apprrach compared le,P,Unse,rma Yinana
rnAk3 .baserremtcrewsved-bstur, the
Inc/dent weh response, ol difterent
young Male. thtervIewed alter the Intl
dent. Thesecond approach cuenpared
responses or a rubsample of 6'6 It
qitoiirltritn Vel..cre unerytewrd htuon

r he incident, and retnterviewed alter
.heanerdents---

Nett herapprnat h NuarNte.!_fr..,. :he
eflects ad the Lehanrmor Grenada el,
dem, nacre lame re-lonclau rg The
result. impls that short tymt tncideo:
such AN Lo/lanon anti Urenada_ rtl11
tnarkrdl' h-ange the nacnreing ion t
rtsrunct,

Howeset Ilr lira, cautioned against
applPtng rhea indmisol tlo,,conentrd
the-ffAlIill,urwircmfuromutccdenrn
where cintennanee, could he cluite
dirterenr

-rh, findings_ yl the lut, 3 SAP. II
udx.atritased on data collected lmrn
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191,3 R11 stirstSPecrolot /1r/ruined
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Mlle, EISA older males. and 1 it re
males 'Young tnale ...etc sampled
nwtehearrlY titan the ,claut two pour
fnmoauaere ther ate the market of parnars
interest folk/1)

The-rnerall.responre rateousci
percent am-young-males 70 percent-1,u
older-malt-sand inner-Len, tot krnales

R11 stair wIrl-worked wah IX Bray
..11 the YA15-11sunortricluded I Nmald
Sures nn,cumevr.cdthnniurvr'tdat
collection, Dr Rohert Sta,,,, whorl/
meted . the mailstical-sarnplung actin
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taperes, eloroment Jr cut, on1
vued its es, arr
den-who port, mace m data
anal/unsold
rt1t9t,
_011e.,t-t he new methods
IVO sun- . was a ..phIsticala
purer asotrr irlep? 'netntemn
KATI syracol C. A71 replatetlx

WA.* Pwrtmoura lahnr.;.
ma& loclewl Kok.
lineal paper qUeolonnamIr .1111 An
elector-1c une The screening inter
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nal Routing, inan.hing sk ip put tent
ale program In ed so that 41.1.e.s..oin, ap
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rh-to
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Stephanie Pierson_ I _
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01,114147.1111,1en he these who ton' uua
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all...heir-market, the nun etIrc
it the, /an Langer their r fi.

resource, to retrue the 'realer macc
;NMT1'...44. :14", 74 .7..:1;11..c4.111r4 tor
a or,,og nati mai de, use-
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heeltEknik tauten.

Current momam thow that mot-ea-where between
rive and n)Ecirent oh pnrate indust nes row Oft1
some-toren of wellness ot health enhancernert pm
gram Pot herr -.Implorers And all mum indicat, that
corecramanruhernent_th_cliscaw prnent inn and
health promot ion growdig

What somerroghthave rinsed a nj a ../ocadr or
so ago has now become trend-

An unpmant fr1011HtlOn {pi t.11,1r p.0011713 Age,
nom. Because pnvatc mdrotnes par fOl such alazge
hair at that ernplmers' hez.1,h bencht* thee shear]

dna substantial portioned the nation'. health-cam
co.tv-Last year's U-S medrtaturP maned-ewer &Mr
hdbon, met 10 porrentnithe_GromNationa; Perth,
P"v.fr industry Pahl toughly one-third of tho
amount over SIOrt baron

Faced s. oh them figure. rnany LOIPOtatSCHI, haw
decided to take an atom tole ut reducmg t hed em
plower' medical falls

Health prOM,Itihtnd douse rtnento.m program.,
came mall mans t'-epasertt=rwmer hole teknown
about hont much a .4-mettle pratraen Increases prodoc
IMPLALIthq reduces cost sassaratedwathabsentee
ton. h ospita iza t son. disability rob turnover. unnec
rssarv Illness and premature seat h

Al, there is little triktnnat son ahoot what k 1,
pmgrarn weak. best ma spectfic type rr orts ea re en

VIM.) at

But a nud now unckr wat w
lohlp menetten conduct accurate evaluanon. of
their co- thiea ',Bisect program.

Pew ..hartgle Inscrtute conducong tins eddy
Protect liC,PE and the enter h realth

Pnincat m Research and I aweloptnthr at the Unorr

Ito 4: letyit Center at ''...uitrtn
. tea Indr.penden,notat;totit_t t-

on it tiltd Itra operated lhe wttrld.
ea.omtihiotanhmpcheSSFltpe .

n.- ma,nmd, nhmnmhojhi-,hnlI'c l rpm
r of !II hun-on hen-KC% Mcdt al oat o
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sonosi,a trim pap IN

. . health
enhancement
programs are
demed as
activities
designed to
hetppeople_
cmitrol high
blood presstur,
stop smoMog
loss weight,
exercise Emir
and manage
stress

12

cgoesungebanOnamongsmplopentwbolantioasta
in thine enanpangs Wilma ptualaros anth shark.
molded for tenons m tbe =errata= Oman of out
study. Dr. Harassed' sod.

lb-randy-se the Evaluatton Monnsraph and other
suadymnducts_thereseareh team has decided to use
&nonequivalent contmlafroundesigniMsesearch
enareossnathissumedesignoseraluatelohnson
IohnsonaLIVE-FOR-UFE-ptrivani ism page

In the PENS stud* ISTIS unisalY _role will be to
collecs and anahme the- health si rcen and Idestyle
data Protect HOPE staff will locus on cost-beneht
analskes.andUnnenry ol-Totas Ts-watchers will heir
prepare the Evaluation Monovaph 'They will also
mama the nudy design and issue mien

One company that-has already been selected to
575aritoltutc tri the stutdy is Southern New _Enaland
Irk-phone One or rwn additional earnrumes thstire
r111015145 50 Ktrt 1505he form of-health enhancement

Pananim difrana thr comma yea, itaisSouthem New
ENOarid12kphone. will-alio-Ix *elected
. _ Foram study_tscalth onhancemensumgramsar
lefinedasactivtues desumed-to help people-caned
htghblood nn-ssun, _goy s_rriokuia. lukessektht.eser

'Tin', and manage-me-a Nutntion education.
&cc ident present ion and worksite self prutection Pno
grants ate INV included

Howeser empliwerassinande programs that treg
milivnivalsktho_hase_ al...holism. chug_ ahuse anti
emotional probknuar .s Judrd thia uudy I k
Han well rioted Them 1.55.55,'550r tyl,cAlin handled
a5-51ist tn 5 pn %rams by milliners

For the t u rye nt 00,1055.tion 55, st 44 MI, ,.511
in tenent ion and a companson saewill be selected
within h -company
...Ins the Iv, Southern Ness Is Teiephone

sites weSe abrady selected the comnanson group in
dudes about FM people and the inerventann site
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BiSCE7Dr.HatTiveasaid _13faimarsesheacnuilnurtget
dimmer to take pan m the study will be

=chit:saga %bode to Ism *bout 60Etitgoons m the
onenientionginup And an equal number an th- corn
parison_grou_p"

-At the study sues w Err t moment mgr.. art
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blood test., and they will be asked to complete a Id,
Style ques510nnaue

The same tests and questionnaires will lie tImin
isteral_to voluntreta at the companwyn Nte _

Arbrirthemterventicarand enmpanson wsttna
torlialnohe collemsdhornemplayetrec I ,health
Insurance earner monis and simmer non, ',sponse
sors_The lamancknatoqueatsonnaumMardaited
to penons at either type of si- who do not ch me to
participate In the health screen offered tA the:. em
Omer

About one year alter the programs ham been in
5,4Nto1ion, the data collection procedurts oil be n
pealed

Ilk teseamh main weirs,. ot able to sornPan the
unersention and compaoton mono. intinumber
WO". Theafarialy0s_ w di show !IOW health enhance
ment pnamarnsatlect several Limas, mcludina alnen
means -nano., duatOty and- worker's c.,mpen-
mugs heal_thseroce_capendatues_healthsnsuranri
cLums activity sluctiv ay. health &waren,: and
knowledge heist attitudes and_ ed,nrothidity
and prtmatun r naloy sumach .. award the vault
earvinyruncos tie da-at g. arnoks0,5 statusi h155
met nz data r prssu-o and pnigram panic
ipation and complo-we

In addition oi the i fun Mnograph the
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Mi. MARTINFZ. You have been_ now; then, approximately _6
months into that field test. Do you have any report on how that iS
going?

Mr. GILLAM. I don't have one for you this morning. I can provide
you-one for the-record.

Mr: MARTINE.7., Would you; please?
Mi. GILLAM. Yes.
[The inforrnMon follow-:)

THE AUTOC UER PROJECT

BACKGROUND

"Autocuer" hegan in March 1979 with a feasibility study; software and hard-
ware 5readlioard development followed. A working breadboard and hardware was
operating and under evaluation in March 1985, when progress halted due to reac-
cessment of the technological achie%;ement and iclarification of (1) the business part.
ners requirements, and (2) continued funding from the Veteran's :Idministration:

CHARACTERISTICS

The ,,isual display generates a cue in tlie form of virtual image in eyeglasses that
can be read when the user focuses on objects front about 18 inches to_ infinity. Two
batteryipowered:prototype breadboards of _the enVre system:are operational and ini,
tial tests: show the system is performing in real time with adequate reserves of
memory for software refinement. The breadboard measures 3 inches by 5 inches 1)y
1 inch, and weighs abOut-a -,und including rechargeable batteries that provide 10
hours of continuous, speech processing. Evaluation of performance and processing re-
finement is; now needed.

TESTS

Preliminary tests with three women and three men reading five sentences spoken
in a normal office environment, encompassing the spectrum uf phonemic sounds
achieved over 75 percent accuracy. This is viewed as peeliminary to the user/field
test which will be conducted in conjunction with NASA, the Veteran's Administra-
tiort, and a manufacturer.

The !preparation ola test protocol for physical evaluation _and perceptual evalua-
tion _with a variety of speakers and under_background interference will be in suffi-
cient detail sa that any research group could conduct the evaluation.

Gallaudet College has been under a subeontract agreement to train and test sub=
jecta at the beginning, miedle and end of the field tests. The training will be for
about six months before the actual one year field trial. This will be a measure of
how well the Autocuer performs for trained deaf populations.

COMMERCIALIZATION

As of May 29,.1985-, under terms of the commercianzatian agreement, Telesensory
Systems Incorporated withdraw its support for building the field test units and com-
mercializing the Autocuer. This withdrawal is tied to business considerations and
the agreed upon commitment ta have the device commercialized without govern-
ment subsidy._ Telesensory did express a high _regard for the system and its capabil-
ity. The effort to secure a new commercialization partner is underway. To_date, in-
terest has been expressed by: (1) IBM. (2) Johnson and Johnson, (3) TRACOR, and (4)
Lachmen Association.

The commercialization dartnc: will design the unit for production, possibly redt;c-
ing its size of the process. The VA and NASA will support the technology transfer
and field test.

INSTITUTION/USER INTEREST

Gallaudet College is th e. only liheral arts college ler the deaf in the worid and the
largest single organization serving the dear of all ages in the United States. Believ-
ing in the ultimate potential of the Autocueri Gallaudet has in.,ested many-years
and:hundred& of thousands of dollars in research and development of the Autocuer
concept The Veteran's Administratif.a tiro a large number of hearing-impaired and
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deaf patients for which it must administer help. The Autocuer is one project which
can make possible a device that would be_ol great help to this poralation.

Mr. MARTINEZ.- And- what will happen- after that evaluation is
over?_=Let :us =say this thing is proven to be wha': it was expected to
be, What is the_next step?!

Mr. GIL4Am. The next step is fOr a commercial firm tit) take over
the_process_andthe procedure for the manufacture of it, and to put
it onto the commercial market;

Mr._ MARTINEZ. The:chairman was concerned about there being
enough of -a market to entice- a manufacture-r- to- produce- some-
thing, realizing that nobody really wants to produce anything they
are going to lose money ion.: They want to make a_profit on What-
ever endeavor-they go-into. In this- particular area I would imagine
that_there would be a tremendous market for it,

Mr._ GILLAM.: Yes, I would think so. However,_ I_ was: thinking:that
I be asked a-similar -question when the previous questions
were asked, NASA_does not take a position in terms of the _market,
ability:of the product; that is a decision which:we believe:should_ be
made by the private sector, Our mechanism ifor determining that
the_private sector_ is inte-ested in _such _an activity _is their willing-
ness to make a: contribution to :the prototype, Their financial :in,
vestment:in such an endeavor tells us that they are very interested
in-and they are -very-serious-about it: We -do not- review _their
market _analyses; or :their market studies, _or the marketability, or
the- profitability of their activity. We-are interested in getting the
best -technology --transferred to -the- U.S. private sector across a
broad spectrum, not just in the rehabilitation area:

Mi. MARTINEZ. That is just where there is a great need, and you
help- in providing-the resolution to it?

Mr; GILLArd; Yes,
Mr. MARTINEZ. Very good. Thank you very much, Mr. Gillam, for

appearing- before us:
Mr; GILLAM. Thank you; sir; =
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Clyde_Behney.
Mr. Behney is the manager of Health Progiams, Office of Tech-

nology Assessment; representing the Office of Technology Assess-
ment; :

Please he seated. You may proceed with y)ur testimony.

STATEMENT OF CLYDE J. BEHNEY, PROGRAM MANAGER FOR
HEALTH, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, CONGRESS
OF THE UNITED STATES, REPRESENTING THE OFFICE OF
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Mr. BEHNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With your perrninion, I will submit my whole statement for the

record_and just make some remarks here.
Mr. MARTINEZ. AR the previous chairman said, I encourage it.
Mr. BEHNEI. The project, that we completed in 1982 on `!Technol-

ogy and Handicapped Peopl&' was an effort to examine how tech,
nologies for disabilities are develcped, evaluated, put in use, paid
for, and so forth, and identifying the problems or missed opportuni-
ties related to that process.
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I would also like to submit a copy of the report's summary for
the record.

Much of what you have heard so far_ this morning has been about
technologies It has nut been about the system by which technol=
Ogles arise and ale paid for and are marketed and are used. I will
go very quickly through here.

We found that aside from the fact there is an extremely small
amount of money spent on iresearch and development, _and -aside
from the fact that -the tradition of comprehensive user oriented
strict criteria evaluation was not as strong as-it -could be. There is
a big difference between a prototype and an acceptable usable- tech-
nology, for example. That- the problems in this area are not really
ones of technology. We have_ heard example after example of new
technologies exciting technologies, and so fortE_The problems are
really for the most part social, political, economic, and I will sum-
marize our conclusions in that area

Reimbursement and financing are sometimes not adequate or ef-
ficient For example, reimbursement may encourage purchase _of
inexpensiveversions of devices such as wheelchairs even though in=
creased replacement and repair expenses may outweigh the= sav-
ings: Ts latter findingremains as true in 1985 aS it did in 1982. It
is not just for wheelchairs; that is a fairly common thing.

The reimbursement system, in_ fact, it was asked earlier abaut
Medicare; there is a real -problem in that the reimbursement
system,: at least from the Medicare: and Medicaid side,-is driven hy
medical criteria. In fact, it would be interesting toi find out if the
companies: that are willing- to put -funds into the NASA programs
are ones that are interested in more medical:products rather-than
anes---classically thought of as disability _ because the medical
market,_ as you know, is_some ways artificially supported whereas
the disability market is much less so: So that the willingness to put
up funds may be based on an expectation of future profit which is
drivenby the Federal Government.

We found that_the _goals of Federal policies are:sometimes con-
flicting and ill-defined. Of course everybody finds that, but it is es-
pecia1ly true in this area and I really -think some atthntion could
be paid to it. Far example, the vocational rehabilitation system is
oriented to employment and there are certain things that, if you
want to put people to work, you have to take-inta-account. But if
yeti are simply interested, in curing them or approaching them
from a medical perspective, you don't worry about it. So you have
devices being furnished from a rehabilitation perspective and you
algb haVe far larger programs providing devices, making decisions
about devices, driving -the market for devices from a medical per-
spective, and they can easily be in conflict.
-Maiisr of the Federal programs that provide__or pay for :technol-

ogies have strong civil rights -aspectS especially connected ta em=
ployment,:accessible housing; transportation. th the -work site, and
Se faith: Often, there is uncertainty regarding the philosophical
and political basis of -these-programs. These turn out to be not just
philosophical questions; but they turn out to be very important to
hew we &tide to distribute resources. That is particularly impor-
tant in terms of the capitalization question.
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Similarly, there is confusion or inconsistency concerning the
timeframe in which to judge the effects of spending on disabilities.
Again the capitalization question.

Attention needs to be given to the inherent conflicth that are set
up when the future savings resultings from expenditures by one ce-
partment or type of agency--for example, rehabilitat: 3r1 services=
do not accrue 1to that department or agency but inStead reault in
relative gains for others, such as-income maintenance or health in-
surance programs. Again the idea_of capitalization_ It_ is not just
the timeframe, it is not just the philosophiedl; but it iS the fact that
competing Government agencies turn out to be winners and losers.
Although that shouldn't be a factor in Government; it is a factor in
Government; as you know.__

Although theSe are findings from a study that we completed 3
years ago, everything that we have seen from our involvement
with specific case studies and from keeping our hands in informally
seem to indicate that these general problems, rather than the spe=
cifics of any one technology, remain true today.
_1 would also just like to _quickly make some observations_ about

some things that were said earlier. Concerning, for icample, the
idea that the invetment will pay off handsomely I think that the
Government needs- to thke into account the fact that with the way
technology is going; with a population that the benetits1 are to be
applied to probably growing; with the resulth of neonatal intensive
care unit advances of a decade ago and 5 years ago showing them-
selves in terms of larger populations in_ the coming decades; and
with the technologies that could be used to offSet Some of the ex=
PenSeS and provide some of the benefits and -make independent
living_ more possible, the communications and computer technolo-
gyrelatively speaking; the prices are going down and the OpPortu=
nities are rising There are going to be biotechnology applications
in the area:Those prices will after a time begin to be less expen-
sive than some of the traditional types of approaches. So the equa=
tion gets better and better as time goes on. Thank you.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Clyde Behney followsd
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PREPARED STATEMUIT OF CLYDE J. BEHNEY, PROGRAM MANAGEMENT FOR HEALTH,
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSE&MENT

Mr. Chairmen and Members gf the SUbcOMMitteei

I AM ClYde j.. Sehney. the Health Program Manager of the Office of

Tectinology Asseismemt. In addition. I was the project director for

OTA's 1982 study. 700.no/ogyAnofnundicappedoPeople. I am pleased to

appear before YOU to discuss some of the findings of that project. I

will make a brief ora statement and. with /our permission. submit MY

full statement ior the record;

The study was requested by the Senate Committee on Labbr and

Human Resources. We were asked to examine how technologies for dis-

abilities are developed. evaluated. and put into use, and then to

identify any problems or missed opportunities related to that process;

The study also ident:tied policy options for Congressional considera-

tion. Again with your permission I would like to submit a copY of the

Repmrt's summarY for the reCOrd.

Since 1982; the Health PrJgram has not been requested to conduct

any other projects on disability and technology. We have, however,

issued several specific case studies on disability technologies, such

as wneelchairs. communication devices. ano we are about to release one

on teChnOlOgiet fer managing urinary incontinence. My testimony is
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based on the findings of the 1982 study and additional information

from the recent .4ork on SOOCific techoologies In addition; the

Biological Applications Program at DTA has conducted or is conducting

studies of Technology and Aging, Diseases Causing Dementia, and on

Long-Term Care, and a case study on technologies for deaf people.

The Federal Government is deeplY involved in programs that affect

the use of technologies for disabilitieS. Prdgrams cover research ahd

development, marketino; financino of technologies. civil rights and

their enforcement, employment, transportation, health cre, intdMe

maintenance, independent living, and many other aspects cf life. Con-

cerns have been raised about consistency of objectiveS, COnflitting

incentiQes, and laCk 04 appropriate distribution of technologies.

ClearlY. tethnolao, exerts a powerful influence over the lives of

everyone, makino life easier, more fulfilling, but sometimes more

paihfUl And fruStrating. This statement is especiall, tru.? or peopte

with disabilities.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY IMPAIRMENTS. DISABILITIESi AND HANDICAPS?

Mani+ De0016 nacre MOdeSt impairments, and others are sionificantly;

disabled in their ability to perform one or more important life Func-

tions. These limitatiOnS either are present -from birth or occur f,om
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inJurY. disease; or aging. Onother an impairment bec(Imes a ditabilitY

depends on many things, including technology. /Whether a disabilitY

becomes a handicap depends 00 the interaction of (oe disabledperson

mith the phys-ical and social environments surrounding that person, and

many other iac.ors. And, again, technology is one of those factors.

The term impairment refers to the physiological. anatomical or

mental loss rssulting from accident, disease, or congenital condition.

Generally, n impairment resultS in a ofiAabirttywhen a basic human

function such as eating, hearinc', seeing, spe4king, or walkilg is

lim,ted. It results in a hane!c4owillen a disabled person :umes into

rontact with a han;:icapping cocial or physical environment, such as an

absence of accersible :!ansportation to get to work.

Technology flr d:s.nbloe people plays the role Of improving the

compatibility between individuals and their environments. By makinO a

distinc'ion between 'disability' and 'handicap,' OTA recognizes the

necessity of studyitIg both individuals and the environments in which

they function. Ctnlously, this is especiallY impOrtant in considering

the issue of emPloyment of disabled persons.

The key to appropriate development and use of technologies lies

in finding a compromise between: I) the needs, desires, and capabil-

ities Of users and other relevant parties: and 2) the costs, risks,

and benefits of technologies. Such compromtse May be Simple When. for

1 9 )
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example, dec:ding to prescribe or wear ereolassOs. Howeoot; some Com-

promises may be +At More complicated: for exam;le. whether TO ccTsrder

a myoelectric 11".1 In such Cales, an explicit framework for analy:-

ing technical alternatives becomes very important.

Some tchnology, aspezially medical technolOgY sUa at knee im-

plants or eyeglasses, can eliminate or reduce impairments and keep

them from becoming disabilities. Other technclegiet ate USed $xten-

sively to preVent ditabilities from becoming handicaps by, for exam-

ple, making transportation systems and accoMtooatiOns aviossible.

DisabilitY tethnOlegY may be complex, e.g., a voice-activated ruwe.

wheelchair, or simple, t.g., special Utensil attachments. Disability

technelog* iS Cited to facilitate education, to prepare disabled peopo

for employment, to adapt Job sites to the capabilities of disabled

personS, ahC to creatl manageable home env:ronments.

TECHNOLOGYANND-OISABWrii FINDINS4

The 1902 report noted that the U.S Governmen; spent about $66

Mi lien a Year on R&D related to technologies for ditabilitieS.

However, the U.S. government alSo spent morn th:1,1 500 times that

aMountabout $36 billioneach year ;;ust to rupport the irCOMe of

IA myclelettric arm, _for examole u* an aotificial, electro-niechanital

1.1mb Controlled bY theindividual throuoh use of existino nerve

endings at the place of attathrhent, usually the upper arm or shoulder.

2 0
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disabled people. 7hus, its AO expeniofitures in this area represent

olly 0.2percent of its transfer payments. When other costs related

to disability are included, such as health care, the percentage

becomes even smaller.

Despite problems- disability-related R&D is characterizeo by in-

novation. Given sufficient funding and a effective organization of

effortsi the predicted 'explosion' in relevant technologies could be-

come reality. Advances in solid-state electronics, other communica-

tions and information de,:elopments, new alloys; micro-computer-aided

movement (e.g., of artificial limbs), and biomedical knowledge; in-

cluding biotechnology and neurochemistry; are already producing

dramatic improvements as well as new possibilitiet. The future may

see an acceleration of technological contributions. Some advances mar

have great value; others may turn out to be useless. Most important;

though, is planning %or and identifying the ,Ippropriate ways to

evaluate, distribute, and use the breakthroughs.

Evaloation of technologies should be an integral part of the R&D

And tarkfting process; For disability-2elated technologies, however,

OTA found inadequate attention is being given to evaluation. Thit

finding is especiallY true for criteria such as repairability, conven-

ience, cost; consumer satisfaction, funding or reimuursement status

and potential, and cot-effectiveness; Evaluation becomes particu-

larly crucial in view of the possibility of a significant increase in

2 -t 1
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the number of technological advances, such as in the area 04 communi-

cation devices er mobility aids. UnfortUnately; this area of technol-

ogy has not had a tradition of evaluation and remains today subject to

very low funding for evaluation.

As of 1982, there were relatively few exaMples Of Successful

Federal efforts to bring a product developed under a Federal R&D

program to private manufacturers for mass marketing and diStribUtiOn.

The Veterans Administration; the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, and the National Institute of Handicapped Research art

lead agencies for the successes that have occurred. The reasons for

the lack of success include several that arise from the specific

cha;-.acteristics of the disability-related market: the disabilitY

population is ill-defined; the economic status of ussrs is often far

below the average; disability-related teChnologies often do not appear

viable from a strictly 'market" perspective. resulting in a lack of

private interest in their production; product liability is often

perceived by manufacturers to be a problem; and, especially, the

systems for third party reimbursement of devices sometimes discourages

the marketing of certain types of technologies.2 in addition, many of

the factors that hinder the successful commercial application of

goverlment-funded research in any technological area also applY in the

disability area. For example, government support is often given for .

214t the SaMe tithe, it iv important to point out that third partY
reimbursement, e.g., under Medicare, is also one of the largest

sources of funds for disability technologies.

2 2
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research and development of technologies that are complex and

eXpensive; mak -o them less competitive in the marketplace. Als'O the

public patent ..tatus of government sponsored technologies can be a

disincentive to their later commercial development.

The use of technologies by disabled people depends primarilY, but

certainly not entirely, dh their eligibilitY for public and nonpublic

Or0Oratts that provide_the devices and related services. This Is part-

ly because many disabled people have lower than average earnings and

partly because the programs are the primary source of information Oh

available technologiet ThroUgh their affiliation with these programs

and sert)ices, users either receive devices and services direttly, haVe

them financed, 60 learn AbOUt therli; The programs consist mainly of:

1) income maintenance, 2) health and medical care, 3) social serviCei.

4) educa'jonal services, and 5) Vocational rehabilitatic7 and indepen-

dent living.

OTA found that the current system of disability-related retearCh,

development, evaluation, diffusion, and use suffers from a number of

significant weaknesses. The system could be capable of providing a

great deal more service, even witA existirp levels of funds. For

ekample inadequate attention is being paid to the concept of approp-

riate technologY that iS, finding a compromise fit between the device

and the user. Analytical methods for detemining and Ittaining the

proper match of technologY and uter heed to be developed ano applied
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over the lifetime 04 the disabled oerson. In addition, information on

available technologies is ofteh fragmented, so that disabled persons:

rehabilitation workers, insurance companies. and other individuals and

groups may have difficulty locating needed data. Strengthened infor-

mation dissemination is urgently needed.

CLUS+F-THj RVORT

The OTA Report's major conclusion was that despite the existence

of numerous, important technical problems related to developing

technologies, the/Pore serious :ssues are economic and social Ones.

For example,

* Reimbursement and financing are sometimes not adequate or

efficient. For example, reimbursement Yevels for durable
edical equipment under Medicare ahd Medicaie were found to
be so low that many needed devices cannut even be purchased
at thOse levels. Also. reimbursement may encourage purchase
of inexpensive versions of oevices such as wheelchairs even
though increased replacement and repair eXpenseS may out-
weigh the savings. This latter finding remains as true in
1985 as it did in 1982.

* The goals of Federa. Olicies are Sometimes conflicting:and.

ill-defined. For e% e, some programs (such as vocational
renabilitation):are o, ,ted-to-employment and independent

living; Others (such,as Aedicareiand Social Securityipro-
grams) are governed by a 'medical" orientation; other are_a
confusing mixture (e.g.. the Veterans Administration). The

two different outlooks result ri-confusinp differences in

eligibility, services, and use of technolopies.! .An.(art1:-
ficial speech) communications device, e.g., might be paid
for .bY an employment oriented programs but not by Medicare,
on the .4noonds_that it is not a °reasonable and necessary"
part of medical care.
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Many-of the-Federal programs that provide or pay for teth-
nolooiesihave strong cit-Al rights aspedta (e.g.. education.
accessible housing ahd transportation). Often, there is
uncertainty regarding the-philosophical and-political basis
of-these programs. -Are- thole efforts_to_compensate for past_
ioequity, or areatheY effortsito distribute resources on the
basis o4:an oqual, present, right to a satisfying quality of
lift? These-basic uncertainties lead to uncertainty about

.

how to-implement the-programs and about the specific ends to
be sought th,ough technology;

* Similarly, there may be confusion inconsistency concern-
ing the time frame in which _to judge the effects of spending
on disabilities_(e.g., how do we balance the costs of
employmeGt-related programs that increase expenditures in
the next few years against their potenial cost savinos in
future years?

Attention needs to be given to the inherent confl:cts that
are_set up when the future savings resulting from expendi-
tures by one Department or type of agency (e.g., rehabilita-
tion services) do not accrue to that Departmerft Or agehey
but instead_result in relative gains for others (such as
income maintenance or health insurance programs).

Although we have not been directly involved in these areas over

the past three years, I believe it is fair to say that these

conclusions remain true today.

WHAT ARE-THE -RESUL NG--POLICYI-SWEE

Providing disabled individuals with the advantages offered by

technology requires the resolution of several policy issues. Federal

policies on financing and R&D of technologies would be greatly iM-

proved if they encouraged criteria for devices such as rate of obsol-

escence, ease of maintenance, ease of actual procurement by th4 Uter.
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and users' preferences. A disabled person might then have a better

basis, for example, tor selecting a manual wheelchair over a power

wheelchair.

The 1982 OTA Report presented a series of issue areas and related

options. I would be pleased to submit a copy of the issues and co-

tions chapter from the Report for the Record and mention to YOU only

the issue areas that the Optitels addisess There are five overlapoina

issues:

* How can we improve the production, marketing, and dittribU-

tion of technOlogies for disabled people?

* How can we increase, and make more effective, the involve-

ment of disabled persons in analysis and decision making

concerning the development and use of technologies?

* How can we make the process of developing and evaluating

technologies more responsive to the needs of disabled

people?

* How can we reduce the financial barriers to the use of these

technologies'

* How can Federal policies help assure a well-trained and Ade-

quate supply of personnel in disability-related disciplines

and services?
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Each of these issues can be cast in terms that are directly

relevant to the question of employment for disabled people. BY

devoting attention to a combination of the above issues, and by

developing an approach that involves the private sector, disabled

consumers, and government, we can do much to take advantage of tech-

nology'S vowing potential to enhance the lives of disabled people.

Thank you for inviting me, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to

answer any questions.
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Foreword

Technology exerts a-powerful influence over the lives of everyone, mak-
ing Ide easier; more fulfilling, but sometimes more painIU wid frustrating.
This statement is erpeCially truifbr people withZriabffirits. The appropriate
application of tiehhologiesro dinti ithln the hiniUtions and extenIng the
capabilities of disTsbled-and haridirapped persons is one 6f the pnme social
and-economic koala cif public poky.
= The Fec Teal GOvernment is deeply involved in programs that affect the

development ind_use of tedinologies for disabilities. Congress and other
institutions have betome incresiney interested in questions of how well
programs that direttly or indirectly develop technologies and support their
iise haire been performing. .

_The Senate Committee on labor and Human Resources requested the
Office of Tedtnology Assesisment (CITA) to conduce a study of technologies
for handicapped individuals. This sunimampresents t:se major findim and
policy .options of the fullassessment_report. The-full reTort examines the
specific factors that affect the research and development, evaluation, dif-
ftYsion and riwrketin-g delivery; use; and financing of technologies directly
related to &sabled people. . . . .

Thestudy was guided kryan advisory panel, chaired by Dr. Daisy Tagli-
acozzo. In addition, a lame number of consultants, contractors, and re-
viewers contributed tigtificantly. We aresrateful for their many contribu-
tions. However, the content is the responsibili of the Office and does not
necessarily constitute conansus or endorsement by the advisory panel or
by the Technology Assessment Board.

JOHN H. GIBBONS
Director
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l'ehnology and
Handidapped PeOple

.Many people have significant lintitations in their ability toperform one
or more important life functions:. These limitations either arepresent frombirth or result frominjuty, disest, eli-itaitg. They Iften result in_disability
and, less often but still commordy,Iiii 114AM-caps. Whether a disability be-
comes a handicapclepends on the interktiOn of the disabled_oerson withthe physical and_social envirordnenti nth-Minding that person,_and manyother factors. Tecknology is Orie Of thole Other factors. This report is about
technology, handicaps, and the Wriki ViMch technology maybe used tokeep impairmentsfrom beconditg dis4bilities and disabilities from becom-
ing handicaps.-It isbout the piteeliei inVolved in developing and distrib-uting technolojes and about the goVirnmental and social role in directini3
those technological processrs.11ie repiort's major ronclusion is that despitethe existence of inwortnnt probVeall riVaSed to developing technologiesi die
snore serious questions me sOcial denti=offinancing, of conflicting arid ill-
defined_goals, of besitnney btier the &mond, of distributive justice, aindof isolated and uncoordituta program.

ft"-flo as Ivey corbit Coarlsiry of Math Amorloon Rolowinco Core

Sports and- phys....w activity MI MI knotitent_Olan of the lives of ail
people. TeChnologles, such as special whissichairs Of
basebalM, are oftenlused lo_Moir the tuihsr participation of disabledpeople. Mary Wilson, shown abombeitsvitithat Sports builds self-esteem end COnfldence, and improves attitudes toward end sinking

diteded People
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Ir.uenceof teclthology is felt in nearlievery_&mension of the livet
of disab:ed_people AM in policies reaffrigtodines. trisome cases, tecil,
nology is thTe_ cause of IITIPArrrThel'it3bil,_and.h.n&caps. tridustrial
accidents, adverse &rug .reacfions,_ and automobile injuries illusuate _this.
lii othainstaittis, tecliriology, triecAkiA Kano logy, can diminate
or ri.auei iinpairmenb AvA laeptheni from becomins dimbilifabe.g., knee
implants and prescription_eyeglasses_ FtYrthertnore, teartology 5 tYsed to
fadlitate "mainstreaming!' _in education, to prepare disabled peopk for
employment_or reernploymestlind_to &apt th4 tasks and physical sateinf
jobs to _tbe capabilities of disabled persons, aid to cxeate a rentrotiale
phyika4home environment ._It ued edeiniivAyto prevent dabilities
from betiirning by_ninl.tmaporUition systems and ac-
commoclibons accessible._ TeMnology entcri the.lives of iksabled people
in ways th7st people.Without disabilities may conAder .nitmdr.nere.g.; in
the forma special utensil anatlunents or unilormity of trAficliglit bulb
placements._ Yet even_ ibee_uses of tecluiology are far from nitnidaie: They
may fUlfill important nee& _AM, _when applied appropriately, may make
life ealier, Safer, and more ftailling for dliabled anA nori&tabled people

_ . The state of technological capability in partdetermines what legislation
ndinulations are poesible.:Irvery clealy affects theirirnplemcntation.

FederA and State governments have created dozens, perhaps hundreds; of
progarns that relate to the "needs". of disabled persons. At the Federal ley-
&with which this report is mostconcerned; there are programs (and agen-
cies) for reseach, income maintenaice, heeth care; education; transpor-
tation; _housinv; independait livrnz etc_ It b_Mnportimt to_ aiderstand the
goals and operations of these prograns, because not only are they _affected
by the_ state:of teclinology; they M tan vav much affect the development
aid at of technologies. _ . . . . _ . .

Increased attention is beingiocused on how to effectively and efficiently
im_plement the laws and programs that are already in place-rather than on
the passege of additional laws or establishment of new proijrams. The
voIrme, divers4, and oftcn contradicton, goals of many of the initiatives
nave tended toproduce an administrative-"&ridlock," where movement of
any kind, in any direction, is increasini,-ly difficult.

The full report presents the mulct of a atudy requested by the Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources. To support its broad respon-
sibilities in the area st disabilities, the committee asked OTA to take a com-
prehensive look at the role played In, technology in that area, identify tech-
noly-relatedproblems, and suggestpolicy options for congressional con-
sideration. The study concentrated on sp cific problems by examining the
development and use of technology as a lifecycle processa complex flow
of ideas and technologier from conception, through research and develop-
ment (R&D), through diffusion (including marketing where appropriate),
to delive.y and ,se.
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STUDY BOUNDARIES
OTA uses a broadidelinition oftechnologr the practical application of

omartized _bodies of knowledge-. SU di a -definition covers both hardware
andpnicesa technology. Thepresent study, however, limits the definition
of technologies id that the foriis-;s on technoliAdes thatareintended for
and _applied to inctvidu. Broader technologies. such as transportation
vsterns;_are covered:in this report only in tha contezt of program and so-
cietal-level _examination Of tOss and lienifiti.

The studis invohtementin riniti-ditTabilitiet and handicaps was tern-
Pend hy_Pragrostisin. For example, OTA hied to avoid becoming too in-
volved with medical issues that are nett subitantially related to technology
and to the functional slisabitrift th-at atein hani Chronic illness. Similarly,
the aStit&Processoften carries with it a gradual lessening of functional abil-
ities in various areas; such ftabUities are covered but only as part of the
central theme of disabilities:

Prevention of impairments, disabilities; and hamcritapt it cOVered only
briefly. The issues involved M a full-scale induaort of preirintion feChnol-
ogies (e.g .. highway-safety technologies prenatal tertiturig and dieSnOsis,
diet) are al laa* raagrkitUde That they detervCittintion on their Own._ To
illustrate some of the issues regantrigprevention, a die itudY On passive
restraint systems in automobiles is being issued separately at a background
jasper to the study.

SUMMARY

What corsaithteS Mi bitpalrussnt a disability, or a handicaA)/OTA's ap-
proach to deft:aril:MA 111.1161 begins with the idea that society defines-. irn-Oicitly. a popfioti :or peopk with "typicarfunctional ability ln tOri-
trot, society delilitYs thisTie iishe cannot performone or more life functiont
within the broad range Of tyPicil as "disabled" or -handicapped."

1K-re are manypostibledelinitidni oithe terms 'handicap" and "disabil-
ity." Definitions ere imporWit, betause they afFect the methods for identi-fying, and actual identificarion_of, peopkin deed of assistance. OTA found
that it is most accurate to u,.ethe phrase- "having a disability in describing
a person with tome type of furkrioal litnitation, given no Aierific back-
groundlcontextualYinformsfiteLA "haddkiP" has to be specified within
its environmental and personal contexts. Dilibilities rind handicaps arise
from impairments. which &el& OtysiOleigkal, anatomical, or mental losses
or "abnormalities" resulting from ikeicerits, diseases, or congenital condi-
tions. Generally, "an imprisTint reluhts h*Ta diabihty when a generic or
basic human function such AS earing speaking, or walking is limited: It
results in a handicap when the lindiation is defined in a socially, environ-
mentally._ or personally specdied context, such as the absence of accessible
transportation to take disabled people to work.
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Tedu.olcw for disabled people plays the role of improving !heti( be-
tween individuals ary: their environments. By making a distinrtion between
clisability" and "handicap," OTA is highlighting the necessity of studying

both individuals and the environments in which they function.
Another aidcal issue, closely related to definitions, is that -of demograph-

icsthe numbers and distrthution of disabled or hariclicapped people. In
large part because imp,irments and disabilitks are not as obLectively meas-
urable as is cFstrabk and because handicaps may champ depending nn their
context, there is no dependable count of the number of disabled or har-
dkapped persons. Nevertheless, considerable time is spent by researchers
and various groups in making such estimates. Some of these estimates range
as high as 45 million, including more than 10 million children. Typical lower
range estimates are from 15 million to 25 million people.

Br:mates of the number of people with disabilities are plagued byprac-
dal as *ell as OakeistialProtilerria. There is doubk ccimting of .ome_peo-
ple with more thin one dis4bility, unckrreporting of some disabilities (in
pie diTe to the stigma attiched to being incliskd on a list of disabled peo-
ple), overcounting by organizations seeking to make a strong case for the
ecWrit 61 a p4iticidirClisTability, ISM incornikte counting_of some disabled
peopk, p4rbcurariy those in institutions. A perhaps more important prob-

Alm met Pnwiled * F ii Oast Ore tufty, sow some Ma

This photograph shows Pat Ilergon assistINI Danny Naylor In the uee
ofiamercuri-hesd switch. The head awitch actiyateg4ge music on the
tape recording when_Danny hoJdl Jils bead proaar
training Is used to give a person greater control over the use of muscles

and nerves to position the head
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1ein with reported co-mts is that such counts usually do not take into ac-
Lount the severity of the fun..-tional impairment reported.

Basic to the development an? use of approrriate technology aze the pro-
cidures by whinhl disabilities and mdicaps are identified, goals for their
7.melioration establiihed, and resources to meet the-goals expended. The
assessmentand plahhing riiithiXii need Wider three Federal programsvok-a-
tiorial rehabilitation services, servkes kir deVilopmentilly disTabled pers.)ni,
and SPeCial education servicesare examined in the report in terms of their
potential use in management information systems. The analysis discusses
their effeetiveness and efficiency in aiding or determining the appropriate
use of resources for modifying handicapping and disabling conciltions and
for meeting the needs of actual participants.

Technology
Orie of the necessary corieeptifil bases for an examination-of policies re-

lated to teChnolisgy and disabled people is a framework of "appropriate
application-of

A technology may be considered a,ppropriate _when itsdaielopment and
use Il_are in reaction tcyor in.antiCipation acdefitiedtoaareUtitig to prob-
lems opportimides m the th*shility area,2) are compatible with resource
constraints and occur in ai. effitient manner, and 3) result in deSirel,le out-
comes with acceptille negalive consequences or risU_ to parties -at interest.

The key to appropriate development and use_ of techtiologies lies in find-
ing_a compromise& between: t...nirm, and capabilliM of _users
and other relevant partia; and 2). the costs, ris, _and betaimof tedfnol-
ogies. Analyemg_ such a _compromise _may be relatively .slitiglitforward
when, for exariple, deCi&r% to prescribe or wear eyeglasses. In a case in
which the fisability in queslion moil)* type for whien teehholomes such
at aciattlitial,.myodettrit .&nb are beitig considered, however, the com-
promise decision procest betimes extrein6y compleit, and a framework
for anAWiiiil AtericiliVes bectenes very =portant. Fctrirs, Midi explkitly
stating the oak of the teclinology's ire; that Should- be part of a polky
approadi to appropriate use are presented in the full report.

The disability-related research and development system includes both
public and private organizations,. Federal,. State,_ arid loc. al governments;
individuals; coopanies, universities specW interest assoCialions; and a num-
ber of other actors-The people that thesystem is intended to_WastpoMess
a broad range of handicaps and itsabilities of varying severity The tea-
nologies that _the system produces cover an even broader _range, both in
type (inclueing devices and process tedmOlogies or services), in sophistica.
tion; and in papotc

.sy ...prropoact application a tedinology" OTA n not refrrinisto the same concept as intermediate'
tedt.01061,"- or 1ov:capital technology." humid. tt,e kern mit, to an informed Menet:oily as torhe con-
ditions under which any particular technology is appropriately developed and. especially. anpliad.
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= The Fe&raA tok ki Etihty-reted_R&D has been steadily increasing
in scope 00 magnitu&., isithoughit rietrusina small in comparison to the
number of people_Ofecuedand the compkicity of the Itlearch ozhkrns in-
volved-The organations_expencrurg the greatest effort, as measured by
if* nix ial theirreleiR&Dhuged, arc theNationalinstituteof Handi-
cedRth(NIJ, the veterws iaubdniuration (VA), the National

(NW!), and theOffice of Spedaltducation._ The Na-
tionid Aeronautim and Space.flakrunserahors (NASA) la alao involved in
this area as a reault_cif technology blearier Worts stemmirqg from its pri-
mary iniMion. It collibtorates Wilh the Awove agencies to tramsfer new tech-
nologies evoliring frOm ita RAD bale

A recent survey conducted for NIHR found that the U.S. Govenunent
spends about $66 ralion a year on R&D related to technol4es for dis.
abilities: However; :the US:Government also wends about $.36 billion a
yser_to support the Mcomeof dhabled people.lkus,ffaR&D ecpandlturas
in thk ersm metier* only112_percent of its income transfer_payments. By
comperrson, the Government's total Mel& care R&D accounts for about
2 percem Of ib total Moab c&rt costs.

Private sector involvement in R&D is difficult to charaderize or quan-
tify. The companies and ormizations that corisct-R&D range from multi-
billion dolla_companies_to small businemes to nonprofit organizations, as-
sociations , ancl_dimssemecific foundations. Often_these companies and
olganizadons_are the primary actors in the cleyelmanentAelivarY, and PuT7
chme_of newtechnologies for their constliaenmoups. The R&D funds used
may mme from the companies and onpnizations themselves or from the
Federal Government. Debate continues tiamorround die issues of how mach
R&D I. winnilk, who should 4014 and who should benefit financially from
the complex ineerecnou of privaar4 laiW and nonPanat-Vonmr"I remurch
efforts. _

Despimprobletm, disabilibr-related R&D is characterized by innovation.
Given sufficient funding_and an effective organization of efforts, the pre-
dicted "Implosion' in relevant technolosies-could become reality. Ackreicis
in solid-eute electronim, other communications/infonnation ckvelopnienta.
new alioys, microcomAnster-aided movement (e.g., of artifidal ), and
biomedical icriowledAseJncluding neurochemistry, are already inodudog
dramatic ReW possibilitiecIlw future may see an acceleration of techno-
logical developments- Someadvanoes (e.g., writing aids for physicilli
disabled chlkben) may have great value; others asay turn nut to be trailers.
Most important though; is planning for and identifying the appropriate
ways to evaluate, distribute; and use the breakthroughs.

Evaluation of- technolcies involves a broad spectrum of actiViilin Mid
a number of criteria. Salem efficacy, feasibility, and rinifitabl. ;j are di
criteria often used first in evaluation effo is, Criteria that follow muck
effective ear reliability coet, repairability, convenience, affordability, ea-
thetics, consumer satisfaction, patent protection, legal impacts, hability con-
cerns, accessibility, economic impact, reimbursement status, social irnplica-
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tions, cost-effectiveness determinations, and ediical concerns. However,
these important criteria are rarelyjf ever, appliesi consigently to new tech-
nologies for disabled people in the public or the_private sectors.

There is, however, no shortaim of menchs,oisanizations, and univer-
sities interested in the various-issues surrounding the evaluation of tech-
noio&s. The level of the Federal effort in terms of money spent onevalua-
don effortris imposrible to determine fully. The lead aiLency in evaluation
of technologies-for disabled people is N1HR. Evaluation research supported
bNUiR ia conducted along_with bask and applied research and technol-
ogy develont at the variousN11-1R-funded research-centers. In theoxy;
evaluation research is an integral part of the R&D process, In reality, it
is tact-done o* in an oversknplified fashion or withinadequate funding.
NIHR does _MI:loft some evaluation of devices -produced outside of its
research centers. Howeventhe problem is that there are not enough_ of these
activitih. The Food and Drug Administration (MA), the National Bureau
of Standards (NBS), and NIH are three other agencies that focus on evahia-
tion of technoloijes at the Federal kveL but their efforts do not meet the
evaluationneeds in the area of technology fik disablector handicapped per-
sons. Theprivate sector is also involved in the_evaluatkn of technologies;
particularly technologies that it develops or distributes. _ . _

OTA finds that thepublic-private sectorLurtnershipis inadequately de-
signed to summit fully useful evaluation efforts and that a coherent, ade-
quately knitted and focused prram of evaluation h needed at all levels
of -diffusion and adoption .-f. bkhnology for disabilities.

Such a finding is partky Cruikl in -view of the possibility of an in-
crease in tife_numbier of terhnolOgicil idvances becoming availablee.g.,
communications &Vices and -mobility aids.

Diffuson IE marihtiag.of hcliriolog*riditabkd-people require quite
differimt_medicx& ,Tridi'MlOrinTation_th4li the R&D and evaluation efforts.
Thepubllestivate *dor interirelationshipis pailicillarly complex, In the
disability field, _mod& ofdiffoneridinliketing in the general health care
system and of difion of innovations in the private sectorwhich are not
tietesatily compterhentaryare often r.t work simultencmialy.

There area number of _SUCCIMESiin the .thlfnsion rid nwheranj of tedi- .

noinies thai have been directly related_to Federal orts to bib* a prod-
uct _developed under a Federal R&Dprogarn to prhAte_manthcturen for
mass marketing and:distribution. 11A; NASA, and NIFIR are lead _agencies
for these successes. However, such_sucoesses_appear_to be thelexceptions.
There area number of reasons:_ the _sabilty mart population is ill-
defined; the economic status of usersis oftcrift WOW the Median; tech-
nologies often do not .appear viable from a strittly 'bhiket" perspective,
muffing in a lack of private intenht in theirproduttion; product liabilky
is often perceived by manaactineratobe a problem; and,_eitiecially, the
systema for reimbursement of _dthrices sometiiiitiprovide-dirintentives- to
the inaketinl of:certain typh of terbriblogies.Two additional issues in this
area are the problem of -rapidly Changing tedinolOgy arid the need to in=
volve consumers to assure that marketing efforts are effective.
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The use of technobnies by disabled people appears to degend rrimarily,
but certainly not entirely, on thepuhlic andnonpublicprcwam r which
the individuals users are elieble. This isgar4 because many disabiedpeople
have Iowa. than Average earnings and partly because the variety ofgro-
grams that exist are the primery source of information on available tech-
nologies._ Through theiraffiliationwiththese programs and services, users
either receive technologies directly, have them financed, or learn about
them,

Althouich there are over 100 different Federalprovania serving disabled
ople, the majoriwofpubfic services erein the form of : 1) income main-

tenance, 2) health and medical care, 3) social services, 4) educational serv-
ices, and 5) vocational rehabilitation and independent living. The greatest
expencliturat have beenand continue to befor income maintenance,
related transfer payments, and health and medical care.

The major income maintenance programs are Eocial Security Disability
Insurance, Supplemental Security Income, VA pensiora for nonserv-
ice-connected disabilities, and VA compensation for service-connected dis-
abilities. Individual beneficiaries of these programs receive cash payments
with no restrictions on their we. The programs influence the use of tech-
nologies not onkbecause they provide the funds to purchase the technol-
.4es, but also because they establish eligibility for health, medical, and
vocational-related services and technologies.

The major publkly firiirked ft-fah-and Medical -care programs serving
diMbled peoPk indude Welkin!, Medicaid and VA Medical services. The
use of technologies is significantly affected by the amount of ftindi pro-
Vi&d bY the4e programs, tidier to iridiVidnale or providai, --by the niethada
used to authorize payments, and by the organization 4 the provision of
services. Policy bans that affect eligible Medicire and Medicaid recipients
incluck what technologies ane covered arid haw are those dedsions made,
what type; afgresions and institutions are recognized as provideri, What
amount ic reimbursed for the cost cif covered services, what technologies
are determined to be medically necessary, cued what greets the Medicare
and Medicaid programs on the type and location of services to diaablid
beneficiaries.

The prime Social services programs that serve disabled persons are those
authorized inckr title XX of the Ecicie/ Sàci yActind the dereicipmental
disabilities program authorized under the UeVilapmental Disabilities Ai-
sistance and Bill 4 Rights Act. Unikr theseprograms, a Wide range of tea-
nolor es are directly providicl to ellial&el people. Thus, the major issue
aft, i the &livery and um of technologies is the &termination of eligibil-
ity roi these programs (end currently, whether and in what form there pro-
gram., and ;Ahem will continue to exist).

The two lirgeit education programs for disabled people are authorized
under the Eduz:c ron for All fiandieapped Children Act and the Vocational
Education Act. If necessary for receipt of services under these programs,
devices may be funded. The programs are more important, however, for
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MA) weak Camay el Phonic Ex ft., 00111 WA* Calif

Aiding In_preprinng etnplOrnent and canVng out job functions has
always been one of the prime useeof technologies for disabilities. This
photograph shows a women uting_ thaLIMOrdelAirrer_HandlYnICS _to
COmmunicate with her know workers. The Handivoice speaks the words

which the person manually enters Into It

prepmm1g4sabled people tol use technolotOes and for_provicLng informa-
tion on what is avahle... The vocational rehabilitation and independent
living programs authorized under the Rehabilitation Act directly provide
tethnologies EC eligible recipimts for use in the workplace or to live out-
side of inititubons the Cate of severely disabled individuals).

Although the availabiW of public funds in support of public policies
has greatly shaped dec!sions in the private sector, nonprofit and for-profit
private organizations are usually the actual providers of services under pub-
lic programs. In addition, they provide services and funding not covered
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by the public programs. Private insurance companies provi& income main-
tenance, although the total amount is ankh less tbah whit the public pro-
grams proride. Health and Medical care are alio provided: &ince teclinol-
ogles are funded using criteria similar to the public programs'.

5ei4ral issues, related to_ the Mibliaprograms in stnerg, gfect the use
of tichnolOgies bY dieibled peopk. They indude: I) the devee to which
services and finiding are etionlmated from provan to program or art con-
sistent from State (or region) to State (Or region); 2)_the gfect, on coor-
dination and canditericg, of th:e MithOds for &terminitts ftbdity-; 3) the
extent Of die gaps in eligiliileg for services tint: public mid:nonpublic pro-
grams; 4) tlie &tree to Which snaintgiungre6five &vice_ tedmologies
is difficult or Cotitly;= 5) the clegree to whirl' consumers are gfectively in-
volved in services &livery; and 6) the dtortage of rguibiltation providers.

MA's exauthiglon of the current system of disability-related research,
deitgopmerit, evgmitioio, dIffasion, and use finds that the sYstem suffers
from a nuenlig d Wpfilicare weacisesta The system is, or could be, capable
of a great dea1more .

Information_c2n available technolosies is currently disseminated through
publicly financed or publicly operated_programs for disabled people. In-
formation is often frasmented, since many-of the_prnrams cairer discrete
subject areas and areemmordinated. Strengthened information dissemina-
tion in a coordinated fashion is urgently needed.

Providim disabled individuals with the advantagei and opportunities pro-
vided by technologies rectuires the resolution of several policy issues.- One
issue is: What types of _moviders are most appropriate to match possible
technoloides with a _potential user? That is, who shall be responsible, in
cooperation with the user, for identifying possible technologies, selecting
a technology, fitting it to the specific user, and training the user in its use7

Resource Allocation
The development and use of technologies for diSibled persons are great-

ly effected tryavai! ible resources and the ways in which they art illocatid.
In fact, all decisions about the ckvelopment and application of such tea-
nologles are ones of resource allocation. Efforts to improve resource-illo-
cation must takeinta account the incentives and controls currently operat-
ing on the deveksment, evaluation, diffusion, and use of technologies. TheY
must also examine the "fir between the intentions of policyrnakers to assist
disabledpeople (prate mportunities for disabled people to help them.-Ives)
and the actual arsistance afforded by the available resources and the lilies
governing their allocation.

Effective resource allocation must take into account a number of current
issues in the diability-related area. For examgle,- to -what degree ShoUld
definitions of disability and hihdicap tiled in Federal programs focus_ on
people's abilities as well as disabilities? An increaied concentration on abil-
ities could lead to the expenditure of a greater proportion of resources to
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alter aspects of the environment that turn disabilities into handicaps. An-
other example of a current issue in resource allocation is the extent to which
the Government should encourage and financially support independent liv-
ing and the involvement ofeople with disabilities in pertinent actions such
as evaluation of technologies or the determination of the types of person-
nel -who will prescribe or fit technologies.

Other issues have to do with the types of outcomes sought Ln allocating
resources, the degree to wnich society and other decisionmakers support
the development and application of technologies to prevent disability, the
iitiliience of an increasingly aged population has on resource allocation,
and the proper role and use of analytical techniques in allocation
detiiioninaking.

BRIEF POLICY OPTIONS
A large nuniber of factors_diett the success of tethnologkal aPplicitions

in the area of otsabilitits. OrA's policy is to provide Congress with a series
of alternative actions and .s.-ciissions of the possible consequences of im-
plementing them. The opfions in the fall report are otganiied by issue area.
The following prrs-AB brill statements of the issue areas and related policy
options. The options are not mutually exclusive.

Pkiduction, Matketing, and Diffusion of Technologies
ISSUE 1

How can the Federal Government increase the probability_that tech-
nologies will reach the people who need and desire them?
I-. as many cases as possible, commercial viabiliq, should be one of the

goals sought in technology development. A critical issue is how to alter
the currently inackcmate state of_ marketing efforts and processes.
_ The produefion, maiketiiig, and diffialion of technologies are most often

pnvate Settor activities, and yet a nuznlier of factors work against that sec-
tor's wilringness and ability to engage in them. R&D organizations have
typitally pUd a IOW priority on production, marketing and diffusion activ-
ities:Abo the afiCultk in projecting the Markets for disability-related tech-
nologies InataSes the riski of a commercial venture, as do the often small
popWations in question. Many dis,Ailed individuals traditionally have had
low average earnings or funds at their disposal. The reimbursement pol-
ities Of the FederalGovernmcnt and the States also contribute to the uncer-
tainties of the marketplace for a firm considering the production of a tech-
tielogy.

OPTION lA

Congress could amend current legislation to create a consistent and
comprehensive set of fiscal and regulatory incentives encouraging
prinate industry to invest in the production anti rketing
related technologies.

90 3
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RScal incentives_are created by poBcies, sudi as taxafion policy, to &low
private investors and ..`irntis to nWtt morel:Table esffnates of_potentiA

Mvestmem; Relgatory incentives steA to_ accomplWi the same
objectives a fise.d incentives but _do so _EtutoWl metho& less directly con-
nectedzofisal factors, indurrini pate.: literisalg panties- McAbee
examplewmAd bethanges in the pen&rift oncomphance wifn Federal
regidations regarxhril the hirint of dlsabled_psople or_ the provision of_ap-
propriste technologies to _bled people. Thistype of incentive would iti-
deue the dertatid tTittl thim4ore_ the potentW market for tedinologies.

One benefit of impkinentins thisoption is a_potential increase in revenues
to ths_Feelerikvornmentas_a result_ of Me larger corporate taxes paid
by firms and the incrtased taxes paid by disabled people using technologies
that allow -them to lead more_proauctive lives. On the cost side; revenues
w_o_uld be_redumdby the amou.nts of any tax reductions ernbodieciin the
fiscalincentive structure. Y et Federal costs would:be diminished by the
reduction in funds spent on income transfer &id heAth insurance payments.
Also; a norunonetary benefit of this option would be the increase in well-
being of the disabled people who would benefit from receiving helpful tech-
nologies.

OPTION 1R

Congress could legislatively charter a private organization to provizie
marketing and production-related servivs to both the private and the
public sectors.

Congress has occasionally granted an official Charter to a-nonprofit or-
ganization recopitedto serve the publk WelFare. The initial bin& far suCh
an organitatiol would come Prizrarily from the nonpublic sector-with per-
haps a _small startup grant from the Government. After startup, however,
it Wimild I:ie expec`ed to operate on -its own revenues.

The goal of the organization would be to provide technicA assistance,
analysis,. and other services relatedto the production, markermA, and dif-
fusion of disability-nelated tedmologies. TaTskl pmformed in retmt _for
fecsooddindisik prep&arioriof tWricertnt surveys widwifties fdt_pnvate
ffiuts,_aTrid del-Moment wid management Of rnographic ansA prodikt data
seft. The orgaruzaTioncodd also serve as a liaison between ruins or Govern-
ment agent:1'es and ultirniste consumers.

Two potential advantagesof the proposed organization &e: that it is_de-
signedo canyoutan important and currentlyinadequatelypeformed func-
tionnd that it is located it the nonpublic sector..Potentig&sadvaitaTos
lie in the possibility of conflict of interest and in the difficiAty of the tasirs
assigned to the organization.
OPTION 1C

Congress could establish a joint publk-private corporation to provide
marketing and production-related services to both the private and the
public sectors.
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ThiS option would have_iiiiiilar goals to- the previous one arid seek to
accomplish thern through the same types of taiki. thatead of the legal au-
thority of a private corporation with official recognition as in optiori 1B,
though, thii option-would establish a quasi-governmental entity. Analogous
orgriirations are the _Oviirses Private IiiVestritent-Corporation, the Ten-
nessee_ValleyAuthority, and_ the Federal Nation-al MortgageAEiociatiOn.
ITi setrint uo any nids organization, Ob& interest services can lie performed
unng pririiaiuly private fUriding and managerial teehniques.

OPTION ID
Conness could mandate the collection of market-related demogranhic
data by an intsnagency group led by the Bureau of the Cer.sus.
This option might reduce some of the uncertainty that accompanies the

decision to develop or market a product by producing demographic data
divided by types of functional limitations. It would also be useful to the
puMic sector in setting research priorities and allocating hinds for the ap-
plied engineering and diffusion stages of technology's lifecycie.

The cost of this option wotild vary considerably, dePending on how ex-
tensively the current survey teehitiques and act;vities of the Bureau of the
Census wotild have to lie modified or expanded. It Might be possible to
create a miehanism- whereby the private sector, including industry, ad-
vocacy groups, and foundations, coUld contribute funds to the effort.
Areother ditheiviiim along which costs woUld vary is the extent to which
new data are collected as oppcised to old data analyzed to provide new
artSWerS.

involvement of Disabled People and Other Consumers
ISSUE 2

How can polkies_ mid provamit btdeied tto encourage or assure
the effective involvement of disabled _people_ asid otheTr consumers in
the developmentand delivery of tedmologles? Ifs addition to providing
information-, COMUlditrithodd_thmithrftbi psirt _Of advhory and pol-
icymaking bodies_to the maxUsum extent feTtiolNa.

In theoryassuring maximum effectiveness, efficiency and relevance in
the development and application of technologies requires the extensive in-
volvement of those who will use the technologiesthe consumers. In prac-
ticeJhere is relatively little involvement. There it no "correct" amount of
consumer involvement arid there is no easy way to achieve effective in-
volvement. Consumer involvementis frequently discussed, however, and
everyone seems to believe in the concept, yet few satisfactory schemes
or actual actions to improve the situation exist.
OPTION 2.A

Congress could mandate formal consumer involvement in any or all
Federal programs o r federally fundPsi programs related to the develop-
ment and use of technologies.
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Conmss has already mandated consumer iliandicapped persons") in-
volvernent_throgrh oeveral Federal laws.- The- individuatplanning processes
required by several Federal laws, for example; arc des*ed to involve dis-
abled _people or dwir_Rarenta or other rwres, itaEves in decisions about
education or rehabilitation. Under this-option:, Congers could expand the
formal; statutcarb!based;_recements for the:participation of disabled peo-
ple litargsta cholisr eALtdolcnent mid wain implementation, including
setting research priorities, evaluating grant and contract proposals-, eval-
uating reports arroyos on edstimpants and contracts, and reviewing
technologim for inclusion in reimbursement and purchase lists.

Irk general, this option could involve a program-by-program review to
determine whichprograms could use the various mechanisms for establ
ing or expanding_consumer involvement. Consideration shotkid be given
wherever _possible to the use of flexible mechanismse.g., combinations
of advisocy Eanels, staff hiring, and contracts with consumer groupsto
make involvement as effective possible.

OPTION 2B

antigens coactnwrautate an of.Xci of consumer involver unt to monitor
anti arovi4 mai-stance to otheroffices_deding with technologies; and
Congress car/him:courage a relevant agencies to expand consumer
intalootrenT._

Instead of legislatively mandating_ consumm involvement ingkecific
stanon, Colwyn cook clearly encourne various amides to expand their
corminver involvement activities through oversisdet hearings,conunittee re-
ports, and _other means. This option provides the advantage of flexibil-
Ayflexibility to chum as conditions change over time and as data on
the performance of involvement methods oecome available.

The obvious disadvantage of this rytion relative to the previous one is
the ciifficulty of gainirg volu_ntauy compliance by the agencies. Mandating
thc creation of an office of-consumer involvement would be a step to lessen
this_disadvantagg. The propiosed office could coordinate, monitor, evaluate,
provide technical assistance to, and report on the involvement of disabled
people in Federal activities.

OPTION 2C
aingress coal encourage agencies to increime consumer involvement

: If Congress wishes to signal a concern about the inadequa te amount and
quality of annsumerinyolvement :divides, it could do so thrc ugh mecha-
nisms less formal than legislation. These mechanism include, as lister.:
above, oversight hearings and records of hearings, and language in com-
mittee reports accompanying related legislation.
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Research, Mvelopment, orui Evaluation of Technologies
ISSUE 3

How can R&D activities be ...rgenized and funded to i,oduce knovirl-
edge, technicmes, or devices that serve the:nee& of Aa.bW people
and relevant proyiders in accordance with the magnitude of various
mobkm-areas and opportunities? How can mgattion of presentand
emendrigtechnologies be organized to providecnaritirenM.s, proeiders,
and policymaken with adequate information? _

FUnding for both R&D and evaluation is uite low in relation to the
amount spent on transfer payments and other services. For evAuation,
though, a perhaps equal _problem is the lack of recognition _given to the
wtential contribution of evaluation to decisions aboutthe appropriate ap-
plication of technolospea. The organization and directions of R&D &id evg-
uation also contribute to the inadequate nwnber of useful technologitt troth
these activities. The peer review systems in-effect are not wellmg ---aniled.
lnackquate attention is paid to what will happen to the results of R&D thte
that stage is completed. The constraints and demands of marked-rig, pro-
duction, and consumer acceptance and preferences continue to play a rela-
tively small part in the R&D process, though that situation seetig to be
changing slowly.
OPTION 3A

Congress coWd ntiansi.de Mid =winners and production and marketing
expetts be represented on R&D panels and evaluation panels.

This option explicitly recognizes that considlinble involvement of the
peeple and organizations who will play a magorrolein the sutilequent use-
fulnem and diffusion of technolordes AloWd_Mke plite_early in the proc-
esses-of R&D and evaluation. Its implemenUtion woidd require extensive
thonht on the most effective waysof avoirig toketiiiin and &inflict-of-
interest situations for private indiTstry. Yet many aspects of the R&D and
evaluation processes are amenable to expenenced consumer input. Con-
sumers might inject a detree of reality to the setting of R&D gcials and pri-
orities: evaluation criteria niirdit be set ta more closely resemble the list
of factors that lead io a technology's successfill apPlication .

Production and marketing experts could help the R&D process in several
ways. For maniple, the simple presence of such people onpanels could re,
mind researchers and policyrnakers that the end resa of R&D is suppoSed
to be (in most caw) useful and cost-effertive teclutiquesarld devices. Also,
their experience and exprstise would allow them to makTe suggestions relating
to the evaluations that are nezessary and the t..dinological characteristics
that should be FA lught.

Theoretkally, no congressional actions are necessary for the adoption
of this option. If Congress-finds that it is a desirable option, however; and
the executive bra,ch agencies da not implement it on their own, Congress
cou;d amend relevant laws to mandate that R&D-related peer re-iew and
other advisory groups hav :. such representation.
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OPTION 3B
Conlresil oo mandate demonstration projects for therrinarding of
"production stage grants or cmtnictsieitily in t&, R&D process.
The objectvele: thii option is to sas-t R&D efforts in the dmeloprnent

of technologim that Will be iffediet eaA will tocconf ally reach theirmarket .

corall grants or contracts to nor.prOfir or profit,seeking olganizations to
analyze die potmtial Mirkit ahd iii&evadp pWal for the effident produ
tion and diffusion of ipieactediriologia anly he4 This option is oriented
to only a cFemonstrchorr Ifcirt lieciuse Of the man,. questions that exist
concerning the- &mt.:wares of etirli a inedieriiitrri;

Ode- iiiethisd Of itipkrisrldrng the dernswtran'orr would be to select
through a itringietitive process a firm that is interested in the marketing
rights, for egieinfOrd titre or area_ for a particular technologyThat firm
would:nee the Contrkt Irma to _examine the nnst efficient ways to pro-
three tbr tiehnOlegy un devdoptirent.

OPTION 3C
Congress could tumropriate specific increased }Unfit for evaliration of
tezhnoiogies.
Thistion addresses the remively low level of ftTA& aid activities cur,

rends existing in the disability a. Althoiigh economic reaties naturally
affect the viatrility of this option, it is important to remerribe thatthe_cur,
rentlevel of fundim for evaluation is extreMeAy low-,yet the number of
technologies beimeleveloped is incirsising corestly end many are in need

of evaluation. Some of these may prajdu-ce drariti& dfecus,_others may turn

out to be useleubutmost 4lI Pro:dike beriefit nricier dtrtwin conditions
i.e., when applied Appropriately in relation to their ri553 ,end risks. An in,
creased amount of funds will be beedid to iclequatay assess these new
technologies as well as existing ones.

OPrION 3D
Congress ditrAW &Induct ooetszlht hearings with the Deportment of Edu-
Catkin ta dltii5siiiie tirlikthe dissemination of information on technol-

ogi remains iiiiiteinane.
CrrAlinothat the anrount,_ usefulness and accessibility of inforirratiOn

On the dwracteristics; availabilits, and performance of technologies are not
rrieeting the tree& of u:irrs or potential users. A parrial explanation is that
the isiaticinll Rehzbilitation Information Center is relatively new, arid id
ABLEDATA syttet6 is even newer. Also, these activities have not had sig:

nificant amountr of funds appropriated.

_ Before any specific legislative actions are taken, a numbercif questionz
codd be addressed jn oversight hearings. Such Irearingi arrild be deiighed
to beim out mom dearly the reasons Err the current situation and-the 5d,
miristrative readicns to that situation. An example ofquestions:that cOtild

be explored in overtr4ht Why have agencies, especiallY in the-Depart-
inert of Education, _oriented their dissemination activities to professional
reseaith institutions and similar clients?
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Imogene Dckeot Buff.ilo, Wyo., uses wheetcheir for mobility. She
and the chair ride ,3n a Chalt-E-YeChl CIL for longer distances, k ramp-

equipped van

Financial Borders to the Use of Technology
ISSUE 4

4ow_cartananaal barrWss to tile acqUon ofteduriologim by la-Mbled
peoAi be radiated...Within reasonalde conTsfirth? Can the leva and
distribution ef avakble :finding be_ made more appropriate Un rela-
tion to the level di the problenis tddresid?
Imperfections in the structure of delivery systems need to be minimized.

Inadequate and sometimm illogical aiteria for reimbursement or payment
for technologies should be reviewed and; w here appropriate; changed.

Despite elUxibiliq, for the public and nonpublic prolgams that rnaypay
for technologies to assist them to function more independendy_ and pro-
ductively, a number of disabled peo_Oe are denied fundingfor particular
technologies which are clearly appropriate. Aprimary reason for the denial
of funding is that the technologies in question are no; stricqy "medical"
in-nature ancl are therefore not considered ''necessary.' While most ind4ent
disabled persons are eventually able to receive some assistance towards meet-
ing their needs. acquisifion of technologies in-the period immediately follow-
ing the onset of their impairme:t presents particular financial hardships.
OPTICN 4A

Congress could establish a loan guarantee program with low interest
financing (on an income-related sliding scale) to assist disabled people
in device purchases.
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This option -would reduce_ or -.iniate financial baniers to accpuring
devices far individiisle Who have the capability to generate the funds to

pay for the-cieirices but who do not have_the resources for the initial capital
outlay. Theieloans could assilt iwthe piTrchases of_ devices which; in turn,
would assist the iiiiiViditak &redly or bidirectly to function independent-

ly,- work, and -pay back the loan.
Piinsint Of this option would likely involve a minimum of Fecreral dollars.

The program coWd he. State-administered. as is the progrLm of federally
giiaithd ittdsit loans for highc education. The interest tubsidimrotild
Fe proitaedieitherhy_ the Federal Government directly or by the lending
institutions with tax: incentives to do so. A signihcant implicaticr. of this
option is the public-private partnership like)), to occur if it were

implemented.

OPTION 4B
Congress could conduct overeigni hearin gs_on ways to change criteria
for reinibursement under the-Federal heelth insurance programs with
respect to technologies for disabkd PeoPk.
r.isabled people eligibk for coverage under one of the Federal health in-

curance programs are often denied payment fortechnologies which are not
considered wittily Medical in natiTre. &hough the technologies would im-

prove the hicretienderice an4peoducfivity of their lives. The heEkislation for

the prm;ranis croisi not eictiresly prohibit payment for '!nonmedical" tech-
nologies such as communicafion, educatioo; antirthabilitativeaids. Instead,

the denials usually occur at _the State or regional level through rezu-
lation. This way, huids may be saved in the short term, but in the long
term, a greater amount of total fun& isexpended in, for example, income
maintenance payments or institutionalizafion expenses.

Hearingi on fnethea to change reimbursement criteria would focus at-

tention on the need to corsider the implications of policies in one area on
other related areas. Theoretically; the heariiqts shouldprovide Llternative

criteria for expanded n- thiTztentera and suggested regulatory changes to
accomplidi that objeth ire whidi the Health Care FinancingAdministration
and the States could then adopt. Congress could then hold oversight hear-

rngs at a iater date to determine the effects of any adopted changes.

OPTION 4C
Congress could conduct oversight hearings on methods to improve
health insurance coverage for persons kaving employment as a result

of disability.
The objective of thia option is to reduce the financial barriers tothe ac-

quisition of technologies-duringthe periodMimediately following termina-

tion from employment due-to disability. Moa people who leave employ-
ment Ime health and medical insurance coverage formerly provided by their
employers. Since health- and rnedica/ insurance programs are a primary
source of funding for technologies fOr disabled people, Congress could in-
vestigate ways to dose these gaps and exaniMe the resultant benefits and

costs to society of any administrative attion implemented.
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One method that might be covered in oversight hearinzs is the provision
of Medicare coveiage dunng the 29-month period that individuals must wait
for Federal Disab:Iity Insurance. Another method that might be covered
is the provision of incentives to employers to provide health and medical
insurance coverage to their terminated employe.s for 12-to 29 months fol-
lowing termination for disability-related reasons.Unlesschanzes in the cri-
teria for reimbursement under the Federal health insurance programs are
pursued as discussed under the previout option, therel5likeIrto be an in-
efficient expenditure of dollars under any program arisingfrom these hcar-
ings as long as appropriate technologies are not covered.

Personnel Issues
ISSUE S

How tan Feddd pofidet assure_an adequate number of well-trained
pdscairieralidligd Of thedevdopment irid-usenf tedindogies? Sys-
tems_for R&D_as Sieell as ddivery Of services shoidd provide incentives
for the_ctrit-dfidive use of didie person/XL
Alt h oush the actual -number of professionals (disabled and nondisabled/

workingto develop and apply technologies to disabledpeople h..s increased
dramatically over thelast 40 years, there remains a shortaze_m a_numbier
of keyareas. First, there are too few rehabilitationreseddids airidreld-
tion engineers. SeCOACI; there are too few Allied health profesTsiorids, in-
cluding physical and occupational therapists, orthotic and prcstheticteth-
nologists, qxech therapists; and rehabiPtation coiTriselors. Althnugh the
size of these shortazes is difficult to qua-nt;ty, legislation sudi as the Educa-
tion for All Handicappeci Crddren Act, as amended, kis served to increase
the demand.

Finally, there is a shortpze of rehabilitation physician spedalists. Under
the current -reimbursement system, this shortw is a key one, because it
is often the physician who must prescibe a technology for it to be funded.
Yet the physiciar is not always the appropriate provider_ to pmscribe the
technology, particularly if the technology is no: medical m nature.

OPTION 5A

Congress coUrdiapproprirde fUruis for the training of increased numbers
of ifisabilitV-related personnel, including rehabilitation engineers. re-
habilitation medicine physician specialiSts, and allied health profession-
aU: _

The objective of tiat. option is to dleviate the diortage of providers.
Schools eWbIc to receive the funds older thit option wOnld iridude khools
of engineering with specific programs for rehabilitation engineering,. medical
schools that sponsor residency programs in rehabilitation medicine, and
schools for allied health professionals. An alternative to training more re-
habilitation medicine specialists is training physicians m other specialties
to Ixcome "managers" of the :ehabilitation of disabled clients.
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OPTION 5B
Congress could encourage volunteer participation in assisting disabled
people by modifying tax incentives related to volunteer expenses and
charitable contributions.
This option suggests the use of volunteers to_perform some of the func-

tions normally proviited by proheadonais, to eitlinte. the services provided
y professionals, and-to assistin uriPlementing costing ltWation that has,

to date, not been appropriated enoUgh-furids_for fedi unplementation (e.g.,
the FxhicaSon for All HandiciPjied Childien Ad). AlthoWi 1-volunteer par-
ticipation" suggests that no compensation is provided, the incentive of re-
duced taxes is known as a relatively inexpensive method of_ proviikng com-
pensation. This option assumes that the provision a suth "compensation"
will inatase- the supply of volunteers.

OPTION 5C
Congress could mandate_the fundin of demonstration projects to test
reimbursement for technologies under Federal health insurance pro-
grams by the types of skills provided rather than by the types of
providers.
This_op :ion is Ln response to OTA's finding that those providers whis

ate permitted by the structure of delivery and reimbuisement systems to
prescribe technologies for disabled peopk may not always be the most ap-
propriate ones to do so. In these instances, a client may not receive the
pro_p+ assistance, or the skirls of several pro-riders (those able to prescribe
and those unable to) may be-employed at more ...,cpense and loss of effi-
ciexy_ than necessaryor desirable Another problem is that services neces-
saryfor thepro_per use of prescribed technoloiies are often not reimbtinied
under_the Federal healti. insurance prograna (see option 4E) u ihey are not
provided by a rthracian and are therefore not proviced. program of
demons=tion projects under the Medicare and Medicaid programs is pro-
posed under this option in_recognition of the untested status of thii poten-
tially helpfte solution. Congress might want to limit the types of services
eli,inble for the program in its authoriration of the project.

_ _NaTE_Coptes of the full report "Technology and Mandl.
capped People" v.an be purchased from the-Superintendent
of Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20402.
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General Information

Information on the operafitth of OTA, the natUre and stet-ma ongoing
assessments, or a list of ava0able poblications may be obtained by writing
or calling:

PI Communications Office
OL ....: of Technology Aisessment
U.S._ Congress_
Washington, D.0 20510
(202) 226-2115

Publications Available

OTA knnW Freport. Detaili OTA's activities and si.-nmarizes reports
published &hi% the pretedirig year.

Oat of Publicitions.Catalogs by subject area all of OTA's published
reports with inatructions on how to order them.

Pieria Reeises.Announces publication of reports, staff appointments,
arid ot:er newsworthy activities.

OTA firoau'What ()TA I. What OTA Does, How OTA Works."

Ongoing Assessments.Contains brief descriptions of assessments
presendy under way with estimated dates of completion.

Contacts Within OTA

fOTA offices are located at 600 Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E., Washington,
D.C.)

Office of the Director 724-3695
ConAressional and Institudonal Relations-- , .. 224-9241
Energy, Materials, and International Security Division 226-2253
Health and Life Sciences Division 226-2260
Science, Information, and Natural Resources Division 226-2253
Administration Office 224-8712
Personnel Office 224-8713
Publications 224-8996
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Good ling, do you have any questions?
GOODLING; No; I have no questions:

Mr. MARTINEZ. I am trying to understand completely what you
are saying about the_ conflict between the aspect of curing a person
and providing help for him to get by with his:Pythagorean injuiy
or-handicap. It seems to me that there would be in an- area -where
there was a possibility of curing a person's handicap; but that there
is another area where a person is permanently handicapped;
whether through injury or at birth and that the technology that is
being developed now would go a long way to assist that persom The
more-pertinent westion is -how do you fund this, and who fun&
this; and_ who is_ responsible for this?

COuldyou-elaborate on that?
Mr:. BERNEY. The conflict I was speaking of is illustrated I think

by the Medicare Program; which ia medically_ driven, As far sal
know-unless things have changed in-the- last 2 days or -something,
the reimbursement :criteria_ are that a communications_device such
dathis would probably not be paid for; whereas; if the Government
R&D_ and_ private R&D apparatus created-an artificial speech-gen-
erating organ that would theoretically take the place of a specific
organ, that- would be paid-far-. That would be much-more-expensive.
It would raise great questions of resource allocation; It_ would be
much tougher to get to people who have attendant riska and so
forth. And-it is way.in the futureprobably.-

So the medical orientation in that program;:which is a big suppli-
er -Of medical devices, makes it-extremely difficult tO get communi-
cations devices paid for.:You_don!t want that attitude in an employ-
ment-oriented or a rehabilitation-services-oriented environment.
And -I don't think you have that environment as- much, but the fact
is that there is a large incidence of the Medicare Program and it is
a big supplier of disability services and devices and so forth. Arid
unless_ you somehow divorce an individual person from:that and_get
them into the -rehabilitation mainstream, you may miss out: TheY
may not be able to pay-for that-It takes a- very sophisticated user,
or advocate; or insurance company, or employer; or whatever; to
work the system to get that device approved by Medicare.

Mr: MARTINEZ There is_no other program that now provides for
these devices for_that 'handicapped _person?

Mr.-BEHNEY. Well, I think, and I am- not certain-about this, over
the past few years; but_l think:the person would have to be in and
eligible for some type of rehabilitation training_program -or in some
program like that that has:a different orientation, perhaps the Vet-
erans' Administration,:and so forth,_ and then _that might be sup-
Oied, or_part of the gducation -for Children Act But that is hit or
miss: You are excluding a major source:of devices.

Mt. MARTINEZ. You are of the opinion; then; that Medicare or
Medicaid should be extended to cover some of these things?

Mr. BEHNEY.iMy ipersnnal opinion is that many of the reimburse-
ment rules under the -Medicare program, unless they are changing,
have slightly counter-incentives to logic; yes;

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Williams; do you have any questions?
Mr. WrimAids.- No questions.
Mr._ MARTINEZ; _Thank you very much for appearing before us

end giving tril the benefit of your expertise. We appreciate it.
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Mr. MART1NEz. The next two people are part of a panel. It is
Nicholas Zill and SheldcL Simon. Mr. Nicholas Zill is president of
Child Trends, Inc. Sheldon Simon is president; Rehabilitation Engi-
neering Snciety of North Ainerica.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Would you please proceed?

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS ZILL, PH.D., PRESIDENT, CHILD
TRENDS, INC.; AND SHELDON R. SIMON, M.D., PRESIDENT, RE=
HABILITATION ENGINEERIN SOCIETY OF NORTH AMERICA,
REPRESENTING THE UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIA-
TIONS, INC.

_ Mr. ZILE; We have heard a great deal this mornilig about the ex-
citing technological developments and the research possibilities
that might be uaed to train and assist individuals with serious dis-
abilities to become productive members of society. In tnring to
eValtiate the applications of these technologies, it is_ natural to
Want tO ask how many young people in the future will have handi-
caps that require this kind of assistance.

Unfortunately; the social science technology to make projections
about specific groups of people in the future leaves a lot to be de-
sired; Even the statistics on the current -numbers of individuala
With handicapping conditions are quite imperfect; and I would like
to Wine back to that theme. It was raised in the questions earlier,
and 1 think-it is an impoitant one.

There are; however, some general considerations that one can
lOok at in determining whether the number of handicapped_persons
is increasing or decreasing and to get some rough idea of the mag-
nitude of that change; Among the considerations are changes in
the oVerall size of the child population in the coming decades; the
life expectancy of people with disabilities and how that is changing;
and then also changes that were just mentioned, namely, metlical
technologY and social programs that are drastically changing the
mortality rates of high-risk infanta. I discuss these at some length
in my written testimony; and let me try to summarize them brief=

The firSt, and perhaps most important thing to realize is, though
the size of the child population has been decreasing throughout the
1970's and the early part of the 1980's it is now--

Mr. WiLumds. You are referring to total size?
Mr. ZILL, Total size, right. It is now on the upswing. The Cansus

Bureau is projecting 3.8_millimr births per year for the rest of this
decade and early part of the 1990's, and between 3.7 and 3.5 there-
after. What that inerais is-that the overall size; namely, children
from 0 to 17,_is goingito_ increase from less than 63 million now to
aome 67 Million by 1995. If we _look at the school-aged population
alone, which is ages 5 through 17, it is going to go from 44 milliOn
this year to over 45 million by _1990, then to 48 million by 1995, and
nearlY 50 Million by the year 2000. We are going to have to reopen
SOme of those schoola that have been cloaed.

Unless the relative frequency of serious handicapping conditions
changes dramatically _in the next few years; then, we can antici-
pate aimply on the aize of population growth alone that we are
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going to have more handicapped children_to educate and to provide
for, and-that-win be-true for the remainder the century.

A second thin.g that is not realized often enough is that there has
been dramatic increases in the life expectancy of disabled person&
We know about the-savings-in the neonatal care-wards, but there
have:also been increases_ afterithe handicapped individuals get past
the first year of life. These increases: have: been true:across the
board; but_they are particularly dramatic-in the case of-Downs syn-
drome; Forty years ago, an individual with Downs syndrome could
be expected to live perhaps to 12 or 15 years of age. Today, the esti-
mates are that the Downs syndrome individual has-a- life expectan-
cy of perhaps:48 to perhaps 55 year& Indeed, so dramatic has been
the change that there is growing concern about the number of
Downs syndrome individuals who develop Alzheimer's disease in
their later years. _

There are a lumber of reasons for this increased survival. One is
that:we have better medical management of conditions like pneu-
monia and respiratory disease from:which many handicapped indi-
viduals used to succumb,_particularly Downs syndrome. I think an
important general consideration is that disabled individuals-are_ no
longer relegated to the back wards of large :institution& They are
getting better medical attention, better individual attention, and as
a consequence; they are living longer:

This -increased life expectancy has several important implicit!.
tions. Obviously, even- if the-incidence- rate of a disability stays the
same but the life expectancy goes up; the number of individuals
with a handicap in the population is also likely to increase.: Even if
the-incidence of a condition is going down, -as seems to be the case
with Downs syndrome; increases in life expectancy can offset that
decline.

These-increases in life- expectancy-make it- all the-more impor-
tant to find ways to_turn handicapped individuals into_ productive
members of society.. Because every year:of additional life, if that is
not achieved, means additional burden- for-the families-4 the indi-
viduals and for the taxpayers in general If_we look at figures such
AS $85 a day to maintain some disabled individuals in State=run in-
stitutions; _we are-talking about each additional year of life costing
$31,000 per_ person;

On the Other:hand, the return on the research and training that
will pay off in terms of a-productive job will be that much greater
with this increased life expectancy; _ _

Those are two factors. The third factör is this lower death rates
for high-risk_ infants. This is a bit more complex because the impli-
cations of this are arguable. I would like_to just illustrate to you
how dramatic the changes have been. Of the babies honi in the
United States in 1960 who _weighed 1;500 grams; that is about 3
pounds, _4 ounces or less, only_about 28 percent lived to see their
first birthdays in 1960. In 1980, infants who were of similar low
birth weight 52 percent were alive at age 1;

I have some recentifigures from the:State of Missouri for the
most recent data. In 1984, in Missouri,: 63 percent of those very low
birth weight infants are surviving:to:age L So We havehadi a very
dramatic improvement in the Survival of high-risk individuals.
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_There_ is no question that these infanth have a greater risk of
handicap and disability-In -one study that was sponsored by the
Robert Wood Johnson k'oundation; for example; it:was found that
39 percent of the infanta who at birth weighed -1,50C- grams or less,
at age 1- had some kind of abnormality:or_ developLzental delay.
That compared with 13_percent of normal birth weight. we look
only at severe defects,-12-gercent of the very low birth weight in-
fants had such _ severe problems compared to 2 percent nf the
normal birth weight.

On the other hand,- it_ is important to realize that the majority of
the low birth weight babies we are saving do not have such-disabil-
ities, at least-as-far- as we can thll, at age L Furthermore; the ma-
jority; the- vast majority of babies _that have_ congenital -abnormali-
ties are of normal birth weight. Therefore- the-size -of the increase
that we are going to get by keeping high-risk babies_ alive is not as
large as anticipated. I did some calculations applying the 1-980 mor-
tality-rates-and the change from 1960 to the 1980 birth numbers; I
estimated that you_ would get an increase of about_a_ percent in se-
verely handicapped infanta-sow that -is about -2,000-more infants.
It is -not nothing lind the economic cost of_ thatis substantial, but
on the other hand _it is not the epidemic of handicapped individuals
that is sometimes portrayed.

We should bear in mind also that the: improvements in the neon-
atal technology have had a beneficial effect. We-are-doing a -better
job of -handling things such as respiratory :distress, of jaundice,
picking up problems in the delivery very early on because of fetal
rnonitOringand these -are _probably having a:beneficial effect in
reducing the numbers of at least some kinds of handicaps.

I think to try to integrate and summarize what -thew various:fac-
tors-mean is that it- is-likely there will be increases in the: numbers
of seriously handicapped young people in the U.S. population be-
tween now and -the-end-of-the- century, These increases will _prob-
ably be more modest _in scope than is sometimes feared. But- I
would haidid a guest that -10 years from now,in -1995,-there will be
about 6 million young people in the public schools who will be re-
ceiving various forms of special education assistance for handicap-
ping conditions that--range-fram- mild to severe-I would alsa esti-
mate that in the same year:there will be a total of:perhaps -1.3 to
2.7 million young, people between the-ages -of-3 to 21 -with handi-
caps severe-enough to warrant the kinds of technological assistance
that has been described here today.

Given the higher exgectations that we have today:for:the quality
of life of handicapped individuals, :the :economic: implications of
these increases will be far-from trivial. On -the other-hand, the fi-
nancial and the-emotional payoffs from_ successful_attempts to train
handicapped persons for productive activity Will-alto be sizable.

That concludes-my gregared testimony. I would like to make one
more remark with respect_to the need for better statistics on child-
hood disability.: The question was raiSed earlier to Secretary- Will,
and we-really do not have good:data.: We don't have the data that
will answer the:kinds of questions; how many individuals do we
have_ who need this and-know about-it or- don't know about it and
could make use it?_I would very much like to see this committee at
least attempt to mandate the National Institute for Handicapped
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Re Search to carry out the kinds_ of sample surveys and studies that
are needed to provide these kinds_of data.

It is _not Fin inipoSSible task. We have some models _within the
Federal GOVernment._We_even have something called the national
health and_nutrition examination survey where individuals are ac-
tually given physidal examinations ariditests so that you can evalu-
ate What they can and- cannot do. T_hese kinds of mechanisms have
ha been applied to the handicapped population to give us-the data;
theipoints over time to see how we are progressing and to see_ how
many of these individuals -are or are net making use of the technol=
ogieS that are available. Thank you.

Mr. WTLLIAMS. Thank you.
[The prepared Statement of Nicholas Zill followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NICHOIAS ZILL, PH.D., CHILD TRENDS,

We have heard a great deal this morning about elditing

technological developments and resetrch possibilities that might

be used to train and assf.st Individuals with serious

disabilities to become productive members of society. In trying

to OYalUite the applications of these technologies, it is

natural to ask how many young people in the foreseeable future

will have handicaps that require these kinds of assistance;

Unfortunately, the social science technology that can be used tO

make estimates of the size of particular human groups at

specific points in the future is far from perfect. Indeed, the

statistict that are available concerning the murr-ent numbers of

persons with specific handicapping conditions leave a great deal

to be desired. There are, however, some general considerations

that may be used to help determine whether the number of

handicapped persons IS increasing or decreasing and by roughly

hOW Mudh; Ameng these considerations are: changes in the

overall size of the child population; changes in the life

expectancy of disabled persons; changes in Llfant mortality and

morbidity that are being brought about by advances in medical

technology and social programs. I have tried to sumMarite and

evaluate some of these developments in the reMarks that follow.

io

The first and perhaps the most ilportant thing to realize

when trying to project the size of the handicapped child

population into the future is that the total population Of young

people in this country, which decreased in size during the 1970Z
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and early 1980s, is now on the rise again. Although the average

number of children borne by each woman remains low, there are

now so many women in their childbearing years (as a result of

the post-World War II baby boom), that the total number of

children produced is increasing. The Census BureaU haa

projected that there will be approximately 3.8 million birchs

per year for the rest of this decade and into the early 1990c,

and between 3;7 and 3;5 million per year during the late 19903.

Thia Meant that the total child population (ages 0-17) will rise

from less than 63 Million this year to nearly 65 million in

1990, and more than 67 million by 1995. The sehOol-aged

population (ages 5-17) will go from about u4 millien thia yeae

to over 45 million by 1990i to more than 48 million by 1995, And

nearly 50 million by the year 2000. Thus, unless the relative

frequency of most seriously handicapping conditions were to drcp

significantly in th.1 near future, it seems likely on the basis

of population growth alone that the absolute numoers of

handicapped young people in the U.S. Will increase for the

remainder of the century.

/ncreasing Life Expectancv:ofIltzatl-etersoca

A second development thet must be considered in trying to

project the size Of the population in need of rehabilitative

services is that there have been significant increesee in 'the

life expectancy of individuals with rerious handiCepS. It is

fairly well known that babies born in the 1980s With DoWn's

syndrome, cerebral palsy, cystic fibrosis, and other disabling

2 4,0
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conditions are much more likely to. survive their first few

hours, days, and months of life than children born with these

corditicns in previous decades. What Is less widely revIized IS

that tod's handicapped children are also more likelY tO

survive into young adulthood, middle age, and even beyond.

Increases in life expectancy have been true for a number of

different disabling co%ditions, but the evidence is particularly

dramatic in the case cf Down's syndrome. Forty years ago, an

individual with Down's syndrome could expect to live only to

about 12-15 years of age on the average. Today, such an

individual can expect to live into his late forties to

mid-fifties. Indeedi persons wit:, Down's syndrome are living

long enough so that there 13 now concern about the high

proportions of them who develop Alzheimer's disease in their

lEter years.

There are a number of reasons for the increased survival of

individuals with serious disabling conditions. Part of the

story is better medical management of specific acute illnesses

to which disabled individuals are susceptible. In the case of

Down's syndrome, it i3 better treatment of pneumonia and other

respiratory diseases that has made a difference. An important

general change is that indivi,Alals with long-term disabilities

are now less apt to be relegated to the back wards of large

institutions and are more likely than in the past to receive

adequate medical attention for their health problems.

There are several important implications of the trend toward

lOnger life expectancies among disabled persons; To begin with,
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if the incidence of a specific disability -- that is, the rate

at which individuals are born with or otherwiae develop the

condition -- remains conatant, but the life expectancy of

victims of the disability goes up, then the prevalence of the

disability will also go up. That is, there will be more people

in the population at any given time who have the diSibility.

Even if the incidence of a disability has decreased, as seems to

be the case with Down's syndrome, increases in life expectancy

may partially or completely offset the decline as far as

prevalence ia concer:led.

Increases in the life expectancy of disabled young people

make it all the more important to seek new and better ways to

train these individuals to become economically productive

members of society. If productivity is not achieved, each

aJditional year of life means an extra year of economic burden

for their families or for taxpayers in general; At the rate of

$85 a day, which is what it cost in 1982 to maintain a disabled

individual in a staterun institution, the coSt5 moUnt up at the

rate of $31,000 per year per person. Cn the other hahd, if

training and technological assistance make it possible for a

disabled individual to become productive; then the economic

return on the investment in research and training will be that

much greater. In sum, the increases in life expectancy are

likely to enlarge the number of handicapped young people ih the

population and make it more imperative to provide these Young

people with adequate training and assistance.
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Another development that is sOmetimes thought to be

increasing the number of handicapped persons in the U.S.

population IS the advent of neonatal intensive care units and

other medical and social changes that have dramatically improved

the survival chances of premature, low birthweight, and other

high-risk infants. Modern medical technology is succeeding in

preserving the lives of tiny infants who would almost certainly

have perished had they been born a decade or two earlier. Here

are some figures that show jUst how much change has occurred in

this area: Of the babies born in the United States in 1960 who

weighted 1,500 grams (3 lbs., 4 ouncea) or less, only about 28

percent lived to see their first birthdays; Of the babies born

in the U.S. in 1980 with similar very low birthWeights, more

than half -- 52 percent -- were still alive at age one.

Although L?-to-date data are not available for the U.S. as a

whole, 'Joseph Stockbauer of the Missouri Health Department has

been good enough to provide me with some recent data from that

State's vital statistics system. These data show that low

birthweight mortality rates have continued to improve since

1980. For baoies born weighing leAs than 1,500 grams in

Missouri in_ 1984, 63 percent survived to age one.

Although nearly everyone would agree that preserving the

lives of vulnerable infants is a good thing' a number of

commentators have expressed concern that an unintended

consequence of these advances may be a sharp rise in the number

of young people with physical and mental deficiencies. There is
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disagreement among public health experts, however, over the

isaue of whether such a rise in handicap really is an inevitable

sohaequence of the improvements in neonatal care;

There is no question but that children bOrn with very Iow

birthweighta show a higher tett of phySical defect end retarded

development than children born at higher birthweights. For

example, in one study of a random sample of one-year-old

nhildren in several different areae of the U.S.i it was found

that of those who weighed 1;500 grams or less at birth; 39

percent had some form of at Iesat mild congenital abnormality or

developmental delay at age one. Atong children of normal

birthweight (more than 2,500 grams), less than 13 percent were

found to have some form of abnormality or significant delay. If

we focus only on severe defects or delays, 12 percent of the

very low birthweight children had such problemsi compared with

less than 2 percent of the normal birthweight children.

On the other hand, it 13 important to realize that the

majority of very low birthweight children do not show congenital

defects cn developmental delays, at least not by age one.

Moreover; the vast majority of children who do ex:libit such

defects and delays are born at normal birthweights. Thus; the

potential increase in the number of handicapped children that

might be produced by saving the lives of a high proportion of

low birthweight infants is not as great as is often assumed. I

have calculated, for example, that the changes in birthweight-

specific mortality rates in the U.S. between 1960 and 1980

would, when applied to 1980 birth numbers, produce at worst a 3
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percent increase in the number of severely handicapped children.

Now a 3 percent increase is not nothing. It represents about

2,000 more seriously handicapped children produced from one

year's births. It is, however, a far cry from the epidemic of

unintended disability that is sometimes envisioned as a

necessary by2roduct of the reduction in infant mortality.

A number of public health experts would question whether

even the relatively modest increase in disability that I have

just described is really taking place. They would argue that

the improvement In neonatal technology is actually producing a

net reduction in later handicap because difficuItieS that may

arise during pregnancy and delivery are being picked up earlier

and complications such as respiratory distress and jaundice in

newborns are being treated more effectively. The avoidance of

childhood disability that results from these advances more than

offeets the increase in disability that comes from preserving

the livee of more infants with congenital abnormalities, or so

it is argued.

There are data that seem to support this contention.

Regional surveys of one-year-olde sponsored by the Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation and conducted by investigators from.The Johns

Hopkinn School or PUtaic Health in 1976 and 1978/79 found that

the overall risk of congenital anomalies or developmental delay

decrease signifiCantIy between the two surveys. On the other

hand, the same studies found thAt the proportions of children

with severe or moderate congenital anomalies or developmental
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delay did not change over time. I believe that a prudent

reading of these results does not rule Out the possibility that

the Dumter of severely handicapped children May be increasing as

mbre highrisk infants Survive.

TO reiterate and try to integrate the considerations

discussed Above: I project that there will be increases in the

number of seeibuSly handicapped young people in the U.S.

population betwsen ncw and the End Of the century, but that

these increases will be more modest in scope than is sometimes

feared. For example; I would hazard a guess that ten year-6 from

now; in 1995 there will be about 6 million Young people in the

public schools who Will be reci-.4 various forms of special

educational assistance for handicapping conditions that range

from mild to severe. And I would estimate that in the same year

there will be a total of perhaps 1.3 millith tO 2;7 million

young people between the ages of 3 and 21 with handitaps severe

enough to warrant use of the kinds of technological assistance

that ha6 been described here toda, ; Given the higher

expectations that we have thday fbr the quality of life of

seriously handicapped persons, the econoMit implications of

these increases will be far from trivial; On the other hand,

the payoff from suctessful attempts to train handiCapped persons

:Or productive activity will alt,o be sizable.
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Mr _WILLIAMS; Pi% Simon? _

Di-. SIMON: Thank you. Perhaps it is worth a moment to give you
my: background; and my:presence _here:is _for that reason; I am an
orthopedic surgeon at Children's HnspitalL and associate professor
of orthopedics at Harvard Medical School. My undergraduate back-
ground was in engineering, and after receiving my medical degree
received further training in rehabilitation,and for the- last-12 years
have been at:Children's Hospital associated with both the clinical
side:of rehabilitation in the patients that I see, both on a childhon-1
level-and -an adult level, as- well as on the-research side combining
efforts with_MIT and their rehabiPtation engineeringicenter.

My specific researc +-. has been on -jait analysis and- developing-a
mechanism by which we=_can evaluete the handicap person in
terms of their movement. Prior to abau;_ 10 or 15 years ago we had
na -means- by which of-assessing in _a ye. accurate way just how
disabled people are:and what mechanism:1 .nd what proper treat-
ments might be for them.

The research: that we _have done over the last 10 _years with re-
gards specifically to cerebral palsy has shown some significant facth
clinically that are of importanceCerebral palsy is a disability of
birth related_ to:brain damage :that affects the locomotor system;
and with an inability ta properly- assess it a-number-of treatments
have; if you will; been givenias the best guess in terms of how best
to improve their function.: Notably; one of those; of course; :is sur-
gery.- With- the rnethads -that I have--Otwcribed in my testimony
about the evaluation: of_ these children in terms of: their walking;
what we ha-7e found is that we can naw predict tia about an 80_per-
cent level of how they are going ta walk after a particular surgical
procedure.

What we- have found locally is -that -we can- reduce the _number of
surgical procedures by 35 percent :because, in many cases; they are
not -necessary. ThiS is alSo true with the-types of -braces; -so- that it
isn't a -hit or_ miss_ game in thrms of picking a brace that is most
appropriate; fmding out_after $500 to: $600 is spent that it is inap-
propriate and- usin& another-one. -In thia-sense the -idea of rehabili-
tation technology iin assessing the patient has:been a very impor,
tant f a c t o r . ThiS is only one of a variety- of different t y p e s of -re-
search- that has been going on and_ that has :found its way to the
marketplaceiso:to speak; in clinical practice in a variety of handi-
capping physical- disabilities.

That to some degree is what_a lot of the technology and:research
in the teChnology- has ben all about.- Clearly that has improved
over the-years- with_the improvement in the technological advances
such as in computer and electronic technology. Now the contention
is that- we have a lot of tneans-availabk -to us- to both assess and
properly_ treat individuals with physical handicaps that could allow
them to get back Mto the workplace.

Same of-thum -may-cost a good deal money inihard initial dol-
lars; But many_ of them we can find_ by proper_ evaluations and re
relatively small in price For exaniple, in Texas,- they have estimat-
ed-that the proper technology applied costs something in the neigh-
borhood of_ less than $1;000 to gAt_ somebOdy back to the- market-
place and tia work, and the benefit, -therefore, in tax dollars bath
that the person pays as well as the savings for not being on disabil-
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ity is enormous. There are several examples that I have given in
the testimony; but I will for the sake of brevity not go into that.
But I think it is important on both-sides to realize that.

In fact_ probably only _about 30 percent really need a significant
increase from that MOO figure to put sornebOdy back in the mar-
ketplace. Even then, if we consider; for example, a wheelchair for a
handicapped person that is motorized and having need of a nonvo-
cal device such as an -onboard computer, we are talking about
$12;000 to $14,0013_ that somebody then could be allowed to use for
over 10 to 15 to 20 years that would be effective and allow them to
work appropriately in many work settings: _

The other fact about this is that industry is becoming more and
more aware-that it is-not just to bring 'he person back to the mar-
ketplace; but to_ properly place him in_ .iiat marketplace and allow
these technological developments-to be p.operly used. & in- many
ways we have the means by which_we can bring people back and
allow them to have a high quality of life.

The question becomes-one of how-best can we take this_technolo-
gy and the individual with their particular handicaps and combine
them together in the most economical and proper way, There -I
think is- one of the greatest difficuhies we have; and that is, right
now itineeds a multifaceted team. But one aspect of the1 team that
is not involved in-the act is a rehabilitation engineer whonan see
what the technical difficulties of the_ individual are and: match
them with the appropriate equipment. Given to the orthotist or the
prosthetist, given to a team of a physical therapist and a physician,
there is still an individual missing.

The second- problem -that- we have is in acquiring the funds for
the individual: We have already heard about _the difficulty: in
trying to find those funds in terms of where thc -are designated.
Internal prosthesis, for example, to give juut another example of a
total knee replacement in an individual,-_ is repayable by third-party
billers. The technological -advances to allow a person to walk from
an_ external source; such as many of the _new technologies: can pro-
vide, is less easy to see in terms of how it can be obtained. With a
great deal-of effort by the individual, or the family; or the physi-
cian, or some other particular advocate it can:be dcne, but it takes
a great deal of effort arid many people are not getting it in a lot of
States because ofthe fact that it is just not easy to see.

The question that was raised before ahout the -dissemination of
information. It seems that_ the consumers are more aware a the
things that are available, although there nee& to be more work on
this, but who to go to and how hest to address it is one of the signif-
icant questions: Therein lies_a great deal of the problem.

What I am _saying basically is that a rehabilitation -engineer is
missing from the vocational rehabilitation; and the education to1/0-
cational rehabilitation and to a great _deal of people is somewhat
missing in this respect. Even though laws state that -these things
should be available_ to tha handicapped, ti laws are relatively
loose and it is therefore difficult to try to impleL'..ent them. SO what
we are suggesting is-that certain recommendations be made to the
rules and encouragement from this committee to amend them ap-
propriately, and these are listed in my testimony between page 8
and page 12. I will just briefly go over those.
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One. In section 7, paragraph 5, the law defines the term "evalua-
tion of rehab potential." Many persons despite--

Mr. WIMIAM& Mr: Simon,- I don't want to be rude; and you are
into a very important part of your testimony, and I know; too, that
you came up here from Memphis. l.kt me ask you, though, 1:cause
bells are about to ring here and we are going to have to go vote.
Let me ask_you to summarize your recommendations; which I com-
mend you for delivering in such specificity, and that will give Mr.
Bartlett and myself time to ask a couple of questions before the
bell rings.; That way we won't have to keep you all for another half
hour waiting for us to return.

Dr-. SIMON, All right. Well, in summary, I think they arr listed
there,so I won't reiterate them;

I think one of the most important points ab-out this is that_ identi-
fying in those laws basically that s-Recifi technological advances
can have reimbursement_that the appropriate assessment be made
for those through the efforts of incorporating rehab engineering
into the system at the vocational rehab level.

I think I will stop there for the sake of brevity, because I think
they are all listed in that sense,

[The prepared statement of Dr. Sheldon Simon followaj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. SHELDON-SIMON, DIRECTOR, GAIT ANALYSIS LABORATORY,
HARVAR )/MIT, ON BEHkLF OF THE UNITED CEREBRAL P"LBY ASSOCIATIONS, INC.

Introductirm

Good Morning: My name is Sheldon Simon, MD., aLd I am testifying

tbday On behalf of United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc. UCPA is a

private, non-profit agency with 230 affiliates in 45 states concerned

with meeting the needs of persons with cerebral palsyi and those with

similar disabilities. In recent years, UCPA has become increasingly

concerned about providing employment and independent IiVing opportunities

for persons with cerebral palsy. Our testimony will outline hOW

rehabilitation engineering can radically change the :Ives of persons with

severe disabilities. We will also make recommendations for amendments to

the Rehabilitation Act which would make it possible to provide greater

employment and independent living opportunities for disabled persons. We

Appreciate the Opportunity to present this testimony before the

Subcommittee.

It is important for the SubCommittee to understand my professional

background and why I am so committed to the concept of rehabilitation

engineering. I am the Associate Professor of Orthopedic Surgery at

Harvard Medical School, Director of the Gait Analysis Laboratory in the

Harvard/MIT Rehabilitation Engineering Center as well as Orthopedic

Director of the Cerebral Palsy Clinic at the Children's Hospital Medical

Center in Bostcn. I received my undergraduate education at :ley York

University College Of Engineering and combined my engineering background

With a medical speCiality in orthopedic surgery and rehabilitation

medicine. I am the current president of the Rehabilitation Engineering

Society of North America.

My major research interests ar.., in orthopedic biomechanics and

rehabilitation engineering. I haw been especially interested in the

mechanics of neurological control and human locomotion. For the past
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five years-, the Gait Analysis Laboratory has received a research grant

from the OCP Research and Education Foundation to study the unique

ambulation problems experienced by children and adults with cetebtaI

palsy.

Description of the Gait Anadysis Laboratory

Cerebral Palsy is a disability which generally occurs before, during

or shortly after birth and results in brain damage to the locomotor

segments of the brain. Children and adults with cerebral palsy often

experience difficulty in walking depending on the type and degree of

their disabilities. Until recently, these children and adults have often

been subjected to painful surgery only to find that the operation did not

help their functional abilities and. in some cases, their ability to walk

decreased after surgery. Paso, in the past these children and adults

have been fitted with costly braces which, in some cases, did not improve

their conditions. The Gait Analysis Laboratroy seeks to methodically

understa.ld the individual's gait problem and thereby prescribe the

correct treatment.

Gait Analysis combines the use of a number of infrared cameras.

placed at differing angles to photograph the movements of the individual

walking across supersensitive scales that distribute the force of the

individuaI's gait in all major directions, and electromyography of a

number of the major muscles involved in controlling the ankle, knee and

hip joints of both lower extremities.

All of these variables are automatically fed into a computer which is

programmed to produce photographs which can then be interpreted to

provide a complete analysis of the gait of the individual. This analysis

will guide the physician in providing suitable treatment for the

individual, whether by orthopedic surgery, the use of orthopedic

treatment, physical therapy, or other methods.
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The work of the Boston Children's dospital Gait Analysis Laboratory

over .he past decade has led to a decrease of about 35% in the use of

orthopedic surgery for the correction of lower extremity defects in

children and adults with cerebral palsy. Furthermore, the experience has

indicated an 80% positive predictive value of the gait analysis_ in terms

of further treatment. The methodology being used is now being adapted

towards whole-body movements, problems of the upper extremiiies, and the

evaluation of communicative devices and mobility ais so:2h as mechanical

and powered wheelchairs.

I have focused on the benefits of the Gait Analysis Laboratory for

persons with cerebral palsy, but the Lab can clearly help many other

persona who experience walking and coordination difficulties.

This is one example of how rehabilitation engineering is being

programmatically applied to enable persons with disabilities to live more

independently.

Rehabilitation Engineering and Aow it Changes the Lives of Consumers

Rehabilitation Engineering has been defined as the application of

engineering to 'improve the quality of life of the physically handicapped

through a total approach to rehabilitation comoining medicine,

engineering, and related services.' In addition, Rehabilitation

Engineering means the provision of physical ,levices or the adaptation of

the physical environment to enable physically handicapped persons to

perform everyday activities in a workplace, in an educational setting, or

in a home or other place of residence. UCPA believes that rehabilitation

engineering holds the key te the future for persons with severe

disabilties. Rehabilitation engineering can help ye:Mg disabled

professionals adapt their work sites so they can work more effectively.

Such technology also can improve the productivity of persons with
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cerebral palsy and mental retardation who are employed in a sheltered or

supported work environment. Rehabilitation engineering can enable the

nonverbal teenager with cerebral palsy to communicate and ..ocialize with

peers and family members. It can dramatically impreve the eaployment

potential of diSabIed persons and enable greater numbers of persons with

diSabiIitiet tO IiVe independently.

how does this teChnology actUany benefit the disabled person:

Perhaps a few individual examples will enable the Subcommittee to

understand its importance. A young lan disabled by cerebral palsy wanted

to become a computer programmer. His major difficulty was lack of

control over his hands, arms and legs which prevented him from moving

smoothly from one task to another. de had some coordination control if

he sat with his legs crossed while working at the computer. however, in

order for him to sit that way for long periods, it was necessary to lock

his wheelchair in pla,7e. This was accomplished with caster locks from a

Ideal wheelchair supply house for about 330. His employer obtained an

automatic aialer frOM the telephone company et a minimal cost. These

addPEatióha anciwid this individual to be become successfully employed.

Another young man severely disabled by cerebral palsy had outstanding

professional credentials but lacked dexterity to perform some of his

professional tasks. de obtained a computer which has an 'abbrevlation

expansion mechanism, and he could type entire paragraphs by pushing only

a few keys. This has enabled him to grow professionally and he has since

consistently received promotions. In addition, his computer has helped

him do post graduate work, and he will soon receive his Ph.D. His

inladeSt has allowed hiM to buy a condo...nium and drive a car. This

individual; ooce thought to be unemployable, has a bright future, thanks

to rehabilitation engineering technology.
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1,et me give you one more specific example of the cost-effectiveness

of si!vcessful rehabilitation engineering from the state of Indiana.

7wenty-two year old Lisa, who has paraplegic cerebral palsy and was

supported in part with Supplemental Security Income benefits was referred

to a Rehabilitation Engineering Team to help her find employment. shc

became an administrative clerk, but five modifications were impl.eriented

by the Rehabilitation Engineering Team be(ore she could succeed in her

job:

1) her wheelchair seat was raised so she could reach copier buttons;

2) new footrest was installed on her wheelchair so she could get

closer to the copier;

3) a sheet of dycem was attached to her Workspace to help Lisa open

clear plastic report covers;

4) a reacher was secured to help her retrieve dropped items; and

5) a refrigerator basket was attached to hei wheelchair so Lisa

could carry papers.

Lisa has recently completed her on-the-job-training and received a

raise. The cost of Liaa's success was $1,422.00 for the Rehabilitation

Engineering Team's interview, assessment, supplies, equipment and

modifications. Honey generated by her employment was a yearly salary of

$9,880.00 of which she pays $2,753.40 in taxes. The decrease in SSI

payments resulted in a saving to the federal government of 88,900.00 per

year. At this rate, it took Lisa just a little over eleven weeks to pay

baCk the cost of her rehabilitation engineering services.

Problems in Accessing R.habilitation EnginesTImq-and-Tectnnalmly

We have demonstrated that rehabilitation engineering and technology

have the potential to radically change the lives of disabled persons.

Research is being conducted in a variety of areas, but the benefits are
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not reaching the consumer. Perhaps this quote from the Wisconsin

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation will help us understand the problem

of accessing rehabilitation engineering:

'Rehabilitation Engineering as a profession iS widely diverSe.

Partly because of the diversity of the needs and partly because it is

in a conceptual stage. It covers a broad range of applications from

wheelchairs to special monitoring eystems, from accessiblity to

reading machines for the blind. Some arens are mature, long

established with years of experience, s,z, are developing, some

barely past the concept stage, and some still in the conceptual

stage.'

['CPA believes that there are three approaches which can help apply

rehabilitation engineering and technology to the worksite and/or home

environment. First, the information must be disseminated. Much

technology is available to help the consumer function more

independently. The National Kenabilitation Information Center

administers the ABLEDATA system which lists more than 11,000 commercial

aids and devices specifically designed to assist disabled persons. This

system is one avenue of obtaining this critical information, but

unfortunately, many professionals do not know of its existence, and it is

too expensive for most consumers.

Second, professirnals, parents and consumers ctn adapt available

aids and devices to meet individual needs. Much 'technology' can be

obtained at the local Radio Shack store and can be readily adapted for

use by the disabled child or aOult. In fact, many parents of severely

disabled children become 'resident experts in developing or adapting

devices to meet the children's needs.
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A third method of obtaining rehabilitation technology is to

specifically construct aids, devices or ewipment to meet the unique

nee.s of the individual. Some 'customized technology . may be complex and

CrttIy. HOwever, it has been estimated tnat approximately 65% of the

rehabiIitatirin engineering tobvitt-t tegoited by persons with ditabinciet

are low cost items s.hich can be purchased easily. AcCording to a report

by the Texas Rehatilitation Commission prepared under a National

Institute for Uandicapped Research grant, 1,014 solutions to

rehabilitation engineering problems over a three-year period averaged

$838.00 per solution.

If rehabilitation engineering and technology are to be maximally

Utilized by disabled personsi the VR system must become more

knowledgeable of the benefitt of teChnoIogy. While we have already cited

exactipIet Of state VR agendiet citing rehabiIitatiOn engineering, there are

many barriers to this process.

We believe that the local VR counselors must have a rehabilitation

engin ering resource at the state level to assist in understaading

individual client needs. In Wisconsin, the VR agency has hired a

rehabilitation engineer to advise and actively assist local VR counselors

in applying rehabilitation engineering to their clientele. Also, this

person offert ':onsultation to clients, other rehabilitation professionals

and potential employers. Through these efforts, as well as a document

WhiCh terves as a 'guide to applying rehabilitatidn, we feel that the

Wisconsin Division of Rehabilitation has made a significant contribution

to the rehabilitation community.

Finally, VR mutt use rehabilitation engineering in evaluating the

client's rehabilitation potential. Many perscns with ..:erebral palsy may

be :everely physically impaired, yet be bright and capable of handling a
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number of employment opportunities. Often, because of the severity of

their involvement. these persons are either told that they ate

'unemployable' Or pIaCed in poSition8 far below thvir capabilities.

Unless a client's pot2ntia1 is accurately evaluated with the use of

technology, many persons we represent will either be turned away by the

agency or 'closed out' in sheltered employment earning far below the

minimum wage.

UCPA RECOMMENDATIONS

The problems of transferring the benefits of technology to the

consumer are complex. We believe the solution requires a multi-faceted

approacn which must include the training of vocational rehabilitation

professionals in how technology can be applied to enable persons with

diSabiIitieS to live and work productively. While much fine research is

being derie by WIMP, UCPA recommends that we continue to search for new

ways to apply rehabilitation engineering and technology to the lives of

disabled persons.

With these goals mind, UCPA makes the following specific

recommendations for amendments to the Rehabilitation Act:

1) Sec. 7 (5) of the law defines the term 'evaluation of rehabilitation

potential. While this section outlines the rype of evaluatioi a

client may Lave. r-!where does the law require that the clients be

assisted by reh1biIitatian engineering services or technological aici,

ueVices as part of the evaluation process. Yet, many perbems with

cerebral palsy are denied VR services simply because the application

of rebabilitation engineerirg and technology was ,:ot considered.

Thus we recommend that Section 7 (5) be amended to include' -the

provision of rehabilitation-enTineerlag- servicQc to any Xmdividuat

with a severe handicap- -t-o--aae a aud develop theindividual's

empacitfes to-per-farm-adequately-fa a wur k euvi ranment.'
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2) Sed; 102 Of the law outlines the Individualized Written

Rehabilitatior Ptogtam (IWRP). The IWRP defines the client's

rehabilitation needs and a program of how these needs can best be

met. The /WRP is a critical document because it often determines not

only the services the client will receive, but ultimately the

client's current and future employment potential. Without

rehabilitation engineering services, many severely disabled clients

will either be 'unemployable or will be employee at a job which is

far below their abilities. Therefore Pe recommend that Sec 102 (Li)

be amended to include 'a state.efll -th-e- specific rehabilitation

engineering services to be pr ementation

of intermtdiate objectives and-lomg-Tanger-rehabtlitation-anals for

the individual.'

3) Sec. 103 outlines the 'SCopt Of Vocational Rehabilitation Services.'

While this section of the law may allow for the application of

rehabilitation engineering services and technology, these services

are noc specified. While some state and local VR agencies (such as

"disconsin and Texas) are making rehabilitation engineering an

integral part of the rehabilitation program, other states are nat.

UCPA recommends that Section 103 be amend to include

'tehabilitation -eng-i-ne-ertng -servioesdest-gned--to- help individuals

eith a severe handicap increase their functional abilities and

potential for self-sufficience. UCPA believes that if Section 103

iv amended to include rehabilitation enineering services these

serv: would be provided to greater ntitbers of severely disabled

Lair: , could become more independent and produttive.

4) Section 101 of the Act outlines ,equirements for state plans which

are to be submitted to RSA every three years. These plans outline In
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detail how the ACt will be administered at the state level and how

the state agency will zerve disabled persons. UCPA rectabehds that

SectiOn 101 be amended to require that the state agendy 'describe how

rehabilitation enqineerIng setvices will be provir'ed to assist -am
_

increasing number of Persons with Severe handicaps. Further we

recommend that t.l.e state agenCy 'be required to eithere-ft-ablIstr an

offireof -rehabilitation engineerinT and technolosyor enter into

agresments with nonprofit agencies and organizations, including

Institutions Of higher education to provIdetralningi teChnical

asaistancti consultation, and services tlet will increase the

applicatiOh of rehabilitation eng-inmei.--tnq tic] teChnoloqy to

indiViduaIs with severe handiraps.' We believe thete additions to

the state plan requirements will expand Eh, availability of

rehabilitation engineering services whiCh :n turn, will increase the

employment and independent IiVing piatential of severely disabled

persons. This provision is alco likely to increase the number of

'status 26' closures.

5) Section 304 6f the Adt calls far the training of rehabilitation

profersionaIs. Clearly, if rehabilitation engineering and tedhnology

is to hate a long term impact on the Vk system, we MLitt train more

professionals in this field. Such training MUst have two

Crop.afients: first, we must encourage mare }tiling engineers to enter

this profession. This can only be dant thtOUgh extensive pre-service

trainthg.

Second, we must enabl . VR counselors and other rehabilitation

professionals to become more aware of how technology can be applied

to benefit persOns With severe disabilities. UCPA urges that Settion

304 (a) be amended to 'assist in inctee-s_no-the numbers Of qUalified
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personnel trained in providing rehabilitation ensineering_services."

UCPA further recommends that Section 304 (b) be amelded to include

'perdeCts in rehabilitation-engineeTing..

HIH( hat been at the forefront of fostering the growtn Of

rehabilitation engineering research for the last several years. We

applaud their efforts for they have paved the way for much success in

this area. However, 14, offer the following recommendations for

amendments which we feel will enhance HIHR's efforts.

1) Section 204 (6) (1) calls for the establish-tent of rehabilitation

research and training centers. These centers pt6Vide training to

students entering into the rehabilitation field and also encOUrage

reseatCh into a variety of rehabilitation problems. UCPA rev:St-Mende

that Sectien 204 (b) (1) be amended to state that 'the Centers be

encouraged to provide training to assist individuals to more

effectively utilize rehabilitation engineering:services, -anii-focias on

the- application of technology and tehabilitation -engirreeringto

increrrsethe vocational_potential and the independent living skills

of individoalswith- severe handicaps. It is out belief that this

amendment will help close the gap between the recent achieveMents in

retearch and their application to everyday rehabilitation ptObleMt.'

2) settiOn 204 (b) (2) authorizes rehabilitation engineering dentete

(REC). These REC's have provided a wealth of infonnation including

the Gait Analytit Laboratory which I run. However, tnere is

currently only one PEC dealing solely with employment and independent

living. While the current language in this section discusses the

Iced for medical technology, it (lode tint discuss the need for

rehabilitation engineering as it r!lates tO eMployment and

independent living. ilePA strongly urges that Section 204 (6) (2) be
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amended to include bn additional subpart (c) 't-o--cienrarrst-rat-e-

i-Inemnde 1 f' LI U iv LëbjljtatjOfl

engineering services that promote thetompt utilization of

engineering and other scientific research to assist in

meeting the employment and independent living needs of individuals

with severe handicaps. UCPA urges that NIdR fund at least one REC

under this new subpart (c).

3) Current law allows dlat to fund - namber of demonstration projects

which put into practice important research developments. UCPA

recommends that Section 204 have a new subparagraph 14 to %.nd,act-

demonalration projects- trr expaird--t-he -cost-research

effective delivery of rehabilitation engineering services and the

application of technology to meet the rehabilitation needs of

individuals with severe handicaps.'

4) !lost projects funded by NIaR are subject to a peer review system

which allows 'experts in the field' to rate various research projects

for funding p!.orities. ie have pointed out in our testimony that

consumers must play a vital role in development of any technology

which will ultimately change their lives. Therefore, we urge [ht.

Subcommittee tc encourage NIHR to routinely include persons with

disability on these peer review panels.

Conclusion

We ate delighted to have been given the opportunity to testify beici-E

the SubCommittee on the impact of technoIy on the lives of individuals

with severe handicaps. We hope that we have given you information which

will assist you in the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act this

next year. 'Alc application of technology and rehabilitation engirEering

to benefit persons with cerebral palsy and other severe disabilities has

the potential to revolutionize the VR system. The amendments we ha',e

proposed today, if enacted into law ,ill become a declaration of

independence for thousands of Americans Disabilities.
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Mr. Wiuzeirds. Mr. Bartlett
Mr.- BARTLETT: Thank you,Mr. Chairman.

= I have about 3 hours'_worth of questions and no doubt you would
have several days worth of answers; but:let me tr) to hit them in
order -of priority. I very--much appreciated.your -testimony, and_ par-
ticularlythe -specific recommenoationsifor the R hab Act; .which_is
essentially-what this-committee is looking for and it is very helpful
for you= to provide them:

My first question is on a related _issue but not -in-your testimony;
so let me ask you-one that- was-not answered.- That is on the legis-
lation_that you may be_ aware of that I introduced earlier_ this year;
H.R.-2030; -which would make section 1-61-9 permanent requiring no-
tification_. More to the point of this subcommittee; it would help to
provide demonstration .and technical assistance- to _employers -to use
technology-and -other things-to- make the warksite accessible and
accommodate the worksito_ and to use vocational rehabilitation
counselors- as a -placement- eervice far- peo-j)le who-don't need-- reha-
bilitation and they just noed a job and they need to be able to com-
municate with empkyera to obtain that job.
--Haveyou had- oce&:ion to look-at that kind- of approach? Do you

think that wouldibe. nelpful?_Ancl .where.in addition to that would
you go in terms Of- removing disincentives?

:Dr. SIMON; I think juld be vf.:)ry helpful: I think_ the adtlition-
al :aspect here is .-he_l..:,atieness a he word "vocational rehab' with
relationship--th ts -technology -we -are using; -namely,
that rehabilita6un .-...:;gineerr '. either through educating th,2 voca-
tional people th en. cr paft -Of the team should
rated,
: The second ththg :1>wp1e; for examplei industl'ial engineers cii-

labor management- -,sr.isessment peopL) from- the econr.H- -side,
who are aware of what tecl-nology_can do as part of i nIPke _the
proper placement far people in the workplaee ci1d e part of
that _team. :

But I:think in general the concept _is very go2c.i.
Mr. BARTLETT-, You-used the- term -`-'r.-,habilitation-entirineer"- quite

a bit; and "rehabilitation engineer;-,ng team," Could you elaborate
for us a little bit on what that discipline -is and how exthnsively-is
that being used by 7.7acational rehabilitation: agencies? I 'assume
Chat your recommendations go toward increasing the rehabilitation
engineering.

Dr: SIMON: There are two_ aspects._ Let me just take the rehabili-
tation engineer first. The_rehabilitation engineer- is basically -an -en-
gineer whose- specific_ task is the= application of engineering and
technology:for the disabled:individual. There has_been little train-
Mg- on -that, and I NIHR -several years -ago sponsored- pro-
grams for it: There is only _one _of_those programs; to my knowledge,
that ia left and that is at the University of Virgitha for the specific
education that-way.

_ One _of the:major problems was_the.difficulty _of having a ..'ob for
them to- ga to. -There were- no -specific jobs- because -the medical
system did not pravidei for that kind of an employment:for an indi-
vidual. The rehabilitation _engineering team is one whO is related to
the fact of applying-that technology, of being-knowledgeable about
the aspects of the technology in relationship to a particular physi-
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cal handicap and the degree of that handicap, and how to best
ariply it Certainly that_ team is not a simple team of a physical
therapist or a physician, _b_ someone who is familiar With that.
The education kor Clat right now is quite sparse, and the utilization
for it in general has been little used by vocational rehabilitation, in
general.

Mr. BitarisTr. You are suggesting that _that irg a major lack, or
miSSink ingradient in the vocational rehabilitation agencies, and
that is the useof rehabilitation engineering teams?

Dr. SIMON. Yes, I ath.
Mt. BAIrri..m. Is there such a thing as the discipline of rehabili-

tation engineer? I mean; is there a degree that one can get br iS it
just an occupation that one chooses?

Dr. SIMON. Again, there was an initiation of that; and currently
to my knowledge_there is one specific program for it at the Univer-
sity of Virginia. There is the general degree of bioengineering that
many UniVeraitieS are giving. There is also the specific thing of in-
dividual _departments of engmeering such as electrical engineering
and mechanical engineering which has a major in this specific area
of application to medicine.

Mr BARTLErf. Dr. Zill, ohe Mow luestion. One thing that we
haVe wireatlad With during this _ht,_, ig and for the last several
years, and will wrestle with again is_how to tie the costs of relui=
bilitation engineering or the costs of obtaining that full employ-
ment, the -coati; Of technology=your colleague estimated that,_in
Texas anyway, that in over a thousand cases the cost was only $838
perindividual on an upfront cost.

What machanism would you use to tie the payment of those costs
tO the enormous savings that accrue to_ the benefits from the ab:
sence of the payments that would be made?

Mr. ZILL. Well, I think you begin to suggest that we need to look
at some innovative social:mechanisms; For example, we might con=
sider is handicapped child insurance. Some sort Of-system where all
parents pay into a fluid or into an insurance against the possibility
of having the enormous costs that come_ often with having a handi=
capped child. Some way of redistributing and, as you point out;
bringing more into:the present the costs that will be eventually
paid out by society in_the future because of not having theSe kin&
of_programs and possibilities.

BAXTI.rrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield bac i. the bal-
ance of my time. __

Mr WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. Zill, tell me the purpose of Child Trends? _
Mr. Zt-L. We are a nonprofit research organization. We do two

kinds of things. We do national studies of children in families, and
then we Work with Federal agencies to try to improve statistics oh
children in families; We are supported _now by granta from the Na-
tional Science Foundation and the National Institute of :Child
Health and Human-Development, the National Institute of Mental
Health, as well as some private foundati,ms.

One of our efforta right now is to try to jet the agencies to co-
ordinate with one another so that the Inoneys that are sPent on
collecting data on children could be spent more wisely and provide
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data that would be of more use to researchers and to policymakers
like_ yourselves.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Do you_ have data on the-number_ of handicapped
children -not beirg served-what.soever by rehabilitation services?
:_ Mr. ZILL._ I think we could make some rough estimate,--though-I
think the data are not very:good on that issue. L think in general
you are talkingmost -of the data collection mechanisms of the
Federal Government tend to be sampie surveys: Even if those are
large su-rveys,- you- don-'t have many cases at the extremes of the
distribution, so that you are_ making estimates on the -handicapped
based on one or two cases that happen, to be picked up even by a
large survey.

_Mr. WILLIAMS. Does Child Trends depend upon federally generat-
ed- data?

Mr; ZILL. To a great extent; yes:
Mt. WILLIAMS. I see.
Mr. ZILL. We -generate some of- our -own as-well,-bitt to, a-great

extent we do. There is, of course; data from the schools on numbers
of handicapped- individuals.- But as you are prObably aware, those
data are very suspect because the :categorical :definitions that- are
used by various States are not:subject to any kind of independent
evaluation. As_a_ consequence, if- you-look-at-the trends from-year to
year in a:given _State; you will find several thousand_ children seem,
ingly -to-jump from one category to another, say, in the State of
New York; :

Nevertheless, some :of those numbers are the best ones: that we
have availabls I- think this-committee, I would- very much- like to
see you taking a:look :at how; without breaking the bank; those

a could- be made better so that we could say:something more de-
finitiveziocot children who are and who are not served.

7TILLuoits. You indicated that the number of disabled chil-
-iren Ii1 increase -not-in epidemic-proportions- in your jtr3gment.

...-wrcase none theless. Are there any trends; countervaling
trerk-a at would indicate that the number of disabled children
might decrease?::

Mr. ZILL. Well; there are some! :very_ positive kinds_ of helps. I
mentioned that-some would argue-that the improvements in neona-
tal techrology are having some beneficial-effects as well as _keeping
high-risk-individuals alive. In addition, there is the_use:of amnio-
centesis in: prenatal diagnosis -and that- will- probably be having
some beneficial effects; although I think it is:going to be counterba-
Ian cod in the-foreseeable future wit-h the shift -toward -later mater-
n. iges. Womemare having :children at later ages which produces
some in.:Tease in the risk for handicap.

We are making some progress, believe-it not,- in-the -environmen-
ts: area. One of the very -positive things that has resulted :from
Government- programs-is-that -there -has- been -a -decrease in blood
leadievels of:children and adults. This has been documented in the
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. Because of the EPA re-
quirement that-leaded- gasoline- not-be usee -anymore. As you-- know,
there is:some association between high blood lead '.evels and intel-
lectual- handicapping- in ch-ildren. So that is an example Of a_ posi-
tive _environmemai development that is likely to result in fewer
handiCaPs.
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Mr. =WILLIAMS. Dr._ Simon; do you work with the priwite sector?
Dr. SIMON. Yes; _very much _

MtMu-IA-ma --Would-- it- be- through- the :private sector that the
provision of rehabilitation engineers would proceed?

Dr. StmoN. Yes; as one means.
M-r. WILLIAMS. Can that proceed without public:leadership?
Dr. SIMON. I don't_believe it can.__I :think it needs th-e

Yes.- Why --is-that? I would tend to have the sense
that itcan't, too; butl don!t know why: : _ . _

Dr. SiMbi-4. Well; I think What we are talking -abont -is quality
here. To-go back-to your question about are children being cared
for? Ithink the answer is; in_generitli: that you can provide Medi-Cal
care -for- -them- and everythin& -1 -think-the question-in -this- area -is
the quality and: what has been mentioned .before in_ terms: of;_ for
example; the wheelchair and the durability Of it.-- The contentiOn
that do we need a wheelchair like =this; for example? The private
sector feels that; you know; that things areit: has.not been inade
diktat-6- tb- them in terms of- the-- long4erm -benefits -that can---accrue
from a:better wheelchair that up front might cost more_money but
in the long run; in terms Of maintenance and everything-Olga-may
not -be--as -good.-- That is difficult to get across in these _times:when
everything is_ becoming tighter:and needing to be justified: Without
the absolute probf. At loast until -we get-that proof- of- quality" inai-
vidual who can justify one; two; three; four, the:specific_ aspects of
it to say, that this is better; I think it wohld be diffichlt fOr thern to
initiate that on- their-own.

Mr. _ZILL. Excuse me; Mr: _Chairman; can I just give one further
remark-in response to-your question about unserved children?

Mr: WILLIAMS. Yes; s.i%
Mr Ziu. It is important for us to:realize that of _the -11 pi.caut

of-total- school enrollment -now of kids who are getting various
kinds of special education; the vast majority of them do nothaVe
visible disabilities in- -the sense -of --needing a wheelc-hair -or-being
hli'od_ or hard of_ hearingMost of:them have learning disabilities;
cmol disturbances. Those children come very muCh froth tin=
neritv and low-income-groups =

r- that:we _need to_ think_about_the levels of service that
they reiving because they-often are not- as visible. It- is-not as
easily plae:.;a= in: a handicapped_ category for which _a solution :is
e,vailable_. I think:that the need for technology for these indiVid=
ilAs -and is--the --area -again where you _are likely to have sub-

:iunderservice because; in _ part; the schools and SóCietY
blames these individuals; we-tend -to- think that they-are responsi-
ble for not learning or having the behavior difficulties in school.
We:need to think that about that segment of the handicapped:INV=
ulation and get away --from- some--01 the- stereotynes we= have now:

Mr_: WILLIAMS.:Is that other segment; thatis, those with noticea-
ble Physical handicaps; underserved-te any significant degree?

think they probably are:_ I think that also there are
socioeconomic differences:there; although not as great. AS Sorneone
mentioned- -here, the medical-programs tend to -be-- more -likely to
provide: things: So if something can be _classified as falling_ under
Medicaid; flit- eXaniPle, it iS more likelY to be proVided. But I think
there still are differences.
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Mr. _WunAms. Those_ people, those children with the obvious
p_hysical abilities that are being underserved; I assume the défini,
tion of ''underservice" would be that they aren't receiving fully au=
propriate service_ which is relatively within their availzbilif,,, My
question; however; goes beyond that. _

I aSSume that given the commonlity-of the public- schl system
and the requirements for univer:,qi .iacation :there are:Eterally no
children_ in America with s.:17,7:4 physical disabii:t;.es Who are
receiving no service.-

Mr Zru,-.: No; but it may _be something as simple as does the
child's eyeglass prescription, is it appropriate so that he can see the
blackbaard this year, or is it 2 or 3 years old and not been tested
recently?

WiiIIAMa. Yea.
Me. It may be as simple a neglect of that sort, which does I

am sum_ocCur:
: Mr. WILLIAMS. But am I correct in that xsurap_tion that those

Children with-serious physical disabilities ore being attended to in
some fashion or_ other by the public7

Mr. ZILL. I think- that is-a reasonable assumpi.ion.
Mr. WTLLIAMS. Mr. Bartlett;_anything further?
Mr: BARTLErr. You were here during the earlier testiiiionY. I

wonder if you could answer as best you_ can as to your iriVtOgSititi
as -to-how -much -information _an _technology and technological inno-
vations is reaching the consumer?

I nate on tiage 6 of your teatimony,_:Dr, Simon, that you cite-the
11,000 commercial aids and devices specifically designal ta assist
disabled persons that _is:rnade known through a system bY_ the :NS=
tional Rehabilitation Information Center; and-then-you tell- ua that
many professionala _don't know of its existence and it is not avail-
able taconaumeraat all. _

WoUld it b useful to-make that widely available? You-are saying
it is not widely_available even though :there are 11;00 differentde,
vices that are in Are you_saying it is not very well utiliied? And
how would you change- that?

Dr &MONA think it is; if anything; I would say underutilized;
but that is a reflection of basically the _information getting out And
itdimo arid more- people are tuing to do- that. -We are trying to do
that: in a variety of ways such as:of letting different publications
from different groups know_ about _it; io try to get it in the poblitnE
tiOng as much as-possible. Technology now-is certainly becoming a
very media-attentive thing; even in the commercial media such as
even_ my own :laboratory has been on NBC and ABC NeWS and
things like that.

We need to do more; There is no question about it. I think by all
themechanisms we:have--

Mr. BARTLETT% Is there a way-to change that particular system so
that an :individual who has a disability and ia looking for a way to
get :a job_and hasn't figured out the key ta that lock coUld ate6as
that systern?

Dr: SIMML _I think the mechanisms are there. They just heed to
know about it more. Obviously; with computers, you know, and
telecommunications systems that this becomes more available.
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Mr. BARTLETr. Well, is this system accessible to home computerS
right now, do you know?

Dr. SIMON. I can't answer that directly, but I believ4 there is
something in the works that if it isn't that it will be ithink it is. I
know there has been a great deal_ oftalk about it, and I don't know
whether it is through C,ompu-Serv or one of the other ones. But I
know there is a_great, deal of talk that it would be implemented, I
don't know if it has exactly been implemented at thiS point.

Yes, it iS the aWareness of the existence of the person.
Mr. BARTLETT.- I guess my other question then relates back to em-

ployment, and that is do you think it would be helpful to use voca-
tional rehabilitation agencies for employment placement and coun-
seling and ad3ptationl even when a person doesn't need phySical or
vocational rehabilitation?

Dr. SIMON. 'x es. It is the their awareness of the technology that
iS not thcr4-,, but that is certainly a very good means within the
systemtolio it.

Mr. BARTLErr. Do you have a sense that that would Save the gov-
ernment Some large sums of money by being able to eliminate the
cash benefits to SSI and SSDI?

Ms R&.. Excuse me. If I might.
Mr. BARTLETr. Y A: have been wan ng to testify the entire morn-

ing.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Put the microphone closer to the lady. Please

identify yourself for the record
MS. RoV. I am Kathleen Roy, of the United Cerebrr:1 Palsy Unit,

and I have the honor of accompanying Dr. Simon.
On page 5 we give an example of a student that we have in the

unit with Severe cerebral palsy and it took only 11 weeks of full
employment to pay back the entire sum of the cost.

Our proposed amendment that_was enclosed for your perusal. I
think in the next several months to makeso that there is_ a
knowledgeable resource person at the State level and in fact at the
office of technology in the State to be a resource to both rehab and
consumers so that what is currently_done can be disseminated.

I am not sayi:ig it is all that_simple, out most of it is not that
difficult and nc,:, r.hat costly. We believe the department can in-
crease the ability of all persons particularly for the Severely dia.-
abled. The unique thing about what we are talking about is that it
can help me as a professional.It_oan also help t: person with
Severe mental retardation, who wants to do more; and, therebs, we
at -the community can work together on this. The way the compo-
nents work we can make great strides; and, in fad, get a big degree
of help. Thank you.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Thank_you very much.
That testimony, Mr. Chairman, she has been preparing that in

her mind a-1 morning.
I share your enthusiasm and your sense that theSe are not iSolat-

ed eicampleS in terms of the cost effecti- eness of both rehabilitation
engineering as well as just simply place:pent and some work site
modification. The examples you have icited in your teatimonies
could be replicated day after day over millions of people at a tre-
mendous cost savings to the American taxpayer and an unbeliev-
able life saving to the recipients themselves. That is, once we can
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establish, which we are going to have to do by läw, lat linkage
between paying the up front costS and eliminating thE downstream
Monthly payments, then I think we have a win-win situation in
which everyone benefits, the taxpayers and the recipients them-
selves.

I_thank You for your eloquent testimony.
Dr. SIMON. Thank you,
Mr. WILLIAMS. Gentlemen, we- thank both of you, and you, too;

Ms: Roy, for your testimony here this afternoon. It has been very
helpful, and we_ may indeed as we move along toward reauthoriza-
tion be in touch with all of you again for continued counsel.
Thanks very much.

ThiS hearing is iourned.
[Additional rn al si7.bmitted for the record follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DON V. MATHSEN, P.E. AND CHARLES M. PAGE, PH.D., OF ME
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA

INTRODUCTION

We were greatly honored _by the opportunity extended by

CbngreSsman Pat Williams of Montana, a member of this Sub-

committee, to rresent testimony .celating to the role of tech-

nology in rehabilitation and related matters. The honor is

three-fold. First to have been singled out to provide input

to this group in its quest for information is especially a

privilege considering the position of this Subcommittee and

its responsibility. Secondly, we were honored to be invited

to participate within the company of the other organizations

invited which have major national and even international

reputations within the area of technology development and

disseminat:Lon. And third, wc. were honored to be invited

because by comparison our efforts are small, and new, rela-

tive to others in this field. Because of this, it is a

bpecial distinctibn to have our efforts recognized and opinions

solicited.

Actually, there is a fourth reason we feel honored and

this concerns the major theme of our work and perspective

and that is that they deal with matters "rural". Perhaps

because of this special concern and experience on our part

we might be able to offer the Subcommittee information about

an aspect of rehabilitation technology that is unique and

critical to its deliberations and study. It is then in

fact,our work within the area of "rural rehabilitation tech-

nology" that perhaps best qualifies us to offer information
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which we hope will be helpf.,_1 *c t!'4.s çc u in its

RURAL PERSPECTIVE

It is estimated 18 million c _ ral

settings Of this :td 'inn a

some type of disability. There arz, :arious e:c- rc Mout

the nUtber of farmers wh ;:re ,-.,..1b1ed and furthet

to be done in *his area. It _s known, .owever, th.- agricul-

ture leads all indust2-Jes in fatalities with 55 deatP Der

100,000. It also is es%17ated that 200,00,. disabling in:Juries

occur in the ac:riculture industry each year ar.lunting to 58

per 1,000 workers. Interestingly enough, agriculture is

foll, , y 50 deaths and 40 disabling injuries by mining for

the same statistics, the second ranking in both categories

behind agriculture; our nation's second major rural industry.

While agriculture_and mining are extremely hazardous industries,

it should be noted that less than 20 percent of all rural

residehts are actually engaged in farming. Vehicular accidents,

toxic conditions, and many other factors all contribUte tb the

high incidences of death and disability in rural areas.

A host of rural living characteristics can be cited which

help t identify this area of America as deceptively challeng-

ing to people with disabilities. Accessibility problns

related to great distances to health and human service resources

is commonplace in rural areas. The added expenz:s of transpor-
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tation and communication factors further burden those who live

in v.:ral regions. Harsh climate and other environmental factoxs

are frequently typical of such area3contribu.:_lng to difficulties

for those already at a disadvantage because of chronic disease,

or as a result of injury or accident of birth. Gnnerally, oppor-

tunities such as for employment, vocational training, and

other berefits are reduced for those in rural areas. For those

working there are often unique disabilities associated with

rural vocations which in turn limit possibilities for vocational

rehabilitation when required. Rural life styles and values,

coupled with environmental factors, typically contribute to a

sense and Yeality of isolation. Disablino conditions, which are

devastating in themselves, frequently must be cenfronted With-

out the needed resources, both human and technical, that exist

for most Americans who do not live in rural areas. Finally,

in this partial litany of rural woes, the decided "urban orien-

tation" of much that affects rural America can be verified.

The expression of "too fewi too far, to matter" is indeed all

too often true.

Ma : organizations; including the American aural Health

Association (ARHA); National Rural Health Care Association

(NRHCA), AMerican Council on Rural Special Education (ACRES)

all of which we belong to, and others could provide additional

information about the unique challenges conf_nting rural

people with special needs in this country. What we are attempting

2 1
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to point out, however, is that a significant number of people

in this nation live with disabilities in rural settings which

call for special resources and responscr,. One such area, in

our opinion, deals with "rural rehabilitation technologI

MCRH & EES

About fou:: years_ago our two organizations collaborated

on a proposal to the National Institute of Handicapped Research

(NIHR) to GstabIish a rehabiIitation_engineering center (REC)

at the University of Nbrth Dakota. Our organizations are the

Medical Center Rehabilitation Hospital (MCRH) , which is part

Of.the Uhiversity, and the Engineering Experiment Station (EES),

a division of the University's School of Engineering and Mines.

For nearly 15 yrs the two units have informally worked to-

gether on projects related to bio-medical concerns of Ho,pital

patients. The MCRH, incidentally,is a comprehensive free-standing

inpatient rehabilitation facility which is 27 years old; complet-

ely self-supporting; and has treated over 41;000 rural

patients. The EES likewise had a history of innovation bUt in

research relative to rural needs such as renewable energy fOr

northern climates, mining, and 1. gnite conversion processes.

The proposed core area of the anticipated rehabilitation

engineering center was to be "rural" concerns. Normally, existing

RECs have f'Dcused on a specific disabling condition or type of

technology, e.g. mental retardation, mobility devices, etc.
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Again, o'r intent however was to focus attention anc resources

on the 1:-)ecia1 neecs bf people with cisabilitieS ih rUtal

,;ettin, for technelbgy, regardless of the type OF disa':, _Lty

or technology invol-:ed.

ICRRT

Our proposal nct funded. One of a number of our

posed tasks, however, was considered favorably by the cective

peer review committc,!. This was the notion of a "confere:..- "

dealing with rural rehabiiitation technology. We took that

reaction and turned it into a reality two s later. The

reality was known as the "International Cohforence on Rural

Rehabilitation Technology", or ICART. It waS held on the campus

of the University of Nbrth Dakota in Grand Forkt on ,.:ober

23-25, 198=. Attending were participants from 24 states and

four countries. Included among the participants were over 50

vocational rehabilitation counselors and administrators from

throughout the United States. A number of consumers, partic-

ularly di:abled farmers, along with a wide range cf rehabili-

tation professionals participated in the event. Included among

the feat._red speakers was Dr. Douglas Fenderso.., Director of

thO NIHR at that time. A total of 40 professional papers were

presented dealing with a wide range of topics relating to

censUmer tharacteristics, aspects of riving, service delivery

models, and technolOgies whigh related tb uniguel rural
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situations. Copies of ICRRT Proceedings continue to be re-

quested from around the world. For the first time ever; ICRRT

permitted people to gather tc discuss the special challenges

and resources confronting disabled people in rural settings;

Considerable intL-.7eSt was expressed in the development of an

ongoing network tO insure the continued existence of an organ-

ization to fOcus on this Coneern.

ICRRT-II

Thanks in part to the enc^uragement of last year's part-

icipants and the support of various organizations, such as the

Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) wbich has helped finan-

cially sponsor the event; plans are welJ underway for ICRRT II.

This will again be held at the Dniversit of North Dakota on

October 22-24,_ . ApproxImately two d3zen professional

papers and audiovisual presentati,Dns covering a wide array of

rural rehab te-h topics have been accepted. In addition, four

major panels have been invit2d to consider conference themes

including: rurai hospital roles in rehabilitation; inter-

national rehab tech; ag-rehab informaticn networking; and

rural rehabilitation technology resources. Panelists include

key professionals and major organizations from across the

country in each of the selected areas. Registration pacets

for the conference will be sent out shortly to nearly 10,000

individuals and organizations who have been added to the ICRRT
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mailing since ::he beginnir c. ci this efiort atOuhd the

:CRRT II hat , .ricarsed by a number of OtganiXa-

tions and Rbilitaton Engineerig Society tf North

America (RESNA) has sanction,' it as cLe J: its special

interest gto._-s (SI3, cn "rural reha l_. atiOn" functions.

RRTD

Sihce the initiation cf ICRRT, we have also had the

opportunity to begin a related ahd exciting projct with the

support of the Otto Bremer ToUtdation of St. Paul, rat. Known

as the "Rural Rehabilitatieh TeChnologies
Database" (RRTD)

Project, we are in the ptdess of gathering information for
th ... first time ever jh inentions, ideae, ar,d innovatiOnS

which can benefit peOple with disabilitie in rural ataat

Although variOU Catalo:ues and directories have beeh .2-sEaled

in rc,-:.en-c years, including the excellent worK by AIekendra

Cnders, Gregory L. Dir-on, the Veterans Adminietration, and

others, ao such listing spc.cifically designed for those eed-
ira infcznation n this country has been gathered to our

kr_ Te resulting cataIrigue; Which ought to be avail-

able ir earlj 1986 will appeat in both print and diskette

form for use bz professioriaIt and Consumers alike. Thus a

devic -lay only be ih drawing form from an inventor

in western Pennsylvania tio modify a certain piece of fatt

machinery; couIC h Sared with a VR Counselor or tehab engineer
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in Thxa: Likewise parentS Of a handicapped child in PuertO

Rico might find out about ah idea that has ,::!rked for an inde-

pendent living center ir Upstate New York.

we are -ry ay-cited aDout the way lb which the RRTD com-

plimerts t ICR<T 2fforts i a means of focusing attention on

the special heads cf disabl eple in tiltal areas for tech-

nology. Size of what has 'r
eloped Sitply does not work

.Ln rural settihgt, while some __'_juires modifitatiOH; The

classic example involves an electric wheelchair Which beauti-

fully permits the yOUng quadraplegic to move about a Medical

center, attend some ,choc)A; and :-3rk in c_7.me businesses.,in

..rban settings. Often in rtifal areas, nowever, this same ybng

person is faced with the need tO modify tnis technologi

fUnction on a farm or in a small tOwn without paved a'cr,.

perhaps hundreds of miles from neeF,... :,:apeir/r,,?lacemenc

resources. The response which we haVe ceved thusfar to our

effort's ih both the database and conrerence activities suggest

that there iS considerable interest in thiS atu in this

country and around the world.

TECHNOLOGICPL ENHANCEMENT

Our experiences thus far ih rural rehabilitation tect% ,64y

development and information dissemination have clelitified a

number of Important principles
and raised a number of issues.

'erhapS the most important of all iS the awareness that our

1
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national efforts t. develop selacted technologies for specific

populations is f,7r morE orgamiz.?d than our methods for sharing

information about that whic 7een developed. What seems to

be needed are m 7e a.la mor-: to help spread information

about activities, organizations, devices, data banks, ar,.=. re-

sources in general in this area.

Both professionals and consumers are the prime au-i.=.ndcs

that need to be targeted for such information syst^m:.

addition we have found that government officials; mari.ufEturrs,

educators, and numerous oth,: groups Al our society could bene-

fit considarably ny knowing more abbut what is taking place IL

these areas.

There is a tendency tr view .ehabilitation technology

today as pr:marily confined to the use of computers by the

severely disabled. While this is a very exciting area c2 devel-

opmenr; and the sublect of numzrous conferences, newsletters,

and commercia ventures, we feel that this is only a small

aspect of technological enhar,cement taking place in Arvard,

arl throughout the world at thiL time. We have ben impr2.'r

for instance, with the numbers of individuals and organiz;._icls

working in the area of "low techno/ogy". This is /0oseIl

defined as the 6eveIo5ment and use of devices, techniques,

resourc, and information whidh is generally free br readily

aVailable disabled individuals al,d those con-cern,d about

Them. There is a wealth of efficient, lc...-cost 'ilds and
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equipment being aevised to assist disabled persons with a variety

of task.-. The :.1se_. -f these inexpensive aids to enhance daily

living and related _t,:tivities by disabled people is an exciting

and productive area for further exploration. We are pleased to

see the recognition of this type of need as evic:enced by the

recent Iin of such Knowleige dissemination and utiIiza-

tib r. project amcng the NI:1E tunding priorit:es for iscal year

1985.

In that prof,-,sionals, like the disabled individuals whom

the7: attempt to serve, tend to function in isolation ir ural

is necessary to fi-d ways to bring them toge

We feel -at ways need to be found 'o permit tiv,se w are con-

cerned with this topic to communicate their inte:- and accom-

pi:Lshments on a regular Oasis. Certainly confer news-

letters; and other techniques are valuable activ 2s ir this

area, The need for networking ari,] collaborative efforts in

general arg, perhaps recognized a! c,f greater importa,Ice in rural

areas than in any aspect of our society.

A great deal of effort has already been expended through

the development nf ICRRT and the RRTD in identifying indiv_d-

uals and organizations who have a commitment or re:sponsibility

in the area of rural rehabilitation technology. Thf.s work

needs to be continued and expanded upon in the future. One

transit_onal s'7ep which we would like to develop is tne launch-

5thg of a comunication network in this area. An initial part
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of this network would be the operation of an electronic bulletin

board for the sharing of messages to and from patties interested

in this aspect of rehabilitation technology. Such an information

"Center" would begin to heIp focus interest in this field. Even-

tually an ongoing "Center" which would carry out inftr-azon

dissemination, research and development training, and s-vice

delivery activitles would seem desirable. The intent would not

bt -o duplicate the work of existing programs or organizations

but to draw attention to their best achievements in areas impor-

tant to :isabled individuals in rural areas, such as employment,

and those concerned with them. Such groups might par'Licularly

include vocational rehabilitation counselors, Department of

Agriculture extension agents, teachers and others throughott

rural America.

In addition to the organizatio ividUIs Irec-rty

mentioned as involved_in rural rehabilitation tethnology, a

number of others could also be zitc-7. Incltde pere woul-c: Le

support which we have directly receivf...: fron: t17 American

Association for the Advancement of Science (Az.: -1 and the

American Hospital Association (AHAi with their cpncern for the

continued developmnt of ICR1, and related efforts. Hill Field

of Purdue and a colleague of his Roger Tormoehlen, who is now

at the University of Wisconsin, are also doing very interesting

work concerning disabled farmers and their needs in particular.

The mobile rehabilitation recently started up
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through the efforts of the Virginia Department Of RehabiIita7

tive Services and W..irow Wilson Rehabilitation Cehter, involv-

ing DRS Commissioner Altamount Dickerson Jr. and DaVid LaW, iS

an imaginative response to rural needs i . )ne part bf the

country. Our c CARES Project which h-. operated in rural

westerr Norti Dakota to develop multidisciplinary rehabilitation

services "closer to home" is still another example of an effect-

ive and innovative rural-oriented rehabilitation activity.

Such a listing of model programs is growirg steadily. It is

only recently; however, that these efforts have begun to attract

the recognition they require to be shared anc .-'entually imitated

in other rural- settings.

CONCLUSION

There is no question that techno'ogy in part holds the key

to unlock many of the doors preventing disbled inaividtals from

full participation in American society. It is our contention

that there seem be more doors for the diabled in rural areas

and less keys thar for their urban counterparts. We need to

find ways to more effectively share thc information currently

being generated, i.ertlicularly to those who live and la'oor in

rural isolation. We have attempted to identify both somc of

the unique challenges confronting those involvod in rural :'ab-

ilitation technolOgy, as.well as highlighting some. cf he

rosources being devcioped in this area. We would hOpe that the

Subcommittee in its coasideratiOn bf the Rehabilita..ion Act of
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1973 m: t pay special attention tO the needs of the nearly

9 million Americans with disabilities living in rural settings.

01,r own efforts in this area of technology development

information dissemination demonstrates that much can be done

and much remains to be accomplished. Recognition of this

challen..e and the accomplishment to date by this Subcommittee,

and in turn by the Federal government, would be a significant

step toward addressing some of the key issues concerning rural

rehabilitation technology.

--Don-V. Mathsen, P.E.
Director
Engineering Experiment Statin-
5-:chool of Engineering & Mines

Charles M. Page; Ph.D.
Director-
Officelof..Clinic.1 Development
Medical Center Rehabilitation

Hospital

University of_North_Dakota
Grand Forks, North Dakota

June 2 qC5
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[Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]



REAUTHORIZATION _OF THE REHABILITATION
ACT OF 1973

WEDNESDAY; JULY 17; 1985

1 HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION;

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION:AND LABOR;
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call,_ at _9:3(1 a.m., ih rObni
2257; Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Pat Williams (chairman
of the subCommittee) _presiding.

Members present: Representatives Williams, Martinet, and Bart-
lett ___

Staff preSent: S-Gray Garwood, staff director; Celinda Lake, Ina=
lority legislative associate; Colleen Thompson, clerk, and Pat Mor-
rissey; _minority Senior legisladve associate.

Mr. WILLIAM& Today we will be focusing_oa the issues Of train-
ing:and technical assistance in thiS meeting of the Subcommittee
on_ Select Education.:

We hope to hear a_ broad range A p.:-spectiVeS _today-. Witnesses
will _represent the Federal agencies, &ate_iagencies; and private
proVideirS Of services, counselors; and programs which train coilh=
aelors.

In_ the most recent amendments_ to the Rehabilitation Act; the
Congre88 reaffirmetl._ its commitment to: training and stated our
sense of its increasing importance _as:rehabilitation services have
beceine hiOre technologically sophisticated and the disabled popUla,
tion more diverse. =

The need for training and the _technicalTassistance which supple-
Merits training has also grrown with our commitment to serVe the
more severel:, disable& Obviz.:iisiy. the first issue in training is the
availability of 4iitilified personnel which comes with their expertise
froni the educatili community: _

We have explored in Vie past certification lot counselors; and ex,
prjesed bur _de ire to have qualified persons hired at all leveiF Of
thc 'tic:in system Once counselors:are _hired, -we are- con-
cerned with in-service training_ to )teep therm abreast of: rapid
change tiettirring:inithe rehabilitation area and any shifts ih pti=
orities which n:lay come SF programs evolve.

Everi with gecid and ntiflued training, certain expertise thay
ikt etist gt the Stcte or even the regional level, so we are-interest-
ed in what needS éXiA and provision made for= consulting outside
experth. We will hear today from witnesses who are involved in
each of these area, ;

1277)
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The Congress also recognized the need for vecial training in in-
dependent living, client assistance, and section 504 and the amend-
ments that we enacted 2 years ago. We will be interested to know
how that is progressing.

In p-evious hearings we have heard of the importance of develop-
ing further independent living services and incorporating the ori-
entation of rehabilitation engineering, which will _make even more
independence possible for many disabled clients. We are interested
in what training and technical Em,istance initiatives need to be
taken to meet these goals.

The Congress has also requested an annual survey of shortages
which shou,1 tie addressed with training, We would request that
that report be presented as soon as_possible. We would be interest-
ed to hear today of' any initial findings which might be availab!"
us.

Importantly, the rehabilitation pro.c : :,rimarily concerned
with providing services1 to clients. Ar.+!-.. -iAtPly; we have been con-
cerned with spending the limited n have directly for dis-
abled persons However, we have ai.-, hmized that cuts in train-
ing and te:-!,: 'cal assistance can ot-. false economies which often
dramatically diminish the quality and qur ntity of the services ac-
tually .-nvided.

labilitation system has also been a strong partnership
an .? Federal Government; the SL::tes and private providers,
w- 4-Aintributing at the appropriate level. By their nature;
tr: ind technical assistance may be uniquely part of the Fed-

are the issues we will be exploring today and throughout
the reauthorization process: And, of course, we look forward to
hearing the witnesses' views on those questions.

My colleague Mr: Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ancil welcome this ad-

ditional hearing on the-reauthorizetion of the Rehabilitation Act
I have said in the past, and will repeat again today, I am espe-

cially appreciative to Chairman Williams for the extended hearings
that we are holding on_ the Rehabilitatioa Act thi. year.

I believe the Rehabilitation Act is one of the real success:stories
of the Federal Government over the past several decades. But the
world is moving so fast for the disabled. particularly with-irnprov-
ing technology, that I think that it is critical ihat Congress have
these extended reauthorization hearings to consider ways to im-
prove the 'lehabilitation Act.
_I_considered the two previous hearings on the actone on Feder-

al/State relations and the secorr-1 on technology and employment
to be-very informative. It is my understanding that this hezring
will focus on Federal support for rehabilitation personnel trainmg
and Federal technical assistance to State rehabilitation agencies. I
commend the chairman for examining each of the sections of the
act.

NOW, I am particularly interested in information which will help
us promote and ensure employment opportunities and independent
living for persons with disabilities,

Advances in technologies play an important role in that effect
Equally important will be the training and continuing education
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provided to rehabilitation personnel and-the leAdership_ and _coop-
eration exhibited by rehabilitaCon:professiomds in_ Goveniment
the private sert-ci- and xi the frontline. Rehabilitation training pro-
grams are. a ' r e success.

I -would. h 'lc _witnesses would address everal of the fol-
lowing st-nii. . in their testimony, _

First; in terin6 of an overview, it is of-special interst tO me,-and
I- think- to in,,,bers -of -this -subcommittee and the Congress as a
whole; to attemp: to assess the impact that rehabilitation programs
and : rehabilitatior training_ have on the :overall deficit reduction.
That_ is to say. rather- -than- be constrained by the h1m1tr l_re.2.ources
which we all know exists in the Federal buclr., that we con!.
sider ways to expand those rescv!,:;. ;. ft. COst savings of
persons who otherik-,..se had been t-fri. ; ;1,-,. le employed ami
moving toward- independent living

Specifically on training, I would_ look for in ormation on :trainee
exposure to job mattkets and the potential- availability to the dis-
abled;_ the extent-of -coth..se work devoted_to job_development job
placement; and job s:-tc a:?commodationito see if that is adequate or
suffithent; Skill depment and coordinating_ resources as well as
allocating resources, and -ltuinee---exposure to, and involvement
with,--the-needs of SSI and SSDI recipients::

_ I am particularly in.teresLed_ to _see whether we have a coordina-
tion between the recipients of SSI and SSDI in training for reha-
bilitation.

In addition; I am interested in thi -L cope and the focus of Federal
technical :assistance. I am aware of the- tranSition in supported
work -initiatives o!:-the Office of-Special- Education and Rehabilita-
tive Services,-and_ I welcome :more-information on the progress of
that, These initiatives have highlighted _the need fin- _coordinated
support systems that must. be in place before a disabled person can
benefit from- employr:

Such a :need raises several policy questions_ in technical assist-
ance requirements; and thuS I would appreciate from the-Secretary
examples- and illustrafions- of how-OSERS-- and State agencies:are
working together to answer these questions and respond to techni-
cal assistance needs, : _

In particular, -it is terribly pod to- see- again-this morning the
ablest-and brightest Assistant Secretary inthe entire Federal Gov-
ernment; Assistant Secretary Madeleine Willperhaps in the en-
tirety of all federal-governments of the world or the universethe
able Madeleine- Will.

Mrs, WILL Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very muc'1.
We are pleased now to heat ft-.,fa the Assistant Secretary; Made-

leine Will.
Ms. Will, it is nice to have you with us aOini and we look for=

ward to Your teStimony.
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STATEMENT OF MADELEINE-- WILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
OFFICE OF _SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERV=
ICES, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mrs :WILL Thank you; Mr. Chairman. I thank you for the oppor-
tunity -to- appear- again- before the subcommittee to provide test imo-
ny on the Rehabilitation lAct:

You have :-..:sked for information about the preservice and inserv-
ice training _of rehabilitation- personnel,- and-the planning and de-
livery of this _training; and:about RSA's role in developing mean-
ingful posternploymerit services.

You also asked about the specifics of RSA's provision of technical
assistance. This is a broad range of subjects and I shall briefly dis-
CUES. each- of them- in turn.

I would like first to speak about the training of rehabilitation
pers..onnel.

RSA has_ historically _supported-a broad range of training pro-
grams designed to increase the _ number of personnel _skilled in pro-
viding -rehabilitation -services -tb disabled individuals, and to un-
prove the quality of professional practice in providing these serv-
idea.

This- range of -training programs- includes -support -for -Iont,ti:fin
training in a wide variety of rehabilitation professional fields: Ex-
perimental and innovative training to prepare new types of reha-
bilitation professionals;- -inservice -training and- continuing -education
for State vocational rehabilitation agency employees;_training cf in-
terpreters- for -deaf -'rsons and training for rehabilitation person-
nel in other:iagenci. _such as rehabilitation facilities; who work
closely with State. aF icies..

The Rehabiiitatio h%rvices- -Administration -currently-supporta
preservice _and iry rvice training in rehabilitation professional
fields and progr wl. trees:including medicine and dentistryi: coun=
seling, prosthetice orthoptics,- administration,- vocational-eval-
uation and _wor* -!justment_ nursing, _ physical: and occupational
therapy; indepor r rit living speech-language pathology and audiol-
ogy; rehabilitatior of the blind; the deaf,- and- i;he -mentally ill; job
development_ an... _ob placement, and undergraduate education in
the rehabilitatio.0.- services.

The ilehabilitotion Amendments of 1984_ require _RSA to move
away_ from_ a '-,alanced -prog,-am :of training Which had .been con=
ducted-in the past,- and to-begin-directing training funds to areas of
demonstrated personnel shortage;

RSA approacheri this change by reviewing currently available re-
habilitrition personnel supply and demand_data.__This review_ led _us
to conclude that adequate data and information are not currently
àvai1ablto permit the identification of personnel shortages in a
consistent :manner.

In addition, information is also scarce with respect to how specif-
ic training-strategies would have an impact on_particular shortage
areas; For_example; it isnot clear that long-term training in degree
programs is the most effective methods to reduce shortages of reha-
bilitation counselors.

To develop th- information base necessary to target funds for
framing grants to areas of personnel sho:tages, RSA haS contract=
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ed for a study by Advanced Technology-of-Reston, VA. At the con-
clusion of this study in January 1986;.RSA will be provided with -a
system design for collecting-ler estimating shortages of rehabilita-
tion personnel and for makinri fund allocation decisions.

FlastAl Oh that data,- RSA can then begin to collect the iniorma-
tion ',Yhich will be submitted to Congress in subsequent annual
laii4t-;-4 requests.

In :addtion to the allocation- -issue, -the curriculum content of
training programs is .a continuing concern. For instance, -we- are
looking at- counsdor training programs to determine if improved
course content on_placement techniques is--needed.

-The-purpose of the RSAltraining program cannot be achieved
without considering curriculum content issues along with thortage
issues. We plan to _address curriculum issues through research -and
development-and through the use of annual funding priorities for
training grants:

With respect to the training ofrehabilitation professionals; there
is one _other area I should mention. When most people..think: of
training under the Rehab: Act; they think about the $22 million
program administered- by- RSA-.

In addition; more than 80;000 individuals -are trained- annually
under various- programs of the National Institute of Handicapped
Research [IffHR1: -This-training-is-- short-term and usuallY provided
through re, --.rch and training centers and rehabilitation engineer-
ing center)?

These pr-,zrams provide training, including graduate training to
a -rch;toiii,ation professionals more effectively_provide rehabili-
an servici.!, .ind provide training for rehabilitation research
sonnel.

The characteristics of -NIHR's training _activities :are:research
based, Emphasis _is placed on using training-as-a -vehicle kir trans-
lating-research into -practice. _They_ are highly focused. Training
provided by centersztresses specific techniques; methods and proce-
dures rather than .broad professional development.

Let menow move on tO the top of pas'remployment scrvices:
The Rehabilitation Act authorizes- -of follOwup;

follow-along; end :other postemployrnent services: Since the _law
makes no conceptt;al or definitiona: dii,tinctions between these
terms, postemployment services has b _-- me the inclusive term for
all NOCAtional rehabilitation services p_avided after clients have
been determined to be rehabilitatec ad their case records have
been- closed.

Some typical postemploYment -services are worksite modification;
arrangement of job-related transportation, and other assigtarwe
through referrals to-other service agencies.
: :From:1978 to 1982; some-3.7_ to- 4.-8 percent -of Lae persons reha-
bilitated received some form _of _postemployment service. Over- the
sar:, period,-scme 63- to 70 !percent of t_1.e: receiving post-
emplc,..7nont services were considered severely disabled.--

-In actual numbers; there 9;000:persons receiving postemployment
services in 1983, The latest-available case cost data ho an aver-
age case expenditure of $425 for postemployment in 1982.
--The--shift in -attention toward more_severely disabled:individuals

has Ci>cused interest in the area of postempioyment serviceS.
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Historically, rehabilitation agencies -served__ individuals who had
adequate fob skills p.ior to an incapacitating event The function of
rehabilitation was to make it possible for such individuals to rejoin
the work force. Once a job_ was found and maintained for a 90-day
periOd, it-was assumed that the person could continue with lade Or
nbadditional help, and generally this was the cage.

However, mote Severely dill:abled people, particularly those with
no prior work e:cperience; often need additional help over longer
periods of time. Some cif the most severely_ disabled will, in fact,
need Supportive services over their lifetime to maintain employ-
ment.

An example of such Fong-term support would be the job coaches
needed to aSSiSt _Severelydisabled individuals at _the worksite,
which can be found in a supported employment project Within an
electronics firm in Seattle.:

The RSA Supported wor k. initiatixe squarely a dresses this issue
of long-term support services for the severely disabled. Under our
RSA supported employinent demonstration program, we are asking
StateS to use existing resources such as those -.low being used td
support day activit r work activity progTams for Supported em-
ployment program,

Specifically, we s.e. asking States to use these funds1 to provide
long-term :pos+-empicyment servi -és that severely disabled persons
will need:in oiler to Maintain employment over a lifetime.

I grille this backvound on the supported employment progrm1 be:
cause I want to make it clear that the vocational rehabilitation
prograin, aS -currently atithorized,_should not be lookediupon to pro-
vide all the services needed over a disabled individual's entire
working life: _ _1_

Shared reSPon§ibilities_ and _contributions from other Federal,
State arid local abencies are essential in oi-der to avoid:these long=
term costs _that would 1 m the State vocatiunal rehabilitation
agency's ability to serve as many disabled persons as possible.

I wbuld like to speak briefly now about our views on the provi:
sion of technical assistance.

We provide technical assistar.ce under the Rehabilitation Ac( n

A variety or ways. RSA_Is directly responsible for providing_techni-
cal assiseance to recipien',.., regarding the_ application of Fede-al
laws and ret;ilatiOnS. This techhical assistance may have beer .
quested by a State agency-or-grantee to clarify a_partictilar_iSSue or
situation, or :t may rekilt from program monitoring or an audit
where pOSsible _problems- or deficiencies have _been idenf,ified and
technical assistance is needed to ensure compliance with the law.

RSA also prOVides: technical assistance to help States or other
grantee§ oe otatitial- grantees develop programs an:1 z:,,rvices in
ptiority areas such as transition from school to work. Bah the
RSA central and regforial office staffs_provide technical ,,,.sistance;
hciikeVer, the regional offices clearly have the major role in work
on day-to-day basis:with States aiid other grantees.
=

For example, the RSA regional office in Denver worked with the
irid6oriciant livirig program in one State to imp-owe finaneal man-
agement, and increase the extent and Scope of serviceS to se ierely
disabled persons.
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Regional offices have also been providing technical -assistance in
the dtwelopment oi*transition programs-. In one State, -RSA regional
office staff:met several times with spedal ed and vocational reha-
bilitatiem directors and -members of a State committee established
to coordinate-services. This technical assistance effort contributed
io the establishment :If linkages between VR and special _education
which will- result in timely and appmpripte referrnis of disabled
youth to VR service providers.

According to a survey of_RSA regional _offices, onsite -monitoring
and:technical assistance:for the:bcsic State grant:program hasi al,
ready been- provided 246 time.3 in fiscal year 1985 with a total of
289 visits planned for the year.
_Onsite monitoring E! nd technical msistance has: been provided

158 times in fiscal year 1985 -in conjunction with discretionary
grant -activibes, -and a total of 198 visits-are-planned.

In addition; there have been literally thousands of_ f-_-lephone
4:alls; !teleconferences; letters; meetings; conferences; and: similar
technical assistance actiVities not involving travel to a project_site.

_It shojld also _be_ pointed--out- that technical-assistance has been
provided by RSA through programs which provide and: encourage
technical assistance to States and communities in a number of indi,
rect way& For- example,- a-project-with industry program in Seattle
played a significant role :in the provision oflechnimlassistance to
Washington State with the:result that the State changed many of
its policies- -and procedures to allow for the development of several
new PWI-like _programs _receiving State support

We Jac) :not always hear about_ these instances directly;_but it is
clear that the people trained and emOiyed through our discretion-
ary programs ca-n -and-do provide much useful assistance to States
and:other service providers:

Thank you -for the oppolunity to describe our activities in these
areas. I would be happy tia answer any questions.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you;_Mr& Will:
[The preparee statement of Madeleine Will follows:]
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PREPAIEED STATEMEDITLOP MADELEINE C. WILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION AND REMARILTTATINTE SERWCEEli U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF IME SUBCOMMITTEE:

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR AGAIN BEFORE THE SUBCOWITTEE TO

PROVIDE TESTIMONY (A THE RERABILITATION ACT. YOU HAVE ASKED FOR INFORMATION

ABOUT PRE-SERVICE AND IN-SERVICE MINING OF REHABILITATION PERSONNEL AND THE

PLANNING AND DELIVERY OP THIS TRAINING, AND ABOUT RSA'S ROLE IN DEVELOPING

MEANINGFUL POST -EMPLOY/CNT SERVICES. YOU ALSO ASKED ABOUT THE SPECIFICS OF

RSA'S PROVISION OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. THIS IS A BROAD RANGE OF SUBJECTS

AND I SHALL BRIEFLY DISCuSS EACH OF THEM IN TORN. I WOULD LIKE FIRST TO SPEAK

ABOUT THE TRAINING OF REHABILITATION PERSONNEL.

THE REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (RSA) HAS HISTORICALLY SUPPORTED A

BROAD RANGE OF TRAINING PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL

SKILLED IN PROVIDING REHABILITATION SERVICES TO DISABLED INDIVIDUALS, AND TO

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE IN PROVIDING TOSE SERVICES. 1HIS

RANGE OF TRAINING PROGKAMS INCLUDES SUPPORT FOR LONG-TERM TRAINING IN A WIDE

ARIETY OF REHABILITATION PROFESSIONAL FIELDS, EVERINENTAL AND INNOVATIVE

TRAINING TO PREPARE NEW TYPES OF REHABILITATION PROFESSIONALS, IN-SERVICE

TRAINING AND CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AGENCY

EMPLOYEES, TRAINING OF INTERPRETERS Fca DEA, PERSONS AhT TRAINING FOR

REHABILITATION PERSONNEL IN OTHER AGENCIES, SUCH AS REHABILITATION FACILITIES,

WHO WORK CLOSELY WITH STATE AGENCIES.
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THE REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION CURRENTLY SUPPORTS PRE-SERVICE

AND 1V-SERVICE TRAINING 18 REHABILITATION PROFESSIONAL FIELDS AND PROGRAM

AREAS INCLUDING

MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY,

COUNSELING;

PROSTHETICS AND ORTHOTICS,

ADMINISTRATION,

VOCATIONAL EVA.:ATION AND WORK ADJUSTMENT,

NURSING;

PHYSICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY,

INDEPENDENT LIVING,

SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY;

REHABILITATIM OF THE BLIND, THE DEAF, ANTI THE MENTALLY ILL,

JOE DEVELOPENT AND JOB PLACEMENT, AXD

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION IN THE REHABILITATION SERVICES.

THE REHABILITATION AMENDMENTS OF 1984 REQUIRE RSA TO HOVE AWAY FROM A BALANCED

PROGRAM OF TRAINING WHICH HAD BEEN CONDUCTED IN THE PAST AND TO BEGIN DIRECTING

TRAINING FUNDS TO AREAS OF DEMONSTRATED PERSONNEL SHORTAGE. RSA APPROACHED

THIS CHANGE BY REVIEW/NG CURRENTLY-AVAILABLE
REHABILITATION PERSONNEL SUPPLY

AND DEMAND DATA. THIS REVIEW LED US TO CONCLUDE THAT ADEQUATE DATA AND

INFORMATION ARE NCT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO PERMIT THE LDENTIFICATION or

PERSONNEL SHORTAGES IN A CONSISTENT MANNER. IN ADDITION, INFORMATION IS ALSO

SCARCE WITH RESPECT TO HOW SPECIFIC TRAINING STRATEGIES WOULD HAVE AN IMPACT
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ON PARTICULAR SHORTAGE AREAS. FOR EXAMPLE, IT IS NOT CLEAR THAT Z.CING-TERM

TRAIN/NG IN DEGREE PROGRAMS IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD TO REDUCE 3HORTAGES

OF REHABILITATION COUNSELORS.

TO DEVELoP THE INFORMATION BASE NECESSARY TO TARGET FUNDS FOR TRAINING

GRANTS TO AREAS OF PERSONNEL SHORTAGES, RSA HAS CONTRACTED FOR A STUDY BY

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, INC., OF RESTON, VIRGINIA. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE

STUDY, I)? JANUARY OF 1986, RSA WILL BE PROVIDED WITH A SYSTEM DESIGN FOR

COLLECTING DATA FOR ESTIMATING SHORTAGES OF
REHABILITATION PERSONNEL AND FOR

MAKING 'UND ALLOCATION DECISIONS.
BASED UPON THAT DATA, RSA CAN DEN BEGIN

TO COLLECT THE INFORMATION WHICH WILL BE SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS IN SUBSEQUENT

ANNUAI BUDGET REQUESTS.

IN ADDI'ION TO THE ALLOCATION ISSUE, THE CURRICULUM CONTENT OF TRAINING

PROGRAMS IS A CONTINUING CONCERN. FOR INSTANCE, WE ARE LOOKING AT COUNSELOR

TRAINING PROGRAMS TO DETERMINE IF IMPROVED COURSE CONTENT ON PLACEMENT

TECHNIQUES IS NEEDED. THE EURPOSE OF THE RSA TRAINING PROGRAM CANNOT BE

ACHIEVED WITHOUT CONSIDERING CURRICULUM CONTENT ISSUES ALONG WITH SHORTAGE

ISSUES. WE PLAN TO ADDR7SS CURRICULUM ISSUES THROUGH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

AND THROUGH THE USE OF ANNUKL FUNDING PRIORITIES FOR TRAINING GRANTS.

WITH REtTECT TO THE TRAINING OF REHABILITATION PROFESSIONALSi THERE IS ONE

OTHER AREA I SHOULD KENT/ON. WHEN MOST PEOPLE THINK OF MINING UNDER THE

REHABILITATION ACT, THEY THINK ABOUT THE $22-MILLION -DOLLAR TRAINING PROGRAM

ADMINISTERED BY RSA. IN ADDITION, MORE THAN 80,000 INDIVIDUALS ARE TRAINED
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ANNUALLY LINDER VARIOUS PROGRAMS OF THE NATIONAL INSTIDUTE OF HANDICAPPED

RESEARCH (NIHR). TUTS TRAINING IS SHORI-TERR4 aND USOAaT PROVIDED TEROUGH

RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTERS AND REHABILITATION ENGINEERING CENTERS. THESE

PROGRAMS: (I) FlOVIDE TRAINING (INCLUDING GRADUATE TRA:NING) TO HELP

REHABILITATION PROFESSIONALS MORE EFFECTIVELY PROVIDE REHPEILITATION SERVICES;

AND (2) PROVIDE TRAINING FOR REHABILI/ATION RESEARCH PERSONNEL.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NIHR'S TRAINING ACTIVITIES ARE:

I. TIEY ARE RESEARCH BASED EMPHASIS IS PLACED uN USING TRAINING AS A

VEHICLE FOR TRANSLATING RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE: AND

2. THEY ARE HIGHLY FOCUSED. TRAINING PROVIDED BY CENTERS STRESSES

SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES, METHODS AND PROCEDURES RATHER THAN BROAD

PEOFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT,

LET me NOW MOVE ON TO THE TOPIC OF POST-EMPLOYMENT SERVICES. THE REHABILITATION

ACT AUTHORIZES THE PROVISION OF FOLLOW-UP, FOLUJW-ALJNG, AND OTHER POST-

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES. SINCE THE LAW MAYES NO CONCEPTUAL OR DEFINITIONAL

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THESE TERMS, "POST-EMPLOYMENT SERVICES- HAS BECOME THE

INCLUSIVE TERM FOR ALL VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES PROVIDED AFTER

CLIENTS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED TO BE REHABILITATED AND THEIR CASE RECORDS

HAVE BEEN CLOSED. SOME TYPICAL POST -EMPLJYMENT SERVICES ARE WORKS/TE

MODIFICATION, ARRANGEMENT OF JOB-RELATED TRA.NSPORTATION, AND OTHER ASSISTAhCE

THROUGH REFERRALS TO OTHER SERVICE AGENCIES.
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FROM 1978 TO 1982, FROM 3.7 PERCENT TO 4.8 PERCENT OF THE PERSONS REHABILITATED

RECELVD SOME FORM OF PuST -EMPLOY/MET SERVICE. OVER THIS SAME iIVE -YEAR PERIOD,

FROM 63.6 PERCENT TO 70.7 PERCENT OF THOSE RECFIFI% POST-EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

WERE CONSIDERED SEVERELY DISABLED. IN ACTUAL NUMBERS, THERE WERE 9,274 PERSONS

RECEIVING POFT -EMPLOYMENT SERVICES IN 1983. THE LATEST AVAILABLE CASE COST

DATA SHOW AN AVERAGE CASE EXPENDITURE OF $425 FOR PuST -EMPLOYMENT SERVI'ES IN

1982.

TRE sarT IN ATTENTION TOWARD MORi SEVEkELY DISIZLED INDIVIDUALS EAS FOCUSED

INTEREST IN ThE AREA OF POST-EMPLOYMENT SERVICES. HISTORICALLY, REHABILITATION

AGENCIES SERVED INDIVIDUALS WO HAD ADEQUATE JOB SKILLS PRIOR TO AN

INCAPACITATING EVENT. THE FUNCTION OF REHABILITATION WAS TO MAKE IT POSSIPLE

FOR SUCH INDIVIDUALS TO RE-JOIN TUE WORK FORCE. ONCE A JOB VMS FOUND AND

MAINTAINED FOR A 90-DAY PERIOD, IT WAS ASSUMED THAT THE PERSON COULD CONTINUE

WITH LITII.E OR /0 ADDITIONAL HELP, AND GENERALLY TOTS WAS THE CASE, HOWEVER,

MORE SEVERELY DISABLED PEOPLE, PARTICULARLY THOSE WITH NO PRIOR WORK EXPERIENCE,

OFTEN NEED ADDITIONAL HELP OVER LONGER PERIODS OF TIME. SOME OF THE MOST

SEVERELY DISABLED WILL, IN FACT, NEED SUPPORTIVE SERVICES OVER THEIR LIFETIME

TO MAINTAIN EMPLOYKNT. AN EXAMPLE OF SUCH DJNG -TERM SUPPORT WOULD BE THE

JOB COACHES NEEDED TO ASSIST SEVERELY D'SABLED INDIVIDUALS AT THE WORKSITE,

WHICH CAN BE FOUND IN A SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT PROJECT WITHIN AN ELECTRONICS

FIRM IN SEATTLE.

THE RSA SUPPORTED WORK INITIATIVE SQUARELY ADDRESSES THIS ISSUE OF LONG-TERM

SUPPOR2 SERVICES FOR THE SEVERELY DISABLED. UNDER OUR RSA SUPPORTED EMPLOYhTNT

DEAONSTRATION PROGRAM WE ARE ASKING STATES TO USE EXISTING RESOURCES, SUCE AS
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THOSE NOW BEING USED TO SUPPORT DAY ACTIVITY OR WORK ACTIVITY PROGRAAA, FOR

SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS. SPECIFICALLY, WE ARE ASKING STATE.; TO USE

THESE FUNDS TO PROVIDE LONG:TERM POST-EMPLOYMEre SERVICP.S THAT SEVERELY

DISABLED PERSONS WILL MED IN ORDER TO MAINT:".Iti WIPLOYMENT OVER A LIFETIME.

I GIVE THIS BACROUND ON THE SUPPORTED EMPLOYMEgT PROGRAM BECAUSE I WANT TO

MAKE IT CLEAR THAT THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM, AS CURRENTLY

AUTHORIZED, SHOULD NO". BE LOOKED UPON TO PROVIDE ALL TEe SERVICES NEEDED OVER

A DISABLED INDIVIDUAL'S ENTIRE WORKING LIFE. SHARED RESPONSIBILITIES AND

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM OTHER FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES ARE ESSENTIAL IN

ORDER TO AVOID THESE LONG-TERM COSTS 'HAT WOULD LIMIT TUE STATE VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION AGENCY'S ABILITY TO SERVE AS MANY DIZAS.ED PTRSONS AS POSSIBLE.

I WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK BRIEFLY NOW ABOUT OUR VIEWS ON TIT. PROVISION OF

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

WE PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE UNDER THE REAABILITATION ACT IN A VARIETY OF

WAYS. RSA IS DIRECTLY WESPONSTBLE FOR PROVIDING TECHNICAL A/STSTANC.. TO

RECIPIENTS REGARDING THE APPLICAlION OF FEDERAL LP'S AND REGULATIONS. THIS

TECHNICAL AlgISTANCE MAY HAVE BEEN REQUESTED BY A STA/I AGEICY OR GRANTEE TO

CLARIFY A PARTICULAR ISSUE OR SITUATION, O. rr KAY RESULT FROM PROGRAM

MONITORING OR AN AUDIT WHERE POSSIBLE PROBLEMS OR DEAICIENCIES SAVE BEEN

IDENTIFIED AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IS NEEDED TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE

LAW. RSA ALSO PROVIDES TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO HELP STATES OR OTHER GRANTEES

OR POTENTIAL GRANTEES DEVELOP PROGRAMS AND SERVICES IN PRIORITY AREAS SUCH AS

TRANSI-EION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK.. BOTH THE RSA CENTRAL AND REGIONAL OFFICE
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STAFFS PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASS1 TANCX; HOWEVER, THE REGIONAL OFFICES CLEARLY

EAVE THE hAJOR ROLE AND WORK ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS WITH STATES AND OTHER

GRANTEES;

FOR L.XAMPLE, TIE RSA REGIONAL OFFICE IN DENVER WORKED WITH THE INDEPENDENT

LIVING PPL,GR.,%1 IN ONE STATE TO IMPROVE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT A;1:1 INJREASE THE

EXTENT AND SCCPE OF SERVICES TO SEVERELf DISABLED PERSONS. REGIONAL OFFICES

HAVE ALSO BEEN PROVIDING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSITION

PROGRAMS. IN ONE STATE, RSA REGIONAL OFFICE STAFF MET SEVERAL TIMES WITH

SPECIAL EDUCATION AND VOCATIONW. REHABILITATION (VR) DIRECTORS AND MEMBERS OF

A STATE STEERING COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED TO COORDINATE SERVICES. THIS TECHNICAL

ASSISTANa EFFORT CONTRIBUTED TO THE EST:2L1SHANT OF LINKAGES BETWEEN VR AND

SPECIAL EDUCATION WHICH WILL nesuLT ix TIMELY AND APPROPRIATE REFERRALS OF

DISABLED YOUTH TO VR SERVICE PROVIDERS.

ACCORDING TO A SURVEY GP RSA REGIONAL OFFICES, Oa -SITE MONITORING AND TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE FOR THE BASIC STATE PROGRAM HAS ALREADY BEEN PROVIDED 246 TIMES :N

FISCAL YEAR 1985 WITh A TOTAL OF 289 VISITS PLA:NED FOR TME YEAR. ON-SITE

MONITORING AND TTCHNICAL ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN PROVIDED 158 TIMES IN FISCAL

YEAR 1985 IN CONJUNCT,ON WITH DISCRETIONARY GRANT ACTIVITIES, AND A TOTAL OF

198 VISITS IS PLANNED. IN ADDITION, THERE HAVE BEEN LITERALLY THOUSANDS OF

TELEPHONE CALLS, 1ELECONFERENCES, LFTTERS, MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, AND SIM:LAR

TEC2NICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES NOT INVOLVING TRAVEL TO A PROJECT SITE.
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I? SHOULD ALSO BE PO:NTED OUT THAT TECHNICAL AS5ISTANCE HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY

RSA THROUGH PROGRAMS AHICH PROVIDE 1ND ENCOURAGE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES

AND COMMUNITIES IN A NUMBER OF INDIRECT WAYS. FOR EXAMPLEi A PROJECTS WITH

INDUSTR1 PROGRAM IN SEATTLE PIA:1Ln A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE PROVISION OF

TECHNICAL ASSISTANa TO WASHINGTON STATE WITH Ta RESULT THAT THE STATE CHANGED

MANY OF ITS POLICIES VD PROCEAJIES TO ALLOW FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEVERAL NEW

PWI-LIKE P4DGRAMS RECEIVING STATE SUPPORT. WE DO NOT ALWAYS HEAR ABOUT THESE

INSTANCES DIRECTLY BUT IT IS CLEAR THAT THE PEOPLE TRAINED AND EMPLOYED THROUGH

OUR DISCRETIONARY PROGRAMS CAN AND DO PROVIDE MUCH USEFUL ASSISTANCE TO STATES

AND OTHER SERVICE PROVIDERS;

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DESCRIBE OUR ACTIVITIES IN THESE AREAS. I

WOULD BE HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS.

Mr. WILLJAMS. Mr. Bartlett.
Mr: BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MTS. Will, I have a number of questions_ on hew -it is- working,

and I suppose these will be open-ended:questions: If I faiL at the
end of each question to ask you the: followup questionwhich is,
what,- if any, ways -would -you-suggest in terms of a generaLidirec-
don that we improve l_these areas=please consider that followup
question to be a part of each_Of My questions.-

-I suppose my first question what_specific_ kinds of technical_as,
sistance do you provide in the field of transition services and what
are the results?-And- what improvements can you see?

Mrs: WiLt. As you know; we have an extensive amount _of fund-
ing in this area as a reittlt of reatithorization. All three of the com-
ponents of OSERS;_Special Education, Rehabilitation Services Ad,
ministration; land NIHRii play a role in the flitiding, monitoring and
supervision of-the transition projects.

This, in :turn; will create a need for technical assistance as both
the special education agencies and-the rehabilitation agencies and
facilities try to create_ the kind of strong link that we are looidng
for from schooi to:work fur young people.

We have- identified- some best practices; exemplary projects that
we are able to discuss with individuals who are interested in know-
ing about- how to develop transition services, the methodologies to
use, -the strategies to use.

This :year; under the NIHR authoritY, we hope to fund a_techni-
Cal A.tatie--actlially,--two- in this-area. One, to :kind of compile
the information that is now developing and that is being yielded by
the project; and the other to look more- at questions that are really
systems oriented, how does one do a comprehensive system of tran-
sition. _-

Mt. BAR:Mt-Tr. DO ?till- have any quantitative data on results?
Mrs. WILL; Most _of our transition projects are in their second

year, so we would have preliminary reports, SummarieS from our
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projocts. In ternis of numbers of individuals they may be working
with

Mt.- -BARTIMIT.- Numbers of individuals are anecdOtAl Of descrip-
tionb from the field as to the results.

Iwould ask unanimous consent that the record be kept open._ :
If you could essentially provide us, as we go into reauthoritatiOn,

with -a_ snapshot as to where we are in_ those _transition services.
And do you have any sense of what can bet done to improve transi-
tion services?

Mit: WILL -We have many cooperative agreenientS between agen-
cies at the State level that are being developed and implemente&

_
I find_ it very_ excitiLg _tb:go to _States_ and: meet with_ a broad

group of State agency_directora, and listen to them as they grapple
with -problems of funding and resources and mechatiikns. I think
that LI proceeding very nicely.

We haVei oh the _part of rehabilitation; a very significant intereSt
and retponge_to_ the need for transition:services:with State agencies
looking to place:counselors in sehOOls to aCtually work with young
people; to identify them and to help in the development of voCa-
tional objectives.

[Questions and responses:1
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QUOStiOn: Win you provide this Subcommitteemith a "snapshot"_viev_of_tbe
state of transitional services; preliminary reports or anecdotes
that you may have and wh3t is heeded in the area?

Answer: Transition activities in OSERS are conducted under both the Rehabili-
tation and the Education of the Handicapped Acts. State vocational
rehabilitation agencies are major contributors to the networks of:
services being developed at State and local levels to assist in the
transition from school to work. Staff members of State VR agencies
have been .Nctive participants in the ongoing efforts to plan and
provide transition services. The RSA Regional-offices have been con-
ducting intensive program development activities to assist in the
establighment and coordinatior cf transition services and will con-
tinue to do so as these activities evolve.

The great majority of the directly-funded transition activities sup-
ported by OSERS have been under the authority of the Education of the
Handicapped Act (EHA).

The special education transition program under Section 626 of the EHA
is enteringiits second year of_support for research and demonstration
projects; The purpose of t'_:a program is to assist handicapped_youth
in the transition from school:to postsecondary environments such as
competitive or supported employment. Tbis purpose_is carried out
through the provision of assistance to projects that:

(1) Strengthen and coordinate education, training,iand related
selvices that assist handicapped youth in:the transition to
employment, postsecondary education, vocational training,
continuing education, or adult services; add

(2) Stimulate the irrprovernent and development of programs for
secondary special education.

During Fiscal Year 1984 the Department of Education funded 34 demon-
stration projects to develop and demonstrate solutions-to specific
problems related to this area. The demonstration projects emphasize
the implementation of strategies to Umprove the ability of service
providers to assist handicapped individuals to make the transition
to adult and working life. Ir Fiscal Year 1985 we expect to fund an
addjtional 18 cooperative planning projects.

In Fiscal Years 1984-and 1985, we-will have supported 19 research
proDects to develop strategies and technigoes for transition to in-
dependent livingi vocational training, and postsecondary education.
Additionally, weiwill_be_supPOrting_two research institutes which
will (4 conduct long,terv_programmatic researdb activities focused
on handicappeT students'idevelopment of_skills needed for community
living and working, and (2) determine the effectiveness of various
model projects add explore the tmpIications of the findings emerging
from 0,1t various research efforts.
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The transitional services activities have been in operation for less_

than_aiyear. In an attempt to provide a "snapshot" view ot the state
of transitional services I have selected a few of our projects to h;gh-
light progress made to date. I will also cite same of-the needs or

problem areas which the projects have been encountering.

Cemainity Services for Autistic Adults and Children, Inc., Rockville,
Maryland

This program is intended to assist autistic_individuals, many of whom
have been previoualy institutionalized,_secure competitive employment
in the community. There are currently 39 clients pIaCed in community
employment. Job coaches are utilized at the work-site to assist in _
training and behavior management. This support is gradually removed:-

as the employee becomes more independent. Approximately 10 of the 39
are currently working independently with assistance available if Pro-
blems arise.

Richmond Unified School Districte-Riernoreb California

The Richmond project is working with severely handicapped students
who_will be_7aging out" of school papgrams within two years. air-
rently, eight_students are involved in community-based training and
employment. Utilizing the servics_oL job coachesi the individuals
ate being trained_in areas such_as food setvicesi electronic assembly,
and_copy machine operation. Four of_the students have_completed the
training ptate and are working full time-, and the_other_four_are in
training With their jobLotaches; The project expects tu be serving

40 students dUring the 1985-86 SChool year;

International Association of MacHnists and Aerospace Workers,
Washington-, D. C.

The Projects With Industry 1PWI) Model is being utilized in this
demonstration model which is being conducted in Chicagc and Los
An9eles. In the combined sites, 127 mildly and MOderately handi-
capped youths are involved in rbt training and employment phases
of theproject. In the first eight months of the project, 35 youths
have been placed-in competitive employment earning an average salary
of $7,500. The jobs include naintenance, assembly, machir opera.;

tion, and utility and warehouse work.

Human Resources Center, Albertson, New York

The Human Resources:project is working with 14 school districts in
Nassau County, New York to assist:in transitional planning and job
placement for moderately !handicapped students. _The:1.e are-currently
45 physicallyihandicappedistudehtsienrolledi and_it is_eXPPCted that
10 redent hilh SdhodI qtaduates will be placed in competitive_eMploy-
nieht after thelcompletion of deir_intensive simmer intern program._
Olinthe-job training is beinq prtrrided in a Wide range of occupations
including animal care, Secretarial Work, repetitive assembly, and
hospital housekeeping.
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Dallas Independent Sdhodl District, Dallas, Texas

A community transition model that invtives cooperative efforts he,
tween the school district-and community service_agencies is assisting
severely handicapped students in competitive and supported employment.
The community serviLe agencies are committed to providing the long-
term support necessary to enable the handicapped individuals to benefit
from community employment. Twelve students eventually will be placed
in employment settings and a working model for cooperative services
will assist other school districts to establish similar programs.

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs, Colorado

This project is_working-_with the Colorado Springs school district to
establish transitional:plans for their moderately retarded secondary
students: With the assistance of University personnel, 50 students
have been evaluated and have:had transitional goals developed for
their IEP's. airing_the 1985-86ischool year, the students will have
job try-outS_in the community. Extensive teacher training is being_
provided, and the school distridt is_restructuring its curriculum to
emOhasize preparation for community rife.

The majority of these projects eMphaSize eMployment in community
settings. Seto of the problems projects have identified include:

o Transportation of students from home to jdo is difficult tiedause
few of the individuals can drive and public transportation is
often not available.

o Line supervisors, who usually do not hire handicapped persons,
often lack adequate training or knowledge of the unique needs of
the handicapped individuals they are required to supervise.

o Parents:are often reluctant to_encourage employment of their
Children because of the risk of failure and/or consequent loss
of disability benefits-, and

o Students at the end of theit odutational experience often have
not been prepared for community life during their earlier
education.

We are also supporting some transition-related projectt_under_theL
EHA authority for Postsecondary Education Programs for Handicapped
Persons. Last year's priority emOhasized services for mentally re-
tarded aid- learning disabled persons. The program provides grants
for model-projects that demonstrate the provision of special or
modified training to handi.capped students of postsecondary age or
in post-secondary settings.

One project in Oregon has completed a cycle of work with young
mentally retarded adults, all of whom were in sheltered workshoPS
prior to being served under the project. All ten students served
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by the first cycle of the project are_currently competitively:em,
ployed as janitors, carpenters, housekeepers, landscapers or food
preparers.

A-project in North Dakota is providang_Short-term_training to mildly
mentally retarded-and learning disabled stddentS for_empIoyment as
personal care attendants for the homebound and the elderly. The

average student in this project-is a young adult female with a
learning disability, with no previous work experience, recently
graduated from high school. The grantee was influential in obtain-
ing the first vocational placement for each graduate of the pilot
project,-but some students have changed jobs since. One young
woman with a secondary disability of hearing loss is now an em-
ployee of HIT Inc, in one of its new group homes. The-only young

man in the pilot project was almost imnediately hired by Grafton
State School:, the major institution in North Dakota. Although the
project assisted_anotheryoung woman with her first-job and contract,
she has since created her own free-lance personal care attendant
business and sometimes now refers calls to the project.

Mr; BkamErr. Do you fmd any barriers, either psychological bar-
riers or Federal Government barriers, or digincentives to persons
who are students to them moving into full employment?

Mrs._Witt. I am not convinced that there are:barriers that the
Federal Government has _created other than just the complex
nature and the requirements involved in providing transition serv-
ices.

I think that there was _an unfortunate occurrence in the early
1970's when a systhm-had been developing which allowed for the
State rehabilitation agencies to work very closely with the State
special education agencies. Because the Federal:Government disal-
lowed a form of third-party payment, many of the cooperative ar-
rangements that had been developing at the State level ceased to
exist.
: I think- that m that cessation there was built up an attitudinal
barrierI guess one would call itor a distance between the State
rehabilitation agencies and the _special ed agencies. This happened
at the worst possible moment, I think, in the development of pro-
grams for young-disabled people.

A:few _years later, 94-142 WAS passed and at that moment; one
needed the greatest amount of coordination between the agencies.

We are now coming back again and asking for close cooperation
between the two systems; and it takes a certain amount of realign-
ment.

Mr. BARTLEIT. Well, let- me give you an example as to the kind of
barrierI guess I am lookinglon _

_ I had some people with the National Institute for the Deaf and
the administrators of residential- schools far- the deaf tell me the
other day_ that they had a very difficult time in inducing students
to move into full employment because they would lose their Medic-
aid if they were on SSI.

Wouldn't you regard that as a barrier; for example? In other
words, if you lose your medical insurance--

Mrs. That is true. When I said I wasn't aware of the Feder-
al Government; that was too broad. I was thinking in terms of my
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own:program. I am not sure that my own statutes and regulations
create-barriers.

_ There are_ problems that the: Federal Government has created,
and--I think-that the-loss of medical-benefits is an important disin-
centive: The prohibition on vocational training in title KBE would
be-another one.

But- there is a further_ attitudinal barrier: in that categorical pro-
grams are very : rigid: and :inflexible and they_ are btiilt around a
system- of constituencies which break down- into minute parts, and
it is very hard to take a general view of the problem and to look
across the

-Mr. -BAirrLerr.- So you__would suggest that if there:were way for
Congress to construct_an organizational structure that broke down
those- -minute parts of the --Federal Government- so that -a disabled

rson would be able to _deal withithe whole arraywhether it: is
tWeen :HCFA and Medicaid or SSI and SSDI and SOcial &=,Curity

Administration or- rehabilitation -services- and transition__ services
and .RSA or the local and_State :vocational rehabilitation agencies_-
I -Suppose what-you-am sayinjg- is-that the lack of-coordination that
is inherent in that kind of a structure is a problem;

Mrs. WTLI... AbSolutely; I totally agree.with that .
ain not sum-that W'.,-know-how to-go -about -making-a -coherent

system.: I have thought in terms of consolidating program% I don't
see that as workable. I dOn't know how one approaches the prob-
lem

Frankly; what _we have done is try to identify very specific disin-
centives, and to- aproach solving the problem -by funding a -demon-
stration: or:a research project; But the problem is a much larger
one, and I don't

--Mr. BART-LErr.- -Well, over--the course_ of the coming 6 months:I
think this subcommittee: would appreciate you thinking through
With us -how to tackle that larger problem.

Mrs; WILL; Beyond disability programs; I think it is a:fascinating
question about Government I lock atit front a politiCal -science
point of -view, that We-have -come-to -the- point when -we have --so
many programs built around addressing specific problems of specif-
ic groups; and I think there is maybe some gridlOch that is settling

_Mr. BAlerizrr. From a _political: scientist's :perspective, sitting
where -we -are, iperhaps it- is -fascinating. -From-- thejoerspective of a
rec ient, it is_ somewhat macabre and bizarre and debilitating.

Mrs.-WtLL.-Yès.
Mr; BAR_Turrr. And I think_ it is one that:Congress really needs to

tackle,:and we_ need your help to accomplish:it.
Mr.-Chairman, I- appTeciate the-additional time. I have some ad-

ditional qnntions which I can go into novc.
Let me take one of those links,- then; Madam &tretAty.ii and-ask

you this. At alme time in the :past there was a very imperfect link-
age between the vocational rehabilitation agencies, or RSA, provid-
ing service& and- SSI,or_perhaps SSDL not-- having- to- provide-their
continued monthly: payments. At one_ time there :was a link hi
which the rehabilitation agencies could tap into that stream of
income dollars and use it for training and for employment place-
ment.

3 3
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Not trying to go back -to the past, but do you see-some possibility
or _desirability of reestablishing _that link so that for training and
transition services; rehabilitation services:could:borrow _from that
future stream-of -income-payments from -SSI or SSD', -and use it for
training:and employinent placementtoday; or at least placement?

Mrs, WILL.: When I came to OSERS; I quickly rearmed that:there
was- very- little in the way- of -formal -contact -between Social Securi-
ty Administration:and the RSA_program: I endorsed: as a very im-
portant .goal the idea of reestablishing links with that orgarip_ation.
--We-have established a- working- group-that -identified -data,- rees-
tablishment of data as a first objective; and we have worked toward
that end.

_Further,_ we have been directed by Congress to work with the
Social Security Administration to provide training to cur respective
fieldS concerning-the work -incentives that have-been now included
inthe Social Security_Act;_specifically l 619 (a) and (b).

Thus, we have developed the video program and we are hoping to
do canferences which will include-the reonal Social Security staff
as:well as the v0c9tional rehabilitation staff

We are encouraging the State agencies to integrate the So-dal Se=
curity eligibility-determination function into- the rehaLilitation
process, to look at that process from a management standpoint to
see whether it- can be improved.

So_ we have_ limited
Mr, BARTLErr. You have made some tentative steps forward.
Mrs.- WILL.- Right.
Mr, B-ARTLETT, But no linkage of money
Mrs.:Wita... No. _

Mr.- BARTLerr.- I wonder, during- the- course- of- we-could also- leave
the record open; if you :could provide some technical assistance
from_ your office, essentially to provide us:some options,

If- there- -were- a-way-to -link the-limited-resources as -we- -refer to
it; of training_money or rehabilitation:funds .faremployment, to the
enormous- dollars that are saved bY SSI_ or SSDI, I wonder if YOur
office could provide some technical assistancefor thinking through
the options, -

[Question and response follows]
Question. Will_you provide this Subcommittee with options that could link reha-

bilitation programitto SSI and SSDI &liar savings?
Answer. _These issues are under studT The Department of Health Land Human

Services [HHS] is currently pursuing studies and_ demonstrations which explore re-
habilitation methods and techniques to_ apply to SSI and SSDI programs. For exam-
ple. on May 30, the Sodial Sedurity Administration [SSA) published-a program an-
nouncement for 7 to 15 grants to demonstrate methods tb assist SSDI beneficiaries
to obtain employment.

I would like to provide information concerning this subject, based on my knowl-
edge of the RSA role in administering_ the beneficiary rehabilitation program (BRP)
prior_ to 11981.11_ donot toiset forth specific options at thisitimeias_ this wntild
involve making legislative proposals or endorsements which would have to be co-
ordinated with HHS.

While I cannot speak for the Department of Health and Human Services, it:is my
impression that-during 1980 and 1981, discretionary programs were under continued
review in an effort tb achieve budget savings and the BRP-was one of the larger
controllable items in the SSA budget. At that time, also, there had been several
General Accounting Office audits of the BRP questioning the management of- the
program and citing instances where State expenditures under the progrim, eligible
for 100 percent Federal reimbursement; had not been deemed to have been made

304
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with economy and cost-efficiency firl in mind. The combination of these factors con-
tribiited to the elimination of the budget line item and the restructuring of the pro-
gram in the present form. I bklieve that any consideration of future directions for
the BRP should take this background into account since the Ways and Means and
Finance Committees reacted to these factors when the program was restructured.

Mr. BARTLETT, Madam Secretary, I have a question on -a subject
that is not related: to rehabilitation but =it is related to the other
hat you wear; which is the Education of the HandicapPed ACC

We hava had hearings and you have testified, and we have had
markups here in this subcommittee on an= act conimonly_called the
attorneys' _fees bill. And, as you recall, when we left off, I believe
the administration's and my difficulty with the act that was passed
out of-the subcommittee_ related to administrative fees; attorneys'
fees paid at the administrative levels in codification of 504

I understand that the other body tOok some kind of action yester-
day that addressed-those two areas, and I_wonder if the administra-
tion has any kind of a new position on the bill; or has changed its
position. I know you don't want to talk about it, but am going to
ask-you anyway.

Mrs:WILL: Well, yes;_there was a ion reached yesterday; and
I would be happy to tell you how tha .xne abbut.

The 'Senate, the full committee marked up the -attorneys' fees
legislation, and the administration =had _major difficulties with the
bill. The administration felt that the bill would result in the cre,
ation of a very cumbersome due process system that might not
result in fair decisions, impartial decisions.
= So we met with some: Members of the Senate and recommended

that the firat draft of the bill, S. 415, a much_ simpler proposal,
would lie more acceptable with the addition of two further_provi-
sions!--one being a requirement that parents file a complaint and
use:the due process available to them below the court; and second
that a provision included that restricted -the amount of damages
that a public interest, publicly funded organization representing
parents in due process in court could recover. I think that there is
general agreement that this may be the best course to follow, pro-
posal to settle on. I

The administration's: perspective was that although we would
rather not -see automatic reimbursement for individuals who have
used the due process system; that with the requirement for exhaus-
tion almost forcing people to go through that level of the process, it
made sense to allow the court the discretion of awarding reim=
bursement.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you.
Mr Chairman, I appreciate the additional time.
_Mr._ WILLIAMS. Mrs. Will, oftentimes after we hear from adminis-

tration =witnesses,_ who usually present a fairly rosy picture of the
efforta in which they are involved, we then hear clients and_ users
of the system who present a-less rosy picture. By-that time, the ad-
ministration witnesses are gone and aren't able to respond to it

SO let me read to you very quickly short pieces from the testimo-
ny of two of the witnesses who are to follow you today, and you can
respond to them while you are still with us.

First:

3
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In terms- of technical assistance, we have serious problems. The major resources
for State agencies for technical assistance traditionally has been the regional office
of the :RSA:and at times the- central_office.

During the _past three years; howevu, because-of inadequate funds for -travel, it
hu been next to impomible to get regional office personnel to the States for this
purpose.:

Another witness will say this:
Most importantly; adequate travel funds for RSA staff to come-to the States-and

provide technical assisMnce to agency personnel is critical: Current funding levels
are-adequate only for program monitoring purposes, leaving the real need woefully
negleCted.

As for technical assistance to rehabilitation facilities, the baSic problem 1S-that
there has been no Federal funding for technical assistance programs in the State
rehab agencies for nearly 5 years.

How does that connect_with what youitold us? = =

Mrs: Wuz.: Well; I don't think I would agree with:the underlying
premise of those-two- statementS, which- is,- that little o-r no-tec
cal _assistance is being delivered. Although I can agree with the spe-
cifics.in the statement&

There have been reductions-in travel. The Department -has set
priorities for travel in-_ the :area: of ?nonitoring for compliance and
monitoring for waste; fraud; and-abuse compliance in teChnical as-
sistance,-the--conferencing-being the -last,- the attendance at confer-
ences; the last on our list of approvable activities. -

Having said that; I :do think that we have a very comprehensive
and --solid- -program of -techthcal _assistance You _know; RSA; the
State; Federal VR Program;: is 65 years :old._ During that time you
have seen, -I think, a dramatic increase in the capabilities and the
expertise of the:State agencies.

Moreoyer_, I think we_ have_seen a shift in the:way we at theFed-
eral level- think-about providing-technical- assistance. -Although we
provide_ technical assistance from the_ headquarters and from the
regional officesiiit is a very important function.-
-What tried -to -OUtline in our- testimony is that-we- see technical

assistance _being provided in multifaceted ways through NIHR re,
search and training centers; the :regional engineering -centers; -we
provide- -technicalassistance _through -specific_ contractr;= and
through the examination_ of policy questions; we haveinvolved tele-
phoning; conferences, teleconference% as well as off:site analysis
and on-site analysis. = =

So- I would argue that the :rehabilitation program Lis._basiCally
healthy.- We have-the-caseload -trends to point-to, that shows dis-
abled _people are being successfully rehabilitated. I_think that the
record is a goOd one to point to at this particular juncture in the
program.-

Mi. WILLIAM& Thank you.: . _ .

There is-another matter-which I- want -tc-, ty to -clarir in my own
mind. In the budget justification sent out some time ago; you stated
that you were requesting a reduCtion in training funds because you
did not-have sufficient-data for the allocation;

You :state in your testimony Lere today--,-quoting now"It's_ not
clear that long-term- -training in degree ,programs-is- the- most effec-
tive method to_reduce shortages of rehabilitation counselors:" _

Yet in the Jab, 11th Federal Register, you announced: the fmal
funding priority for fiscal year 1985 will be long-term training.
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On the surface that sounds:inconsistentplease explain it to me.
Mrs. Wim.._I_am-not sure I-have the thrust. We published the an-

nouncement for long-term training:and--
Mr. WILLIAMS. You tell us in the budget justification that you

are requesting a reduction in training_ -funds. You told us today
that it is not clear that long-term_training in degree programs is-an
effective methOd to reduce the shortage of rehabilitation counsel-
ors. :But 1 week ago in_ the Federal Register, you announced the
final funding priority for 1985 would be long-term training:

Mrs. I think that those statements might beor inactions
might: be considered inconsistent.

Basically what we are telling Congress in the budget proposal for
this year is that we do not have the kind of information that we
wish we had.
: When Congress in reauthorization _asked for an annual report on
training needs, we examined our training program and determined
that we didn't have the right data. That led to a study which is
trying tO do two things: First; to develop a collection or a system of
data colleotion, and second, collect the information that will allow
us to make decisions about shortages in various disciplines in reha-
bilitatiOn.

So our policy in-the meantime, absent the information which will
begin to come in during the spring of 1986, -is basically- a hold pat-
tern. We are not making any radical _changes or shifts in various
training areas. -We are continuing to fund along the lines that we
have funded the past several years.-
: We:do not know whether in rehabilitation counseling one wants
to put more-emphasis -on preservice as opposed to inservice_ at this
poinL So we:are going to continue to fund in the comprehensive
was that we hF.ve:in the past few year&

Mr. WILLIAMS. Finally, there was appointed a 4task force in 198
which has now issued this document which contains seven recom-
mendations designed to make RSA's: training system more effec-
tive. I am sure you are familiar with the document. :

Have you:accepted the recommendations? -Do you-have-an opin-
ion on them? And, if you are favorably disposed toward them,: have
any of them yet-heen put into place, or are there plans to do so?

Mrs. WILL That was a report that came about as the creation of
a special tabk force.

Our opinion at this point is, looking across a whole range of stud,
ies that: have been done _in the :area of training, that often the
sample is narrow and/or there is little ability to verify the kinds of
information in the studies.

We look at those recommendations with great interest,- but
frankly we are going to wait until we have our larger study com-
pleted to kind of check -reoommendations against the information
that we get in our own study._

=

Mr. WILLIAMS. Again,:our thankS for being with us. It is always a
pleasure:to have you with us.

Mrs. _Wux. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Going on to panel two, Mr Russell Baxter and

Mr. Altamont Dickerson. Mr. Baxter is the commissioner of the Ar-
kansas Division of Rehabilitation Services. Mr. Dickerson is the

397
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commissioner of the Virginia Department of Rehabilitation Serv-
ices.

We are pledged tO have both of you gentlemen with us.
As is :common practice in this subcommittee; we n wy request

that each of the remaining witnesses do your best to Erni:- your tes,
tirnony-to 5-to 7 minutes. As you get close to the-end of th it time, I
will tap this gavel lightly; and I would appreciate it if_ yvu would
try at1 that point' to, summarize your testimony or complet a the re-
mainder of your testimony.

_ We _will also now institute the 5-minute rule with regan I to ques-
tions from the members of the committee.

Mr WILLIAM& Mr Baxter; we are pleased to have you here
today, Commissioner; and you may proceed.

STATEMENTS OF E. RUSSELL BAXTER, COMMISSIONER, ARKAN-
SAS DIVISION OF REHABILITATION SERVICES; AND ALTAMONT
DICKERSON, JR., COMMISSIONER, VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF
REHABILITATION SERVICES
Mr. BAXTER, Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

very much- the opportunity to give you ideas as I see them relative
to the Rehabilitation Act

I have been in rehabilitation since 1955; starting as a:counselor
and moving into the current position in 1965. I have-had a chance
to have input _into the deliberations of this:committee previously;
and I have had a chance to have input into the development of reg-
ulations with the _Rehabilitation Services Administration, so I have
watched:closely the:development of the act

I see it as an extraordinary act; an act of balance; an act that
has everything in authority that is necessary for:an individual who
is disabled or:eligible to become vocationally rehabilitated; an act
te_provide independent living skills-for-those needing independent
living skills and not yet having the capability of _employment; :an
act that not only:has the comprehensive services:but has training
capability to get the staff, the quality staff,-and- the skill develop-
ment that is necessary for quality services; an outstanding research
program not only through the research and training centers but
through research and demonstration,__ rehab engineering centers
and so on; an outstanding independent living authority; an out-
standing employment authority; and an outstanding Civil RightS
Act for the disabled;

But we have great concerns; very great concerns; because we are
not doing an inadequate job.- We are-not -serving At times we are
ignoring disabled people; because we serve 1 out of 15 that come to
us for vocational rehabilitation.

I heard the Chair, and I think Congressman Bartlett -made state-
ments of this typebefore without that specificity, but that is a fact
It is a real tragedy considering the needs that we have tOday, con-
sidering the pressures that you have on you for expanded services;
that we have on us for expanded services. But more than that, the
pressures of disabled people, whose pressures are based on individ-
ual need.

This pressure and this inadequacy is brought about basically /IS a
part of the overview leading into the three subject areas, the fund-
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ing_ problem, the authority problem is not there. There: may be a
problem in leadership- also, But-in -terms- of fundingif -I can refe.-
you to my attachmentA particularly page_2 of that_ the detail is
on page 1 of AI think it shows most vividly the problem that we
have in- funding.

_ Using: the Consumer Price Index and charting the actual dollar
appropriation -as--compared -to the purchasing power, as compared
to the number of rehabilitations; and you can relate this to the
number of people served; alSo; you can see that -the number of

ple served and the number of rehabilitations pretty= well paral-
el:the purchasing power; not with increased appropriations.

This -is exaggerated by a lot of other -things, also. Attachment-B
shows the new authorities that, even with the decrewing purchas-
ing power; the new authorities that we have received- since 1973,
the new priority -on serving a severely disabled individual; post-em-
ployment services; services to family members.

xaggeratd -also-by a new -universe that is-corning to us: brain
injury; learning disabled; independentliving; and now_ a new thrust
in supported employment;:exaggerated by the loss of Sotial Sun
ty-funds, SSDI -and SSI, $200 million now impinging on section 110
primarily; a new exaggeration in the loss of vocational education
ftirida.

I heard Congressman Bartlett express concern at the vocational
education hearing about what the new :emphasis on disadvantaged
would mean-to disabled. In Arkansas, that new change cost us _95
percent of our vocational education funds to train disabled work-
ers-95 percent.

These are- all exaggerations_ of a loss of purchasing power and
severe decresse in the number serviced and the number rehabili-
tated. So we do-have the pressures.

= We:do have the enabling legislationthere is no_question about
it. Thigoes into the same problem in training; and even worse, if
you look--at my -last attachment, D, we _had__not only a decrease _in
purchasing power for 3ur in-service training; we we had a de-
crease in dollars.

The_ heading ion= that page is_ a little misleading; if I can note
that It eays -In-Service Training." The left column is "Ovetail
Training Funds," a -decrease from $27-.7 million down to= $22 mil-
lion; The right column:is its_ impact on:Arkansas in-service train,
ing; a decrease from $80,000 to $68,000. This 'year- -we -have just
been notified that $68,000 goes to _$62;000 for in-service training; :

_ The :most critical element :of :the training authority_ in the act,
the-authority-to upgrade skills, to bring new skills; _is also very im-
portant; I don't know what a proper balance is in terms of your
specific questions.

Most State agencies are_ most concerned about_the training pro-
grams that impact most directly on State agencies, and certainly
that is inservice training, that is continuing education; _that is re-
habilitation management; the ability to train our managers and
our supervisors.

-Facility administration; _one of the most critical aspects_ of our
program_ serving_ a large percentage of our clients, receiving ap,
proximately 30 percent of our appropriations, both private and
public. Those are preservice programs, postservice programs that
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impact on our:service delivery system. Those are the ones we are
most concerned about.

That is not-saying that pres-ervice is not important. Certainly re-
habilitation_ counseling is; certainly rehrbilitation _of the deaf; rAa-
bilitation of_the blind, interpreters of the dedf=those are very im-
portant programs.- But- they don't-impact on us nearly as much as
we wouid like them to; and certainly not nearly as much as our
postservice training. :

Continumg education programs have been exceptional to us in
the -past few years _bc muse of their ability to move in the new
thrust; in the new initiatives easily. Employment, the use of tech-
nology in: employment; marketing jobs; things of thiS type, things
that we don't have the- ability to do in in-service training. All of
them are important in postservica

_Technical:assistance. Here, as in some of the other areas present-
ed by the Attit4tatit Secretary, we -do have-a serious _problem. It
may have improved in terms of regional office staff; but before the
last 3iori4 months; we could not access regional office staff for pure
technical assistance.

You can't±get it-anywhere else -in terms of program consider-
ations; in termsof program knowledge; in terms of overall manage-
ment systems. This is & serious problem.

There is one other problem, and athat is the loss facility techni-
cal assistance. Again; a very important program: Public Law 93-12
had e _good clauseion_facility consultation; 304(eX1);__I believe. But
when Public Law 95-602 was paaSed; it had deleted facility consul-
tation, moved-the rest over to title V.
= So RSA said; well; they will usesection 12: Well; section 12 didn't
have the words even though it did _I- ave _technical assistance_to pri-
vate and public organizations; and we lost spending after I year.
This is extremely_ important. This is one of the technical amend-
ments that I would ask consideration of : _

Posternployment services, finally; this also impinges on the de-
creasing purchasingpower, Posternployment is important, very irn-
portant; to the:maintenance of personnel on the job, of employees
on:the job, disabled:people on the job. :

Any kind of service can be provided that would allow the person
to maintain his job; _any kind; _but it is used not nearly often
enough because of inadequate funding. _

We know the pressures are great, and we accept the pressures.
We know we are not doing an-adequatejoh. But we want you r.p
know that we :are willing to do anything_necesary to improve this;

We are looking at other resources. We are _getting other re-
sources. But we are a long way: from servicing 50 percent of those
people that need it: We won't oe able to CI) it with just a cost of
living increase. We are not only willing but we are verY ankious to
do this type of thing.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAM& Thank you;
[The Prepared Statement of E. Russell Baxter followSd
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PREPARED STATE:en:NT OF E. RUSSMILL-BAXTER, COMMISSIONER, ARKANSAS DIVISION OF
REHAIRLITATION SERVICES

I am E. Russell Baxter, Commissioner of the DiViSibn

of Rehabilitation Services in Arkansas. I represent one of

the eighty-four (84) agencies responsible for the delivery

of services to persons with disabilities under_the Rehabi-

litation Act. I have served in a number of capacities in

the State/Federal program,sentering it in 1955 as a Rehabi-

litation Counselor: I have been in my present position since

1965:

I am delighted to be Invited tc provide testimony on

issues relatiVe tb Rehabilitation Personnel Traihirig; PbSt

Employment Services and Provision of TeChnical Assistance.

This 64-year-old program is a major resource for

vocational rehabilitati.n services in the State/Federal

service delivery system. : have watched the development of

the Rehabilitation Act since 1955 when I was employed as a

Counselor and much more closely since 1965 when I was ap-

pointed to my present position. With my participation as a

pro7ider of services to persons with disabilities during that

time and with some input into the various am.!ndments since

1
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1973 and the promulgation of regulations, I have reached

a point of believing without any question that the Rehabi-

litatiOn ACt iS the test complete and the best balanced

legislatioa in the Human SetViCe field, ThiS ACt przr:ide,:

a direct service Progan: fbr phYsitally and/dr Mentally

handicapped individuals with the authority to de anything

necessary to assist an individual to reach a vocational

goal; a training program to assure qualified staff and

to upgrade staff to meet changing priorities, advanced

technologies; and state and national initiatives; and a

research program to work constantly through research toward

the improvemant of the ce,:Ice delivery systm and staff

competencies.to provide quality service. The balanted

sySteM embedies all Of the elenientS netessary icit a suctessful

Rehabilitation program. I firMlY belieVe that it is imperative

to maintain this balance.

I am concerned as all State Vocational Rehabilitation

admiaistrators are that we do have inadequacies and that

quite often we are not able to provide all services that

we are authorized to provide or serve all people that are

eligible for services; I present to you, however; that

the authority fer services is excel:Tent, that there are

excellent services with high qualifie& staff in most States:

but that State Agencies under this Act cannot provide all

services needed by all eligible disabled people primarily

because of inadequate funding. Even though State Agencies

have many excellent services and qualified staff, they

serve approximately one out of fifteen eligible for service

and even then on a limited basis, not even having the ability
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to provide all authori:ed servi:ea. !':IJ know many persons

with diSabilities and advocacy groups also share this SUMP

ceneern and we know that you share the same conctrn. We

obviously are only touching the ti of the iceberg. Is

it any wonder that we have increasing pressures on us for

expanded services from disabled people and their advocates

as yo.1 do. It is a tragedy that we cannot prcvde all

services needed because the cost benefit of our pro

15 excellent and the need for services is severe. Even

in this peried of great tethnelogital itpreVementa, We

cannot take advantage of many newly developed technological

aids because there is just not money tc do se, denying

many disabled persons or at best delaying many persons

with disabilities from being considered a part of the great-

est improvement in the Rehabilitation field since the passage

of the Act,.in my opinion. This is a missed; or at nest

a I-layed; tremendreis opportunity tomak i. a significant

difference in the liVeS Of tahy disabled dititens.

This concern is exaggerated by the fact that the first

graduates of the new Special Education legislation of 1973

are now coming out of school. Special Education students

have Ucen involved in a mandated "least restricted environ-

ment;" includi.ig whatever is necessary for the special

education of handicapped students. They expect this same

mandate for Rehabilitation. Although the authority in

the Rehabilitation Act accommodates that mandate, the fUnds

for rehabilitation programs do net. (See Attachment A).
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We see the same kind of pressure by an increasing universe

Of potentsr,1 applicants. This includes persons with

brain injurie,.; with learning disabilities; with severe needs

for independent living skills and for supported employment

service. It iS Very difficult to accommodate this type of

demand with less than a cost of living increase.

A listing of the new authoritiet in the Act in addition

to the new emphasis on 'severely disabled" compared to funding

since 1973 clearly shows the increasing problem of serving fewer

cli-nsts each year. (See Attachment B).

To emphati:e this.further; Arkansas and the Nation serve

a small percentage of thote eligible and that is decreasing.

(See Attachment C).

An important part of the balanced program is staff training.

The same funding problem exists here, however. EVen With.Significant

new authorities, the funding for services for staff training

',has remained relatively fiat. (See Attachment D).

It is not possible with flat funding to obtain quolified

personnel or to upgrade staff in new techniques and developing

technologies and at the same time provide on-going staff

development. These programs most directly impaczing on the

State/Federal service delivery system, which is the system that

I represent, are in-service training, continuing edUcatl,n, and

those programs sending man) graduates to State Rehabilitation

Agencies or upgrading staff in Rehabilitation Agencies. This

includes Rehabilitation Administration and Management Training,

and Facility Administration Training in post-employment areas;

and Rehabilitation Counseling in pre-employment. Other programs

in pre-emplOyment are .mportant but there is not much direct
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impact on state Agencies. It, therefore, is difficult to state

what the beSt balance would be, but the State AgencieS deSite

mUCh mote emphasis on those programs direct/y impaCtihg their

staff's ne.,:ds.

The same post-entry programs, particularly in-service

training and continuing education but alSo Administration and

Management and Facility Administration Training, are able to

respond very qUirtkly to changing training needs. This is beCaUse

State Agencies and Rehabilitation Services AdministratiOn Regienal

OffiCeS Can have significant impact on the types Of traihing

And intensity of training in post-service aCtiVities. The pre-

employment programs usually exist in a uniVeVSity setting and

invaribly that structure does' net allow quick change. A cu:rricuium

change very often takes two or three years.

It is difficult to understand how RSA is planning t make

the necessary Chahge to impact on improved service delivery ih

spite of thb tandete of P.L. 98-221. RSA has had-a National

Training Task Force and has supported studies for this purpose,

but at this point we have seen absolutely nOthihg d6V61-op whereby

the State Agency can realize improvement or allow RSA to justify

training allocations A current contract with Advanced

Tchnology, Incorporv:ed, to study relative training needs

should be completed durin;; the next fiscal year. The 1986

budget has already been developed by RSA, I believe, and it dan

have very little impact on the 1987 budget. t likely W6 4re

IoOkihg at 1988 for reLults from RSA; evei with the Mandate.

The University Rehabilitation CounS610r TralAing programs

are structured so that they have a primary emphasis on serving

a severely disabled popuIation UniVersities do this well by
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placing an emphasis on problem Seling skills such as problem

analysis; synthesis of the literature and application of behavioral

principies The "severely disabled" ccincetn has been operationalized

by the aCCteditation (Council on Rehabilitation Education) and

certificatiOn COMmission on Rehabili!ation CouhaelOr Certification)

bodies in theL fortal procedures for granting accreditation

to rehabilitatiOn ediidation programs and certification of graduates

of those programs. Other testtiCtions in university programs,

however; do not really allow theM tO provide what State Agencies

feel would be a capable staff member. FOr example; university

pregrats do not present a practical approach Ot a beneficial

approach in !ilacement and job development. Most 6f the university

training is purely academic for this purpose, which is just not

adequate for placeMent. Practicurs and internships cannot remedy

In-service training is aVailable to keep counselors up-

to-date with changing technology and changing demographics of

the population Rehabilitation serves. A great emphasis is placed

in this area_not only by in-service training bUt also by the

continuing education programs funded by RSA and by the RU

programa fUnded by the National Institute on Handicapped

Research. All of these programs are extremely critical to the

upgrading of Rehabilitation staff in all areas oi competence,

including technological change and demographic changes. It is

only one example of the extraordinary authority of a balanced

program. Once again; however, increased funding is imperative.
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Post-employment services are provided to many Renabi-

litation clients. The basic means for enabling staff to

effectively provide such service are in-service training,

continuing education; and research and training center training.

Thit is One of the new authorities of the 1973 amendments

bUt the cost of the authority was not considered apparently,

because nothing was appropriated for it; Of course; any

client is eligible ho needs post-employment services to

maintain employment. The full range of Rehabilitation serVites

are authorized, but such services are inadequate because of

funding levels.

In terms of technical assistance, we have serious problems.

The major resource for State Agencies for technical assistance

traditionally has been the Regional Office of the RSA and at

times the Central Office. During the past three years;

however, because of inadequate fundS for travel, it has been

next to impossible to get Regional Office personnel to the

States for this purpose. What little travel they have done

has been to monitor or provide program review or to address

crisis situations. This service is invaluable and is critically

needed in the States. Increased travel allowances would be

the biggest improvemen ;. in technical assistance at the curreLt

time;

Another problem, however, is the technical assistance

to facility programs. At one time there was an authority for

R-iA to provide technical assistance for the improvement Of

Rehabilitation facilIti2s Section 304(e)(1) of P.L. 93-112
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provided authority for technical assistance either directly

Or by grant or contract; P.L. 95-602 removed the authority

(I believe inadvertently); which was extremely valuable for

the improVeMent of facility programs. These are significant

programs, since approximately one-third cf our f:Inding goes

to private or public facilities, priMarily fbr the purpose

of serving severely disabled clients. Technical assistance

to facilities needs to be restored if possible - approximately

$200;00C annually was available for this purpose.

If the regional office were more available for the

provision of technical assistance and if technical assistance

te fatilitiet Were reStOred; nothing eise would be necessary,

even the prevision of technical Lssistance for transitional

services. Research and Training Centers, as well as

Continuing Education Centers and State Agencies, have had

very significant transitional services provided sinte the

1960s. The primary pyoblem is fuuding. The technological

and other improvements could be handled through our normal

resources for training.

Finally; I cannot see that an Administration's "desire"

to MOVe tore responsibility for service delivery to the State,

local ar.d priVate agencios has any impact on our service

delivery system, iibr WOuld tethnical assistance be needed;

The State/Federal Rehabilitation program has alway: provided

most cf its service at the local level by private agencies.

In Arkansas fully 90% of our services are purchased at the

local level, even though we have one of the largest comprehen=

sive rehabilitation centers in the Country operated by the
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Agency, as woll as three other facilities. I am sure that is

typical of the overall Country. RSA's technical assistance,

therefore, needs to relate only to their ability to get to the

States to assist in ensuring the delivery of appropriate

services.

In summary; I very strongly believe that we have an

outstanding Act. We can provide any services needed for

vocational rehabilitation, we can provide staff training to

aSSUre -quality SerViCeS, We can prOvide en-gCing resear:h t)

constantly improve services, we can provide independent living

services and independf.nt living center services for those not

yet ready for vocational rehabilitation; and we can provide

speCial employment services such as projects with industry;

community service employment; and business opportunities for

handicappea individuals: All of this presehtS an exceptionz.1,

baIancd program opportunity for disabled peeple.

We SerVe, hoW-eVer, -only approximately one out of fifteen

e1i.4ibic for services and we cannot even provide complete

selvices that we hav authority for. The demand for services

cannot be me.;, howevee, because of limited resources. Some

authorities in the Act are not even funded. We have pressures

for expanded service,; the Congress has pressures for expanded

services, and certainly disabled people have pressuees for

expanded services. If we continue_to have a mandate for

expanded services, it will be difficult to accommodate with

the current resources available to us. We are willing and in

fact, very anxious to provide more and better services than

we are abic to provide now.
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Thank you very much for providing me the opportunity to

appear before this Committee. I feel very strongly about the

State/Federal Program of Rehabilitation, the outstanding Act

that we have, and this Committee'S intereSt tti improve the

/ives of persons with disabilities in this Country.
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85 1,160,000,000 9.6 11,869,956 3,9

* One-quarter Allocation Due to Change in Federal Fiscal Year

** Rough Approximation of Buying POW of 1969 Khieh : 3111;096;530

*** CPI m 1967 Dist Mit
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CC\6,71:55IC)\AL AUT,;ORITItS

-11_ and its amendments has re,ired the 5:Jte5 :0 :ISSIrle

:Or re s s 2 b pr:ram develoFmer.t administra ive

asih,lity :or:

,. the Indicid,..,1 rehabi1;:at..7.n rlan

The ,rttten rehaF'111tati:h rian has, ..-e4uired aencies

,:omr:.2te:y reorganize their !-,ystems ci :orms minage7ent

has required ailitional entri:s imt aata :,!.'ce,;sing systems.

/ciies, 30 closure,

ihe nn_al revie, ot cases clOsed not-rehabilitate,' :s ;laced an

y,tr., burden on field staff in Moet agencies .hich has en:roa;:hod

1; the ..177e d\:,,lahlc :or Jelivery tc clients. The

alttive to this Is the hiring of additional personnel is-hiCh

in,:reases finaacial bur,:enn in a time of economic scarcity.

on the nation&-1

anti report on national standard!- mide add_tional

on seciallzed staff and re,yui!-ed more data processir,;

d. es:cihsion of prog-am evaluatione-.EFErtthe state level

Alth.:,u,4'i the requirement for more thorough program ecaluatioa

if rib!' secified in fine detail in Federal regulations; it makes

extra demands on staff time and data processing equipment.

e. serice te) foMilY Members

.t..e;\ice to famlis smhers is desirable, b.at requires more

profeasiona' an3 -sdpporc staff time and usually. Involves effecting

solutions to eemplex social problems and requires adcilional

sem,:-e funds.
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e.ts-ert,lcv17,.ent

addl;:cr.C.

and s,;7.-rrt and 7

.

sloll -..e-ber.

resu2t

..oritiv,

_

The annL.al reoracr:n.: oi 7Tior:ties

attent:-_,n :c servico prcrams 1.: ensure 7.11

be:n; Jel:veed in the .71...,st lnd 77.anner

7: 7 d.sab:c2:

1. state,ide 1".arr- need :cr ii
0.

.tatehide st.dd:,. to determine tne needs of the ,eY, Is

re,ri,ros a hea:v input o: h1 voi'cJ per,cnne. :

:ect ahlch seyve,- .i Ito hc:sis fcr the

of services t- the seve:ely hand;car.red.

,: the:, ro lire mu,h in the wa: o: supper 0 sur'ci.:,s and

statc.-, data process'n n,

ICIISIJI1IIe .dnies extra sou:'ce, can be 100 fthti :e15000e1

e.00nti Iint tne of addit:cnal staf:'. an' ,:ates are

ex;'er:en..!05 eoncnzo retr0 tcent aN, arc of: :,ersonnel.

There is 3.1 0,07- increasinc ctst spiral .,:hich advances Caster than agencies'

,billt) to 304011e additional funds. %lam' states antld,ualOd elect-

data prcoos:in,c systems ,hile other:, Live nc electronic ita

p!00es:,3ng syscc:,s axallab.n to rehatil:tation L-gerii.;: 'The not :c,ult

of ;hes, ne, reiu:rerlents is thc.t a*Lies have had to c:Irt:.11 ServiCe

d,:1,ery capih::11'. and reduce case service fuhar.s ih order to ri,et 'hem.
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CASLLOAD H:GHLIG:1T5
19-3-1954

NUMBER -'"'RVED
1EAR NATI3NA,_ ARk.17oA5

1973 1,13
10-3 1,244,33s 33954
19-o 1,235,44o 31,335

1,204,457 25,i;59
1.10--,0-1 2-.944

0 1,12-.531
19:,0 1,095,139 2o,758
19,1 1,03-0;232 25,419
1957 935,537 348

939,)23
93o,180

N.777:

361,1,S
324;039
303,326
:91,202

25.5.3
2--,13o
225,861
7.2o,934
215,231

,

,24

5

EBMOC,RAriiiC

1. 3ationa7ly, thdre arc 1,102,r0d d.,ahl,d
persons ot working age.

P,544,900-of-these-persons-are-out of !he lahor
force:_fris_Icaves. 3 557,100 .n the labor t7577e. 4,,ht,o00,
,s -"," of -en arc out cf .he work fore. 5 158;400; -t,' of wcren
are e-utt or-The uo77force.

ln_'.riansas in 1980, 1 5,608 peoele reported 0:12 or more
2.1sabilities; 12. o.f all woCwing_age Arkansans; the htghest
pror,ficn of any sta-e in the nation, reported a disahl,ity.

.:,ansa, in 1950; 5 ;02 2 disabled workinirdge_persons pa71:clpate,_
the 1:1bor iorde: t;.ts WaS ranked 40th it. the n:ItIon cf toee

d:-ab:cd persons who paiticipoted in the labor force.

The ce..ter_for Health Stnti.sticalestimateS. that 32::
millitn Am,.ricans are disabled to some degree.

Con,mission on_C:vil_Rights revieu c: the var:ou
ourveys and ether material estimated that between :0 and 31 million
pers..ns are disabled heti,:,rn 92 and

In_Arkansas, id the deftnit:on of !3disability2 is expanded to
eaclude only children under ,ge three and institutionalized persons,
the total number of disabled persons jumps to 20.11 of the state
Tor-dation.
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Data reported in l'2.S3 inc.cates theLgepulatoom ot sas Is

:-,528,009; if :011 of :he total population,lexcl children

Under age three 3n,3 inst:turicnaled persons, is
there are currently about 4C-,92S disabied rer5cns 2: 211 oges.

ThIS tal number is 2.0o tlmes rerorted

FC2tpcies Cltations

I. Bowe, Frank, "Getting the 2ob Done" (Fart;_iahr
0,-tober 1964, Page 4.

Ibt, loge S.

:bid; Fag'e 11.

4. Ibid, Page 11.

5. From a_note to my files November 9, 1964 summar:fthg alsdia

reports and other material.

Gor,i,_Robert; "How Manv Are There7 Som t
01 ight

on Disability", Di-sable-d'USA, 1984,

Disability
. .

News_Data,A.S. Council ic.,7 the International
Year ot Disabled Persons, Washingtr.i; DC, Spring, 1981.

S. Funk 8 Wa,,,all's Ne..; EnCLIIOped:a I98S Y-arbook, Pages 452-45-.
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IN-SERVICE TAINING FUNDS

YEAR
FEDERAL
ARPROPRIAT-1ON

ARKANSAS_
ALLOCATIO:;

ARKANSAS
% CHANGE

52-,700,000

15,572,00r

580,000

75,120 -2.55

10-4.-5 12,20C,,00 45,570

21;100 000 -8,110

1976-- 30,500;000 83;465 6.8%

30;500;000 96;797 15.4%

19-8-79 50,500,000 95,581 -1.3%

1979-80 28,500,000 98,797 5.4%

1980-81 21,675,000 88,274

1981-82 19,200,000 88,000

1982-83 19,200,000 67,18o

1983-84 22;000,000 68,000 1.2%

1984-85 22;000;000 68,000 0%

In 105 Arkansas received $12,000 less for In-Service Training thal

in 1973:
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Mr. Wuxi Ams. Commissioner Dickerson.
Mr. DICKERSON. Thank-you, sir. I appreciate the opportunit, to

come out of the _country, and come across _the river and into Wash-
ington to participate m this. This is my first appearance before a
congressional committee; and I appreciate the opportunity. =

Russ has given some statistics in his charts, _and I would agree
with those and- think-that they are _Fr:_-t-ty- much in line with Vir=
ginia and other States_ if we were to do an analysis, and I have
done a preliminary analysis.

Peters and_ Waterman, =in talking about qn Search of Excel-
lancei" talk about the quality_ of continuous creativity. Those of us
who are-on the firing- line-every day try to do this -creatively but,
gentlemen; it is _becoming increasingly difficult to_ continue to
create when you have problems with some of the things that are
being talked about today.

My written :testimony is available but I will try to speak axtem-
poraneously about some of my concerns.

I agree with Mr; Baxter that_ the Rehab Act is the most dynamic,
comprenensive piece of legislation ever implemented.

I amgoing to reverse my toidics a little bit and-talk about techni-
cal assistance. I think that this program provided the impetus for
improvement of the kicility _programs as- nothing else had.

What it did was brought outside expertise into States; There_was
a national registry of experts who could come in and talk about
and help hicilities in many areas, -such-as -fiscal management ac-
counting; product development marketing; quality control; special
eouipment design, industrial engineering methods, resource devel-
opment; and community strategiciplanning The States _do not have
such a cadre of experts who _can do this, and so I feel that the pro-
gram has had a negative impact upon the facility programs in the
States.

As mentioned, this has not been available for at least 4 5
years _and it has had a negative impact on_the programs. I think
that the average cost ran about :$300 per onsite visit, and I think
that we-got much more than-$300 out of that.

I think the tecFmical assistance should be dir&ted toward the
su port-of overall rehab agency goalS. It mig.ht be possible that

.A could come in and do an evaluation with States as to what the
impact has been on them in their facilities for providing this type
of technical assistance, and fmd out that there is a great neei
there.

Posteruloyment, I think there are certain assurances provided
doing a postemployment followup =because =the client and the _em-
ployer can feel some sense of security knowing that this type of fol-
lowup will-be available.

: For example, a person who may:be in a job_may find that a piece
of -evipment nee& tO be modified or adapted in order to mainhin
the person _on employment These types of activities and services
are available presently, and I think that they can be taken care of
through the strVic63 of rehab engineering or other techniques.

_ The piece of equipment that is being adapted during the postem-
ployment period may make the difference between success or con-
tinuous employment and termination of the_employee. It does give
the employer some assurances about hiring this person.
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Mrs. Will talked about preservice training and mentioned in-
service training 1 tend to feel that preservice training is very im-
portant, and is providing a creditable job for those persons who are
coming out and going into rehabilitation positions or other posi-
tions that Jleal with disabled persons.

However; I believe that we cannot deny the fact that _th-service
training; in my opinion; is probably as much or more important
than preservice training as far as emphasis is cc erned, because
when that new rehab_ counselor gets on the job he is going to have
a lot of knowledge; philosophical attitude toward his job. Ent when
he first begins to deal with persons with severe disabilities and the
pfoblems that-they-face, he is going to have a tremendous bout of
realism all of a_sudden.

Inservice training; I think; is vital if we are going to keep up
with the demands that we are faced with now.

For example; we talk about medical_technology and the impact it
is having_ on the rehabilitation system. I can tell_you today that
this is a situation that we need to look at very carefully.

We are getting new groups of disabled persons.- For example,
cystic fibrosis is a new disability; these people_are living now to the
age that rehabilitation can work with them. Hemophilia; with the
new treatment that is 1:1iitg done with those types of persons, we
are getting them.

We have alraady talked about head-injury training. This is vital
for our rehabilitation counselors. The rubella epidemic that we had
ih thh 1960's, these persons are tiow being referred to rehabilita-
tion. They present not just a problem of deafness; but they have
multiple problems.

Our rehabilitation counselors need in-service expertise in order
to keep up with this change that is going on in the medical field.

= I am very appreciative of the= filet_ that this committee is taking
these hearings to look at this situation. I feel that; as we work: it
out together, I appreciate the_ opportunity of a service provider
coming-before-your committee to give you some firsthand informa-
tion about what is going on out ths:re.

I appreciate very much what ycu are doing. I would he glad to
answer any questions.

Mr: WILLIAMS. Thank you vary much; Mr. Dickerson. We appre-
ciate having you here; and particularly for the first tithe 1.3 'a fore a
congressional panel.

[The prepared staterninit of Altamont Dickerson followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF_ALTAKONTIDICKERSON, AJR., _COMMISSIONER, VIRGINIA
DEP-A/FITMENT OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

My name is Altamont Dickerson, Jr., and / am Commissioner of the

Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services. The Commonwealth's program

of rehabilitation was established in 1920, a few months prior to the

passage of Federal legislation, and my Agency operates the oldest comprehen-

sive rehabilitation center of its kind in the nation.

I enter e.! the field of rehabilitation in 1956 as a rehabil]tation

counselor and have served in my present capacity for the past 10 years.

My Agency and my staff are known throughout the country for their innovative

ideas and creative approaches toward improving and expanding services for

persons with disabilities. For this reason and my dedication to enriching

the lives of Americans with disabilities, I am pleased to provide testimony

on issues relative to Rehabilitation Personnel Training; Post Employment

Services and Provision of Technical Assistance.

I fully believe in and support the Rehabilitation Act--both in philoso-

phy and in programmatic Implementation. We, in Virginia, in fact b,?lieve

so strongly in pursuit of the rights of persons with disabilities that

the 1985 State Legislature passed leyis]ation ensuring equal opportunity
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for the disabled. "The Virginians With Disabilities Act," which just

went into effect a couple of weeks ago, is patterned aft:: the Federal

Act and prohibits discrimination in all phases of life's activities. Six

of the bill's nine chapters address my Agency ana Its programs tor recipi-

ents of services--both in the areas of vocational rehabilitatlon and

independent living. This acknowledgment of the Importance of services to

the disabled at the State level is in line with the Federal Government's

commitment through the Rehabilitation Act, and I concur with Mr. Russell

Baxter of Arkansas when he says that the Federal law "Is the most complete

and best balanced legislation in the human service field."

Vocational Rehabilitation, in my opinion, is the most cost-effective

government program in existence today. It is an investment which ensures

a high return for everyone concerned. It is an investment in our most

valuable resource--our people! Vocational rehabilitation and Independent

living provide our disabled citizens an opportunity to contribute and

excell in the American tradition. Furthermore, vocational rehabilitation

is an Investment of dollars which yields a return that cannot be boasted

by any other government program. For example, Virginia's investment

during the past biennium resulted in productive employment for more than

10,000 disabled citizens. Translated into dollars, this effort amounts

to yearly income totaIIing more than $66 minion and equals an annual

return of at least $5.4 million in tax payments co the State, local and

Federal governments.
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In-Service Training

With specific regard to the issues being addressed today; it is

in-service trainIng that assures State agencies of the means to keep all

staff updated in new techniques and developing technologies. Advances in

medical information and the recognition of employment possibilities that

were not previously available for some disability groups; make on-going

staff development imperative if we are to provide the highest quality of

service delivery possible. For example, advances in rehabilitation of

the traumatically brain-injured population led Virginia to place great

mnportance on related training for all service delivery staff. For this

one disability group alone, over $8,000 of in-service training funds were

allocated However, additional basic Section 110 funds were needed for

the development of training materials, includlng a film which has been

used hOt only to educate my Agency's employees; but the community as

well. Although these were funds well spent and with national impact. if

additional Federal funds for in-service training were available, more

State funds could have been allocated tc provision of services.

Unfortunately, at a time when the need for in-service training is so

great, the Federal funding trend reflects a decline from $97,616 in 1980

to $85,800 anticipated in 1985.

Inherent in the mechanisms cf Rosc.State agencies the ReLabilitation

Services Administration (RSA) is the ability to respond quickly to changes
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in in-service training needs. Identificatior and prioritization of train-

ing needs which reflect service delivery issues occurs annually. The

task of change for university based pre-service programs is much more

difficult.

Our institutions of higher learning are able to provide excellent

programs that emphasize the severely disabled population, the medical

aspects and employment expectation of this group. However, upon graduation,

academic preparation &Ione is insufficient. The responsibility falls

once again to in-service training to fully prepare those newly employed

tO be true assets to the Agency: Again, additional funding is needed.

A variety of in-service training is available in the newly emerging

technologicdl areas such as computer-oriented employment and rehabilitation

engineering. RSA and the RST programs have taken the lead in such

"high-tech" training. However, state-of-the art technology comes only at

a great cost.

MOSt importantly, adequate travel fanas for RSA staff to come to the

States and provide technical assistance to Agency personnel IS critical.

Current funding levels are adequate only for program monitoring purposes,

leaving the real need woefully neglected.

Technical Assistance

As for technical assistance to rehabilitation facilities, the basic

problem is that there has been no Federal funding for technical assistance
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programs in the State rehabilltation agencies for nearly five years.

Removing support from this important program at a time when Federal spending

was being cut back indicates the low priority that apparently has been

given to this program and the lack of understanding of its acccmplishbents

in the past. Community organizations, both public and private, have a

wide array of technical assistance needs that can be moSt effectively met

(cost-wise and impact-wise) through short-term problem-solving consultant

services coordinated by the State rehabilitation agency. Organizational

providers of services to disabled persons have many problems associated

with the development, management ana improvement ar their programs to

meet the challenges of a changing environment. The State rehabilitation

agency does nOt maLntain & staff of experts that can even begin to

respond to.tne specialized problems encountered by rehabilitation facili-

ties ahd Other organizations nor can the State agency afford to take case

service dollars to purchase outside assistance for these groups. The

problems that have been identified fOr which technical assistance is

often requested Include fiscal management/accounting; product development

marketing; special equipment design and engineering methoas; resource,

development/funding; and community/strategic planning,.

Technical assistance initiatives at the Federal level have reflected for

some time the increasing Federal emphasis upon quaIy assurance and

oecentralized methods for implementing systems that ensuce the provision

uf appropriate services tio rehabilitation clients. The two c.lief examples

of RSA's efforts in this direction are the Client Asslstence Program

Q`.2A
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(CAP) and the San Diego Case Review. Each Of these Federal initiatives

reflects a concern for the States compliance with standards and practices

through technical processes designed to ensure appropriate and qualit:-

services to clienzs.

Technical assistance programs must be directed toward the support of

ov,rall rehabilitation agency goals and should be targeted on an annual

basit (with adequate Federal appropriations) toward specific program needs

that cannot be met through traditional or other means. The State reabili-

tation agencies and RSA should equally insist upon follow up and evaluation

of all technical assistance services provided tO more Audequately document

the accomplishments of the program. Surveys should be routinely conducted

to identify areas of technical neec and to Illustrate the set-back that

has been experienced in the development of community resources as a result

of a lack of funds for technical assistance. To foster the development

of transitional services, technical assistance is needed in the areas of

program design/curriculum development; community/family education and advo-

cacy; case management; and inter-agency relationships in the areas of

?olicy, programming ana funding responsibilities.
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-Mr. WILuams. Commissioner -Baxter, you menConed: in your tes.
timony that-4 think you_ said that "we serve 1 out -of-15 that -come
th-us."- Are you speaking about -your State or nationally? Do you
mean 1 out of 15 potential _clients,- or 1 out of 15 of those who, ih
fact; aggressively apply to the service?

Mr. BAXTER. One out of 15 that-would actually_ be eligible.
M. Wirm:vme: Is the inability to serye more than that financial-

ly baSed?
-_Mr: BAXTER.-- Almost totally -financially based,- -looking at- the loss

of purchasing power:and the many types of things that have been
impinged by _theI-don't know whether I mentioned, for example;
SSDI and SSI; :a loss of $200 million there.

The graduates, as you mentioned in the June _.1.1 hearing; of
Public Law 94-142, for the_ first time, they are -expecting the same
mandate they _tried in schoo1 in .the least restrictedienvironment,
and-they should-have it.- -We can't respond to that. The act accom-
modates. it in terms ofauthority:

WILLIAMS. You have been a commissioner now for I :guess 20
years; if I read your- testimony-- correctly.-- Have the standards for
counselors improved_ during those 20 years; and more importantly,
have-thestandardt been realistic to the point of improvement in
the counselors?

Improved standar& and improved counselors; of course; are two
different things,- and-it-is- more important that the counselors im-
prove than the standards do I am asking you about the_ connection.

Mr.--BAXTER. Absolutely. Both _in accreditation of_ counselor reha-
bilitation programs and the certification -of -rehabilitation counse3-
on,- the quality_of the counselor, has improved;

There are still sorneiproblems- in preentry programs, primarily; I
think, base& _on: the fact that it is too hard to-change a curriculum
in -a -aniversity in the time that you_ need tochange it;iBut they are
handling the topic, as_ I said in-my paper, of severely- disabled quite
Well. It MS been operationalized into the standards both for certifi-
cation and accreditatior .-SO, yes.
: Mr: WnmAkrds-. _Mr. _DicKzrson, in Virginia areyou-experiencing

the same type of inability due to natural constraints to serve a vast
majority of citizens that- need your services?

Mr. DICKERSON. Yes,_ sir; We:have approximately 190,000 persons
with disabilities-who- are eligible flit' our services right now, and
each _year we_ serve from20;000 to 30,000 of these people. So it iS
about a 19-percent difference there.

The problem is not gettingiany -hetter -because of, as I mentioned,
the increase of improved medical _technology_ and the fact that
more -and-more youngerpeople are becoming disabled; particularly
head injured and spinal cord injured:

For- --example, a head-injure& :person_ will : take approximately
$100000 to get that person-into the system. I-had a registry passed
in 1984 wherein every head-injured _person and spinal cord petson
has to -be Teferr6d to-our-Rgency within 7 dayS by all the hospitals;

We have already registered_over 4,000 new head-injured- cases in
Virginia over the last year. There are about 14,000 of these right
now:

We have registered_ over 3_00 new spinal cord injury cases. The
head-injury cases, as I mentioned, cost about $100,000 apiece; the
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spinal cord injured can:run from about $45;000 to 75;000 apiece de-
pending on the type :A the-injury.

When you are required to serve all disabilities; then you have to
come down_ to a: situation where you say, well, if two persons come
into the rehab today, one is a severeiy-injurnd spinal cord -person
and one who mighthave another iisability; which one do you
spend your money on?

__The one with the lesser disability would be easierto rehabilitate
and get back _to: employment, but yet the severely disabled person
is going to cost the taxpayers a lot:- more -money:to keep-them in a
dependent stage: So these are the kinds _of choices that we are
havMg to make teday as tO -who is going to get the services.

I sincerely believe_thatall persons deserve _the same type of:con-
sideration: and_ priority; but we are being forced to make these
choice& -They-are-difficult-because the families are saying, well,
what are you goingto do for me?

Mr.: WILLIAMS. Mr. -Baxter, a final question, you mentioned in
your testimony that the act provides authority for excellent serv-
ices: Your_State and others at your _ level do_ all you can to see that
the services delivered are indeed-the lest possible.

You indicated 'both in your testimony and _in response to a ques-
tion that financial: constraints prevented delivery of services that
might be- of as good- quality as possible if more finance is available.

My _question goes_ beyond_ that _to the quality of the leadership
available to you and to other State commissioner's, at-both -the re-
gional and the nat ional level; It is a:difficult question because I
don't: want it to be inisunderstood by_ the administration:or by_ you.

But- you- have 1:*eri- in thisjob for -20:years- now and -it- would -be
interesting for this panel to hear your _answer ta the question that
went tbas best you can answer itthat went to your opinion -of
the: expertise; responsiveness and ability of those with whom you
deal in: both the regional and the nafional level today compared
with other years.

Mr BAXTERA am happy to respond to it, _Mr, Chairman: _

I know the AsSistarit Secretary very well. I have never xnovvn a
more committed lady for what she is doing.
_ I question the_ leadership that she has:got in her office. The pro-
gram- Imowledge basically- has- gone. -There is a lot af program
knowledge in the regional office; a tremendous amount of _program
knowledge.- I can use Dallas, my region, as well as any of therri, biit
all across the country it-is strong.

It has been almost impossible to access them; _as I :have already
said. T-here- are some- -gocid4beople- in RSA, in this less-restricted
RSA right now: But the top_leadership is_ gone in RSA: It is not
there.-We are not getting leadership from them.

NIHR is a little- different. NIHR has got some good-leadership,
and they responded to us quite welL Both technically and program-
matically, itis veuigOod.

yourstatement is symptomatic of what has happened;
When: I testified 10 and 15 _years ago, they didn't walk out._ They
stayed around. They wanted-to see your concerns.- They- wanted to
talk:to you:about your concern& I think that is symptomatic.:

I think that-the information that Madeleine gave today, she was
very sincere in it, very committed, really believed what she was

337
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saying. But it was foreign to those people at the service delivery
system in the State agency level.

We disagreed on technical assistance: We disagreed on training
We disagreed even on the fact that she said historically we have
retrained, we didn't servethat is just not true. She_depended on a
source_that lacked program leadership to get that information.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Bartlett.
Mr, BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr: Chairman_.
I am not sure if I have a followup _question to that, so let me go

back to an earlier comment,-both in the testimonyiand in response
to one of the questions; You both_referred to what I think you have
accurately described as limited resources of your agencies for reha-
bilitation, and limited resources that are far more limited than the
need that you see in terms of being able to rehabilitate someone
and put him into full and_productive employment.

First; an_observation, and I really just want to make an ooserva-
tion that I think is very clear and everyone agrees with even
though we may not like it, and that is; any Federal program that is
going to be an appropriated item is going to be subject to limited
resources in the 1980's, and probably ought to be, no matter how
good a job_it does. _

The difficulty that this committee has, or the subcommittee has,
is that there are virtually unlimited resources with nonappropriat-
etlitems_that are referred to in Federal vernacular as entitlements,
SSI and SSDI.
= And so; :on the one hand; we have limited resources far agencies

that: retrain and rehabilitate someone and get him back into the
employment rolls, and we have unlimited resources to provide de-
pendent care. _

So my question is, do you seeI mean, I suppose my observation
is for the next 20 years Mi% Baxter; that you can come up to Con-
gress and sayi `soid us more money among the limited resources
for appropriated items," that will be -all uphill battle that probably
we_ are not going to win, even though I think you are probably

So my question:is; _do you see as feasible andfor desirable estab-
lishing some kind of link:of borrowing from those unlimited re-
sources of continued-cash-flow- kinds of payments into the future in
order to rehabilitate people now and get them into employment
and get them off of the dependent care rolls using SSI-or SSDI?

Mr. BAXTER. I am in favor of anything that _will do that, Con-
gressman; 2030 has some excellent ideas in it. Title VI is good in
the Rehabilitation Act; as it is right now, it is a good titl& How-
ever; two parts of it are not fundecL

If we got into it through a 2030 type-of approach, this would give
us another technique and maybe:Congress would be willing to ap-
propriate money for those particular upproaches.

If I can just add onetwo part& We access a lot of funding_that
we used toaccess for vocational education. We access a:lot of fund-
ingtitle: XX, Medicare, MedicaRL and so on. A lot- e programs,
special education; that :we are far from being able to render serv-
ices in spite of the_cost benefit, in spite of the severe need.

Th6 thing- that I didn't mention in my testimony that I think I
put in my written testimony, the thing that is most difficult to take
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is technology- -access,- -This --is --the greatest boon to handicapped
people; I am convinced, since title V or_ maybe since_ t11-2 act_ itself.

: With proper technOlogy access; handicapped "people cando just
about anything in the world; from their own bedside to a_ job on an
assembly line. But the funds are nct there, as you heard over and
over--in your last hearing,

But I think Congress maybe; and certainly_ the public in general,
does not know what is available and what this can do for handi-
capped people.

Mr. BARTLETT% Mr.:.Dickerson, of the: clients that are served- by
your agenc,do you -know- what ipercentage- -receive_ SSI and SSDI?
= Mr DICKERSON: I doret have that exact_ figure but it is probably
in the neighbOrhood of what-- Mr.- -Baxter -stated. --I -did do -some
checking on- his tables and onithe statistics that he had; and it rune
pretty_much about the same; I think; in the States.

I might adkalso, that-I think this-is such a critical issue. I think
the whole attitude: of the institutionalization_ has _descended upon
not just the mental health area but I think that those people now
are accessing rehabilitation _programs.
_ _Our deinstitutionalization study::under way:with our -legislature
has indicated-that there --are-- 44,000 chronically mentally- -ill--now
who: come:home from hospitals who are in _need . of rehabilitation
services. Well, how_ are we_ going to serve these people -unless -we
are- able -to -access this additional pot of the money that you are
talking about?

And I think that- is a -very good-issue, because you-take, -for _ex-
arnpl% over the last couple years:in Virginia; we have put back to
work in:excess of 15,000 people. Now, they:are earning-in excess of
$70- million -in- wages and-salaries,- and-they are paying back in
excess of $6 million in State;:local and .Federal taxes. . .

SO how can you argue that-you want-to- take money -away from a
program like that and continue to breed dependents; it doesn't
make any sense.

-Mr.---RAATLETT. What percentage, -placement percentage, do your
respective agencies have? What percentage do you end up placing
into permanent employment?

-Mr. BAXTER. Ours run between 75 and 80 percent in competitive
employment.

Mr. BARTLETT.- Competitive employment.
Mr: BAXTER: Right:_:=
Mr. BARTLE-ff.-Mr. Dickerson.
Mr. DICKERSON: It runs about the same; yes,

_ _Mr. BARTLETT. Could you :use that same placement service- for
people that-you haven't -rehabilitated?-- If they don't -need rehabilita-
tion; do you:ever place_people just simply, in the SSI or SSDI rolls,
inte competitive employment?

-Mr. -BAXTER. With the_ use _of section 110 funds, =we have restric-
tions;. We have_ to_meet eligibility requirements and we have to pro7
vide subStantial -services. -So I -would presume that unless we do
that, we cannot provide the placement:

Mr. BARTnErr. So you do not.
-If we change the law to permit you to; could you do it feasibly?

Could you: use the :same placement network to plade People that
don't r6quir6 rehabilitation?
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Mr, BAXTER. Well, righz now _our caseloads are ridiculous: It
would b imposing something else on a counselor that -lready
makes him inadequate because of lust the numbers.

The bigger problem is the disincentives; which you address in
2030 and this kind of thing. We serve some of these cases; we
always have.

But if we_ could remove the disincentives; if _that bill passes; it
would go a long way to serving a lot more of those particular cli-
ents.

Mr. Bicwris-rr. Thank you:
Mr. WILLIAMS._ Gentlemen, we thank: you for your good testimony

and counsel, and _particularly for the frankness of your responses.
twill ask Marita Danek and Faith Kirk to come to the hearing

table.
Mr, XimiAms. Ms. Danek is the director of rehabilitation coun-

seling education at Gallaudet; and is here representing the Ameri-
can Rehabilitation Counseling Association; and Ms. Kirk is the ex-
ecutive directbr of the Governor's Corrimittee on the Employment
of the Handicapped in Maryland and is here representing the Na-
tional Rehabilitation Counseling Association:

M. Danek; we are pleased you are with us tbday and please pro-
ceed.

STATEMENT OF MARITA DANEK, DIRECTOR OF REHABILITATION
COUNSELING EDUCATION; GALLAUDET COLLEGE; REPRESENT-
ING THE AMERLCAN REHABILITATION COUNSELING ASSOCIA-
TION; AND FAITH KIRK,_EXEMTIVE DIRECTOR. IMARIYLAND
GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDI-
CAPPED, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL REHABILITATION
COUNSELING ASSOCIATION

Ms. DANEK. Yes, Mr. Chairman and members of _the subcommit,
tee, my name is Marita Danek. AS you mentioned, I am director of
the rehabilitation counseling training program at Gallaudet Col-
lege here in Washington, DC. _

I am a certified rehabilitation counselor and I have been in the
field of rehabilitation for 19 years. I-have worked in State agencies
and in other settings serving serverely handicapped individuals;
mainly deaf individual&

Today I am representing the American Rehabilitation Counsel-
ing Association; a division of the American Association for Counsel-
ing and Development. Our organization is committed to clarifying
the role of the rehabilitation counselor, formulating and maintain-
ing training and pi ofessional standards and increasing public un-
derstanding and awareness of the need for the rehabilitation and
habilitation of persons with disabilities.

Because of these interests, we are especially appreciative of the
focus of your hearing today and the opportunity to provide testimo-
ny. We are an organization firmly committed to the concept of a
professional consumer partnership. Our organization and the pro-
fession of rehabilitation counseling exists because individuals with
disabilities are entitled to the same human rights that accrue natu=
rally to able bodied people.
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My teStiinory today focuses on three important sections of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The first is the importance of Federal
support for both _pre-_and postservice trainee to ensure an adequate
gupply of trained and qualified rehabilitation counselors to provide
appropriate services to individuals with disabilities.

The second concerns the need for Federal support for technical
assistance; and the third focuses on the importance of post-employ-
ment services t,o maintain employment.

_Several recent studies which are cited in my written statement
have shows that the continuing need_ kr rehabilitation counselors
exists. For example, in the Mentz study, by 1990 as many as-33,000
new rehabilitation counselors_ will need to be_trained to meet the
needs:of:disabled people in rehabilitation facilities alone. The ri66d
for rehabilitation counselors is greater in terms of absolute num-
bers than the need for any other rehabilitation professional.

This is reflected in the very large number of full-time positions
currently established in every major rehabilitation setting. This
was established in a recent study that was_ commissioned bY RSA
through_the RRCEPS and ptAished in April 1985

Unless there are sufficient numbers of trained rehabilitation
counselors these positions, new positions, and also positions that
occur- hecause of turnover will bc unfilled or will be filled by poorly
qualified individuals. _

The knoWledge and skillS required to-do an effective job as a re-
habilitation counselor _are multiple_ and complex; have been well
documented in research studies, and: are identified in the certifica-
tion Standards Of the Roard for Rehabilitation Certification and the
accreditation_standards of the Council on _Rehabilitation EdueatiOn.

The Atherican Rehabilitation Counseling ASSociation believes
that the person with the disability deserves no less than the best
trained and qualified rehabilitation counselor. Now, what do *6

by_"best_trained and qualified rehabilitation counselor?" We
believe that a master's degreeL in rehabilitation counseling is :abso-
lutely: essential for an individual_ to have the minimum_ skiilS tO
provid-e p-prsons with disabilities the level of rehabilitation services
they are entitled to.

These skills must he maintained, refined and built upon through
in-service _and continuing education. The association believes in the
need for Federal support for both pre- and postservice counSelor
training._

I don't want to: be put into the: position of_saying if you Cotild
only have one which would you take; or how do you allocate it be-
tween these two very important training modalities By "postser-
vice" I mean inservice and continuing educationcomplethent
oath- other. Both are necessary but neither one is sufficient by
itself.

ThiS Suppoit, particularly preservice_Eapport, is necessary if our
profession is going to be able_ to compete in attracting capable,
bright, enthusiastic young people into our profession. It is eskntial
that slitirt,term courses he made available to employed rehabilita-
tion_ counselors to keep them abreast of new advances in the field.

We recommend that Federal funding he restored for in-serviee
training to be provided by universities with_rehabilitation counsel,
or training programs and other types of facilities already equipped
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to-give relevant courses to upgrade professional skills. Universities
are in the businessUftraining.

To paraphrate- Gerbers,_ training is_ our business, our only busi-
ness. We -are full-time trainers. We can respond to change§ in the
field; to technological advances, to new information.

_ For instaiice, thiS fall I wil/ be offering a course in trends in spe7
cial kludatiob_ and rehabilitation; I am going to tap into iorne Of
the expertise of the individuals in tlus room, pull together and- pro-
vide a course that Will serve the community in terms of what are
the ne* initiatiVeS it both of these IMportant areas. This_ course
was instigated in April and_ it will be offered beginning in AUgust.

In terms of technical aaSiStance, there has been no _fundaig for
techniCal aSSiStance since 1980. The funding _for thisimportant sup-
pOirt ptogram -wa,s_ relatively small; less than $2 million. HoweVer,
it did a fantastic job. _ I

We recomniend_ that the technical assistance program be reacti-
Vated and handled_ by- the_ RSA_ regional offices; as it was_in the
past-This was always a cost-effective way of bringing a hest of
services to rehabilitation settings. With the _new- emphasis on tran-
sitional prograMS, thit is_a_must for implementation:

We StrOney endorse postemployment _services to help Maintain
the rehabilitation client in employment. The importance Of postem-
ployment_services dathiit be underestimated oince the first several
montlia of ethployment can- be critical; and this is very trueespe-
ciatht true for many individuals with disabilities who need periodic
support and counseling to maintain their employment.

Again, Iv-sear-eh has shown that-the rehabilitation failure_ -ite
cah be reduced. We know _recidivism is a problem.__Individual re=
turning_ to State agencies for additional serviece_ Thit failure rate
can be reduced bY developing a comprehensive followup and follow
along program.

Thank- you for the opportunity to present this testiniony. We
stand ready to provide any additional information you might wish.

[The prepared statement of Marita Danek followsj
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FhEPARED STATEMEN7 OF MARITA DANEK, PH.D., ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
REHABILITATION COUNSELING ASSOCIAT.Ov

Off-. Chairman and members of the Subcommiltee,my name
is Narita M.Danek.Ph.13 . I am Director of the Rehabilitation
Counseling Prograr. at Gallaudet College in Washington, c.c. Today I ism

representing the American Rehabilitation Counseling
ArsociationtARCA),i division of the American 91sociation for
Counseling and Devalopment.Dur organization is committed to clarifying
the rale of the rehabilitation counselor,formulating and maintaining
training and professional standards for rehabilitation countelort, and
increasing public understanding and aaaaa ness of the nc,ed for-the
rehatilitation and habilitation of persons with disabilities.Becsiusa
of these interests,l,e are *SrecIallY appreciative Of the focus o; your
hee-ins toda! and the opportur1y to provide testimony.

I wovla lire to present testimony today_ragarding three imPortant
seCtiOns of the Rebilltatien ACt of 1973 .The first of these tc be
addreSled If the imPortence of and need for trained,qualitied
rehabilitation counselore to provide appropriate and affective
Services to disabled citizens/ the second conce-ns the need for
federal eupoort fr technical aseistance and the third focuses on the
importance of post-employment services to maintain job placement.

Pr icr tc presenting this testimony,1 would liKe to convey for the
record end at the request of the President of the American
Rehabilitation Counselors Association (ARCA), Edna M.SzymansKi,some of
our beliefs ond objectival. We aro an organizetion firmly committed to
the conce:1 ci a professional-consumer partnership. Approximately one
out cf te.. U.S. citizens have some degree of iMPairment resulting from
a physical or mental disability. Our organization and the profession
of rehabilitation coanseling exists because these individuals wit..
disabilities are entitled to the earn human rights that accrue _

naturally tc able-bodied 7eop1e. So_our profession is grounded in
basic belief in human righte,the value_of_worK-, and_a ParinérehiP_with
Persons with disabilities. But good intentions and the right attitude
is not sufficient. Rehabilitation Counselors muet also_poseess the
Knowledge and skills to_see beyond the limitations IMPoSe0 by a
disability ilind resPond to the Strengths of the individual and the
resources of the environment and how both can be harnessed to return
that individual to worm.

NEED FOR TRAINED REHABILITATION COUNSELORS. There is & continuing
need for trained and qualified rehabilitation C-ounselors.Federal funds
for rehabilitation training are needed to attract sufficient numbers
of brigh- en-nusiastic young people into two year masters level
training p,n:ramm.

Several recent studies have identified the-need for
rehabilitation counselors in rehabilitation agencies,facilitits,and
other settings. A study conducted by the R aaaaa ch and Training Center
at tho University of Wisconsin-Stout(1990) indicated that as many as
33,000 NEW rehabilitation counselors will need to bit trained to meet
Personnel needs in rehabilitation facilities by 1980.The need for
rehsibilitation ctunselors was greater than for that of any other
rehabil professiOnal. The demand for sill types of perlonnol to
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senve persons uith disabilities in facilities will be somewhere
betueen 100.000 and 300,000.

In Arr11.1985 a nationwide study conducted be the Regional
Rehabilitation Continuing Education Programs et the University of
Missouri-Columbia reported on the-manpower shortage and training needs
of rehabilitation personnel.I1 noted that rehabilitation CounselIng
ranWed secOnd of all rehabilitation disciplines :n the number of total

FUNDED:Positions (full time_equivaltnt) in FT'Ele in every major
rehibilitatlonIsetting. (Total_funded PosStions equals thOSe

errOloyed_Plus PoSitions presently open),Unless_there ara
silfficiert num6iri Of treined_rehabilitation_counselors_through 1990 .
these positlOns will go Unfille or will be filled by untrained and
uhquslified individuals.

_

The American Rehabilitation Counseling_AssoclatiOn_believes that
the person with a disability,ihe consumer of rehabilitatiOn
services,deserves no less than the best trained and qualified
rehahilitation couraelor available.

Therefore,the Association believes strongly in the nted.for:both pre
and post_servfce_training.The masters d in rehabilitatiOn
counseling from a program accredited by the Commission on
Rehabilitation Education (CORE) provides ntry level sKilli Into the
Profession.Theit must be maintalned,refined,and built upon throligh
in-service and continuing education.

THE rEED FOR A DEFTH OF KNOWLEDGE. The Knowledge and sKills
required to _do an_effective Job rs. a rehabilitation counselor are

complex,have_been_will documented in rch studies and

are identified In theiCertifiCation standards of the Board for

Rehabilitation-_Certifieetion and the_accreditation standards of the
COmmissiou cn RehabilitetiOn Eduzation.

Rehati1itation Countiling_reqUires * firm_grasp_of_at least_three
different frames pi reference:the individual.ithe environment_and_the
interrelationship between the two. Ferrral training_at_the_master's
level is necessary: (1)to understand the indiVidual, (2) the

medical and psycho-social aspects of disability and rsultant
functional limitations, (3)cistermire appropriate long and_short _term
goals with the client, C4)uti1ite cOmmunity resourcs, C5)provideijob
develoe.ment and placement service& inCludint Job restructuring and
modificatIonS uhen necessary. (G)and apPly new technoIogiOt to
rehabilitation barriers. Over the Past dcade we have sen an
explosion in information and new tchnologies related to these twigs
e.g. nem advances in medicine, pharMacology bioengineering. and Job

Placement methods to name a few.

When uou couple this_information explosion with the mphasis fic;
Serving:the:Mott challnging rhabilitation clints-the severly
disabled- the need for highly competnt and II1 prpared
rehabilitation ci5OnS*IerS beComes even more critical.
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R ee t aa ch studies by Professor George N. Wright of_tho_UniversitY
of Wisconsin and others clearly indicate that the complexitr And
multiplicity of rehabilitation counselor functions requires at:least
the mastar!s degree._Other studies show that trainaci-,maiter'SLIevel
counselcrs,are more ilical$0 lo acCePt:diffiCuit (severely disabled)
cases and to aChieve their successful rehabilitationl have groater
am eee nets of the client's strengths and mearn sssss 1 and are better
able to cope with barriers to rehabilitation(e.g. disincentives to
worK and motivational problems/land do not avoid time consuming
casesci.e. clien(a who require a profesional counseling raIationshiP
to become mployable). Formal training is the variable that
discriminate, best when considering effective sevices that inc sssss
ths lirelihood of successful client outcome which is suitable client
placement.

Federal t.aining support is essential if our profession is to be
able to comsete with other professions in attracting capable students
into graduate training programa which prepare them to become
rehabilitation counselors. As with education and other human service
Pnefessions,the salary level of rehabilitation counselors and other
rehabilitation profeasionaIs has not Kept pace with other professional
fields'. .g. business, engineering, medicineland,as a result,our
recruitment of good stUdent* is an increasing problem. The Federal _

support Provided by rehabilition student stipends (and tuition) for
gradual* livel_edpcation isIgreatlie needed 4$ 4 PrOven_wer 04
attractio; students 10%0 will become_qualified professionals.Training
funds.al la tht case with reaew-ch funds.are not readily available
from_statt legislatures.lt is imperative that federal funds be made
availablt for this purrost.

Uk believe that strong and Knowledgeable federal leadershiP
which is sensitive and responsive to the needs of disabled citizens is
-.quires/ to insure more than just adequate levels o; tervices to
persons seeking rehabilitation. Many states.becaust their c-essing
needt,often employ rehabilitation counselors mho ars well intentioned
but lack the requisite formal training. Federal involvement is
critical to provide incentives to the states to modify,where
nacessary,their hiring practices and employ only qualified counselors
at required by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,as amended. We realize
that the states share the major responsibility for the implementation
of this vital state-federal partnership, however, strong federal
leadership if needed to set the tone,and provide guidance and
objective evaluation standards for the-states.lt is unfortunate that
the regulations do not aPecifg_ in ante great detail what 'qualified
Pertonne)r_Means. We_bellevelthat the regulationtIahould require
Cartification_,spacificelly the designation,_Certified Rehabilitation
Counselor (CRC) for all newly. hired rehabilitation counselors after
1987

IN./SERVICE TRAINING: ANOTHER KEY TO PREPARING COUNSELORS FOR THE
19SO's AND BEYOND. Currently,we have numerous rehabilitation
counselors functioning in a wide range 04 settings. To be ffective,it
is ssential that short term courses are mad available to these
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Personnel to Kee; them abreast of the latest knowl,dge in the field.
Courses are needed in everything from the use o4 computers in job
f inding to issuos,techniques and studies in "supportpd work and
transitional programs 4or retarded and othir developmentally disabled
e orviations.

W4 recommend that federel_funding be_restorstd_for inService
trelning to be Provided_tY universities with Rehabilitation Counselor
Training Programs and other types of_facilittos already equipped to
give relevant courses to upgrade professional skills. These training
mechanisms are alreads in place and they can respond rapidly to nem
and changing needs(at they have dons in the past). Again,what is
needed is leadership and the will to really ff4Ve a difference, and
thi: stould emanate fn... tte gcverrmet agency mandated to implement
the Rehatilitation Act.

TECHNICEL ASEISTANCE NEEDS: A MUST FOF THE FIELD TO KEEP-PACE.
The need for Technical Assistance (TA)is greater nom than ever,since
TA,which was supplied bv RSA and its 10 Regional Dffices,has ceased as
of 1990 due to tack of funds. The funding for this important support
program was not much moneySloss than S9 million per year), yet its
impact mat crucial to assist facilities in gaining needed input from
variOuS experts on a SnOrt-term basis. Wk recommend that the Technical
Assistance Program be reactivated and handled by the RSA Regional
Offices as_they have done in the past. This was always &
cost-t,fective and inexpensive way of bringing *Meat Of services and
object_ive e7aluatIons to -ay lerge number_Of rehabilitation tettings
thrtuthout Anemation. With tKe new emphasis on transitional programs
to work and indeptndence,the TA Program is a must for implementation.

POST-EMPLOYMENT SERVICES: TO HELP MAINTAIN JOBS.Post-employment
Services (MS) was mandated in the original Rehabilitation Act of
1973. Unfortunately, implemertation has been,at best,sPottir around the
U.S. The importance 04 PES Is obulous to anyone In the field, since
the first several months of employment can be critical and this Is
aspecielly true for some individuals who need periodic suPPort and
counseling to maintain their employment. One study of Post-Employment
Services(funded by VSA/N/HP) by the Postgraduate Center for Mental
Health in Now York City noted that the rehabilitation failure rata for
mentally disabled persons can be reduced significantly by developing
comprehensive follow-along program. The implementation of this
eeeee rch projct continues In New York City and le implemented with
the cooperation 04 the New Tar)! Stat. Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation. Here is an example of new knowledge developed
cooperatively with Federal funds and a private and state vocational
rehetllitation agencV. Unfo ee ly,the model is not being utilized
on eny large scaleOnce again,limited funds_for such_programs_as PES
is as much thaI problem s la the leek of staff to ImPloment this
follow-up at the local level.

THE REHABILITATiON COUNSELOR: rHE CENTRAL POINT IN IMPLEMENTING
THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM. To summerize,the baelc value
underlying the profession of rehabilitation counseling Is a be:ief in
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'the rights of persons with disabilities to full participation in all
aspects of society.including mployment. It is clear that a large
portion of the general population has some disabling condition/that
any of us ars subiect to some disabling condition of any severity at
any timelthat persons with disabilities frequently have difficulty in
accessing or benefitting fully from mployment, education, recreation
housing, and other aaaaa of life that most of us taw. for granted/and
that a disproportioAate number of disabled People are unemployed or
underemployed when compared to the general population.

As Mb. Szymanswi,President of ARCA stated,"the above facts and
values don't change with political trends and changing service
delivery systeme,but remain as foundations and constant challenges for
the Profession. Rehabilitation Counseling stands on its own and in
partnership with persons with disabilities. We must continuelto
improv our swills in order to be more of,ective in out miSsion-,be if
the-Public or private sector.The Clientele of_rehabilitation
programa deserve the best and the moil competent service providers.

We are extremely appreciative of your interest in our thoughts
end wiz!) lo thanw you and past members of the Congress for your
fL,resighl and sensitivity in sarving disabled citizens and their
families over the past 65 years. We low( forward to Your deliberations
on the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act. We at the ARCA stand
ready to assist the Congress in any way possible to strengthen vital
programa for persons with disabilities.

Mr. WILLIAM& Thank you very much.
The interruptions and bells you hear are the announcement that

we have a vote. However, Ms. Kirk, if you can keep your testimony
to about 5 or 6 minutes, we would be able to hear you before we go
vote-and then -we could return for members' questions if you both
can_stay with _us:

M. Kum. Fine; Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your
knocking when-my time is up.

have a mild case of dyslexia; so I don't normally speak from
written notes. But I really want to make sure that we get some key
points in.

As you state; my name is Faith Kirk, and I am here today to give
written and-oral testimony on behalf of the National Reliabilita=
tion Counseling Association. =

I currently serve that_ organization as its legislative subcouncil
chair. I am a certified rehabilitation counselor -and have worked in
the field of rehabilitation for 16 yearsall of it within the State of
Marylandfirst as a rehab counselor, then as a rehab supervisor;
and my current position-is executive director of the Maryland Gov-
ernor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped for the lmt
5 years.

Lhave been very :honored and proud to be part of:the State/Fed-
eral program.: I think: the program has as its_ goals a very high
degree of what needs to be donethe bestAuality service for per-
sons with disabilities so:that they can become real members of the
mainstream of our society.

We agree, though; the members _of NRCA very:much with your
eloquent remarks as you opened these hearings 3 weeks ago; Mr.
Chairman, when you said,-basically, it is a good program, and it is
doing good things; but it has_ got to do them an awful lot better if
we tut really going to s6i-v6 citizans with disabilitieS.
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We, as-I said,agree-with this. We hope today that we _can reiter-
ate_and show some areas that really need some real study if this la
going to_ happen.

Pat Mundt -who- is-also- with CRC,-and the president of NRCA is
very sorry that she could not be here today, and_has aaked me to
share _with you_ some very key elements regarding the-cornerstone
of Making a better program, and that is the rehabilitation counsel-
or.
_IThey are on: the frontline._ They are the. ones -who provide- the

direct Service-to -the -rehabilitation consumer; and we_ have got _to
make sure they: are the best _But there are some problems, and I
would like to_point_out some of those.

the- term- "-vocational rehabilitation_ counselor" as used by
State personnel is just a title; It has no uniform standarda, no uiii-
form qualifications; and it :means many -different- -things- in- -many
different States. However, -the term _and _the_ title "certified rehabili-
tation counselor" does have uniform standards, uniform qualifiett-
tions. _

Marita's organization-and-mineand you will :be hearing from
Donald Dew; his_organization; and many of _the witnesses that you
will be hearing from Way_ have worked- with us--in- the profession
of rehabilitation-counseling to set up those standards; to set up
three qualifications _that one must meet: before they_can even apply
to try to get that title, certified _rehabilitation counselor.

Once someone-obtains- that- title,- they-can't keep it forever unless
they__ do_ something; Counselors must have .150 _houra_of continuing
education_ every:5_ years.: If they,_ do not get that 150 heats, they
nidat reait for -the -examination to- again-show --that they do have
skills and_competencies and haven't lagged behind. It_ ia An ever-
changing field, new populations, new technologies, and counseloit
must stay current.
--That is_ that preservice that we were talking about and the in=

service that must:happen._ We_ think that it is very strange that if
you look closely at the -Rehabilitation-Act- and -the regulations that
implement_ and_ define the act,- you find that there iare regulations
and the qualifications for physicians-i: psychologists -and many
Others Who 'provide a certain service- to the-consumers of_ vocational.
rehab. Yet _the only mention =of qualifications for the cornerstone _of
the programi_ the rehabilitation counselor,_ :is the word "ilualified."
NoWhere in the act or -the regulations-are-those- terms_ defined; =

-In summary= to these: points that I have made;_it should be clear
that vocational rehabilitation at the State level is a program._ Per=
sons employed as counselors --in -these programs to_ serve _disabled
consumers_ _must _represent the best trained and best qualified that
thefield has to offer._ _ _

If thia ia to take place, standards must-be established__ in the act
and- the--word "qualified" defined; This won't just happen. We need
your support. We: need: your:assistance. We need your help.-

Persons with disabilities-deserve the-best-We, again, want to say
that-= there are people because _of this lack of _guidance, who are
hired who may not have the training, qualifications, or the skills-to
do the Rib as it must be done. I think- that this was vividly pointed
out to you in the hearings on July a Two consumers of serviCe
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that, really, their testimony really hit me hard, and I Want to talk
about it a little bit now.

One, a young lady from Maryland who stated in her teStimony it
wasn't the desire on the part of the rehabilitation counselor, but
oversized case loads and in some instances, lack of training. An-
other consumer from Denver stated that the only qualifications far
rehabilitation counselor or a job placement person in Denver was a
degree, any degree, and I don't think if you have a degree in arche=
ology you have the skills and qualifications that it takes to do what
you need to do to help a person get from a state of dependence to a
state of independence.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Ms. Kirk, let me interrupt you there to recess this
hearing for_ a short time while we go vote and if you Will both
remain with us, we will have some questions and allow you a
rnmnent or so to complete your testimony when we return in about
le minutes.

tRecess.1
Mr; WILLIAMS:_ I call this hearing back to order. Ms. Kirk; We Will

ask:you to take 1 minute and conclude your-testimony.
Ms.- KIRK.- Enough about the negative; let's _look ailittle_ bit more

on the positive on what we can do. We in the profeSSion Of tahabili=
tation counsefing really- take very seriously -all_ of the _skills; :and
the knowledge:that must be possessed by the rehabilitation coun-
selor to_do:the job right._
Just look--for- a minutethey must evaluate the skills,: talents;
similar benefits, job modification; :job_ restructuring; and- ttaininz
They:must look: at the- psychosocial aspects of the disability; and at
how -the disability relates to the world :of work; I could go on arid
on :and on." It is all spelled out in my testlitibily.

All -of _this -information must be synthesized and then must be
shared with the person themselves to help tnern make iöina vary
important decisions about how they-are going-to go on to get them-
selves from a state of nonjob readiness _to: a state of job readiness;
from a state of dependence to a state of independente.

When you look -at- all-these- skills and talents; it is not going to
happen with just a degree in_ anything. It is certainly iitit going _to
happen unless -we continue -to keep -those-- who are providing the
service-very _well:trained and very knowledgeable; I

_ Training; as I have said; both in- and_preserVice is -ektternely im-
portant. F-urther, though,-- training, both pre- and inservice isn't
enough; we have gat to also look at some other key thin-0i -one of
those is the size of the caseload:
--:Wherii you as a rehab counselor are carrying a: caseload: of AP-
proximately 100 to 200 people, you can't really do the-indepth -work
and a lot of what-you -would like to do -without a lot of complaints;
Whyis it taking so long? You know; long waiting list. It is 5 WeekS
and I am hot evaluated yet. You know, what about my training;
and- on and-on and _on.
: Many rehab counselors have the skills and talents;:birt they-oan't

do- the job- right when they -need to_do it with _those sized caseloads;
Add to the above equation all the new technology, the-emphaSiS on
supported work; the new populations- that must- and -need- to be
served, and- it -can't be done with large caseloads without proper
training; Another thing that we have got to bring into the aquation
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is the fact that in many, many State rehabi1itatio4 co4nselprs are
not paid gtiod salaries.

Therefore; -We are_not attracting the brightest; the best ttaineit
the most qualified. These people are being whisked away bY briyate
rehabilitation and other rehabilitation work settino, Eind also by
private industry.

We have also talked about technical assistance, and I Avutt ld like
to just reiterate and support what was said by Mr: 130ter Mid was
said by Marita Danek in terms of the fact that there w3 a pro-
gram, there were a lot of experts on contract to R5A. %lois was
handled out of the regional office, The money isn't there 'Phis is
not being done.

s't lot of the information and the skills and t i1eia6 that are out
there are not getting to the people who are prc viding the,service
We must look very carefully at doing somethii g about tnst and
getting that program reinstituted:

I would like tb close thiS testimony with another quote fru!1i your
opening statement you made on June 11, 1985. ernPriasizbd
that our society is in the midst of a series of c'vallerigs and
changes to which the rehabilitation system must reapotitl. The tkch-
nological revolution has the potential to completely retlefin what
is possible in terms of rehabilitation.

I would like to share a story with you about my txperience that
really points th:is out and why what we are talking abOtit must
happen. When I started as a rehabilitation counselor there was a
gentleman from_Maryland wha_was severely disab l&l, We d not
have the technology or the skills at that time to tolly help him
become rehabilitated.

When I became a rehabilitation supervisor 6 yeats latkr_lAe was
rereferred to the agency and there were programs anid thete vvaa
technology that allowed us to take him from a sta4 of being a tax
taker to a taxpayer. We were able to work with Gtiorse Washing-
ton University and Collie Mallot's demonstratioh progratn for
homebound employment: We provided him appropritite cu_niputer
training and the modifications that had to be done by the comput-
er. He was then able to work for a Federal agency out of his home
with telephone hookup. He is doing very well and is e contributing
member of our society.
_But if we had not been able to use that technkal skill (if Mr.

Mallot's program, which was only a demonstratio4 rant, iind it
ran out, and a lot of that is not really being _knit ibtoo the,sYstein
because we don't have the money to hire the kinds of people to do
that, and I wasn't aware of it, and I hadn't gotten sole adthtional
training _and_been able to use that as a supervisor to help coun-
selors, Mr. Horace Rabbit would still be sitting at htee vegetating
when he didn't have to.

I would like to close with saying, to keep pace with the etintmous
changes, we need rehabilitation counselors who are ll eqaipped
to work in this dynamic field. We also need more inservice trtiining
to educate those already working in the field.

The bottbm line, Mr. Chairman, is ,he need for truly qualified,
well-trained to serve the disabled persons and to fecilitate their
entry and reentry into the mainstream of AmericarA life. U thit is
to happen, there must be provided standards for those Who will
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work as rehabilitation counselors in our State/Federal _program.
We must provide adequate salaries to pay them; we must give addi-
tional tools and knowledge to the many excellent counselors who
are already working in our State/Federal program; we must cut
down on the caseload size; and we must work to ensure that ade-
quate funds are made available to accomplish this.

I am afraid, sir, this will not happen without a strong Federal
presence and strong Federal guidance. We in the National Reha-
bilitation Counseling Association want to work with you and we
are very honored that you have allowed us to speak with you
todaY.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Faith Kirk follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FATTH S. KIRK, CRC, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
REHABILTTATION COUNSELING ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members f the Suocommittee on Select
Education:

_My_name is_ Faith. Kirk and I am hre tAtiy to present testimony on behalf cf

the_NatiOnal_RehabiIitation Counseling Association (NRCA) of which I am toe
Legislative Subcouncil Chairperson. Currently I am the Executive Director of
the Manyland Covernbr's Committee on Employment of the Handirapped. I am a
Certified Rehabilitation Counselor (CRC) and have worked for 16 years in the
State of Maryland in the rehabilitation field, first as a Rehabilitation.

Counselor and then Rehabilitation L..pervisor, and now in my current positioh fot
the last five years.

It has been an honor and a privilege to be_a part of the rehabilitation
movement over the cast_years._ I_ have been proud to be part of tne State-Federal
nartnershipiwhose_goals are_of the highest_order....serving citizens with disa-
bilities who desire to partake in the Aterican dream and be independent and
self-sufficient . iAs yOu pointed out so eloquently, Mr. Chairman, in your
opening remarkt_at_hearings just a few weeks ago, "despite our successes ii the
Vocatibrial Rthabilitation program, we have a long way to go in developing the
mott comprehensive and effective program and that people with diaabiiities
deerall suffer betWeen 50 and 80 percent unemployment...."

We cannot agree more with your statements and hope to providelyou with Our
ideas to help make the Vocational Rehabilitation program better and more
responsive to the recipients of our services; the consumer who is the focal
point of our efforts.

Patricia: Mundti:CRC., the President of NRCA, who could not be here with us
today;_has asked me to convey the following key points regarding the main
element in providing:quality ser/ice to the consumer of rehabilatition
services...the "Vocational Rehabilitat.on Counselor". These points are
provocative, yet realistic and complttely achievable with congressional and
adminittrative leadership.

1. "Vocational Rehabilitaaion Counselor" does not equal Rehabilitation
Counselor. These terms have been used very loosely and have not been
defined adequately in the Rehabilitation Act or Regulations t6 imple-
ment the Act.

2. "Vocational Rehabi/itation.,,ountelor".as used by state personnel
systems_is_merely a job title._ The title, unfortunately, carries with
it noistandard criteria or qualifications as are carried by the
Certified Rehabilitation Counselor (CRC). Those of QS who coosidey
ourselves professionals and who make up the membership of NRCAi have
WOrked hard to develop criteria and standards that must be met to
qualify for and obtain the title of Certified Rehabilitation Counselor:
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3. COngress_needs to be encouraged to use the "CRC" :Certified
Rehabilitation Counselor) as the standard for "qualified personnel"
in the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and its Amendments. We find
it strange that the Act and its Regulations define criteria and
standards for doctors, psychologists and others who provide services
to clients of Vocational Rehabilitation. The only mention-made,
however, regarding the standards for-the cornerstone .of the.program,
the "Vocational Rehabiliation CoUnseIor", is the word "qualified" ahd
nowhere is this defined.

..TO SUM Up these paints, it thould.be_clearithat_Vocational Rehabilitation
at the state Ievel_is_a program, and persons-employed as counselors in these
programs_to_serve.disabled consumers must represent the best trained and

qualified the field has to offer. If this is to take place, standards mu:t be
established in the Act and the word "qualified" defined.

In your hearings of June 11, 1985, Mr. Chairman, we heard from-a number cf
recipients of State Rehabilitation services.- One-consumer from Maryland.noted
that, "it wasn't a lack of aesire on the-part of "Vocational Rehabilitation
Counselors" to assist, rather unreasonable-sized caseloads and.iII-trained
counselors who were frustrated in their_attempts to provide adequate and
appropriate. services."lAnother Withess from_Oregon voiced similar_problems
Including the devastating remark that, "ih. Oregoh;_for_examplei. the only
educational requirement_for_a "Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor" cr a job
deveIoper_is_a_college degree any kind of a degree!" These statements again
vividly Point out that without.guidelines in the law and regulations persons_are
hired and called "Rehabilitation Counselors" even though some do not have the
proper training, experience or background to perform the job properly.

Rather than dwell on the negative, it is time we faced the issue of how to
best ensure that only the best, brightest-, and-well-trained people.
considered qualified to work with disabled.persons toward their.rehaii..,ative
goals. -Those of Lls in the profession of RenablIitatioh Counseling take vy .
seriously the_needs. of disabled persons and the complexities that_are involved
in_the_work_of rehabilitation.. Counselors need_to_evaluate_interests,
abiIities;_Iimitations;_medical_aspects_of_diSabilitn Personality development,
perform job analyses; look at iob modifications, occupational information, job
placement strategiesi_similar benefitsi_post-employment services and then_
synthesize all of this information so that they can provide guidance, support_
and help to persons with disabilities as they make appropriate choices aod plans
to take themselves from a state of dependency to independency and employment.
In addition, they must also have a genuine cesire to work with indi-livals.

A5 you can see from this brief profile, there is no substitute for
well-trained individuals. Training, whether it is in-service or pre-service,
takes time, effort and fUrat.

51-316 0 - 86 - 12 353
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Further, to provide comprehensive_and indePth service, counselors in the
State-Federal program cannot continue to_work with over-sizeo caseloads. In

most areas-Of the country, counselors are_carrying. caseloads of_l00-2.50 persons.
These caseIOads do nOt allow the time to do the job the way it should and

MUst be done.

Add-to the above equation the new tecnnologies. the emphasis on supported
work programsi an emphasis on severely-disabled persons, and new medical and
bio-engineering techniques, and the need for pre and in-service training and
smaller caseloads becomes even more critical than it has been over the past

decade.

While the field-of VocationaI.Rehabilitation has various organizations at
the national, state and local levels who_aro_wcrking to have these reeded
changes occur, we_encourage_a_strong leadership and coordinative role for the
Federg government; for without it what must happen will not Lappen.

We cannot turn over the role of training solely to the states to fund. For

one thingi states may have very :Limited funds available and leadership that
may have little understanding of the training need: of rehabilitation

Professionals. As an inducement for states-to participate in-training, towever,

an 80%/20S ratio of Federal and-state dollars should be considered. We

stop the erosion of Federal dollars available for pre and in-service trag.

need_for_technicai asaistante_to_a wide range of rehabilitation
programs and_faciIities. Is an area that had been missing for the past dix years.
Pribr to that tite,. teChnical assistance was handled by the Rehabilitation
Services_Administration (RSA) Regional Offices where they could dispatch experts
tO a.55iLt rehabilitation facilities in objective program evaluations and in the

development of job finding. techniques. This centralized Federal approach worked

well. To my knowledgei nothing has replaced this formalized national network.
I would urge, therefore, in this time when technical assistance is needed now
more tnan ever, that funds be allotted for technical assistance to be handled
once again by the mechanism already in existence, namely the 7,2A Regional
Oftces.

Consideration. must als0 . be given_to.Providing_adequate funds so that mcre
counselors can_be .hired by_the_indivicual state programs so that-counselors can
Out their caseload size without depriving disabled citizens an opportunity to
obtain services_Or_be_pWu on a long.waiting list. Another point which must be
raised is the salarY Paid to "Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors" in the
State-Federal. program. In most areas, they are very low anc do not provide a
standard tq.attract_the most qualified and brightest into the program. Many of

these individuals are being courted by private rehabilat,..tion and other work-
settings_wno provide better salaries. smaller caseloads, toe opportunity to be
more oreacive ard freedom to do the jot tne way they have teen trained

perform.
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I would' 1::;e te ciese trI3 testimony '..;:tn anetherieuctei:rom your
statement mace on ,:une Yr . lhalmmar- empnas:-.,- -hat "c.zr Seelety
It ih the mdc3: of a series cr cnanges to_wnich -ne -.*-1-7at:cn system
respcnc. .ne techrcleizioal re CtiC naz :he peter--al to damp:etely re,define
what_:s pcssloze In terms cf renati:itation..." To ,:eep pace wltn tne encrmous
Charies,_we need. ?et:ate:I:at:on :ounselors '..ho are wel:-equipted tc wcr,: Cr tnl;
cynamin fielc. f;e aIso reet more In-zervloe-traln:nz to etucate these alreacy
wor!fing 'n the fIelc. The cottom zine, Mr. Chair-_nr. is t7e need for tr..:zy

weli,trainee personnel to serve c:catl..,d persons and to facilltate
tre:r entry er re-entry Into the maInztream cf Amerloan ::fd. :f tniz is to
happen, tnen we must provlde stand3r:3 for tnos wnc wiz_ as Penasi;:tatIon
C6uneelors in our State-Federa: pregramz. must frcy:c, aeequate salares to
pay ttem, we must gile aceltlora: tocis ane icnewled;e_to
ocunse:crs who are alreacy working :n cur tate,Feeeral_prt:7ams;_8re ';ie :.tt
wfrg to enszre tnat acequate furas are mace avai:able fc accompl:sh en:s:

We a:3c kneW from eYferien,ze 3 strong, senz;:lve arc Kno:41eeEeacle
Federal presence iL relea to lmp:ement tn:s vital prcgram or a rat;onal tas:c.
Please let us know can nelp yo,J In ycur :mportant The NatIonal
Fenabil:tation Counsez:ng Assoc:at:on :5 reacy to 333;51. Tbani. ycu.

Mr. WiLuAms. Thank you.
Ms. Daliek; as the administration moves to place seemingly ever

more responsibility for delivery services to the State, local govern=
ments, and alga to inivate agencies, the apprciiriate role of the
Federal Government in providing leadership and support in this
vitW effort is brought into question.

_Let me just ask_you to respond in your specific area of expertise;
what is the appropriate role of the Federal Government for the re-
mainder of thia decade or perhaps the 15 years left in this century?

Ms. DANEs. Well, as you know, I am an administrator of a pre=
service training program; I can see no substituteI with I could
because it would certainly make things easier. I am not telling the
administration anything they want to hear, and I know it. I wish
there were some substitute for Federal expenditures for preservice
training, It is an impossibility.

For instance; when I say it is an impossibility, I cannot see
States picking up preservice training. I believe strongly in the need
for preservice training as providing individuals with the foundation
upon which to build.

But I do not see States picking up the cost of preservice training.
First; they don't have the funding to do this. Second tiey have no
assurance that the individuals that they train througl. 2 yeart of
master's level training are going to then go to work for them.
Without this kind of assurance, the States are not going to pick
that_ up.

My other concern comes from my experience in my _own pro-
gram. We train for nationwide needs of deaf consumers. We have a
training prOgnun in rehabilitation counseling which focuses on
working with deaf clients. We are one of only two fully accredited,
by that I mean core accredited, programs.

Our students come from all over the iuntry. Without a Federal
presence, there is no other way that the cost of these students
coming to Washington and studying fin !". years could be picked up.
It is a 2-year; full-time program.

Did I respond to that?
There is no substitute in some areas for the Federal presence.

There just isn't.
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Mr. WiLuAms. Ms, Kirk, you mentioned that the presPivice edu-

cation that is ProVided to counselors develops within them the ap-
propriate Skills and talents, however, they Si-6 unable to properly
acquire those because of the ever-increasing caseloads.

It seems to me that that condition has existed alrhoSt Without ex-
ception throughout the life of this national effort. If that is true,
why are.ft the training inatitutions teaching different skill§ and
talents given the fact that we should have learned by now that
those CoUnselors are going to be overburdened with a caseload for
which they are not being trained to handle.
_ Ms. Kum. I haVe got to answer your question in tNi.ria ways. First,
I think We have to look at the fact that many of the individuals
who get into our Programs because there are no across-the-board
qualificationS are in difkrent abilities to handle Some of this.

If you have a master's program and you get a person with a mas-
ter's degree; their ability to handle some of this is going to be a
little bit better than, say, a person in some StateS that all you need

high school diploma or undergraduate degree.
Row do you train? There v.vre many courses in time manage-

ment that I waS given as a rehab counselor and aS a rthab supervi-
sor, I had a niaster's though it wasn't a rehab counseling; I went
beyond and got 60_ credits_ in rehab counseling. In time manage-
ment, there is Only so much time in a day and you can only

manage se much. Also many of the disabilities that were being
dealt with back then *ere not as complex as they are ne*.

You kilo*, with the emphasis on severely diSabled, with closed
head trauma, the learning disabled, and the severe emotional prob-
lems that we are no* trying to deal with; they take a lot more
time. There i 0 lo t. more complexity involved.

You_can cnly eo so much with time management: It doesn't ever
change_the fact that You can't deal with 200 people on a caseload.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Bartlett,
s Mr. BARTIZI-r I wonderfor either of you, really; what kind of
training in_ job deVelopment, in job placement; do your counselors
receive7 Is it adequate? Could it be more? DoeS it work?

Ms. DANEK. OK, First of all, we have_ the Commission on Reha-
bilitation Education which sets standards for core curriculum in re-
habilitation counseling As a requirement, in order to be accredit-
ed, a program must have at least one course in job developinent
and placement.

_Of course, job placement is the reason for rehabilitation. The ern,

phasis on plaoament pe;meates the other course work. But, yes, all
programs do have at toast one ;course ii1 job development and place-
ment.

We also have 600 hours of fieldwo-k experience as a require-
inent;_ and a great deal of the emphasis in the field*ork eiperience
is on job deVelopment and placement.

Mr. BiurrzErr, Is the job placement and job development training
adequate? Should there be an increase particularly in in=Service?

Ms DANEK. Well; in preservice we are training_ for local kinds of
skills. I think in in-service, you are really training kr the setting.
We are talking 1150tIt different things and I think certainly it is a
good thing. Certainly you have to constantly have courses to
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inform_ you about new developments. So, yes; I would think that it
would be for in-service.

Mr; BARThrrr. Soin:- of he witnesses have hinted around or per-
haps stated it directly that money spentFederal money spent for
inservice _training has far more impact than Federal money spent
for preservice training. Do_yon agree with that or disagree? How
would you see the priorities?

Ms; DANE& Well; _again; just to reiterate what I said before; They
complement each other. One cannot substitute for the other.

Mr. BArrim. Do you think- the balance is about right now or
are_wespending too much on one and too little on the other?:

Ms. DAN-sx. Well; the trend recently has been to spend less on
preservice training; I believe that _until we have fully qualified
counselor& and by that LI: mean individuals wha have a master's
deuee and who are -certified, then we still need te put as-much
money as: we can_into preservice training to ensure an adequate
supply of these individuals.

Now,_ if you put a person without the appropriate-qualifications
into a rehabilitation setting; wAhin a couple_of years and with:a
good healthy- dose of inservice and continuing education, you will
bring that person up to standards; Let's face it;

But what happens in those intervening years? From my own ex,
perience- as a counselor, I had -no exposure to -deaf people when -I
went and worked for a State agency;: I did have a master's degree;

I made some terrible mistakes with my clients. In retrospect I
feel terrible about it; I had absolutely do way c understanding this
populationA had :no experience in deafness. I had no exposure to
the lang.iage or the poTulation. I made some terrible miStakeS;
some terrible misunderstandings;

I learned.
Mr. BARTLETT. MrS. Kirk.

:1 MsiKMIL I agree with Manta; but I think we need to look fur,
the How are the preservice dollars being spent. In the last year-I
ha-ve been informed and we have learned that in RSA they want to
do a study in terms z,f undergraduate programming and we see
that there is more money going into that.

Now; we have ail of te researchwe_have; you know; reams and
reamsthat ali the profession has done and 1it is showing that
the entry level needed for rehabilitation counselor is the master's
degree _program. An undergraduate degree is a more generic kind
of thing.

I think we have _to IDA not just _at money but how is it being
spent. The same thing for inservice._Every year our1 training officer
gets the priority kinds of things_that must be included in the train-
ing plan in order to get training dollars. They have to submit a
proposal.

I think _that we have to look more closely; It may be that even
though this is a training priority_fer a national; they: are doing OK
in certain States in this area. But they really need to use those
training dollars more in service for other kinds of things.

SO that; again, more of an indepth look has to be given not just
to_the dollars but_what are_we using those dollars for.

Mr. BARTLErr. Let me ask you a specific question in terms of the
use of those dollars. I have a list in front of me of the dollars eic-
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pended for long-term training and established rehabilitation diSci-
plines. The largest dollar expenditure of the entire list, which looks
like Sothe 15 items, the largest dollar expenditure is for rehabilita-
tion med'cine; 12,5 million; That compares for less than that, but
still around $2.5 million, for rehabilitation counseling. Only
$350,000 for occupational therapy. Only $540,000 for physical ther-
apy; $455,000 for job placement; $50,000 for independent living per=
sonnel. .

DO thOse ratios-sound-correct-to you?=Would you have the largest
expenditure for rehabilitation_ medicine?

Ms." Kum._ I aro trying ro frame it _in -such- a -waythey-are all
vety -important.- Certainly we_ need good medical indhiduals who
understand= disability as it relates to work, and don't look at people
with disabilities as sick and we are going to put them in nursing
homes.--

_On the other hand, medicine has been_ around fc an aWful hiag
time. They have had a lot longer tO get their act trgethet- and- they
haVe a lbt of inservice training. For !a doctor, one of the things I
look at is how recent is he and what has he done in terMS of keep:.
ing_up.

The field of --rehabilitation -counseling has noz been around as
ng as_the fiekl_of medicine or the_ field of Occupational thera.i.

some: of these_ otl.iers, and so we still are in a critic.s1 reed to make
sure that-we-are training them.

In the beginningand I think maybe that f:asuris
why people have never changed their stanird r th.r. are- no
tinifOrth Standards,- there were-no_ rehabilitntion Iryc hen

theprogram= started: So they_wereipulling them a relate-d_
from ithe_field of education,_ from this field; and th.,1.11 hitting them
ital hard- With lots of doses of training_ once t on the job:

That has changed: We= have developed good trail:tang program.
But Ave_have_got to use them and we also haw? to make sure th
OW- Statb-alid FederAl people are hiring qu6litti,-.-d, cwtified rehabili-
tation counselors._

Mr. BARTLEm Ms. Danek.
MS. DANEK. --The situation _with rehabilitation _medicine_and reha-

bilitation counseling; _for: example; is very _different. There iS a
severe Slibitage of iphysiatrista. I understand almost a -100-percent
&Maid for- physiatrists,- trained_physiatrists. This is a new_special-
ty in rehabilitation medicine; Their traininp is expensive. So thoSe
considerations are taken into Lccount when supporting training
programs,

=Something else to look at, however; is _that once a person com=
pletes a training program a n d become a- physiatritt, they have an
Adequate standard__of living _and they have an :adequate salary: to
ustify the cost of the: training: What I am saying is that in relia=
bilitation counseling, the salaries alone:cannot-be-a-draw for indi-
viduals- to- enter tiaiainK_ programs the way they are in law; medi-
cine, and other fields; which are very high paying.

We need a carrot. :We have dedicated people. We have bright;
conscientious peuple going into the _field; but we need a carrot to
induce them to enter our training programs. In that case it doeS
not occur I do not believe in rehabilitation medicine.
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The carrot is that they will have their 2-year master's level pro-
gram almost completely paid for them, the cost almost completely
covered so that they can affordmany of the individuals wt)o come
into our programs al'e employed professionals% They are ziving up
jobs; jobs in social services and allied _areas; to curie back and go
through this traming. It is a great sacrifice.

Even witl-._the stipends and the tuition support, it is a great sac-
rifice ftkl ' .em.

Mr. WILLIAMS. We appreciate hoth of you being with us and shar-
ing your thoughts with us today.

We now:ask the last panel of _the day to _come forward; Mr. Cho-
lett-6, Mr. Dewi Mr. Harles,_ and Ms. Novak-Krajewski.

I am pleased to have each-of you with us.
7ie need to end our hearing by 25 after the hour: It is now a

quarter to. That would give each of you 5 or 6 minutes for your
testimony and then 5 minotes to Mr. Bartlett and myself for ques-
tion&

If you run- over that rnuchi_ the time will have to come out of the
next-person to speak or -Mr. Bartlett.

Mr. BARTLETT% If you run under, does the time accrue to me?
Mr. WiLuAms. If you run under; the time accrues to Mr. Bartlett.

That is our tradeoff today.
We are delighted to have you with us; Mr: Cholette; Please pro-

'med.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT CHOLEITE, PRESIDENT, EASTER SEAL/
GOODWILL FOUNDA11ON OF NEW HAMPSHIRE' AND VERMONT,
REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL EASTER SEAL SOCIETY;
DONALD W; DEW, DIRECTOR; TRAINING AND RESEARCH UTILI-
ZATION, -RESEARCH TRAINING CENTER, GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON RE-
HABILITATION EDUCATION; CHARLES HARLES, DIRECTOR,
GOVERNMENTAL- AFFAIRS. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF-REHA=
BILITATION FACILITIES; AND ALEXA NOVAK-KRAJEWSKI, CO;
ORDINATOR OF PROGRAMS FOR THE DISABLED,- DELAWARE
COMMUNITY COLLEGES, REPRESENTING:THE AMERICAN ASSO-
CIATION OF COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES

Mr. CHOLETTE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of
the subcommitt.....e. My name is_ Robert Cholette,_and I am the presi-
dent of the Easter &al/Goodwill Industries Foundation of New
Hampshire and Vermont. I am testifying today on behalf of the
National Easter Seal Society.

I would 'eke to briefly summarize the national society's views
and submit a more detailed statement for the record-.

As someone with 20 years experience as _chief executive officer of
a nonprofit rehabilitation service agency,_I appreciate the subcom-
mittee's interest in personnel training, technical assistance, and
service delivery under the Rehabilitation Act.

These activities are critical to the provision of effective and ap-
propriate rehabilitation services. Easter Seal affiliates participate
in virtually every aspect of service delivery under the Rehabilita-
tion Act.
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L: In over L30 States Easter _Seal Society serve 'vocational .rehabilita-
tion cliente-under cooperative -agreements with- State agencies. In
New Hampshire; Easter Seal is the largest nonprofit provider of
State vocational rehabilitation services.

Three- Easter -Seal- Societies-- act -as- client assistant-programs
under title I, and many more operate projects :with industries; cen-
ters- for independent living, and special recreation program.

Recently Easter Seal affiliates= have expressed an interest in
transition _services, suppc-ted employment, and related Federal ini-
tiative& -The- -Rehabilitat- --Act places considerable -emphasis- on
the utilization of nonproii. organizations in the provision of serv-
iteS.
= For this =reason, the National Society firmly =believes that, one,

the Federal Government hi!.5 a major stake in the competence and
success of nonprofit- rehabilitation- service Jiroviders; and, two, that
resources under the act be invested in these providers at a level
commensurate with their delivery of rehabilitation services,'

Service providers like Easter -Seal-are frustrated by -the- shortage
of qualified reh4bilftation_ professionals. :Although the Rehabihta-
tion Training Pfc ;',,am- supports preservice-and- continuing educa-
tion prograaz, -,zaditionally neglects the unique staffing needs of
nonprofit kain-1-, :roviders.-

As a re t t itities- lack- staff and- must- delay,-even deny- reha-
bilitatio to_ eligible individuals,_ To attract staff; facilities
must-pay nir,PLasingly higher Salaries, which drives up the overall
cost of service delivery, = =

:The_ National Society believes that the preservice training grant
allocation process- must- be revised tO accurately respond to-nnn-
profit agency requirements: W::: -ere encouraged by congressional
mandate to link grant Allocation to arew3 of _documented personnel
shortages. However, RSA !: cep --ery .low to implement the
system. _ . _

It is equally important- tO---incmiziits tr43temployi -rent training op-
portunities for community-based nel under the act Inservice
grants are almost always. awarded to _State vocational rehabilita-
tion agencies toprovide continuing education-to their-employees.

:Rarely _are_ community-based rehabilitation professionals includ-
ed- in these- trainin_g -axercises.-- The national society recommends
that preferery7eibe given to State agency inservice training propos-
als -which imii_-rle nonprofit -facility staff
-We also recommend that- a distinct program-priority be- estab-

lished which promotes inservice training for nonprofit rehabilita-
tioniprofessionals.-

==tinder coJperative agnernents :;cith: State agencies,_ nonprofit fa-
cilities are- active partners _in a _pm-vision of :comprehensive_ voca-
tional rehabilitation services. -Unfo-ciunately, the per diem payment
method used by State agencies frequently places facilities at a fi-
nancial -risk.
= Under= cooperative _agreements, facilities typically- -operate voca-

tional rehabilitation programs for State :agency clients,_ To_ do this,
facilities must commit-resources, including staff. -equipment, --and
building space, Problems for facilities arise _wire State agency _corn-
pen-wation, which is based on a projeCted client Utilization, faila to
oover the true cost of maintaining program pacity.
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_For example, in New Hampshire, Easter Seal recently received a
$117,000 vocational rehabilitation grant to construct transitional
building units. State agency clients are housed at an established
daily rate, but because of the status "temporarily out of vocational
rehabilitation services money," it cannot refer clients.

Without expected referrals, our costs per client have increased
dramatically, However, no adjustment has been made to the daily
rate by the State.

The national society recommends that State- age-ncy methods of
payment_ for services be revised to reflect the actual costincurred
by the nonprofit facility :in serving the vocational rehabilitation
client. Vocational rehabilitation counselors generally view job
placement as a State agency-function,

We appreciate:the oppoitunity to submit this testimony, and for
theiNational Society and myself, we thank you.

MI.. BARTLETT [presiding]. Your entire testimony will be made
part-of the record.

Mr CHOLETTE; Thank you.
[The prepared Statement of Robert Cholétte follows:]
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PREPARERISTATEMEWE OF ROBERT CHOLETTE, PRESIDENT, EASTER SEAL-GOODWILL
INDUSTRIES FOUNDATION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL EASTER SEAL SOCIETY

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee.

My name is Robert Cho1ett id : am the President of the Ey,-.e

Seal-Goodwill Industries Fondation of ;.4ew Hampshire 3nd

I am testifyi,g today on behalf of the National Easter Seal

Society.

The National Society is a. private, nonprofit agency dedi-

cated to helping persons who lave disabilities reach their full

potential. Easter Seal Societies pro..ide a wide range of renabi-

litation and related services; inciuding physical; occupational

and speeth-language therapies, vocational evaluation ahd train-

i,g, campirg and recreation, educational servicet, psychological

counseling and suppct. services. Last year, more than one mil-

lion people received Easter Sear services nationwide.

As someone with twenty years experien-e as chief executive

officer of a nonprofit rehabilitation service agency, I appre-

ciate the Subcommittee's interest ih personnel training, teChni-

cal assistanCe and service delivery under the Rehabilitation Act.

These activities are critical to the provision of effective and

appropriate rehabilitation s,arvices.

Easter Seal affiliate: 5articipate in virtually every aspect

of service delivery under th 3 Rehabilitation Act. Ir, over thirty

states; Easter Seal Societies serve vocational rehahilitatioh

clients under cooperative agreements with State Agencies. In New

Hampshire, Easter Seals is the largest nonprofit provider of

vocational rehabilitation services. Three Easter Seal soci-

eties act as Client Assistance Programs under Title I and many
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more operate Projects With Industry; Centers for Independent

Living and Special Recreation programs. Recently, Easter Seal

affiliates ',:ve expressed an interest in transition services,

supported eMplbytent and related federal initiatiVes.

The R,!habilitation Act places considerable emphasis on the

uTii za.':Ion of nonprofit organizations in the provision of ser-

v.d.,s. Under Title I, nunprotit renabilitation facilities pro-

vide evaluation; treatment and training services to assist people

with disabilities to become employed. These f!:c)litieS Vary

COnsiderably ih size, randje -of serVices a,c sophistication. In

every instance, however, they are devotea tc delivering high

quality, cost-effective rehabilitation services. It is estimated

that more than twenty percent of vocational rehabilitation ser-

vices financed annually by State Agencies are de dared in non-

profit rehabilitation facilities.

Voluntary agencies are major participants in discretiona.y

program development activities under the Act. They demonstrate

innovative service programs in special recreat7on, on-the-job

training, independent living and other rehabilitation-related

areas: In addition, these agencies are Often the site of a vast

array of support services.

For many individuals with disabilities, cnmmi.,nity-based

rehabiliZation centers represent a major force !:heir lives.

Facilities and staff ar,a a vital source of en:Y.-.'onal sup-

port and skilled assistance through which personal fulfill-

ment, independence and vocational goals can be achieved.

For these reasOns, the National Society firmly helieves

that: one) tne federal gOvernment has a major stake in the compe-
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tence and success of nonprofit rehabilitation service providers;

and two) that resources under the Act be invested in these provi-

ders at a level commensurate Nitn their delivery of rehaniHt3-

tion services.

Service providers lika Easter Seals are frusrated by a

shortage of qualified rehabilitation professionals. Altnpugn tne

Rehabilitation Training progran' supports preservice and continu-

ing education programs, it traditionally neglects ne unique

staffing needs of nOnpniifit terVice providers: a result,

facilitic lack staff and 11115t delay and even deny renabilitation

services to eligibla individuals. Personnel shortages have, in

many areas; created a "seller's market" among trained rehabilita-

tion professis. To attract staff; facilities must pay in-

Creatingly nigne-r salaries, WhiCh drives Up the overall Cbst Of

serVite delivery.

Additionally, frequent staff turnover drains away scarce

facility resources through ongoing hiring and orientation activi-

ties. This problem is particularly evident in fast-7rowing

stater like New Hampshire and F/orida. Nonprofit administratOnt

attrioJte tne nigh -iate of staff tunnoVer, in part, to the lack

of continui:-Ii education opportunities for facility-based renani-

litation professionals.

The National Society believes that the Act clearly intended

for tne staffing needs of nonprofit rehabilitation facilities to

receive equitable attentiOni Linder the RehabilitatiOn Training

program. We are convinced tnat immediate action in needed under

this program to insure that skilled faciliz.y-based professionals
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are available to meet the needs of people with disabilities.

The preservice raining grant allocation process must be

revised to accurately respond to nonprofit agency requirements.

We were encouraged by the CongreSsidnal mandate to link grant

allocation to areas of documented personnel shOr:igeS. HoWeVef,

RSA has been very slow to implement this system.

It is equally important to increase post-employment training

opportunities for community-based personnel under the Act.

Inservice grants are almost always awarded to State Vocational

Rehabilitation Agencies to provide continuing education to their

emplOyees. Rarely are community-based rehabilitation profes-

sionals included in these training exercises. The National

Society recomme,is that preference be given to State Agency

ioservice training proposals which include iisnprofit facility

staff. We also recommend that a distinct progrdsi priority. oe

established which promotes inservice training for nonprofit reha-

bilitation professionals.

Under cooperative_agreements with State Agencies, nonprofit

facilities are active partners in the provon of comprehensive,

vocational rJhapilitatio ',ervices. Unfortunately; the per diem

payment method u3ed ny Agenties frequently places facili-

ties at financial ris!:.

Typically, cooperative agreements require facilities to

operate vocational rehabilitation programs for State Agency

Clients. To do this; facilities commit resources; including

staff, equipment and building space. Problems for facilities

arise when State Agency compensation, which is based On tlient

utilization, fails tO cover tne true costs of maintaining program
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capacity.

For example, n New Hampshire. Easter Seals received 3

$117,000 vocational rehabilitation grant to conStruct t-

tional housing units. State Agency clients are house:: a. an

established daily rate. But, because the State is temorarily

oUt of vocational rehabilitatifn monies, it cannot re:e- clients.

Without expected referrals, our costs per client ha.,e incrF::sed

dramatically. However; no adjustment has been ma]e :o Jan.(

rate paid by the State.

The National Society recommehds that State Agency methods of

payment for servites be revised to rpt,ect the actur' costs

incurred by nonprOfit facilities in ig vocational rehabili-

tatiOn tlients.

Vocational rehabilitation counselors generally view job

placement as a State Agency function anC are reluctant to pay

facilities for such services. However, community-based fa-

are ideally sitgated to place vocational rehabilitation

tliehtt directly into jobs. In fact, such placement is ofCen an

integral part of their service program. The National Society

recommends that State Agencies be encouraged to use ahd duly

compensate community-based facilities for job placement services.

Technical assistance under the R,!habilitation Act is in-

valuable to nOnprotit service providers. Facility adm:nistrators

are continually searching for new id,!as and alternatives to en-

hance the :uility and del:very of rrhabilitation services.

However, ted lccal resources ra:ely permit the use of expen-

Sive prograM tOnSultahts. AS a re'uit, service providers are

restricted in their ability to imp ement prograM improvements or
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iritiate innovative services in response to co,7munity needs.

As recently as 1981, RSA coordinated the matching of consul-

tdnt3 to the need: of sr. .fic rehabilitation service providers.

Expert.CunSUltants provided technical assistance on a wide range

of topict; intluding accounting; contract pr.curement, safety,

work evaluation, engineering and program services. The rewards

of this program were many. FaCilitieS benefited enormously

from on-site consultation and subsequent iMplementation of

expert recommendations. RSA, which received oetailed reports on

each consultation, acquired state-of-the-art information in

matters :- Interest to rehabilitation facilities. This infor-

Manor ros then disseminated nationwide for use by other

rehabilitatiOn service providers.

FurthermOre, the rehabilitation community realized a sub-

stantial tOst-SavingS under this program. Federally-sponsored

assistance costs less than cOmparable consultation purchased in

the marketpla:e. Unfortunately; these activities were curbed

under the 1978 Amendments and eliminated four years ago.

The National Society proposes tr the RehabilitdtiOn Act be

amended to restore the statutory authority for technical

tante; ds it existed prior to 1978. We recommend that Title III,

Part A; of the Act be amended to include a section entitled

"Technical ASSiStarce", which reads:

"(1) The Secretdry shll provice Dy contract_with_experts or
consultants groUpS thereof; technical assistance --

(A) to rehabilitatiOn facilities; and

(6) to any public or p! ,,ate agency; irStitution,
or facillty.
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(2) In order to carry_out_this section; there are authorized
to be appropriated such sums as may be necessarW

The National Society strongly supports this amendment. At

an average estimated cost of $1,000 per consultation, this tech-

nical attistance prbgram represents a Sound Means of helping

nonprofit rehabilitation facilities serve people with disabili-

ties.

In our view, restoration of a technical assistance program

represents one of several ;ederal initiatives needed_at RSA to

oolster support for nonprofit service providers. Easter Seals

recommends that a facilities unit be established within RSA. to

Cdordinate programs and policies affecting public and private

rehabilitatibh faCilitiet A major tole bf t-e unit Wbbld be the

provision of guidance to facilities regatding the impleMentation

of new federal initiatives, including transition services and

supported work.

Similarly, we support the immediate reactivation of the

Facilities Task Force at RSA. The Task Force, comprised of RSA

staff and representatives of national rehabilitation service

providers; provides a regular forum to discuss issues and pol'-

cies affecting rehabilitation facilities and the individuals they

Ser4e.

Lastly, the Nation., ,ciety is concerned about the dramatic

loss of staff at RSA over the past few years. Since January,

1g84, the RSA workforce has been reduced by about sixteen per-

cent; or

curel as:

staff positions. Most of the reduction has oc-

central office. We urge the Subcommittee to

revlew tn(s situation and take any action needed to insure that a

3 6
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reduced workforce dOeS nOt im00d0 RSA's -dhility to eff,tively

carry out its federal resporsibilit!es.

I am pleased to have beer given the opportunity to tEstify

before tne Subcommittee. On behalf of the Natio-al Easter Sea?

Society ard myself, thank you for considering our yl 4s.

Mr. BARTLETr. Mr Donald Dew.
Mr. DEW. Yes, sir; thank you.
We have, of course, written testimony. We have that for thE

record,_ and I think / could best use my time by snaring with yot
five point§ that are of interest to the National Council on Rehabili.
tation Education.

First_ let me say that I am from George Washington University
and might be in: trouble. I have a joint appointment, one Li the
medical school where for a number of years we had a rehabilitation
me licine grant That is not the case novic We also have a Regional
Rehabilitation Continuing Education Program and a Graduate
Counselor Pilucation Program with the Department of Education.

First; let me say that the National Ciuncil on Rehabilitation
Education represents over 100 colleges and universities around the
country who have as their interest and concern hoth preservice and
inservice and continuing education and that we work extremely
close with the Council of State Administrators; the National Reha7
bilitation Atsociation, and other organizations who are interested
in serving disabled parsons.

The comments made earlier today by Commissioners Baxter and
Dickerson regarding technical assistance are completely 100 per-
cent supported by °Lir organization. Technical assistance as related
to grantees ane certainly State_ agencies as Baxter and Dickerson
indk 'od is literally not available.

_itoring is somewhat in effect via telephone, but good techni-
cal assistance; regardless of what people tell you; is not there,

Directly related to training and hoth preservice and inservice
and continuing educationone of the igsues clearly seems to be
what _are we doing:to ensure that training needs are_ changing as
the needs of rehabilitation change, and what are we doing to keep
up_with the needs of people that serve disabled persons.
_ One of the groups that I think quite often take somewhat of
beating are graduate programs in rehabilitation at universitic.,
What they are criticized for is that you are just not keeping up thc,
new technology and the needs of the practitioners.

I would suggest to you that as long as RSA and other Federal
organizations on an annual basis chan their priorities, a list
which looks six and eight long; that is n. the place for graduate
training programs to change every semester what they offer to pro-
fessionals that are going to be qualified to work and serve the dis-
abled.

Now it is not to say that programs are not available for special
courses and _course programs, we need to constantly evaluate our
curridulum. We do that. That mechanism is in place.
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The basic body of knowledge, good counseling skills, good medical
information activities are basically constant; and that is not the
place to make those changes. Where we do try to impact on acute
issues in rehabilitation are the inservice training and the continu-
ing education program.

I would like to give you an example of the region that I am in,
region III, and something_ that we did last 7ear; which L think
points_this out, and then share _with you another problem that -re
have. Last year it ã ecided that clients who suffer head injuries
would be a regionai :ty: We needed to really get:in thereand
develop programs_a.:: present this information to primarily State
rehab counselors and, in addition, rehab facilities- people, About 20
percent of ur total moneys go into providing training for rehab fa-
cilities people.

In addition,-as we all -know, the initiative of transitioning from
school to work is an issue that we needed_ to develop training pro-
grams on. In a matter of months; in less than t months by pulling
together the confirm-it-kg education program, the inservice training
programs; the counselor education program at George Washington
University, the R&T Center at George Washington University, two
regional resource training- centers,- and a number of _professionals
that:work with the National Head Injury F)u:_dation, and so on,
,41(' developed programs in bOth of these areas and delivered the
:,rogram in -less-than 6 months to over 300 rehabilitationists and
Ci,veloped programs forfollowup _

So the vehicle is in placei I think, in terms of in-service, continu-
ing_ it, and alsc the- importance of working together to make an
impact on these issues:

Now, we come into one of the problems. Next year the priorities
will not have head injury in it most likely. I suspect we w;11:have
transitioning, but we: will have another list :of three or four differ,
ent kinds of areas that we should give priority. This is where I
think some of the- difficulty comes in terms of trying to develop
programs We _turn around having new priorities and it makes it
very difficult for people that are involved in training and educa-
tion.
_ It is being done and I think there are vehicles for doing both. But
it is not an either/or.

In addition, this -area of job placement and making:impact on job
placement; there has been a mechanism put in motion_ that a na-
tional consortium made up of 11 universities around the count ,y
receive annually about $400,000 which works out to something like
$30,000 at:each university. :These universities are located in all of
the 10 regional offices and their primary focus for the past 3 years
has been to develop programs specifically related:to job develop-
ment and job placement and they have been doing this job.

There is evidence in reon IV in terms of numbers showing that
there are more placements in some of the States in that region as a
result of this continuingeducation training:

-Finally, -the notion of new technology in trainingwe get hit
with thisquite a bit There are some people that _would lead you to
believe that you can throw up a satellite and train everybody
around the country. That is one way to dr
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If you are training in the area of ,-Junsehng some of the
skill areas, skiil -development, you do need classroom, yrsu do
need one-on-ne; you:do need icedback.

NOW, you should be using; 1 think; 7 de c: _tape. :You: should be
using some of the otner technology. Mit; again, t is not th'S buSi=
ness_of technology; the satelliths doing the whole job, it pc just not.
there;

Finally; I. think that; Mr. Bartlett; your comment about . ney-6
are-just -notiqoing to b available,- there is no sense in comin, here
each :year saying "we _need more money,i we need more_ monsy, 7
that is going to be an up-hill battle. So we have got; I think,: be able
to demonstrate that we arethose of us in education and training
working_ together to ensure_ that _we are not --duplicating- and that
we are notthat we are working as best we can as:an organization
and aa separategroups to ensure the training is delivered.

believe that -we-are doing-that.- My example about region III
and that training _conference that brought together_ approximately
six organizationsi_ both their rnpney and their talent, demonstrates
that we are-trying to move in those areas.

Thank you very much.
Mr. V Ms. Thank you very much,
[The pr d Statement of Donald D&.-,r follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT GP' DONA? n WILSON D.i ED.D_ PAST PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL ON REHABILITATION EDUCATION

'!r. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, ladies and gen- :men: My name

is Donald ',Filson Dew, Associatt Professor of Educ ion a. The k:ec.ge ..:ashingt.on

University, and Past President of the Naticnal C-1717'1 D5 ,-,habil:1

Education (NCRE), an orglni ion composed cf educator5, t:aining

researchers and studrnts. We prepare and the competenc

ot rehabilitation personn.'1 who assist a portion of this nation's millions f

disabled Americans needing rehabilitation services to tind emoloyment and to

live indepent'ently. Our organization, which repre,zents over a hundred univer-

sities and colleges, w.:,,rks c]osely with the Council of State ,Vmi7 ,!-rar

of Vocational Reht,:ii_atica (CSAVR), :he National Rehabilitation Association

(NRA), the National Rehabilitation Counseling Association (NnCA), and the

Presdident's ti-flirtee on EmpIoymeot of the Handicapped (PCEH). Over the years

our membership ':as assisted the Rehabilitation Services Adap.nistration kRSA) ot

the U.S. Department of Education by conducting surveys and stud,: :s related to

our tra:ning mission a;-'1 the needs of Lhe state/Federal Vocational Rehabili-

t.,tion program. In addition to conducting and participating in training needs

assessments at regional and national levels; NCRE members have participated

on committees and tiask forces which have as their misSion the review and

development of strategies 41.ich make our Ultimate training nd rese rch efforts

bota meaningful and productive.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to provide test.mony on issues

tiated to rehabilitation rsonn,- -aining, post-employmenr services :nd

proviz.ion of technical a,sisLan,
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C, June llth; I sat in the rear f this Committee Ro.m as a spcctatc.r

,Lening to consumers disc...,s3 their experiences, both ,ositivc- Ant negar.vo,

with iniS natiOn't State/Feder,1, Vocational Rehabilitation Trgram.

Lanterns present...! by the pahelists were directly re1 to rain]

educational needs of professionals working in the rehabiLltation tieId today.

Also, I listened to re?resentativ. from -uch consumer organizations as the

National Head Injury Foundation ,.he) discussed many issues which, in rder tc

resolve; will require quality pre-serv'te and in-service training as well as

OOntihUing education. Of course; it is very clei.r that training is not the

total cnswer for many of the concerr.s that we hav- as we serve this

isabled population. Training, for example, cannot replace good leadership nor

can training take the pla,-e of adequ.4te funIng Lo irsAre that programs are

established and continued. 'irAining can, and does, 3:ect personne, preparatian

and skills uhich ar ,! directLy related to out,..,71,s. This, in turn, translates

into more effective.client services.

A look at the banding for training within the Rehaoilitation Services

Administraion over the past el.ght years shows a decrease from $30;5C0,000.00 in

1576-77 to $22,0nO,U00.00 for 198-.,5 This came at a time when addlicnal

emphasis was being pLaced on s,rvices to severely disabled persons, when the

Rehabilitation iervices Adr,inistration's prioritis annual:y, and when

many atares were uu,:ergoing personnel changeL. During :hese years army

univerSity programs were cerminat-d and competent; well-trained faculLy were

farced to leave univers:ties ard colleges or go In_o other fields.

lhe Rehabilitation A-CA as it exists today is comprehensive and balanced

legislation which allows for creative services to be provideu -o a wide tango OE

persons with aisabiliti,!s.
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A rehabilitation counselor today can dev lop 'n InP-"idualized '.dritten

Rehabilica[i.,n Program for his or her ,..ien[ tai.ore toward

comprehensive evaluation or assessment. They are able to p:vide voca:ional

training; counseling and guidance, pla,:ment assistance and post-emplomen[

services. The IRP is only limited by the counselor's and client's own

creativity, but untortdhataly i.!equal proi:r fOhding are ctten cc

available. Our or ,blem is simplY that cnly serving a ti-tion t]ose

persons who could benefit f. , ,ehabilitat on services. We are ' e to keep

up with the demand for new qualified c.,unlors end th c! tr needs of

employed counselors and adm:.1 rators. is not because of the

Rehabilitation Act and existing trai progr , but the funds to fue. the

prc,grms hdoe been lacking. The Rehabilitation Att allows for the opportunity

to provide comprehensive services and Ahoiild not t.e changed:

Tr-se educators and trainers associated with, and the supporters ot,

pre-servi.ce, in-serv ce and continuing ed.ication [reining programs continue to

t. responsive to the everchanging training needs of rehabilitation personne..

4.Thile flexibility is important it must be understood that two-year graduate

programs in rehabilitation counseling; facility administra: n and voc.itional

evallvtion, fc,t- exac':-0, cannot and shoud not chahge core content cnnuall_.

There are basiC bd-dies ,t knowledge and skills vhiCh nee._ to remain constant.

This is not ,t special cou:sework cannot be developed to focus on a

select topic or issue. Ur.versity graduate pro7rams have the mechanism to

acc ish this. Th. better vehicle tor addr, Ing acute issues haL: oee

in-, rvice and continuing educ,,.tion programs. Last year in RSA Reion III, my

re,:.on, it was deciAed to_develop. a trainir:g program to address services related

to head injured individuals and also sperific trai%ing relatd 1. the

cra.siticning if clients from school to work. I, matter Of mi.irit

comprehensive programs were planned 7.3 nearly "0
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rehabilitationists from state age:lc:es as well as from private reha litation

facilities. We pulled together personnel and monies from state in-service

training programs, Regional Rehabilitation and Continul%g Education Program's,

Regional Resource Centers, Research and Training Centers, and professional

associations in planning. Mate.ials developd for these programs were used by

rehah,litatiJil .nselor education programs. Tl-is same scenario goes -n around

.ountry.

Mr. Chairman; I can tell you the .hanism for educators and trainers

respond quickly to changing training needs ot rehaollitation pers5n7e1 1, in

place and working. I must also say that at times, this mechanism is overused.

We cannot continue to offer quality programs to a larger audience with fewer

*-ainers and educators on limited do1lar7. We cannot continue :0 respond to

what some call the "disabilit the month t,-aining syndrome" without more

indepth planning and follow-up training. «e need a comprehensive nat,....nal

training plan which is a product of the best thinking ot all persons interested

and affected by :raining.

The field of rehabilitation today Is exciting. New advaces in EP

procedures and practices are being explored and advanced daily. Our

rehabilitation research programs continue to focus on creative issues while

redu'..ing the dissemination/utilization time required to pe:-. findings _ use.

What is miss'ng today is a tech 1,_11 assistance program. Traditional:: this nas

been a role carried tUt by the Penabilitation Services A,!ministration
_

Regional Offics, but monies ar ...mply not available for technical assistance

purp.;ses l.ss fr.r e on-site conti_t with State Vocational

Rehabilitat Awencies.

While technical assictat.ce is one of the many 1..,ies of educators,

resear.ners and trainers the primary responsibl:ity for a formal program best

rests at ':he Rehabilitation Seivices Administration Regionai .ice level with
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adequate travel ahd suppirt tuhds ror this purpose It nac-s little sense tO

have experienced, well-trained personnel office-bound.

In summory, we as otion personnel to perfor:u a onnor s: highly

skilled cases today. 7hey ed to understand medical :onditcons know

e%aluation an: asseisme,.. :ur.ts; and be skillet' .11 counseling and plccement

and be familiar witn community resources. In tne morning the rehaoilitationist

may see cli. Ls in a helping relationship, and in the afternoon he or sne may

meet with employers to discuss co modification. All of this and more is done

for several disabilities which affect many individuals differently.

Disabled persons deserve the right to have qual:: ed personnel assisting

with the rhabilitation process. State age-lcieo need to employ qualified staff

from recognized training ograms. Rehg.biiitation personnel must nave the

opportunity to Keep aoreast of new practices and technical ass.st ,ce must be

available when needed.

The Rehabilitation Act presently allows for ureparion, graining and

continuing educati.n. «hat is needed :low is fe,:eral commitment, lea,lership,

funding, and act:in, «e stand united and rrtOr to assist :tool- Commift,e in any

way possible to ache ve our mutual gpal of nsocing quality rehabilitation

services to diSables perqU,,, through tne prepavatioc ot qualified personne

On behalf of :he Co,:ncil on Rehabilitation Eo ition, that .

for this opportunity to snare our ooncerns and hupes.

3 6
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr; Earle&
Mr. RLES. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles Harles, and I

am associate director of the National Association of Rehabilitation
FacilitiesWe are an association of over 500 rehabilitation facilities
and 21 Affiliated State chapters.

Our stated purpose is to enhance the capacity of facilities to pro-
vide quality se: krices t): disabled people. Let me talk briefly about
our training and technical assistance. Rehabilitation would not be
the successful program it is today were it not for the cadre of
trained professionals who provide these services.

The strength and effectiveness of the prop-am is depenthnt upon
an adequate supply of training competent practitioners. It is esti-
mated_ that rehabilitation facilities alone will need between one
and 200,000 new staff before 1990 given-the growth of-the programs
just_ over the past several years: This _need for additional personnel
is obviously compounded by recent efforts to reduce Federal fund-
ing available for training programs.

NARF was pleased when OSER:2 announced early this year its
report to Con:ress on training needs that new categories and new
emphasis Wilf.'be placed on ti aining rehabilitation facility _person-
nel. The_ increased emphasit on job developmen*; placement; sup-
port work and_transitionai programs is also wel._ Ane, and there is
a need ts. -7.ognize that, vocation evaluation and work adjustment
are also areas where there is a continuing need for trained person-
nel to provide adequate services.

While the recognition e' the priorities by OSERS has -ackriowl-
edgej the overall support for training programs; obviously some-
7:hing to be desired with the actual reduction in actual dollars
?.vailable for training going down substantially in the peried -be-
tween 1980 and 1985. Even the current level of $22 million e -esn't
come close to meeting the minimal nee& of these programs.

While_program funding sltould be based on a -1V-9.1 and identified
need; the obvious-should_ not be 'gnored while these various surveys
and studies are being developed. I brought the very same study
with me-that -ou showed earlier as being an example of a good
study of the needs and ho.v to address thcm basicai,y being ignored
by_ the administration.

Recently I talked to one ...liversity program that ha-d
job listings for the 70 to 80 students they had graduatis
area of vocational evaluation, for instance, just showing
need there.

Training programs f_--4ed by RSA basically fall into four ca.,:.go-
ries: preservice, inservice, long-term and short-term training. While
the division between th(se types of. grants has been fairly roasona-
ble; I think it is particalarly important that special attention be
placed on the inservice and short-term programs.

It is under these two types of programs that training can respond
quickly to the changing needs and emphasis and get training_ quick
ly to the peopie who are providing the direct service to disabled
people, and it should be noted,_ as _has been stated earlier, these
short-term inservice programs should be readily available to both
State VR counselors and to persons employed in rehabilitation fa-
cilities.
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_It also needs to be acknowledged that there are a variety of ways
of:getting these training programs to the people that need them in
addition to-traditional- a-rnic programs: There are- some areas of
need for training: that we 1..ave observed over the past several
years: One- is in -the- area--oi .( -,unselôrs to deal
with the wide variety:of ling m programs and
not jUst the -State/Federal re .; .. ;

Within rehabilitation -fee & nlanv !-.1--.;,7es of pro-
gram_help to_disabled person h. a J:* Train-
ing- Partnership Act, developm .1. I. !?

whole gamut of local and State prop ru tiIFT
be just as .well verged_ in. Counsek,L z neec6 t.

more focus-on Social-Set -'-nceritive3 in this p:c-
gram_withat they can help disabled _ .

One of-our -most- recent publications is a r-okiet- that we are pro-
siding_ as a public :service called "Soc'.;-.4 i.curity Incentives_ _To
Workr just _to help_ identify to counselms both within:facilities and
in other settings that- there -are-at Ieas some- incentives to -work
within_ _the Social Security_ system. There are_ needs to 1, -prove
those; like making sections 1619 permanent.; nd some other things
Mr Bartlett is _well aware of; but we-decided -at-least- make-a start
in making people aware that there are some incentives there al-
ready.

We wish _to emphasize that _there_ is a continuing need to train
perscns to do job development and job :placement. I think especially
we need to note that-we need specialists in these areas, and nOt
just counselors:who. have some training in joh placement and job
development. We -have-discovered; especially through the project§
with industry-type: programs that when you put a person whose
only job is to do job:development and job placement :and put them
in a position where they- can-work-directly -with -clients -and--direo-t1
with prilate industry,: that is where _yooget very :high placement
rates with that 1-to-i -type -relationship. With that being their only
responsibility;: not having 8 or 10 other responsibilities they must
look aftkr at the same time.

With regard to te -.nical assistance, I think- suffice to say that
the sit:...ation: prior:to 1978 was a- program at :least for rehabilitation
fkilities which-- offered probably the lowest-- cost---program within
RSA but had some of the highest impact; $250,000 a year was as
high §.§ it ever got. But :they: were able to provide more than::300
consultations- ayear and- that included- the- -cost -of -the-consulting
feeto_the experts, as: well as_ their travel.: This went a long way in
getting information tO people very _quickly and in places where
they _could not very leasily take advantage of university progi ams
or other tYpes of training programs. This is especially important it:
rural-- areas-, --for --ilistance, -where -a-- workshop-lust can't affotd to
send somebody to Chicago for a training r r)gram:

--They could have someone .sent to them .quite Often to look at: a
particular problem; and we recommendwe made -it more specific
in otir written testimonywhat was considered at the time a tech-
nical -glitch in- the- 1978- amendment- should- -be- fixed so- -that- -they
can ree§t-11?-iish a similar_ program and to expand that_program so
that it be proactive. In that; we can send experts for instance,
into sm,.Air rural places and into smaller facilities to talk about
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supported work; talk about transition programs things like thiS
that quite often they only get- tb read about. They- cazA- get-into
these other programs- -where_ _they can _get their hands-on experi-
ence: Thf's would give them that opportunity. :

We wt;uld 1:ie glad -to- provide additional ';A:ff-timony.- -One- of the
areas that we certainly hope-that-the- subcom;:aittee will be-_looking
at__ asit contimie-s_ this series of hearings over the next couple of
months is_ the area_ of_ the providing of services how are they
providedi lvs,w might we be able to- do- :t -more -efficiently and we
would -certa 7)e glad to provide testimony in that area when .ztp-
propriate: Thank you.

[The PrePared Statement of Charles Harles folloWS:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT 117 'CHARLES W. HARLES, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR; GOVERNMENTAL
AFFAIRS; NATIONAL itSSOC1AT1ON OF REHABILITATION FACILITIES

Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Charles Harles. I am

Associate Director, G-Ivernmental Affairs, for the National

Association of Rehabilitation Facilities.

The National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities is a

membership organization composed of c-!er c00 rehabilitation

facilities and 21 affiliated state chapters. Its stated purpose

is to enhance the capacity of facilities to provide quality

services to disabled persons; This purpose is achieved through

various activities including educational, technical, ifigislativ .

public relations and administrat've meal

As a voluntary member-Ship brganizatien, NARF Prides

leade,.-Ship to rehabilitatic- tieS. Thia leadership is

particularly exemplified in tl f employment programs for

handicapped individuals. tional Association of

Rehabilitation Facilities opei . a national On-Job-Training

project for the U.S. Department of Labor and a national Projects

With Industry -,rogram for the Department of Education. Through

these innovative programsi the Association has been able to

develop a wide range of employment opportunities for handicapped

people through skills training at the job site, enCIaves in

industry and work experience programs.

During the past (.ecade, there has beeh a major shift in the

ekpectaticins of hehdicepped persons, the federal government and

service providers on the most app opriate technique for

imp-oving the Lidependence and quality of _ife for handicapped

persons. PL 94-142, The Education for all Handicapped Children

Act, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended, and the Develop-

3S0
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nantal Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Riohts Act have inte-

grated disabled persons into the mainStrea ,ty. Mimi the

view that handicapped persons could be2;- n a protected

sheltered environment we have evolved to a co77-itment to deini'ti-

tutionalization, normalization and the restrictive

environment.

This morning I would like to briefly wress the issues of

training and technical asrlstance from _ne -_rspective

rehabilitation facilities. Both issues are importAnt to

the Continued improvement in the provision rE-habilitation

services.

TRAINING

Rehabi:.itation would not be the successful prog:a7 it it t0day

were it not for the cadre of trained professional:, WhO provide

rehabilitation services. Training program:, fun6:. under The

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 have played an important role in

assuring that well qualified persons have been aveilare to fill

those jobs.

The strength and ef-c,civeness of rehabilitation facilities is

detndent upon an adequate supply of appropriate1.1 .raincd and

comptent practitioners It is estimated rehabilitation

facilities will need to attract 100000 - 300;000 new staff by

the year 199(L This need for additional personnel is compounded

by the Administration's efforts to reduce fed*.ral funding avail-

able for training rehabilitation pers.innel.

A recent study by the Univeraity of Wisconsin, Stout Vocational

Rehabilitation Institute, pro:'ects facility manpower needs
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through 1990. In 1980, the average facility etplcyed 23 Staff in

managerial, service and production roles. By 1981, the avetage

facility was 'amploying 26 persons. This 13 percent annual qtobith

rate iS not expected to be maintained but the average facility is

eXpeeted to emp/oy 35 staff in 1985 and 42 staff by 1990. This

means 9 tOte trained staff per facility by 1986 compared to 1981

and 12 by 1990. DeSpite efforts by the education and rehabili-

tation communities, the federal fund-17.9 for training of rehabili-

tation personnel declined frbin $30.5 minion in fiscal 1979 to

$19.2 million in fiscal 1983; $22 Million win be spent in fiscal

1985.

Approximately $1.3 million will be available in figehI 1995 for

training in rehabilitation facility administration and proYision

of facility training through the regional continuing edubát:;.on

_
prograMS. In order to meet the manpower needs of facilities

clatiiig the Cc:Ming decade, it appears that tl-ree major markets

will need concentration. These are: the tr,itional degree-

seeking student for which most no/lege progr.:.r.li were developed

and whict: i ;.he major source of new entrant into the iaciliti

employment market; the experienced, employea 7 rson in a facility

seeking advanced training in his/her own Fc-. ..slitatiOn or in a

secondary area; and finally the long ot raort tert training

required by perscns needing retraiDing c, an area someWhet

Slightly Unfamiliar to p2evious levels of e-f.1)erience.

NARE Vas pleased when OSERS sent its port on training needs

to COnOteSS earlier this year tNat categories and new

enr-ai4 wag being placed on training rehabilitation facility

c-,nel. The increased emphasis on job development. placement,
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supported work, and tran2ition3l programs was also welcmed.

There is a13o a lieed to reoize 1cai vaIzaticn ;in..: work

adjustment as areas where there 153 co.ltitiuir4 nee0 fet tralned

personnel to r intain adequate

While the res.,: tioh cf priorities ty OSERS is azknow,edged,

the overall stpport for training programs leaves som2thinci to be

dtSited. Funding for training programs declined frcm 530.5 mil-

lion in FY 1980 to $19.2 million in FY 1983. Even the current

level of $22 million does not come close to meeting minimal

needs. In its April report to Congress it was stated that there

was inadequate supply and demand data available and that there-

fore no new training programs would be funded in FY 1986. The

Administration'.. attempts to cut funding to aII time lows defies

rationale;

While program funding should be bas:Ed and identified

nee, the obvious should be i;-1 while surveys are

developed and analyzed. Re there werv orr 1,000 job list-

ings for the 70 tc b0 student ;. graduating from one university

program that specialized in training vocational eva.ivators.

Training programs funded by RSA fall into four broad

categories. They are pre-service trathingi in-service tra:nin9i

long-term and short-term training. W)ile the division between

these types of grants has been fairly reasonbIe, NARF thinks it

is particularly important that speci!I attention r.,e paid to ih-

service and shor.-term programs. It in under these tw:, programs

that training can respond quickly to cuanging needs and new

3
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emphases and gets _training guiLkly to the people who are provi-

ding direct services to disabled persons. It should be noted that

thete thOrt-termi in-service training programs should be readily

aVailable tO both state VP counselors and to persons employed in

rehabilitatiOn facilitiet. It also needs to be acknowledged that

various methods of proViding training need to be utilized to

bring the training to the most people in the MOSt effitient

manner.

NARR is a strong supporter of providing training programs to

the rehabilitation field. Dur.Ing the past two years NAF has

provided training in the areas of financial management for reha-

bilitation facilities to help them be more effci?nt; provided a

teriet Of Seminars on how to develop Pro;'c' :Iich Industries

Advisdry COUnCilS tOnducted a n.,:ional se:ainar on producing

prod0Ote fOr State use made in rehabitation facilities; and

produced and dietributed thousands of manuals on subjects soch as

Supported Work models, estbliehing And Wage and Hour

compliance. NARF has recently been awarded a major graNt by ta

Administration on De..elopment-al Disabilities that

nate information to the rehabilitat'on field and th' nusiness

community on how persons with developmenta' disabilities can be

covetitively employed. NARF has recently applied for a taining

grant froth RSA to provided shrt-term training to facility ahld

etate VR persorintI tO enhance their skills in sunported work

programs and tb encourage greater involvement of advocates,

h,Andicapped indiViduals and parents in t.iis employment option;

There are some areas of need fdr training that NARF has

observed over the past several yeare. One is A need td mOdify
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tzairing of pOtential counselors to deal with a wide variety of

potential .1-tInding sources and programs; not just the state-

federal retabilitation program. Within rehabilitation facilities

ono c. many scurce of programs to help re!)abilitate diS-

abled persons. Programs such as the Job Training Partnership Adt,

Developmental Dinabilities prcgrams and a variety bf State pro-

grams for persons who are mentally retarded Or eMotienally ill

are all utilized as well as private insurance: COOnselor training

also needs to include more focus on Social Security, SST and

especaIly the inOcntivtt in those programs that help disabled

persons work;

We wish to emphasize that there is T. continuing need to train

pertens to do job development and job placement. Programs such as

PWI have shown that placements can be significantly In-:!reased if

there are persons wtose only job is to work with private ibdUttry

on jot placement for specific disabled pertent. While there is

language in the current law identifying the-se tWo job categories

for special consideration even more emphasis would be he: ful.

This SW)committee also needS t6 be aware of a major. national

task force oh training that was convened by RSA between 1982 and

1984 That task force, compr'sed of national leaders in the field

Of rehabilitation training, made recommenditions to RSA on the

deVelopmenc of a management system to meet the Congressional

m.-..ndate to determine manpower needs and to collect data to dOCU-

ment those needs. I have given staff copies of thit report dated

March 21, :984.

385
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TECHNICAL ASSISTkNCE

Prior to 1978 technical assistance to rehabilitation facilities

was an important form of training. Although the dollars allocated

to the program were relatfvely small, never more than 8250,000,

the impact was large. An adverse interpretation of a Iegi3lation

change in the technical &resistance language effectively ended the

technical assistance program.

The 1965 Amendments to the Vocational Rehabilitation ACt

created a specialized program of tcchical assistance to reha-

bilitation fadilities. This program was under Seetión 304(e) of

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. That section of the law provided:

"(e1(1) The Secretary is authorized, directly or by con-

tract with state vocational rehabilitation agencies or

experts or consultants or groups thereof, to provide t-

nical assistance (t) to rehabilitation facilities, and (B)

for the purpose of removal of architectural and transpor-

tation barriers, to any public or nonprofit agency, insti-

tution, organization or facility."

Under this provision RSA established a liSt Of .tionally

recognized experts who could be sent to rehabilitation facilities

whe requested technical assistance through RSA regional offices.

RSA would refer the expert to the facility and would pay for the

consultation and for the necessary travel.
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Consultations were provided in a wide variety of fields. They

included contract puxurement; plant layout and workflow; voca-

:ional evaluation and work adjustment; facility accreditation

requirements; financicl nanagement and accounting; personnel

administration; development and marketing of products; produc-

tion: quality control; industrial engineettilg; safety; job place-

ment; MIS development; computer utililation; micrographics, wage

and hour consultation, and other subjects. The average cost was

less than $1,000 pr consultation, thus allowing more than 250

consultations per year when the program w:4s operational.

The program was effectively ended in 1979 when Section 506 of

the Rehabilitation Act replaced Section 304; Section 506 also

provided for technical assistance to rehabilitation facilities

bu:: changes in punctuation and new language was interpreted to

limit the technica- assistance to consultations on matters per-

taining to barrier .emoval. RSA could have utilized Section 12 of

the Rehabilitatio4 Act which allows the RSA Commissioner to

"rrovide consultatfve services and technical assistance to public

or non-profit private agencies and organizations. " However-,

internal budgetary decisions were made to prevent utilization of

this authority.

There is a continuing need to provide technical assistance to

rehabilitation facilities. If anything, the world these faCili-

ties must operate in has become even more complex. Accreditation

requirements are more stringent and more complex, utilization of

computers has moved from financial management into programs, and

there have been great strides in new program direction such as

Projects With Industry, supported work and transitional programs.
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While there are training programs and some materialS available,

they are not always easily accessible to the-se whO ned the

information. The cost to send staff tO training programs is aften

prohibitive and timing iS Often a probleM. Face to face inter-

action is much more effeCtiVe than ttYing to utilize manuals or

training materiaI WhiCh may or may not be appropriate to a

particular PitUation. These factors are especially pertinent to

small fatilitiet, often in rural areas.

NARF strongly urges the adoption of an amendment tO the

Rehabilitation Act which would restore program Df teChnical

assistance to rehabilitation facilities. Not ohly Would

facilities once again have access tb expettt' advice in

management, program and technical areas, bUt new program infor-

mation and diroction sucn as supported work and transition pro-

grams_could be better disseminated to the people who are working

with severely diSabled persons.

This teStimony was limIted to the issues of training and tech-

nical assistance. NARF strongly urges the Subcommittee to hold

one Of itt oversight hearings on the subject of service deIiVery

under the Rehabilitation Act. NARY would like an oppOrtUnity to

present testimony on that subject to explore how rehabilitation

funds can best be used to provide rehabilitation services to

those most in need.

Mr. Chairman, thank yOu fet this opportunity to provide
_

testimony. I will be glad to answer any guections you may have or

provide additional information to you or your staff pertaining to

barrier removal-.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. M. Novak-Krajewski.
Ms. NCWAK-KRAJEWSKI. Good day, Mr. Chairman, members of the

Subcommittee. My name is Alexa Novak-Krajevvsk,,. and I am rep:.
resenting the American AsSociation of Community and Junior Col-
leges, the Association of Community College _Trustees. I am the co-
ordinator for programs for disabled students at Delaware Technical
Community College.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973; amended February -1984, man-
dates that perSonnel b-e specifically trained in providing employ-
ment assistance with handicapped individuals through job develop-
ment and job placement The question arises as to whether_or not
State vocational rehabilitation:counselors are tra'ned to deal with
the specifically targetted population of severely-disabled individ-
uals and, if not, what types of training programs ars available to
such counselors and is the RSA providing sufficient funding to im-
plement such programs?

The guidance information system 1984 data banim indicate that
73 colleges and universities nationwide have graduate level pro-
gramS in the rehab services. However, they are located in only
three specifi,..-, regions, the Midwest, New England, and the Far
West, specifically California. If one is not a resident of one of theSe
areas-with a graduate program in rehabilitative services, the out-
of-Statefeef., are prohibitive.

Title I, section 101 of the act states that the State "contains the
plans, policies and methoda to be followed in carrying out the State
plan, . . . to expand and improve services to handicappd individ-
uals with the most severe handicaps." Therefore, one must assume
that rehabilitation counselors are trained in these specific areas.

Surveys indicate that few State rehabilitation counselors have
had training in job development and placement. State agencies
cannot offer salaries comparable_to private _rehabilitation agencies
and hosritals. Thus, graduate level rehabilitation service counSel-
oraare seeking employment in the private sec tor.

To illustrate, the State of Delaware currently has 30 vocaVonal
rehabilitation counselors serving approximately 5,000 ,Lisabled cli-
ents. Of the 30 counselors, only 2 hold master degrees in rehabilita-
tion services; 10 have masters degrees in general counseling, and
the other 18 in varied areas of human service bachelor level de-
grees in criminal justice, social work-andTsychology.

Since the impetus is towards the rehabilitation and employment
placement of severely handicapiPed individuals, the question arises
are State agencies providing_ the 'necessary training to upgrade
their counselors' 6xpbrtise and is RSA providing requisite funding
to the States?

DOlaiivare is a minimally funded State for RSA moneys. Once_re-
habilitation priorities are_met, a modicumonly api.:oximately 1
percent of its State/Federal budget is allocated for in-service train-in

ere are experts available to address-the complex and new situ-
ation§ §Urfacing within the rehabilitative area of disabilities. With
limited resources, the cost Of such expertise is prohibitive. Small
States Cannot afford to update their counseling staff__

Rehabilitation adminiStrators indicate these areas of concern of
supervision of insufficiently trained counselors. Counselors' lack of
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knowledge of specialized employment :placement; counselors' lack
of knowledge interpreting the complexity of a client's medical con-
dition and ability to perform on the job; counselors' lack of knowl-
edge regarding existing funding available to clients for personal
transportation needs, housMg and attendant care; counselors' in
ability to provide :holistic rehabilitation; and counselors' lack of
knowledge of disability referral sources.

How might colleges and universities- assist in developing pro-
gramming for in-service training _for rehabilitation staffs? There
are approximately 1,200 lunior and community colleges throughout
the United States serving roughly 8 million full and part-time stu-
dent&

Junior-and community colleges- ere designed to serve a large de-
mographic_ crossi section of individuals and are_ conveniently locat-
ed. -Their facilities could easily coordinate and develop in-service
programs with Stine rehabilitation offices and national rehabilita=
tion organizations. ii

The demographics the rehabilitation population are ever
changMg _as technological advancements assist the severely dis-
abled in daily living skills, work environment accomodations; and
educational and trainihg program access.

Standard college coursework becomes obsolete within a matter of
a-few yearsi hence, the most viable form of continuing education in
rehabilitation_services is ongoing inservice training. Fifty-five per-
cent of all collegebound disabled students begin their college work
at community and junior colleges.

Community and junior colleges encompass one-third of-the mem-
bership of the ASkiciation of Handicapped :Student Service_Pro-
grams=in= Postsecondary Education,--better- known as AHSSPPE.
AHSSPPE has _investigated the degree to_ which rehabilitation
counselors- are encouraging otherwise qualified handicapped indi-
viduals to attend postsecondary institutions.

Statistics indicate that many counselors _are not .Rifficiently
trained in-placing such-clients. Ohio State University has approved
a model project in its graduate school; college of human services to
train-at-the- master's level curriculum in disabled student services
atthe postsecondary level:

Rehabilitation counselors are mandated to serve_ and place se-
verely disabled individual& To provide quality rehabilitative serv-
ices; R.Sk must increase training funds to States-

Rehabilitative services degree programs are offered by colleges
and universities; However, curricular focused on job development

xi placement are limited.
Overall, RSA-funding should be increased to provide State reha-

bilitai,ion counselors_ with more competitive salarie&
Wivh an increase in training funds, State rehabilitation agencies;

in conjir.ic:ion with local junio2-colleges, can develop ongoing in-
rvice ogrims to serve_rehabilitation coimselors; =

C.--31ges-and universities providing baccalaureate and master de-
grees in rehabilitation_ serv!ces could utilim junior and-community
college programs for disabled students as possibla internship place-
ments;==

Finally, Mr. Chairman; we hope this committee will take a close
look at the way States distribute Federal funde to the disabled pop-
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ulation and the agencies hest able tt serv thern. Training at _the
tidiilt level ensures the_ disabled a stable_ place in the job market,

Yet, in tains, States posteecondary aproprictiens under_ the Carl
Perkins Votational Education _Act- are -contr.-oiled and monopolized
by State educational egencies whjch channel thiS 8UppOrt pritharily
to- seceridary institutkms. Postsecondary institutirins,_such as corn-
munity colleges and 4-year colleges arid unii-,.frsitieE. do nct receive
the funds mandated by Federal law fOr h6ndieapped services.
Thank you.

[The prepared stalement oi Alexa Novak-Es ajewski follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALEXA NOYAK-KRAJEWSKI, COORDINATOR,: PROGRAMS FOR
DISABLED STUDENTS, DELAWAPE TECHNICAL AND COMMUNITY COLLF.GE ON BEHALF OF
THE AMER,CAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMINITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES AND THE ASSOCIA-
TION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRUSTEES

Mr. Chairman, member% of the Subcommittee, my name is Alexa

Noval'-rajewski and I am representing the American Association uf

Community and .2unior Colleges and the Association of Community

College Trustees. T im the Coordinator of Programs for Disabled

Stik;Onts at Delaware Technical and COmmunity Cqllege.

Title III, Part A of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended

throuv, February 22, 1924, Secticn 304(a) states that: ..."The

commissioner may ,make grants to and contmacts with States and public

or nonprofit agencies and organizations, including institutions of

higher education, to pay part of the cost of projects for training,

traineeships, and related activities designed to assist in increasing

the numbers of qualified personnel trained in providing vocational,

medical; social, and psychological rehabilitation 'services to handi-

capped individuals, including (1; personnel specially trained in

providing employment ascistance to handicapped individuals through

job development and job placement services...."

The question arises as to whether or not :tate vocational rehab-

ilitation counselors arP tm.alned tn deal with :he Specifically targeted

population cf severely disabled individuals. If not, what types of

training programs are available to such counselors and is the Rehabilitation

Services Administration providing sufficient funding to implement such

programs?

Addressing the area of ava lability of education programs

providing Rehabilitative Services curriculum, Guidance Inforz

mation System (TSC/Eoughton Mifflin, Co.) 1984 data banks indicate

that 73 colleges and universities nationwide have graduate level

programs. GeugrapLically, those 73 proqrams are concent.2ted in

3 2
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three specific regionst The Mid-west, NeW England, and Far-iest;

specifically, California. If one is not a ,esident of a state in

Wh'th A graduate prop-am offers a cor...entration in Rehabil'tative

Services, the out-of-state fees are -hibitive. ThUs, the

availability of programs is liMited while Many Of the programs

do not have courses directed towards developing skills in the

al'e-as Of :00 0ee onent and :co :flacer-ent fr hand,:ad Ind

L.

Since Title I, Section 101-, 5(A) Of the Act Oändat0s tnat tne

State..."contain the plans, policies, and metnods to be followed

in carrying out the State plan and in its administration and super-

Vition, including a description of the method to be used to eXpahd

and improve services to handicapped inaividuals With the most severe

handicaps and a description Of the tethbd to be used to utilize

existing rehabilitation facilities to the maximum extent feasible..."

therefOre, one must assume that rehabilitation counselors are

trained in these specific areas; Nevertheless, SUrVeys inditate

that few state rehabilitation counselors have had training in ,job

development and placement. State agencles cannot offer salaries

comparable tb OriVate rehabilitation agencies and hospitals; thus,

graduate level Rehabilitation Services counselors are seeking

employment in the private sector; Conl-,equently, the numbers of

thos2 with degrees in Rehabilitative Services employed by state

agencies are decreasing. To illustrate, the state of Delaware currently

haS 30 vocational rehabilitation counselors serving approximately

5,300 disabled clients. Of the 30 counselors only two hold master

degrees in Rehabilitative Services; ten'have master degrees in

general counseling and the other 18 have bachelor degrees in varied
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areas of human services, such as, criminal justice, social work;

and psychology.

The impetus is towards the rehabilitation and employment

placement bf e.everely handicapped individuals. Thus the gu. tion

arises: Are state agencies providing the necessary training to

upgrade their couoselors' expertise and is RSA Providind reduisite

funding to the statos for such staff developrent7 Citing

:e'are as an exa!,,,D1-t., it iS a '7,ini7611y funded state for

monies. Once rehabilitative priorities are met, a modicum

(approximately one-percent (1 of its state/federal fiscal budget

remains to provide in-service training to its COUnseling staff.

Utilization of the State of Delaware's Division of Vocatioral

Rehabilitation budgetary figures for fiscal 1984 (FY84) indicates

that once service needs are achieved minimal sums are available

for in-service training; approximately $600. Per counselor, There
. . 2

are experts available to address the complex and now sitUatiOns

surfacing within the rehabilitative area of disabilities; however,

With limited resourcesthe cost of such expertise is prohibitive.

Lacking sufficient Funding, most small states cannot afford to

update their counseling staff.

Due to nature of most severe handicaps; a counselor MUSt be

exceptionally creative in developing job possibiliie. Rehabilitation

administrators indicate these areas of ccncern in their supervision

of insufficiently trained counselors:

1. Counselors ladk of knowledge of specialized employment

placement (accommodation) of severely disabled qualified

ar.pliCants:
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2. Counselors lack of knowledge interpreting the complexity

of a client's medical condition and ability to perform

oh the job.

3. Counselors lack of knowledge regarding existing funding

available to clients for personal transportation needs,

housing, and attendant care.

4. COLnselors inability to provide nolistic rehabilitation

counseling - the client is an individual with family;

friends; and personal involvements

5; Counselors lack Of knowledge of disability referral

sbUrcet.

The President's Committee on Employment of the HanCcapped

has sponsored a Job Accommodation Network (JAN) to assist employers

in providing accommodation for disabled workers. Although rehabilitation

counselors have access to JAN, there are no ongoing training programs

nor networks for counselors thefoselves to improve their placement

skills. Consequently, RSA should increase itS fithding fbr in-terVice

training in State block grahtS tb prbVide adequate financial support

tb sUen st,Sff development programs.

How might col;eges and universities assist in developing programming

for in-service training for rehabilitation staffs? There are apprbX-

imately 1,200 junior and community colleges throughout the United

States serving roughly 8 Million full and part-time students. Since

junior and community colleges are designed to serve a large demographic

cross section of individuals and are conveniently located throughbut

the United States, their facilities could feasibly tobrdinate and

develop in-service programs with the guidance of state vocational
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rehabilitatiOn Offites And -national rehabilitation organizations

(National Rehabilitation Association and the National Counsel on

Rehabilitative Education). Thc demographics of the rehabilitation

population are ever Changing as techhological advancements assist

the scverely disabled in daily liVing skills, work environment

accomrcdations, and educational and trairind crograi- access,

Stan,Ird coleee urceu f,ecore, ltnir a atte, of A

feW years; hence; the most viable forM uf cbritinUing education in

rehabilitative services is ongoing in-service training programs.

Lest than ten years ago it would have been rare to see a severely

disabled individual, for example; a ,'!uadraplegic Or a pertbh With

cerebre palsy; successfully completing a bachelOr's degree in

computer science. NOW, thit prattice is culmon place. Fifty-five

peetent (55.;) of all college-bound disabled students begin their

college work at community and junior colleges. CommL,nity and jUnibr

colleges encompass one-third of the MeMbershi0 bf the Association

un Handicapped Student Service Programs in Post-Secondary Educ,1C,on

(AHSSPPE). AHSSPPE has investigated the degree to which rehabilitation

counselors are encouraging otherwise qualified handicapped indiVidUals

to attend post-secondary institutiont. Statittics indir.ate that

many counselors ae ribt sufficiently trainee in placing rehabilitation

.Cliehts in post-secondary facilities. To address this problem;

Ohio State University has approved a model pro-ject in its Graduate

School; College of Human Services. The model program is offering

master level curriculum in Eisabled Student Services at the Post-

Secondary Level.
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Conclusions and recommendations:

l; Rehabilitation counselors are mandated to serVe and

plate seVerely diSabled individuals; however, funding from RSA

iS li-ited for in-service training for these counseHors.

provide quality rehabilitative services, RSA must increase

-_z7cs :3

,r11:ersIt

job development and placement are limited. Such additional

coursework should be implemented in these prOgraMs

3. Overall RSA funding ShoUld be ihdreaSed to provide

State rehabilitetibh tbunselors with more competitive salaries;

thereby, increasing the number of certified rehabilitation

counselors Ho its ranks;

With an increase in training funds, State rehabilitation

agencieS; in tionjUnction with local junior and community colleges:

can develop ongoing in-service programs to serve rehabilitation

counselors.

5. Universities and colleges croviding baccalaureate and master

degreeS in Rehabilitative Services could utilize junior and community

college programs for disabled students as possible internship

placements for their students.

To improve thc rehabilitation services for OUr Severel:-/

disabled citizens, we must provide our rehabilitation counselors

with all the necesSary skillS to accomplish this goal. This

sholld be a joint effort amor our colliges and universities REA,
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and State rehabilitation agencies. Funds must be mada available

from RSA to provide this education. Educators must present relevant

and progressive information tb their students and inservice

participants.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we hope this Committee will take 8 cloSe

look at the way States distribute federal fUnd to the disabled

populati and tne agPlcies best able to serve tnen. Training at

the adult level ensures the dsabled a stable place in the jcb

Market. Yet in many States postsecondary appropriations under the

Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act are controlled and monopolized

by State educational agencies which channel this support primarily

to secondary SchOol systems. Postsecondary institutions, such as

community colleges, often do not receive funds mandated by federal

law for handicapped services.

Thank you for considering this testimony.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Mr: Bartlett: =

Mi. BARimErr. Firsti Mr.__Harles, I wonder:if you would_ provide a
Copy Of thattwo copies of that bOok, one for the record, and one
for :my file,
: Mr; HARLES: iCertainly; In ifact, the= reason: we :haven't done: so
befdie ia that the typesetter -left two lines out and we are waiting
for the ship_ment to-come back in- from the _printer-.

Mr: BARTLETr. We will be happy to overlook those two lines; But
it sounded like a very_ usefUl booklet.

[The information followS:1
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TOREWORD

I hi, NAM.' monograph. Sooal Securm esim 'orA. ru do eloped t o
assasa perronnel of 'creational and medical 14:: to better
understand the provisoomot the Social Seeurity .A.' ohiih are intended to en-
courage Social Security DisabilitY Imurance hen,- sz,pplernemal
Security illsorne recipient, to return to r,rk or to rk toro: for rhe
firo mme. It ir hoped that t publication will ako be issi,tark-e to oiher
rehabilitation profersional and athocater to better undetst:,: underunlii-
ed incennye, to riork.

Social Securrtypublications. manuak and training material, v.ere ured emenr
,irely in preparation ol this monograph ro that it, sir hrtanc.: ..orrid he in accord
nih materiak prepared hy and med hs the Social Security Aiiri»iluiration.
NARF would erpt.sally like to acknowledge the encouragement and arsisaance
of -Eleanor Bader, Special Arsisaant to the ArrociateCommirsioner for Gm ern-
mental Affair, of the Social Seeurny Adminktration in the preparation of Mir
monograph.

larne, A. Cos,. .1r.
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INTRODUCTION

Ore of the most_ fru_strating problems facingi,cr?...,.nal and rnedieal -rehabilita-
tion facilities is_the client or patient who is re hittarit it-, -return to or begimv,_ork
after a rehabilitation proeram for fear trial the will lose federal income support or
medicaLbenefits. All too oftcn a rehabilitaticn_ counselor is told by a client, "I
would like tO WOrk, but 1 can't afford to jeopaidize my SSI payment or medic-aid
CoVerr-ge."

Under current law there are foui basic programs that provide income and-for
medical coverage for individuals who are disabled.

These programs are:

SoCial 5ecurity Disability In.;urance

Simpleinental Security Income

Medicare

Mediaid

Individuals cOUld qualifY for SSI or SSDI_ only if and for so long as he or she_is,
"Unable tO engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of impairment
Whieh is expected to result_indeath or_which has lastedor can be expeeted to LiSt for
a continuous period of not less than twelve monrvis." The laW doeS riot, however,
provide for partial disability.

Prior_to _1980, earnings over the substantial gainful activity level (now _$300 a
month) would end the cash payment arid eligibility for medical coverage. This was
a p-jwerful disincentive for disabled persons to work. If the person was unable to
SUSMin the SGA leVel, they would have to go through a redetermination proCeSs
that could take months. In the case of Medicare coverage for SSDI reeiPients ihey
would have to wait two ymrs to become reentitled tO betierit. Otte they had left the
SSDI rolls.

Researchers found that theprimary concern of SSI and SSDI benefici-lies_ was
whether they had enough income to meet living expenses. The second primary con-
cern was whether they Wodld he able to maintain employment once they obtain a
Job. Feat Of losing ;nedical benefits was the third most prevalent concern:

ConWress has been addressing these disincentives to work. The Disability
Aniendments of 1980 (PL 96-265) amended the SocialSecurity Act tO leT.Seit the
impact of the disinceatives and to encourage SSI and SSDI retipientS to work when
feasible. These work incentives included alloWing deduction for impairment

vii
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relatedwork experts- and 7,ioviding an_extended period Of eligibility fen- perStins
who_go to work, A_trial work period wa previOuSly in the laW. The 1980 Amend-
ments also prosided for an experimental program allowing SSI recipients to con-
[nine t-Cielcing 551 cash payments after they begin engaging in substantial gainful
net' (SO A) up to the 551 income disregard "breakeven point" which is current-
ly no less_than S735 per month. Even beyond that point; an SSI erlgible
could_retant Medicaid eligibility if they continued tO heed Meditaid services in
order to work and if their income was not SliffiCient to Ointhase the needed medical
sersice. These two provisions are known 'respectively as Section 1619(a) and
1619(b). They were originally passed in 1980 and have been reauthorized througi
July, 1987.

Section 619(a) and (b) CIVri be petitiiMil heltifeil to certain categories of severe-
ly disabled persons who arc often served in medical and vocational rehabilitation

TheSe persons include the severely disribled individual with high mental
and vocational-qualifications bu, high work related expenses: hVi non-work
related Using expenses due tO disability and high hth re Cbsts. The work in-
centives can also be very berieficiW to indiVidiialS With low rnenud and vocational
qualifications which are expected to continue. However, the individual does have
the ability to do some work, the work is expected to be of relatively low economic
value. These mentally handicapped persons have a high risk of inability to SII-stAiti
the work over a long period, and the earnings will be at Of neat the lithit for
substantial gainful activity.

The work incentis es discussed in this monograph are underutilized, StatisticS
from the Social Secursy Administration indicate that -Abe level of iititiOti of Sec-
ti on_1619 has been rninimal.-At the begintfmg Of 1985; leSS than 500 SSI recipients
were receivingthecastibettefit and apprournatelY 5,0110 former SSI recipients re-
tallied Medicaid eligibility under Section-16190). The lack of utilization is due to a
COMbincuon of lack of knowledge of the incentives and a continuing xncern that
returning to work, or working for the first time; will: have an adverse effeCt On
eligibility forSocial Security Disability and SSI benefIB:

_These work incenGves can be very important in helping a disabled person who
hs teen rehabilitated go to work. Some provisions such as Section 1619(n) allow
Continued cash benefits after the disabled person goes back to work. The trial work
period allosss an SSIcir_SSDI recipient an opportunity-Au. try worktrig WithOut
jeopardizing _cash benefits or eligibility: Extended eigibthtY dlOWS iitinediate
reinstatement_if the work experience does not work out.

The rehabilitation facility is an important point of contact for SSI and SSDI
reCipients. It is st the rehabititation_facility that the recipients most often receve the
services which may enable them to work. The rehabWranoti COuttSeltir and Other
faci,lity personnel need to be aware of itiCentives that Will help disabledpersons join
and rejoin tne work force.

viii
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The matclial in this monograph is intended to give rehabilitation facility staff an
overview Of thie incenmcs to -work in _the SSDI and SSI prov-arns. lit is not a
technkt.1 or detailed manual. A list of reference materials and how to obWri SUp-
pleme.rial information is included.

In addition to understanding the_basic provisions of the work itiCeribve. it is
very important that _facility staff establish a good workihg retitiOnsYtip with the
local Social Swirity Office, Inforntanon reportad to the Social Security office will
determine how the 0u-2nm/es apply in a given situation. All local Social Security of-
fice, ar e being required w participate in a training program dealing with inceraives
and a hew Social Security pamphlet entitled "Disability Benefits and WOrk" is
available to the public at any Social Security Office.
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I. BASIC PROVISIONS OF SSI AND SSD1

Social Security Disability Insurance Program

The Social Security Disabilny Insurance program (SSDI) pro:ides monthly cash
bend: f.or orkers under age 65 who become disabled. Coverage for the Social
Security Disability Insurance PrograrniS basically the same as for the Socal_Sceuri-
ty Old Age Survivors Insuranee (OASP program. Howeser, there are thfferenca
in insured status and administration_ of the programs.

:A.perceatage o, the Social Security taxes paid by workers IE alkkated to the
DisabilitY I fisuranee Trust Funa. This is the Source of funds for monthly benefits
pind to the disabled worker and dependents and for admin,strative expenses of the
program. In addition, the revenue derb'ed from the taxation of disability benefits is
also deposited in the Trust Fund.

There are four types of disability beneficiaries:

I ) Disablesf Worker

21 Spous4 Benefit

3) (hild's Benefit

4) Disabled Chi:d's Benefit

Note t ha: rnany chents receive SSDI benefits because they :sere disabled prior to
age 18 or they arc the son or daughter of an insured parent who has retired, become
disabled or died.

To reed: e disability benefits, -a worker must have the requisite number of
quarters of coserage. Workers age 31 or over who arc not blind_ must have 20
quartm of co:erage during the precedii4A0 quarters. Workers under age 31 Must
ha e hzen cos ered for at least one half of the quarters stn,:c they reached age 21.
Ho:sever, a minimum-of six quarters is required.

1 h.: amount of SSDI benefits is based on the earnings and length of employment
of the worker. Benefi:s may be reduced if other federal state and local benefits arc
being 7cceived.

Disability determinations are made by state agencies which make determina-
tions following guidehnes and regulations issued by SSA. SSA may review state
determinations and under the_ 1980:amendments_ must review_nort-parnanently
disabled persons e: cry three years. Benefits may be terminated if there has been
medical improvement in the person's condition and the pason is able to engage in
suiy4iential gainful activity (SOA).
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Suppkmentai Securit) Incomt

SupplementalSecurity Income (SS1) WaS added to the-Social Secui-its- Ao in
1972 as Title XVLSS1 prOvideS nitirithiv cash payments_to agod, blind and disabled
needy persOnS. There are nationally_ uniform_ federal:eligibility .Statidardi-,. SSI
replaces state welfare programs to the same group of eligible per.,-orts.
: SSI retiPieritS rriiist meet certain income and resource hmitsio lbeeathe eligible
lot benefits. The regular Federal SSlbenefit standard for Wi indiVidual for 198-5 is
5325 amonth_and 5448 for a couple. Statesmay supplement the regular federal SSI
payment standard. The result is often a Combinedstate-federal payment which can
sary_from state to state IndiVidtialS Who are in a public hospital or otherpublit in-
stitution where trieit of the bill is paid by Medlcait4, the monthly federal SSI pay:
Mehl is redideed to $25 to allow for small

personal expenses While they are in the
hospital or institution. There are-complex regUlatiOns Which take into account the
living situation, income disregardS, in kind support , resources and deeming of in-
come to determine the rtionthlypyment level.

While many, if not most-, SSI reCiPients are covered by Medicaid, states have
three options on how to CoVer reeinients.

I I Automatic eligibility through agreement between SSA and the state.
2) Automatic eligibility but witb Separate Nlodicaid application.

State imposed Medicaid eligibility tequirements that are usually more restric-
tive than federal criteha:

_Contact should be made with the appropriate state agency to determine which
method is used in your State.

Definititsn Of

While ei4tbilit Criter:a differ greatly between Social:Sec-LIMY Disabuli !n-
surance beneficiaries (Title 11) and Supplemental Security Inearrie recipients (Title
XVII, the definition of disabilit) is the same f Or both programs. The Social Securi-
ty Act sets out a unique definitiOn Of disibility

.

The statute Provides in essence: That an indiVidual must has,: a medically deter-
rninableimpairment. which h prichided or can be expicted to preclude-aro
substantial gainful actiYity (SGA) for twelve months Of terminate-in death. Ft-li-
tho% the iiiip,lititient must not only prevent a person from dOing hiSiher Past Work .bjt aho pi event htm/herfrom doing any othersubstantial ga it svarli thai
in the national econorny. The statute specifialy requires consideration of an iii-diOdual's age,- education; and imt stork experience in determining disabili,y;
however-,. it precludes corisideratiOn of any mattersthat ga to the issue of ertiplOya-
bility, e.g.; job Opthinks, be Whetherthe person would be hired if opliba for the
job. In esserite, the critical issue is whether the impairment ahd the individual's
age, tidii,Tation, and paSt work experience

precludeS the performance or SGA. Ths

2
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mean, :hat %hen pa.i r.ork: is precluded the primary focus Of the disabilit defini-
tion .., he:her an indlyidilahean iir,nork and not ..hellier the per%on can ger ork.

The Social Securn,% AdMinistration uses a Ike step sequential process m deter-
mining %hether there is a disabilm 1 or both SSDI and 551 purpose,.

ti:ep I Determine %nether the Ind!' idnal S ssirkirr. and does it constitute
substantial gaintul acrri.

Step 2 If the indi% 'dual 1, not engaged in S(A, determine %%nether the in-
di% idual ha, a soere impairment %hich causes a signif 'cam ; cone-
non In performing %%or k related f unctions.

St:p 3 t a so ere impairment is present seed the impairment is hoed in SSA
regulation dnd oi %nether it meets the dimcion reMmenient 1,12
months) and toel of so ern

'..ter) 4 Determine %nether the Ind]. idual can do %ork ssfjdfi he she has
pro mush done.

Step 5 If the person cannot pro loin. %1 (irk. determine %nether he she
in engage ri SCA ha,ed on roidual uncoonal capacity for 11 or k

and %ocational factors such as age, education and prior %ork ey-
permice. It the person is determag.1.1 not to he able to engage in SG..1
at this stage then the dNabilit o nIkuciJ_

Substanlial (ainful Adhlt

1.1 I. important that the concept of substantial gainful actin Hy (SG AI is

understoOd since it o used ni determining %%nether a disabilitY LAW, and also play,
an important role in .0 eral ol ihe ..ork incentin es.

I lie primary conIdenanon in determining %het her Mork activity is SGA o the
countable earnings clerk ed from the emplo mem. The current countahleearnings
guideline representati% e of SCA for nonblind employees is earmngs neragingmer
S:k00 per month icalkd the primary guidelma There is also a secondary SCA
guideline for employees % hieh carentle S I90 per month of countable earnings.
the significance of the SO,A secondary guideline is Mat earnings below the necon-

dar .ainouru are generally presumed not to he SCA. f.or earnings beoneen the
primary amount W(U) and the secondary amount (SI-901 ilk necessary to consider
certain nonmonetary criteria to determine it the %ork is SGA:

.1 he nonnionetary criteria in% 01%e 1%10 I COn.

Test ol Comparanini.: 77_ Does !he %%ork compare to that done be drinirit-

paired indii dual, in the community ergaged in the same or similar occupa-
tions for their livelihood and

2 1 est 01 Worth In he ugh% idujln nrrrk clearly %Orth incite than Me
primary earning titiIilijt 15300 vier monthr
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FOr individuals ernploKed- in a sheltered workshop Or Sin liar rehabilitation
facility, the SCA secon 'clzryiguideline is of little Signifitance. If their earnings are
below_ the SGA pnmary guideline ($30) Or leSS), the earnings are generally presum-
ed not to be SGA,

Ry reason:Of speCifie legiSfaticifi in 1978, there is no secant:lir/ guideline for the
blind Under Title 11 and there is a larger SGA rarnings guideline for theblind. II is
etirieritly $550 per month and the guideline increases with theCottsurriet Priet In-
dex. The blir, ., under Title XVI; are not subject to the SGA teStS.

In determining countable earnings of employees ifr SGA pOrtiti-;eS, any sub-
sidies piovided by an employer plus impairment-related Wcirk expenses (IP.WE)
are deductet from grossearriingTs:

Impairment related work expenses cart be deducted from gross earningsbefore
determining _c_ountable e=ingt ftYr SGA purposes. The Social Security Ad-
rnsnsstrationaIso MIOWs di:du:bons of subsidies from gross earnings: A subsidy
will be found lei &1st when wages exceed the value of services performed. Subsidies
Will be found to exist where an individualrequires unusual supeM iOn Or aSSistarice
in order to perform work or where individual preklUetiVity i riot used to determine
wage level.

some_instances periods of employment aboVe the SGA level can be considered
an unsuccessful work attenipt (UWA). To qualify as a UWA, the work must have
been of 3 MorithS dilratiOn or less and been discontinued or-markedly redoted
beeause of tile Impairment or removal of conditions essential to further *far-
mance, such as special hours, equipment; or other assistance on the job. With ad-
ditional qualifications the unsuccessful woA attempt can last up to 6 months.

4 '? 9
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II. SOCIAL SECURITY WORK INCENTIVES

1 RI Al 11'nlt PERIOD

ho Eligible

SSI recipients and SSDI beneficiaries are potentially eligible for a trial a ork
period. II does not appl SSI recipients based on blindness or to SSDI
fwn.:ficiarlt, ss ho do nol ,*.rs C a %siting period.

lilaiac Provisions of I 1.d:A 'I% Ott P-raid

The trial ,A otk period Sllows bertetiCi_in. ioaork far 1711.f mnserunte or non-
eonsecwt,e nionthi althorn ehelangering eligibility for benefits if the an-wit-mug
thk'S not anprow ch. .:'ne this period. The trial a ork period offers an opportunity to
pleasure the effectiveness of rehabilitation services, the recipient's ability to work,
and maintain a Job. The trial work period can begin with the month of entitlement
to benefitS and ends with medical recovery or the compi'tion c f 9 (nine) months of
wrvice. The -tervice months need not be consectms e. Any work and urron:s din-
ing this nine month period arc disregarded in determining whether or not the
disability-has ceased. However, evidence of medical improvemer.: during the nine
month period may be considered which could result in the discontinuance of
benefits: oey one _trial work:period is alloweelfor each period of disability. For
purposes of the trial work period, "work" is defined as performing a service as an
employee -or as a sell-eniPloyed-individual for remuneration or gain.

GenerallY. only months in which earnings are over $75 gross wages count as trial
aork months. If self employment is involved only months in which there are more
than_15 hours of work and $75 in gross earnings will count toward the trial work
period.

Earnings are assigned to the months when the service was performect, and not
alien the pay iota, receised. Impairment related work expenses arid subsidies:a; e

not deducted from earnings to determine service months dunng a trial period:

Flow This Pros ision V ill Help Clients of Rehabilitation Facilities

Most disability claimants are allowed the nine month trial work period which
allows employment without affecting their disability status so long as their impair-
ment remains disabling-during that time. This trial:a-0i k period can be useful for
recipients during rChIhilitltibnl serv ices to see if they can betome gainfully
employed for an 5;tended period of time as result of the Seniices without a loss of

4 10
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benefits; OnlY after ebmpletion of the trial work perixl will the work be evaluated
fôr Mirposes of determining whether the recipient is engaged in subStaritial
activity (SGA).

Unless propely monitored; the SOCial SeCurity Administration may consider
shehered employment to be Counted toward the trial work period if the worker is
earning more than $75 per month. If the disabhng condition has not charigeclatid if
the sheltered work differs significantly from competitive work in that a higher
degree of staff supervision is required; then the st .tered work shbuld not be con-
sidered trial work.

The determination_should be requested so that the client's benefits vill not be
jeopardized later, protecting your clien( from suspended benefitsduring an evalua-
tion.

If the clientreceives notification that benefits have been suspended, you should
answer the following riiieStions and document the answers for your client:

I) Does the condition Of iinpairment still eXist9

2) Can :he work be perfOrtned competitively without the staff supports?
If the-answer to number one 1S yes arid the answer to number two is no, im-

mediately ask for an appeal and benefit reinstatement. kemember; if the decision
is not favorable; all money received during appeal timc must be paid baCk:

4 11
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EXTENDED PERIOD OF ELIGIBILITY

ho is Higible?

SSI and SSD! reeipienis are goterally digible for the extended period of liLibili
is for beneins.

The extended per l of eligibility ecnnot be used by bencticiai

A hose disability ceased before December I, POO, or

w hose disability has medically ceased; dr

w ho do not-complete trial, work period: or

who have already received an intended period of eligibility.

Basin Provisions of the Extended Period (-4

The eSterided pefiOd Of eligbility is intended to encourage disabled persons to
work after completion bf ihe nine rnonth trial work period, Theintendedperiod of
eligibility is for fifteen months beyond the nine month Inca ork period: if income
exceeds SGA during the fifteen month period benellis under SS1 and SSDI still
cease:ilioweser, if earnings fall below _SGA during t hef ifteen_months, then bene-
fitS Will be eeinvtated daring those ment hs !A ith no need to redetermine eligibility. It
should be remen Oered that th,' nine months of trial work.need not be consecutive,
It could take more than nine calendar months to use up the nine trial work period
months. However, the fifteen month e dended period of eligibility is fifteen con-
sectitive months following completion of the trial work period.

The term disability takes on new meaning under the extended period of eligibili-
iy sin..te a person may ensage in SGA, but may still be considered disabled. This
safde coni:111 applies IQ PaYmenti, or Medicaid eligibility under Section 1619 SS
sill 6aluate recipe iirv lin the fifteen MOnthsof extended eligibility to deterini te

whether they have a t'elitibility impairment,

A cisabling Anpairrnent it; ah liiiipaimierit Or COmbination :of impairments
which, of itself, is so severe that i: meets or equals the level of severity on the
inedical listings or sshen considered with the person's vocational factori, odd
re, ult in a-finding that the person continues to be.disabled were it not for his or her
emeiirigv: Ei()AVYM for widows; widowers And surviving divorced spouses eligible
kit- Title II disability: benefits, the impairAwnt mutt meet or equal the lexel of
severity of t medical listings, Vocattenal factors are not considered in such cases.

There are diffcrenCes betWeen the SSI and SSD1 programs as to when the et,
tended period of eligibility ends. For SSD/ recipients it is the earlier Of:
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the_ second month following the month when the iihriairment is no longer
disabling; or

after the nine month trial work period; arid after the fifteen comsecutive
months following the trial work Period --Jhe second month following the
adliest month that the recipient engages in SGA.

For SSI recipients It aids_ with the earlier of:

the month precroing the month in which the impairment is noi disablinLi; or

he month preceding the first month of SGA after the fifteen months extend-
ed ipEcujd of eligibility and nine month trial work period.

Once SGA a engaged after the fifteen months following a teal work period, a
hey:. applition ahd determination of disability_is required for SSt_i: henefits. Only
a redetermination of disability is requited for SSI.

How This Provision Will Help Clients Of RehibiliMlibh Farilities.

The extended period of eligibility is intended tO dOtotitage i+bt.k. beyond the trial
work period. Clients: _and parents can be assured that their benefits will be
reinstated during the fifteen month period if they_l'all below SGA, unless they have
teetWered from the disabling concfition. Remember that the reinstaiement will be
immediate since eligibility has already been determined.
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SECTION 1619 (a) & (b)

W ho

: Only certain_ SSI recipients are eligible for SeCtion 1619 benefik. The program
description indudes qualifiUation criteria for each program.

Proisions of_ Section 1619:_

Prior to , 98 I,.a disabled ind,vidual could qualify for Supplemental Security In-
come (SS!) only if and for so long as he/she, tis unable to engage in any substantial
gainful act is ity by reason of impairment whichcan be expected to result in death or
which has lasted or can be expected to-last for a continuous period of notiess Thar,
twelve months." If a recipient earned -more than $300 a month (SGA), the iti-
dividua: wuld not become eligible for SSI, or if already a recipient, would cease to
be eligite:

The Social Sectoity Disabiliry -Amendments of 1980 (P.L. 96-265) included a
provISIC-71 entitled Seetion 1619 which provid:J for a den-ionstration program
allowing a SSI recipient to retain SSI benefits and Medicaid eligibility tshik earning
above thc SGA level. Section -1619 is an experimerual provision iici Will expire
June 30,1 --_,7.-The-re is a strong possiblity that Congress wiltextend the program or
make its provisions permanent. The purpose_ of &Chain 1619 is to see whether con-
tinuation of cash payment and/or Medicaid will he an incentive to work.

Section 161900 Spedsd SSI Cash Benefit

The purpose of Section I619(a) is to protect and continue the 551 cash payment
of a disabkd recipient whose work above the SGA Lesel would normally end basic
SSI:eligibility:even though he or she remains severdy impaired. Without this pro-
tection, a ;wpmi would lose the benefits the month after the second month of
earning SGA level following a trial w'ork period. Under Sechon 16 l9(a) a recipient
could continue to receive an SS1 cash payment with recoctions cnly for the increase
in earnings until the individual reached the break es cri point. Titus, instead of 10S,
Ing cash ,..enefits ss hen:the SGA: level it- reached, som.: cath benelik arc Clint inued
as an incentive to continue_working.

To qualify for_ Seditin 1619(a), the indHdual must:

be under age 65; or

continue w be medically impailed; or

hase been e,isibic for a regular SS1 cash pssyment R.: the prior month; or

9
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npt be blind (SGA test does not apply to them under current law); or

meet all other SS: eligihility criteria such as countable incomc and resources,
institutiona1i2ation, etc; or

not be in a trial work period.

The special I619(a) payments will negate the need to use the extended period of
eligibility sincc benefits will continue beyond the trial work period even though thc
individual has exceeded SGA. If; however; the individual becomes ineligibk for
the_regula or speCW cash benefia:_during the 15 months following:the tnal work
period, the extended peridd of eligibility provision can be used to reinstate regular
SS1 benefits without a new application.

The special SS1 cash-benefits under SS1 stop when:

eligibility under the regular SS1 program begins; or

the indiid1 faIh to meet any_ non-disability criteria; or

tht individual recovers medicly; or

the provision expires June 30; 1987 (There is a strong possibility that the pro-
vNion will be made permanent by Congress).

The special cash:benefits under Section 1619 are calculated in:much the_sarne
way as reguUr SSI: benefitS except there is no cuttoff of benefitS bncr the S100 per
month SGA limit is reached. For exampk, as of May 1; 1985; the federal benefit
rate (FER) for an individual is $325 per month and $488 for an eligible couple.
Under section 1619, individuals with ,:ountable income-can earn up to $735 M a
month and still receivesome federal S.51 benefits. An eigible coupk could receive
up to S1,016 per month. These amounts would be increased in states that provide
suppkmentary behefits.

Secdon 1619(b) Extended Medtand Coverage

Seetion 1619(b) provides extended Medicaid coverage for individuals who lose
their SS! payments due to their earnings but . viho, nontheless, ncod ,:ontinued
Medicaid coverage to work.

To qualify for Section 16 i9(b) the individual must:

be under 65; or

be blind or severely dirabred; or

h4ve been eligible to receive a regular SSI cash paymcnt or a special cash
benefit under Section I619(a) in the prior month; or

heed Medicaid ia order to contirnie working. Use of Medicaid within the past
twelve months or expected neLd during the next twelve months must be
documented; or

not be able to afford medical care without assistance. A threshold earnings

10
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level is set for each state_to_dctermine the point at.whiCh the indhidital
theoretically does not need Medicaid, Even if the indiVidual's earnings ex-
ceed that level. SSA must determine if the indivisluals actual expenses are
higher than the a.trage.

ThiS Pius ision Will Help Clients of Rehobilitation Facilities
iSeCtiOn 1619 is considered to be themost beneficial to work incentive Clients in

rehabilitation facilities. It allows_higher earnings for recipientS, therefore encour-
aging them to work or to accept p'wement..The tOritiniiedeligibility for Medicaid
even after their earntngs exceed the level alloWed for continued SSI payments is
especially helpful iniplaCing Severely handicapped persons into supported or com-
petitive work situations.:

Ben though aft:eligible disabled persons can take advantage of Section 1619(a)
and (b), the OrbVisions are especially_ helpful tocertain goups of disabled perSons,
Seetibn 1619(a) can be_used most effectively by disabled personS whO haVe SOrrie,
but limited earning capacity. Often persons_with Stvete Mental itripairment can
work, but usually a; levels below the breakeven point. Section l619(a) will a:low
them to earnat mui:h higher levels Of income while retaining their SSI cash benefits
and in-kind beriefitS that:Often are dependent on SSI status.

Concurrently, SeetiOn 1619(b) Can be very helpful to severely physically disabled
personS_whO haVe the ability to earn levels_ of income in excess ol that allowed
OnJer SS1 on Section 1619(a), but who need continuing medical serviCeS in Order to
work.

416
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IMPAIRMENT RELATED WORK EXPENSES

Who is Eligibk?

SSDI andSSI recipients candeduct impairment related wrork expensesifIRWE/
from earnings for SOA determinations. SSI recipients can excaide I RWE's front
earned income for thepurpose of determining countable earned income , ass:m-
ing !II& pea-StAi was eligible under the federal income test if worki4 u:.en they fr-st

SSA allOWs deducuon of impairment-related work expenses in order That the ex-
tra expenses disabled persons incur in order to v:ork will be taken into considera-
tion for purposes of SSI and SSDI eligibility and for determining countable itiC01116
in determining SS1 benefit levels.

In order for IRWE's to be deductible; the individual must be disabled and the
itentnr service must be needed by jle individual bitause of ther disability, The in-
dividuW must have acluallY paid for the services Or items. Reimbursed payments or
payments in-I ine are not deductible.

_ While them is no definitive list of services or items that are doductiEz. the
following list of examples may be helpful:

attendant can: semoes; or

durable medical devioes: or

prostheses; Or

work-related ecluipm2nt needed to accommOdaic the impairment: or

residential modification; or

non-medical appliances where there is a medical need: or

drugs and medical smices neecied to control disabling conditioits: or

transportation.

Expenses of a recurring nature-will normallybe deducted for the month the_ cx-
pense was paid _For nonrecurring one-time payments or downpaymentS, dedUt-
tion may be made in the month paid or prorated over a twelve month peribd.

Ho* "HOS PrOvision Will Help Clients of Rehabilitation Facilities.

MariS+ SSI arid SSD! recipients are reluctant to consider working be-cause the
teistS of medicine, medical devices, attendan!_care or special transportation often
outweigh :he earnings that they could make or substantiaq reduCe real earnings:

12
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The allowance of impairmentTrelated work expenses will be a significant factor for
some SSI and SSDI recipients in accepting rehabilitation services and accepting
cmploymen t .

418
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PLAN FOR ACHIEVING SELF-SUPPORT

Who is Eligible?

SSI redpiems or percoriS aPPlying fOr SS! are eligible for this program.

?task ProvLsions or a Plan for Achieitng:Self-Support

A plan for achievin; self-_support {PASSJ cie-hiw exclusion ofspecified income

and resources needed to help an individual enter or return to employment. Income

and tesOUrces set aside under a PASS are not counted in computing an individual's

SSI paynient Of itien establishing eligibility. Monies saved ..mder a PASS can be

used to obtain training, i'icTanOti, Or occupation related equipment, or even beus-

ed to start up a business,

The Social Security Adminntralion will approve aiPASS when it will helo the in-

cLvidual to establisn or retain SSI J gibrn provide an increase in the SSI pay-

ment: assure retention of Medicaid eligibility; or prevent denial oi ,uspension bas-

ed On excess incinne or resources.

The individual seeking approval of a PASS must be phytically and mentally

Capable 0f pursuing the vocational objecti%e before SSA Will approve the PASS.

The eersbii appiyibli for, a PASS must be disabled and under age 65. He/She must

be intmsted tn eniployinerit mid be willinglo particite in SSA approved train-

ing. SSA considers VR clientS, individialready in training qograms, marginal-

ly employed persrins, and person inquiring abOut rehabilitation senices, to be

&mong the best candidates for a P. ;
The PASS must be in writing with a feasible occupational objective, and a

specific plan for disbursing savir4s relating to the occupahonal plan. The foh&ici

tIted TOr a PASS must be dearly identified and separated. A PASS Mils: be

achiei,edvinhin a ititisdtTiblepenodof time, The basie period of a PASS is eighteen

months from the &ate Of SSI agibility or when &PASS was first discussed An ad-

ditional eighteen months may be gitintell if warrirmed-. Mother twelve months

may be added for needed education under the PASS:

The PASS may be developed b1;, the uividtII by SSAerby another organiza-

tion such as a rehabilitation fadlity or %seeks/ion. SSA *IT work wnh a ,..xxinselor

or other representative of the client in developing aPASS where appropriate.

How lhis Provfl WW Help Clients of Rehabilitation Facilities.

This provision may be helpful when a client in 3 rehabilitation facility Las

resourxs or savings that rriaAe them ineligible for SSI benefits. The PASS would

14
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alloys thc client to est abbsh ehgibility fOr
SS1(assuming he she meets othet- elikibi(i-

ty criteria) while wo king lossard eraploymem. The tehahilitati5n facility canLie) elop ?.SS i.m.1 assist the client in iAorl.:ing %situ) SSA and other agemieslllfilllng the PASS.

4 0
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TREATMENT OF _INCOME FROM
SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT

Pnor to the 198C Amendme:us to the Social Security Act, income from sheltered
employment which was part of an active rehabilitation program was _not con-
sidered earned income for purposes of determining SSI_payments, and therefore,
did not qualify forthe mimed imomedisregardlS65 monO, Plus one-half of addi-
tional earning-s).:11Us. had the efrect of reaucing benefits as if the income v.ere
unearned, even theugh it was from IN oraducthity of the disabled worker.

Beginningin Ottober, 1980 the law provides fiat remuneration received for !-er-
rims in a saeered workshop or work activities renter v.ill b,consider1 earned in-
come-.and therefore qualify for me earned ir ome disregard.

It is importmt to note that so.ltered work does not necessarily coruitwe
substaniial pitiful activity i,SGA) nor does it necessarily constitute a trinl
peri.pc' .

I 6
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BENEFITS WHILE IN VOCATiONAL
REHABILITATION PROGAN4

%ho1Ls

SSI and SSD1 recipients and beneficiaries.

Basic Provision of Benefits While in VR Program

Under most circumstances, VR clients who are SSI:beneficiariesor SSD] red-
pients m7ill continue to receive their cash benefus while they are enrolled in VR pro-
grams. If there is compensated work ihvolved in the program, the individual can
take advantage of Section 1619(a) if earnings result-in-substantial gain fu: activ:ty.

There is a special provision that allows SS! and SSD1 benefits to continue for a
recipient wno unexpectedly recovers medieally and thus would mhe -wise become
ineligible eeatise the disabling condition no longer odsted. Thc special provision
allows continued benefits if they are participating in an approved state vocational
rehabilitation program.

This proVs.sion is Intended to consider only those exceptional cases where the
disabled individual is not expected to rnedicalry recover during the rehlbilitation
process. SSA can continue an individual'S benefits alid_VR futding ia those in-
stances when the diSabling condition improves and results in a media CesSatidn
before the person is prepared vocationally for an immediate return to work.
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CONTINUED MEDICARE COVERAGE
UNDER SSDI

Who LR Digibie?

SSDI beneficiisries are eligible for exknded Medicsre eligibility.

Bask Psi:Maws Of CoutreitTa don Of Weikel*

Medicare eat lenient ends with the Int month sTri iuO1vithal receives SOCial
SeetTrity MabWty tftiec. But if payments end betause of work actisity and the
person is still dinibled, Medicare can continue for up to twenty-four months after
either the last month benefits was received or after the end of ftx fifteen-month a-
tended period of elisibility, whichever is later.

If a worker beoieris disabled a second time within five years after Social Securi-
ty disabilipLchecks stop for any reason, Medicare can resume the same morth as
mOntilly betiefits if he/she fonnerty had this coverage. If the person previottAy &id
not complete_a twenty four Month wnifing period fbr MWicare, any months for
whith monthly dieas were recesved during the rust period of disability can count
toward meeting this requirement in the second period of disability. This provision
alsomplies to disabled widows, widowers and persons disabled before age 22 who
become disabled again within sewn years after payments ended.

There are some cases where a person will bc eligibk for Medicare and Meoicaid
at the same time. This can happen when a cisabled child or ada has tsicare
ellgibMty throngh parent or spouse, but esti meets the means test for Medicaid.

423
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EXPERIMENTAL :AND DEMONSTRATION
PROJECTS

Ctibh 505 df the 1980 Scrial Security Act provides that the Secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Seevicesrhall develop and carry out experi-
ments and demonstration_projects designed to determine the relarive advtnrageS
and disadvantages of various alteriactives. These Lre designed to dnoUraae disabl-
ed benefiriaries to return to _cirk. Mitt prOjettS that could be funded could M-
clude WmitTirion and conditions that would facilitate new forms of
taiabilitation and result in savings to the trust fund.

Thit anthority has not been used often by Social Security. As of April, 1985;
ihr. .e projects have been_fuMed. One involves a transitional program for mentally

retarded SEil_beneficiaries.: Another is a platxment preigran fOr SSDI beneficiaries
based on a Projects With Indasny model. The third is a project to keep SSDI and
SSI reciplerm Ion the job, even though they have serious intestinal disabilities re-
Mining stieaal feeding programs.

Legtlation is currently pending before Congress to make the authority forex.
perimental a.id demonstration projects permanent.
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Glossary of Terms

Continuation of Medkare Coverage This- it a Period -of twenty-four addi-
tional months of Medicare entitlement in cases Where a Title II beneficiarY's
disability benefit entitlement ends following the EPE because of the performance
of (or dCtnOristrated ability to engage in) SGA.

_Continued NAOMI of Benefits to Individuals Under Vocational Rehabilitation
Mani IS-Ceiba 301) This provision applies to both Soziai Security benefits and
dis-ability benefits. It is the only_ work incentive_that applies to a perSiari Who iS no
longer medically disabled. Section 301 of the 1980 Disability Amendments pro-
vides for continuationof paymeno Met the physicaloretiental impairment ceases,
if the: beneficinry/reCipient iS participating in an approved state vocational
rehabiliMfion pm-. The SOcial Security Administration must determine that
folloWitig die plan will significantly increase the likelihood that the person tha, be
removed from the disability roles.

Extended Period of Eliebility(EPE) This provision applitS id SSD: and SSI
benefits. The extended period of eligibility Kr-tints the reinitatement of benefits
without anew application if ettabliity impairment continues and SGA is discon-
tinued within :he fiftifen consecutive month period immediately following the trial
work period:

Impatrmen1 Railed Work Expense (IRWE) This is applicable to S51 and
SSDI and Provides that the met to the individual of certain impairnient-related
Work services and items that are needed in order to work tin be deducted from
earnings in determinations of substantiW rainfUll aCtiiity.They will zlso be exclud-
ed from earned income forthepurpose of determining an SSI recipient's monthly
payment amount, but not basic eligibility.

Medld Medimid, authoi :zed under Titic XIX of the Social Security Act; isa federal-ttue matching program providing medical assistance for low-income
Persons who are aged, Wiwi, disabledi or_ m,mbers of Inn-lilies with dePendent
thildren. Within Federalipridelnel, each state desigroand adtnihisterS is -oWn pro-
gram. Thus, there is substnntial variation -Erriing the Stites in terms of persons
covered, types, and scope jf beterifs offered; and amounts of payments for ser-
vices.

Medkeire Medicare; authorized unter Title XVIII Of tl te Scicial Security Act,
is a nationwide health irourance program fOr the aged and certain disabled per-
sons; It COMitE Of twi i. parts, tht hospital insurance '7 art A) Program and the sup-
plementary medical insurance (part B) program.
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_Most Americans over age _65 are entitled to part A coverage. Persons under age
65 who are receiving Social SeCunty diSability benefits are eligible for part A
coverage after a two-year waiting period.

I OASI The old-age survivors insurance (OASI) program provides monthly
benefits to retirod workers and their dependents and to survivors of insured
workers. Old-age retirement benefits were provided for retired workers by the
original Social Security Act of 1935; and benefits for dependents and survivors
were provided by the 1939 amendments:

Plan for Aeldeving Seif-Support (PASS) This provision applies only to the
SS1 program. Under a pin for self-support, a disabled or blind individual is per-
nuttW to receive earned and unearned income, and accumulate resources over a
reasonable period of time in order to obtain occupational training and education,
purchase occupational equipment, establish a business, etc., thereby encouraging
the individual to become financially self-supportive.

SSP1 The Social Security Disability Insurance Program (SSDI) provides
monthly cash benefits for disabled wcwkers underage 65 and their dependents.
Benefit amounts Lre relietcd to the paSt earnings of the insurW worker.

SS1 _The Supplemental Security Income (SSD program is a federallY ad-
ministered income assistance program authanzed by Title XVI of the 5ocial
5ecurity Act. Established by the 1972 amendments to the Act and begun in 1974,
SS1 provides monthly ctsh payments in accordance with uniform, nationwide
eligibility requirements to nxdy, aged, blind and disabled Persons. The SSI Pro.
gram:replaced the-former Federal grants to the States for old-age assiswrice,
the blind wrid ivid to rhe permanendy ditabled.

Substandal Gainful Activity (SGA)-- Tins is applicable under both titles and is
the performance of significant physical and/or mental activities in work for pay or
profit, or in work of a type generally performed by pay or profit. Work may be
substantial even lf it is performed on a part-time basis, or even if the individual does
less, ispaid less, or has less responsibility than in previous work. Work activi:y may
be gainful if it is the kind of work usually done for pay;_whether in cash or in kind.
or for profit; whether Or riot a !Writ it reaTithd- SGA is deterrnnied by art
employee's earnings, and a self-employed individual's earnings and/or activity.

: TelaJWok Petiod frWP) This provision applies to 5ocial Security ana SSI
benefieileri6. A beneficiary's work in nine calendar months (not necessarily con-
see.-utive), regardless of magnitude, will not be used in determining that disability
has ceased.
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Resources

There are seVerai L Government publications that offer additional detail on
the background, procedures and requirements of the work incentives:discussed in
this monograph. Most of them are available for sale through the Government
Printing Office; Department 33, Washington,DC 20402. You must knoW the title,

publimUott no: _and price for each publication. Payment by_ check must accriiii-

pariY the Order; Phohe otdersthay be chargedon VISA or MasterCard .The phone

number is (202) 783-3238. rAlls Lan be Made between 8:00 a :it and 4:00 p.m.
(EST) Monday through Friday. =

Social Security Handb6ok (Eighth Edition) SSA Publication_i`4o. 05710135.
$9.00. A 435 page book describing all programs under the SOCial Security

Act.

Title 20 Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 400-99, ReViVed as Of 1984:
S9:00. This volume contains all of the regulations for the Social Security Ad-

trunistrafion.

The followirtg publications are ayailable directly from_the Social Security Ad-

rruniStration. ReOnest for copies of these publications shouid be made to the Office

of Disability, Social SecuritY Administration, Baltimore, Maryland 21235.

Work InaintiVes fOr the Di:cabled and Blind _Under the Social Sect:Pity and
Supplemental Security Income Programs: A Training Aid for ,Vocgtional
Rehabilitation Counselors. Social Security Publication NO. 64-015: May,

1985.

Disability Evaluations Under Social Security: A Handbook for PhysiCiarff.
Social Security Publication No. 79-10389.

_ The following_ Social Security pamphlets are usually available at loeal SoCial
se-entity offices: If unavailable contact the Office of Disability at the address giVeri

above.

"If YoU BeconieDisabled" (January 1985 edition) Social Security Publica-

tion No. 05-10029:

"A Gthde to SSI- (March 1985) Social Security No. 05-11015.

"Yea._ Social Security" (January 1485) Social Security Publication No.
05-10035.

"DiSabibty Benefits and Work" (May 1985) Publications number not avail-

able.
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Mr. BARTLETT. You repreSent essentially the private rehabilita-tion agencies?
Mr. HARLFS. Nonprofit.
Mr. BARTLETT. Nonprofit. What percentageand I would alsolike to ask this of Mr. Cholette of Easter Sealwhat percentageplacement in competitive employment do ydu generally run, youragencies?
Mr. Fans& There are both simple and complex anSWers. Youhave to look at particular programs within facilities. Some aregeared toward placement, othersfor instance, State agencies willbuy large amounts of vcicational evaluation _service-a where theintent is not placement but only to provide that service. The over-all placement rates range anywhere from 10 to 25 percent of allpeople_ served for any purpose._ Those programa that are gearedtoward placement have very high placement rates.

For instance, most of the projects with industry programs are innonprofit rehabilitation facilities and there you have placementrates averaging over 75 percent.
Mr. BARTLETT. If you were to be permitted or if SSI or SSDI wereto be _permitted to enter into a contract with you for placementservices only and paY you for that, would you be able to handlethat, placing SSI recipients, and if so; do you _have any Sense as towhata range of what your coats are for placement&
Mr. HARLES. In fact, we have a proposal before Social Securityright now suggesting that they use some of their demonstrationmOney and authority to proVide direct placement to either Stateagencies or rehabilitation facilities for placement and it will bepaid out of trust fundS and they are currently considering that.I think one of the thing§ that they are waiting on iS passage ofrenewal of the demonstration authority.

Mr. BARTLETT. Could you send meboth for the record and to mea copy_of just a summary of that proposal?
Mr. HARLES. Sure.
Mr. BARTLETT. The highlights of it.
[The information follows:]
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REMBILITATION FACILITIES
P.O. Box 1705. Washington. DC. 20041 g0 3)_ 556-aa4t

Jornes & Coy, k Executwe Deectcc

April 19, 2985

The Bonorable Martha Mesteen
Commissioner-
Social SedUrity Admf.nistration
Department_of Health and Human Services
6401_Security Boulevard, Room 900
Baltimore, mD 21235

Dear Ms. McSteen:

In recent months representatives of the National:Association _of
Rehabilitation -Facilities INARF) have metiwithLofficiaIs_of_ the
Social Security Administration _to_explore a_concept_ which ye
believe could reinvigorate the Beneficiary:Rehabilitation_Program
for SSDI beneficiaries. This_conceptlia_reviewed in the attached
paper, 'A Demonstration :Proposal :by National _AssociatiOn_ Of
Rehabilitation Facilities_for Alternative Referrals.and SerVidet
to Social Security Disability Beneficiaries.°

As _youi=wiIII:note, _the plan_offers_a means for- -signifiCantly
expanding rehabilitative__services to_ SSDI beneficiaries to
facilitate their_return tO gainful-employment Without increasing
outlays from the SSDI Trust Fund and, in fact, producing savings
for it;

A partidipating-rthabilitation facility would have an incentive
to f011OW the beneficiary after completion-of a rehabilitation
prOgrAM- So long as a portion of its contingent compensation is
at riek. : Such continued involvement with and supportof
beneficiaries would improve the prospects for permanent
employment.

We believe that it is desirable to_fieldi:test: this Lapproach
through a demonstration project._ We_propose to identify and
coordinate the involvementL:of:ia_igroupi_ofi:approximataIy_ 12
rehabilitation facilities, _representing_both geographiC and pro,
grammatic diversity, toiparticipate in such demonstratiOn projedt
utilizing a standardicontract to be_developed as well at-a-Set-Of
instructioneLL toL guide_ relationships between participating
facilities and SSA District Offices;

Such _a_demonstration_project would_be_undertaken under Section
505_ofithe_Social_Security_Disability AtendMente of 1980, Section
1110 _of_ the Social Security Adt (42 U.S.C. 1310) or similar
authority.
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The _concept outlined in the attached paper offers potential
benefits for the rehabilitation community/ the SSDI Trust Fund
and, most -importantly, SSDI beneficiaries. This same process
could be-modified for SSI recipients with savings to the_generaI
revenue fund. I would like to meet with_you tc discuss this_idea
and means for implementing it. I will contact your office about
an appointment.

s A. Cox, or.
cutive Direztor
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AIIDEMONSTRATIONIPROPOSALBYII
REEABILITATION-FACILITIES MOR=ALTERNATIVE REFERRALS

AND SERVICES TO SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES

This proposal is advanced by the Nttional Association of Reha-

bilitation Facilities (NARF). NARF is the national membership

organization of medical and vocational rehabilitation facilities.

Its members provide therapeutic, educational, training and job

placement services to people with mental, physical and emotional

disabilities. Its membersbip includes more than 400 institutional

members and 20 affiliated state chapters; _The proposal which

follows has been developed and/or reviewed with the assiatande of

a representative sample of NARY'S Metbeithip.

The purpose ol this proposal is to establish the means for

providing rehabilitation services to enable SSDI beneficiaries to

return to gainful employment and thereby drop off the SSDI rolls.

The proposal makes an explicit connection between termination of

benefits and the payment for rehabilitation services by the

Social Security Administration; It also makes an explicit

connection between payment for rehabilitation services tnd follow

up to assure that persons remain in employment to the greatest

eItent possible. The proposal contains elements which ere drawn

from current practices of private insurers, particularly insurors

of workers compensation liabilities, who actively promote

rehabilitation of disabled persons as an alternative to payment

of long term cash assistance.
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A. Be-dr-ground

The Social Security Amendmenta of 1965 authorized the use of

Social Security TruSt tunas to pay for rehabilitation services

for diSabled beneficiaries.

SÜcth assistance became known as the Beneficiary RehabiIitatiOn

Program (BRP). The purpose of the_BRP was_to make 8V-enable

rehabilitation services for Social Security Disability insurance

(SSDI) beneficiaries to facilitate their retUrh to substantial

gainful activity. This program had two Objectives. The first

was to enable SSDI beneficiaries to experience the rewards of

increased seIf-suffiCiency. The second was to reduce cash

outlays frob the SSDI Trust Puhd. The BRP provided funds from

the TruSt Fund through the Rehabilitation SerVices Administration

(RSA) tri State vocational rehabilitation agencies to be used by

the .State agencies for the provision of rehabilitation services

SSDI recipients. Funding was authorized as a pereehtage of

the cash benefits paid to SSDI beneficiaries in the preVious

year. The program grew to over $100 Million in PY 1980 for the

BRP.

In November of 1980 the General Accounting Office released a

report on the BRP, entitled, inin.rnmeneniza titnded In_

fiecurity Diaatilltx insurance

Btssficitries; GAO (HRD81-22). Based on an extensive assessmost

Of records of SSDI beneficiaries who had participated ih the

program the report found that many reported 'rehabilitations'

were people who were expected to recover under any circumstances
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and that riliCh of the 'savings" to the Trust Fund reported by SsA

Mid RSA Were oVerstated. GAO found that even with these failings

the program showed a nominally positive cost/benefit retie, Of

1:1.15.

This ratio reflects the actual costs of servideS deliVered and

benefits derived from such services, CaldUlated to be the present

value of future program benefits through age 65, when the

beneficiary would no IOnger be covered by the SSDI program and

would become a regular Social Security beneficiary. This rate of

return for TruSt Fund expendituree was regarded as marginal in

view of tre generous assupption used to calculate benefits; The

combination of this report and the reassessment of social

prograts in 1981 led to the enactment of legislation taking

radical changes in the BRP.

As amended in 1981 and 1984, v.Le BRP n5,60 aUtheritei the use of

Trust Fund monies to reimburSe the Cast of rehabilitation

services in the event of succesaul rehabilitation or if a person

medically recovers while receiving services or fails io cooperate

without goad cause in the receipt of services A successful

rehabiIitatiOn it defined as nine months of con- tinuous

substantial gainful activity. In the event services are provided

ahd the tedipient of them does not re- ach this level of employment

the state VR agency is not reimbUrsed from the Trust FUnd for the

cost of the services. In iight of substantial pieBisure on VR

funds this system has the effect of sharply reducing the

attention given to SSDI beneficiaries.
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the 1985 Budget estimated thtt BRP expenditures in the Current

fiscal year will be less than $6 Million. Actual expenditures in

FY 1983 were lest' than $4 aillion. The requirement in current
_

law for successful rehabilitation of beneficiaries as a precondi-

tion for psymett of the coat of rehhilitarims services from the

Trust Fund guatanteeS that this program will be minimal in scope

The prospects for rehabilitation of a MI beneficiary are 6
_

fundtien of seVeral things, including the nature of the dietiblih4

Condition, the motivation of the individual, the prOfear:onal

dompetence of the service provider and, in some cases, the state

of the economy which may determine the job opportunities

available at the end of the services. Under present law the risks

of any or all of these uheetteihties falls uppn the state

vocational rehabilitation agency and/or service provider facility

since there is no absurance of payments of services at the time

they are rehdeted.

B. =I Program

The FY 1986 Budget estimates that in that fiscal year benefits

through the SSDI program will be approximately $19.6 billion.

Approximately 2.6 million disabled people receiVe benefits.

Currently the average monthly behefit under SSDI is about $460.

Rehabilitation of even a SMall perdentage of people now on the

rolls would effect a substantial savings to the government while,

of course, adding the contribution of those rehabilitated to the

economy.
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C. =Wail =Rd in Developing ULU propotal

In considering WayS Of making the BRP effective NARF regarded two

points as fixed. The first is that any such program could not

result in an increase in federal outlays. The second is that any

such program would have to be administratively nimpre, with the

twin objectives of keeping administrative costs to a pinimum and

operating with maximum -larity for the beneficiaries. The

following proposal responds to both considerations.

. Direct Re Sam=

The GAO report referenced above was critical of the role of state

vocational rehabilitation agencies in the administration of the

BRP program. It recommended that the Social Security

Administration experiment with the direct referral of SSDI

beneficiaries to rehabilitation facilities for evaluation and if

appropriate, services. In 1980 the Congress, in seetion_505 Of

the Social Security Disability Amendments Of 1980 (P.L. 96-265)

authorized the Social Security Administration to undertake

demonstration projects to test means for rehabilitation of SSDI

beneficiaries;

A key to S successful cost effective program for rehabilitation

of SSDI beneficiaries lies in the identification of the right

candidates. This entails a well focused effort to evaluate a

given beneficiary's potential for rehabilitation and restoration

to substantial gainful employment. Not every SSDI benefidiary
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can return to work even with an optimum rehabilitation program.

Selection of those persons with potential fo: gainful employment

and concvntration of servidet On theth is critical. Most

vocational evaluation capacity in the country is located in

rehabilitation facilitieb Direct involvement of the trained

professionals who represent this capacity in the identification

of dandidatet for the BR? is critical.

Therefore it ,s proposed that a demonsration project inclOde

direct referral of SSDI beneficiaries by SSA to rehabilitatien

agencies.

E. Zia:1=1=

The second element of this proposal deals with the financing of

rehabilitation services. As noted &hove it is assumed that any

change in the BRP would only be financially and politically

feasible if it did not result in an increse in federal outlays.

The current financing mechanism for these programs guarantees a

very limited program. It provides only for the payment of costs

and then only in successful cases; Inevitably some services will

not result in a successful rehabilitation. The cost of any such

'failures must be borne by state agencies and/or facilities.

Since reiMbursement from the SSDI Trust Fund is only for the cost

Of servides in successful cases (and there will inevitably be

some unsuccessful ones) the program in the aggregate offers nO

incentive and, in fact, is a disincentive to providing

rehabilitation services to SSDI beneficiaries. Any new program
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must be based on an explicit connedtiOn between expenditures for

rehabilitation and savings tO the SSDI Trust Fund.

To meet thit ObjettiJe, it is proposed that the present system be

modified tO perMit the Social Security Administration to enter

intO tiontratts with rehabilitation facilities and other qualified

entities for the provision of rehabilitation services to SSDI

beneficiaries and that the compensation paid for such terViCeS,be

COntingent upon the beneficiaries served achieving sUbStantial

gainful employment. It is proposed that facilities be

compensates", not in relation to their (Win eette Or charges, but

rather based on the savings generated for the SSDI Trust Fund.

Such payments would be made tO the faCility only when benefit

outlays are reduced Or tetMinated and would be made only so long

as the benefiCiary remained off the rolls, not to exceed five

years.

It is proposed that payments to facilities be made as a declining

percentage of the benefits payments whichi in the absente of a

successful program ot rehabilitation servicee WOUld have been

paid to the SSDI beneficiary, in aCCOrdande with the following

schedule:

Year One: 95%

Year TWO: 90%

Year Three: 85%

Year Four: 80%

Year Five: 75%
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Under such an arrangement facilities would near the risk for

identifiration of potential candidates among SSDI beneficiaries,

evaluation and success in rehabilitation. The federal government

cannot Iose since it would never pay to a 7ehabilitation facility

funds which would not otherwise have been paid to a SSDI

beneficiary;

A parriCipating rehabilitatión fadility would have an incentive

to follow the beneficiary after zompletion of a rehabilitation

program so long as a portion of its contingent compensation is at

risk. SIch continued involvement with and support of

beneficiaries would improve the prospects for permanent

employment.

It is helpful to consider the mechanics of such an arrangement;

The average monthly cash payment to Ith SSDI beneficiary is about

$460. Such payments are adjusted periodically to reflect changes

in the cost of living. For purposes of analysis the following

assumptions are made: this level of benefits is held constant, a

beneficiary receiving services is employed and dropped off the

rolls; he or she stays off for five years, and the payment rate

for the facility is as stated above. Under these assumptions,

over five years the facility would be paid the following amounts:

$ 5,244

4,968

4,692
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$23,460

Since these payments would be received over fiVe years their
_

current value would be eubstantially less. At a 10% discount

rate the right tO reteive these payments over five years has a

value the Start of that period of about $17,500. The Social

Security Act allows a beneficiary a ninemonth trial work 134.-tind

befOre there ia a cessation of benefits. Coupled vith pstiod

frir Berv-ces this means that payments to the faciiity WOnld star

not less than a year after the initiatic,n of SerViCea. This

would reduce the value of these potential payments at the tire

services are initiated (assuming a 10% disCount rate) to not more

than $16,003.

To determine tbat the provisiOn of services is warranted, tile

costs and risks Of SUCh serviCes would have to be assesSed by a

facility against this potential compensation. Such risks

include, at least; the following:

1. The risk that the benficiary will not achieve

substantial gainful activity.

2. The risk that the beneficiary will not stay off

the rolls for the fall fiVe years.

3. The Cost Of serVices to be provided.
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The cost of monitoring the beneficary over the

fiveyear period and any followup services that

may be needed.

5. The carrying cost of the services (although the

foregoing analysis assumes a 10% value of money in

measuring present worth of future payments).

If a program of this type is to be effeCtive it will require

facilities t0 be willing to take these risks while seeking to

minimize them. Early identification of the candidates for a

rehabilitation program is a major consideration, as is the

integration of vocational assessment with the initial elivibility

determination for the applicants for SSDI beneficiaries. It is

recognized that certain beneficiaries have been determined to

qualify for SSDI with the expectation that their disabling

conditions will abate and, therefore, thtt benefits are under any

circumstances will be of short duration; The Social SeCUrity

Administration should have authority to exclude froM the BRP

persons in this category or; alternately, to proVide for shorter

period of compensatiOn tit) partidipating rehabilitation facilities

in Such cases.

A sl,stem of tLis type would reouire fscilities to be extremely

carefL1 about the people accepted for services as well as to

determine that anticipated future payments, reduced to presett

value, would warrant delivery of such services. Facilities w0Uld
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be at risk for the success of services, but with a potential

reward if they do so.

In Yovember 1983 the Social Security Administration published a

statistical analysis of SSDI benefiCiaries entitled.

Characteristics a Social- Security DitabilitY LIMAXAMDI

Beneficiaries, SSA PublicatiOn No. 13-11947. This report

cOntains the most current public information on the

characteristics of SSDI beneficiaries. It is based on a sample

of disability decisions made during 1977-1979 and includes data

by sex, age, occupation, diagnosis, mobility and state of

residence.

Attached as Exhibit A is a table extracted from this report

showing the number and percentage distribution of diSabled worker

claims allowances by age and diagnosis in 1979 based on a sample

of claims allowed-. In assessing the potential for rehabilitation

of SSDI beneficiaries it is pertinent that 35% of approved claims

were for people less than 49 years of age. Of these, 39% (14.7%

Of the total) were under 35 years of age. Rehabilitation s.;.f any

si-gnificant number of such SSDI beneficiairies would produce

great savings for the Trust Fund.

ReLitl000tio to Vacational Rehabilitaticn program

The contingent fee concept outlined above is proposed as a

supplement tc rather than in Iieu Of the Current mechanism for
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providing rehabilitation services to SSDI beneficiaries.

Accordir.gly beneficiaries should continue to be eligible for

sponsorship under the rehabilitation program admin:atered by

state rehabilitation agencies and such agencies should continue

to be reimbursed form the SSDI Trust Fund for successful

rehabilitation which they sponsor; It is presumed that the state

vocational rehabilitation agency and/or a participating facility

would not qualify for both the contingency fee and reimbursement

from the Trust Fund as currently authorized and that selection

between these alternate modes of sponsorship would be made when

services are initiated. Further, it is presumed that a state

agency would not qualify for the contingent fee arrangement if

rehabilitation services for the beneficiary were financed with

federal funds under the Rehabilitation Act or similar authority.

G Medicate ?disability

Under current Iaw an SSDI beneficiary becomes eligible for the

Medicare program 24 months after a positive determination of

disability. For disabled persons such coverage is very

important. NARF proposes that such Medicare coverage be

continued during the five-year work period upon which the

contingency fee is predicated.

Referral BeGhanism

It is voposed _that participating facilities have access to

medical records and other information associated with disability
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dtterminations and reevaluations Of SSD/ beneficiaries. On the
basis of joint determinatiOn between SSA personnel and

participating facilities SSDI benefiCiaries determined to have

rehabilitation potential wOuld be referred to such facilities fOr

evaluation and, ultimately a determination as to whether serviCes

are indicated;

1. io-mmli Ira lzuzleiaratation

This propbsal Can be implemented through a detonStration project
under the Authority of Section 505 of the Sticial Security

Disability Amendments of 1980 (42 11.S. §1301) or Section 1110 of

the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. §1310).

HARP, at no cost to the government, would _provide a

representative group of rehabilitation facilities in different
parts of the country to enter into contracts with SSA 38

described above. The Disability Determination ServiCe of State

agencies in these areas and SSA office would be adiriSed to

provide infOrMation to them necessary to make the decision to

determine Candidates for services. NARF reoeste that a person
be designated by SSA to coordinate the development of this
proposal into a concrete plan which tefledta any concerns the

agency may have and identifies the Operational requirements from

SSA's perspective.
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NARF Contact: James A. Cox, Jr.

P. O. Box 17675

Washington, D.C. 20041

(703) 556-8848
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Mr. BARTLorr. Mr. Cholette, I had wanted to ask you also about
the competitive placements.

Mr. CiimerrE. I can only speak for the State of 1g-ft+ Hampehire.
We do handle the _projects with industry for the_State anct with a
State with less than a million people, we placed 177 diSabled people
into permanent employment last year. I don't know what the cost§
would be of handling the SSI, but I could probablY research that
and Send it to you.

Mr. BARTLE-IT. You could do it? You are equipped to do it?
Mr. CimerrE. Yes. Definitely.
Mr. BARTLETT. If you were redrafting this act the reauthorita-

tion of the Rehabilitation Act, what things wotil'd each of you in-
clude to provide for increased private sector involvement in reha-bilitation?

Mr. Cholette, you expressed disapwintment at the adtual imple-
mentation of private sector involvement; Would you include per:
centage requirements? Or how would You approach it if you were
in our shoes?

Mr. CHouvrE._ Well, I think we suggest, that; for instance, priori;
ty be given to State agencies_ who would include the private sector
and their continuing education; preservice education, and continu=
ing education. We think that getting the providersat_least a task
fdrce under RSA where you had private_provider§ and State agency
representatives just1 to form a task force; to exchange ideas and bealways current as to what_ was happening in the field. This has
been done away with and now it is a hit and miss Sitnation if some-
one is interested or they are not that they get together.

I think there are several things of this nature whidh I have in-cluded in the presentation.
_Mr; BARTLETT. Your testimony was extreniely helpful, Mr.

Ha He-S.
Mr. HARLPS. Just a couple of quick points; Probably a substantigl

increase in projects with industries. That hiis proVen; I think, itself
nOW to be a very effective program and I think it needs tO go from
what is still more of a demonstration leVel in terms of funding and
its place within the Rehabilitation Act to a much broader pregram,
both in term§ of how it is set up and in terms of its funding.

I think that we need_to see a reemphasis on the innovation and
ekpansion part of the act that has been basically, apiri, dormant
for several years noW.It was through those dollars; it went to the
States and, in turn; primarily to private, nonprofit rehabilitation
agencies to develop new methodologies to come up with some innO-
vative approaches to new and old problems.

I think we need to see a reemphasis_ on that aght now that
States are relatively strapped in terms of not having any discre-
tionary money available. I think we need to maybe Point out in the
act that there doesn't need to be some money carved out for that
type of activity.

The same thing is true for discretionary program§ in general,
that there is where we did get a lot of the innovation, new ideas,
new ways of doing things, and we pretty much lost that ove: the
past several years.

Mr; BARTLETT. Mr. Dew, one final question. You testifiedif I
could overly simplify, one of the points of your testimony was that

51-316 0 ---- 86 15
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you are not overly impressed with new technologies of teaching,
that is; satellite linkups and-such as that, but you testified essen-
tially backand I am over-simplifying!--

Mr. DEW. Gee, I hope I didn't say that.
Mr: EA T.TtErr. That there is no substitute for the classroom. My

qUeStion would take in the issue of _technology and taking technolo-
gy out of teaching techniques, but I want to inquire as to what
extent trainees are exposed to technological advances and their im-
plications for the employment of disabled _persons. So leaving aside
using technology for teaching; do_ we need to improve on teaching
technological availability for the disabled?

Is that an area of priority in your judgment?
DEW. Yes. I would certainly think sc. We talk about rehabili-

tation anneers and -we know that they are certainly not being
produced and trying to take engineers and make them rehabilita-
thm engineers is certainly one route, but, no, I think that would
certainly be a high area of priority.

Mr. BARMEN'. So you would increase that as a priority?
Mr. DEW. Oh, yes.
Mr; BARTLE-IT, Particularly rehabilitation engineers,
Mr. DEW. Could I just clarify my comment about the satellite be-

cause I don't mean tia say -that there is not a place for that, there
is. One of the concerns I have is that we quite often get into this
it it either thiS or thiS. In rehabilitation today there are no easy
answers: It is a combination and I just hope that with the commit,
tee's &dance and leadership and everyone in this room that we
just kind of force all of us to kind of work cioser together to build
on_ what we have and not take from each other.

I think that was my point.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Cholette, many people see the organizations

which sou represent as _prime examples of the successful_contribu-
tory volunteer-like effort to assist folks. As you know, both because
Of changing philosopnies and the Federal _deficit, the Federal Gov-
ernment has looked more and more to volunteer-efforts or _private
contributions to assist in some of the Nation's providing of services
to those who need it.

Inasmuch as you;_l might say, work both sides of the treet, what
iS the appropriate Federal role the rest of this decade beyond?

Mr. CHOLME. W011,- I think two major areas Om _nink we
have to continue the partnership between private and public. If we
lose that by taking away all of the money, we are not going to get
it back in contributions.

Sec-ond, we are fighting an uphill battle in _trying to raise some
ba3ic contributed income-. As you know, the third-class postal subsi-
dy is very much in jeopardy; andi for every penny of increase to a
third=class nonprofit mailer, it will cost $1 million worth of services
that Easter Seal societies across-the country are providing, today:

Now, if you take that away from us and take away the_ other
part of the bargain, there will be nothing left. So we can do our
share, I think, in the world of contributed income, but it, too, has
ita limitations.

Tax reform is affecting that, too, as you know. We don't know
what is coming there.

450
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Mr. Wi wrAms. Neither, do we. Nor does anyone at the WhiteHouse know what to expect;
Ms. Novak-KrajewSki, you mentioned in your teStimony that dueto the nature of most severe handicaps a counselor muSt be excep-tionally creative in developingjob possibilities, Is it the judgmentof your association that the current university:based rehabilitationcounselor training programs are sufficiently preparing counselorsto do that? _

You are shaking your head no,-for the record. Teli us, you=diddelineate what _you thought was some concerns in your testimony,but_ir you would expand on those, I would appreciate it.
Ms. NOVAK-KRAJEWSKI. Having been in the field for about 9years, I have heard of two universities that do excellent trainingand job placement and development. Those happen to be GeorgeWashingt'in and the University of Wisconsin. Obviously there areonly two that have a primary curricula focus in those areas.Of the others, they are weak in those areas. It may be a smallcomposite of a general counseling course in rehabilitation. Therehas _not been an emphasis in what I have seen of rehabilitationcounselors to be trained in specific areas of job development andplacement with severely diSabled individuals.

We obviously have to -ses the severely _disabled indiVidualshaven't_ been in the forefront, except for the last 5 years. So it isbasically opportunitieS are opening for the-diSabled and educationkept up_within these. So there is a lack of service there.Mr. WILLIA4S. I must close this hearing. Again, we appreciate allof you being with us and sharing your good counsel, and this hear-ing is adjourned.
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROGER P. KINGSLEY, PH.D., DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL RELA-

noNs DIVISION, GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT, ON BEHALF OT THE AMERICAN

SPEECH-LANGUAG E-HEAR:NG ASSOCIATION

The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) welcomes the

opportunit) to submit a statement to the Subcommittee On Select Education

as part of the record of oversight hearings on the ReliabiIitati::; ACt of

1973, as amended. As the major professional association concerned With

rehabilitation of persons with communication handicaps, we are pleased that

the Subcommittee has focused attention on a vitally important but inade-

lidateIy implemented part of the Act--the Rehabilitation Training Program.

ASHA represents over 43,000 speech-lani,uage pathologists and audiolo-

gists hatiOnWide, inClUding many who provide rehabilitation services to

handicapped adults. AMong the relevant employment settings our nembers work

in are hospital-based speech and bearing clinicS, rehabilitation agencies and

comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation agencies (including National Easter

Seals and 1_-.ited Cerebral Palsy facilities), state vocational rehabilitation

agencies; and home health agencies.

EYOICition of the Rebabilitation-Trafninit Program

Having heard testimony from public officials, including state direc-

tors of vocational rehabilitation; repre.entatives of national organizations,

and disabled individuals receiving services in the rehabilitation system, the

Subcommittee is alteady aware of serious problems In the Rehabilitation

Training Program. The objectives of this statement are to (a) discuss the

failure of the Rehabilitation :-,,,rviceS Admini;4tration (RSA) to fulfill re-

quirements established by Congres, in rhe Rehabiliraticig Aet AMendments of

1984 (P.L. 98-221); (b) elaborate on the L.7-1,.:,ttf:& ack 'it support for

training personnel in the field of speech-language pathology and audiology;

:id (e) make several recommendations for modifications in the Rehabilitation

Aet.
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re. Rehabilitation T.-lining Progr.v, .1c for "..'n of ,he Rehabilitation

Act of 1973, as amended) supprrts traini
i th, `7.ead -;nge of establ shed

professional rehahnitation felds identific-1 in the .' h.,hilitation Act

ic-71,-1'n't rehabilitation medicine, speech-lanc(uce r,'',1 ,gy; audiologY.

701vSicaI therapy, occupational therapy, reha'-1 LI counseling; ihtet-

preters for the deaf, and personnel to train thy Aind. BetadSe tehabilita-

tion focuses on the unique needs of handicapped indivi4U4It, successful

Outcomes are largely dependent on professional service providers with appro-

priate training and skills. Long-term training accounts for the malority of

the Rehabilitation Training Program; while the reMainder of the hudget is

devoted to continuing education programs which enL:re that personnel already

in the fie: :-,a1ntaln up-to-date techniques and skills enabling them to

respond to changing priotitieS and needS within the rehabilitation program.

Established by Congtess in the Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments of 1954

(P.L. 83-565) 10 preVide for the preparation and mainter_.nce of a qualified

work foteé, the Rehabilitation Training Program was expanded in 1973 (P;L.

93-112) tb meet the demand for more specialized personnel qualified to Work

With persons suffering from a variety of disabling condition§ and to improve

the skiils of those already engaged in rehabilitation Of the handicapped.

Section 304(0 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended, stated that

In making such grants or contracts, fuhd-s_made available for
any year will be utilized to provide.a balanced program of
assistance to meet the medical vocational, and other personnel
training needs of_both public.and private rehabilitation pro-
grams_and inWtorions, to include projects in rehabilitation
medicine, rehahililatlori nursing, rehahilitation counseling;
rehabllitatiOn_Sorial_workrehahilitation psychiatryrehabil-
itation psyoholoc', Iphy§iO-al therapY, occupational therapy,
peech pathology aad audiology, workshop and ,.acility adminis-

tratiOn, PrOSthetics and orthotics, spocial,.:H personnel in
providing services to blind and deaf Indivio,!

! ...
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Because the sute did not ex0Iicitiv define -balanced program, con-

siderable diScretioh Was left in the handS of RSA to dCtermine levels of sup-

port for the various rehahilitation fields. Training priorit'.es were estab-

lished on the basis of factors other than the actual need for different kind;

of rehabilitation services. In 1980, a report concerning the impact of

rehi.bilitatioi training support on the service delivery system found that

-RSA does not use data on the rharacteristics of existing rehabilitation

personnel for planning purposes.-1 The report concluded that -there has

heen no way to systematically estimate the demand tor rehahilitation

pers.InneI ih many of the established disCiplines other than by COntatting

professilnal orv!n1zations:"2 However, for many years, RSA haS ShOWn little

interest in utilizing information on training needs from manv professional

associations, Including ASAA. The Committee on Education and Labor

recognized this problem when it reauthorized the Act in 1973:

A varie:y of governmen: and private studies over the last

several years l.ave provided evidence of major manpower
shortiges iA rehahilitat on fields such as speech-language
pathology; audiolovy, relabilitation medicine, physical
therapy, occupational th-rapy, prosthetics and orthotics. The

r.ommitteL has no evidence, however, that present training
grant al.ocations are base upon objective fi7idings of
p.rsonnel shortages.

The CommitteeiretOgnizt.s that.do,.umentation of rehahilitatiol
persoanel needs, updated_annually, Is the_most ohjective.and
cost-effective means of justifying the allócation of trainin;!
funds Across discipline lines. Currently, rhere IS ho Method
to systematically distribute these grants according to
findings of manpower shortages. Allocations can !,e made

without necessary study and evlauation consistent with
identifying needs for trianing nr shortages in personnel.
(House Report No. 98-137, p. 21)

1JWK Internaticnal Corporation, ssment of the Impact f R,shanilita

[ton Training Cra- Support S -d Areas of Academic and ,--'-itcademi,c

Training on ImproIng the Effective,less of the Vocational Re!,.)ilitation
Service Delivery System.- Final Report submitted to PSA/OSRS (Decemher
1980), 11-5.

-Ibid., II-7.
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Rehabilitation Training in Pub-l-i-cLaw 98 221

During t'e last reautLorization of the Act; this SubcOMmittee etamined

the status of Rehabilitation Training nod drew two important conclusions.

First, that serious personnel shortages exist in rehabilitation fields in-

cluding speech-language pathology and a is.dncond, that the for

al7.)cating training funds vas inadequate in that it
i t no , on Coe

anelioraci;,n of

Finding the manne: training funds were allocated to he inade-

quate; the House and Senate JHthorinink; committees included changes which

were intenued to ensure effective tise of nersonnel preparation funds. One

amendment requires targeting of .periiic areas of personnel shortages. In

order to elithinate arbitrary allocation of 4..m,ds And 'co ensure that the

awarding of grants fo based on demonstrated ano,ther amendment requires

that!

-The Commissioner_shall propare and submit to the_ Cein-
gress, simultaneously_with_the_budget submisSled fot th^ suc-
.:eedl,r fiscal year_for the Rehabilitation SetvIeeS Administra-
tt -eport setting forth and justifying in detail how the

'und_for_the_f1scal yeer prior te: SU6h submission are
by_professional_discipline and Other program areas.

Thy ,,I.rt-shall_also_contain.findirigs_on personnel shortages,_
how funds proposed for the sutiedding fiscal year will be allo-
catediunder_the President's bUdget proposal, and low the find-
ings of personnel shortage§ jOatify the allocatiOns." (R.L.
98-221, Section 133(d))

Since enactment of thiS athendment, RSA has demonstrated little inter-

est in implementing n64 procedures for determining personnel needs and basing

funding allotatiOh§ On objeCtive findings. Last year, the agency contracted

with Dd'id Roberts, Ph.D., of the Department of Educational and Counseling

Fsychologv at the University of Missouri-Columbia to conduct 4 studY Of
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rehabil!tv-iar, .ii-qad-s; Results of the NatIonal-Rehubilitation

ManpOwer Needs Asssment (1984) were presented at a briefing in »ashington,

1:7-:C.; on September 13, 1984, and published in April, 1985.3 The data t6-

ported are incomplete - Fact that was acknowledged by RSA offiglaLt who

attended the briefing. A major reason for the incomplete data WaS thi. Sot

all of the professional rehabilitation disciplines were adeiiately repre-

sented in the study. For instance, this AsSoCiatiOn; 7epresenting a

significant segment of the rehabilitatiOn .-!der community, was not

included on the Advisory Committee and was ,asulted during the planning

phase of the study. AS a result, speech-language pathology and audiology

training ptok,taMS ;46eL; inadequately represen' when the survey was done.

Despite problems with the manner in which the sudy was conducted, it did

produce more data than were previously available concerning th2

rehabilitation workforce, particulaCy relating to personnel sho,tages and
_

needs among the various fields -?-,-ver, the Office of Special Edutatican And

Rehabilitative Services ided to not include any of the finding-a in

its "Congressional Report- n iliration Trpning peogehni allocations

that was sent to Congr,,- of this year.4 Thia eepoet only alludes

to the findings when it states that:

:rrcntly_available rehabilitation personnel Supply and demand
data ant: othei_information were reviewed to determine ;ghether
that data and information_couid_be used to derc: ne ppropri-
ate Fiscal_Yeat. 1985 and11986 allocatisn levels :n n un;ii.rm
andirelieble manner. 1.Thia review indicated "lr adeate
habilitation personne_aupply and eemand dat, -e rently
avAiIhKe.tö Permit theidentification of nnr,.omel
in a tOnSistent and uniform manner.

3C;. DaVid Roberts and Michael V. Oliveri, Nattene-I-Rehab411,ation Manpower
Needa Aaaessment, University of Missour3-Columbia (AprIl 1985).

4U.S._Department of Education, Offics ol Speial Education and Rehabilitative
Services,_"Cangressional R.arrt: Fiscal Years 1985 and 1986 Rehabilitation
Training PtOgrina AlIogatlom, 'April 1985),
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With the rejection of the initial studv, RSA has recently contracted

with Advanced Technology, Incorporated, to develop a system for collecting

data to estimate shortages of rehabilitation personnel and for makinc funo

allocation decisions. OSERS officials have ind1cated that it will take at

least another two years before valid data relating to rehabilitation person-

nel shortages are available.5 4e do not believe that delaying the first

real report untii the FY 1988 budget submission is what Congress intended

when the amendment was passed requiring the Commissioner to provide reports

at the time of the Department's budget submission for the succeeding fiscal

year. The Senate Appropriations Committee restated its position in the

Report accompanying the FY 1985 L,HHS,ED Appror,riations bill:

The Com1r.itte: is concerned that it has not been provided ade-
quate documentation by RSA on how rehabilitation training funds
are to be allocated to meet shortages of specific skilled per-
sonnel categories. A review of the actual training expendi-
tures by RSA reveals a wide disparityjin funding of various
professional areas including seemingly disproportionately small
amounts for major professions such as physical therapy.

The Committee notes that section 133.(d) of the recently:enacted
Public Law 98-21 reouires the_RSAICommisaioner_to Siibtit with
each year's budget request a_justification_of:past and _

requested_trainAng ,,ypenditures id_terms of_shortage areas.
The Committee strongIy_supports_this provision ahd,Iooks for-
ward to receiVing the first such_report together With:the fis-
cal yoAr 1986 budget rei,aest. (Senate Report NO. 98-544, p.
167)

The -Report- that. P.SA sohmttnd to Congress last month falls far short

of what the authoriziog committees had in mind whe-, :hev added the annual

rehabilitation , the Act. In (%rt, RSA acknowledges that

"adequate rehabilitat,-: ..Irrsonnel rlomand 're not clirrently

available to permit t,,- .io,qtfictts-'n of 7-ersoanel a consirent

5Based on.converaations wat, .,Laft of Lhe Office of SerlAl Fd,,
Rehabilitative Ser.vices (Apc:1 anr: June :1, 198',.

and
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manuer, and therefore fiscal years 19`,5 1-4 19So ill cation f md, by

disipIlne and ?ro,:ram Area are dud will ra,t he hdsed Itt ohtemtive ddti.'

RSA is continuini: practice mr al bc it no traiminp, funds im nqn-rhiec-

tive manner exactly the practice Conress wanted to reform when it amended

the Act. 111t all this amounts t, ic a disreliard hv the Pehahilitdtion

vices Administration of the corwressional manda' ,hllshed in P-.L; 9R-221

and A contimu,tion of hudret a!locations that Ira ,t fikdd t, indimmu

personmel needs And shortares.

Rehabilitation Training and Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology

The arbitrary deciSion-making concerning fund .ocations in personnel

training h. dh meant a continuous decline in support tor speech-languaze-hear-

ing programs and the total elimination of new training grants for these

pruio.ams in the current fiscal vear. (Se.2 Apeuliv. A) RSA has neither

provided evidence $ decline in CIL :-ellabilitation needs of adults with

communication di ,,rdets c 1f fi-'t-t workforce provide rehabilita-

tion services to this porulation. ttn the cont-arv; data supplied to RSA hv

Dr. Roberts, along with demographic trends; give strong indication of A

growing need ro, more speech-language pathology and andioIdgV sdlvi This

need is amplified in a statement on "Rehabilitation Services and Perinnel

Needs for the Communicativ/11y Handiapped,' which wns prepared for Dr.

Roberts; who indicated that it would he ippended to the National

Rehabilitatior Manpower Needs Assesyment report. (See Appendix FS)

()Madeleine C. Wili, Assistant Secretary for Specta -:(1tication and Rehab;lita
tive Services, testimony hofore the Subcommittee

, Select Education (Aulv
17, 1985), p. 2.
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Although OAS statement did not ippear in the final published
report, it

had heen sent also to officials
in the Office of SpeCial Wucation and

Rehabilitative Servii-eA; Yet, wirer: the notice on Rehabilitation Long:Term
Training P allbcatio , was iroblibed in :je Federal Reets-tex on Febru-
ary 27. 1C' ew f

,peech-lan,:uage pathology and audi,logv nro-
grJ,' wac omitted. Tnc ve,.rs ago, RSA de,-ided

to eliminate new funJin,g fOr

this pr',-;-ssion,
Longress tO include a cr's ioicn accompanying

tire

FY 1984 C,Hh'-1,1Z)
.'L,a,opriations Act (R.L. 98-1.19)

which required a Mainte-
_

uance bf funding support at the FY 1981 level of S29.2,000.
(Serint-e RepJrt

98-247, p. 42)

In testimony before t.hiS Sihcommittee on July 17, 1'165; tI: ristant

Secretary for OSERS, Madeleine Will, res, e to the Chairman's qa--sJI-ji

about current fund allOCations by stating that her Office waS. "in a holding

pattern- due to inadeUate personnel data and; therefore, that RSA was con-

tinuing to support the different
professional areas. However, in a -Con-

gressional Report- referred to earlier; theee is no explanation as to why

support for a major rehabilitation
disCIPIine speech-lanuage na.L.ol,tgY and

auliolOgy - is heing

We or , further concerned that RSA has been indicating to ASHA Memhers

contacting the agency that there dee no new funds available
beCAUSo ASHA did

not provide documentation
to justify aliocation of funds to the profession.

Clearly, it was not the ihfeht of Congress to ro,:uire ASHA Or any profession-

al association to conthiet Studies that would demonstrate
Personnel needs and

justify funding S6pOlirt. The CougressionJi regnirement is that:

In additionitli eOnsulting the valious training disciplines,_state agenCies and others, iu_reFard
to training needs. the

Committee expects the Commissioner
toide:elbp objective pro-cedures fox gathering and

assessing the information it re-ceives. The ComMittee further
expects_Jhat lunds-for the studyand evaluation Of Manpower

needs in fiscal year 1984 will not

459
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he-drawn from rehabilitation trai- lag progrm allocations;
rather,-the source for-the necessary_ funding .should he the

salaries and expenses accounts of Zoe Department. (Senate

Report No. 98-168; p. 17)

This Association has, in fact, made every effort to provide RSA ,ith luf ,rmd-

fihri regarding workforce needs in the field rf spee;h-anguage dnd

audioldgy; Hawever, thiS Information is apparently being disregard:A Am; are

data from the Roberts' study leMdriStrafing a shortage of trained speech-

language pathologists and audiologists ode formal roduest made nearly

four month:: ago for a review of Ole ri 1985 fi,nd allocation decisl,u has

received no reS.ponse from either the Assistant Secretary fnr nSERS 6f the

Commissioner of RSA.8

Recommendat form: ROob-ti-l-ta-ti-onP-e-r-sern,re-1 Study

ANNA believes that the la- contained in P.L. 98-221 and accompany-

ing committee reports is qc,te clear regarding reports and justifications

from RSA concerning the allocation of training grants. The Commissioner

ShO6Id fualV explain his agency's failure to carry out these requirements in

the laW.

The timink Of the initial report was not entirely cle:Ir from the legis-

lative history of P.L. 98-221; However, the intent of Conitress that RSA soh-

mit annual reports it not npe t6 question. The Senate Lahor and Human Ro-

sourceS Committee Repot on the P(b,billtation AMeodMents of 1983 referred in

-a ..tudy and evaluation ot needs in fiscal year 19116,;" (Seoato Re-

port vo. 98-168, p. 77, emphasis added). The Nouqe Educa-ion and Lahur

7R,berts, National Rehahilttat-i-en Manpaw-er Needs Assessment, pp. 19 22,

8Letter_ from Dr. Frederick T. Spahr, ASHA Executive Director, to Madeleine
Will (April 2, 1985).
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Committee Report stated that -the amendment requires the Commissioner to

provide to Congress annually, at the time of the Departmental budget

submission, a report of the findini;,, of nersoanel needs... that jaStify the

allocation of present and proposed training infidS.- AIJO, -the Committee

recognizes that documenCation of rehabilitatiOn ners-onneI heedS, 2,pdated

11v, is the most objective and Cost effective means of justifying tH

allocation of training funds across discipline lines." (House Report No.

98-298; p. 22, emphasis added)

Appa:ently, committee report language has not provided sufficient moti-
_

%ration Li- RSA to comply with the amendment. It may he necessary to clarify

the statute and, to this end, ASHA recommends a simple amendment to SeCtiOri

304(c):

The Commissioner shall -arrnuailv_prepare and_submit to the Con-
gress, simultaneonslv_with the_hudget suhmission for_the- suc-
ceeding fiscal year for th:1 Rehabilitation ServUeS AdminiSita-
t ion , a report...

Recommendation: Qualified Rehab 1 tation Personnel

In the last reauthorization of he Act, Congress amended Section 304

to include an emphasis on the need for "qualified- rehabilitation person-

nel. The CommisSioner is supposed to determine trai^i^.g needs for qualified

perSOnnel and ensure that training grants and contracts he awardei for the

purpose ot assisLing in incte;+sing t'e nu of qualified nersonnel. Both

authoriz,ng c, mittees stated that wh,: Is mear,. Ho:Office in thiS

definition 'ertification and/or licen,ure f: J,e Appropriate state and/or

national ,ertifying boards..." (8enate Report No. q8-18, p. 171 Hcolge

Report . 9o-137, p. 22, and House Report No. 9H-595).

AS HA strongly supported the addition Of r he term -e,a 1 1 f ied- and we

believe that the change will contribute to the training of professionals

who t1 e more Able than in the past to prOvide .1;,propr1ate rehabilita-

tion se rvices.

461
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We believe that the training of qualified personnel coGld be .urther en-

!lanced hv requiring that programs receiving Rehabilitation Trlining p!rants

meet state and professional standards. such a requirement wns added to the

Spe-ial Education Per-3onno1 Deelopmcot Program in Lhe Education of the

Handicapped Act Amendments of 1983 (P.L. )8-199). Applied to rehabilitation

personnel preparation, this would focus funding support on programs that ha.-e

met state and national standards of quality education and training. ASHA

reommends that Section 304 of the RehahiIitation Act he amended to includ a

provision requiring that:

The Commissioner_shaII ensure that applicant anstitutions, in
order_to be aWarded rehabilitation training grants, shall meet
both state and professionally rec,gnized standards for the
training of qualified rehabiltation personnel.

Special Education - Rehabilitat-tonramsi-t-ion: Professional T-a., Need§

Cooperation between special education and vocational rehabilitation

was strengthened when the two federal offices were placed_tmder the same

assistant secretary level office when the Department Of Education was estab-

lished in 1980. The new Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative

Services (USERS) was created to foster iMPtLived IinKages between speci,-.1

gen-education and rehabilitation agencies at state and local levels. It vas

erallv assumed that coordination between the two program areas would be ini-

tiated by national leaders and filter down to the lower levels wbore programs

are actiially implemented. The 1992 annual report of the National Council on

the Handicapped recommend the development of an Individualized L:areer

Development Plan (ICDP) which would he based nn the individuallzed EdUCation

Plan (I:T) and the ina.:tdual(zed Written Rehahilitation Plan ;IWRP).9

9U.5. DepartMent of_Educatio, 2. Annual Repriit Of the Nat nnal Council on
the Hand-i-c-aPpe '111-ch 1981\. 40-4i.

4 62
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iecegniging impaltar'e of improviug training of a!odeots who are in

transition ',etween schonl hnme laderenient Tongre,^

est fblished Se,'t h2r e: fre Fdncori g -The

Secondary Tl.itication Ana Transitional Serviges ter Hihdi.-apped Youth- program,

is desighed to:

Tilfrengthen and co-clinafg educafihn, training, lad relate'
services. for handiCappd Youth to a.sisf in thn_transiticeii
proces,, to boat-secondary education, or adult services.--

Despite coordination at the national level, eduf.ational and rehabilita-

tion agencies remain aeparated in the bureaucratic structures of most atote

afid Ideal goveinments. 'in fications for professionals serving the handi-

capped are diiferent Ind fri.oing programs tend to focus on either edueotion

or r2habilitation, resh''..i in service providers who are inodebnatelY

equipped to worc with e. population or the other.

We would recommend that attention he given to this defigiency in the

reauthorigation of both the Rehal.ilitariOn Aet and the Fiucation of the

Handicapped Act. For instance; the dfTifinition of "qualified" proff'2'ssional

could he amended to include a reqeirement for at least some preservice train-

ing in both special education dod rehabilitation. Also, inservice training
_ .

programs in each field cbuld be mndified in scope and content tncorporAte

information and practical instruction relating to the other field. The need

tor rehabilitotion profe,isionals to be equipped with for wor'-log with

gr,dfiii,s 4 spec4A1 -IncAtion programs is greater than ever since thefirsf

wo. of 4Jent: ', now irmerging from the schools and entering rehabilitation

pro)tram,:.

ASEA Appre,-tAte, the Commitrec.,, con,iderAttor, .0
f -lows m0 r-rAm-

mcndAtiAns regArdinrt the RehAhtlftation TratAtnil ,r,ri,71. .ok iorward t,

Working witn Committee .A,Anhers And statf en the rhAnt,lori,Atio71 Ai Art.
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APPENDIX 13

REI:AILITATIoh SERVICES Asp PERSTNEI.
FnR THE COY.MrNICATIVELY RASDICAPPE)

Personnel Preparation .-R-e-Tu-i-r-e-ments rnder the Rehabilitation Act of l''171 asAM-ended

As in any professional service_area,
vocational rnhabilitA:ion services

are only as good- as the_personnel who_provide them. Pecsonnel_who specializein the rehabilitation_of handicapped
Individuals must_receive quality trainingadd must he trained, in number§ adequote

to ensure accessibility for personS fri
regions thrhout the .counttY. and with a variety ,of disabling conditiOns.
Congress has-c,c,gnized theseTheeds-by making_ rehabilitation training ,=nintegral_part of 'he overall federal-state_

vocationalirehabilitatiOn_nrogrAM.
Authorization is providedifor states and public or nonprofit ageneleS and
organizations, including_inStttutions of higher_eduration; to fund pto;ects toincrease the numbet,Of porscinnel trained dn, provid InC vocational_ahd SO-cial
rehabilitation services_to handicapped individuals. Section 304(5) of the
Rehabilitation At Of 1973, as amended, states that

"In_makingeAd:2h grants or contracts,ifunds made_ available for any
year.sliall he targeted to areasiof_personnel shortage WhiCh may fa-
cIudelprojects in rehahilita'ion_medicine,

rehabilitatiOn nursiny,
rehabilitation counseling,-rehabilitation soglAI WOrk, rehabilita-
tiOn psychiatry, rehabilitation_psychology,

OhYSI-cal therapy,
occupational therapy, speech pathology and audiology..."

The Rehabilitation Training ,section_was strengthened in thC Rehabilitation
Act Amendments of 1984 (P.L.,,98-221)_by

placing new_ emphasis_ on, the ,eed forqualtfte persJr.nel-, and,by requiring RSA to systematically distribute train-
ing- funds on the 'Iasis of_findings_of

personnel shortages_and analysis ofpersonnel needs. This_latter_amendment requires RSA to_provide Cor4ress
annuallv,-along_with its budget request, a report_op the findings oilpersonneI
needs_Oncluding (nservite and continuing education needs) that justifY the
allocation of present ahd prO06sed training fundo.'

Sereiee Needs fnr the C- cIcativelb Handie-a-p-p-d-P-opulation

The Ahtity c,Hmo a necessary skill_in almost All WaIkS oflife portane -ommunication ability in .ihterPetsonal
,

! and it tonal _purs oi ts is, uhdehiahle. It issignifi-
'-""n! -.100 ...haridcaps r,..reent, one or the mostchronic, n n in the United St,.!-es. These disorders areprevale' 111 ioeconomic classes, .1mi Sge groups, althoughspee,l) e .c.rers are mare :ommonly forind In children and hearing

dis6re s are more prevalent in the elderly poptil :ah. "a-cording tnCen-, ,tri for 19RO, there_were ,illinn spee0- andlanguage
fOr eerSons and ovec 18 million hear:og iMpaired petsons to Ore natton.2

465
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Howe:er,is a result ,f an increase in the number of curviving handicapped
infants and the disproportionate growth in the Aging p,pulation, both t'cnos
handicaps are projected to increase dramatically during the rest of :nf,
century and beyond. the Year 2025, it is estimated that there will !7,2

3.1 mitlioQ speech:language impaired and tl1iri hearing impoired
Americans.' It has been estimated that j.ults age 18 to 79, seven ,

eight percent softer from some degree if !..ar g loss. The annual deficit fr
earning power Among the hearing handicano: ,;rimated at over one and
one-quarter billion dollars."

. _IDue to norridentificat_on and underrepot.fng of speech And Language
impairments in the U.S. population; prevalence of these disorders.is.less
certain. :Hlowever,.it is genera _, assumed .that there may be 11 million

individuals, inchrling both children and adults; who suffer from seoech and
language impairments.

As a result or congenital impairments, accidents,.and severe illneSS; the
number of persons with speech, langdage and bearing disorders is constantly .

growing. As the communicatively ha-licapped population increases, so does the
demand f'ar well-trained speech-language nathologists and audiologists to
provide 9ervices in rehabilitation settings.

Most speech and language disorders-can be corrected when appropriate
diagnoses and treatments are available and are provided. Although heari--

is-usually- irrevers'.1 many hard-of-hearing (as opposed to deaf) indiv,

can-also he helpe. professional rehabilitation and the use )f hearing

aids. liecause t .tv to communicate effectively is so important in the
work environment 1, e communicative disorders have such a high potential

for successful Te:rx ,nion, programs designed and funded to serve th s

population 17, very cost-effective.

RSA ted that in fiscal Year 1982; 226,924 individuals were
rehabilitated through the federal-state program.5 Yet, despite the significant
potential for rehabilitation, relatively few persons with speech; language and
hearing_impairments..have.been served. Only 20;300 of the. individuals
rehabilitated in l.981.had communication disorders, 1,cluding 7;700 deaf; Ini8on
hardofhearing, and.l,800 with speech and language impairments.6 Over one and
one-half. million. AMericans are prevented from worlaag aS a.result of
communication:disorders, and among:the estimated 16.5 million people with a
partial work diSability are one million who suffer from speech; language and
11,:aming impairmerits.7

A final point here is that communication impairments_are_Often related to
severe handicapping condition_ like Parklhsonlsm, cerebral palSv ,. and multiple

sclerosis. Individual rehabilitation programS for persons with these .

neurological conditions frequently include the serviCes of s:,cech, language and

cearing professionals. About one in five stroke pitients have communication
problems and need specialized rehabilitation in order to regain the use of
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po:entially eligible tb receive rer4hiliraii,:,n serVi'es, =1, Fe napacity to benefit from sucn service-.
:n thi'S ccacex..; it I-importjnt to nor e. that persons

L-ith moderate 4nd ---,ere commun.-atinr orcan often_be_tPhabilitated
to.a.degree that enabF F. functinneffectively in day-to-day activities.

RehabilitatiOn Fersonne-1-'1eeds in SpetZ-Laneuage Pat-hoIt-r.v and Addinlo6,

Inia 1979 report prepared by td,, -4L11-4RA Bureau of A,-..alth !Lanpow - r
:.heSenate Committee on, Labor and HutIn Resource; rd the Hout Cd'-dttte on lnter-State and Fn-el7n,Commerce (now

Energy and Cr7-.rce):, seloUS shortages werefOund in the availability
of §peech-lann.uage

pathologists ahdlaudiologists.USing conservative estimates.of
Prevalence of dommunication_diSOrders

nnd datafrom a National lostitutes
of Health study, the Bureau cohCiiided that lastthree or four times more speeth pathologists

arn needed and approximately fourtiMes as many audiologists
are heeded to provide required

SerVices...it nppearsthat the supply_of speech
patho1og1 ,ts_4rd audiologist§ IS riot adequate to meeteither current or future deMands aud needs.8

A similar_conclusis reach,d in a report prepated for the HealthResources Administratieri_Bureau of Health ProfessieriS in 1980. This reportfound that over two-thitdS
of all counties in the Lnited Statee may haye noavailable_audiologicaI SetViCes, a problem that "may be-come even

more_acute atdemand forlservicetlihereaseS to meet requirementS to
provide audiological aidto handicapped children and adults under recent_ federal
requirements." TheReport also foatia eVidence of serious maldistribbtion

of audiologists andspeech-language pathO1ogists.9

A 1984 studY found that
the undersuppIy_of personnel in "speech/languagecommunication was a "serious national need."10 Lt,aking to the future, 4DepartmentlOf Labor study has
estimated_that bei=roen 1978-199n;

an_averac:c ofnearly 4;000 new speech pathp
.ists ,..,661.d be needed each year to provideserRiceS to commUnicatively im -, iildren, adults and senior Citiz,.ns. By1990,.at least 6,l,000 speech-la. .athologis' and_audiologistS willneeded td fUlfill service needs th,j Educat a for All.Hdieapped

.. .

_ .

Children Act,_the Rehabilitatinr
Meoicare .edicaid and Other- federal andState programs, according to 0H:1.,

. .s r.?rresents a 87.5 perdeht
incnnase, theSecond highest projected rise I.. work for , need among all edueation, nealthand social service occupationS."
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE NAVA',I0 NATION

INTRODIYOTICN

These comme-S Are presented to:be included_in the reciard Of '7he
hearings odhol,:-,-ed by the Subcammtttee an_ SeIeCt EdUCation of the House
Edlication ant Cr4mittee regarding the AUthorization and amendmentof theFehab.0 ..rion Act of 1973. The -:..orments particularly concern
the provision z.:1 VbeatiOnal rehabilitation ',Inds to Irdiah tribe§ to
operate vbCational rehabilitation pr.)gtams.

The Navajo Nation is, at_this Writing, tne_only Indian tribodir, rtly operating a vOCatiOnal rehabilitationLiprogram or reCeiVing
funds for_that piirpoSe. It is anticipatedi_ however, that this year one
or more additional tribal program be fnrt. bP.,) the U.S. Department
nf Education. The Navajo Nation iS COnCetned t.L7t eim'.iistration of the
program under current IegitlatiOn will encoul the continued under-
fundingof this actiVity by the Departmentof Education and Will Make it
extremely difficult for other Indian tribes ta operate vocational
rehabilitatiorograms: or for tribes suth as the Navajo Nation to
maintain the programs they have OttebliShed.

PROVISIONS OF EXISTING LAW

The Navajo Nation operates_ a voCatiOnal rehabiliation program
Pm4rsuantito Section 130 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended by
the Rehabilitation AMendMents of 1978. Section 130 provide; that the
Department bf Education may_make grants to the, goiVerning bodies of
Indian ',.rilbes_located-on federal or_state reservations to pay 90% of the
oast_ of prpviaing %,ccational rehabilitation services___to harvicapped
American: Indiam r6-6'iditiq On such reservaticns._IThe grantsLane ta be
made_in the fbaii bi a oontrecttowilich sections 5;6;7, atio 102;A) of
the Indian Sel_f-Detorrrinaticin and Education Assi:Itande A-ct, P.L. 93-638i
apply. ThetTcsal nust:be develOped in COMultation with the state
re:abilitation program_end taSt Offer services ociaparable to thc reha-
bilration serViCeS Offered by the State.

Funding for grants to Indian tribes for reheoLitation se_vices is
provided_for in Section 100(15)(3) Of the Act. That sdbsection provides
that in addition to the Other sums authorize. to be appropriateri under
the:relzbilitation act, there is authorized to be appropriated up to 1%
Of the basic state appropriation for making grantt tb Indian tribes. ,n
fact, there _has never teen an al-propitiation Under this section which
came even close tr, 1% Of the state Appropriz,tion.

The appropriation for
stet& program in ft:J.:al_ year 1984 and in_ fiscal year 1985 was oVer one
btlicr do1ia7s The appropriation for :ndian atiOnal
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was $715,000. The_ existing Iaw does mit mandate ahy flabr under
the appropriation for Indian vocational rehabilitation. It does not
address the question of continuity of funding. As will be discussed in
this thstirrony, this thadequacy in the existing law has_bcth discouraged
the development of-more :tribally-operated vocational rehabilit,.tion
program aid jeopardited the continued operation of one ex:sting
Indian program.

_ :The_eXiSting law makes no provision for triballycperated pt
to pLrticipate in mmy of the_additionaI, supplementallY funded piOgrahs
available tb state vocational rehabilitation pnorrnams. These include
fUnding for staff training, for independent living_and for advocacy ser-
vices. As a result-, it ismore-difficult for a tribally operated pro-
gram bo meets its mandate to provide services camparat'e tb pro-
vided by a state program. The Navajo vocational rehAbii tati-on program
hat had to obtain staff training either out of the tkisic grant funds or
through training conducted by state programs, :usually in Arizona. Tbe
pioylam -has also been unable to devW.op needed indepenftlt living
resources;

Finally, the existing law makes no provision for tribe programs
operated sujRlertentally to_a state:Tr:grE:m.-_ :It p:.-vjdes only Zor a
tribal program which replaces the state effort for the rLiserratien popu-
laticn.: Indeed, SeCtiam 130 provides for a badir-lon ovc 1 three-year
peried in funds received by the state for the population rved by ti-
tribal picAllam. This featnre of the existing law may have discouraged
Indian tribes frn1 7.pplying for funds since tribPs are amable to provide
the full range of services needed in a seif-sustained proqt: Many
tribes milht be unwilling to take a step Which c-oUld jeopardize the
access of tribal meiPrs to the state program. %Idle the Navajo Nation
has a large enclIgh ?opulatio . to-suppOrtia full service vocational
re-abilitation progran other trihes raght benefit Imre frem a program
which complements and interfaces with the State effOrt.

FANDICAPPED NATIVE AMERICANS AND FatiABILITATION

The situation of: hanoacappd Native Americans thienghbut th
ee,Mt-ry reflects a nUillter of differences fram the rest of the handi-
onpped population. Me iwidence of many handicapping_ conditions is
greater among Native Auericans, The relative:distribution of different
handicapping calditions is different from tne general:_popuIation. Tbe
access to:rehabiIitaticm services of handicapped NatiVe AMericant it
less than the general popUlat)cn. Tne'r rate of acceptance by rehabili-
tation programs is lower, as is the -,:ate of rehabilitation-for those
acceptel_ for services. These characteristics will be di::cussed below
and in supplemental material which is presented to this Caurattee a8
background inforn,,,n.*

rrhe Navajo. Natpm expresses its-appreciation tc_thr. Native American
Research and Tra.- ing Center at Northern Arizona CWversity for making
i's information Ln the ineidenOe of handitapping conditions and
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A report pre-eared by :the Native American :Research and Training
Center at_Northern Arizona Universitylindicates that the overall inci-
dence of disabling conditions is 1 1/2 tiMes higher among Native Ameri-
cans than among the general population. Despite this hicher incidence
of handicapping conditionsi disabled-Native Americans are only 60% as
likely as disabled members of the general popu:tion to be tuccessfully
rehabilitat.-1 _Native Americans are less likely tb Apply for reha-
bilitation svices. If they apply, they are less likely to be accepted
into the caseload. If accepted into the caseload, they are less likely
to be rehabilitated.

Within the categbries of handiOappinq conditions among persons
accepted for vocational rehabilitation caseloads, Native Americans have
reported higher incidents of -Lsability than the general population in
regard to accident%7, injury_c: the eye-_:(1;28_times the general pocula-
tioil); injuries to he_spinai cord (1.13), infettions of the eat (1.03);
arthritit (1.171, accident loss of liMb (1.11), dental conditions (1.61)
and end stag*, renal failure (1.98). These figur:- actually underesti-
mate the amount of treuma-caused disability; since accidents are the
leading cause of death and traumatic hospitalization among Native
Americans.

Leading the causes of-disability, and highly- ilmpliCated:in Many Of
the other disabilities_reported for Native Americans is alcoho11 sm_(3;21
times the average for the_general population). "Other dharacter dis-
orders" are elm reported at higher than the national avera7 0.16).
Native America, _ahabL:tation clients are more likely than the general
handicapped population_to havea secondary disability. This diAhility
is most likely to be classified as alcoholism.

It th666 digabilities which appear with greater frequency among
Native Americans-, the rate of rehabilitation is often less Lhan the-rate
for the general population; For example; 61.71 of those with cases:of
accidental eye injury_ from the general popilation are successfUlly
rehabilitated. Only 53% of the Native AMekicans with this disability
accepted for services are rehabilitated. 73% of those from the general
population accepted for services with accidental loss of limb_ are
successfully rehabilitated; For Native Americans_with this condition;
the_ ratt Of rehabilitation for thOse adcepted for set-Vic:et iS ohly
58.3%. Persons accepted from the general population for services
because of alcoholism thaw a rehabilitation rate of 52.6%. For Native
Americans; the rehabilitation rate is 37%.

One Of the most common reasons given in rehabilitation services
reports for the failure-to accept Native Feericans into the rehahili-
U.-Lion caseload-or for the failura-t, suc-7.,=-,:lly rehabilitate ir' the
inability to locate the client after the ini:aal contact; A report of

rehabilitation of Native -narican handicapped available to tne Nimajo
Nation for this testimony Cc,nclusions drawn from data are those of the
Navajo Nation.
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thei Rehabilitation Services Administration fOr datet Closed in 1978
in-did-Atlas that 25% of the NativeLAverican cases were closed out because
of the failure to _locate the Client, compared bp:15% for the general
loPPP-lation; 1 This figure reflects, amongiother things; the_geographit.
isolation Of the Native American client and the COnCentratiOn of set7-
vide-8 in the more settled; urban

areas;: It also reflects the saf oi
language and culture between the disabled Native American and the
rehabilitation service prOviders in the larger scciety;

_What these figures_ andireperts &-tionattate is that _the Native
AberiCan populationihas a greater neW :,r rehabilitation services thandoes the general population;

Yet, those services-are less available tONative Americans', particUlarly those living on reservationa, than tO thegeneral pOpUlation. A recent_article published in AMerican Rehabili-
tation (Jan/Feb/Mar 1985)i concluded:

"EvidenCe iridicatet that (federally funded health
tate agencies) -- i.e.; Rehabilitation SerVibes
Administratiorki:Special Education; AdMinittration
on Aging -- have_neither Sarired the Indian handi-
capped and ditabled Oh A-scale ccrwensurate to
their needt; nor formally approached tribal:
-entities to resolve_jurisdictional,:dultUral,

linguistic and other barriert that impede service
deliverY!! ("/Janata-1)0-N 7-"',:d Di4-1-ing.CAPhdi7
tions in NatiVe American Pofilations," by Jamil L;
TOUbbeh)

The Rehabilitation Services_ PittiniStration in its report on the RSA-300
data for fiscal year 1978 also concluded:

"The Indian pop.dation on reservatiOnt; inclUdirg

the disabled population, are not conveniently
located for eaty participation_in general- Eederr,-.
and State programti..:.:_If thace is
important-step that RSA shoOld oonsider_in oraer
to improve VR serviCet to Native Americans, that
step is deVelOping ways tr. takr VR to the reser
vatiOn Indians. It is not_1..%aly that_they will
or even can come to VR in highly tignificant
numbers."

ocrourycE OF THE NAVAJO VCCATIONK. RFliABILITX.VX PROGRAM

The most successfulexampIe of a vocational rehabilitation program
airmedi at serving NatiVe Merl:cans is the Nava;o Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Program. At this writing, NVRp_is the only vocatiOnal rehabilita-
tiOn pioyLam directly operated by an Indian tribe. It is anticipated,
however, that in the coming contract year one or more additional tribal
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programs wall be runded by the Departhent of Education. The Navaja
Vocational Rehabilitation_Program wat ettabliShed in 1975i utilizing VR
funds from the-_statet Of Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. The prOgrait
firstireceiVed funda under Sectian-130 of the RehabilitaOn Act in FY
1982 (appropriated in FY 1981). The program began With a staff of 5 and
a caseload of less than,75; It_nOW hat a staff of 18 and a caseload of
more than 450 active filet. nehabilitations have grown from 32 to mbrothan 72 and ate inert-aging.

Utilizing a professional NaVajO staff, the Navajo -Vocational
Rehabilitation Program hat been Able to Le effective in serving:itt
NativeLAmerican Clienta in many areas Wberestate VR prograt8 have been
found latking. The Navajo Vocational RehabilitatiOn PrOC;%adii has coun-
sellors located in each of the_five_AgenCies of the reservation. These
Navajo courisellors,areibilingual; Able to serve both Navajo speaking and
Hnglish_speaking clientS. They are 1ocated_paxmimate toiTtibai; HIA And
Indian Health SerVice agency service centers; facili- tating such
processes as receiving referrals, aeceiving supportive health services,
referring to job training opportunities, and similar supportive process-
es.

_ The NAVAjO program is_able, to interface with the lacal secondary
sthdols, and in fact operates aischooI-to-Wark

program_under an addi-
tional_grant. The program is able to Seek placement for clients:in the
available employment in the reservation area. The piuvlam has: effee-
tively integrated Native healing_isezvices i,to:_the rehabilitationprocess. At the same time,-, the program does 7,:icirdi.ate ,,ith state "R
programs_and can assist clients to Utilite stute resources where this
appropriate;

The prOgram has, however:, experienced some diffiCUltiet AS a conse-
quence of_its special status; Sitio* the Navajo Vocational Rehabili
tation Program is not treated At A StPte VR -ivgram. the program is not
eligible tn rocAve :tAff training fundsL_independent living fund8 And
advocaCy fU.i, for wnich state_VP programs may al_p1V. TheSe limita-tions, whi.,,e±.-,ey have not cripp/ed _the p raM, have limited its
dbility_to obtai.:1 appropriate traihihq for staff, to establish indepen7
dent living arrangetentS far clients or_to establiShre.3arvatian-wide
advocacy tetVides. _State advocacy_servi.:2s r,z-P as limited for On-
reservation handicapped persons as stat vP seivices. In order tc
obtain training.LNVRP has madelarrangeMents so its staff can "sit in" on
a_space available basi:: in ttaihihq culduLted_bythe T.rizona VR program.
This is not At SatiSfactbry an .:,7,ternative as training directed at tha
speo;fid heeds of the Navajo p.rogram.

t critically, the prograh has teen plagued by financial uncer-
tainty.,_ When the Navaio Vocational Rehabi ',ion Program:vas first
funded V-1-6141 Section 130, funip_were earmarked fOr the NAVAja pregtam.
This solved the prablem of the,Navajo program fer a tihe. _However, the
earmarking of funds for the Navajo pragtah meant that no funds were
availahle for other tribeS to establish vocational rehabilitation pro-
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grams. _ In addition; the Navajo program hati to return to Congress each
year seeking either an earma::Rit-g fmnds cr an increase sufficient to
fund more than one program. Alr,. the Nava--.. program did not shareiin
the-cost of living increases which applied 'o the_ state programs,__The
Congress received_$650.;000_in FY 19_84_19e.i ur 1984 In FY 1984,
Congress appropriated $715;000 fat FY 1985 Wit2
Of Cie conference committee identifying these fs s e
the Navajo program at its then -current_jevel ar.

$715i000 _was_ againu appropriated in " . t

any language tridicating chat the finds,
proaram.

The funds appropriated in FY 19o4 for FY 1985
competitive bid in_an P. Since_time was Shaft that "7

program was_the only qualed bidder and received thz -
tion. The fdnds appropriated in FY 1985 for FY 1986 have t 7.1t
out to competitive bid. This tiMe several tribes have pot

Tbtal Section_130 funds sought.in this year's applica..p.--
$2 mill ion AS a consequence, the Navajo Vocational RehE=1--/;, tion
Program feared a serious cutback in services Should any o E ibal
progrm be funded. This situation creates two untenable scenarios;
Either an established program with a proven itrack record of se-ving
Native American clients win be seriously impaired becaulie other tribal
program are fUnded or other tribes will have gone to the work and
effort of developing VR proposals which cannot be fanded because the
Navajo VR program reauires the full appropriation; Neither scenario
serves Indian people;

AS a consequence of this situation, the Navajo Nation has sought A
supplemental appru_ailtion for Ff 1985 of $7154000 for Section 130 VR
projects. This would_allow a:full funding of the Navajo_Vocational
Rehabilitation _Program while allowing the Department of Education to
fund additional tribal programs from among those who have submitted
app1_,:ations. At this writing the Senate has included appropriate
language to accomplish this in the 1985 Supplemental Appropriations Bill
and that language isbeing reviewed by al-louse-Senate conference commit-
tee. The Aavajo Nation is Seeking additional funding in the FY 198A
appropriation, together with language distinquiShing the 'Lands intended
for establishod Programs fram funds intended for new 17,rogIam starts;

FFCCt ME1AC.1CM FOR LEGISLATIVE DiANGE

The 1,-esent situation is very unsE sfactory. Congressional staff
are understandably-weary-of the annual Jfort to saveitne Nava4o voca-
tional Re4:Jailitationt Program: So is Cie Navajo Nation. The current
law; as it is being implemented, appeu.s to offer no ,..Jay in which the
program can eni-y the funding stability which state VR programs take for
granted. In addition; the levels of funding soughtifor_Section 136 pro-
crams each year by the Department of Education are totally anadou,,,te to
meet_ithe need-for Native AMerican vocational rehabilitation se/vices.
The Navajo Nation believes that a fmnda:2ntal cl-vulge in the law is
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required that would:

a.
assure:more-adequate funding for Indian vocatiOnal
rehabilitation proqrarrs;

b.
provide_some st.P.i-ility in the funding levels of
esLablished Ts R programs;

c; allow Indian VR program--. to apply for the supple-
Mental state VR pro,..an.,_ for which state VR picglamsare eligible; and

provide fOr tribal I= ,:-ograms thataii0eMent and8 iplement state VALprogrars at Well as for VR
programs that provide separate and conTerable ser-vices.

The Navajo r.tiOn will he providing to the Subcomnittee on SelectEduCati6h recOMMended wording that coUld accomplish the above parsthretgh one or more_approaches
Fbt purposes of this testimony, We Willsimply discuss how the aboVO gbals could be accomplished;

In the fittt place, if Cr..mgress iwi to encourage triballyrbased
programs to meet the needs of unserved and underserved disabled Indians,it is essential to establith a floor for Section 130 fandS at Well as aceiling._ The current laW provides

that_COngress may:appropriate no morethan 1% of the_ttate allocation for Indian vocational rehabilitationnrogramt; In fact, nowhere near this amount has,ever been appropriated;We WOUld recomnend_ithatitueilaW
be aMended to_Fbase in 1% fUnding forIndian vocational rehabiIitatien
Programs over a four-yewr period.

AdditionallySpecific langtage is needed requiring that funding beapplied first toLmaintaining
existing Indian VR services and then tb newprograms and_slWrial projectS-; This is needed not only by the NavajoVocational RehabilitatiOn FiC4Lam but hy any 7ndian VR ptOgram that maybegome establithed under the current or arnsnc?.d laW. It is wasteful of

administrative resources to be constantly SUbjectlaf:, to funding uncer.t.tair-,Ly. It would be wasteful Of
program resources to cut the fUndingfor services to an exiAting gtoup of clients.

Specifit langUage -is regared which will assure that tribal voca7 _tional rehabilitation poyiams may apply for the same supplemental andSUpport funds that stateipnogratS
Can a,,..nly_fori particularly tuds forstaff training ,. independent living an& advocacy-. :Thel.'e_tUpplementalprograms can add greatly to the luality of the tribal pr6gram.

Section-130 need$' to be amended to allow tribal, organizatns
authorized by the tribal gOVeining bx d,. to apply for_VR fitindS. qtis isnecessary both tO perMit the pr i q ofia tral VR program by atribal corporation and to allow soveraI tribes together to clevelop anintertribal organization to oide VR Sarvice., to more t..an one tribe.
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Such an arrangement could-he particularly xi,eful to smaller tribes or
pueblos which -could not operate a full service piyy.am hy themselves.
In addition, Section i3 needs to be amended to permit tri-hes to develop
VR programs Whidh supplement or complement state VR pioyiams. Such a
-change woUld be particularly valuable for tribes which do not have the
size necessary to support a full service VR program but which-need
tribal VR services_to assist tribal members in making the best use of
state resources. _As stated abOve, these state resources often dio nOt
effectively eXtend to the reservation population. Clearly scslie kind of
service located within the tribe is required even to make the best use
of state resources.

Finally, language is needed_tiO specifically referenc:e Obliga-
tion of the state to serve disabled populations located on-reservation
and to cooperate and coordinate with tribally-operated vocational
rehabilitation pity.ams. As stated:above this population has greater
service nee& and fewer s_rvices than the_rest of the diSabled popu-
lation. VR programs must be required to address the disabilities from
which Native Americans disproportionately suffer, including the disabil-
ity of alcoholism.

CCIIMUSION

The suggestions mLde in this testimony are intendee to bring to the
attention of: Congress_the seriousness of the pr. .)f providing
adequate:vocational rehaiIitation services_tO Nt1 :an popula-
tions and to propose solutions through the developm . ,ainforcement
of tribally-based vocational rehabilitation pivgi,ar the expe7
rience-of the Naval() Vocational Rehabilitation Proc a tribally7
operated program of vocational rëtIItation: sr- I more sensi-
tively and effettively meet the needs of the diSablc , .lation om the
reservation. It is also our experience that unless change is made in
the current law it will be difficult if not impossible to develop more
effective tribal vocational rehabllitation k_loyiams.

[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. t:,,;; subcommittee adjourned subject to
the call of the Chain]



REAUTHORIZATION OF _THE REHABILITA ;N
ACT OF 1973

TUESDAY. AUGUST 27, 19s5

HOUSE OF REPRESEN:ATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIOY AND TJABOR,
Bozeman. MT

3 subcommittee met; pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in r3on,
3trand Student Union Building, Montana State Univers:,,y

hoz( an, MT, Hon. Pat Williams presiding.
Ali_ ibers present: Representatives Williams and Bartlett.
Stz, present: Celinda Lake, majority legislative associate; anBr: -')ilverstein, majority -counsel._
r. WILLIAM& I want to welcome each of you to the fourth in a'

,eries of hearings the subcommittee on Select Education ha, been
holding on the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

We have been hearing from a variety of national- group::: in
Washington, DC, -re-presenting consumers, Federal and State ad-
ministrators, private providers of the rehabilitation system, cou-;,.
selors, and others about the effectiveness of the current rehabilita-
tion program and the future challenge ,` the system.

Vocational rehabilitation is, as you know, the major Federal job:
related effort Serving persons with disabilities and providing sup-
port services to allow people to worl.

Vocational rehabilitation has made a major _contribution to k&ep=
ing people self=sufficient and mdependent. For all of us concerned
about the Federal deficit, we are encohraged by the cost effective-
neSS of the vocational rehabilitation effort which returns, according
to the best analysis I have been able to identify, returns $10.80 to
the Treasury for every $1 spent on those services.

However, the unmet need is enormous. Disabled people suffer be-
tween 50 and 80 percent unemployment. Despite our successes, we
have a long way to go in this State-Federal partnership to develop
th,- most comprehensive and effective program.

Today, we are particularly interested-in hearing from the per-
s..-ective of people who work with vocational rehabilitation and
about its priorities, organik.ation, and leadership.

Montana is a lightly populated_ State which ran mean unique de:
mands for rehabilitation ...utreach and differences in the profile of
the disabled populatien.

I am very concerned that the Federal rehabilitation program be
c:2signed to meet the needs of our State and others like us. Our
hearing today is at a university, Mortana State Univ exsity in Boze-
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man. It is particularly appropriate for us to examine how the retie.-
bilition System and the education system are meeting the needs of
disabled students who have benefited from the first gene: -ition of
the Education for the Handicapped Act but now need assistance
with_higher education and job placement.

Finally; we will be exploring the challenges the rehatlitation
Sy Stem faces for job placen,...nt and independent living with
changes in technology and demography.

With me today_is Congressman Steve Bartlett-from Texas. Steve
A the ranking minority member on our Select Education Commit-
tee; Steve is serving his second term in CongreSs. He represents the
Dallas area in Texas. I find Steve to be a prudent consci, r:tious leg-
Lilatior of great assistance to our committee, and I am delighted,
Steve that you arewith us today in Montana.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ft is a pleasure to be
here.

I want to begin by thanking the chairman for the opportunity to
have thiS hei ring and the opportunity to participate. As you all
know; rehabilitation issues and disability iSgueS are bipartiSan
kincIS of isSues both here in Montana and fortunately in Washing-
ton. I am very appreciative of the leadership the chairman, Pat
Williams, has displayed in this area when he volunteered to serve
as chairman of this committee.

During his long years of service on_ the Education and Labor
Committee, he has displayed_ a great deal of leadership and knowi
edge of-an interest in disability issues.

It is a particular pleasure as one who is from Texas to be in Mon-
taaa for this hearing. There are those in Texas who believe tha
Montana was once:part of TfIxar'' I have detected that sentiment
probably not shared in this rok-,n,, We also think of Texas being t7.-
Irrld of the Big Sky, although at elevation 900 feet in Dallas, ,-

not as close to the Big Sky as we are here in Boteman. N4*
I t_hio.k that there are a lot of similarities, in terms ci

tances particularly, that Texans and Montanans share.
The one similarity that I l_rc.,w we share, and what -makes .e

mone appreciative than anything else in this field hearing, if: ail
7.,:iingand both of this field hearing and that the ot-ner

hes- that the chairman has held; is_ an understanding th the
answet ; o many, of the dilemmas of the Nation's problems, par-
ticurh. in rehabilitation issues, do not reside within the bouni, of
the P.7,-.-::nac River in Washington, DC.

=

I is to the ch_ nnan_s credit, this subcommittee's credit,
that .< Rehabilitatior_Act, that we are setting
out to I 7,- ' r . s:tality of the Washington mindset and to
come tc o i anu iisten to people from other State8 in !'zict
to diScover there are a lot of things 'hat Montanans in the re-
habilitation area have to teach._

If we could just find a way to export_the knowledge and the ex;
pertise of the people in this room to Washington, DC, I think the
act and the rehabilitation movement in the country as a whole
would be far better off.

The Rehabilitr _ Act itself, enacted 1.;., 1921, is singularly the
most successful p:fte of Federal legislat that anyone has ever
devised. It will be reauthorized, no doub, about that. In spite of its
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Success, Jc is to the-credit Of the chairman that this Subcommitteeis takiiig _tn.- extra effort and-is willing to those ,o..:stions as tohow the Rehabilitation Act can; already succsful. e improved aswe go mt the latter part of tne 1980's and 15 ;,i Flow can wemeet the niL. needs of erriplO nent, higher techn,gy and medi-cal teclmclogies and other br "-roughs?
_ In particuiar, Same of the specifh-, areas :.-1,at I Will be interestedin askii.g about would be the opinion is of the people_ Whoof therather lor-nidable list of witnesses that We have,' in terms Of thematchig grants, as to whether the 80 percent Federal and 20 per-cent State grant is still the right ratic, or whether that ought to beincreased on the State side to try to increase the leverage: as towhether the formula and the distribution formula among States isfair:

As you know; the formUla is based strictly on a State's popula-tion and per capita income without regard to other kinds of factorS,such as remoteneSS or distance factor that We have here in Mon-tana and many placeS in Texas.
I will be interested to see how Well in your opirtion, the in-creased mandate of 1983 to serve_ the severely disabled iirst, icwell that has, wOrked, and whether it has worked ' whatadditional _mandates CongreSS either could add or should r inthe area of severely d'sabled, where on the n l ave-_.g-- 59 per-cent of all those Served are severely disable6
I am interested in a number of other_ar i particular, thearea of independent living, both as it relates to indeperdent livingcenterS, Which I think are one of the real success stories in the laStseveral years;_hoW independent living centers tan be improved; andspecifically how we cah put into the entire procest the overridingconcept of independent living and full employment, and how weemn put that into the Tehabilitation process.In_the area of ernployment, _one of the_thingS that I think every-One in here will focus on i8 the question as to how We can hreakout of that 84 percent unemployment rate that disabled personsnow suffer_ on a national average. What are the barriers? Is ittransportation; is it inSurance, is it Sodal Sect.Tity, all of theabc e, and how we can increase the employment rate among dis-abled persons?

_

In conclusion, _I feel this is a hearing,in whiCh we are all free tothink together of ways ih Whicl. the Rehabilitation Act can andout),tito be i,:iproved to make a succesSful act work even better.Thank you, Mr._ Chairinan.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thark you verY much, Steve.
Despite the size of Texas, about which I am al impressed,history will dernonstrae that Montana WaS. ia fact, cic- er part ofTexas.
Steve has been impressed .=,ing.ie he has come here, and although Iknow he can'tiSay it to hi:, constItuents he is beginning to doubt,since he saw _Montana, Particularly this weStern half that Texas isindeed tlic largest State in the Union, because he "My God,you have so much land out here you stack it." If we leveled it out,Steve, Texas would be Part of Montana.
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That iS the goOd -thing about being chairman. You get the mike
and don't have to give it back: There will be no response at this
time.

Our firat panel tOday is administrator of_the rehabilitation serv-
ices division; department of social and rehabilitati serviceS, State
of Montana, Bub Donaldson, and the supervisor of visual services
diViSion-of the department of=social and rehabilitative services of
Montana; supervisor, Maggie Bullock. If both of you will come for=
ward, please.

STA-TEMENTS OF-BOB DONALDSON, _ADMINISTRATOR; REHABILI-
TATIVE SERVICES DIVISION; DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES; STATE OF MONTANA; AND
MAGGIE BULLOCK, SUPERVISOR, VISUAL SERVICES DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES,
STATE OF MONTANA
Mr. DONALDSON. Mr. Chairman; members of the committee, I a--.

Bob Donaldson; the administrator of the rehabilitative ServiteS
vision for the State of -Montana.-

It is a privilege to:appear_here before you and to present testiini.)
ny as to the act itself and the unique needs that arise becal.,:c. of a
kiiralState ahd that type of thing.

I have been with_the Vocational Rehabilitation Program in Mori=
tana for 30 years. I have bean administering tne_program for the
paA 10. With me, -as Representative Williams said, is Maggie Bul,
lock; :who supervises; :the visual services program, act§ it§ Staff
functioning With_ SPecial projects; facilities, special funding, both
State-and Federal sources of funding: _

In the last census the total nurrer uf disabled in Mentaha be
isireen age 14 and 64 was about 41,00 folks. About 8,000 folks being
blind or visually impaired; the other 33,000 having other physieal
or _mental disabilities,

In 1985 the State Vocational Rehabilitation Program served ap-
proximatelT_8;000 clients; placed back into gainful erriP'oYthent
about 800. This was at a service cost of $$66 per_reciplent, and as
RePreSentative Williams stated, a return of about $10 r each
dohar that we spent.

SixtY-foiii percent Cf those rehabilitated in_gainful erriphlyment
by-theljrogram :v.-ere severely disabled by definition: I think they
are fairly reflective of a smiil program. By that Iimean the Sie Of
the program in comparison with-New York o California,

in a large and rural State; and the need and _the inability of this
State; as in many of the othir States, to serve the remaining-34,000
Of the gittip that- we -are not presently providing VR service to or
the countless ( .ur disabled who need and_ require independent
living services before a vocational- goal, or before reaching their
level or thu ability to remain independent in their iife.

There are a.any barriers to providing rehabilitation bi-- Social
SerViee in States like Montana. One of these barriers iE inadequate
data The data we have available is just not correct or current. We
base estimated needs, on national formula: that are developed
through studies conducted, generally speakinp' by large Eastern
States or large eastern university systemS.
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They do not take into account the-extensive-area, or the fact that
in some S4stes, like Montana :there are Indian reservations with
little or no date for programs like ours talaccess.

= During the 1985 legislative session in Montana, there was a great
deal of -Input from providers of service': applicants, consumers,

eother .ntersted- people that the needs of the disabled were not
being; as they felt; adequa,ely served._ Needed _services_ that We re
not availalile, and were not provided th-oudt the vocational reha-
bilitation program because you weren't talking about gainful em-
ployment.

At any rate, the legislature did pasa enabhng legislation, some
funding was giveur which was uE:...d to match the independent
living grant renabilitation grant; and we are providing:some s,.!rv-
ices, and will-attempt to meet some of the-needg to get data to sup-
port wherever we should be_going with independent living rehabili-
tation such as in the act and such as in State law.
=The ethnicity of the States like this; we have 12 Indian-tribes in

Montana.: Native Americans account for about 5 _percent of the
Sthte's tetal population. About 60 percent of these live on seven
reservations: According to_Federal data,: and from working =out
here; I do believe it, the disability rate is about :one and a: half
times higher on a reservation than it is in one of our downtown
communities or elsewhere in the State; for many reasons, none of
Nwhiehl care to go into, because some may or may not be founded
ory_fact:

They are not too accessible to health services; prekinds of serv-
ices. We are trying to increase our-outreach to them. The other is
professional staff:As in many States, Montana tries to obtain the
best quahfied staff we can.

Here we are talking about staff such as rchabilitation counselors,
your staff who actually provide the one-to one counseling service
and- placerw,nt, other special- types of service, such as orientation
mobility specialists thatiwork with the blind; rehabilitation teach-
ers that work with the blind.
= There are-schools throughout the country,-Eastern Montana-Col-
lege in Billings does :lave: a master's level program in:training re-
habilitation-counselors. Most of the universities that train people
in:rehabilitation teachers are back east. ii

We have had a certain amount of trouble Leming some of these
slots mainly because a lot of the profession always prefer a center
type: or city type atmosphere, You are still working with people
helping people, but you are working in more of a building office
structure,- 8 to 5 o'clock; Monday through Friday, as opposed -to
spending 6 hours driving to Glendive; MT," to spend_ lihour working
with maybe a very needy-client, somebody -that -really needs that
service, So some won't apply: Some people, they get here; feel= that
because of their training, because of their background, and I can
see it both ways; that_ maybe=6 hours in a car is a total waste of
time when they have these skills to offer. :

By the same token, States like Montana, Uthh, many other
States; including parts of Texas, you do have people outin_ some of
these areas that need the service and they are entitled the same
level of _qualification of staff as the people living in Dallas or Mi8--
Soule, MT.
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We have attempted- to fill openings in some of- our -areas. -Miles
City is one for a rehab teacher: Some of _our staff in: these special
fields where they have unique skills to offer the disabled do travel
an ungodly distance; and I think Maggie-will-go- into some of that:

Also; your central office_staff here_ your adniinistrative staff, do
have to :handle_ many different kinds_ of administrative kinds of
duties. Any additional central office function is parcelled out to
somebody that:already exists:
: The economic factors I have kind of touched on. -The extensive
travel, that-does increase both-costs-of traveLthe-costs of staff time
to providing service; the outreach abilities:of a program like this;
and I do see this as one of our responsibilities to provide -outreaCh
to contact:people promptly in- their own community, their home.

But with:the:size of the caseloads:and:travel involved; the other
aspectS of that is where you-get service. So if you are talking about
unique-training or-unique surgical procedure; if youilive in _eastern
Montana, say:Sidnay, Glendive: you_ tend Ito go Ito Minneapolis. If
you live in Billings, iv is apt -to be Salt-Lake or Denver. If you live
in western Montana, it is more apt to be Seattle,

More _and more the: larger communities are providing many of
the type, -particularly in the medically- related, -and -I am certainly
not makingany kind of a pitch to_build anyunique heart_ cardiac
center_ in Glendive or anything like that._ But_ some people will
always-have to go-to service because of that particular service, be-
cause:the skills are there.

It does mean that:probably more than we would like; certainly;
we- are-doing a lot-of -our contact or -outreach thro, a the mail, so
that _instead of personal contract; maybe we are writing_and :ar-
ranging with them; if they can; to meet us some place 100 miles
away where we can-have- two _or three come, which gets into the
next area; which is transportation,

Only our major -cities in Montana have bus service; or public
transportation; and between Montana cities; again; if you get into
eastern or northern Montana; the public transportation is fairly
liMited.- Then you run into whether you rent a plane or spend an
overnight, = =

If you take the bus for _commercial: transportation, you are apt to
spend 2-days-to get-to-a spot in the State tosee two or-three people
Again; staff do_do that; and there is no particular solution to that
problem,- but I felt-the committee should understand that.

-The-other-issue I want to discuss to some-extent is the attitude of
the conservative want to- do it myself' kind of a thing; and "I'll
handle this," which some of it; of course, is goOd and it iS healthy
and that; but when you do have somebody who is all of a sudden a
paraplegic; or has to really limit what he can do and has to do; you
do have to come in and-provide -whatever services-are available.

LWith that, I will close my presentation and turn this over to
Maggie Bullock,

[Prepared statement of Walter R. Donaldson followsd
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER R. DONALDSON, ADMINISTRATOR, REHABILITATIVE

SERVICES DIVISION; DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

I am Walter R. "Bob" Donaldson, Administrator of the Rehabilitative and Visual
Services Divisions, known as the Vot Rehab program of the Dapartment of Social
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and Rehabilitation &rvice- in Montana. I have ..een the Administrator. since 1974,
having been the Assistant Mministrator and SuperVi Set-of Field:Services prier to
that. I:have :participated in--service le livery to Montana's disabled Icitizens ainte
1955 when I :began _my career _with:Voc Rehab as a counselor. Providing the ether
part- Of Montana _VR's testimony is_ Maggie Bullock who; during the past fifteen
years, has supervised special federal and state funds administered by Voc Rehab
and supervised the Visual Service-program the past foor_years.

Itis a privilege to appear before this committe and dixussiwith you our percep,
tiers_ of special rehab:needs existing- in rural -areas and whether tn6y_tah he: that;
and how the federal-state partnership has evolved and whitt changes if any, should
tie made.-

41,000 individuals- or 8.1-7i of Montana's 498;0&& residents between 16 and 64 are
elieble far VR services. Approximately 8,0_0ft of those_ are blind_and. visually_ im-7
paired and 33,000 reflect other disabilities-1n federal fiscal year 1:985;. 7;051 of these
people:were served by both of Montana's VR-divisions.- 798 or 1-1% were rehabilitat-
ed at an average cost of $866:service dollars and at an average return Of $91.80 ta
Montana's economy . for every_public :dollar invested. 695 of those served were indus-
trially injured as werel8L f _those rehabilitated:64%:of those .rehabilitated met the
definition of severely diSabled as stated ir_the _Rehab Act of 1973. _

These statistics are reflective Of a small VR: program in a large rural state and
the-need but inability to serve the remaining 34,000 peciple who require VR _services
and the countlew other disabled who require independent living ServiceS before a
vocational goal can be:considered.--

Ruralness implies the _following barriers_ and Montana's attempt to (not always
ScilVe), but tO at least oeal with these barriers.

INADEQUATE DATA

In Montana as in ot ier rural state there exists a lack of a compreheriSiVe nee&
assestrient _or system .or collecting data_ on _rural_disabled individuals. Estimates of
n-ed are oftentimes based on national formulas that do not :account for extensive
territories, sprrse populations, and Indian reservations. Prier to and during thelast
session of Montana's 1985 legislature, consumers, providers and professionals in a
united front, effectively presented the needs of all the disabled; especially the se,
vcrcly disabled As a result of these efforts the umbrella agenty, of Which the VR
program is a division, is tentatively:hoping to undertake a needs surveY, the reatilts
Of which will be presented to the next legislature.

ETHNICITY

Twelve tribes of Native Americans account for 5 percent of Montana's total popu-
lation. Over 60% of the state's Native Americans live on 7 reservation% Ac6Ording
to an analysis of federal Rehab ServicesAdministration data the rate of disability,
Cif the Native_American is one and a half times the rate reported_for the rest of the

mlatieri. -We believe Native Americans are among the poorest population in
America today.

If an individual has no money, then access to transportation is net possible: No
transportation leads to limited, if any, access to those communities where medical;
educational and social_ services are housed. (Example: Someone living 40 inilea froth
a post office without transportation andine money_to pay for a ride will probably
net Pick up mail but once or twice a month.) Unfortunately,:with budget cuts most
human services primary vehicle for notification is the United States:Postal Service.
Consequently, many individuals never get services because they don't keep appoint-
menta and services are not delivered because it is "assumed" they are net needed
or wanted based on "no response". Very few Native Americans have telephones.

PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Becatige ef the itinerant-nature-of professional level Jobs lie, _rehab supervisor%
counselors, orientation and mobility specialists and- rehab teachersl recruiting of
qualifiedstaff has been difficult. Itinerant in a rural area is different from itinerant
in _a large city -In a- large city much travel implies home every night far ttaeling
staff: Staff covering rural Montanaare often -"on the road" a minimuni 6f a Week at
a time; sometimes having to travel si_ oneclient._ Graduates- of
rehab -counselor _training programs _mIci istructional service programs are trained
prilicipally to_ work- at eight to five jobs in_ clinic settinga_An example of difficulties
in recruiting Staff, is taking a year and a half to fill an Orientation & Mobility spe-
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cialist position in Great Falls (population 57,000) and a year to fill a counselor posi-
tionin _Miles City (population 10,000), both at competitive salaries nationwide.

To alleviate the qualified staff recruitment problem we ars beginning to convert
professional level positions to training assignments and providing the acatetnic and
practical training to upgrade the individual to the credentials required for the pro-
feSaicin.

Also- in rural states like Montana, administrative staff typically assume a variety
of repsonsibilities, i.e. wear many hats. In Montana's state office of VR, six profes-
sional staff (with two Administrative Assistants and one cle..ical person), everyone
assumes multiple responsibilities in our attempt to comply with the requirements of
the Rehab Act and Administer two separate VR divisions;

ECONOMIC

Recause of the extensive travel involved in contacting disabled people living in
areas of Montana other than the major cities, the cost of providing services and re-
habilitating t:isabled Montanans is much greater._For example we have an orienta-
tion and mobility specialist stationed in Great Falls with a caseload at any one time
rf 55-75 visually Unpaired and blind adults. Until we are able to recruit a qualified
professional to relieve her of a part of her territory -(which includes the five (5)
northern counties of Eastern Montana), she is responsible for traveling 56,036 miles
a year covering the well from Great Falls to the North Dakota bOrder and down to
White Sulphur (see the map in attachment A outlinkig her territorya territory
comparable to the state of Ohio and part of Pennsylvania). She is limited to a travel
budget of $4,300 for the year. The real cost of providing services and rehabilitating a
person in her area must include the price of her time and travel as well_as the cost
of delivering services, which often cannot be followed up personally but once a
month or once every other month or by mail or phone. (ither ways we are attempt-
ing to solve this teinporary shortage of professional staff are to: (a) occasionally pro-
vide her relief utilizing other staff covering other areas; or (b) training volunteers or
depending on county l.ealth nurses to assist in service delivery (However this is not
being done extensively.)

TRANSPORTATION

Transportation is a very costly portion of delivering services to clients and super-
visir g the VR program by Helena stare office staff Only the larger communities of
Great Falls; Billinga Helena and Missoula have public transportation systems.
Many outlying communities in Montana are accessible only via car so that residents
(disabled or not) are dependent on friends or family members to transport them to
services, typically available only-in toe larger communities. However certain serv-
ices such as some vocational diagnostic services are being provided by private non-
profit rehabilitation organizations using mobile units. One private non-prcifit corpo-
ration in eastern Montana provides a mobile evaluation unit that covers the 17 east-
ern counties or 90,000 square milers. Also, other organizations such as Job Service
and county welfare departments provide itinerate VY: staff office space to meet with
disabled folks in outlying areas. Not to be ignored a-e the many home visits made
by VR staff.

ATTITUDES

I cannot reference a study that demonstrates the relationship between rural atti-
tudes and rehab. However, VR counselors that travel those areas will tell you that
because physical prowess and self reliance characterize the rural culture, rehab
services are sometimes viewed as aliensomething to be avoided. Professional VR
staff (counselors and instructional staff) are also viewed with a first impression of
"How come you think you can do this better than me?" Rural people have a tenden-
cy to "make do" with what they hava such as the lady living along the sparsely
populated Montana-Canadian border who was using a broom as a cane to assist her-
self with mobility until our staff offered to order her an appropriate cane. We try to
reinforce this self reliant attitude while encouraging them to try new ways and new
products, especially new technologies.
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M. Buil-4X. Good- morning,_Chairman Williams; Mr.:Bartlett.
I would like to: continue:on with our testimony and :tell you iibirie

of:the ways we have tried-to overcome the barriers for ruralness,
talk -to Itall a little-bit about the Federal-State partnership.: :

Montana VR currently _has nonwritten: agreements- with rnany
other private-and public-agencies_to work thgether ion behalf of dis-
abled individuals. :As you know, agreements are only as good aS the
people implementing them.

Becauge- there _are _so few people; relatively speaking; administen
ing human service progranisin :rural States; communication:Mb-0g
the:different agOtidiet tOtid8 tb be rriJre open and administration:a
such -programs tends to be a lot more accessible; and thiS iS the
case in Montana.

W6- have- at- 4V6 think are four outstanding examples of, agree-
ments ongoing:right now. One of them is cooperating on a project
with the AFILCIO to reenyloy individuals displaced from the work
force becauge _of a disabling illness or injury; :

Another rgreement we haVe_ is: with the job service and- training
dhd§iciii Of the- Department of-Labor_ in Montana;: and that is to be
a programoperator for the Job Training:Partnership:Act. :

We receive _a grant of approximately $410,00Q -and served_ -fibout
300- disabled-Montanans,- and we have in _the past:year put back
into competitive employment approximately 79 people.

Snide the &di of 1984, we had -an- agreement with the _Office of
Public Instruction_ and the Montana Developmental DisabilitieS Au-
thority; and have participated With them in aniinner agency transi-
tidit team to botthr -coordinate _theefforts to move severely disabled
young adults from secondary education _into the world of WOrk.

These three- agencieS are aLso:submittMg an application :for spe-
cial- projects-discretionary dollars to fund a support employment
rural demonstration model:

The laat agreettent that -I would- like to talk about; and it is
notthese are not the only four agreements we : have; biit We
wanted to mention therii. We have -recentlyundertaken -a public
education or- public -relations campaign that will include special ef-
forts to work with many priVate Organizations and_personsstich-as
the chaMbert Of corninerce,-local legislators, rehab facilities; con-
sumer groups; and independentliving organizations.

_The State-Federal partnership. In_addition-toserving all disabled
people- with a Ml range of services=to:place them in gainful em-
ployment; the history: of the State-Federal voc-rehab program is
Characterized by a_ pa rhip =

With our_ Denver regional office; the _State-Federal partnerShiP
has been sti-ong in sOite Of not being able -_to meet personally with

-regictial -6fficeperson but once or twice a year because of their
im.dequate travel_budgets the past 4 years.

AS a Matter_ of fatt, -the- -first -day in_ 5 years that our
Denver Regional _Commissioner:has been in Montana._
: The Montana VR relatiOnShip with:Washington, DC,-has- _never
had -tO be -a particularly close one because the chain of command is
typically and effectively_ been _through Denver, Also;:prior to:_1981
we were always Well heeled, so -to!:speak, with- -regular influences
that would-come from that office; and these were _known as infor7
mational memorandums or policy directives; and they were in all
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areas- of-the administration -of-the -VR .program. and- in all areas of
service:delivery for the_VR program: Now; those issuance; have de-
creased _by .at _least _halfa and the ones: that have been_ '.ssued the
past-4 -years--have typically-been on the learning dipabled, job place-
ment transitions;_ and supported employment.. :

Outa Denver regioaal office has always rs,!ovided technical assist-
ance, -legal-opinions, and- interpretation-s- of -Federal in-tent which
have hela us:in goodsteao through Federal and State audits and in
our _relationships with consumers.

While we stroagly feel that cur Washingten,.DC, Federal leaders
are well intentionad,_ we also :feel that they have very na;.row per-
spectives. They are characteristically_ also very slow in advertising
dollars -and just-generally _providing-the necessary tools for imple-
menting programs,-_ whether those tools arc State plan format or
whether they are Federal regulations or program policies or direc-
tives.

ks:an ext mple, the new State plan for voc-rehab was due_July_l
Of this: year, and _the preprint:format on which to submit the plan
did not-arrive until Augast 8,-1985.

Another example is the independent living State plan. That pre-
print arrived in May 1986 and that was for 11985._dollaisaand Mon-
tana's plan was riot approved until the middle of Jula. To date we
still have no policy directives at all on the indeprmdent living dol-
lars. :

Most of our- testimony has centered around the voc-rehab pro-
gram; and that _is_ the primary mission _of the lgency. This program,
which:is 65 years old at the_Federal an State level; is one of' the
most, if not the most; cost effective human service program; which
youihave heard in_ the_ other hearings.

When the program is criticized by consumers and others; typical-
ly it is because-of a lack of resources or it is because we can't_ serve
psopie unless they are vocationally handicapped with a -potential to
go back into mmunerative work We are ,v?,ry aware of the needs of
the disabled who are- so severely impaired that they do not present-
ly:have any _potential_ for employment,

. Montana VR is aware of 426 _of these individuals, as 'a f:matter o
fact who were close tip severe for voc-rehab in Federal fiscal year
1984::
-_:A 2-year-old survey bY_ a human service organizationin western
Montana has revealed that a rising- number; about 690 of those
peopleain Montana, are very_ severely__ disabled_ and- -are -head- in-
jured. The intensity and constancy required in delivering independ-
ent--living-services--to meet the- needs of those folks and other se-
verely disabled require:at least two things.
. One is_moreimoney than the $.9_6,000 appropriated:for each State;
and-the second-thing is more training and technical assistance; es-
pecially through our regional office staff in very specialized -areas.

If this is in fact the decade of the disabled, as our President has
proclaimed, we in human services, -like- -VR; have te stay abreast
with medical science and witii technology; which is allowing vic-
tims of severe injuries-to survive.-

We feel because-of the flexibility inherent-in -the language- of-the
rehab act; we do not recommend the amending or rescinding por-
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tidris of- it.: We feel it :is model legislation_and car accommodate the
ne-uls of all the- diasabled- -a.s-they are surfacing today.

However; unless Washington; DC-....;= leadership possesses- the
krioWledgt:. and experience to sustain VR as a national program _im-
plemental-according -to congressional intent,--this very effeCtive pro-
gram _could become a very insulated State program with as many
operational mOdes as:there are States. : :

However, because --the -needs of -all--the- disabled are natiOnal ih
scope; requiring a sharing of information and ideas :among all
StateS,_ and_: because all necessary resources _do not .,:9cist in each
State; a_ strong Federal presence is required to mairitE in arid over-
see the National_Service Delivery System:

We also -Etrongly _recommend two things. One is that jcb:desorip-
fions±delineating \TR knowledge and_ experience for -Washington,
DC, RSA physicians be a Federal_ requirement as :it is a regional
and- State offico requirement, and the second thing_ iS that the teal-
nical assistance responsibility of the regional office staff be re-
turned to them.

Thank- you.
[Prepared statement of Maggie Bullock follows:]

PREPARED STA1TMENT OF MAGGIE BULLOCK,-SUPERVISOR, VISUAL SERVICES DIVISION,
DEPARTMEN7 OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

Implicit in our ruralAttitude of self reliance is a pride that drives us to overcome
the above stated barriers in the following ways:

(1) Coordinating and cooperating with other public and with private organiza-
tions both inside and outside of Montana; =

(2) Nurturing the state_and federal partnership in a way that We are most
comfortable wil-h and confident in, r.e. through the Denver Regional office that
SOaSts a staff-of 10 people with 160 years of VR experience and knowledge
amöng them. That 160 years of VR experience and knowledge has been in pH-
vate and public, medical and non-medical, administration and services delivery.

I would like to take a few minutes to talk about each of these.

A. AGREEMENTS

Montane _VR currently-hi...3 written agreement§ with- the Veteraii'S Adininistra-
tion, the =Office of Public-Instruction, the Developmental Disabilities authority, Vo-
tational Education-, Job &rvice, the Montana Association of Financial Aid Officers,
and PriViite rehabilitation organization& We have unwritten Agreements to work to-
gether on behalf e disabled individuals with Social Security. rehab facilities; con
sumer groups, independent living_ mganizAtions,_ the:Department of Labor's: Wage
and Hour and -Workers' _Compensation authorities._ These_ agreements basically:pro-
vide for our agencies to:work together on behalf_of disabled Montanans of working
ogeiandiapp_roaching working age. As you know, agreementa are only as good -&4 the
people:implementing them: liecause there are so few people (relatiVely speaking) ad-
ministering human:service programs in rural State, communication among the dif-
ferent vgencies tends to be more open and administration of such programs tend to
be_more accessible. Such is- the case in Montana.

Four- outStanding examples a this are:
(1) Mentana VR's gOcid w-orking relationship with AFL-CIO. We are currentiy co-
Orãtiiig an AFL-CIO project to re-employ individuals displaced from the work

force because of a disabling illness or injury.
(2) Montana VR is a Job Traning_Yertnership Act p ogram_operator for_tlic Ral-

ance of State Private- Industu iCouncik We are spending $410,000_ of JTPA _dollars
(with no_ne:of it going foriadministration) serving approximately 300 eis-abliA Mbh-
tanans placing 79 itito competitive employment at an average wage Of $5.21 aii
hoar.-

(3) Since the fall_ of 1984 the Montana Office of- Public h.struction, Mentena VR
and the Montana DD authority have participated-in an :nterogency transition team
to bet,at coordinate efforts to move severely disabled young aiults from secondary
education into the World of work. These three agencies are also otiornitting an appli-
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cation for the Special _Pmjects discretionary dollars to fund a Supported Employ-
ment-rural demonstration model,

(4) The Montana VR agency has recently ufidertzken a public education/public
relations campaign that win include special efforts to work with many private orga-
nizations and persons such as Chambers of Commerce, local legislators, rehab facili-
ties, consumer groups, and indeoend.mt living organizations.

B: THE STAT -EDERAL PARTNERSHIP

The 65 year history of the state-federal vocational rehabnitation program is char-
acterized by:

Wi Continuous expausion-to iracude all mental and physical disabilities to be
served_ and a full range of services;_
: (2): A _constant mission of rendering employable, disabled persons who are
handicapped as far as securing and holding a job; and

(3) A federal-state partnership implicit in the years of bipartisan Congression-
al interest and support shown hy increasing the appropriation to meet the
needs of vocationally handicapped individuals of employable age.

The-first two-characteristics have :beeni well definediand upheld these 65 years.
With our Denver Regional Office the state-federal partnership: hm been strong in
spite of not being able W meet personally with one Regional office person but once
or twice a year Abetause of their-inadequate-travel budgeta) the past four (4) years.
AS a matter of fact tOday is the first day in five (51 years our Nnver RSA Regional
Commissioner has been in Montana. The Montana VR relationship with Washing7
ton D.C. VR has never had to be particularly close bemuse-the -chain of-command
has typically and effectively been through Denver; and because prior to 1981_ we
always heeled"_with regular (Lc at least monthly or every other month) is-
suances from D.C. of Inforniational Memorandums arid-Program InStructions on all
areas Of administration- and service delivery in the VR piogram. Those issuances
from Washington D.C. have decreased by at least half.- The ones that have been
issued by Washington DC. the past four (4) years have typicany been on the learn-
ingsabled, job placement; transitions and supported employment. The Denver Re-
gional office has always provided technical assistance; legal opinions_and interpreta-
tions of federal intent which _have held us in good stead through federal or state
auditsand in our dealings with consumers.

While we strongly feel that our Washington D.C. federal leaders are well inten-
tioned, they have very narrow perspectives. Also they are characteristically yen,
slow in advertising dollars and just generally providing the necessary tools for im-
plementing-program% whether those tools be state plan formats; federal regulations
or programs policies or directives:As an example; the new:State Plan for Vocational
Rehabilitation was due July 1, 1985. The _nreprint format on which ta submit the
plan, arrived_in the mail August 8,- 1985. Another-example is- the Independent
Living-State Plan,-the preprint of which- arriVed in May 1985 with Montana's plan
not being approved until the middle of July. There are still no policy directives on
Independent Living Part A dollars. Because, according to state law, spending au-
thurity on these dollars runs out September 3Q 1985;_ special contractual arrange-
ments must be madeet state-level to cammit and-spend those-dollars,

we interpret this narrow perspective: and_ apparent lack of _knowledge of and/or
experience in VR among the Washington DC: VR leaders_to be a distraPtion to
those of us in states (who are very familiar with what the VR program should be
legally) as well as a dilution of what the VR program rs.

CLOSING REMARKS

Most of our testimony:has centered around the vocational rehabilitation:program
which is the primary mission_ of ourprogram. This_prograrn; 65 years eld at the fed-
eral and our state level; is one of the most, if not the most cost effective _human
service programs funded with tax dollars. When the program is criticized by con-
sumers and others, typically it is beeause or either a lack of resources or be-cause we
can't serve people unless they are vocationally handicapped with a potential to go
into renumerative work. We are very aware-of the needs of the disabled -who are so
severely impaired that they do not- presently have potential for employment. Mon-
tane VR is aware of 426 of these inclividuais-who -were closed -too severe -for VR in
federalifiscal year 1984 and who thua require_ independent living services that can
be purchased with Title VII part:A dollars, A:two year old survey _by R human serv-
ice organization in western Montana revealed a rishignumber (approximately 690)
of the very severely disabled in Montana to be head injUred. The intenSity and con:
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stancy required in delivering independent living services to meet the needs of all
the very severely disabled required three things: _

(1) Mere money than the $96,000 appropriated for each state, and
(2) More training and technical assistance by and through our very knowl-

edgeable regional office staff in very specialized areas so that a multi-discipli-
nary approach is available to this rural population of very severely disabled,

(3) More direction and knowledgeable leadership; (a) in this area of special
needs for very severely disabled individuals; and (b) in the general VR program.

If this is in fact the decade of the disabled, as_proclaimed by President Reagan, we
in _human services, such as VR, must stay abreast with medical services and tech-
nology which is allowing victims of severe injuries to survive.

Beeause of the flexibility inherent ir the language of-the Rehabilitation Act we do
not recommend amending or rescinding portions of it. We feel it is mOdel legislation
and can accommodate the needs of all disabled individuals as they are surfacing
today. However, unless Washington, D.C. leadership possesses the knowledge and
experience of sustain VR:as a national program implemented according to Congres-
sional intent, this very effective program could betome a very_ insulated state pro-
gram with as many operational modes as there are states. However because the
needs of all disabled people are national in scope, requiring a sharing of information
and ideas among all states and:because all-necessary resources do not exist in each
state; a strong federal presence is required to maintain arid oversee this national
servite _delivery system. We also strongly recommend the following:

11) That job descriptions delineating VR knowledge and exper:ence for Wash-
ington D.C. RSA positions be a federal requirement just as they are a regional
and state office requirement; and

(2) The technical assistance responsibility of the RSA Regional offices who are
very familiar with the needs of their states be restored to its former impor-
tance.

Mr: WILLIAMS: Thank you;
Steve.
Mr. BARTLETT. If you let me explore a little bit With both of you

some itema that you alluded to inyour testimony:
Ms._ Bullock, L would like to explore with you:a little:bit of your.

concept as to where we ought to go in rehabilitation in terms of
em-ployment.

That is to say; both medical _technologies _and technology in gen-
eral in:the work place has _improved so vastly_ in the last 5 years,
and will in the next 5 years. My question is what would_ you do to
improve__that_11__percent, 1--beheve,-__was-yotir-testimany,--1-1 percent
placement rate or employment rate:of persons that go into a reha-
bilitation service? What would you do to improve the record at the
conclusion of-rehabilitation for- independent living services of help-
ing to place a person into ia job; whether it is -SoMe- sort of a subsi-
dized employment_ or unsubsidized_ employment, or some other kind
of employment? Where are the chief barriers that you see that con-
tinues_ _this very high unemployment rate, national average of 84
percent?

MS. BtrLweR. Mr. Bartlett; one of the real obvious barriers I
think- in- Montana is-the fact- we have a high unemployment rate.
We are typically a:rural State. : :

I think it is real critical, and this is :something_ we !have tried_to
do, it -is very critical to work with other agencies that are- also
doing job placement Many __agencies are doing -lob -placement- these
days, not just rehalx You have a lot of private concerns that are
doing it AS well AS Job Service And other publiC funded organiza-
tions.
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SO I think working togetier with all of:the:agencies, and this is
sethething we have started in Montana. We have _started what is
called networking with other agencies that are in placement.

Ithink another way to improve the placement rate, if you will; is
trying to keep abreast of various technological types of advances. I
mean, I think we have-got-some people in the voc:rehab prOgram
who could return to work if _we could find the right technology to
help theth:return to:work. We are aware of some of that technolo-
gy_ in Montana, but I don't believe we have as much access to it as
some of the urban areas do.

I ath thinking in terms_ of computer technology, where you have
an individual, say, an individual that is a high level quadriplegic,
and thc only_ thing _that individual might be able to utilize to get
back to Work would be a computersome sort of a computer
system. I think we have to educate employers too that theSe folkS
are:very; very good employees; =

Mt. BAktiErr._ So in terms of the Federal role, the first would be
accegs to both the technology and also the knowledge_ Of the tech--
nology that is available; and, second,: would be an attitude change.
IS that What you_ are suggesting, on behalf of employers or maybe
on behalf of all of us?

Ms. BumocK. Weil, I think on behalf of all of us, but I think it is
Our reSponsibility to educate employers as to the availability of the
population out there, the unemployed and disabled population, and
the fact that they are very skilled and very knowledgeable in many
areas, and we need to tap that talent.

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Donaldson, what can we do with the Federal
law:to improve an 11-percent placement rate?

Mr. EvOr4Aim5oN. You understand, I think that is probably typical
of other States.
_ Mr_BARTLETr: Yes: I was not singling out Montana. It is also typ=
ical of Texas.

Mr. DONALDSON. Some of the things, supported employineht and
some of those other things are in the act and have been prcjects.
Mentane haS submitted a proposal on that. Those are some things:

The other is just tnring to improve the national and State econo-
mies so there is more employment; and the people we are-working
with, the diSabled, have more access to positions, and that is the
crux of the basic program where you have_the perSon who iS quali-
fied and capable and you can place him on the job and give him
some kind of support.

Mr. BARTLErr. I recall a conversation I had With the Southland
Corp not too long ago: It was headquarteredoperator of the 7-11
ttereS nationwide. _They first began hiring disabled persons out of
pure self-interest. It was the Target Jobs Tax Credit Act, and then
they began running their computers and they discovered that sta-
tiStitally, and you can't generalize for _any group of people for indi-
viduals, but statistically they_obtdined a muth higher quality eth-
ployee from the disabled persons that they hired in order to get
their tax credit.

So they are now (PA seeking additional employees out of that job
pool. Of course, that is in high unemployment areas and high em-
ployment areas.
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Mr. DONALDSON. The key then nationallyi and I think it probably
will- continue, -there are kinds of trends in employment. There is
probably going: to be more jobs:in the s3rvice kinds of industries;
maybe more high technology kinds of jobs; some of the technical
and-some of the other kinds of skills, semiskilled jobs are dwin-
dling: :

But there will be more in service, such as you mentioned the 77
1-1. We found the same thing with a -lot of the corporations in Mon-
tana, McDonald's, the 4B's chain; and whatnot: They may have
started for whatever reason, but they do find these are very capa-
ble employees.

Mr: BAitThrm One of the questions; in terms of changing the
reauthorizing the Rehabilitation Act, would youwhat is the
match that Montana provides now? The official minimum is 20 per-
cent State match to an 8a percent Federal, and many:think that is
a bit outdated. Do you think that is too high or should we change
it?

Mr. :DONALDSON: iL do not think you should change it. We are
matching in at _the 20 percent that is necessary to obtain the Feder-
al money, and I would assume if the Federal maintains and has an
inflationary increase :and whatnot, that the State of Montana
would continue to do that.

The next panel does have two legislators who can better relate to
that In_ my own opinion,: if you change that match or increased it
to 50-50 or :something like that, _that it would be a direct cut in
service-to -Montana, -that the State of Montana would not replace
the Federal dollars that we lost because of the matching change.
That is:an honest:opinion.

Mr. BARTLEVT. Thank you.
: Mr: WILLIAMS._ Let _me ask both of you a question that I will pose
later to our two legislators and some of the others who are with us.
It follows on Steve's last question.

Last year the total rehabilitation budget in Montan was
$4,900,000. Now; of' that the Federal !Government cont ted
$3,900,000, and the State contributed $990,000.

The State:of Montana was one of only 13 States to not contribute
more than the minimum that you had to contribute. Only 13 States
did that, -and this was-one of them.

I guess my question could go down a: number of avenues, but
given that you are the administrator and supervisor of this effort,
let me- ask "you about:your efforts- before the legislature to try to
increase the amount of money thatiMontanans themselves contrib-
iited to support:this program. The Federal Government;even with
its severe deficit, which has been roundly criticized by Montanans,
including theGovernor; contributes significantly more to the voca-
tional rehabilitation of Montanans than Montanans do. What have
you done-to-try to right that situation, if indeed, you believe it
needs righting? There is a question as to whether or not it isn't cor-
rect as it stands. Bob?

-Mr. DONALDSON. -I will answer that. I-do not mind answering it.
The two legislators that" know are here sitting behind me are
friends of the program. Of course, there are another 148, some of
whom do not see this as one of their big things.
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There was a program for people process Within the department
of social_and rehabilitation service went through; and there was a
period of time there; about a year; where many consumers partici-
pated-.--It really was-a grassroots thing.

There: was a_ disability subsection _ with six people representing
disabilities, and came -up with priorities, which -all of the human
services agreed on; that:this is something we need.

We need:day care and- we need senior centers; and we need some
money -in- the-basic rehabilitation :program-, some-things on --waiting
lists: for the developmentally disabled and whatno:: Butanyway;
the basic program that: you asked about, Representative Williams;
was_ seenwe made the presentationwas- seen as --one of the
things. That:went through that process. It went through the Gover,
nor-'s- budget Trocess somewhat. I am sure you understand the
budget process; every step there is a little taken away: But it went
on_ through. :

BasicallTwhat I can L;ay is that we did:pick up in the ApproTria-
tions Committee an additional:$50,000; which was deeply:appreciat-
ed. We made, in my mind; and-I say that because I am the one ba-
sically; Maggie and I; that made it; the best pitch possible. We are
going:to try and get more support, more consumers; because this _is
true,- the -recipients of theservice who can -present it the best, say
that isiwhat they did for me; and now I am here; and would have
never done it without them.

-Mr. WILLIAmsr-Is the state -contribution coming from the general
fund or:workman's romp fund or both?

Mr. DoNALDSO/sL It is a combination.
Mr: WMLIAMS:- Let me ask you; Maggie; if you are familiar with

this, is it a good idea to begin_ to rely increasingly on the work-
man's comp fund for the match?

Ms: BULLOCK; No; it is not:
Mr. WILLIAMS. Why is that?

:1VIs, BULLOCK. Because_ the workers comp dollars- are limited.
They can only:be:spent on the industrially injured; and the majori-
ty of-the- population that the voc-rehab is serving are not industri-
ally:injured; :

I believe the workers comp portion is about 80 :percent :of_ the
population we serve -What- you- have happening is-that-people that
are: getting:workers comp: funding are served_ oftentimes more and
better benefits than somebody who is under- the general rehab pro-
gram; because we have _limitations under the general rehab pro-
gram and you can_ only spread the dollars just so far. _

Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, before- We end with-this-:panellet me just
note_a: difficulty: Many of:you know I am a member of the House
Budget Committee. One of the things that has come to my atten-
tion as a member of that committee is the-Federal-allocation to the
State on vocational rehabilitation is a client per capita contribution
of $5.14.

That :compares with a national average of :only $4:56: In other
wordS; the Federal Government has done well by Montana; as it
should; because the costs are higher here-
: My point to you is; that at a time of:increasing:deficits, when the
President and the-Congress; and-by the way, the-Congress this year
has voted to spend $6 billion less than the President has asked us
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to spend; so the Congress is_fully aware af the situatiam That situa-
tion requires that we look for places to cut this_budget, and guess
which kinds of-States stand out in that effort? Those States where
the costs are highest per capita: Is it fair to cut those--States? -I
think not But I can_ tell you that a majority_ of the Members of the
US.- House of Representatives believe it is fair to -cut those States
where the costs are exorbitant; and we are one af _those States.

:Now; combined with that is the fact:that Montana anly:contrib,
utes what- they have to-and not a dollar more to this effOrt, and
that =doesn't give us much ammunition with which to keep the
supply coming.

Well, we-very much- appreciate both of you giving us _your good
counseL You have been helpful; and we are glad you are here.

Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. If I could-indulge -the chairman and ask_ one addi

tional _question and ask unanimous consent to leave the -record
open that you could answer either later or if you have some an-
swers-tOday.
: First on the issue of the match: I would take it_ from _the perspec-

tive Of -the chairman; but also from the perspective of:you, if the
Federal-Government- were tO increase the minimum match -from 20
to 30 percent andifund the same_ number of dollars,_ what I am in-
terested in and _what Chairman Williams:is interested in is to_in-
crease-the delivery of services to rehabilitate more people that
need rehabilitation. :

That Ls a 10-percent increase in your budget :by the Federal _Gov-
ernment sending the-same number of dollars. Now; I suppose that's
going to be the dilemma _as to how_ you would do that.
:: My question then: is_ this: You: may want to_think:allout this. Are
there -ways in which -we could improve the Federal law; either by
adding things or specifically by_deleting thingsrare there reporting
requirements that are inefficient and of no consequence; are there;
and-costly;-are there mandates that make no sense; are there regu7
latory requirements that just _simply that you would be better off
setting the regulations yoursen:

Someone mentioned the $4,300 travel allowance. Is that a Feder-
al mandate or Federal regulation? If there are -changes in -regula-
tions or changes in mandates:that we send to you_that we _can im-
prove, -help- giveyou -a chance to improve your efficiency that also
has the:opportunity _of increasing your delivery of services, do you
have a:list now _or a Est later?

Mr: -WILLIAMS-Bab and-Maggie, heCause of our time constraints;
we will limit your answers to about a minute apiece. _Can_ you- do
that? You may want to:respond more in writing: It is a good ques-
tion -aild deserves- a good -answer.

Mr. DONALDSOIsL Hopefully we could increase our_ money, but by
the-same token, there are not_ too many:things I think in changes
to the law that would affect what you said. May be some in regula-
tions.

Mr. BARTLETT. The regulation writers don't believe it, but we can
change the regulations.

_Mr. DONALDSON; I know that. But there are some people that dis-
agree.
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The only thing I:am-trying to say is that the paperwork; the dik:
umentation, the_ auditing; there is some balancing between some-
body just Providing service and ia whole bunch of paperwork; eocu-
thentation andauditing, which is_ a requirement too. There is some
balancing there: That is all I really would like td-gay-oh-that.-

Ms. Bui-Locx. I will say one thing That is that the priorities :in
the: rehab iprogram _change from,: oh; like every year or so_; and I
think what is happening heie is there are_ needs of various disabled
indiViduals surfacing:so- we are getting new priorities in ithe_voc-
rehab,program of things to do that don't meet the mandate of the
voorehab "program:That is a prOblem.__

They:fall within-the-rehab Act; but not within thevoc-rehab pro-
gram.- So_that presents a _problem_ in delivering services efficiently,
because we are always kind of- being- -distracted, if you will, by
Other things that are coming up or were supposed to concentrate
on things: .

learning disabled; juSt cnncentate on that disability group;
or just concentrate- on transitions nr_supported _work; when in fact
we have got a whole population of disabled people to be concerned
with that don't necessary fit into those categories:

Thank-you.-
Mr: WIIMANIS: Thank yo:._ both very:MU-ch.
Our neict panel_ js two-distinguished Montana legislators; Repre-

sefitativeBudd Gould and Representative Dorothy Bradley.
Many or probablY most of you here today either know or know of

RePreSeritative_ Goultli-or -Representative Bradley: Steve: Bartlett
does not, so for his purpose;: Steve; I want you: to knOW that- these
are_ two_ of Montana's premiere legislatorS. I don't know whether
they are tWo of the most notorious or two of theimost famous,_ but
nonetheless; we:know as much about_them and their good-w0rk as
we .do tWO people who serve in the Montana House of Representa-
tiVeS.- _-_-----

Budd Gould represents:Missoula; a: portion thereof; and Dorothy
BradleY rePreennts a portion of the-city of Bozemam

Budd,- we will begin with you: We are delighted that you traVeled
down here today and look fOrward tip your testittiOny.

STATEMENTS OF-R. BUDD GouLr, MONTANA-STATE REPRESENT-
ATIVE -AND- MEMBER, NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR _THE HANDI-
CAPPED; AND DOROTHY BRADLEY; MONTANA STATE REPRE-
SENTATIVE
Mr: Goutn: Mr: Chairman; it is good to see you -again, and Also

RePreSentative Bartlett. -4- am --very-familiar with Congressman
Bartlett. He _has come and spoken to me before; and I WaS Very lin,
pressed at that 6me With the Congressman, with what he had to
say_abont rehabilitation.

Mr. Chairman; and Congressman Bartlett; And Staff,_ I :am at-a
little bit of a disadvantage in :that I-sent you-25 copies of my testi,
moriy, Mid:the only other copy is in my minicomputer; Which; of
course; is very inuchol a minicomputer,

_Biit ray name: is Representative Budd -Gould. I am in my _fifth
terth Of-the-Montana House_of_Representatives::For 10 year§ I have
been a member of the Rehabilitation SerViCeS Advisory Council, 10
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yeats the Visual Services Advisory Council, and for 5 yeats I havebeenia member of the Governor s Committee on Employment of
the Handicapped; and 21/2 years ago, after confirmatibn by _the U.S.
Senate, Iwas Made a member by President Reagan of the National
Council on the Handicapped. ,

I Will be speaking today as a member of the legislatute and vari-
ous advisory councils,_ but not the National Council on the Handi-
caPPed, who will be giving you testimony on their OWii.

I would mention two things, _however. First of all, in November,
December 1983, I did a complete prograin revieW and _analysis of
the Rehabilitative Services Administration for the NCH, and you
will be receiving a report _on Fthruary l of this:coming year from
the NCH, and I think that that report tti_ yeti Will be very helpful.

The Second thing that I would like to do is draw a little paraliel,
Mr: Chairman, between libraries and rehabilitation._ Now, if you
leaVe your home every day and a block or two down the street you
hit aj_pothole in the road, you are going to call your local road-de=
partment or you are grIng-to_call your Local assemblyman or city
councilman, or whoever it might be, and complain ahout that pot-
hole in the road. B.it_ usually _With libraries; it is a matter of stu-
dents, and not that many adult taxpayert that aee libraries:

Cenaecidently, when the _appropriat.orls process starts fbr that
local entity the next time, the road departinent does very well ant:
Of coUrSe, libraries_ don't do that well. Thus, Ciey ate having agreat deal of pToblems with keeping open the hours that they
should be and _keeping collections updated. So it is a problem for
libratieS, out of sight out of _mind;

You will find the Satne thing is true of rehabilitation: If the 36
Million Americans who are part -Of the diSabled community wer-t
united in :tine trdicei it would be a different situation.

_ The next thing that I would _like to mention is that in the course
Of youi heariags, you are probably goin7 to be hearing Some horror
stories and Sallie:pretty grim things concerning rehabilitationIwould like to say _that from my pereppctitre, inaet of the things that
Iknowãr-e good. Most of the horror_ stories and things- that are bad
as far as the Rehabilitation Act arid the things that are happening
are dinning from two major populated_StateS; brie On the west coast
and one Oh the east coast, and the rest of the country isn't doing
that badly:

Ohe thing that is evident, I did not coordinate thy testitnony with
the previous two people, and I had no idea Jim Balentine was goingto be here from Denver:

In triy Written testimony,_ I mentioned that "think the One areathat really needs to be worked on the maSt is the Federal regional
offite§. NOW, back when :we had HEW, before we had the Depart-
ment of Education and Health arid Human Services, the Federal
regional offices were much stronger than-they ate today. Since the
advent of DOEi we have Seen a very large deemphasis on the au-
thority and the power of theFederal offides.

In fact,i my daughter; who is sitting behind- me, Wrote my testi-
mony with me. At that time I noted that the travel budget le ea
IOW: that if they m;acle two trips to theoutakirtS of Denver, they arebroke, and I decided not to put that in my testimony, but it iS--

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am glad you didn't mention that.
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Mr. Gotn.m. It is almost true, Mr. Chairman. This is a very -defi-
nite problem._ You cannot run inservic workshops; training;_ these
types of things from a central -office in Washington, DC. I very
much would like to see you people-working at making sure that the
Federal regional offices are strength& ed.

The next area, I am, _of course; very (!onceined with the -issue of
employment I talked:about it in _my written testimony. _When you
go to Washington; DC; you can get:any kind of:figures that you
would like, but I understand-that at the very minimum, approxi-
mately $55 billion a year is being:spent in th_e area of rehabilita-
tion, with only approximately $3 billion actually goes into rehabilin
tation -itself.- The rest, the other $52 billion, is spent in the area of
maintenance.

With the advent of Public Law 94-142, and-now we :are seeing,
again, using -a figure of- a very-minimum-16,00a people Ter-year
that should beicoming on to :the job market and being placed _in
jobs, I really think this is the time When we have to strengthen the
programs in spending more of-the-billions of-dollars-in the-area of
employment. I think that_is just_vitally nortant, and I hope that
this committee will do a great deal to. . bringing the programs
all together.

Mr. Chairman; _in:conclusion, I would_ like to :say it is going to
take- a-great- deal- of creativity on the part -of this -committee in
order to intermingle and intertwine and bring all of these things
together -so we can come up with :programs that will work toward
getting these-people-employed, and-we are talking about things like
targeted jobs tax =credit, as Congressman =Bartlett talked about
before, project§ with industry; all of these I think will test your cre-
ativity.

The last area that I would _like to mention; and I am sure that
Dorothy is going to be- talking about this and I am_ sure you will
have some questions-, I feel that it would be just-absolutely disaster-
ou.3 to change_the match as far as theFederalState partnership_is
concerned. Ireally think what we need to do is to maintain the 80/
20 the way that it is; and when you do=have questions to ask; I will
pass:on an idea as to:how that can be done, aud I also havewould
like to be asked-about overlapping conditions, Mr. Chairman.

[Prepared statement of R Budd Gould follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF R. BUDD GOULD, REPRESENTATIVE, MONTANA HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Chairinan and Members of the Committee: For the record, -I am R. Budd
Gould, a five term member of the Montana House of Representatives; representing
District 61, Missoula County. I- h&ve been-a member ofithe Governors Committee on
the±_Handicapped :since! its_ reorganization approximately :five years ago; awl a
member of the. National Council of the Handkaoped whichl wiTs eppointed to in
1983. In the interest of time,_t_ wilt not gointo the many other things that I hav,
been_invoLved in such as the White _House COnference-on the-Handicapped.- =

I think that it would be-a gocid idea to begin by trying tO draw a parallel b-etween
rehabilitation arid something that everyone understands. I will make that example
with- libraries. Libraries in virtually every town in America are suffering at the
present time bt.cause of a shortage of funding. If you or the average taxpayer takes
the same street everyday to work and consistently hits the same pothole, you-will
after a few days call your local road department ancomplain about the pothole.
Libraries on the other hand are used by a lame number-of:students but used:by
relatively a small 'lumber of adult taxpayers; and:when library hours_ are reduced
or when collections are not updated as quickly sus they should be, few of these adult
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tax payers complain _to their local government about ti e service: What this me-ans is
when it comes time forthat local governments approp. ations, the road department
does very well and _the libraries do N ery poorly. When it comes to rehabilitation it is
much-the same thing. There are a few constituants groups which are usually not
united together and you do not receive the great clamor that you would for some-
thing that every tax payer uses almost eve*,day.

When you are having these hearings, in Washington D.C.; you will hear many
horror stories-about:how poorly the rehabilitation programs are operating_ and how
great numbers of people are not being served or are being unserved. I think, howev-
er; that if you look at the whole spectrum of rehabilithtion throughout the United
Sthths you will find that there is certainly room-for improvement, but by and large,
that most of the programs are operating quite well.

I believe that one area that really needs to be changed is the federal regional of-
fices. Since the advent of the Department of Education and the-change:from Health.
Education and-Welfare several_ years ago._ there has been a_ large deemphasis on fed-
eral regional offices;_ and I think that these regional offices can go a long way
toward making a standardized program of rehabilitation throughout the -country
that will head_us in the right direction to where we will have more or less the same
type-of rehabilitation program throughout the states and territories. The effort that
has Iseen made to have everything come- from one centralized office in Washington,
D.C. is simply an impossible task. If there were strong regional offices with-realistic
travel buftets, the offices:could then go back to -doing the job that they were intend-
ed to do.:Since 1983 there: has been a considerable:amount of talk about combining
some of these regional offices which I think would be a _very drastic mistake In
Service_Training Workshops for the-various states in a-region are the type of things
that -will go a long way toward making a stronger rehabilitation prograt in each
and every state.

I believe-that it is imperative that the one-ten grant-program be maintained at
the level that it is with a 20% state match_ There have been many rumors about
changing the match to 60-40 or 50-50. I think that if this is done, we would have to
look at the parallel that l_drew with libraries and roads. I believe that it would be a
tothl disasthr te change the match- or to go to a block grant program. Virtually
every state is in a difficult financial situation and I believe that if the match were
changed it would be disasrous for rehabilitation in the United States. I believe that
if we were to have a block grant there would-be money-syphoned from the grant to
go to administration of all state government and the rehabilitation programs would
suffer greatly.

My major field of endeavor and inthrest is the finished product. What are-we get-
ting and _what have we done-for the billions of dollars- we have spent. The lowest
estimate I-have heard is 55 billion dollars a year being spent on disabled Americans.
Of thiS $55 billion minimum, we are spending approximaAy three billion dollars on
rehabilitation. We definitely could imkreve-on-the money we spend if we spent more
of it in the area- of-rehabilitation rather than in just maintenance of the ti sabled_ or
handicapped people I feel that we:must make the disabled person into the disabled
worker and that many things can_be done. Not the least of these is a demonstration
program where data can be compiled pertaining to the use of attendant services for
those people who need them in order to beec me skilled workers. In many instances
this would tend to take people such as brain stem injured people and make them
into attendants for handicapped individuals.

I will conclude by saying that we need to put a much gre ter emphzois on employ-
ment. The reason I say this so stroagly and:believe in this so deeply is because we
not only have the disabled worker who may have been injured_ in_some accident, but
due tb Public Law 94-142-we now have at the very minimum 16,000 people per year
that will be coming into the job market.

It is very important. to note if you look at statistics, that if these people are not
put into some type of employment program within a relatively short -time after
graduation you will lose them permanently. -When you have lost this person from
becoming a self--sufficient individual; you have lost a tremendous amount of tax dol-
lars that have gonelinto educating this person and trying to make them a produc-
tive independent individual:

The creativity of this committee and its-excellent staff will be severely tested in
its efforta to come up with a Odd rehabilitation program for our country the, is
intermingled with- other programs, such as Targeted Jobs Tax C.edit Program. Job
Training Partnership Act and Projects with Industryso that the total program of
rehabilitation can come to fruition, and wc will have spent our tax dollars wisely.
Thank you
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Mr, WILLIAMS. Thank you, Budd.
Dorothy:
MS.- BRADLEY. Chairman William and Congressman Bartlett,- I

want to thank_you _first of_ all _for bringing:this topic to Montana in
your proeedings on reauthorization. I think the __main _ reason I
appear is that, Congressman Bartlett,- I was serving on the appro-
priation __subcommittee that dealt _with human: services: That is
three_ senators and three representatives, and while _those:budgets
changed all during the process, we were the ones that got the- origi-
nal_ball rolling_This happens to be: en_issue that is very important
to:me; :and I am:really pleased to: be able_ to: present some! points.

-What I thought I would discuss is-a little-bit about what the-leg-
islature_did_specifically in appropriating money for these programs;
programs: that :are closely related, and finallY raise several:points
where I -think there might be some room for improvernent.-I think
I am talkingboth from _the Federal_angle and the State angle;
:: In discussing the budgets, I thought therlearest way for me to do
this would be-in the context of .priorities foripeople.- Mr. Danaldson
already _raised _that _program_ that had_ taken :place; or that:approach
that had taken _place _I:was so impressed by this :as_ a:legislator;
that I thought it would help -discuss the budget. I don't like to dis7
cuss budgets or _how _the_ legislature handles _appropriations just in a
vacuum; because then I think: it can either look good or bad; bdt
there is nothing to compare it to.

This -program__ was __important to our assessment_ _of _the_ needs;
What the State did was to bring many consumers and providers to-
gether- who worked over a period of time on -a consensus approach
to _try_-to- decide what their priorities_were_with_ the realization_that
the: legislature just simply: cannot_ fund everything. We all _came
with:our special interestS about daycare; senior citizens; stibsidited
adoption or- whatever- it --was- wanting --to be _an __advocate_ _Yet
through thS coasensus approach; we finally established five:tiers,
and NW concentrated on the top one; and that s just abOut it; but
in each of thosetiersthey had-approximately 10 priorities.

Whatwas important to me in discussing the budget in:that con-
text is that in that-very top -tier; three of those priorities dealt with
vocational rehabilitation. I--think- really -says something __about haw
the people out there: in the field:are preceiving these issues; .and
the importance relative to everSthing else that they are giving it.
Those- three-- areas being rehabilitation and visual services, ex-
tended_employrnent; and special disabilities; So let me just outline
each of those very briefly.

On rehabilitation-and visual services, that- is where- we get-the-80
percent Federal: match7-7;000 ta 8,000 people are served in some
capacity; according ta Priorities for People. I will just refer to that
as- PFP.-- They requested-a general- fund- appropriation _of_ approxi-
mately--$300,000; and that .would :have served 800 more people than
the 7;000 or 8;000 that we presently serve.

The appropriation-that the--legislature ga_ve_ was about_ of_ 230;000
for the biennium; That is less; but nottoo.much less._The problem
that I see here, and -I- -really- think,--Congressman Wilhams, you
raised this; but I think this is a State problem; but about two-thirds
of that money is workers comp money.
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My -sentiments as far' as What we did _is; first of alL; I do think
that the-legislature- made a -fairly-good appropriation: I c-annOt tell
you_the pressure we -were :under toicut_budgets; and the competing
programs were very hard to prioritize. My second sentiment is that

think this payment=or inclusion of workers comp money, sodie of
that is appropriate. But I think that' large sum; two-thirds of: the
State money from workers comp,- I thin-k that may come back to
haunt us down the line. Because only approximately la percent of
the recipientS are into that category; and so; therefere, the problem
is twofold:
: It gives sort of a preferential treatment to a particular group;
but second of all-, we -have -to- get -through all or the _State funds
before:we can get to the Federal funds. So_ we are sort of Juggling
around there where we are trying to:spend money that is slightly
limited irr order to get to the Federal- funds. -But -as I--say, I-think
that is a State:problem that we will have to assess over this 2-year
period. I- am a little-uncomfortable with it; but we will see what the
information produces:

The second program that was also in its first tier of priorities is
extended employment. -Individuals involved in this program are
producing goods; such as highway _stakes,: outdoor equipment, and
this kind of thing on a contract basis. But these individuals in-
volved in _this program do not come under the Federal rule of being
capable of competitive employment.

Approximately 60-people- are presently served in extended em-
ployment, andto the best of my :knowledge _the bulk of_these, the
largest bulk of these were suffering :from afflictions of mental ill,
ness: The PFP request- in- the first- tier was- -for- an additional
$200;000 to serve 20 more people; and _the second tier was for an
additional $300,000- for 30 more people.- What the legislature appro-
priated in that context was $100;000 extra for 10 people.

Let me make a number of points here; because_this is_to me; get=
ting to the heart of my recommendations. Now,- $100,000 is a lot of
money for the legislature to appropriate in Montana:_ But when you
look in -detail at what this means per month of a subsidy for these
individuals; it is only about $350 to--$400 er month,- and that is
simply not an extravagant fund. I want to emphasize that:

The-second point-kr this program there was no Federal match at
all. And_that is surprising since this isisuch a close relative to voca-
tional -rehabilitation. The State was simply out on its own_in this
particular fund; and again we are talking about $1-00_,000 of general
fund money which is more general fund money than we actually
put inth rehabilitation.

Third;_thereis a need for this program; and that is why the State
had to do it. There are individuals out there who do not :fit into
developmental disabilities programs; -and the- reason -is because
there are Federal _and: State:rules requiring that that_ disability be
contracted -before the individual reaches 18. They: don't:fit into the
regular voc-rehab program because they are not- capable -of -com-
petitive employment. They are only capable of some reenforced em-
ployment.

This kind of narrow categorization; to me, hos its real flaws You
can, for example, have an individual who is 17 years old who is dis-
abled in an automobile accident. Because he is 17 and not an adult
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yet; he would: fit into DD. But if he is 19 arid he is severely dig=
abled, he would not come under DD or voc.rehab. That is why we
had to consider some alternatives such as this, because otherwise
these people will totally fall through the cracks:

Now,Lif that person is recently disabled, chances are that he is on
a waiting=list and=he is sitting out there with no help at all either
from the State of Federal:Government.

The fourth point,-and -Congressman WillianiS, I think you were
asking about this; and that_is Montana being ungenerous _in its
support for these programs. Yes; we are only staying with the_20-
percent match, but one of the reasons is because we have had tti
extend out _into other fields to help people that don't get help from
the Federal-match. We are out fAttally Oh bur oWn With-out a dime
of Federal_money I don't feel ungenerous in that respect because
we are striking out on our own in this area to try to take up the
gaps that have been previously created.

MY final point is that we cannot lose sight of the fact that while
some of these ipeople_are severely disabled,_that they_ are capable
more and more of productive employment; of creating sellable
goods and working in employment positions. That is a really excit-
ing area about this whole iprogram. We are doing things in this
area now that we never even dr,nmed were possible 10 years ago.

The third area that was also in this very top tier is the special
disabled; and the individuals who come in this area are spinal-and
head injured, multiple sclerosis; blood problems; and those kinds_of
individuals. The legislative_history or the history in Montana for
Fervices that have been provided are; unfortunately, pretty much
limited to what families could provide until they literally burned
out; and then institutiinal care, such- as nursing homes.

I think that inisome cases this is absolutely_not necessary to rel-
egate t-hese -individuals -,o that_kind of a life. There could be certain
kinds_ of capacities that they could reach if the help and training
was there.

PFP proposed 500,000 for 100 _people. That was kind a Shot ih
the dark; because we don't know how many people a ... Gut there
needing_: our -help.::That is another weakness of :this whole _thing.
What the legislature appropriated was only $40,000-. I might say
that was only at the very end of the session: The Rouse side did
not put that money-in. It-came in at the tret-y end of the session
when the Senate was meeting; and we felt lucky about that, be-
cause I think _it was_ibecoming evident that there was a one-shot
Federal sum of $96,000. We did put in a fairly minimal amount
compared to what people thought was legitimately needed:

My points on this program are twofold. First of alli_ Montana did
go out on a limb_to support this program in spite of the fact there
was_no definite Federal guarantee for future matching funds; and;
second; that, I think, we can clearly say there iS an inetcaging heed
fer this :kind of a_program. If you just assess automobile accidents
in the State-alone, we know that fewer people are dieing in auto-
mobile accidents; but more are living. I think this means tliat med-
ical technology has in some cases; kept them alive. There is an in-
creasing need, and we are probably Mit- Meeting, it.

So my suggestions are these: First of all; I__think Montana:and
other Statet need more flexibility from the Federal approach. If
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you take the categorization that we are structured with right now,
either-you have-to be in VR, you have to bein DD, b.nd if you carry
that_ to an .extreme;: we will have a : categ3ry !for. MS.! category_ for
head injured and spinal injured,- and- I think-that that approach is
not_ efficient and will really get out of hand; and worst of all;
people will:be left-out.

think it would be much-preferable of-an overall umbrella -type
of approach__where. you are_ givingmore_ trust to_ the State: to try to
deal mit the money as -they -see -fit. I- am --concerned -that -we- will
keep leaving people out unless weihave an umbrella-type of ap-
proach_that -covers services for- the disabled; not for this kind of -dis-
abled, that kind of disabled-. Specifically,- that--means- we would be
getting away_from this strict categorical approach _and we would be
getting into broader categories somehow of people that would be
served. = = :

: I also think that this would create a little: less pressure on voca.7
tional-rehabilita-tion- for-successful-closures of their-cases. Now, t-his
has always been one of the _strengths of this program._ You:can
always throw out figures and say look how many successes there
have been.- But if -we want to reach more people _out_ there that
clearly:need the:help; then we _have tobe able in our State to:take
more risks -and to -perhaps-face more- failures, and-failures vill be
there; but in the_ procedure we will reach people that have never
been reached before. I cannot stress how important I think that
that is.

: f also think_ that this will be ia:positive financial outcome _ in that
there-will be lers duplication.- A lot of times the7e -is duplication in
ow. State now in; say, evaluations_ of shelter :care between DD:and
VR. I think if.there was this_broader approach; we might be able to
avoid some- of that.- I- think-a-further -be-neficial- outcome- would -be
that you allow rural Statesmore flexibility to:handle their particu-
lar programs and urban States to handle theirs; whatever they
may be.

A seconcIsuggestion; I: really believe we need more help in:higher
education. Montana -State-University -is --in -my distriet sa I-happen
to be particularly interested in theprogram there: But I think edu-
cation is so often the roaa to productive employment for disabled
people. -Montana State -University -has gone --from 75 disabled
people,: students, _to_ 350 in just_ 7: years, It is really a :burgeoning
popilation. And i think-part- of the reason is because- Bob Frasier
and others here have done such an incredibly good job to meet the
demands.:

My init i1 assessmeht- is -that- the Federal-- approach ---of competi-
tivegrants is not very ihelpfulto our university We don't have the
staff,. we are co -hrnited-in staff and so limited in finances,. that we
don't:have the individuals toiwrite the _grants; monitor them and
do eh the necessary: things. I think a_ prefe..ahle cpproach is the
broader,--more -flexible -sum of-money going to the StAes and the
States figure out what their priorities are, _ :

I guess- my _final point is that we- need a- better system in Mon-
tana of:identifying people_ We are able to _identify developmentally
diSabled fairly . well through the educational:system. But it is very
difficult in this- -rural- State- to -identify neople who-are -in the --voc-
rehab area: I feel badly because I don'ts think we are doing it: Of
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touts-e, there_is a strong incentive not to do it because we have to
spend more money for oUtreach and we± have to pay more once
theY arë readied, but I think that that is a need; and so I thought I
would address that:

Thank you.
[Prepared gtaterrient of Dorothy Bradley follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DoROTHY BRADLEY, REPRESENTATIVE. MONTANA HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

I Wiah tO thank yoU: for bringing the topic of vocational rehabilitation to Montana
during your re-authorization proceedings:

My intention this inarning is- to-discuss in some detail theactions of the 1985
Montana leslature regarding :funding of vocational rehabilitatioi .. and then:raise
several:points where there might be room for improvement in the state and federal
approaches _s:

Perhaps the_best way to discuss legislative action is in the context of What wag
recommended to legislators by the_Priorities_for_ People project. PFP was a iiiiiquie
and belOftil ptotedure in which the statebrought together numerous grass roots
providers iiii-d---toriaiiiners of human services.: Through a comensus_process these in-
dividuals set five tiara Of Pribi.itia8 With a select number_of prioritieain each tier. It
is notable that three of the ten priorities in the highest tier dealt with vocational
rehaoilitation. It is signficant be-cause the consumers and providers all advocated
their own: particular interests, but all agreed ahciut the importance of vocational re-
habilitation. I will summarize these three priorities.

REHABILITATION AND VISUAL SERVICES

These revenues, which bring a 20/80 federal match, serve approximately 7,000 in-
dividuals. PFP recommended an e:cpansion to serve an additional SOO; for a biennial
general fund appropriation of $300.000. The legislature appropriated about $230,000.
butover two-thirds of this is from workers compensation funda. =

My sentiments on:this budget are two-fold. First, I think the legislature did quite
Well ih its level of_ funding: Second the problem of workers' compensation niOney
may come litiek-tO haunt Us; for injured workers only comprise about_10 percent of
the re:ipients. WOrkera' tompensation funds are not as flexible:as general funds,
but all the state money iiitiat be uaed up before we can reach the federal dollars.

EXTENDED EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

IhdMdtials ih this program are involved in_productive employment, but cannot be
categorited Within the federal mandate:of being "capable of competitive employ-
ment." The numher Senired iS approximately 60; _the largestinumber of which suffer
from mental illneaa PFP recommended ih their _first tier that _an_additional
$200,000 be appropriated to serve 20 inore people, and recommended in their_s_econd
tier that an additional $300,000 be aPpropriated tO serve another 30: While this is_ a
lot of money-for , Montana legislature, it amounts to approximately $400 a month
per person That is . Jt an extravagant sum. The legislature appropriated an addi-
tional $100,000: :

Unfortunately there are no federal_matching funds for this program in spite-Of ita
cl-nie relationship to vocational: rehabilitation._ Individuals in this program neither
valify toe VR, nor CIO they qualify ,m developmentally:disabled I4ecause of state and
federal reqiniernenta tlrit the distbility must be contracted:prior_to reaching the
age-of 18. This ia a great concern tb me. Our narrow categorizationaare_allowing
people to fall between the traCks beeause they do not quite fit the definitions. I am
eager to bring this to your attention, because some might argue that Montanais not
funding vocational rehabilitation with as generous a match as other states. Howev-
er..I would argue that we have had tO broaden our approach in areas Where there is
not a dime of federal m_atch. We do need federal help. We are finding that nikhy
ihdividuals are becoming-productive members of the work force in ways We Would
hat hitre thought wtfs possible 10 years ago.

SPECIAL DISABLED

The special disabled include§ indiVcluals -with MS, head and spinal injuries, and
similar affliction& The history of services for these people is unfortunately limited
to whatever their families can muster, and inatitutional and nursing home car.
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Sikh a bleak future is not always nccessary. PFP requested about $500,000 for the
biennium to serve 100. The legislature approp.iated $40,000. There iS a one:Shot fed-
eral match of the first years, and an unknown future thereafter.

Again, I want: to stress Montana's support, even in _the face_of no guaranteed fed-
eral _Match. And again, I want to express the experimental nature of this program,
We don't have great insight regarchng the need. We know that tar accident death§
may be dropping, but more victims are surviving severe accidentS becauSe of medi-
cal technology. It is safe to guess there is an increasing need

SUGGESTIONS

A more flexible approach from the federal level is_ advisable. :If We etirrY the
present "VR" and !'1313" categorical approach-any further, we will have categories
for MS; head irgured,arid on and on. We need an umbrella system of "Services for
the Dis-abled." Mere fleicibilitY would mean less_pressure n VR for high percent-
ages of successful closures. If we reach into new areas where there is an eibViciiis
need, we need_to be able to take more risks, and accommodate more failiireS. But
the outcome will be fewer: people falling heween the cracks, less duplication, and
allowing rural states to better respond to their own particular needs.

We need ri-fote help in bur institutions of higher education. MSI,1; which lies in my
district, has done such an excellent iob -under the guidance of Bob Frazier,:that the
disabled student population has increased to 350, while it was only abbut 75, 7 year-a
ago.

The fedei.al competitive _grant approach is not particularlyhelpful because there
is nota large ehciiigh staff to seek and monitor grants. A preferable approach is
more flexibility in the federal funds, and letting the state decide the priorities.

1

We need a better system of:identification of those in need of services. Onr best
information is the:census,. and it indicates the need for outreach. While children
with developmental dimbilitieS are more readily located, beneficiaries of voc rehab
are more cliff-I-Milt to find. Perhaps traveling workshops are a possibility,

:It gcies without saying that a five year re-authorization would be htlpful. And
while the possibility of Congress returning to a July instead of October fikel year is
remote, I would add that stich a change would help providers in troublesome book-keeping procedures:

BAkT_LET_r1Thank you, Mr Chairman.
I detect a_ difference; _and I want :to make sure I am correct, I

detect:a difference of approach:andistrategY between the two repre-
sentatives. Ms Bradley; _you testified, we_ _usually call *hat yOu
refer to as an umbrella grant: We usually call that-a-block=grant. I
want to _make-- sure that:that is really what you are saying: You
would take more _of what- you called umbrella or more Of a block
grant approach and eliminate the barriers between the-various cat-
egorical- grants, gend the money to the States_ and let_ the- States
serve the needs__ While :Mr. Gould, you :testified pretty strongly
against a block grant: Am I accurate in detecting that yoii have a
difference?

Ms, BRADLEY. NW1l, I think there _probably is some difference. I
am:more newly working_in this field than _Representative Gould-._ I
hesitate to use the: word "block grant." I didn't think unibrellä
would catch your attention so quickly;:

Mr: BARTLETT. It -is a nice word. I "might use it myself
MS. BRADLEY. That is my approach,- and I am throwing it out as a

matter of dismssion. To me _that fits the _problem-that-I-gee. We- are
having to fund those ginall programs to reach:other categories:that
have been left out; and -that -is=what is disturbing _me. If_ you could
cOunt the State money that_Montana _is-putting-up for theSe Other
prograrns,--you Would find what we are putting up to get= a Federal
match is substantially more than what we are given credit for:
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I guess I would also say I think some peDple worry once you_have
a large block grant type of progiam coming -in, people will slip
through-the cracks, because they will be left out:of the debate._
:_ You have to trust some group to make those decisions; anti I fe0
that- while we have- a ,good legislature- and- a -very -active citizenry,
particularly through this PFP approach,_ that _the greatest needs
are going to- surface when we :are debating all Of this and those
greatest needs will be responded to.-

Mr: T-,ARTLETh You are suggesting the reverse is true; using _the
narrow- Federal- categories- with very narrow definitions, then
peoplefall through thexracks:
_ Ms. BRADLEY. I felt that was the case While I worked on the Ap-
propriations Committee-this last year,-

Mr: BARTLETT: :Representative Gould; at the conclusion:you:asked
me to ask you two additional questions.- I am now -going to ask
them. The first one:was and I paraphrase your qti,pstioni that you
asked me to askwhat ways can we improve _the Federal law, the
Rehabilitation Act, to Trovide for better -delivery--of- services? Are
there requirements and mandates and_reporting requirements that
we can delete? Are there additional kinds of Federal services that
we can provide, or both?

Mr: GOULD: Congressman :Bartlettfirst of all, I_will answer just
a- little bit on this -categorical thing.- What scares me- the worst
about block grants are what we see with low-income energy assist-
ance and _pretty substantial _sums:of money coming off the top of
those programs for running basic State government, and that does
scare me_

Getting back to thiS other situation you are talking about," one
area that I am very concerned about, and that is the area of re-
search.: We have the:National Institute of Handicapped Research,
which -basically- should be- the-main- thing that- me-have as far as
research is:concerned: InAoing some investigation and so forth on
my- own with- Dr. Dorg Feriderson; who-was an_ excellent person;
and -head of NILR, Dr. Fenderson has left several months ago, and
as: of this date; I do not :think:he has_ been replaced. There are 32
other-divisions, or -brandies, -of Federal-Government with research
as part of their budget: Dr: Fenderson set up an:interagency com-
mittee with all of -these agencies that were getting money for re-
search. I am afraid _that with Dr-Fenderson- gone, if-we -don't get a
good person in there,then I think:that you_ people should statutori,
ly set up- the interagency committee. With -33- Government agen-
cies,_you:both :have been in Government long:enough to know how
mudi talk and cooperation there is between Government agencies.
This is-something:that is-going to-need- to be watched very-closely
in:order to make better and more appropriete use of our funds: _

Mr. BARTLETT. Meaning there is a lot of talk and very little coop-
eration?

Mr. GOULD.: That is true. The other area that you were talking
about-and-had some questions about; I think-one of the-things that
is going to have to: be done is that the groups of recipients,: the
handicapped individuals: themselves are going to have to get _to-
gether -such- as the heart association; the lung association; cancer,
et cetera. They are going to have to start making the public aware
of the benefita of the rehabilitation dollars that are being spent by
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the Government. Taxpayerdo liars that are being spent; in order to
get more help for you people who are on the firing line, for us over
in the legislature who are on the firing:line with the State dollars;
and I think it is something that can be done.

-1t-is -going-to-he-an educational pro.;ess,- but Ithink it is the only
thing _that is going to free up the dollars t7,at are going to be
nee&d for-rehabilitation services.

:Mr. BARTLEM One finaLquestion:=Dothe two of you see the pop-
uladon changing; the population of disabled persons;:and_specifical-
1-I am asking-what -we can-do to-improve our -transitional services;
transitional out of the education_ system: We have a generation
nowI-bheve one of you testified 16000 students a year graduat-
ing with a=good education= and graduating into the world -of unem-
ployment. That is extraordinarily sad for those persons; but equally
important,-it -is-extraordinarily sad for the taXpayers in this Nation
that:are deprived of their productivity; if you will:

What can we do with the Federal- law to improve that?
Mr. GouLu. Congressman Bartlett; as I said- at the end of-my-tes-

timony,: it :is going to take _a very concentrated: effort You men,
tioned-Southland-Corp.- A representative- is- here today of MARS Of
Missoula; which employs 110 people; and they do targeted jobs tax
credit work. One of their Clients:is Southland Corp,

Anyway, it is going-to take- a basic -intermingling or-intertwining
of all of these programs in:order to try _and get this person at the
very outSet. I can't stress- that-enough. In theipapers that:you are
going to be getting from the NCH, it is basically-stressed that- one
of the things we have to do away with; and it ,vould take all day_to
go into these, but- thisisgoing ta be very-helpful; -are the disincen-
tives that are built into people becoming employed: We have to get
these people into- the world of work-right away.

We can t wait 3-and 4 and-5 and 6-months-for these-people to get
into;: we will say;_SSI_syndrome. Living in the hands of the Govern-
ment -in $ ome type-of-more than likely Federal -program, like SSI;
and gettinginto that syndrome We have to get these people imme-
diatelyi iight from the time they are getting out of school; and
place those people in some type of hopefully competitive employ-
ment.

Ms. BRADLEY: May I- answer that?
Mr: WILLIANts::Please: =

Ms.:BRADLEY. I agree with what Representative Gould has said
and- also-the previous panel. -I want to-once-again emphasize-the
point that I am trying to make: That is broader_ help_from the _Fed-
eral level; not just so-narrow in voc rehab that you absolutely have
to be perceived as able to get back into competitive employment in
order to get help.- If there was more -help for the disabled at the
university leel I think you -won-ld -find more- people able- to go
from there into the _employment picture_There :isn't enough help
there right now; and we need Federal help. I think we need more
State help; too.

Againi- we are only: funding the:extended employment:program
with State- money. Yet,--if-you could-take-more risks and agree that
you were going to have more failures; it might be_ feasible: in this
day and age to have a 207percent success rate. Whereas they _are
definitely back to competitive employment when they weren't pre=
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viously thought so: I :think more flexibility in your program will
help us get more people into employment.

Mr WILLIANts. Budd; let me make note of one thing that you
said; and _it is also in yrnir testimony; quoting ht4r_ "The lowest es-
tiniate I haVe heard is $55 billion a year being spent on disabled
Americans. 01 this $55 billion; we are spending approxithately $3
billion on rehabilitation."

I knew this is not your_ intention; but just for clarifiCatien, I
wouldn't want folks to think the other $52_ billion WAS, being spent
on adniiiiistration. In fact, the_ vast majority_of that money:goes di-
reCtly to individuals in a paycheck; in a check; and, Buddi yout
point is_different than that, ISh't it?

Mr. GOinin: Yes.- SSI, et-cetera:. =

Mr. BmerixTr. His point_ still is, and it makeS the -point even
stronger; and that is the:enormous :problems that the_ taxpayers
COUld save from those paychecks or transferpayments of the Other
$52 billion nf cash_payments, plus another- $120 billion of medical
PAYMentS, b-S, using that-$3 billion; or increasing the: $3 billion; to
have more paychecks from full emriloyment. There is a vita Sav-
ings there. :

Mr. Giatitn.Correct.- Also; if I might adjust one thing to that.
That is _the lowest figure:that I have heard, and I believe that the
figure that comes out of like_ Rutgers University is it exceeds $100
billion. I took the very lowest figure that we have heard aS Meth=
bers of the National COUncil on the Handicapped working in this
area.

--Mr. W.:ILIA/As; The Federal :debate in: the pasti at leaSt during
the past decade; has centered _around the question how best to
SerVe disabled-people. In the past few years the debate has taken a
different focus; which was at the heart of my first 4/legion- to the
first Panel. B6cause of difficult economic times in astaggeringly in-
creasing deficit; the debate:now becomes, who pays?

UnfortunatelY; and probably _tragicallyin the long pull; the
6.r:bate has moved away from how do we best serve folks to what iS
the cost and who is going- to pay it? Nowi that is a _gath down
whieh I Prefer not to go, but we have the reality of the deficits
bfore:

So let me pursue that some more:and nOte in doink so; Dorothy;
you anSWered several of:the questions which I was going to ask in
your testimony; and I: appreciate that Let me giy6-_yOU SO1116-fig-
ures that I haVe; :and theyilare eStimates_i r eceivert them from
fOlka here in -Montana There are _apprmimately 38;000 peciple in
the_State in need of help of rehabilitation servises, and that era-
sliideO the visually_: impaired. So; 38;03th In Montana; we serve
6,500, only 6;500: There is a:further estimate that there are 8,000
visually imPaired people; and weserve only 500 of them. So_ of per=
hap§ 46,000 people in need of assistance; we are serving 7,000 Of
them:

Ten yeaka ago, there:were fewer of_ them; and:we_served nore.
We gerved not=7;000; but 10;000 of them in 1975. NoW What has
happened? :Well; inflation set in- the cost-of serving That isi one
thing that hamened. That is relatively 'important; but not absolute=
ly critical_ to this _diminution in the number of folks that are need-
ing heir) that are being served.
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The second thing that happened,1 of course, there were freezes
and cutbacks at the Federal level. This waS with the Stated hope
and some expectations in some quarters in Washington, including
people in_very high places, that the States would pick up what the
Federal Government wasn't going to do._

That brings us to-the third i)ert of the dilemma, the States cut
their budgets. The State of Montana now contributes less of its
share than it has in the past

So we can debate about whose job it is ur how the money comes
out, but the real debate should center on, are the =people being
served? The fact it, that fewer are being served today than 10 years
ago._The question is; who is responsible for serving them, who is
going:to pay the way?

That is a philosophical question, but very important if these
people are to gA service. So let me ask Dorothy first juSt in that
general kind of a queStion, can you give me a general kind of an
answer?

M$. BtabLEV. What is the question?
Mr; WILLIAMS. The -qtigtiori i8i ShOuld they be served; and if so;

who isgoing to pay for
Ms. BRAM.g1(.=State or- Federal? : : _

: Mr. WIMIAMS. Sure Or what cembination; or both? _Should the
Federal Ceverninent really be sending 80 percent of the share in
here when_ we have a -deficit and you don't?

BIADLEY. We don't because we are not allowed to by oar con-

Mr. WILLIAMS. We_ hear- a la_ AIX= "our constitution.!' We do it
the WAY We Montanans -do it; Here is how :we do it in the Federal
Government- We de it the way you do it. We simply would say- we
are not going:to count as State- spending any capital expenditures.
Yoh knov folk.% when your State government spendsimeneyfitho
don't count that mtthey -that they Spend for: capital expenditures..
Aby Cement they pour; they feel that is not State spending.

So '..hey balance your budget not_ in actuality; but: with a4 atE
counting trick-. Montanans have alwaya- done that. And most States
de-iit._ The Federal Government doesn't. RIery -dime we spend We
count_We can have-a balanced budget amendment to tLe Constitu.
tien; Dorothy; and we can mect it if we use the same accounting
trick that Montanans use.-

Ms. 1313:ADLEY. I remember -the- Grace Wreport; Congressman il-
liaMS. I heSitate to raise that name; but there were:some very in-
teresting_ways that the-Federal Government could save money.

Mr. WILLIAMS.:Should we save it- on-_people in need?
Ms. -BRAM:Mr.-I am in agreement with your position on that One.

I wanted to just: rephrase the need._ if you were expecting it. One
Set Of Statistics that Lsaw; according to_our-census report; approxi-
mately one in SaVen Montanans has some kind of disabling condi-
tion. Not all of them need help,--but a-_great many ef them do; It
concerii8 ine a lot, because as I said in my testimony, I don't:think
we have propery -reached theSe People. We don't know exactly
What the need is; and when-Ave are appropriating:money in the leg-
islature, we-tor itiq kind Of grabbing onto whatever we can:in the
way of statistics that show some kind of need; and we are not com-
pletely knowing. It is a really difficult situation.
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:As far as serving fewer people_ n_Dw, there is some -thought- that
when we switched the general fund _to the workers comp fund;
there were people who were actually dropped off then. I am trying
toget to the bottom of that.
: I don't know if that is the case.: That is what we were told in the
legislature- when-we were- urged to put in general funds instead of
workers =comp funds. _But : at this particular_ point, people are
saying, "Well, it looks like those funds are_ reaching the people that
need it." So I am not-certain -what-is happening.
: I just haveto reiterate; Ill-link my point is; one,_we have to do- a
better job in identification. There is some feeling thatthere may be
a- lot -of people suffering from- disabihties up on the highline from
oil rig accidents: _They: don't know what the State has to offer, and
we don't know: that:they even exist. Maybe a series of traveling
workshops-could help identify those people and let theM kilo*
what services are available and that they are there:

Finally==
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thatisgoing to cost more money, Dorothy. :-
Ms: BfrADLEY- That is right: That is why it is not a popular thing.
Mr. WnnAms. Who is to pay for that, the State legislature or the

U.S.-Congress?
:Ms: 1.131tADLEy We have to =do Lit in oombinationA don't know

what the proper match is. AS I said earlier, we areunder incredible
pressure, just as- you are, to cut spending I really tried td think
when I came=today of :places _whereiI felt there was_improper ex-
penditure of funds in this program. I really don't think there were
any.- You didn't-hear-an -incredible outcry at the end of the session
about lack_ of funding because we cut that program down so fast
and so early, that when the: Senate put in a few extra _ dollars at
the end -of the- session, -people -were so glad to get anything, even
though the legislative appropriation was far _below what PFP rec-
ommended, everyone was glad toget something.

That is -how- I felt- at -that stage: I mean, we were- so desperate in
this session, as:you are well aware; we took able-bodied yotmg
people off of _welfare. The reason, at least in my mind; being that
we- are-trying-to -direct-those dollars to those that don't have able
bodies and who:are thus more dependent on what the State decides
tO-do with the dollars.

:So I don't have a good answer, but I would say if you are consid-
ering changing that_ match; and I know that a 20/80 match is very
generous on the Federal part_ I think it is really _fine, and we have
been lucky to have that kind of a match. But if you change that
match; at least:give :Montana credit =in some of these other areas
that are just a little bit out of the ballpark of the traditional voca-
tional rehabilitation funding.
: Mr: WinuAms-.1 am not for that: Well; in the interest of time,
let's turn to Budd.

Mr. GouLD. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief, because I can
only:echo really a lot of what:Dorothy has just said; but going back
to what I Said before, I think it is going to have to be an education-
al process of the general public so that we can get the support to
appropriate more money both on a _Federal level and on a State
level for the programs that we are talking about.
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Now, I also think we can look -at many things that will work
hand in glove together-I would-like to see some sort of a pilot
project; and I think with attendant services,_you can -saywhen
Maggie gave her testimony, I believe; she talked -about- the fairly
high -level- functioning-cmadriplegic. Well,_ that quadriplegic =prob-
ably is going to need an attendant. Well, _that attendant could very
well be a braiostem-injured person who has-a very short attention
span, but-with-the-help of-somebody who is the quad that needs the
attendant; then you are employing two people.

I_ think there are many; many instances where innovative types
of -things -are beginning to surface._ We are approaching_ whatts, I
think; one of the greatest buzz _words that I have heard in Wash-
ington. Of course; you folks M the Washington area great for those
buzz- words-Independent __living was_ the buzz word 10: years ago;
and it has lasted:for quite a few years. I: think "transition" now is
the current one that you-hear of the most.

And, Mr-Chairman, that is a_tvord that I really_ believe= in; be-
cause I think that: we are a country _in a period of transition, we
are in a period of transition. We have tO Make that-transition you
were just talking -about from _the :runaway deficits on the Federal
level and our innovative: creative bookwork cm the State level. We
are going to have to put the two-together, and we are going to-have
to come up with-things that _work. We are going:to have to come up
with makingsure _that the public Imows that those are the things
that work. We are not going with the same as -we are-doing:now
with, we will say, -6- percent going_ actually for rehabilitation_and 94
percent, or whatever_ the figure actually _is, that is goilig for just
maintenance; keeping people alive in some sort of comfort.

--Mr.-WILLIANts.-1- am well over_my own stated =time but_with
Mr: Bartlett's indulgence, Iiwant to_ say:one additional_ thing here;
take a little extra time with this legislative -panel. Steve, if you
have- any- other questions, we can certain ly take those: = = =

Because of the current economic and budget difficulties, the situ-
ation that has forced upon the Federal GOvernment the -necessity
call -it whatever we canfor _a more _moderate, more =prudent; or
more conservative spending pattern. Now, in some services, such as
those about which we are-speaking tOday, the Federal Government,
by significant majority vote; does_hot want to abandon the payment
of those:services or delivery of those services if the States *ill not
assume them. This is because we-are convinced at-the Federal-level
that-appropriate _vomtional rehabilitation; appropriate =help for the
disabled, is an investment which_ returns money to the Treasury
and reduces the deficit in the out years:

Looking at it_ only: from the=standpoint of an accountant or an
economist, it is good business. Setting aside the generosity involved
in it and all the rest, it is goOd business, so the Federal Govern-
ment doestA want:to abandon it.

We look to the__States to find out_ whetherthey are increasing or
decreasing their -generosity -during- these past 6-years-as- the Feder-
al Government begins to pull=itseif away: Some States are _holdMg
even, some States are decreasing,- some are increasing. I think it iS
clear now -that the ability of the States to -assume _an ever-increas-
ing appropriation for these services is very limitecL The States'
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ability is very limited. The States are not picking up a significantly
increased amount.

The greatest example of good cost benefits ia early childhood
intervention for children that -are- disabled-. Yet, -Montana, by two
votes in the last legislature, turned down special education for pre-
school children. Now, that sends a signal to the Congressi and the
signal is the deficit_be_ damned, you-have got to spend this money
because Montana and other States won'ticlo it _

--DO you see the dilemma that faces us? It isn't as _if what: you do
out here you do in_ a vacuum-and-we don't know about -it -back in
Washington. We: have our stethoscopeipJaced on the _treasury of
Montana. We listen to the heartbeat. When we find _that you are
less generous than_ we assumed you -would be,--it -creates this enor-
mous_ problem for _those of us who _do not:want to_ abandon the na-
tional-commitment to help those who need the help.

So I say to_ you_ two legislators- who understand-this need and
have the commitment; I: commend you and tell you_ the Congress
does watch Montana and States like Montana and_ Texas to deter-
mine whether or not_We are going-to-be able to pull away from our
historic_ financial commitment: to these efforts. =
---Mr. BARTLErr. Let me try the $64,000 question that I:would _like

your opinion _on._First _I Yery -much appreciate the testimony that
the two legiLlators,:andLparticularly I appreciateithe service I3udd
Gould gives -us at the National Council of the Handicappeck_My
question is; _In- your- opinion, knowing what you know of the State
of Montana!s budget and the legislative process and of any_State's,
including Montana's, tendency to _want to obtain Federal funds if
they are not-too costly, given of- -what you- ktiow of vocational
rehab; if Congress, beginning 18 months from now, after the _end of
your neXt legislative session; were ta say_phase in a higher match;
say_ phase it in at 5- percenta year,just for- argument sake, would
Montana continue to:meet:the minimum match? =

Mr. Gam/ I would say it would be very_difficult. I-we_might do
it. MontanaI am very proud af the things we have done. The ex-
ecutive:director of the National Council on the Handicapped will
be coming to Montana in a little over aimonth to look at Boulder,
our institution -for- -the mentally --retarded,--which Dorothy and I
both saw_10:years ago when it was an absolute_ disgrace; _Boulder is
something that has undergone one of the most magnificent changes
that words can- describe,-and we-have been-a progressive State
: Congress has just passed a law that deals with what we call the
board of visitors of Montana that started:in _1975_ or :1977 _ It was
one of those 2 years. We are-doing a great deal of things that the
major: progressive States; like New York and California; that are
thought of to-be really:faraut, great liberal, wonderful States, and
yet_Montana_has done_these things already. We might be able to do
it,:Congressman, but;_ bay; it would just be_nail biting:

I -mean, if you could have seen some of _the ways that I bled all
over the table when_ -e were trying toiget-the money-on brain-stem
injuries, which :would have: raised license fees-. There: was blood
from one end -of the committee table te the other; and it was all
mine. I went into H_utchinsoWs disease and several things that I
waSn't eVen aware of until a meeting down in Austin, TX, that we
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held, and all- ofthesethings,- trying-ito get_ things done, and we got
$40;_000 over in the Senate;:as.Dorothy _mentioned.

Like I say, we -can- certainlyDorothy and I, if- we are reelected
will-be- in_ there _fighting and scratching =and so:forth if the match
were greater.: But, like_ I say, certainly I have a hard time thinking
of the words to-come up with how difficult it would be.

Mr: BARTLETT. MS. -Bradley:
: Ms, BRADLEY. Congressman Bartlett, I_ agree with Representative

Gould-there are plenty -of -us- who-would sure try-- to- come -up_ with
more money for a higher State match; and I think there is a con-
stituency out there that would be helping us, too. If you ask me
right now-- where that -additional -State _money was going to _come
from, I absolutely:couldn't tell_ you, because we_have been scraping
the barrel and going through heated debates abOut new takes and
so-forth.

I want to emphasize in _this_ past_ session Montana _did come in
above-the current level- in the appropriation. SD I think-that shows
that the legislature has an open:mind about these programs. They
are well aware of the need, and doing the best that we all can.

I am- very sympathetic toyour -desire-to-change that -match, and
if I were= in your shoes, I think:I:would be doing the same thing.
But .you have to understand _legislative perspeCtives, too,: and that
is -so often- we feel-we-are-held-out-a -carrot -from the Federal-- level
for a program,: and we jump at it because it is a great match and
the bulk of _it is _coming from the_ Federal money._ But we are:get-
ting very wary of that -now- because-so-many people- feel_ if we take
that match now, wemill get locked in:on that_ program, and 5 years
down the road the Fkieral money- Will be all pnlled out and we are
going to be-stuck with the-whole thing at the State level: Weican't
afford it:That is the stethoscope that the legislature has on Wash-
ington, DC.

Mr: BAKrLorr._ I: think: that is a _legitimate concern and a legiti-
mate criticism of the Federal Government in terms of the matches.
Sometimea Federal granta cost far more than they deliver. Thank
you, Thank you; Mr: Chairman:

Mr. WILLIAms. Well, my sincere ithanka to both of you for your
help here-today and putting- us, with- our questions. We appreciate
your being here. We appreciate your good work; :

Mr. Gomm. Thank you for giving us the opportunity.
Mr. WtLLIAMS. -Our-final ,panel for this --morning's_ _portion of the

hearing is Boyd Petersoni_Susan: Bertrand, and Zana:Smith. Boyd
Peterson is- representing Wheelchairs, Crutches, and People, -Mon-
tana State _University; _Dr. Bertrand is director ofMissoula Commu-
nity Hospital Rehabilitation Program; and Zane Smith is executive
direct-or, Montana Independent Living Project.

STATEMENTS OF BOYD PETERSON, WHEELCHAIRS, CRUTCHES
AND PEOPLE; MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY; SUSAN BER-
TRAND, M.D., DIRECTOR, MISSOULA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL RE-
HABILITATION PROGRAMAND ZANA SMITH, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, MONTANA INDEPENDENT LIVING PROJECT
Mr. PETERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I guess I would just

like to start by saying that I didn't know a lot of these things that
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have been brought:out alreadY this morning; so when I go throtigh

my testimony; it Might 801.111d a little weird; but that iS just because
we don't fmd out many of these things.
-::Mr. Chairman and comniittee -members; thank you fee the ivpot-
tunity to beable tb testify on the_reauthorizatiori of the Rehabilita-
tion Act,' bemme _disabled :in 1975 due, to a motorcycle aCeident.

From approximately 1,year later to the present; I htiVe been-a con-

sumer of these services and an elided representative_of the _Dis-

abled Students of Montana State- Uthversity. I would like to share
some of my viewa regarding rehabilitative serVitea.

hi Ail- fairness; I would liave to say-that rehabilitative _SerVices

have been significant in getting me where I am tOday. Rehabilita-
tive services have allowed me to attend Montana State UniversitY;
*here I am working on aidegreeiwhich will allow me to :enter the
rehabilitation:field. By allowing myself and OtherS to- attend post,
secondary:institutions; we will be ableto lead as close to nOrniiil
lives as possible: We Will not-need to rely on someone else finan-
cially and in Many -cages forpersonal care.

Independence is a virtue I feel everyone should_ have the right tO
enjoy; In:some case& there is- a need for _personal dare attendants;
Without the -Rehabilitation Act; thiS wotild not he possible for a lot

of individuals;
Now;_to give aOthe views _of the other side of the issue- As_with

any organization; rehabilitatiVe services- has its problem& ThOSe
problems which: have been encountered by my peers Or thyself -in-

clude the follOwin_gCounseling techniques arid-counselors in genei
-r_ilipersonal contact between cotinselor -and _consumeri edtidatidnal
opportunities for the Consumers; lack of understanding toward the
everyday needs of the disabled consumer.

I= would like te addreit the zounseling techniOtieS USed by

some of the rehabilitation counselor& In most Consumers! opinions;

there areno counseling techniques used.- We are simply nainea and
Social Security nuiiibera. They -seem to be more Worried about how

they are gOing_to- look to their supervisors than they are about get-

ting the consumers rehabilitated,"
In Montana; there-are-such great distances te travel-to-see your

counselor that-contacts in pert:ion:are_ minimal. Asa case in point; I
have not seen my counaelor-for almost 3 years. All of our toritactiis
by phone or- correspondence; and then it is otily when one of us

it 66d1; something.
I thinkl should_add,-when-he finds out what I have said today; I

think he is going to give me a call.
Mr WILUILMS: You are obviOuslyiin need of more counSeling.-
Mr. PitkitsoN. The oounselor seemi to have no-idea of what the

daily needs are of a disabled:pen-40n. My -point is; _that aoinething
needs to be done le edticate -the counselors on their interpersonal
approaches to-consumers: This Is not true of-all counselors; but a
in---ority of those I hear alicatti it is definitely trua

On the_ subject- of- education; I would like tO,igive some positive
views and -possibly some ideaa that:may -be added to existing pro-
grams; It should be dull noted that a majority Of rehabilitation
consumers are -able to put back:many tirtes more dollars to the
system than was used to rehabilitate_ them; I didn't knOw, it was
almost 11 tirik6S befo-e this morning:If for SOme unforeseen reason
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they are unable_to piit money back, sornebne else will makeup fortheir inability to do so Thia makes the rehabilitation program ex;tremely uniOiie in that it is actually paying for itself many timesover,
College Campuses offer- excellent opportunities -for people withdisabilities to Meet and interact with able-bodied persons.: The dis-abled_ haVe a chanceto learn to be independent and make a lot offriends whii do not lookat them as being disabled.I feel this is extremely important in-a riital State like Montana.It is all ti:ki easy to stay ill a hire_ community and allow everyoneto take care- ofyou and feel sorr5 for yourself. Rehabilitative Serv-ices allows eligible colibniters the option of getting out of a situa-tion such ais this. It is just ton bad that everyone whojias potentialcannot be reachedin rural Montana. More &mild_ be reached, I feel,with a little more money allocated to rehabilitation and a fewchangm-to the system.

= AS:some easy:Ways to increase the:amount:Of return; I would-liketo offer a coutile _of simple- suggestions; If the- pertons AttendingPestsecondary inatitutione had the- ogportunities for internshins,they would_be better- able to enter the work force Confidently. Whatam sayingia that there needs -to be some sort of- financial_incen-tiVea to employers :toLhire _disabled persona for intern prograins .This votild alio help to- break-down the attitudinal barriers facedbYidisabled- persons froth potential employera =Aking with the intern-Ship idea; these net& tO be money alio-cat=ed to iposttecOndary institutions- for areas of research. The researchwoiild_ be in Areas- of interest to student§ Who feel certain=aspeetscould he- Made better-,_ using the research moneya to have research=ers or ultimately atudents in:the -field find better ways -to run exist-ing 0'6-grams or create working models of neW programs needed attheinstitUtions.
Thereileeds- to be many changes-made within the rehabilitationsystem. I Would like-to offer a few specific suggeations,lwhich I feelcould be -easily_ accomplished. Contiselors and adminittrators alikeheed tO__be mademore aWare of the- consuinera' daily needa.:TheYalso-need to be made more aWare of the many rieW technologicaladvances. =

--AS:stated earlier, --I--alab feel counselors need to _know how tbrelate on a-niore interpersonal level, All of these -changes could bedone very easilyiby offering mandatory workahops for counselorsand administrators.=
I, sit on the--advisbry_council- for rehabilitative services. Itii iscalled Miadvisory council, _hilt wereally do not give any advice:formaking the-_-stem :work more-efficiently I thought_that was whyit was__formed, Maybe the fact that-persons are allowed to sit bri itas longiaa they want is-the preblem.: There-are- tee many tradition=al people on it.- -My suggestion for thit is that some of tbe membersshoUld be replaced and neW and- existiagmenibers told exactly- lib*much putt the council has, If it does not have the- -pOwer to makechanges and= have _itsyoke heard, thenit maY es well be disbanned.-At the legislative level, there need to be_a_lot Of-eYes opened else-.I: really feelby making our State and Federal _legislators see whatthe rehabilitation prograin can be, we would be allocated themoney which is so desperately needed.
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We; the disabled, need the Rehabilitatiofi_Act to -be able to thake
our stand in/against_society_'s norms.:By Hot reauthorizing it, you
will take away nur_chance for becoming independent persons who
will pay_their own=way and not have to live off the Sy Stem.

WiLLiAms. Thank you very much:
[Prepared statement of Iletyd Peterson follo*S1
PREFARED STATEmErrr OF BOYD PETERSON, WILMCHAIRS, CRUTCHM AND PeoPLE,

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSiTY

Mr: Chairman arid Committee members,-thank you for the opportunity to be able
to _testify on the reenactment of-the Rehabilitation Act.

I bed:in:le diaribled hi 1975-due to a motorcycle accic:ert. F'rom approximately one
yeat later to the present, I have been a corisurner of these services and an elected
rePrefientative of the disabled students of Montana State University: I would like lO
share some of my views regarhing Rehabilitative S:Tvices:

In all fairness,-_I would have to say that Rehabilitative Services Kw ifeen signifi-
cant in getting me _where I am today: Rehabilfttive Servrces has allowed me to
attend Montana SWe University; where I am working en a degree which will allow
me toe-titer the rehabilitatitin fieid.-By allowing myself and:others to attend post
see-sudaty inatittitionaWe Will be able to lead as close to normal lives as possible.
We -Will hot need to i4-4Y Oh Someone else fmancially and inmany cases for personal
care. IndePendence is a virtue I feel everyone_should have the right to enjoy-. ID
some cases there is a need for personal care:attendants; but_ these perseris should he
offered some other form of independence. Without the Rehabilitetiou Aut thiS Worild
not be possible for a lot of individuals:

= - I

:Now,: to give:some views of the other side of the issue. AO With any organization,
Rehabilitative Services has:its problem& Those problems which have been encoun-
tered by thy peers or myself include the following Counselor techniques-and coun-
&Were in:general, personal contact between counselor andconsumer, _educational op.
pertiinities for the consumer% traditionat attitudes, lack of understanding toward
the everyday needs of the disabled consumer. _

First I would _like to address the counseling techniques used by susde Of the Reha-
bilitation Counselors In most consumers opinions there are no -counseling tech-
nique&nsed. -_We are simply names and social security number& They Seim to be
more worried about how they are going to look- tri their supervisors than they are
about getting the consumers rehabilitated. In Montana there are such great die-
tances te travel te see your counselor that contacts inperson are minimal. Asa case
in poiut, I haVe not seen my counselor for almost three_years. Allnfour contact is
toy ph-One or =correspondence and then it is only when one of as needs something:
The totrinieler Seems to have no idea of _what -the daily needs are- of a disabled
person. My point here i3 that something:needs to be done to educate the counselors
better on their interpersonalawroaches to the consumers. This is not true of all
counselor% but a majority:of the ones I hear about it is defmitely true. I

On the_ subject of education; I would like to give Boole- positive views and possibly
some_ideas that may be added to existing pregrams It shoUld be direlY noted that a
majority of rehabilitation consumers are able to put back many times more dollars
into the system tbeu was thied te rehabilitate them. If for some unforseen reason
they are utable to put money back, someone else will make up for their inability_to
do SO. This mikikUS the rehabilitation program extremely uniqte in that it is actually
pa ng for itaelf many times over.

llejie campuses offer excellent opportunities for people with disabilities to meet
ahd interact with able bodied perwins. The:disabled have a chance to learn tO be
independent and rnake a- lot of friends who do not looknt them as being disabled. I
feel this ii/3 xtremely_important in a rural state like Montana, It iS all Ma eilay to
stay in a ruratcommunity and allow everyone to take care of you and feel Sorry for
yourselt:Rehabiltative_ Services allows eligible consumers the oPtIon Of getting out
of a situation such es _thi& ItS just too bad-that ever3rone who has potential cannot
be reached lIl rural _Montana. More could 13-..! rearmed, I feel, with a little more
money allocated te rehabilitation and 0 feW changes to the system.

As some easy ways to increase the amount of return, I would like to offer a couple
of Simple thiggeStion& If the persons attendingpost secondary institutiorm had the
OPPertiiiiities for internships they would be better able to enterthe workforce Cdhfi-
dently. What I am saying is that there needsto be some sort of firianciatineentive8
to employers to hire disabled persons for intern program& This would also help to
break down the attitudinal barriers faced by disabled persons from potential ern=
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ployets Ta go along With the internship idea, there needs to be monies- allocated to
p-vst secondary iiiStitutions for areas of research. The research wolzid be in (u-eas of
ititei-eiit to Students who feel certain aspects could:be made hdter :Using:the re-
search mcrti.3 to Italie researchers or_ ultimately students in the field, find Vatter
ways to run existing programs; or create working models of new prrg7ams neet:ed at
the instituti ons._

:There need to be a lat-ot changes done within the rehabilitation system. I would
like ta offer a fe* Spetific suggestions, which I fe-1 could be easily :accomplished:
GOtintelart and administrators alike_ need to be_stade more aware of the consumers
daily needs. They also need to be irts.de more aware of the a saw new _;echritiltigital
advances. As stated earlier-I also feel counselors need to know haw tti telate on a
more interpersonal level. All of these chuntgas could he done very eaSily bY Offi.rrag
mandatory workshops for counselors_and aaministraters.

I sit on the Advisory Council for Rehabilitative &rvices. It- is called an afivisory
council-, but we teelly do Mit give any advice for making the system workmore effi-
tiently. I thought that was why it was formed. _Maybe the:fact that persons are al-
laWrad to sit on it as longas they want is the_problem. There are too many ttaditiaa-
al people on it My suggestioh,for this is that some of the people should bereplaced
and new and existing_members told exactly how much power the Council has. If_it
does riot have the power to make changes and have its voice heard, then it may aswell be disbannet

=

M the legislative levet there neada to he a lot of eyes opened also: Ireally _ el by
Making-our state s±id fiAeral lmislators see what the rehabilita.Con program can be;
we waiild be allocated the money which is- so desperately _needed:

We (the disabled) need theillehabilitation Act to be able to make Out Stand itt!
against societies norms.:By not reenacting it you will take away-our Chanee far be-
coming independent persors3 who will pay their own way and not haveto :lye off the
system. _

WILLiAms. Dr:Bertrand. = = =

Dr. BERTRiUCTO: W6-4, I am very pleaz,ed ta_be_here today and to be
asked to provide testimony._ I -feel- have_gathered some iiiforma-
tion end perspectivifrom two different vantage pointa-One, as a
psychiatrist or specialist in rehabilitation of:the idisabled;_and the
otheras the district_medical- consultant for the MiSSOUla VOCation-
iil Rehabilitation Office; where I have :been for- the last- 6-nionthis
providins their tfic,diail constiltant services about once a week
_ As many people have stated- today,_ the vocational rehabilitation
program is: very necessary; and very =effective. -We- train -Prilkihs

4..b employment; and it is_ very:practical= and cost
effective; and that has been--gone hito, and I Will not go into that.

We are seeing an increasing number of= severely disaMed persons
who are requiring vocational rehabilitation services: This is as a
result of increased emergency -care,_increaSed intensive Care from
the medical. system_ so that persons who:previously would have per=
isheci-in -their -aecidents are now surviving with increasingly more
severe disabilities-.

There are two groups that stand out that:I_ would like to speak
about today. One is the severely physically disabled; essentially the
quadriplegic person who may even- be respiratbr dependent Theae
persons were: not surviving accidents even 10 years_ -alo. The itt=
creasing-numbers thatiWe are seeing within the population require
vocational irehabilitation servicea -Technology now exhita so ithat
thete people:can ieenter a productive employment situation if the
appropriate- technology is available; including computers; and ad-
vance switching techniques.

Thit is kill very _expensive. The cost of rehabilitating :even one
person at this level may exceed a counselor's budget for the entire
year. So a counselor is faced with the problem of trying to rehabili-
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tate_ one severely disahled quadripletic, or rriany peoPle within abudget.
The-other group who ha ie-_:similar needs; although who appear

1-,ret _differently; are the brain-iniured population.- Thit pbpulation
is increasingifaster than _any other Single population of disabled
Persians: within _the population. They require a continuity of care
and an intensity of service that; again; exceeds a countelorS bildget
for the year:to provide-service for even one PerSan. _Thjs is because
the organ which we_ use to retrain, that is the brain; iS that very
organ that-is injured.:So Oat_ highlY Specialized; higllv skilled-pro-fessionals always are required on a_ practically 14671 basis _for up to6 months to even preparethe person to begin a retraininprocess.
Then as one enters-the retraLing process, there is -a _lack of ability
to integrate or to carry over from one environment to the next, so
even that needs tO be monitored and assisted along the wav.

Selective competitive employmentis available, or possible at theend Of the training process if one never pursues the trart-kitig proc,
ess because of- the expense, then theae: people fall into _the- too.
SeVere classification_ be;...ause ef the-, level-- and of service
they need tti reach their preduct:ve potential._

=

_ The_ unfortunate problem for those indiViddela is that both the
quadriplegic or the spinal-injured population and head=iiijiired pop-ulation tend-to- be- very young _at the onset of their injury, For
SPilial cord injuries; it telAs to be hetWeeil the ages of 15 and 25.
For head initities the preeominence is between the ages-of 25 and
35. So that you have young people with essentially a normal life
eXpeutency who, without these very expensive serViteS, are going to
be very expensive -to the system for the_ rest of their life. So the teat
May well be cost effective_if -the appropriate serVides are provided.

\re-au-anal rehabiliteion end the: Rehabilitation- Act rectitnized
this type ofi problem with the-visually hnpaired and have set aside
tit*Ciali funds to serve-the visually impaired becadae of their specif-
ic needs,-which- are different from that of the vocational-rehab-pop-
ulationi in general. Tbis perhaps_may be a WaY toiaddress this prob-lem- -With the severely p-hysically disabled as well as the brain-in-jured population.

_ _

Theug it_is not part of my testimonyj woiild to offer a sug,
gestion or -recommendation, :in response to your question,- who payS?
It is probably not q very political thing_ tO Say; but the Federal Gov-
erilitent has gotwrii into a _position_ of-acting as an insurer, and
other insurance- ear ders in the field look at the_ actuarial data as -toWho is at risk, s, that_those of us who are at riak PaY More There
are- stole eatily identifiable risk factors for persons sustaining difi-

ThiS filSo Will make me terribly unpopular, Wit there is not anyreason why weshould :net approach persons who choose risk fac-
tor% choose to engage in risks,- and look at the PoSSibility of having
them-pay fOi- the results that documentation shows ate very likely
tO -OCCur.

Scithe -of these easily identifiable -risk factors inClirde alcohol.
About 80 percent Of automobile accidents where disabilities &carocCur as a resnit of alcobol-related_antoisiobile aCeident. Motor ve-
hicles theinSelVeS tend to make up a large proportion of the Severe-
ly disabled through accidents.
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_
_Motorcycles stand out even-further in the area of these factors.

MitiiitAtia- doesn't lave a helmet law. Those _are areas_ it seertS rea-
sonable _to look_ for resources to pay for the -eciSt,of -tht rehabilita-
tion_ of_the accidenta that-occur as a result of the risk factors. _

W6 approached the legislature here in Montana looking at just
motor vehicle_registration as a possible source of revenue for fund-
ing soMe Of the rehabilitation programs. That didn't happen _this
tiMe, but I-don't_think that is an unreasonable approach in lookihs
at the budget:and also lookiiig at the Government as acting as an
insurer. Thank you.

Mr._ WILLIAMS. Thank you very_much.
[Prepared statement of Susan Bertrand follawsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUSAN T. BERTIL1071, M.D., PC, MISSOULA COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL REHABILITATION PROGILUI, MISSOULA, MT

In response to your request for testimony abbot the spedial &Mends of Vocational
RehabiliMtion in a rural settin&_I would 1 ke to address three specifie areaa:

(1) CUrrent trends in rehabilitation, pvulations served, service% treatment and
equipment, (2)- rural perrpectiv; (3) comprehensive independent living services.

I currently have an active retiabilitztion medicine practice-where I treat both re-
cently disabled and the iong-term &alibied:I have also served as the District Medi-
cal Consultant for the Vocational Rehabilitation Office in Mbwoula. Montana, :for
the past six:years. From these two vantage Points, I haVe gained both an overview
perspective on thafunctioning of the Rehabilitation Adt aa Well as a close-up per-
spective on Low it serves my patients.

I. CLIKKETT nuragDSPOPIJLATIONS SERVED

Multiple factors contribute to the shift in the types of clients presenting for:serv-
ices. As ememencnmedical care improve% more severely injth-ed pa:sons are surviv-
ing accidenta anti:injuries; but, they_are surviving with severe dissbilitie% At _the
same time:we; as a nation,-_are-moving towa rd de-institutionalization and communi-
'y re-intercalation nf severely disabled.Alese_factors _present a larger number of-se-
verely diaabled adults who :require comprehemive services over a longer periOd of
tiiiie to a-Community with shrinking sochll_serviceresource% _

Of the_groupc of severely diaabled, two standout requiring special_mention: Survi-
vors of moderate to severe brain injury (including vmcular accident% head_ trauma
and encephalopathy) are rapidly_bcoming the largeSt single diagnostic groupingDf
disabled within the nationi exceeding, both in incidence and prevalence; spinal cord
injury; Cerebral Palsy; Multiple Sclerosis, and Muscular Dystrophy combined (see
attached: chart): . _ _

-1ACCOriling to- Dr: Sh_sidon Berrol; Chief ofit-lead Trauma Rehabilitation, Saiita
Clara Valley-Medical Center, services to this population_ must be provided in a con-
sistent, CoOrdinated fashion over a number of years for successful:rehabilitation and
vocational placement. Currently,- however, the type and intensity of:services _re-
quired to return one brain injured individual to gainful employment may cost more
than a ivacatiot al rehabilitation counselor's yearly budget for services to ail clients.
As a result; services axe either_pro-rided in an isOlated di:lib-Mit fashion (which:is
doomed to failureby virtue of being inadequate) or not.provided at all betatite the
client iadeemed "too severe" or "unlikely_to become gainfully employed as a remilt
of vocational rehabilitation services". This is:notan unreasonable stance given the
long histkity Of employment failures with_ brain injured persons even episodic help.

Brain injured persons typically are in the:25-35 year:old agegraupLat onset arid
have_a_ normal life expectancy To relegate them to a fate of being permanently unr
employed leaves society_with the burden of support for alifetime and the individual
with a_ lifetiin_e_of dependency, lack of purpose and lack of prOductiVity.

Programs with:demonstrated success at return to gainful employment for brain
injured persons do exist.' They are long (6 monthi-3 years), intensive and eApsn-

' Silver S., Ben7Yishay, Rattock, J=, Roes, B., Lakin,-P., Pinsetaky, E., Eikireh, 11. And L,
"Occupational Outcomes in Severe Traumatic Bram Damk;ed Persona Following Intensive Cog-
nitive Remediation: An Intenm Report"; Rehabilitation Monograph No. 66 New York Universi-
ty Medical Center Institute Of Rehabilitation Medicine. pp. 79-91.
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sive. Compared to e lifetime -Of urinnployment and dependency, however,- they are
definitely cost effective. Because of the expense and the limited general budgets
within vocational rehabilitation, it seems reasonable to create a category of separate
funding such as currently exists for-the blind: thus; allowing counselors to serve the
brain injuredadequatelywithoutdeprivMg_their other_clients of needed services.

_ Severely physically:disabled _pemons with: intact brain functioning present a dif
ferent problem: The barrier _to effecdve return to independent BY-Mg:and _gainful
employment is ususally two-fold. irst is_ the barrier of equipment. Electronic de-
vices now -exist which can enable- even the ventilator dependent quadriplegic -to
type, answer phones, and do data entry on computers. The initial-cost is outaide the
range of current vocational rehabilitation resources; but, again, thiais a young (15-
25 years at onset) population with-a normal life expectancy. Exceptional funding
may again be r cost effective answer.
: The second: barrier: that this group_ _faces_ is:that neverhetotally free of

the need for assistance with daily act"Aies such as feeding; grooming:and dressing;
no matter how much equipment b;:pui_Jused: Recent changes within Social Securi,
ty seem to allow: for such-persons tO retain that necessary personal care assistance
while -returning-to gamful-employment To thit point, that -does not always happen
smoothlY. CO-ordination cif &kW BecuritY services-through the vocational rehabilita-
tion office for these persons will make their lives- less confusing and frustrating and
the maintenance of employment once achieved a possibility.

2. RURAL PERSPECTIVE

Ata of-vocational rehabilitation in a rural environment which impact_on care
can divided into 3 categories: Diattince, population and types of employment
available.

1"ypes of employment available in a rural setting tend to be imbre physically de;
mending, especially for entry level positions. We lack the factory or assembly line
type l*fit duty entry level positions. This limits the ability to transfer clients into
Ihter -_cluty entry level- positions after a_relatively minor hack injury without re-
training -1,:imore skilled position. 'The absence la repefitive typeilight duty ently
leve jobs within:the labor :market creates a necessity within vocational rehabilita
tion and rehabilition facilitim for creation:of jobs and opportemitiea This is more
than selective placement. It encompasses such things as making contracts with com-
passionate employers, job:- modification or restructuring, tenik analysis, careful selec-
dein and placement of clientS and -the coordination of other community resources.
Thisjob creation or modification takes time and increases the relative weight of oth-
erwise simple cases within the counselors caseload.

The relatively- small population spread over a relatively large area effects the
availability of supportive and treatment services as well as limiting the number and
range of_eivailablejabs. While excellent irehabilitation_ servicesexist within Mon-
tana; North: Dakota;: Scuth Dakota:and_ Colorado;: they :are located_ within the major
population centers. They may be relatively Maccessibleto those who live one:hours
drive away; but who are unemployed avid on a limited income: Receiving services
may mean relocating temporarily or a long expensive commute. Neither of these
are-likely to be within the client's or the counselor's budget.

The answer to thia problem is not tO replicate the services in more remote- areas
as adequate utilization for cost effective operation necessitates a large population.
Coordination of ciii iety of services for a given client is frequently necessary and
this, too. is difficult to arrange in more remote areas. Rather a means cf providing
for extraordinary transportation or temporary housing may mean the success or
failure for a rehabilitation plan in a rural setting.

1 COMPREHENSIVE INDEPENDENT_LIVING

-The most-significant change toward effeetive vocational rehabilitation of the se-
verely disabled to have occurred in the last 6 years has heen the-move toward- inde-
pendent living center utilization end this year the cornprehensive independent
living program. The effect of this legislation has been to eliminate one of the-signifi-
cant barriers to successful vocational- rehabilitation and employmentbeing mad-
eluately prepared for efficient living_ within the community. -It is impossible to
imagthebeing a auc_cessful: student or being successfully employed if one's living- sit-
uatiori is in: upheaval. If ones bathroom:_is inaccessible:or :one has no wayto
cery shopping or laundry; if all these_ are possible but take four times_ as:long na
your non-disabled neighbor; it is_ illogical to assume that one can successfully com-
plete in the work world. The independent living program has addressed these bar-
riers as well as many others.
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For many who are_more severely disabled still the comprehensive :independent
living program has ofrered services for which:they have previously been:ineligible.
Many who-will not be able to_achieve_gainful _employment in the near future are
being enabled tb achieve more independence within their home ard community.

INCIDENCE OF PERSONS SURVIVING TRAUMATIC HEAD INJURY IN THE UNITED STATES 1

Seventy of Pram damage
InDOence per

100.000 Der yr
NatIonally Montana 2

Mild 131 294,750 900+
Mcatrate 14 33,500 100+
Se Vere 6 13;500 50

Krats et at. 'neon I. Epsdernor. 1484.
2 Extrapolated Paw on 100,000 + PoNlabon ol Montana.

PREVALENCE OF BRAIN DAMAGE FROM TRAUMA VERSUS OTHER NEUROLOGIC DISABILITO

Prevalence per
100.000

Extr,rocg:ao for

Traumatic brlin injury. Moderate tO severe 800 5600
*nal cord injury 50 350
Muhl* sclerosis 60 420
Cerebral palsy 250 1,750

Muscular dystrophies 26 140

Kartzke..1.E7 Neuolov 321201. 1982

Mr. WinuAms. -Ms. Smith.
Ms-.= Swaim. Thank you for inviting me for speaking on behalf_ of

the -Montana independent living project I want to thank you also
for -holding this- hearing in Montana, and I hope- it is-a reflection of
your concern: and: your committee's members' concern of rural
issues in rehabiitation.
= One of the things_ we have heard a lot today is that our ruralness
has significant impact:on our_ serrioe delivery to persons who live
in--the -remote- -areas--of -our -StateWe- have--also -heard- a little--bit
about the strength of our rural lifestyle and our rural heritage;
and I hope having the committee meeting herei that you see-both
the im-pacts of: ruralness and also the strength that our rural State
gives us and our _citizenry,

We heard a little bit-earlier- that persons 4n -remote-rural-areas
get by and make: do: I hope that we encourage an expanded design
An our RSA policies which provides outreach to those persons in the
rural- areas.
-__ Just for a_ little: clarification; the Montana Independent Living
Program is-funded under the project8 for independent living cen-
tersunder title VII.

We have found while the:independent living :center concept is
vital -and-needs to lie strengthened in- Montana, that-the distances
between :our oonsumers: and our Montana community_ necessitate
modification in- the service -design and the service -provision that is
quite different from that which is emphasized in the current living
independent structure in RSA policies.-

Services-to- reach the-most -severely Montana -disabled-need to-he
in: an outreach model, and that requires travel; and it results in ad-
ditional costa bOth in terms of staff time and in terms of transpor-
tation:
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The current Federal grant-- emphasis on-justification of low serv-
ice& and _large population_ impact objectives directly: discriminate
against the- very- nature of our rural project, and I think it influ-
ences both the -effectiveness of designs that are encouraged and in
the cost_ of our. projects;

Increased-awareness-Of these rural realities-and the problems en-
countered in rural States, both in terms of program design and em-
phasis and in dollars, needs to occur within the Fede I adminis-
tration.

The independent living movement, which Montana independent
living-project-is-involved with, -has- -sought to broaden the perspec-
tive o, zehabilitation_to encompass and support the= holistic atti-
tudes of the person. We support the whole activity of daily life, par-
ticipation- in -society, participation -in family- life, and-community
leadership; I suggest that independent living_services and the: goals
of -the general --vocational rehabilitation program- from vocational
preparation and long-term work placement should work in tandem
rather than in separation from -one another. :The daily lives and
the-daily issue& of-severely-disabled-persons, -when -services are Tro-
vided to_supporti and bring:competency to those issues, will posi-
tively influence the employability of-those persons.

_Funding:support_ of the _Wtent of title -VII, as -it-is now, is-essen-
tial to the long-term investment in: severely physically disabled per--
sons. -The current -language- im title VIL-gives -recognition --tt the
quality of:life issues faced by severely disabled persons_ initheir _ef-
foeti3 to aChieve as much independence as their clisability_allows. In-
dependent living services- have -proven-to be an- integral part of -the
rehabilitative: process; Yet, at the State and Federal level, we feel
there is a hostility toward these independent living services.

Independent living services usually foster a continuum __of corn-
plernentary services:and seek to create and support_ the network
that -is- individualized for -consumers-who- are often forgotten -by tra-
ditional rehab systems; It has been our experiencethat the popula-
tions that-are most unserved or unuarserved in Montana are per-
sons afflicted:with progressive diseases such as-MF, MS, and -MD;
older disable& persons, typically _those whose disabilityl onset oc-
curred after-the -ige--of 45; and those with acute mobility impair-
mentand headinjurv;_

The- commonality of these_ groupe is they do not easily fit inte _the
employment=basis_criteria operant in general -rehab services at-this
time.1 feel these groups will continue_to_beat risk because there is
a lack-of trowdisability planning and service- continuum -continui-
ty planning at both the Federal and State administrative levels.
The Federal-State partLer-ship planning seems to avoid: assuming
the _long-term planning responsiWities necessary to develop service
continuums for the soverely disable& This type of plIanning _is ea

would reduce the tragic gaps which we have heard
about earlier today-. =

There are persons who, at this time, because of categorieal eligi,
bility implied_ by the -developrnont disability s;stem,--the Medicaid
waiver system, and the vmational rehabilitathe _systems, either go
unserverl or -are overserved in an institutional-program, -which is
usually_more costly and does not provide emilling kinds of services
that will support /inig;term independent ihig attitudes and skills.
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One of the problems that we have continued to identify is that
current State:and adininistrative policy :tends td pit one population
group -against-another -in- competing for limited State_ funding.
What I suggest is that the:independent living movement and:the
Montana Independent Living Program seek to forge coalitions
across disability interests. These coalitions are the strength _and
means to:long-range planning. By working through a cros&klisabil-
ity planning- mcklel; more appropriate and effective rehabilitative
services- would- he- developed -for-- all -disabled citizen& _The _tandem;
which is_ the goal of all Rehab Act legislation; of bringing_independ-
ent livmg to the daily livesiOf severely diSabled persons; those skilla
that-are needed, for -a long-term employment_objective.

Finally; in :looking :at :the 'title VII funding; I would like_ to en-
courage that independent living funding under title VII continue tO
support public-and community_ _awareness activities which seek to
create an accessible society for all people regardless of their disabil-
ity.

I suggest _that the success here in Bozeman of creating a business
district:that is accessible; a community that_ i& accessiblei brings an
integiration to ditab16d persons and that i-n the long run will break
down attitudes for employment of those same peopl&_
_ Finally; we have, I_ think; some exciting language in the title :VII
patt of the--Refiabilitation -Act, -and I-would encourage -continuation
and expanded funding for the: commitment we do have._ I think
basic funding commitment to_ title VII is a r." itical move in recog-
nizing-the civil tights of disabled persons.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Zana Sinith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ZANA SMITWEXECIMVEIDIRECTOR; MONTANA INDEPENDENT
LIVING PaooEcT

Chairman Williams, Membirs of the Sulicommittee on &lict Education, my name
is Zama Smith, I am Project Director for the Montana-Independent Living Project, I
thank_you for corning to Montana- to hold this-Hearing. It is my_ hope through your
visit to thismastand beautiful:Big SkyGountryithatiyoulwilThetter understand the
service delivery challenges:created by our State's =illness; and also glean a greater
appreciation for our_ rural_ heritiwe and valued lifestyle juxtapose ta the limited
availability of needed services, isolation and lack of options catised_by ourruralnetTe,
is a beritage, rich in extended-family and community supported value of the individ-
ual.- This ruritl:heritage underwrites the reasons disabled Montanans are resistent
to the current RSA policies which seem to insist on relocation (or from a rural per-
spective; displacement).

Increased awareness of an commitment to the service delivery realities in rural
states: needs- to occur within: the-federal -administration.-TheAistance_between Mow
tana communities necessitates modifi:ation in service design and:service provision
quite different from_the urban models emphmized_in the current RSA Grants: Rural
services-require travel and result in increased costs_of staff time and transportation
means. Current Federal grant emphasis-is -on justification -of low service costa and
large population impact Objictives discriminates against the very nature of rural
projects in their application and competition for the (inadequate) funds that are
available.-

-The- Indqoendent Living Movement has sought -to broaden the perspective -of "re-
habilitation" ta encompass and:support the:hole:Person and their activities as_ they
conduct their daily lives and actively: participate in society ; Be that in their per-
sonal life_management, in their family, in their work and in the contributions to the
community.-

Funding support to the-intent-of Title ND of the Rehabilitation Act is- essential
and gives recognition to the quality of life issues faced by the severely disabled in
their efforts to achieve as much independence as their disability allowe. Independ:
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ent Living Services have proven _to be an integral part of the rehabilitative process
us Independent Living Services foster a continuum of complementary services and
creation_ of indiVidtial support networks for disabled ccnsumers often orgotten by
the traditional rehab system.

It is our agencies experience:that populations most often identified og nonervad,
especially lv RSA general rehab; in our state are (I) perkins afflicted with progres-
sive diseases (such as MS & MD); (2) older-disribled periOnS, typically those whose
disability on.set occurred after the age fo 45; (3) those with acute mobility impair-
ments; and (4) head injury surviVorti.

=The CoMmonality of these disabilit_groups is-they do not easily fit ititto the etn-
ployibent basis criteria operant in current RSA program funding. These-groups con-
tinue to be at risk because of the lack of crow-disability and SerVice Continuum plan-
ning occuring with the federal arid state administration systerria. The federal-state
partnership planning seertit to avoid assuming the loitg term planning responsibil7
ities neewaary to develop service continuum structures which are needed and would
reduce-the tragic service gaps which exist in the hit ior _miss planning thatiis prac-
fir:ed. Current practice by federal and_ state:administrations :serve_ tto pit diasibility
populations against one another in _competition for the limited and ihadeciinite fund-
ing that is available. I challenge that it is the state and federal administrative re-
sponsibility_ to support the efforts of the Independent Living Movement, in foming
coalitions of across-disability interesta TheSS coalitions are the length and means to
long:range planning, for appropriate and effective rehabilitative services for all dig-
-abled citizen&

I Would encourage future Independent Living Funding to cbritihile to Support
Community/Planning awareness activities whiCh seek tAt createan accessible society
for all people regardless of their disability. =

In closing;__I _encourage the continuation and funding of the program intent of
Title VII of:Rehabilitation Act. F.unding commitment is critical to recognizing and
supporting the Civil Rights of our disabled citizens.

Thank you.

Mr WILLIAMS. Thanks very much.
Steve.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you; Mn_Chairman:
Mr. Chairman, this is an excellent panel. _

I have about 6 days of questions to:ask you that I Will try to get
the time that we have before lunch:_The panel -brings ah éx

cellent real world_perspective._ Let me begin with_Ms. Smith:
Tell us just briefly how large isithe Montana independent living

pitijecti how long you have been in existence, how are you funded,
total number of clientS you ser0e.
_ Ms. SMITH:- The Motitana,independent hiring Project is in its
foUrth year of_ operation under section B of title-VII. We Are on Otir
second year 6f direct service:operation. Our first 2 years were- pri-
marily advocacy and =what thr_ now call Coihmunity development
activities; breaking_down the barriers for -an accessible Anciety for
MOOTAREIRS disabled. Our last 2 years_have been in:direct services.

Structurally, we are not a center. We area satellite system. We
haVe offices in Great Falls; Billings, and-Helehti. That giveS us
greater ecCeSs tO Montana's seVerely disabled population. It also
create incredible demands on our staff of Eiji.

Mi. BARTLETT; How many clients do you serve?
Mg. SmriTi. We have 72 active cases of severely disabled persons.

That includes quadriplegics that are reSpitator dependent, MS per-
sons; and head injury persons::We tend- to serve thaSe people who
tit* iiiider8etvkl or not served by the traditional or generic service
system:in Montana. So, we :would :tend hot to Seiwe the develop-
mentally disabled unless their function level WAS high enough usu-
ally that they wouldn't be appropriate for the system.
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-----Mr, -BARTLETT. -How do you measure your success with your
direct services? That is to_ say; do you measure it in terniS of the
percentage that are placed MU) employment, or how do you meas-
ure the=success? =

M. &am. Actually; -there is no criteria at- this -time-for- -that
under- the- independent living-center process:i We measure success
in the :people that are .maintained _in their homes; and that
population that is -usually -with- people -with- atrophying- condition&

--One way we measure it is the placing of a person into vocational
rehab.: One of our_ objectives for our popUlation would- prahably-be
tO-niake that -i)erson -ready-in-terms of their personal skills man-
agement, so they would be attractive applicants for general rehab.

Mr. BARTLETT. AS you-may-or may.--not -know, Chairman Williams
and I-are_ both =fans of theimdependent_living concept in_ title_ VII,
and in fact:we:had:something th do in the last session With getting
part-A fikided for the $.5

Now_ comes the dilemma,: Independent living centers around this
country have reached a certain maturity-in terms of having proven
their- worth,- as- yours has done; The difficulty is_the funding is ail
going in at this_ point7-or the btilk of it, $17 Million, is_ going ititti
the- temporary -fiinding, the-part B funding-to get-you- started,: and
no:funding presently: 'We hope_by the end of this month $s_iiiillien
*ill be funded:for part A, which is the permanent- kind of-funding.

ray tiiiestiln -o:Lyoui is, --ifLyou were_in our shoes; would you
make that hard choice to take money from part_B, _or starttiP kindb
of funding, and convert -that-ever- te- part A, which is the ongoing
permanent _independent living projects funding? :

M.s:_ Shim: I thinkitis :premature to:move that money from pait
B _to lart- -A. Part-4 that---is- --that-- maybe- we--haven't dorm our_ job
well enough working on_ general rehab; But last weekend I was at.a
conference .where- the adininistration of general -rehab -said that
they had -some independent_living dollars; but they had nothing to
do with: rehabilitation in_ general;

So, I think that-there are-Still those-attitudes and those networks
that need to he forged; I think we are well on our way to forging
those.

-I --think --Royes- testimony -gives -light--to the fact= that igeneral
rehab,. who _would _control part A; does not yet totally understand
lifelireparation skills, for example.

Mr. BARTLETT: _OK:
Dr: _Bertrand,:suppose when you answer the question; Mid pity,

and -the Federal Government is- an-insurerand you -are correct;
some 37 percent of the total_ medical dollar& paid _in this country
are paid- through the Federal Government, through Medicare and
Medicaid._ =

My question; then: _Other_ third-party :pay insurance coraptinie&
how -successful are they, do±you --think,- at paying the -up-front- costs
to avoid the long-term _maintenance costs?_More successful or_less
successful than the Federal Government? What can we learn from
them?

Dr: BERTRAND; I .think if you:look:at auto insurers; _who are one
group :of insurers-who look -at the -risks you take-by purchasing _a
special type of vehicle, more power_ in the engine; more sporty;
More insuranCe=if yen are a nondrinker, you get special rates-
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they seem to -be using that- data to- offSet their costs. Health- insur-
ers have used date_ for predicting illness. They don't seem to be as
aggressive about predicting accidents.:

Mr. BART-I-Err. OK, in terms-of predicting the risks.
Now; in terms of spending their insurance dollars that_they had

colleeted as- premiums fOr up-front rehabilitation and --reentry -into
employment as opposed to using those dollars for continued main-
tenance and dieability payments, are insurance :companies doing a
better- job -thari- the Federal- Government? -I- think the -Federal Gov-
ernment is doing:a rather poor job of it, but are insurance compa-
nies doing any -better?-

_Dr._ BERTRAND. It depends. In Montana; Blue Cross_ and Blue
Shield have not covered themselves:with glory. Some of the other
carriers- -have -done a much-better-lob.- Bankers'---Life,- I think, rings
a bell as being_ one of_the_ones who:have:done a good job: of seeing
how much:they save by -doing rehabilitation up front rather than
paying-and-repaying -and-repaying far the same types of unneces-
sary illnesses caused by lack of care initially.: _.

No one but the -Federal- Gavernment is doing a veryigaod job-of
doing vocational rehabilitation or putting people back into employ-.
ment over the last several years._ During the laSt 2 years, some of
the ditability-insurersiTrivate -disability -carriers, are beginning-to
see the cost _benefits of including mandatory rehabilitation; voca-
tional rehabilitation, in their diriability policies.- -That is a new
thing for-them: But they are beginning to=get into that.= =

: Vocational rehab_has done a better job; has been the only one
doing thia-job,- and

Mr% BARTIMIT; You raise a very intriguing area that-I think that
Congress needs to look :at the :totality of resources. The resources
for- rehabilitation-should- come from--the -dollars that are -saved- from
not:rehabilitating_ someone Those_ are both dollars that are _saved
by third-party pay -insurance -companies and by the Federal GOv-
ernment; Social Security; and SSL

I_don't think either the Federal Government or insurance compa-
nies -are- doing-a _particularly gond job- at making that- -connection,
Enid perhaps some time in the next several years Congress can help
make that connection in both ways.

:Now, -Mr.-Peterson, you_offered_excellent _testimony: My_ question:
There are about 3507--is_ that rightstudents in your organization;
or-at least disabled -studenta?

_Mr. PETERSON. That is how many disabled students there are at
MSU.

-Mr. BARTLETT.- -Of -the students you work with, I have twa -ques-
tions._ Can you generally tell us how many of them upon: gra_dua-
tion go- inta-a career; and what -kind of careers they are going inta,
how they obtain that employment?
_ Second; :can you: tell us-, both as students and then :when they
uaduate, -how did they- obtain-medical -insuranceand -I- am- awak-
ing of medical insurance just to_ be able to _ have just regzlar medi-
dal insurance from illness; as they are studenta and when they
graduate?

. Mr.:PETERSON. As students,_ I would say most of the people that
are disabled are usually on Medicaid or on9 or the other. Upon
graduation, from what I knowI mean, I don't work here; I am a
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studentbut from what I- know, we have -100-percent placement- Of
students: into the work world. A lot of the students _are going into
higli-techjobs- where, you know, it is not sitting behind a desk and
pumping out papers

Mr. BARTLErr. Like Congressmen,
Mr: PETERSON.:Jobs whereyou really-use your mind.
AS far -as- medical insurance goes; after you get out :of school;

they can't --discriminate-against us beCause we are disabled, It Is
justlike any other person; Wnen we get out there; you have t-e- fmd
a job that you are going td get the_ benefits_ from the_ company to
get- your insurance-Once you start working, then Medicaid and
Medicare will cut you off.

That is-why we-have toit might take us 6 years to get through
school; but:it takes us that extra time because we need -to-get -a
high:enough paying job so we can get into_ the jobs thatoffer the
benefits. I think that--is what a lot of the students -at MSU or any
other institution are_going forthe higher paying jobs; anyway::

-I am-not. I am going to be a counselor. But that is neither here
nor there;

Mr. BARTLETT, If we do our jobs right, maybe they will become a
higher-paying job.

Thank you,
Mt. WILLIAMS. Mr, Peterson; you mentioned internship as a good

transitional _service. Do-you have any other recommendations?
Mr. PETERSON: You mean as other ideas? Not right off the top of

my -head.
:Mr WILLIAM& You seem to:indicate- that-the counseling -avail=

able- was not of either a quality or: an intensity that was_really
helpful to you.--Did that- -have- -t.0 --do- with -the unavailability of
enough counselors:or professional_ nature of your counselor?

Mr. PETERSON.-It is not only my counselor.: I mean; tam not _sin-
gling out my counselor, I_am -going- from what-I find-out-from- other
students and what they_ tell me _about . all their counselors; What I
hear -from-students-- is- the -only- thing their counselors are worried
about is. getting _them through school: If they can't finish in 4
yearsiwel/ then that is tdo bad.
: I don't think that is right, you know. It may take longer to get

through school. :

They don't loak at us as having extra problemsi or anything_ like
that, I think th2te are: a lot of:people that are being shafted-b-e=
cause, if they can't finish:school in 4 years; hey.; that is _ too :bad;
When rehab cuts __them -off, they-have no-way- of finishing school.

I think alsoI don't know, I donlI look at the word `_!counsel=
oe- as-being -a -person- you can talk to about problems. :Yea just
don't talk to _a rehab counselor about problems unless it hia8 to de
with morleyi.in my opinion,

Mr: WILLIAMS. Ms. Smith,--in your-testimony you mentioned the
problems :with _the RSA grant specifications for: rural States.- Be-
sides the issue that you raised; what type of new initiatives in R&D
might be moreihelpf'ul to rural-areas?

Ms. SMITH. Research forturalidesign service systems that aren't
piloted- in- what we --consider -metropelitan- areas woUld be helpful.
Most of the rural_designs and_research models still; for those of us
in the West; look like met', dlitan areaS.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Give me-an example of one that works in New
York and doesn't_work here.

Mr. BARII,Err. Nothing works in New York. _

Mr__WicuAms. Give me an example of one that doesn't work in
New York and doesn't work here, either;

Ms. SMATII. One of the examples, like the peer counseling, most
of the models that are emphasized in-peer_ counseling are urban
based; large _groups:_ where here in Montana, to get at real rural
issueswhich I think peer counseling is a major program that can
be geared_for our rural _outreach programwe need to accommd-
date a different model in terms of training and interaction. And
yet,-none of the real modelb that come out specifically identify or
assist us in taking in those realities of separation.

The other type of model would be spinal cord injury -rehab that
happens in hospitals. They assume peer contacting communities,
where we fmd in our independent living center we have to bridge
from rural community to rural community to ensure there is that
peer contact. That is essential in long-term goal planning in life
skills options that we can't look at only the urban setting fOr
incidela in terms of role models;

We have to look at=one may be agriculture, a farmer who_has
made some technological adjustments to his truck, and hiS whOle
ranch operation is a model for other disabled rural people. There
are a lot of other examples. We have to bridge those gaps constant-
ly. _Designsithat come out of our research centers don't help us
With that. We are so small; we are not qualified to really do the
res-earch.

Mr._WILLIAMS. The advantage of federalism in the 80/20 match,
obvious. There are significant amounts of national money avail=

able far States that are unable to come up with those models,
States such_as Montana. That is the benefit.

The liabilitY in this time of federalism is that the Federal Gov=
ernment has to be acCountable for the money which it sends _to
every State, and that money has to meet _a national need. So the
regulations are written on a national basis; and they don't always
meet the- local need.

I don't know _that that dilemma is resolvable except to turn
around the matching grant and let the States write the regulations
and pay SO percent and the Federal Government pay the 20; That
is not in the cards, is it? There is our difficulty.

We have struggled, Steve and I and all the others, and the people
in the_regional office struggle all the time with trying to writereg-
ulations in such aaway that allows appropriate flexibility for Boze-
man aa well as it does for New York City. But that is very difficult
to achieve.

Ms. SMITH. Right; I understand that.
One point, Montana is just starting to look at is innovative pro-

grams for the populations we are talking about.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Dr. Bertrand, there -is a national network for

rural rehabilitation technology that has been established in North
Dakota. You are familiar with that network?

Dr. BERTRAND. No.
Mr. WILLIAMS. No?
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:Tell me about the needs that_you have _for technology-- based on
what_ wc were just speaking of her,z, and how those_ needs can best
be- adapted-from the Federal level to service the Montana clients,
rural clients;

Dk.BEraANn.Well,Ithink-
Mr. Wiciaxms.- Would it be through networking, State by State,

rural State. by State? _

Dt-.- BERTRAND.- That would have been -my -firSt suggestion.-
think there are a variety of:things happening within Montana.

We are far enough spread out that it is hard to keep tabs on what
is happening everywhere-- Our- -center has people coming in from
Miles :City, alai from Great Falls area, and for me to know
what -is -happening- in those communities that -they are going back
tojt is just impossible without some formal _networking:

We _do a lot of phoning around and trying to:make contacts with
appropriate resources -hi-their --horie --communities.-- But -that -is -not
always real accurate; h is not ever very efficient; So; a networking
approach woulo be very helpful.

We have on -the drawingboard :in- our -office a -networking-plan,
and we are trying to find a way that we can, with private funds or
with-available services, fund- such -a --netWorking approach. -But so
far it is still on the drawing board; There is not that kind of
money. :

The other -thing that we- are working-with is bringing groups -to-
gether off and on to provide:the higher tech services; There are
remote control; environmental _control systems available in the Sè
attle area; and we have a vendor-who will -come-once-a quarter, We
bring groups of people with similar disabilities_ together, and we
can,- on --a regional-basis, on-a scheduled-basis, provide for- needs:

That still requires travel on the part of the disabled person to
come and oh-Serve that. It requires bringing that kind of technol
back -into their I me-- community, which --means -there -has -to-
somebody in their ;wine community that knows how to manage it:
Bowe are looking at lots Of travel money for the diSabled or their
attendant or their family or their counselor: :We:are: also_ looking
for travel.:for the vendors and for the professionalS who are work-
mg with-the-vendor, the family-and the client.

So there are some:options available. Again, it is a /natter of fund-
ing tO provide thiS thing that is not teally _11 medical service; and it
is_ not really a rehabilitation _service; it is travel. And yet, travel is
often a: barrier to getting the kind of services that are actually
available.
_ Mr_. WILLIAM& Well, our thanks to this panel and the other two
panela who appeared.

Before_ we :close this morning's- hearing, -I want to-make the point
to this panel _and the others, and the folks_that were_ good enough
to- join- us teday-.- -My- Questions- surrounding the fiscal questionc of
who pays; as I think most of _you know; do not _have to do_ at all
with my sense -that the Federal role is-inappropriate or the Federal
Government --should not-- continue to have -±perhaps-an-- 80 percent
match; Rather, they:speaks only_ to what are the economic and po-
litical-realities of tOday's -budget problems.

After 3 years on. the_Budget Committee; after watching time-and
again the target of budget cuts being places like Montana, I simply
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fell it:incumbent :upon me to rday_to you the jeopardy that faces
this State, and also-to make-you- fully aware that Montana and
other States_ do:not cut _the budget for rehab in a vacuum. It does
have-an -effect in Washingtoni IX. We do look to see: whether or
not the States are picking- up -that which-we are Tushing tei them.
We, in tUrni have:th react_ because that Isnur job back there;

For my- part, I-- believe-the- Federal Government does inot do
enough In area; am :pleased that _rny amendrnetit, -as -a
member of-the Budget Committee; to allow an Increase to:vocation-
al rehabilitation services this year,-was accepted by the House, the
Senatei_ and:the President Vocational rehabilitation will be one of
only a-handful- of social services whiCh Will receive an increase this
year because of my amendment;

But -we are out of money. The:States have to do: their-share; To
help the=Federal Government? No, no; to help the citizens whO
need it. That is the: point of :this; I wasn't sure if my earlier rez
marks-were-being misinterpreted here or not. _

Thank you all for being with us this-morning.
[Whereupon at 11:55_a.m._the subcommittee adjourned-.]

111-zraoeouriot ANALYSIS & RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, INC.
Missou To, AfT.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAMS AND MEMBERS-OF THE COMMITTEE ON BRUM- DIU-
cATIoN: We are submitting this brief testimony in support of the re-authorization of
the Rehabilitation Act.

-Metropolitan: Analysis and_ Retrieval Systems, Inc, (M..A.R.S.), as- a corporation
does not ivork -directly m the field of rehabilitation; however, many of our clients, aswellies are empkyeis Of rehabilitation clienta. Ali an employer of the
hariclicapped, we have beCOnc aware of the employment problems faced by these
people-W'e and our Clienta have learled from experace that rehabilitation clients
make competent, dedicatad employees-when they areVven the opportunity.

The Rehabilitation Ad of 19 a brought about a- period of transitioniin the field of
vocation rehabilitation. Great strides-have been- masle in opening up avenues for re-
habilitation clients to live independent- lives and be a: part of the world of work,
However, there still remains much:work to be done _in this area. Re-authorization of
the Rehabilitation Art would permit the continued transitions for rehabilitation cli-
ents from aiworhi of rion-productivity _and _isolation- into-useful prdductive citizens.

TOD large extent the progress of-rehabilitation clienta is -due to the very strong
federal/ste partnership, with the Federal government leading the way with enti-
tlement programs_We-do not believe that anyone can be naive enotigh to think that
if this strong partnership did not exist that we would have any sort of equalityibe
tween state rehabilitation programs. We urge the continuation of this state/federal
partnership.

At the present time we are seeing the first-recipients of PL:94142:move from
school to the world of work. It is imperative that:these persons enter into the _work
force immediatelyi- rather than-live for an:extended period of time on Federal pro-
gams where the qualiVi of:life la low and:the person is unproductive and:has no
motiyation-to:excel iniife Studisi show that rehabilitation clients-Who spend onlya
few months on Social Security Insurance Programs beCome very-difficult to place in
the work: force: Re-authorization of the Rehabilitation Act will greatly aid in job
placement and independent living for theie people.

We aiso _believe that an on-going madical program should be available while the
rehabilitation client-is in-a trial work period. Most rehabilitation clients-enter the
work _on low-entry level _pay scales. Sometimes it takes-mortithani:one trial_ work
period tO rind a working solution for these:people. During this: trial time;:rehabilita-
tion clients can lose their medical coveage: tauter:Social Security: To be withotit
proper medical coverage can be very-devasting for these clients.

Rural rehabilitation clientaare gso desperately in need of care and mitreach intO
their communities in most instances they mist leave _their- home community for
cara counseling and employment. More emphasis should tie placed on outreach pro-
grams to serve rural rehabilitation clients.

_MA.R.S. recieves feedback from l and shiall firms all across the country.
Many of these firms are uaere of the TUTC and JTPA Programs, and find them ex-
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cellent placement tools for rehabilitation clients. We are repeatedly told thiat reha-
bilitation clients work hard to_prove to themselves and their employer that they can
get the job done. M.A.R.S. certainly finds our rehabilitation clients to be dedicated
workers. Akle have a legally blind employee who is manager of In House Operations,
a Client Specialist with a back injury arid clerks with mental disabilities. These em-
ployees are some of our most prdductive and dedicated workers.

In-closing,-_ we would like to again stress the tremendous transition that is taking
place in rehabilitation; the_transition from disincentives to-incentives isgoing to be
the final step in_the rehabilitation prxess. We feel the proamethat can be coordi-
nated with the Rehabilitation Act such as TUTC and JIPA will_ go a long way to-
wards supporting the transition from discentives tip incentives. This country has in-
vested a considerable sum of money developing a rehabilitation system that can
transition the,handiciapped into productive lives. That investment must now be sup-
ported by continued funding so that the system is_ not dismantled. We feel that, by
supporting rehabilitation programs, TUTC and JIPA, this transition will be com-
plete thus there Will be a vast differnce in what the end result will be; independence
For the disabled Americans.

HELENA, MT, August 20, 19a
Representative PAT WILLIAMS, I _
tlfontana_Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Education;
WdshifigtOn, DC

DEAR REPRESEMATIVE:WILLIAMS:: Thank you for allowing me to submit my views
regarding the rehabilitation programs _on the Federal and State levels. I feel that
rervices for the-head injured-segment-of our population are nonexistent, or at 1)=r if
ramifies do find programs, the costa- are so astronomical that enrolling the injured
person is out of the question. My experience with head trauma is that my husband
s two years post injury. During the last two:years-I-have-been-in situations that I
lever knew erdsted lit a matter of minutes the bread winner and totally functional
lead of the household was gone and I was left with picking up the pieces md
laving no idea where to turn for help.-

I belie7e that one of the most vital people that should be informed of all rehabili-
ation: services is the hospital- social worker. Information-regarding who to contact
thould be made available to the families so that when the injured: person is able to
Participate in an out of hospital program the families have_that information. Ns the
iystem is now, it is up to the family member Li seek- out what is available and from

lay_person's_point of view it is -an overwhelmingtask.
Benefits through the Veterans:Administration are -very--restrictive if the head

njury is_non,service_related. Extended vocational_rehabilitation programs are locat-
d-out- of state and veterans are responsible frit arranging and:paying for off reha-
filitiition campus living plus transportation to and from the facility,

PrivatR! programs for rehabilitative training such as the model head- injury pro-
cram located in Missoula; Montana:charge- $18:,000.00 for six- months plus the in-
ured person must: pay for off campus:living and travel to and from the center. In-
;urance coverage in-our case specified that rehabilitation has-to begin_ within one
rear from onset of illness or injury, my hisband was not mentally capable for inten-
live rehabilitation, therefore this program is not available to us.-

The -program- I -did enroll -my husband- in was- for the Developmentally Disabled.
-le did not belong in: the surroundings:hut I was faced with the:choice:of:placing
dm there or having him sit at_home all day. He is now on a waiting list for up to
me year before job training will start through the D.D program. %That -does he do-in
he mean time? Continue as he is now, drawing 56cial Security Disability for the
est -of-his life?

Head injured_ wople_remember what they were like:before the illness. Their goals
ire to be productive and to feel a sense of worth I do not feel thit these expecte-
ions are out of line. There are- no economically feasable services for the head _in-
ured. I recommend that special programs -be implemented such as job retraining
uited- to their present abilities and dealing with ongoing short term memory loss.
Vhy cannot the system help these under-served and neglected individuals attain
heir goals? -

Sincerely;
MYRNA OMHOLT Fox.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE MONTANA STATE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABUTIES _PLAN-
NING AND-ADVISORY COUNCIL AND THE MONTANA ADVOCACY PROGH' /CLIENT As-
SISTANCE PROGRAM

PURPOSE OF THE COUNCIL

The state çlanning _council is a citizen-based advisory group operating under the
mandate of P L 98-527. Its 22 memberS work to improve the quality of life for per-
sons with des:el.:pmts.:1th; diithbilities.-The Council aamininers federal funds paid to
the State, te Make varied and significant contributions toward strengthening serv-
ices for persons with developmental disabilities.

PURPME OF THE ADVOCACY PROGRAM/CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The advocacy program_ pursues legal; administrative and other appropriate reme-
dies to ersure the protection of the rights of persona with developmental disabilities
living in Montan& The Client AsSistance Program is a statewide prwram which as-
sists vocationd rehabilitation client§ and client applicants in their relationship with
the stath rehebilitation and visual services and which ensures their rights under the
Vocational Rithabilitation Act.

POSITION ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF DISABILITY LEGISUATION
_Our organizations support the reauthorization without changes to the existing sec-

tions. The enphmis on serving persons with severe involvement in then- disabilities
is a welcome mandate m the NMA; and it's one which should continue to prevail.

The EHA hag provided important avenues for our citizens with handicaps and dis-
abilitieS -to benefit from patterns of life and from opportunities which thoee of us
withOut hat dicepa take for granted. Our agencies would like to see this Act increase
itE lauPptort of preschool services, transitional services Iltigh schooL _to community)
and personnel developmentand preparation. And, in particular, it's this last feature
for which there is, certainly in Montana, if not elsewhere, an urgent and pressing
need.

We encourage the committee to work for an increase in the appropriation level
for_ _the EliA. Geographically huge states like Montana experience considerable
fiscal bureen L. reaching out and working with the combination of urban/rural/
remote poluletions.

MONTANA ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND, INC.,
nd Coulee, MT, August 18.

To StilicoMinittee on Select Education, Representative Pat Williams:
__IThislin response tolyour request for written thatiinouy at the hearing to be held in
Bozeman on Acrgust_26:1_ = = I =

As President of the Montana AgiOciation for the Blind and as President of the
Independent Living-Project I am interf,sted in the welfare of the disabled communi-
ty_but I am especially interested in the elderly blind in our state.
II Nient eight years working as a rehabilitation teacher- for ViKu_all Services in

Mentana. During that time I covered tht. High- Line:and:had four Indian Reserva-
tions. This gave me an understanding of the great distances and our sparse popula-
tion.

These are some of the problems and possibly some solutions or at leaSt sugges-
tions.
:_11)Nie need more tr&ining for our rural elderly blind and under the present situa-
tion this is :impossible. They need te k:arn-simple skills to -continue to live independ
ently or at least: semi-mdependently. District personnel cannot spend -the time
needed to teach 18.11 these skills. Home attendants and home health care personnel
could betrained -tti teach some of these skills; such as cooking, shopping,ihome
niaking skills, and Some transportation. Some recreation is needed._Mobilityland ori-
entation are important for the individual to get around- his smn-environment, _

= (2) Workshops to train home attendante ancl: home health care personnel should
be available. More money for transportation:is needed,

=

(3) The reservations present a special problem, It h3 difficult _to get the individual
to keepappointments-1 feel if more training were given to the home attendanta and
health_cate workers on:the reservations it might bring better restilta. Soirie of Our
reservations are isolated and very large-Our state instructional staff and counselors
do a good job bat are limited by lack of rno:-e transportation money and time. The
clients they work with need more follow up and more frequent calls to teach them
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the necessary skills and then to- for.ow up that traminv. If some time and effort and
money could- be anent trainii45 home attendants and home health worlo-rs this
might provide theneeded follow:up:We:do need more instnictianal staff but bud&
ets_are such that that doesn't seem:possible at thistime. Some of:us:feel_ that if the
mobility and orientation sWiff and_the othor instructional staff with-the Visual Serv-
ices Division and:with th2 State School for the Deaf and Blind could work together
this m' ht provide more training for- hoth the elderly blind and the_ younger atu-
dents. We need more help with providing transportetion for our elderly blind. ThiS
is a-majer problem in our state.
-Some-provision should be made for recreation for our elderly blind population.

Many seldom get out of their homes or apartments. Simple arts and crafts are help-
ful.

In summary: I would like to:see more _money and effort put into providing:our
rural elderly blind receive:the training and help to become as independent:as their
environment- will allow. We need- to provide quality to their:lives. Many of our el-
derly have visual problems and this will increase as people live longer so the prob-
lem will not decrease or go away.

VIRGINIA SUTICH.

SUMMIT INDEPENDENCE LWING CENTER,
Missoula, MT, August 21, 1985.

Representative PAT WILLIAMS,
Subcommittee on Select Education, Helena, MT.

DEAR HONORABLE REPRESENTATWE WILLuats: _This letter is intended to provide
support for the reauthorization oT the Rehabilitation-Att specifically in regard to
the need for expanding Indeperrient Living Title VII Part B Independent Living
Centers and Part A Comprehensive Independent Living &rvices.

As you 'mow Independent Living is a consumer involved process that provides a
holistic approarhitoi assure that people with severe diabilities can remain within
their own homes and participate in society as a whole.

I am a disabled person and the Coordinator for the Summit Peer Counseling Pro-
gram which provides me the opportunity to see and enjoy the many benefits result-
ingfrom the Independent Center in Missotila and through-out the State of MonWina.

You may already realize that our nee& in Montana are compounded by the rural
nature of our State and the extrepie lack of resources for people with severe disabil-
ities.

Currently the State has two Independent Living CentersSummit trying to serve
Western Montana and:Montana Independent Living Project (MILP) trying to serve
&Mein Montana: These:centers are funded at $150,000 per year and_ the minimal
funds are in jeotivardy without proper appropriation through the reauthorization of
the Rehabilitation Act.

I am personilly advocating for increaaed funding for Part B Indepeodent Living
Centers in rural areas due to the long distances and therefore expensive service pro-
vision required to cover the area.

Please contact me at your convenience should testimony or further information be
required.

Sincerely,
JOYCE KALMES.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEAN MEYERS, ASSOCIATE DIREC-POR,_FLATHEAS INDUSTRIES
FOR THE HANDICAPPED IN KALISPELL, MT

Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-committee my name is Jean Meyers, Asso-
ciate:Directornf Flathead Industries for the Handicapped in Kalispell, Montana. On
behalf ofitheiMontanaAssoriationi of Rehabilitation Facilitiea _I want to thankyou
for the opportunity:to provide written testimony as you_ prepare: foritheireauthgriza-
tion of the Rehabilitation Act: I'd also like:to:express my appreciation for your plan-
ning and implementation of congreasiontd field reviews:
= Initially I trill respond to a question raised _by :Congressman_ Williams which re-
lates-to the State/Federal piatnership. The Montana -Rehabilitation Facilities pri-
marily receive assistance and-diraction- from the Rehabilitative/Visual-Services Di-
visiom of the Department Of SoCial and Rehabilitation &rvices. Our facilities have
a strong _relationship with State personnel who are responsive arid effectively ad-
minister provisions and funding allocations contained within the Rehabilitation Act.
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The Mnat effective gate/federal relationship which directly affects our facilities is
provided by personnel in the Iknver Regional Office.

Our aisociation supports the continuation of reional offices. Regional personnel
have a comprehensive_understanding_of the Rehabilitation Act and: rehabiliMtion
services. _We utilize:their assistance for:purposes such Ew; interpretation of legisla-
tion: relating to Affirmative Action and 504: In the=past, they_ haVe adireCiated on
behalf of oar rural facilities with the Washington Office and other branches of the
Federal Government. They have specifically assiated some facilities in tilt:sta.:mpg
and deVelopment of &kid senrice programs which provide employment for the handi-
Catbed.

It is iniportaut that the federal personnel_ involved with our facilities be knowl-
edgeable_of the rehabilitative process, specifirally because:many sWres iri thiSitegi6h
bavedisperaedipopulations. We believe the:. the regional office concept LS the key
link in-the state/federal partnership. =

The focua of the remainder of my testimony will address the special demands of
nital rehabilitation, hOw well the Rehabilitaiion Act is working and recommenda-
tions-regarding changes within the act.

The needs and isuexperiencedy the rural disabled present unique challengia;
to the rehabilitative structure andservice delivery in states such as Montana. =

±_Ini_Montana -there are seven rehabilitation= facilities which providaserVicee and
training through an employment based mOdel-During riga! Year 1985 theie facili-
ties served 1;221 individuals eligible for rehabilitation services, am. 580 individuals
eligible under the-ffeveloprnental Diaabilities Act.
= A titiiiiazy emphabis of a rehabilitation facility is to provide-employment_for the
handicapped or to _provide training which-leads to competitive employment Our vo-
cational development programeinclude services such as; vocational evaluation, work
adjustment:occupational skill_ training_ and stort-term work experierite. Thai is AC=
complished in a variety _of settings such as sheltered Werkahete, Vic:irk activity pro-
grama and community placementa.

lh addition to our work adjustment_program, rehabilitation facilities offer social
adjtiatirient services which are designed to aid the individual in resolving problems
in their daily the. These_problems my not be work related; however, they must be
addressed in order for the individual to successfully achieve and/or thttihreiri em
ploy:Mei:a;

The following i a synopsis of current problem relating to the deliVery of these
specific services in rural locations:

(1) Montana haa an agriciiltdial base and lacks primau industiy.
Thia results in high unemplonent within Montana's-counties and creates:an

excessivt labor pool. This has a direct bearing on our clientele's accessability to the
_ _

(3):The geographic location affects our corporation_'8 AbilirieS tei deVelep businëssës
and products which can augment state and= federal ftiliding and provide sites for
trithung and employment of the handicappad. In Many instances factors which con-
tribute tia this condition are due to high transportation costs and limited business
marketa.

(4) There is -a distinct lack of- technical:resource personnel who underaWind the
rehabilitative process and are able to assist in the _development of fietv

(5):Arnendments to the Rehabilitation Mt of 1973 have bi-cadetied the definitien
of "Handicapped person." There are now special poptilation &ouoii which have his-
torically been underserved. These inchide head trauma individuals and amputees as
a_ few:eft-ample& aervices are provided to these target groups side-byside withrndi
VidUalt *ho have severe mental retardation. As a resultithe :quality of employment
iiiid_programmatic training_ frecjugntlyfalisltQ the middle and generalftes to the
lowest common_ denominator. I'm sureyou are well aware Of the distinct differencea
between:individuals involved in the rPhabilitation proe-eas treituri a habilitatiVe prot:
ess. Therefore many times an individual's self:concept is net enhanced by the co-
mingling of training and services for these two distinct population groups. This may
not be a_ lottilited problem- specific only to rural states. However, the limited
number of rehabilitation facilities and technical resources may exacerbate the situa-
tión.

(6) There is a long waiting_ list of individuala requiring xehabilitation servicea:Al-
though federal/stote_funding have increased,: the amount hEui not been ptoportion-
ate tothe damamd for service as such funding for expansion iS nettiSittry
_-These:problems are inherent in the rehabilitatiOn-strUctilit. Legialatieri such as
the Rehabilitation Act intensifies our awareness -of theae needa. The act provides a
definition for who we must serve, and ideritifiee the types of services to be provided.
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_ Two components _of the act which directly affect: our rehabilitation-efforts:and:our
giility to resolve the identified problems are contained in Section 3(14 and Section
C-1 of Section 302. These sections deal with training-and facility improvement-S.
Previously the Act-authorized funding for these items. Funding has-not -been avail-
able in our state since 1981 -for trainingand teChnical-assistance, The -1974 amend-
ment to the Rehabilitation -Act deleted- SeCtion C-1 of Section 302 involving facility
improvement. In the past, Montana's facilities extensively utilized these programs.
Following are specific examples of the value of these programs to rural rehabilita-
tion areas- and facilities. The technical assistance program can assist us in the fol-
lowing ways:

a) Itprovides an information clearing:house which minimizes the cost of travel in
Montana_ the: nation'a fourth largest:state, _

(2) It can assist rehabilitation facilities to develop strategies and expertise for spe-
cial population groupa such as the visually and hearing impaired who need to be
more frequently placed in a production setting. These strategies can access the indi-
viduars- ability- to work-by-adapting their environment and by training personnel
involved with the individtial.

(3) It can assist a facility to develop non-vocational activities which can optimally
benefit the individual during slack business periods.

(4) Facilities-must become more cbmamic in- apecialized program development as a
profile of the _populations beinc served changes. We-want to provide- rehabilitation
services and trenning which are ilitensely_gearedlo_the sp_iiid7zed_neecla of those we
servIn order to:do this,_ facility:personnel must keep:current with knowledge and
trends in the field of rehabilitation: Technical assistance can facilitate this develop-
ment.,

(5) It can also help an existing or_new facility develop btisinesses to include menu-
factining,-subdintracting, etc. specific-to the lotal area.

The-facility improvement program not contained in -the act can directlyassist the
rehabilitation facility by upgrading their services and progvammatic equipment. If
funding were-authorized, rehabilitation facilities could better attain accessability for
all disability groups. Rehabilitation engineering for adaptive equipment could be ac-
quired to assist the handicapped individual in their worlc environment.

A-third important component in-tha Adis contained within Section 31e and au,
thorizes:Special, Recreational Programs important to the :individuals personal
social development. Although progranes such _as thase and others like Independe
Living Services are costly; they greatly normalize and enhance the quality of life for
many_ handicapped persons. Rehabilitation is a process designed te assist the indi-
vidual in all aspette of their life. Integration into community living means appropri-
ate arid equal opportunities for all of us. a is not our intention to minimize the im-
portance of employment for the handicapped person. However, it is extremely re-
warding when an indivioual can accomplish total rehabilitation achieved by their
involvement in services and trainilig which emphasizes both social and work adjust-
ment.

In conclusion, the Montana-Association of-Rehabilitation Facilities feels the act is
acomptehensivallody: of: legislation.:The Act_ provides us _with very good direction
and guidance as we attempt to:meet theintent of the law. We recommend no signif-
leant chauges be made_to the Act with the exception of reauthorizing Section C-1 of
Section 302 which deals with facility improvements. This would have a significant
and beneficial impact for Rehabilitation facilities who provide training and services
in a-Rural setting. We also strongly advocate for authorization of funds in the tech-
nical assistance program and for those services which are not employment related
such as Special Recreational Programs and expanded Independent Livin_g Services.

Thank you for inviting me to testify today, and thank you for your efforts in
behalf of all the disabled.

MONTANA STATE UNIVEMITY,
DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES,
Hozenzan, MT, August 22, 1985.

To: Congressman Pat Williams, Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Education:
From: Bob Frazier,Director, Disabled Student Services.
Re: Request for Written Testimony Regarding the Reauthorization of the Rehabilia-

tion Act of 1973:
During the 1980 census, it was found that Montana lista 113,000 persons who have

disabling conditions. That translates to approximately one in: ever seven Montanans:
When coupled with the fact that medied_technology has advanced our ability to
save people's lives, both with congenital and acquired disabilities, we should make
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plans notto deal with:what appears to he an every increasing population of disabled
persons: The:Rehabilitation Act _will be one cf the vehicles that allows us to provide
services to theie increasing numbers.

When the Rehabilitation Act was passed by Congress in 1972. a ,raditional service
delivery model was chosen: For-the-most part,_the system has been effective over
the years but lhave noted a:decline hi its effectiveness during_ the last several
years: Many: ef the vocational_programs_still:deliver services haSed on a counselor/
client format. We need to realim that the-client consumer is an important part of
every system and- should not be just a recipient.-Consumers have vaivable informa-
tion on how the system works, and neet: to supply u-s with as much input as possible
on how to make the:system better. After all, many:of the people being served hy the
present system would not_have survived their disabilities fifteen years ago. Betause
of _the severity of their disabilities, many of the persons we seen now were not even
being mhabilitated in 1973. Most quadriplegics were given five years to live and
were told they were lucky to have been that lon& -Persons- who were learning (IS-
abled were often seen as people who had limited mental capacit'ea Individuals who
were spastic:were manytimes kept:in institutions so that able-bodied people would
not have to deal_ with_disability related problems.

At Montana State University we servid 341 Students with disabilities during the
198445 school year. Disabled students are conwrised of twenty-six different disabil-
ity groups including: !visual impairments; quadriplegia; 4uditory impairments; am-
putees; paraplegia; learning disabilities, multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy, eth.
To aid stodenth we offer avvide range of services that assist in the rehabilitation
process which include: reading and taping, liaison with state and fidc il agencies,
recreational and social activities;_alternative-testingccessibility-planningi informs,
tion-and -assistance to faculty and staff; informational resources:to _the public and
private:sectors regarding understEnding of:disTability conditions, etc. _During the five
years the prograM has-been in operation, the numher of sttidents using services has
increabed about three hUndred percent and the retention rate has hovered between
ninety and ninety-eight _percent each year.- Job placement figures have remained
equal- to that of the-able bodied population at MSU:

There are a number of remons for the success that the program has been_ able tho
achieve. In many ways we are on thS-cutting edge of beth using and developing new
teChnologies that assist people with disabilities. We "live with students every day
and know the ups and downs of disabling conditions.-Welisten-to-our consumers- on
a :continuous basis; seeking feedback on how to: make programs andiserices better:
Because of the size orour student population (about 375 in 1985-86), the opportunity
exists-and provides student-a with a goOd support group with whom to discuss Ihe
victbries and defeats. We are able to create our own "safety net" that allows most
students the opportunity to achieve their maximum potential and become highly
marketable human beings.:

To date; little direct funding is provided by the federal_government tO higher edu-
cation for rehabilitation services. There are opportunities for competitive grants.
However, ninny times these grants are for seemingly unimportant areas which will
have little rect. impact of the lives of disabled students. We presently-receive-all-of
our-money to: -:;)_,:xate from stste:and private sources. I believe that:with some direct
support fancied through the State Rehabilitation Services Office,_that we could not
only provide an increasingly higher quality of service, serve additional numbers,
and also give disabled persons in Montana information that would increase their
opportunities and improve their quality of life. Unfortunately, with our_present in-
creasing load of student consumers it will be difficult to do much more than status
quo without additional dollars. I truly believe that in:most:awes, higher education:is
the key_to independence for many peraons_with physical disabilities. Hopefully, Con-
gress will pro,:tde the incentives to allow disabled people the chance to continue the
ascent into th._ mainstream.

Thank-you for-the opportunity-to-proyide you with information T egarding the Re-
habilitation Act and higher education: If you have any questions; please feel free to
contact me:
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ROCKY Elm TRIBAL EDUCATION,
BOX Elder, MT. SePtember 3, 1,985.

Hon. PAT WILLIAMS,
Chairmark Committee on Education and Labor,
House- o f Representat-tves, Washitigtan, DC.

LDKAII_REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAms._On behalf of _the Chippewa _Cree Tribe, I would
like_ to present our writtencommenU regarding the reauthorization of the Vocation-
al Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

-Ai you are-aware, the: Chippewa-Cree Tribe has -committed significant time -and
effort to develop education and training opportunities for our tribal members in
Rocky Boy. Recently, we have had the opportunity to comment on the supplemental
a propriation for Vocational Rehabilitation funding levels; monies which we have

submitted competittizesproposals for.
-In-reviewing the pro regulations for the reauthorization of this specific reha-

bilitation act; :I will commentionithe:fiollowing:
The purpose of the title is to provide for:the administration of programs designed

to provide assisUince_to eligible American Indians in _need of_ rehabilitation services
hut are unable_ to obtain needed services elsewhere. I _strongly support federal sup-
port for programs that Will eventually assist our Indian people-to a life ofindepend-
ence. If there is a clear rationale for tiering in -the funding levele- by fikal year,
then I endorse thia process, However, I strongly feel that a basic 2% set-aside
amount of vocational rehabilitation monies for American Indians, perhaps similar
to that of the 1% set-aside Indian Vocational monies, would benefit the eligible pop-
ulation in a more fitting_manner. While I cannot speak of the need factor for all
American :Indians in: generaL I cart speak itoithein eed _in iRockyn Boy_ That nfts1 em-
phasizes increases in support for_ educational opportunities.::We _are_ noticurrently
serving a segment of our populaiton that are in dire need of services7-that of the
handicapped Indian adult. %Vithout the necessary_ 2% set-aside provision, thh_identi-
fled segment will continue te be overlooked. I furtherrecommend that a provision
be added to the propcSed language of-the VOcational Rehabilitation Att -of 1973 tri
include matching monies by- the Bureau of Indian Affairs,- AS-stated many times,
American Indians view education as the solution to the bulk of our problems. Now
is the time to continue -to support the first feceral program, to my knowledge, that
could greatly improve opportunities for al-1 Indian people.

Your consideration of: these:issues will he:appreciated.
Thank you forproviding_ thiaTrihe with an opportunity to comment on the Voca-

tional Rehabilitation Act of 1973:
Sincerely;

PEGGY NAGEL,
Tribal Education Director.

THE CHIPPEWA CREE TRIBE OF THE ROCKY ROY'S RESERVATION,
Box Elder, MT September 3, 1985.

Hon. PAT WILLIAMS,
Chairmark COmmittee on Education and Labor,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAMS: On behalf of _the Chippewa Cree Tribe; I wcul
like_ to present. our written_comments regarding the reauthorization of the Vocation-
al Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

-As you are-aware, the Chippewa-Cree Tribe has committed significant time and
effort to develop education and training opportunities for our tribal members in
Rocky Boy. Recently, we have had the opportunity to commen on the supplemental
appropriation for Vocational Rehabilitation funding levels; monies which we have
also submitted competoittivseejroposals for.

In reviewing the pr regulations for the reauthorization of this specific reha-
bilitation act, -I wilt comment:orrtheifiollowing:

Tha purpose of the title is _to provide for the administration of programs designed
to provide tumb3aince_to eligible American Indians in _need of rehabilitation services
but are unable to obtain needed services elsewhere. I strongly support federal sup-
port for programs that will eventually assist our Indian people to a life of independ-
ence. If there is a clear rationale for tiering in the funding levels- by fiscal year,
then I endorse this process. However, I strongly feel that a basic 2% set-aside
amount of vocational rehabilitation monies for American Indians, perhaps similar
to that of the 1% set-aside Indian Vocational monies, would benefit the eligible pop-
ulation in a more fitting manner. While I cannot speak of the need factor for all
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American Indians in general, Lcan speak to the need in Rocky.Boy. That need em-
phasizes increases in support for educational opportunities. We are not currently
serving a segment of our population that are in dire need of servicesthat of the
handicapped Indian adult. Without the necessary 2% set-asideprovision, this identi-
fied segment will continue to be overlooked. I further recommend that a provision
be added to the proposed language of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to
include matching monies by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. As stated many times,
American Indians view education as the solution to the bulk of our problems. Now
is the time to continue to support the first federal program, to my knowledge, that
could greatly improve opportunities for all Indian people.

Your consideration of these issues will be appreciated.
Thank you for providing this Tribe with an opportunity to comment on the Voca-

tional Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Sincerely,

GARY. EAGLEMAN;
Chairman;

RAYMOND PARKER,
MeMbe,

JOHN HOULE,
Member,

JOHN SUN CHILD,
Member,

DUNCAN STANDING ROCK; _

Member, Tribal Education Commit-
_ tee
ROCKY-STUMP,

Chainnan, Chippewa-Cree Tribe.

GREAT FALLS, MT, August 18, 1985.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,
Washington, DC.
To- whom it may concern:

I am submitting testimony about the hehabilitation Act ar, would also be inter-
ested in testifying.

I am a 27-year old quadriplegic who is in the _process of moving from a nursing
home to the above address; a private one-bedroom apartment which is an accessible
and low-income rental. I'm very intersted in the needs of severely handicapped indi-
viduals who have left an institutional setting and want to live independently in Ian
apartment or home in the commurnt-j. I w.:s out in an independent living setting
before with minimal success, but had to returi to a nursing home liecause of certain
problems and needs that I would like to discuss now:

Question (I). What needs exist that cannot be met?
Answer. (a) Personal Care Attendantsfor severely handkapped individuals.

better supervision and coordination of personal care _attendants (example, PCA
working shifts). An 'increase in hourly payments would encourage PCA's to feel
better abcut the work they do,

(b) Therapy in Home,-people who only have &dal Security cannot afford to have
therapy in their home setting.

(c) Understanding of Medicaid PaymentsI have always had trouble finding
someone who will explain which of my needs will be paid for by Medicaid.

(d) Education in Hometo learn a skill in the home or earn a degree is difficult,
but so is finding transpoi tation to a Vocational Technical (Ienter.

(e) Equipment Repairif I did need my specialized equipment repaired for home
or in educational _pursuit, my environmental control unit repair will only be paid by
Medicaid if I send it to the factory that made it:

(f) Accessible and Low-Income Housingthere needs to be -more one- and two-bed-
room apartments that meet this requirement.

(g) Transportationthere needs to be accessible transportation available, not just
coordinated door:to=door by public systems.

Question (2). What is the federal role in Rehab?
Answer. No comment.
Question (3). How does the federal, state, and private partnership work?
Answer. No comment,
Question141. What special Rehab needs exist in rural areas?
Answer. Refer to answers given in question #1.

51-316 0 - 86 - 18
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Question (.5). What-services do we need to provide for higher education and oost
employment services?

Answer. In Montana, where it gets to be 30° below, I would Pke to have education
in my home as I physically cannot move when my 1 ody responds to the cold.

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

BOB DRAZICH.



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE _REHABILITATION
ACT OF 1973

TUESDAY; NOVEMBER 26, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION;

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR;
Honolulu, HI.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call; at 10:10 a.m., in room
462, -Prince Kuhio Federal Office Building; Honolulu; HI; Hon. Pat.
Williams (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Williams and Hayes.
Also present: Representatives Heftel and Akaka.
Staff present SGray Garwood, staff director.
Mr. Wiwitms. Good morning; My name is Pat Williams.

= I welcome each -of you bp the sixth in a series of hearings the
Subcommittee on Select Education has been holding on the reau-
thorization of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; We have_been hear-
ing fro/ilia variety of groups representing consumers, Federal and
State administrators,: private : providers of the- rehabilitation
kystem, counselors; and others about the effectiveness of current re-
habilitation programs and the futiire challenges of the system.

It is a pleasure to accept the :invitation ef Congressmen Akaka
and_Heftel to -had our second field hearing_here in Honolulu. Lalso
appreciate -_the presence of our good colleague, Congressman Char-
lie Hayes; from Illinois.

Vocational -rehabilitation is the major Federal job-related: effort
serving persons with disabilities:an& providing support services to
allow people to work. Vocational:rehabilitation has :made: a major
contribution to keeping people self=sufficient and independent. For
all of us concerned about the:Federal deficit, we are encouraged by
the cost effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation.

_

_ We hope_to keep this system working well for those in need of its
services. We also wish to ensure that it continues to operate in a
cost-effective manner. That is why we solicit the opinions of foll
such as you. Your views will be most helpful to us as we reauthor-
ize this important legislation.

Our data indicates that -the unmet -need is enormous. Disabled
people suffer between 50 and 80 percent unemployment Thus, de=
spite our successes, we have a long way to go in this State-Federal
partnership to develop the most comprehensive and effective pro-grant

Today, we are particularly interested in hearing from the per-
spective of peoPle who work with vocational rehabilitation in a set=
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ting that is geographically different. Hawaii is an island State
which can mean unique demanda for rehabilitation services. All of
us in the Congress are very concerned the F deral rehabilitation
program be designed to meet the needs of your State, as well as all
of the other 49.

Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
I don't have any opening statement.
Mr. WILLIAms. Mr. Akaka.
Mr. AKAKA. _Mr. Chairman; I thank you and Congressman Hayes

for coming to Hawaii and taking the time to hold a hearing on the
reauthorization of the Education of the Handicapped Act and Re-
habilitation Act of 1973._ As you will hear, Hawaii is a unique
place. We take pride in the diversity here; and yet, we have many
types of problems that are similar to problems throughout our
country and throughout the world.

I am happy you are here because it provides us an opportunity to
have dialog with you, with your community and with Congress and
to tell you about some of our distinct needs of the people here.

This is an avenue of presenting Congress to the people of Hawaii
and to tell the people here that Congress wants to hear from you
and of your specific needs. Also, it is indicative of Congress that
they desire effective and equitable laws.

Last week I think you all know that the House and Senate con-
ferees _for the Department of Labor, Health and Human Services,
and education appropriations bill agreed to appropriate_ $1.362 bib:
lion for rehabilitlition services and handicapped research, which is
$145.6 million more than the administration _request; and $L411
billion for education for the handicapped, which is $104.9 Million
more than the administration request. These actions are an affir-
mation of the importance in moving _forward on the education of
the learning disabled and in maximizing the handicapped person's
potential for employment and independent living. Congress concurs
that the initial investment is well worth the long-term benefit.

It is also befiting to noth that we will be celebrating the 10th an-
niversary a the enactment of the Education of Handicapped Act;
commonly known as Public Law 94-142, and that will take place
on Friday, November 29. With the passage of this legislation, all
handicapped children were assured a free, appropriate public edu-
cation, no matter what their disability, no matter how severe their
disability. The impact of this legislation is impressive. 4,128,009
handicapped children were served last year _alone; 465,763 educa-
tion professionals were trained to work with handicapped students;
and over 7.5 billion Federal dollars were appropriated in the last
10_years.

But all these figures and dollar amounts do not tell the whole
story. Since enactment of the Rehabilitation Act of 197:3 -and the
Education of the Handicapped Act, we are asked to _look at the
handicapped in the same light that we see the nonhandicappedas
human beings with individual differences, unique needs and unique
potentials. America's society has been greatly enriched by provid-
ing the means for the diSabled to contribute to the social and eco:
nomic progress of the United States.

5.10
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Mt. Chairman, I look forward to hearing the testimonies given
today on the special education rehabilitation prograin§ in the State
of Hawaii, and again I want to thank you and to say rnahalo nui
loa for taking ah active interest in investigating the needs of our
State of Hawaii:

Thank you very much.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Our_first_ witness today is the administrator for VocatiOnal reha-

bilitation, Dr. Nishioka.
Doctor, if you will come to the witness table. :

We have this morning six withesses, and thi§ afternOOn we will
hear from seven or eight witnesses: In order to give therh all ah
appronriate amount_ of time and also allow: the members to ques-
tion; 2 we have questions. I _request each witness to keep their re-
marks to no more than g or 10 minutes: If you begin to go over
that there will be a little reminder, and we would ask you to sum-
marize.

Your complete testimony will be put in the record. Yoli may read
or summarize as you wish.

Doctor, we are glad to have you with us today. Yon maY Proceed.

STATEMENT OF TOSHIO NISHIOKA, ADMINISTRATOR FOR
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION; STATE OF HAWAII

Dr. NisHIOKA. Mr. Chairman and members of the_committee.
My name is Toshio Nishioka and _I am the adminiStrator of the

Vocational Rehabilitation and Services for the Blind Division in
Hawaii. I am delighted to be invited to provide _testimony on the
reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 my testimony
this merning is a summary of the testimony that was submitted to
you last week. The Vocational Rehabilitation Program started in
Hawaii in 1936. Next year, 1986, we will be celebrating our 50th
year of serving handicapped persons in this State.

_ The Vocational Rehabilitation Program, under the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act, is working very well in Hawaii. Duting the Oast
year, Vocational rehabilitation counselors working out of branch of-
fices located on the islands of Oahu, Maui, Kauai, Hawaii and Mo-
lokai served 6,983 handicapped persons and rehabilitated 726 into
gainful occupations.

The division _works cooperatively with and purchases services
from many public and private agencies in the community for the
rehabilitation of disabled persons.

Vocational rehabilitation counselors provide guidance, counseling
and job placement of handicapped persons: Training of clients ate
provided by programs under the Job Training Partnership Act,
public and private business and technical schools, colleges, univër-
sities ptivate rehabilitation facilities and employers.

In addition, the division provided direct services to 891 blind and
visually impaired persons last year. Services included perSonal and
social adjustment training, low visicm clinic, sheltered employment
and vending stand operations.

The division is working cooperatively on three rehabilitation
projects. They are the HaWaii transition project, to improve the re-
habilitation of handicapped students; the deaf/blind project, to im-
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prove the rehabiitation of deaf/blind persons, with the department
of education; and the Rehabilitation and Research Training Pro-
gram to improve services to disabled persons in the Pacific basin
With the University of Hawaii.

To improve services to clients; rehabilitation personnel have
been trained to keep up-tb-date with changing technology, to learn
the latest technique in service delivery and information on im-
proved job development and placement. Training of State agency
Staff, sheltered workshop oersonnel and other professional and
managerial staff in the rehabilitation community are authorized
under the act.

As you can see, provision of vocational rehabilitation services to
hfr-dicapped persons in Hawaii under the Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973 has been very successful. The well balanced ap-
proach to serving and rehabilitating handicapped persons under
the act has_ enabled us to rehabilitate thousands of handicapped
persons in Hawaii.

I would naw like to express same af our concerns and needs in
serving handicapped persons m Hawaii.

At the present time we are serving only 18 percent of those who
need and can benefit from vocational rehabilitation_services.

Additional funds are needed to serve persons with brain injuries,
psychiatric problems,- learning disabilities, severely disabled per-
sons for independent living services and for supported employment
services.

We are receiving increasing numbers of persons with brain inju-
ries and severe psychiatric problems but cannot serve many of
them because we do not have the resources to help them become
employed.

There are 2,203 stucienth who are in special education classes and
who are 16 years and older but we are serving _only 500 of them.

There are approximately 16,955 very severely disabled persons in
Hawaii. The independent living programs under title VII, parts A
and B, are serving only about 500 of these very severely disabled
persons. There is a great need ta serve more of these people includ-
ing 120 identified elderly blind who are not now being served. Inde-
pendent living services to the elderly blind, is authorized under
title VII, _part C, but not funded as yet. AS Congressman Akaka
mentioned, it will be funded for this coming year;

Many of these very severely disabled persons can become gainful-
ly employed through services under the independent living pro-
gram, basic vocational rehabilitation program and through support-
ed employment.

To serve as many_ of these handicapped persons who are not now
being served, there is need for Congress to increase funding for pro-
grams under the Vocational Rehabihtation Act These programs
provide individualized vocational rehabilitation services through a
network of public and private community-based service providers,
staff training program to assure quality services, research and spe-
cial project programs to improve serv/ces and independent living
services to severely disabled who are aot yet ready for vocational
rehabilitation services.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, is a good act in pro-
viding a most complete and well-balanced approach to the rehabili-
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tation of handicapped persons. We recommend extension of the Re=
habilitation Act.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee. I
would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. ToShio Nishioka followsj

PREPARED STATESIENT OF DR. TOSHIO NISHIOKA, ADMINISTRATOR, VOCATIONA,
REHABILITATION AND SERVICES FOR THE BLIND, HAWAII

Mr. Chairman and MernheiS-of the COMmittee,- my name is Toshio Nishioka and I
am tha Administrator of the V6cational Rehabilitatioh and_Services for the Blind
Division in Hawaii. I am delighted to be Provide teatimony of the reaUthorization of
the_Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The Federal/State rehabilitation progxam-began in
1920. In Hawaii, the Vocational Rehabilitation program started in 1936. Next year,
1986, We will be celebrating our 50th year of serving handicapped persons in this
State.

In Order to ekplain hOw well= the VocationEd Rehabilitation= Act_ is working in
Hawaii I would like to Share With you the activiti-es and our accomplishments in
serving handicapped_persons in the State-lea year under the Rehabilitation Act.

The Division served 6,983 handicaPpL*1 persons and rehabilitated 726 into gainful
employment The average weekly earnings at case closure-was $135.
=

Of the 726 handicapped persons rehabilitated, 400 or 55% were equally diVided
hetween persom suffering from: orthopedicpsychological or emotional problems.
TWO hundred iiinety-four (294) or 40% referred themsslves for services and 158 Or
21% were referred by educational institutiow.

Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors working out of branch offices locatedon the
islands of Oahu, Maui, Kaditi, HaWaii, and- Mcilekai provide guidance; counseling
andijob placement in every county to diaabled persons.

The Division works cooperatively with and purchases services from many agencies
in the community forithe rehabilitation of disabled persons.

= 1. Division staff serve on three of cv four Private Industry Councila Under -the
Joh Training Partnership Act The Division_ has entered into a Memorandum of Un-
derStanding Iwith the Honolulu Job Training Program which clearly sets forth our
responsibilities and enhances our working relationship. _

2. The DiViSiOn haa entered bite a fetal Of 25 Unpaid Work Experience Agree-
ments with five private sector employera and 20 federal Department of Defense em-
ployera This year 43 clients particiPated in the unpaid program to develop their job
skills and worichabits in a "real wore environment

3;_ _The _Division entered into _a partnership with Leeward Community uillege
(WC) and the business community AhroughLthe Business Advisory Council to devel-
op and implement a program at LCC to train the severely disabled as computer pro-
grammers,

4. The Snecial EdUcatioo-Vncational Rehabilitation Work,Study Program_ MYR)
is a cooperative effort of the Evepartinent Of Education and the Division. The pur-
pose of this program is to provide, Within a pliblic school letting and the community;
opportunities for handicapped youths to develbp and tO gain experiences-essential
for ultimately:securing and maintaining successful emplOyment The SEVR pto-
grain served 42 schools throughout the State and provided services to approxithately
500 students: One hundred forty-seven (147) studentacompleted school this year and
kChie-ved their vocational goal; Of the 726 rehabilitated this year, 116 of them were
sEvR students.

5. Lait year the DiViaion-ptiithaaed Uti a eoritractua buis $651,529 (45% :of: the
case service funds) worth of veCational rehabilitation services from se en shelte- ed
workshops throughout the state. The SPecifib services purchased were vocatio
evaluation, work adjustment, occuPatiOnal Skills training, and-job placement
hundred thirty-one (531j clients were served in the workshop& These 591 client-a
resented 9%;ofiall-clients served by the Division. One hundrad fifty-seven (157)
habilitation closures were credited to the workshops and these represented 23%
the rehabilition closures achieved 'by the_Divisiou Of the 157 clients closed as r..
habilitated, 59% were classified as severely handicapped or_seyerely disabled, 49(

were clbaed as tbriapetitive employment workers; and 51%as sheltered employmert
workers. In FY-1986 the Division is purchasing approximately $735,000 worth of ,u-
cational rehabilitation services. The minimal expectation is 141 clients closed as re-
habilitated.

6. We also purchased vocational and technical training servites from other public
and private training institutions.
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'7 We are working joint1S, on three projects with the-Department of Education andthe University of Hawaii. They aretheilawaii Transition Project to improVe the
rehabilitation of handicapped students and the Deaf Blind Project, tb iinproVe the
rehabilitation of deaf blind persons, with the Department of Education; and the Re-
habilitation and Research Training program to improve services to disabled persons
in the Pacific_Basin with the University of Hawaii.

Last year; the Serviees fOr the Blind program served 891 blind and visually im-pred persons.
1. The Adjustment Services Stion taught 72 severely visually disabled persons to

live more independently through trainingin such areas as mobility, typing, braille,
abacus, personal time and home management, financial management, social skillsand recreation. Client survey on adjustment services revealed that 92% were very
satisfied and 8% were satisfied with_ the services provided.

a The Low Vision Chine: prescribed optical aids for 172 persons to make maxi-
mum use of their residnal vision for reading and distance viewing

3. The Workstiop for the blind served 46 persons in extended employment. Gross
Sales-totaled $510,548.

4. The Blind Vending_ Stand Trogram employs 30 legally blind and ViSinallY ith-
paired persons to_operate_31 vending facilities throughout the state. A total gross
sales of $32 million was generated during the year. Average annual earnings were
$26,415. Sales ttoc generatedby the vendora teitaled $16,549.

5. The Services for the Blind Program works with _andhenefitted from a wide
range of 27 different voluntary services from 93 volunteers and four groups. Spetialrecognition was given to Hawaiian Electric Company for conducting toOking ClaaSeS
to over 300 blind persons for 35years. Chinatown Lions Club-was recognized for pro-viding a recreational bowling program to approidmately 20 perSons weekly since1980.

The Division is committed to Continuously improve services to disabled persons in
Hawaii In NOVember-1983 the Management Control Systemi(MCS) was implement-ed, We ate One of 13 state vocational rehabilitation agencies to implement thiS
Oat:mil. The purpose of this system_is_to meet the intent of the RehabilitatiOn Act of1973, as amended, of providing quality vocational rehabilitation services to eligible
persons with disabjlities to assist them toward employment.
_Prior ter_program implementation A pre-teat case review was conducted. A year

later a post-test case review was conducted and the results indicated significant im-
provement in perfOrmance in all areas covered by thenprogram.

To improve services to clients, rehabilitation peraonnel are trained to keep Up to
date with changing technology,_to learn the latest technique in service deliverY and
information on improved job:development and placement Training Of State agency
staff, sheltered workshop personnel and Other -prafessional staff in the rehabilitation
community are _authorized under the Act. %ire, in Hawaii, depend heavily on the
University of Hawaii-Merida Rehabilitation Program for appropriate and neededtraining. The University -has two basic subprograms under the direction of the
Counseling and Guidance Department of the-College of Education. They ate the Re-
habilitation Counselor Education Masters Degree and the Rehabilitation ContinuingEducation Programs.

The University, through a sub,contractual arrangement with Rehabilitation_Con
tinuing_Education Program (RCEP) IX, San Diego State University, has been provid-
ing continuing education to practitioners in the field such_as our agency staff forthe past two yeara Prier to this other arrangements were possible under prior rulesand regulations,

To improve the technical and managerial skills; Hawaii VR manageta receive
training under the Rehabilitation Administration and Management Prograins of theUniversity of Oklahoma. Funds for this program are authbrized by the Act.

As you cam see, provision of vocatibnal rehabilitation services to handicapped per-
sons in Hawaii under the VticatiOnal Rehabilitation Act of 1973; as amended; hasbeen very succeasful. Rehabilitation services are provided _through multiple ap-
proaches by public, private non-profit and private for profit community based serv-
ice providers. To improve services to handicapped-_ persons, training of staff and re-search project§ are available under the ActiWe feel that th, balanced approkh toserving and rehabilitating handicapped persons under the Act has enabled ii re-
habilitate thousands_of handicapped persons in Hawaii. RecauSe we feel ti theVocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, is a good Ac', we rem ri-,endextension with no major changes:
_I would now like to express some of our concern - and necd in serving handi-capped persons in Hawaii.
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There is everyprobability _that the number-of disabled persons will increase u
advanceacontinue to be made in the medical sciences in riving lives and elttenuing
life expectancy.

At the present time we are serving only 18% Of those Who need -and can benefit
from vocational rehabilitation services. This is based- on the 1980 census where
38,181 or 5.9% of non-institutionalize(' and handicapped persons, who were between
the ages of 16 and 64 in Hawaii, were identified.

Additional funds are needed to serve persons with brain injuries, psychiatric prob,
lems, learning disabilities,severely disabled persons for independent living services
and for supported employment services. _

We:are: receiving_ increasing numbers of persons with brain injuries; especially
from the Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific, but cannot serve many of them be-
cause we do not have the resources to help them betome employed.

Twenty-one percent of our caseload are cases with psychiatric problems but there
are many more, especially the severely psychiatrically disabled that we are not serv-
ing because of inadequate resources.

Of the 2,203 students who are in special education classes and who are 16 years
and older 1,469 or 68% are identified as learning disabled. Referrals of students will
growibecause the special education program has already identified at least 1,000 stu-
dents in each age group from 9 to 15: At the present time we are serving only 500
special education students and approximatley 10% are learning disabled.
= There are approximately 16,955 very severely disabled persons in Hawaii. The in-

dependent living programs under Title VIL Part A & B, are serving only about 500
of these very severely disabled persons. There is a great need to serve more of these
people including 120 identified elderly blind who are not now being served. Inde-
pendent living services to the elderly blind, is authorized under Title VII, Part C,
but_not fundelas yet.
_ Many of these very severely disabled persons can become gainfully einplOyed
through services under the independent living program, basIc vocation:41 rehabilita-
tion program and through supported employment.

Supported employment services include intensive, on-going support to individuals
who are very severely disabled. These persons need this service in order for them to
engage in part-time or full-time employment and receive wages above or below the
minimum wage. This support is expected to endure throughout the period of em-
ployment without which_employment would be impossible. Funds for supported em-
ployment are needed but there are no funds authorized for this 86rcrit6 under the
Rehabilitation Act.

We have problems-that are unique to Hawaii that created very real challenge§ for
us in the area of staff training. We are an island state, separated by great distE.I.ces
from the mainland. We have differences in terms of culture, eco-omic liase and his-
torical experiences. We find that as much as we are dependent on the mainland re,
sources to meet our needs, we may not and do not realistically depend on them. The
earlier mentioned factors :cause difficulties in timely and substantial con-rrnunica,
tion,:coordination and involvement between partcs separated as_ we are. Mainland
resources are not always the best or the most relevant to our needs.

Training costs are great for those whose needs are not easily met locally such as
mobility specialists, which is a one-of-a-kind specialist, who serve the blirid.-AlSO, for
the same costs, what may be- brought from the mainland are not as richly varied
and qualitatively g6od as we have had from locally run programs. Locally run pro-
grams have the advantage also of being able to be I;ery easily accomodating and re-
sponsive to change and emergent unanticipated events.

The University of Hawaii's funding through the subcontractual arrangement is_a
very uncertain and precarious one. We are not sure _annually what may be antici-
pated for the coming year resulting in difficulty in keeping staff and activities going
orr on a continuing basis.
_ Hawaii needs a steady and adequate funding source to provide for the i.nique
training needs to continuously upgrade services to handicapped persons.

To serve as many of these handicapped persons, who are not now being served,
there is need for increased funding by Congress to provide for individualized voca-
tional rehabilitation services, training programs, research programs, independent
living services programs and special projects programs.

There is also need for national leadership by the current administration especial-
ly in fostering closer working relationship with other human serviceagencies from
the national level down to the community level as no one agency can provide all the
rehabilitation needs of disabled persons, especially the severely disabled. The cur,
rent administration is providing this leadership in the school to work transition and
supported employment programs.
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We feel that the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,_as &mended, is a good Act in provid-
ing a --1st complete and well balanced approach to the_ rehabilitation of handi-
capped persons. We recommend extension of the Rehabilitation Act

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee. I would be happy
tri answer any questions.

Mr: WILLI/MS: Thank yot4_Doctor: Since you began your testimo-
ny, our -colleague, Cecil Heftel, has_ joined us. Congressman, it iS
good to have you with us. As I mentioned to Dan before you came
in; we are delighted to be able to accept your longstanding invita-
tion to bring this suhcommittee here to Honolului and to hear from
you constituenth.

Mr, HEFTEL. Thank you very much; Pat. I would ask your con-
sent to place my statement in the record.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Cecil Heftel followS1

OPEI.IING STATEMENT OF HON CECIL _HEPTEL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF HAWAII

Thank you, Mr. C'hairman, I would like to first thank_you and the C 3Mmittee for
coming to rJslaMStatet o see and hear firsthand what our needs and concerns
are in :the areas of education for the:handicapped and rehabilitation training. We
are a long way away from the mainland and partiuclarly from Wuhington, and
sometimes it is difficult to get the attention of those who write and implement the
laWS.-

Although you have only been here for three days, Mr. Chairman, I am sure you
have already noticed the mixture of ethnic backgrounds in our State. We are very
fortunate to have such a blending of cultures because the end result is an enri-
chened society from wbk all of us who live in Hawaii profit. We are _proud of _our
ethnic heritagea and :of the fact that we can maintain individual lifestyles while at
the same time share so many common goals and ideals:

As a resultaf this uniqueness,_it should not be surprising that our problems are
sometimes different than those of our fellOw Americans on the mainland, and that
we must therefore deal with them in a different way. I am sure this theme will un-
derlie the testimony we hear today.

The Education for the Handicapped Act better known as P.L. 94-142, and the Re-
habilitation Act have provided important funciain our state. We have used them- to
implement programs that help identify those who have handicaps that are not read,
fly apparent; to develop programs ot rehabilitate difThrent kinds of handicaps; and
to carry out rehabilitation and special education progiams. Adequate funding _for
these programais absoluthly essential. Dollars spent to help people become prOduc-
tive members of society are only a fraction-of the costs of having to institutionalize
them for what can amo,int to a lifetime. Our entire society benefits when we can
assure all our citizens that they will have an opportunity to lead productive and
meaningful lives.

With these opening remarks, Mr. Chairman, l-nov forward to hearing-1mm
our witnessees. Again,_I would like to thank you anC essman Hayes for taking
the _time to come to our state to hear our needs and rs L hope to continue to
work with the committee during the coming montns as reauthorization of these
laws progresses so that-we can assure -that this legislation is responsive to and re-
flective of our continually evolving needs. Thank you.

Mr. HEFTEL-. And then to share; I think, a thought and under-
standing that we all have.

About the most efficient way we can spend people's dollars is to
make our citizens self-supporting; gainfully participating in the life
Of their society, community and family. And so even though we
have an administration:that thinks only in terms of efficient use of
dollarsi at least in their rhetoric; it is obvious to all of us; _I am
sure, that when we have youngsters who are handicapped, the
most efficient w:Ay and also the most humane; the most common
sense way to treat those young people is to treat them aS potential
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individuals who serve fully in their communities, given the kind of
training and opportunity they must start life with first.

And it is in this sense that this hearing and the kinds of things
being done through the leadership of people like Pat Willianis can
achieve a better understanding of how we both serve our pcople
and serve our economic needS. If we ignore young people, if we
don't give them what they must have to fit into a society and to
become gainfully employed; we destine them to a life of inactivity,
toz_ life in which society some way must support them.

There is nothing more expensive than the latter.
I would like to _take a moment to share with you the kind of un-

derstanding we all gain from our own personal experiences. I lived
some 6 month:5 in a hospital and know what all those problems are
about, know what hospitals and doctors, the whole_ medical world,
is about. Then I found myself in a position where I couldn't move
without help, where I couldn't stand, I couldn't sit, I couldn't do
anything without help. I was close to being simply a vegetable. I
found out that you can go from the vegetable state to being perfect-
ly normal and fully acclimated in our society. I know that there
were times when a lot of people, not because I was so young but
because I was so old, said "What are you doing all thiS for? You are
not going to get back to normal, why put yourself through all the
grief and pain?"

The point being the systemthe systemhad to pay a lot of
money to rehabilitate me. Now I am rehabilitated, but that kind of
experience makes you realize what it means if you don't take care
of these young people initially.

At some of the rehab centers where I was located I saw young
people come in who had been in devastating accidents, who were
going to be comatose, were going to be unable to be normal
throughout *heir lifetimes.

There were a couple that acted as though they would never func-
tion again; but they were brought down to rehab every day. They
were physically brought down. They couldn't move, they couldn't
talk, they couldn't do anything. Because I _went to the same rehab
center twice; when I went back the second time, after I had some
additional surgeries, and this was perhaps 7 or 8 months later, one
of the young people I saw walk in looked familiar; nc longer a
shaven heac17she originally had had her head shavenI 'ooked at
her, I walked up and I said, are you so and so. She said yes, I am.

That young person who could do nothing for herself 9 months
later walked into the rehab room continuing rehab.

Somehow we have got to understand that if we don't spend the
kind of money it takes for people to assimilate in our society, we
will spend a landred times more and they won't be able to func-
tion as human beings ao the kind of leadership my colleagues, Mr.
A kaka, Congressman Hayes and Pat Williams; are trying to bring
to the Congress and administrationis im understanding of why it
is et.onomically efficient, and in terms of human values mandatory;
that we provide a common sense mechod of education for our
young people who are handicapped, so they can spend a lifetime of
participating instead of being a burden on the society, themselves
and their families.
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I am delighted I am here and I am delighted I have had the op-
portunity to address y--ou all.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you:
Questions,: Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Maybe one.
I was just looking at Mr. Nishioka's statement; which is pretty

specific._You said there are approximately 16,955 very severely dis-
abled_persons in Hawaii, the independent living program under
title VIL part A and B, are serving only about 500 of these severely
disabled persons.

So there is a great need to serve mare of-these peo_ple, including
the 120 identified elderly blind who are nat now being served.

I gitess you are conscious of the fact what you say, you already
were inadequately funded. The prospects of the future, if the ad-
ministration has its way, it may be you will be in a position to
serve less than you are actually serving now, maybe have part of
the program which is now being funded with Federal funds com-
pletely eliminated.

There is that danger and fear on the part of some of us who are
part of this committee. My specific question is, where else do you
get money? Are there other sources of funds? I noticed the-state
supplies a certain amount of money, but there is a cap on that as
to,---how much did your particular department expend last year or
this year in funds and what_ is needed to continue what you are
doing now in terms of dollars?
_ Dr._NISHIOKA. This-past- year -the program expended $6 million
for rehabilitation of the 726_ persons:in gainful occupations.

Now, you mention6d the independent living program serving 500
of these: people. One of the waysthere are several ways we can
attack this problem; although we won!t be able to serve all these
people. There may he a duplication of services by different agen-
cies; and _we are working very closely with other agencies so there
is no duplication of services.

And the other area that we are trying to get funds again is
through the State. The State Leislature has been rather generous
with our program because_ I think our _funding is something like 38
percent State funds and_62 percent Federal funds.

Mr: _HAYE& Thirty-eight percent--
Dr. N:SIVOKA Approximately. And 62 percent Federal funds.
Mr. HAYES. You are aware _of dle fact; I am sure ttat the Con-

gress; when we reconvene next week, I believe it is, will undoubted7
ly be: discussing the debt hrnit_ against_ a backdrop of Congress !
report on the proposed Gramm-Ro, zian legislation, which seeks to
transfer power, I guess, the President to devise a ways and
means as to which programs should be cut to reach zero debt by
either 1990 or 1991.
_ Given these kinds of discretionary-_powers and -position of the
President and what I consider and Members of CongressI think it
is sort of nonpartisan in some respects when you really look at the
vote7--the insensitivity they have toward these kinds of programs is
really presenting a real challenge to those of us who, like Chair-
man Pat Williams here, are trying to conserve and preserve some
of these programs.
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_ The thought and the possibi;l4y of maybe increasing the amount
of money is almost beyond .luestor. What we had hoped to dO I
guess, is try to maintain as Lr we can as much of the funds from
the Federal Government as nuessary in order to continue; which
means we gat -to dig deeper to some of the_private sectors to get
the money as a_ result of our efforts to reduce the deficit.

I thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Akaka.
Mr. AKAKA. Thank:you very much; Mr. Chairman; _

Nishioka, thank you for your testimony. Your testimony re-
veals that you feel that your programs have been successful.

Mr. NISHIOKA. Yes.
Mr. AKAKA. Yet you have SE 'ved about 18percent. Is that 18 per-

cent of those who are handicarped or 18 percent of the population
here?

_Mr.iNISHIOKA: Eighteen_ percent of :the handicapped population.
That is based: on the 1980 census. These are people between the
ages of 16 and 65 and who are not institutionalized, so it comes to
something like 5.9 percent of the State population; which is a little
lower than the national _average. The national average is some-
thing like 8.5 vercent. So I guess we are healthier people.

Mr. AKAKA. How does 18 percent compare nationally?
Mr. NISHIOKA. I think nationally they are talking something like

about 10 percent of the people:
AKAKA. So what you are telling me now is 18 percent is

above the national norm of service?
Mr. NISHIOKA. That is correct;
Mr. AKAKA. I also read where you do coordinate services. You do

use otherngencies of the State here, and you-should be commended
for that, I notice also that you have a program that is called the
Hawaii transition project--

Mr; NISHIOKA._That is right:
Mr. AKAKA. One of the programs you are working with is the

.iity of Hawaii, Pacific basin project. What department are
youi working with in the univrsity?

-Mr. NISHIOKA. With the medical school. On the Research afid
Training Program: with_ the d..partment of education under transi-
tion; the blind project alsb.

Mr. AKAKA. Wh,-11-, kind of services are you providing in that Pa-
cifi.? basin?

NISHIOKA. We are not providing direct services to the Pacific
basin, but the fact that with the research project being funded; I
met many of these people in the South Pacific; _andl found they
had great need, so working with them because of their needs; I of,
fered our services; _ _

For example, the people runnmg the Vocational Rehabilitation
Program; South Pacific; felt they needed some kind of training, not
the kind of trainingthat going to the:mainland will help them; but
more in terms of -down-to-Earth- training. So we offeredSamoa
took advantage and the Northern Marianas and_ referred counsel-
ors to Hawaii, and I sent them to the iSland of Kau:ai to get train,
inglin rehabilitation in the rural areaKauaiand thefi they went
back; and I am very happy they got that training by our staff in
Hawaii.
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Mr. AKAkA.- You- indicate here you are engaged in the rehabilita-
tion and: research training out in the Pacific to give services to- the
people there. _My question was; what services are being given by
these trainees?

Mr. NIsmoKA-.:Before Hawaiithe project did provide services in
the- rural areas for the home care training and also the working on
this research and vocational=:rehabilitation referral system for
Hawaii and the PacifiC basin. This research.project that:is going on
right now is-the-assessment of- utilization-of -health-services ty- pro-
found deaf in Hawaii; That:is a research_projectgoing on; and_ lam
pretty -sure once the project is -completed; we will be able to fellow
uccon the-results:of that project

But as far as_all other_ area.% as to1what the Research and Train-
Genter--Program -is doing,-I- think-the -research training people

and staff can explain the details of that: I am one of the advisory
committee -members to the program.

I Mr._ AKAKA. You _are also- working with the- departtnent -31-educa-
tion for_ the visually handicapped. _How many program!, do you
have in the -department-of-education? -Is-that-a high school---=---

Mr: NIsmoKA: We have at the present time a work-study pro-
gram that we aie working on with the departmen of education.
This is where- we--work with-the secondary- education people--in- the
higll schools from age 16: and Lover; students; to_ hep them from
school-to work. SO -.ve -work with the school toWhile 1:fley are stil1
in school with the: counselors involved and help delop- the
[Individual Education: Program]. So they gain work ri .e in
school on catuus-and-during the senior year et' cal. ,3167
take over from that point on::

But--we found that there is a lot of severely 4od students
that under =the present Rehab Act-you-have- to- E:i.v vocational
potential. Many:of these people _don t_have thepotc. so; there-
fore,--these-people -are more or less- falling hi -between the cracks.

Again; through the transition program we arP -ying to develor
a system Where we can call different agencies -involved. Agam, this
is where we are tryii o save money too. At the-present- time, -the
students: go through the_ schooli system; and when you get the:stu-
dents-after they- Exaduate, we have to do another evaluation in- a
workshop; What we want to do _is develop a system within: the
school so they can do this work evaluation within the school
system.

Then, again,: to :da that; you have to have all the policy changes
made-within-the DOE,- and that is- why this-project is gettingithe
members from:the board of education; the superintendent's office,
and all Lhe diffe.-ent agencies together to kind of look at this=ta be
part ot iis research- project -and- demonstration- project --so that the
policy changes can be:made so:that the students can _receive_better
services- faster -a-nd better quality -services, too; by ail the different
agencies working together. Because no_one agency can do the work.

Mr. AKAKA. I th....ak yo'.1 very Much, Dr. Nishioka.
Mr. WILLIAras.-Cecil.
Mr..EEFTEL.: Thank you; . :

Doctor, -I thinlc -it is important to continue from right where we
are at now._Do you feel _that we are :maximizing our economic as-
sistance and our available propams in the sense that the individ-
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ual dealing with-one source and one contact is= able to receive all of
the training and: all: of the assistance needed? Are we forcing the
individual to go to different agencies to deal with different people
and to actually add both to the cost and inefficiency of the pi ,;ram
we are administering?

As an example; wnen a student is in school. do we conduct the
programs in such a way that everything that needs to be done goes
through szhool so that the- student has no reason to go any-
where elsc Jr the assistance needed; and is that what you are
trying to achieve is what you are just telling us?

Mr: NismoKA.1 lost your--
Mr.: HEETEL. If you are a handicapped student of 16 and you go to

a high school and -we have provided the funding, transportation
and the ability to participate in the _school system;_ is the system
structured so that a handicapped child receives all of the assistance
he or she needs, all the training he or she needs, through the aus-
pices of the school he or she r1tends as opposed to having to go to
other agencies to do it?

Mr: islismoicA. The student doesn't get all that from the DOE,
and we again try to coordinate services.

Mr. FIEFTEL. Yes. But, in other words, are we set up so that re-
gardless of who provides the service; once you are involved with
zhe school system:, the school system takes over responsibility fdr
coordinating and making available to the student all of the assist-
ance needed; or does the student have to go to other offices, to
other places to deal with other-people?

Mr: Islismoluz. That is the system today I =

Mr. HEFTEL. And you are telling us that is inefficient? Or at least
I would think you would be telling us it is inefficient.

Mr. NISHIOKA. I wouldn't say it _is inefficient: I think we try to
have-one agency take over everything, but becauseI guess they
call it turfdifferent funding scurces to run the program, and,
therefore; coordination has been a problem in the past.

But it would be good--
Mr. HEFTEL; IS it Still a _problem? =

Mr. NISHIOKA. It is still a problem, but it is something that can
be resolved; and this is where we are working cooperatively with
all agencieswhen I say many agencies; there is a lot of agencies
like the department of education, vocational rehab, there is private
agencies in a community that =is involved; the parents are involved;
that we all need to work together cooperatively. :

Mr: HEFTEL.- Well, of course, am tuing to take it from -the
standpoint of the _student. That person should theoretically be able
to go to one institution, to one type of service center, and particu-
larly &that :ndividual is already _going to=a public school. It would
seem that we would want all of what that student needs to be
made available through the single source- or -contact-on the part of
the student. :Who coordinates:it; what is done to efficiently present
it tc-tne student makes no difference to that student.

But the moment the student has to go to multiple loc-ations when
we are still talking about coordinating a single source; I think we
are losing time and money, and I think we are not maximizing
what we can do for the student I guess my _question to-you is: Do
you think that we need a change in the way handicapped programs
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are administered, particularly where the student is at an age
bracket where they would be in a public school, so they can get ell
of what they need from a single source?
-Mr. -NISHIOKA. If you can do that, that would be fine. But at the

same time; dealing with the present setuplet mt, explain it. The
special education long-range program in this area, I guess, is to
have a coordinator who will--

Mr. HEFTEL. Let me ask you: You are talking about something in
theluture. Is what, what we 'lave in place, or the future?

Mr. NISHIOKA. No, it is no place, it is in the future.
Mr. HEFFEL. So for howeve iany years, 30 years or 40 yearS, 20

years; LO years, 5 years,_any timeframe you want to use, with the
knowledge that was neededwe have never done it as of this date,
is that correct?

Mr. NISHIOKA. That is corrocL.
Mr. REVrELI Do you think it is coming quickly now, or do you

think it iS Still in the discussion stage for a long period of time?
Mr. NismoicA. It sh-ould beit is in the discussion stage at the

present time, but. I thir,k it would be dependent at the same time,
again, because of t<z, linancial crunch. We have to still come up
With Some a-Ottrr:.,i ie ways of doing what you suggested over
there.

Mr. HEM:Z. Thu t, isn't any more efficient way to do it than
that?

Mr. NISHIOKA. We recognize that, so that is why it is recommend=
ed somebody with'n the system must follow the person right
through the system.

litrrEL.-If what you are telling me_ is we have a financial
crunch, it -would-seem Mr.- Chain:1;1114 that is all the more reason
why we have to do this:Because can't aifo I to lose any_ dollars
of aSSiStance through duplicatior,_ 73ciency n the: system;
and -also because of the way- the systen- an.-; reactaito the
7ecipient, I think it is very devastating ._);,,e.tin-les to -::xpose the re-
ipient to multiple forms of difection; atact and different loca-

tions.
_Again, drawing -on personal -experience, everything- I had to do

was under one roof; it hia good thing, I don't _know_how L would
fidVe StirVived otherwise. So I just ithink _it is something we need:to
ae aware of, nair.:1-v that Federal funding, with State funding; With
multiple-State agencies; doesn t necessarily- produce the -intst effi-
::ient use_ of the dollar or most effective service to the recipient:

I am glad that youirmintiorld_ we uld be doing it. 73y_ the same
nken; it is_ a_ Ude_ distressi%g to re.,,ize 3ve are still only talking
thout it Thankiyouivery much.

Thank you, Mr.- Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. -Doctor, thank you for being here and providing us

vith your testimony and answering our questions.
Mr. _WiLLIAMS. I will now ask the second panel to come forward:

)ean RogerS, Dr. ItutSu and Dr. Okamoto.
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STATEMENTS OF TERENCE A. ROGERS. DEAN. SCHOOL OF MEDI-
CINE, AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR; REHABILITATION RE=
SEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER; SATORU IZUTSU; CODIREC-
TOR, REHABILITATION RESEARCH_ AND TRAINING CENTER;
AND GARY OKAMOTO, CODIRECTOR, REHABILITATION RE-
SEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER

Mr RoGER.s. I ain Dr. Rogers. With your permission, I would like
to folow the other two witnesses becanSe that is the format of my
testimony:

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is fine. Why don't you take the table with
them, and we will call an you_last.

Dr. Izutsu and Dr% Okamoto are codirectors of the Rehabilitation
11.-aitt" arid Training Center. Dr._Rogers is the dean of the school
of medicine and principal investigator Of the Rehabilitatiön and
ReNarch Center. Let's start yith you:

Mr IZUTSLL We will start with Dr. Okanioto, if you don't mind:
Mr: WILLIAMS: _vire will do it any way you felloWS *ant tO dti it.
Dr. OkAMOto. :Congressman Williams _and members of the Sub-

committee anSelect Education,: on behalf of iny clinical and admin-
istrative colleagues; Iiwish to thank you for-this opportunity to de=
Scribë the iinpact of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 on the develop-
rnent of comprehensive rehabilitation to the severely disabled in
Hawaii and_the Pacific basin:

Supparted by the Division al:Vocational Rehabilitation,: State of
Hawaii, and justified by the- Rehabilitation Act Of 1973, the Reha-
bilitation Hospital of the Pacific received public moneys th tnodetn;-
ite ita facilities in the lath 1970'S. This and_ other major _contribu-
tions _fueled an ambitious building program that ended in 1984.

Tciday the Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific has- 100 oeds for
acutely disabled patieNks and two outpatient_ programs for special
populations of_chronically disabled patientS. It iS the Only inedical
tertatil:17v,ion facility within the Pacific rim:
= Since i the smtal 11:..s admitted And diseharged over 20;000

disabled r).31icnts and currently ayercgas 800 admissions pet year.
The rtiCt,li ;yrigth of =ita y. days, is near to 3 weeks lower than
the late 11-:1`1 werages. About 9-5_percen4 ;;6tiehts who complete
the inpatitAc pcogram return hame and tri!..vby avoid lang-tarni
-nstitutionalion. This extracirdinary record ;s the result of our
referring acute_ inalic:al surgit-al hcs0,als apd i;nysician who slip=
port medicj rehaL :Qt;()n

Inpatients represen;. iii§abilities that re-
fleet _an aging; trauma-prone _society. tOKL ,,.ccountg for 40 percent
of admissions; brain injury, 15 percent; spinal cord injury, 15 per-
cent; :complicated fractures, artificial jointspraStheSe§=-and am-
putatiori§; 20 percent; and other impairments of the neurologic,
sl,eletal or muscular system,i5 pereent.

Eighty to eighty,five percent of patients live in Oahu; 10 percent,
neighbor islands of Hawaii,Kauai, Lanai, Maui; and Molokai; 1 to

'Tent, Micronesia and American Samoai and 1 p6i-c6nt, main-
land United States. Fifty-flve _percent of patients are 65 or older;
and 3 percent, under age 20._Fifty-three percent are Males.

Ethnically, part-Hawaiin and Hawaiian patients comprige 12 to
13 percent of patient§ admitted. Over 80 percent of other patients
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are:Caucasians, Japanese, Filipino, and Chinese. While native Ha-
waiians as a group are not under- or overrepresented, at this time;
their rate of involvement in each category of physical disorder or
disability is not yet known.

Directed by a physiatrist or a physician specialist in medical re-
habilitation; an interdisciplinary team evaluates_ and manages the
acute disabled patient. The team's primary goal is returning the
patient home through maximizing the patienVs potential to amt-J-
late with_ aids, care for self, communicate verbally or nonverik_i
control bladder and llowel, prevent pressure sores; maintain_so,J.nd
nutrition; practice safety techniques, adapt recreational activities,
and adjust constructively to disability. Thus, -the team facilitates a
patient's functional recovery to live as independently as possible.

In_addition to the physician specialist, the interdisciplinary tham
consisti _of rehabilitation nurse, ..,ccupational therapist; physical
therapist, speech and language therapist, clinical psychologist,
prosthetist and orthotists, recreational therapist, nutritionist and
vocational evaluator. A rehabilitation engineer; unfortunately, is
not yet on =our roster. The relative involvement of each team
member varies from patient to patient, disorder to disorder, disabil-
ity to disability.

Re&.izing that the transition from hosptal to home was in itself a
unique phase in mediail the Rehabilitation Hospital
of the Pacific established a comprehensive outpatient center in
early _ 1984:. It brought the specialited, intensive, comprehensive
interdisciplinary management of inpatients to the outpatient set-
ting The discharged patient was a8sure-1 of co,,tinuity in rehabili=
tation. It also enabled the staff to offer other patients quality reha-
bilitation without costly hospitalization.

In its newly remodeled facility the outpatient -center has-a kitch-
en and bathroom -for patient and family training; artificial _limbs
and braces for amputee and paralyzed patients; biofeedback and
computeriied devices for speech therapy, muscle relaxation, cogni-
tive -retraining and motor reeducation; and other equipment repli-
cated from the inpatient therapy units.

On a smaller scale, a satellite clinic was set up in late 1984 to
better serve the: densely populeed, rapidly growing _area west of
Honolulu. The demand was unexpectedly high and led to a dou-
blingin size, staffing and services. =

While the comprehensive outpat' -..t center and satellite clinic
account for over 20,000 visits- per_year, neither meets the:special
needs of disabled patients who_ were injured on the job and whose
goal: is tc return to work. Unlike most inpatients, these patients
tend to suffer from injuries to the low back; upper back, neck,
shoulders or hands.

Other young adulta disabled by accidents or diseases may suffi-
ciently improve from inpatient or outpatient rehabilitation and be
ready for prevocational evaluation in anticipation of gainful em-
ployment eventually.

These patients require a different order of specialization in staff,
facilities and c ,uipment for evaluation and treatment. Further-
more, for individualized restorative plans to be efficacious, the
input of employers, insurance payors, labor unions, and workers'
compensation coordinators is critical.
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Recognizing= this special population of-disable&patientS, the Re-
habilitation Hospital of the Pacific_ established the Injured Work-
ers'-- Center in early-1984. Currently over 1,000 patient visits: a
=nth occur in the center's newly renovated facility. Interestingly,
20 percent of -.1en-i are related to hand injuries and the majority;
low back nain.

A disabled patient may participate in one_ or more of the follow-
ing-services: physical-evaluation, multimOdality treatment, work
hardening; ,.vork capacity or tolerance; back school, injurypreven-
tion and vocational assessment. Its state-of-th&art technology is dif-
ferent: from the equipment- and techniques utilized in the inpatient
and other outpatient programs; Aided by a computer bank, a pa-
tient's comprehensive work profile can be matched with specific
job&

Complementing the Injured Workers' Center is a newly orga-
nized chronic pain program with- inpatient and outpatient services.
Based on the_ most cc.---ent _model for pain rOlabilitation, the-Aro-
gram -uses cognitive and behavioral techniques to teach_ pain man-
agement skills; increase physical activity, reduce dependency on
medication, decrease frequent physician and health care utiliza-
tion, improvespousal relationships and prepare for return to work,

Other resources are available to the staff and patients at-the hos-
pital: the heated pool for therapy; the greenhouse for:relaxation;
the-outdoor mobility course for exercise, the sport§ court for wheel-
chair recreation, the driver'a simulator_ for handicap driving, the
electrodiagnostic labOratory for neurophysiologic_ assessment; Li_e
urodynamic laboratory for testing abnormal bladders, -and the vol-
unteer program that-involves over 47;000 hours of time unselfishly
donated by nearly 700 lay-volunteers annually.

A system of patient consultation; professional education, -and pro-
gram development on the neighbor islands of: Hawaii has begun;
Presently; physiatrists or specialists in rehabilitation lecture physi-
cians and evaluate patients on Kauai; _Maui and_ Hawaii. Under
contract, physical therapists regularly visit Kula Hospital in rural
Maui.

The Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific has a public responsi-
bility to train and educate professionals.- Our kucational eventa
have nearly quadrupled in the past 2 years and audiences have
come from a wide spectrum of health and humaD services. The hos-
pital:clinical staff has intensified its collaboration with other com-
munity professionals and organizations ito_improve the relevanceof
its educational participation. The-hospital-is a major training site
for:virtually every professional discipline in clinical rehabilitation
in the- State- of Hawaii, Rotation -through the hospital is, in fact; a
mandatory part of the medical school curriculum.

-Research and training as_ a priority was given _a significant boost
by a cooperative agreement between the John A. Burns SChool of
Medicine_ and the National Institute of Handicapped Research in
March of 1984, due largely to- the leadership of Dean Terence
Rogers; A ii Rehabilitation Research and Training-Program in
the Patiffc bash: was thus _established and will__ be described =in
detail by nly colleague, -Prof. Satoru Izutau, Ph.D. OffiCed at the
hospital; the RPAT program has already enriched- the clinical staff
and environment in the Spirit of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
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_In conclusion, the -Rehabilitation- Act of-1973 has -had-a profound
effect on the historical development of the PPhabilitation Hospital
of the Pacific and the role of medical rehabilitation in _vocational
services and -independent living for disabled peoples in Hawaii and
the Pacific basin.

Our message to the Subcommitteo on Select Education is clear.
Your-congressional- colleagues need -to- understand that modern
medical rehabilitation:is a powerful method byiwhich disabled citi-
zens can return to societal productivity by avoiding long-term insti-
tutionalization; by living at home or in a group residential setting
and; when appropriate, by working at a paying job.

In-part, -through your subcommittee's -support, -we-- can meet -the
challenge posed by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 with innovation
ahd dediCation.

[The prepared statement of Gary A. Okamoto follows:1
)REPARED STATEMENT OF GARY A. OKAMOTO. MD

Congressman Williams and_ Members of.:the SubcomrMttee on Select Education.
On behalf of my clinical and administrativenolleagues, I wish to_thank you for

this npportunity to describe the_ impaetof the Rehabilitation_ Act_ of 1973 _on the de7
veloprnent Of comp- rehabilitation to the severely disabled in Hawaii and
the Pacific Basin.

-Supported:by tbe Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, State-of-Ilawan.-andjusti-
fled by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific re-
ceived public monies to modernize its facilities in the late -1970s. This and other
major contributions fueled an ambitious building program that ended in 1984.

Today. the Rehabilitation Hospital of the-Pacific has 100 beds for aeutelY disabled
patients and: two outpatient programs:forispecialipopulations- of chronically disabled
patients..It is the only medical. rehabilitation _facility within the_Pacific.Rim.

Since 1953, the hospital has admitted and discharged over 20,000 disabled patients
and currently .averages 800 admissions_ per year..The mea., length of stay 30 days,
nearly_two_ to three weeks_lower_than the late 1970 averages._ About rinety-five per-
cent of patients who complete theinpatient program return home and thereby avoid
long-term institutionalization. This extraordinary record is the result of our -refer-
ring acute medical.; urgical hospitals and physicians who support medical rehabilita-
tion.-

Inpatients represent physical disorders and disabilities that reflect an aging,
trauma-prone- s,.:c:etv. Str.:ke accounts- for 40% of admissions; brain injury, 15%,
spinal icord_injury, complicated fractures; artificial joints (prostheses), and am-
putations,. 20%; and other impairments of the neurologic; sLeletal, or muscular
system. 5%.

Eighty to 85% _of _patients_ live on _Oahu; 10%, Neighbor Islands of Howaii, Kauai,
Lanai_ Maui, _and Molokai; 1-2%, Micronesia and American Samoa; and 1%, main-
land-United States. Fifty.five percent of patients are 65 or elder; and :3%, under age
20:±Fifty-three percent are males.

Ethnically, part-Hawaiian and Hawaiian patients comprise 12-13% of patients ad-
mitted. Over 80% of other patients are Caucasians, Japanese, Filipino, and Chinese.
While Native Hawaiians as a g:euo are- not under or over represented, at this time,
their rate of involvement in each category of physical disorder or disability is not
yet known.
. Unlike acute or emergency .care in which patients may be passive partners during
diagnosis _and treatment; rehabilitation is: a liarticipatory process, Cultural Lind_ lan-
guage _differences can be formidable for the non-English speaking patent and .the
English-speaking. American-trained clinical staff. In fact, the medical rehabilitation
paradigm itself may be culturally bizarre to the patient a,..d family. We know that
this-issue Of communication and appropriate rehabilitation deserves more Of our at
tention.

Directed by a nhysiatrist or a physician specialist in medical rehabilitation, an
interdisciplinary team evaluates- and manages the acute- disabled patient. The
team's -primary goal is returning the patient home through naximizing the pa-
tient's potential to amhulate with aids, care for self,- cornmunHate verbally or- non-
verbally, control bledder and bowel,-prevent oressure sores, maintain sound nutri-
tion, practice safety techniques; adapt recreational activities, and adjust construe-
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tiYely to disability. Thus, the tea,n facilitates a patient's functional to liVe
as independently, as possible,_

In addition to the _physician specialist, the interdisciplinary tearn -consists of reha-
bilitation nurse; _occupational therapist, physical therapiSt speech and language
therapist; clinical psyr,:,logist, prosthetist and orthotists receational therapist. nti
tritionist, and vocational evaluator. A rehabilitation engineer, unfortunately; is not
yet oh -due roster. The relative involvement of each team member varies front pa-
tie-ht to patient, disorder_to disorder, disability _to disability:

Realizing that the transition:front hospital to home was ih in-Urine phage
in medical rehabilitation, the Rehabilitation _Hospital Of the PaCifie
comprehensive outpatient center in early 1984.It brought the S7A_Tcialized, intensive .
comprehensive interdisciplinary manag:mient of inpatints to the outpatient setting.
The discharged patient was assured of continuity in rehabilitation. It also enabled
the Staff to Offer other patients quality rehabilitation without costly hospitalization.

In ita newly remodelled facility,_the_outpatient center has a kitchen and bathrooth
for patient and family_training;_artificial limbs and braces for artiputee and Para=
lyzed patients; biofeedback and computerized devices for speech theraPy, muscle re-
laxatiom cognitive re-training, and motor re-education; end Other equipment repli-
cated from the inpatient therapy units.

On a smaller scale, a-satellite clinic was set up in late 1984 to better serve the
denaely ptipUlated, rapidly growing area west of Honolulu. The demand was uriex-
pettedly high eiid led to a doubling' in size,staffing, and services,

While the -comprehensiveoutpatient center:and satellite clink q.CCOUrit for -Mier
20,000 visits periyeari neither meets the special needs Of diSabled PatientS Who were
iiVured on the:job and whose goal is to return to work. Unlike most inpatients,
these patients tend to suffer from injuries to the low back. upper back. neck, shoul-ders, or hands. I:

Other young adulta disabled by accidents or diseases may sufficiently improYe
frOin inpatient or outpatient rehabilitation and be ready for pre-vocational e,,iliia-
tion in anticipation of_g_ainful employment eventually.:

These patients require a different order_of specialization in Staff, facilities, and
egtiiPment:for evaluation and treatment Furthermore, for individualized restora-
tive plans to be efficacious, the input of employers, insurance payors, labor unions,and workers' compensation coordinators is critical,_

Re-cogiiiiing this special population of disabled patients; the Rehabilitation Hospi-tal of the Pacific established_the Injured Workers Center in eatly l'384._Ctittently,
over 1,000 patient visitsa :month occur in the center's newly-tehoyated facility. In-
terestingly, twenty percent of them are related to hand injurieS and the majority,low backpain. _

A disabled patiei-a_may partkip,,tt in one or more of the following services: physi-
cal evaluation, tnultamddal:ty treatm,7-.t. work hardening, work capacity or itoler-

back school, injury preent.ort,_and_,,ocational assessment. Its state-of-the-att
rology is different frornth eouiT2Ment and techniques utilized ih the iriPatierit

and other outpatient programs. Aided by a computer bank, a patient's comprehen-
sivi: workprofile can be matched with specific jobs.

Complementing the Injured Worker's Center is rewly-organized chronic pain
program with inpatient and outpatient services. Based on the most current model
for pain rehabilitation, the program uses_corignitive and behavioral techniques to
teath pain management skills, increase _physical activity; reduce deperidenty on
medication, decrease frequent physician and healthcare utilization, improire SpouSal
relationships, and_prepare for return to work,

Other relationships are_ available to the staff and patientS at the hospital: the
heated pool for therapy, the greenhouse for relaxation, the outdoor mobility coursefor exercise; the sports court-for wheelchair recreation, the driver's simulatar for
handicap driving-, the electrodiagnostic laboratory for neurophysiologic _assessment,
the urOdynamie labbratory for testing_abnormal bladders; and the volunteer Ord-
gram that involves over 47,000 hours of time unselfishly donated by neatly MO leyvolunteers annually.

A system of patient cons, ,ition, professional education, and iprograth develup-
ment on the Neighbor Islands of _Hawaii has hei.74n. PreseritlY physiatrists or spe-cialsts ir rehabilitation _lecture physicians and evaluate, patients on Kauai, Maui,and Ha ii. Under contract, physical therapists regularly visit Kula Ho,spital inrural M., - As patient travel to-and-from Honolulu is impractical, if not probably
unnecess;ty, for Many physical disabilities, the- hospital's perceived value will riseor fall with ins ability to work closely with Nr_ighbor Island professionals and agen-cies in meeting their special needs for rehablitation.
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The Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific has a public responsibility to train anc,
educate _professionals. Our educational eventa -have nearly quadrupled in the_p_
two years and- audiences have come from a wide:Spectrum of 'health_ and ;;urna,-
services. The hospital clinical staff has intensified its colliaboratkn -With othei
munity professionals and -organization to improve the relevance of its educa'.
kitticipetion; The hospital _is a major:training site for virtually ;very prolis.4:i: hal
diaciPline in Clinital rehabilitation in _the State of Hawaii. Rotation .hrougi . ti.e hos-
pital is, in fact, a mandatbry part of the mediail school curriculm.

-Research and training as-a priority was given a significant boost by Coecat
Agreement between- the John A. Burns School of Medicine and. the. N;Itional_
tute _of _Handicapped Research in March of 1984, due largelyto the leadership 6:
Dean_ Terence Rogers. A major Rehabilitation Research and Training Program in
the Pacific Basin was thus established aad will be described in detzli by mS

Profeastir Satoru lzutsu;_PhD: Officed at the- hospital, the RR&T Prograiii
has almady enriched the clinical staff and environment in the spirit of Rehabilita-
tion- Act of 1973.

In ronclusion_Lthe Rehabihtation Act of 1973 haS had tiprotbund -elect on
torical development-of the Rehabilitation Hospital of the Patifit l_the :role_ of
medical rehabilitation -in vocational services and indeper.lent living kir disabled
peoPles in Hawaii anclithe Pacific:Basin.-

Our hiegiage -tb-the Subcommittee on Select Education is clear: Your Congression-
al colleagues need to undersitand that modern medical _rehabilitation is--a powerful
method by which disabled citiiena tan retith, producthAy by _avoiding
long-term institutionalization, by-living- at hem:- .. a group reSidential setting;
and; when appropriate_;-by working at a paying joi:.

That even subtle fiscalireforinsproposed by the Health Care Finance Administra-
tion -can potentially_ annihilate comprehensive medical rehabilitation and secondari-
ly adversly impact on vocational and independent living-programs.

That research and training -can geheittk ablutions to perplexing problems we face
with our disabled citizens. ro the extent that all bf tiain this room have; are; or will
suffer_from-one of more disabilities and experience significant handicap ih our life
time; we will benefit from the governmental and private investment in reaearth and
training. .

Finally, that our_ geographic and cultural diversity create unique problems that
are not-readily solved by _formulas effective inicities_ on the mainland.-We however,
do not possess all the resourceS arid kkik to the I Aeral government _for_ assistance.

In part_through your Subcommittee's support, we can_meet the challenge posed
by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 with innovation and deditation.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Dr. Izutsu.
Mr; Iztrrsu; Congressman Williams and members of the subcom-

mittee, as :Dr. Okamoto mentioned, the Pacific Rehabilitation Re-
search and Training-Center began in 1984; midi it is housed at:the
Rehabilitation Hospital here in_Honolulu. At thiS tinie on behalf _of
the rehabilitation community, I would like to thank you and your
subcornmittee for your efforts in the establishment of the R&D
Center in:the Pacific

My oral presentation will include four areas: One, orientation of
the -grass tht Pacific we have been mandated to serve, major
findings= to .ite, training and_ resewth projects we are iiridertak=
ing, and recommendations. We serve Hawaii, Guam, American
Samoa, and Micronesia. For today's ?resentation; I will concentrate
on Micronesiawhich is the most o:implex of the area§ -c-ciirerd by
the Pacific R&T Center.

There att approximately 2,100 islands throughout Micronesia.
And these_2;100 islands, only about 100 are inhabitated. W6 edtret
over 2 million square miles, mostly -octiti. The population, exclud-
ing Guam and Hawaii, is 165;000 plus; and this includes American
Samoa; the Federated States of Micronesia, the Repubhe of MAU,
the Commonwealth of Northern MarianAs, and the Republic of the
MarShal Islands.
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This gives an illustration of the expanse_that we cover: Hawaii:is
or the top here. Samoa is on the bottom here, Guam is here. The
PLilippines is only e.out 500 miles doe west of Be let" We are locat-
eri between the latitudes 0 to 20 degrees north _and latitude 130 to
170 degrees. -To-show a better perspective of where we are, this is
Australia; Japan is up h, .-e; Philippines is here; and this is the
area that we cover.

My plane, it takes 15 hours to travel-from here to Saipan with
all the intermediary stops. Our eight-person E. ivisory committee is
composed of-representatives from each of the jurisdictions, and as
Mr: Nishioka mentioned; he is a member of that advisory commit-
tee.:

The major -findings to date are as follows: For example, health
manpower; there is lack_ in all_categories: Doctors; we have just 0.64
for every 1,000 population. That means we have 106. Nurses-,- we
have only _6;900; _which is_ 3:6 for every 1;000: Physical therapists;
for example, in Micronesia, we only have one, and she is abaut
ready-to retire next year. We have a prosthetic -technician who
lives onlMajuro; and he was trained in Honolulu many years ago,
: The: disabled ?opulation. Accurate statistics of the prevalence of
disabilities aren t available. The numbers- recorded by the various
agencies have been collected:but do not_ reflect population preva-
lence. However, it-is known-that certain 'prevalent conditions, such
as otitisimedia and meningitis=cause disabling conditions: =

In addition, it has been well:established chronic conditions, such
aa diabetes, heart-conditions,- alcohol and drug abuse, hypertension,
stroke_and pulmonary problems; all on the increase in the Pacific,
are affectCd-by the rapidly changing social, cultural; and economic
factors which, in turn, have implications for rehabilitation:

Services.: _Hawaii: and Guam_ have rehabilitation services compa !
rable far the moat part tb the Unitec States, -mainland United
States; and in_Micronesia and American Samoa there are a combi-
nation of services, such as public health, programs for the elderly;
vocational rehabilitation, special education, Head Start, and there
are:international servicea _which are provided by WHO; the:South
Pacific Commission and UNICEF is in the planning stages of offek.-
ing services: = =

Some of the _special considerations in providing rehabihtation
services in the Pacific -Islands are, ff.& example, -the median age is
only 17;1 years; Fifty percent are under 20 years of age: There is
relocation of working-age percentages from remote islanda to urban
centers, which are causing =family and societal disruption: It is a
subsistence economy with high in. employment among the well pop-
ulation.- Politically; all areas areigoink,,iirough political reorganiza-
tion;_and each one is trying very hard to become independent of
the: United- Statea.

Culturally,- it is multilingual and multicultural: There are at
least nine separate:distinct languages. And we are always' cogni,
zant of the fact-Micronesia- has been occupied -by four different
countries_since_the time of:MagellanSpain, Germany, Japan; and
now the United States, each supiTimposing its cultural character's-
tica.

In_ the health and medical area, _there are serious sanitation
problemS, there are indigenouS health practiceS, there are dietary
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changes leading tc the increase-of certain- conditions-Far example,
diabetes was rare in 1940:: it is now a leading_ causeof amputation:
Leprosy -is epidemic- in Sornoa, chronic otitis media is common;
leading to hear'ing problems: Common dental eye disease, such as
acromyopia, is prevalent.

Alcoholism and drug abuse are very serious problems in-most
areas _today. There:is increase _in:accidents due: to_ the_introduction
of-motor-vehicles. For example, this -is one of the leading causes of
haspi4.alizations in the FederitediStees of Micronesia,

Now,-in the area of rehabilitation; there are some factors we live
with: There is a law priority-of rehabilitation-for Government fund-
ing; there is a:lack of coordination of efforts between _agencies deal-
ing with rehabilitation, there is a local belief that off-island treat-
ment is _better than local treatment, there-is a-lack of respect-for
instruction proVided by local trainers where off-island instructors
are valued.

_ There is an expectation of :the elderly and the iill; that their
family will provide. The rehabilitation is seeni as probably unneces-
sary iwork. There are environmental-barriers to mobility-of the dis-
abled. Ta address:the above findings; _the following programs have
been implemented-since our beginning a year ago; and here are the
examples_af the research and training:

I would like to addressI wows' just go:down very quickly and
address two -areas. In the research-area,- the satellite communica-
tion;:client tracking.: multiagency rehab data system; and vocation-
al-rehab, medical rehab, special-education referral systems and as-
sessment methods; prevalence of disability, and utilization of serv-
ices by the profoundly deaf and the study of Hawaii's elderly; over-
88 Japanese.
I: In_ training rehabilitation:technicians,: home care training, care
for -the- elderly; continuing education of physicians in rehab,_ the use
of satellite equipment and computers-and the proper use, care, and
storage of' autolaryngeological equipment_ The two that I would
like to address in this listing are the satellite communication. We
have installed now a number of stations -throughout- Micranesia.
Nine stages are upgradec: .nd we have created _three new station&

With the use of ATS-1 it was-possible to have voice and hard
copy communication from_far away;:because all-_of these areas are
equipped with computers. The ATS-1 is down. We have been work-
ing with Senator Inouye's office in trying-to get to -NASA -to -see
whether < have time on another satellite that. they are pres-
ently wc- . AO,- We -hope-that that system will be up by: the
end of 4,:.Ing _of 1986 That would then mean that --medical
ernergenoi.:,s as well as f011owup, conference calls and continuing
education; can be conducted through these satellites.

In the aea cif training; we have_ concentrated in: training rena-
bilitation- technicians to be trained -in occupational therapy tech-
niques;_in place; in location so they need not travel to- Honalulu -or
the mainland to be trained. The aeeas :hat w:! have been _ training
and looking at are pediatric rehab,- family- training so that in the
remote: islands; _which is _ sometimes days _away _from the main
urban hospital,: home- care- training and adult rehabilitation and
with:great concentration on the use of locally- available material,
and in most cases What we try to do is be technologically appropri-
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ate so that the expense of impotting material and equipment Will
not be so high. _

As I inentiOned, we have been concentrating on home care train,
ing because of the remoteness of some of the_ outer islandS. We feel
that essentially what we will need tc, do_ is really train the _family
members- to care fOr their handicapped on their islands and in
their homes.

In COnclusiOn; then; the Pacific Rehahilitati n :Research and
Training:Center is in its-second year emphasis_ has been placed on
having the representatives of the people in the__Pac:qc area identify
their eedS and -prietities- relating to improving:services of disabled
persons through rehabilitation research and training. :It lieS
become evideni, a program; such :as R&T centers; is _essential-in fill-
ing-some of the-gaps in-the continuum of services from:a disabling
condition to becoming deinstitutionalized--of-the -meritall,,i retarded
intb ileSS restrictive environments; _the _transition from _inpatient
rehab services to -the home,the rapidly increasing cost of all types
of rehabilitative care; and the disproportionate numbers Of hAtidi=
coOed individuals who encounter difficulties with the legal
system.-

The_ following is recommended ito the-- Subcommittee on &lett
RdUCatiOn: One; to continue the R&T initiative in the Pacific basirr
This program could be- -a vital -link for the Micronesian disabled in
the:transition from trusteeship to free association with the United
States.

Two; to: encourage_ Government- agencies and programs te in-
Crease their:efforts and coordination communication to avoid dupli-
cation- andstrengthen-outeornes by combining resources.

Three, to promote the monitoring anti dissemination-of federally
fdrided program :outcomes! so _that_ all may benefit; and; finally,
fout,-to continue-to be- sensitive to-the advice of resident_ profession-
als and lay persons who= can provide- direction in _defining etiltutally
televant, technologically appropriato protocols : which!: vary so

Guam, -American Somoa; Micronesia; and Hawaii.
[The :epared statement of Satoru Izutsu folhws:]

PRP' 'LIED 1 ::MENT OF-SATORU IZOTSU, PH.D., CODIRECTOR, THE PACIFIC REHABILI-
roN FIFS ,,SCH AND TRAIrTNG CENTER, JOHN A. BURNS SCHOOL OF MEDIMNE

INTRODUCTION

: The Pacific Rehabilitation Research and Training Center began on March 1, 1984
=Aar_ a Cooperative Agreement between the Departinent of Education (National In-
stitute of Handicapped Research) and the John A Burns School of Medicine at tlie
Universityjof HaWan.' Rehabilitation activities at this Center are related to medical
rehabilitation, vocational rehabilitation, and special education.

The goal Of the Center is to improve rehabilitation services for handicapped per-
sons in the Pacific through innovative,_ culturally relevant, and technologically ap-
propriate research_end training.: Also emphasized are the development 6P a Sbund
data base, appropriate manpower; improved commurcation, interagency coopera-
tion,:and standards for evaluation of programs. I

: Within the broad goal, priorities are recommended . r the Pacific Basin by an
eight member advisory committee composed of representatives appointed by the re-
spective chief exectitive officers from each involved political entity. When setting

' The Center IS_ lotAtkd_at thf__Rehabilitation Hospital of the -Pacific. This has furthered the
relationship or the Universitylimith a_commuruty-bati_d teaching institution esnecially devoted to
the rehabilitation of the physically handicapped.
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policy or planning and implementingprograrnefor _the diverse Pacific areas, unique
political; demographic; cultural and medical factors are considered with_input from
the areas= Cif thilthett :A copy :_of the RR&T brochure is attached._Following is:the
annotated Hat of activities undertaken te date by the Pacific RR&T Center since its
inception in March 1984.

The Pacific RR&T Center is responsible for an area which covers 2 miltion phis
square miles, mostly ocean. There are over 2,000 islands inhabited by approiumatelY
1:3 million people. Only 165,000_plus_people live on 100 islands outside Guam and
Hawaii: There are about:110 doctors' 610nurses,_19_ N.cicatio7al _counselors and aides,
51phySiCal therapists and aides; 6 occupational therapistaarti_aides._1_speech there-
pitit, 247 Spetial duca tic,, te.:.:hers and aides, and 1 prosthetic technician outside_of
Hawaii and Guam. Dise woich commonly cause disabilities_ are otitis:media and
meningitis, diabetes, hear and hypertension, alcohol and drug abuse;
stroke,pulmonary_problen .oa lenrosy.

When tne Center began, the Advisory Committee determined that initial efforts
will:be:in :Micro -esia where there ir a dearth of rehabilitation services.

The findings Micronesia:toidatecan be summarized as follows:
There is a lack of indigenous manpower trained in rehabilitation,
1-tappears that rehabilitation programs have had low priority for government

funding. _

Coordnation of services provided-by agencies involved in the various aspects of re
habilitetion needs to: be examined for effectiveness.-- I

There is the expectation of the elderly -and the disabled that the family Will pit-
vide and that rehabilitation is unnecessary

There is a lack 'of respectfor instruction provided by local trainers who may be
ableto teach rehabilitationtechniques to others after their own training.

Off laland instructors and off islands treatment are valued
Wliàtèver tithhihig is Conducted must allow for repeate ,!, :nonstration and prac-

tt, f' the task(s) tO be mastered.
Or. time experiences or reading about techniques do not seem to result ih IParn-

ing
Material and ecjuipment utilized ordinarily in the `J.S. mainland and HaWaii do

not survive the _harsh_tropic_al weather as well as the terrain of the atolls and is-
lands of the Western and South Pacific.

t: TRAINING

Training is a major emphasis of the Hawaii RR&T Cnter because a significant
obstacle-to-effective rehabilitation h. Micronesia is the lack of trained, skili-,;.1 reha=
bilitation workers :(physicians;__OTs;_ns,:_vocational rehabilitation counselori and
administrators; speciaf education teachers, speech therapists, signers, audiologists
and prostheticists).

A. Rehabilitatthn training programs
The RR&T haS ihitiated two training programs Co address the manpower heeds of

the Pacific Basin, especiallly in Micronesiathe training of rehabilitation techni-
cians and the training of nurses in home health care.

-On- these islands, hospital stays are shot.; largely due to the preference of the Pa=
tients_ to be treated at home rather thanin the_hospital. Patients, once discharged
from the hospitals; are jLen unable to _return to:the clinics for _rehabilitation serv-
ices either due to the lack of transportation_and/or their homes:are on:remote outer
Wanda. TherefOre, the aVailability of individuals trained in basic rehabilitation serv-
ices is essential for assisting the family in providing programs initiated during the
in-patients stay,

Four students have -completed the first rehabilitatior, technician training course
and are now operating clinics in the islands of Ilklau, ?ohnpel, Majuro and Ebej/e.
Twenty-five nurses iof theFederated States of Micronesia have completed the home
health care training program.:These training_courses are scheduled to be replicated
itiithe other states _of Micronesia in 1986. Ry _October 1986;_nurses on each island
Will have received training in basic rehabilitation techniques and: there will _bean
RR&T trained rehabilitation technician to function as the "Mutter" rehabilitation
provider.

The traineei haVe Come to the training program with varied backgrounds. Some
have had previous paraprofessional training, Others haw.: nad nci mediCal training.
Generally, previous medical experience has focused on acute care. Because there is
a lack of :knowledge in the islands on the importance of rehabilitation,_these con
cepta have been included in the RR&T training plo- in addition, in-service train-
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ing an the general philosophy of rehabil,tation anc tn: role of tl..e rehahiliation
technician have been given to servke providers who wo: c vh tt c disabltd in the
hospitals, health clinics and tne community.
B Care fcr the 'Iderly

This activity was :nitiated by Neighhor]slandt-t.ral) professionals in Hawaii whc
requested training of health workers and lay person: .ri rl.e care of confused and
impaired elderly persons: (Thc propaition of persons 65 years old and Ad,-, in
Hawaii is_increasing more rapidly than in any other State).

The RR&T Center funded a team of professionals-who were already conducting
monthly presentations on aspects of elderly care on Oalr..; under the auspices of an-
other agency to repeat the programs on the Neighbor Islands. Plans are for I

professionals to make presentations at community meetings on MauL Kauai .-

two areas of the Bic; Isla.nd, Hilo and Kona. When feasible; the programs are
taped for future use.

C. Cann:wing education for physitian.s En rehabilitatwn
Continuing_ education of physicians on rehabilitation topics is ongoing by the

RR&T._ The Medical Directbr and other specialists participate in continuing medical
education activities in Hawaii (Oahu and Neighbor Islands), American Samoa and
Micronesia. Subject matter covers a broad range of the assessment and management
practices in rehabilitation and is tailored to the levels of expertise and- needs of the
various areas. In addition to physiciam- training is offered to physical therapists,
occupational therapists, speech pathologists; special education teachers, clinical psy-
chologists and social workers:

D. -per use, care, and storage of otolaryngological equipment:
This activit.- was planned to assess-the status of otolaryngological equipment pur-

ChaSed for 10 years ago. Six locations were self-cted for assessment and
recommendatici an, Yap, Truk, Pohnpei, Majuro, and Belau.-A -qualified oper-
ating room nurs .11 the Quee- s Medical-Center, Hanoln 4i:traveled to these_ loca-
tions to -assess condition of_ the equipment: Following her recommendations,
RR&T provided k:le :hospitals with myringatomy sets and audiometers and _sent_ a
nurse qualifiee, in otolarynogological procedures to c:iiiduct in-service training for
the personnel assigned to care, maintain, and- account for the instruments. A main-
tenance procedure manual was alai develOped for each of the Micronesian hospitals
for instructional purposes with an audiotapf --- -ding of instructkns.

11. RESE,

A. Pacific micronetSatellite communEcatEon
A major_ priority established by theiRR&T Center Advis..ry nimittee-was tb-im-

prove satellite communication capabilities _in the Pacific v.:1.ch would facilitate plan-
ning coordination and implementaffon of health and educational activitia The sat-
ellite Will be inied for continuing educati.:.n.- pler.:-.-:a;; of individual health pro-
grams for disabled persons as well dB for xpediting action in medical emergencies.
With the assistance of persons in the Pacific areas with satellite expertise and expe-
rience, a comprehensive-plan was developed for upgrading the system.i

Nine stations were-upgraded and placed-in: operational order.:Stations in arum
where electrical power _is iunprediciable were provic .a with solar power_ panels.
Eleven stations were equipped with computers and _printers for sending and receiv-
ing hardrcopy messages and three complete,_new stations were installed.-The nine
improved_stations are in Guam, Saipan (2); Kosrae,- -Belau, Yap, Majurio, Truk, and
Pohnpei._The three new stations are at the Guam Memorial Hospital, LIO Tropical
Medical-Center in American Samoa and the Rehabilitation Hospital of thu Pacific

The RRST Cëntër has aSSisted in two training efforts in the use of 'he satellite
and computer equipment. The first was held in Guam, Februa*, 25_-219S5 _and
was a joint effort of the WEstern Pacific Special Education-Consortium and the Uni-
versity of Guam. The second was- conductedbytt zonsultant who trained the satel-
lite operatorsiii-Leach_ location. ThaRR&T is presently engaged in conducting eval-
uativaresearch _on use of the satellite system (Micronet) before and after the system
upgrade. The RR&T is also active in alerting key persons in Washingten regarding
the importance of_this type of_communication in the Facifie and- ir requesting that
alternatives to replace the ATS-1-satellite be ex-plored, Recentl), Senator Daniel
Inouye of Hawaii has notified the RR&T Center of NASA's continuing efforts to es-
tabliSh communication rOutea related to available satellite, in the Pacific.
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B. -Rehabi I ion_ client tracking system_
1The Data Tracking research project hw- IeEti irntint;:d the Federated States of

Micronesia -and is being conducted by the Crminity College of Micronesia. A fac-
ulty member of the Special Educa n Deparaneni- is coordinating project activities.
The initia' objective is to establish a unique client identification method to faeilitate
tracking disabled children so they will Pot be lost to services. This.projec bring
together special:education:- vocational rehabilitation and medical rel-r_bilitation data
into ot e; computerized data base.

C. -Vocational rehabilitation, referral sy.stem/assessroe e:1idds

The goal of this- study is tO-desciabeiand refine but _, ;be rftrral arrl tv evalua-
tion pro.:esses of the vocational rehabilitation system in cri-
tiques of vocational rehabijtition practices on a national- level sup!
a-,ainst: island- populations-. 3ecatisi of multicultural E?ttings within
1P_asin; separate_ territorialpro1iies are being devel^,)ed to provide inforn- it
is_ relevant to the local_ cultures. Where appropria_a this :includes the deve_. nt
Of local norms on seleet psychometric _instruments and interview protocols for limo,
tional assessment. :This -study being-implemented by professionals zit the Injured
Worker Center of the Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific.

D. Medical rehabilitation, referral system/assessment methods
This completed study:(Septernber 1985) explored the mechanisms b. which pi-

tients from the various Pacific areas art referred to Honolulu ft:: rnedtl rh
tation. The study desi: '3es the system it is operating today and identille., gaps in
service and possible solutions to problems. The study outlined problem areas in the
referral system including: h .rth costs, poor documentation and follow-up, lack of
communication between nhysicians, inappropriate equipment and unrealistic recom-
mendations for the ca-e clients who return to remote areas, lack of understand-
ing of Pacific axe environments for rehabilitation clients arid lack-of-understanding
of the :foie of rehabilitation among:Pacific area professionals. Because of the above
constraints, people who could benefit from rehabilitation services do not have the
opportu-nty to reach their potential stage of recovery. The Medical.P,eferral_ Clear-
inghouse of Region IX Public Health Srvices which is heing instaileti at a Hawaii
hospical is a proposed partial solution to some of the problems of referral. However,
the level of funding and the planned duration of the project seem limited.
E. Special education, referral system in Hawaii

This study will design, develop and implement research to_ describe the Special
Education referral systern_in the State of Hawaii. Methods and patterns of referrals
will be analyzed to identify gaps in service or failures of the referraLsystem. Alter-
native ways to conduct referrals will be recommended, if needed. This began No-
vember 1, 1985 and will take approximately four months to complete.

F Prevalence of disabilitv in Hawthi
The RR&T is collecting data on the prevalence.:of disabilities in Hawaii and else-

where for use s bsic; background:material_ for itsvarious projects. One _project:in-
volves obtaining the Department of F 'th Surveillance_data on _impairments. The
first study is an aggregate of data fro 1s1-83. Ail additional study_ will _compare
disaeility prevalence at three pointS ,e (197)-198:1i to look ft:a possible_ preva-
lence changes over time. A specialis- statistics is consulting on .his project for
the RR&T.

G. _Utilization of services by profoun deth
Tt-;s assessment began in the:summer of:1985 and 1 continue_through Decein-

b(:r le- survey of the profoundly deaf in Hawaii wit. ,_cribe their service u
tie! 3tterna and determine If-the:, underutilize the -: Aern :iypothesized:
omr., dations for solutions -will be provided. The survey is a fate-to-face interve_
by specially trained deaf interviewers. The researcher 'cir ti.is project is a graduate
student at the University of Hawaii and a certified signer.

H. Study of Hawaii's Japanese well elderly
-The .Well_ Elderly research is investigating a ramdom sample uf 1025 first Japa .

nese immigrants _to Hawaii and comparing them to_a similar papulation It
will examine physical_ and social/behavioral issues related to _longevity in two
groupsi It is anticipated that the findings may provide clues to fiictors related to life
styles in an ethnic group which may prombte healthy, long I: .es.
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I. Risks of hip fracture in thc elderly .

H:o and :-.ther_ fractures_ are leading caases of pain; fear; rest!.-.ction _of activit e3
crnong_ older persons. This is a collaborative effort with the Osteoporosis

Cen in Hawaii whiCh is partially funded by the National Instite'e on A07..1.7
fhe research will study bone mineral content of elderly persons w''`-. '

fractures. The-purpose is to establish oaseline data which will lead:to _an
and specific indicator_ of ihip.fracture risk and: to the development of pr:
interventions: The curcent NIA funding_does_not provirle for tnis important
gation. The project will b:.gin in RR&T Year 02 and extend to Year 03.

J. Hawaii spinal cord registrY
The RR&T and the Rehaoilitation 1-10-nital the Pacific are collaborating.to

Lir ,late and re-establish a Spinal Cord Registry, 7 will provideimportant knowledge
on: course:of recovery, nsociated corni:lications, treatmerit _comparisons relating to
leig-t.h Of _hdOitAlization, estimated comparative costs and demographic data for
planning. The data will be used bY practitioners, researchers, planners and adminis-
trators.

K. Managers of group homes for mecally retarded
The. Department_of Housing and Urban Develop:ment and the Association of Re-

tarded Citizens (ARCH)lare constructing new homes on Oahu and Kauai (for 73 re-
tarded persons who will be discharged from the State institution for the -mentally
retarded) but there ar e. no qualified home managers. This RR&T. project is a collabo-
rative effort with ARCH in which a competency,based c.:rrieulum will be developt
and: training will be conducted for managers of group homes for the menially -re-
tarded. Thirty-home managers and aay treatment personnel and one inter-discipli-
nary team will coinplet e. the preliminary trainiag. The pro:ect will begin in RR&T
Year 02 (1985) and continue into Year 03 (1)86).

L. _Uniform netiona, data system--
This projea_ is part of the validity and reliability stady of the data system and

assessment- instrument developed by the N1HR funded ta..s- force in Buffalo, New
York headed by Carl V. Granger. This is a collcborative effort in which RR&T will
hire two consultants to assess ten consecutive patients admitted to the RehaHlita-
tion Hospital of the Pacific _The patients _v.-il_bereasse)-sed at specified intervals
aid_ the completed forms will be returned to Ruffalo, N.Y. fOr inchiSion in their
Study.

III. OTHER ACTIVITIES

A: Tl:,e RR&T Advisory Committee meets at least annudly to critique activities
and suggests_r w projects The Hawaii Committee meets the month prior to the
annual RR&T Advisory Committee to en e members to reco-imend projects which
are then referred to the full committee. For exam:pie. the_ Hawaii group met_in
Aug)st Land the RR&T Advisory Committee meeting was in Honolulu September 9th
ar. : ith, /985.

E. Each month the RR&T conducts a Journal Club Meeting when a staff member
or an invited guest speaks on a relevant, current journal article or rehabilitation
topic of interest. It is open to all interest-4 persons in the Rehabilitation Hospital

C. The RR&T circe.lates a newsletter; a least six times a year, to a mailing list oi
22') in order to keep persons in related fields current on the activities of the HALT

I-

D. A directory of rehabilitation services in the Pacific is beim; gnalized and will
available in the near future.

E. The Pacific Rehabilitation iResearch and Training Center supports ._-lect pres-
entations cc workshops; when the opportunity arises, wl."ch relate to the g.,. is and
objectives of the Center and are pertinent topics. To date the program has part .. ily
funued an aphas..1 work:shop (Honolulu), a presentation on disability and sexuality
(Honalt.LI, a iiscuosion ot appropriate rehabilitation technology (Hilo), and an in-
senice training in techniques to facilitate adult learning

F. RR&T has provided opportunities for three graduate students at the Sthool of
Public Health (University of Hawaii) to conduct relevant research on rehabilitation
topics and to fUlfill their practical assignments at the Center. Anotl..-.)r graduate stu-
dent is a part-time employee.
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IV. CONCLU$ION

I The Pacific Rehabilitation Reaearch and Training Center is in:Lits second- year.
Etriphimis has been placed on having the represer'. ,tiVeS of the people in the-Pacific
areaS identify their_ needs ar a priorities related w improving--.,rvices to disabled
persona through:rehabilitation research:and:training in the F ific Basin, It has
become evident that a program_such Eo the RR&T Centeris essential in filling Seme
of the gaps in the continuum of services from a dabling condition to that of becom-
ing_an able:citizen in his/hericommunity.

The Pacific RR&T Center will_continue _to pay special attention to msues_ related
to_the rieeda tb develop _rehabilitatiort_ manpower_ and the need fcir- continued educa-
tion in this area; the ptbjc,cted demands: for rehabilitation of elderly persons: the
deinstitutionalization Of the menially retarded lute less:restrictive environLitnts;
the transition of disabled_persons from school to work and living in the community;
the transition from_ in-patient_ rehabilitetion_services tb the home; the ral;icily in,
creabing Costs Of all types:of r'nabilitetive care; and, the disportionate riumber of
handicapid ihdiVidtialt who encounter:difficulties witb_the legal system.

The following is recommended to the Subcommittee:on Selecl-- education:
1._To continue theitR&T_ initiative in the Pacific R-17.4ti. This program could be a

vital link for_ the Micronesian cLif,aliled in the crnsitiOn from trusteeship to free as-
aticiatiön With the United States.

2. To ericciiirage government agencies .n,o prop% ; to increase their effor .s in co-

ordination and communication tO avoid duplicat and strehTthen outcomes bY
com'rMing resources._

3: To promote_ the monitoring and dissemination Of federally funded program out-
comes aci that all may benefit.

4. To ontinue to be sensitive to the advs.:e of resident professionals and lay pOr-
sons Wi7 can_prOvide direction in defining culturally relevant and technologically
appropriate program goals which are So varied in Guam, American Samoa, Microne-
sia and
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PACIFIC MICRONET
SATELLITE COMMUNICA1:..?,:'

RR fiT
UPGRADED NINE STATIONS:

RR a T
EQUIPPED THREE NEW STATIONS:
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AO0n0, Guam

Kt. :xxl< Rehab Reorm mospilal of ?he
Pacific Honolulu

L BJ Hospoal
Pogo Pogo, Amer en Samoa
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Le Koseae
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Mr: WILLIAMS. Thank you. Mr. Roger&
Mr. RISGERS. A8 me-ntioned, I am the dean of the cchool of medi-

cine, and it_is my responsibility to negotiate our affIliation_with the
Rehabilitation HoSpital Of the Pacific, and my pleasure to appoint
Dr. Okamoto to our faculty as_the chief of our division of physical
rehabilitation medicine. Likewise, on behalf ofthe wider university
and Pacific &Immunity, I negotiated_the i itial cooperative agree-
ment with the National _Institute of Handicapped Research, which
supports the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center just de-
Scribed. As you can tell; these are highly developed profeSsionals,
and so my supervisory role is limited.

I might mention that somethe sate ilite_cornmunication thing
should have taken a year of paperwork, but Dr. Izutau had it work-
ing before we found out the paperwork was ni3eded, and I personal-
ly respect and enjoy ,hat kind_of activity.

Currently I am working with our faculty to increase_ theamount
of time for the rehabilitation in the training of premedical_students
and house staff. _In this context; we have a strong affirmative
action policy for the recruitnient of native Hawaiians and other Pa-
cific iSlandera into this medical school: We have a full year of re-
medial premedical work and a decelerated track to the medical
doctor progrnm. ThiS it of _particular relevance to the testimony
you will hear later from our Hawaii colleagues this afternoon.
Under these programs we have graduated 64 native Hawaii medi-
cat doctors since 1975.

The Rehabilitation Research and Training Ce r permits our
university and the rehabilitation hoSpital to carr out our selfde-
termined missions to provide technical and educa ,,mal leadership
in developing all aspects of rehabilitation in thosc areas described
by_ Dr. Izutau.

On behalf of ail of us; I would like to ackm- lge the concern,
. .sensitivity and generosity of spirit diSplaved ur subcommittee

and the Congress, in general, with respect ;.-mir handicapped
fellow_ citizen& _

Without suggesting there Ls anything remon ,..y original in _the
idea, I see doAn the road the real successes in ;e field of rehabili-
tation come from programs which prevent the handicapping condi-
tions in the firat place, from -ubella vaccinativ . to relentless traffic
law enforcement. _

We note, for example, that mental retarziation may be broadly
attributed to three causes: idiopathic develo7mental defect& inter-
ruptio- ')f. the oxygen supply during a crucii,J few minutes during
parturo len, and to genetic defects. In major centers a delivery
-oorr with _the superb coordination of a corps de ballet can
pr r!any of the delivery accidents, and theianalr's of
gr-ui- afflicted familie& supplemented by chroinosoff.....: analysis,
sensitive counseling alid aniniocenteSis offer strong preventive
hopes for genetic syndrome&

I need not emphasize the high cost of providing theSe State-of=
the-art servicea to remote locatior.S where facilities and staff are al-
ready ih ghOrt supply. But our responsibility, as just described, is

ung, even beyond the scope of the Word niral."
t:...re of our research i.!-.(1 training responsibilities for the near

future will be to upgrat... the skins and responsiveness of midlevel
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practitioners in child birth_and develop A CbniPteheri-siVe we-Aing
epidemiology of potentially hereditary mental retardation in Micrb=
nesia. All-of this has to be ao.coinplisheri through the application of
appropriate training; appropriai e_leve: of training and technology;
rather than by endeavoring to suplicc.i. the fantastic services
able in-major -13 centers.

The developtr It of this kind of trait,.. NVe Siabit, is itself a
research projea.

[The prepared statement of ference A. Rogers follows.1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TERENCE A. ROGERS, DEAN, JOHN A. BURNS SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

IlaM Terence Rogers, the Dean of the John A. Burns School of Medicitieiat the
University of Hawaii It was my responsibility to negotiate our affiliation With the
Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific and to appoint Dr. OkanicitO to (Air part-time
faculty asithe_Chief of our Division of Physital: and Rehabilitation Medicine. Like-
wise; on behalf of the wider University and Pacific Community I negotiated:the ini-tial Cooperative Agreement with the National Institute for Handicapped Researchwhith supporta the Rehabilitatict; Research:arid:Training Center described by Dr.
Izutsu. Accordingly, my full supr,ort for the testimony they _have offered ithay he
taken for grented. As they are both highly dovarapad prefeSSicinala My responsihil-
ities witlirespect to them are not supervisory in the eoriVentional sense.

: Currently I am working with our-faculty to increase the amount of time for reha-
bilitation ih the training of Pre-M.D. students and house--F.fnff In:this context; wealso have a strong affirmative actionpolicy- for the r. 4itment of Hawaiiatia And
other Pacific Islanders into this medical school. Vo' hfc -- iiii year program of re-
medial premedical:work, taught by the - -choirj) and designed to make
such sm.:lents more competitive applice... per se. We also have a
decelerated (5 year) track te the M.1 for s ;11 educationally disadvantaged
students who are-admitted to medic,. This is of -releance to theitestimonv
you Will hear later from ow- Hawai. c!.; eagues about their concertia for Oeeie1
rehabilitation needs in the_astive Hawailancommunity_Under the programs just
descrl)ed we _have_paduated 64 Ham:Tilt:in M.D.8 -8iht6 1975.

The Rehabilitation Research and Training Center funding Perinits ou: University
and the Rehabilitation Hospital to-carry out our Self:determined missions to provide
technical ahd edtitational leadership in developing all aspects of rehabilitation: in
American &Mos, Guam, Micronesia, as well as in our own State. On behalf of al: OfI would like to acknowledge the concern, sensLivity and ger.rosity Of Spirit d.
played by your subcommittee and the Congress in general with reap-eft to our hand,-caPped fellow citizens.ii:

Withoutauggesting there im anything remcitely Original the idea, the real sue-cesses in thi: field of rehabilitation-come for programs which pre,ent the handicap-
ping conditions in the first place, from rubella vaccination to relentless traffic:lawenforcement. We note that menial retardation ma:: be broadly attributed to three
causes; idiopathic developmental defects, interruption of the oxygen supply during acrucial few minutes duriAigparturition; and to genetic defects. In Mayer centers a
delivery room staff with_ the superb coordinatian a a Ljitia de ballet can prevent
many of thedelivery accidents; and:the enalyaiS tif pedigrees of afflicte-I families,
supplemented by chromosomal analysis, sensitive Counseling and amnio(antesis
affN- strong preventive hopes for genetric Syr dromes.

Ye do not :heed to-emphasize the high cost of providing these state-of-the-art serv-
[tea Iih 'remote rural locations where facilitites and staff are in short supply and
thinly spread, but our area of_responsibility, des,iribed in previous teatiniciiiV is
7er-flung even beyond thescope of the term . !' . One Of ou reaearch end train-
ng responsiHities: for the:near future will= iwell to Liogi-ada the skills and respon-iiveness o Alid 'evel practitioners in child birth r.r a comprehensive "working ep-
demiology of unteriti-ally hereditary mental retardation in Micronesia. All of this
nust be accohir.i!:.Shed through the realistic application of appropriate trainingi an 1
echnolciR rather than by vainiy endeavoring to duplicate the services available-in
*Or U.o. Centeia. The developmPnt of this kind of training, we submit, iS itaelfesearch project

Mr. WILLIAMS. Questione Mr. Haye:,
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-Mr-HAvEs. You know. I_have listened to what amounts to some
very educationally revealing testimony from all three_ witnesries. I
never realited the magnitude of the Troblern in terms -of the-geo-
granc-area you have to coven I was:just listening_today on some
program on television this morning where I_ think the average age
life expectancy- for females- in Honolulu is something-beyond -80,3
years or something; and males is 71:3, something like that; as corn,
pared:to Washington, DC; the seat of our Capitol; living some 10
years less.

I listen to the problems =we have_with the handicapped; I wonder
how do you account for_this longevity? I was alMost telling my wife
we need ta start moVing.

-Mr.--RoGEas. Sir; the number is: askewed by Japanese ladies;
They go on and on and on. If you take those out of the population,
we don't look that different.
--Mr. IzIrrsu As one of our scientLtsin psychology:mentioned; if

you want to live long; you ought to be Japanese and live in Hawaii.
He can-'t guarantee anything else.

Mr. HAYES. In a more serious vein; though; I rotice the acute
shortage of:doctors and nurses and other technic a Is that short-
age due tOthe lack of funds-or what?- To what es.. is- the Burns
Hospital supported with Federal funds? Iiam not quite sure."

Mr, ROGERS. Yes sir. I did not include it ir my t,:timony for Tea,
sons of- brevicy. But we- accept Micronesians -into our medical
school, but of those we have graduated;:only two have:gone hack;
And I can't lilame them individually, -They go to California; or
worse, and that is it. In consultation-with the Micronesian political
leadership; we are going to start: a program for_ training: so-called
medical officers whose qualifications will be valid:in Micronesia;
whose training-will be realistically based- on their educational base,
and the first $a5 million is appropriated in:the last Congr:-.4s,: but
the Office of ManL4ement and Budget is still being difficult about
theapportionment Once that breaks loose, we a.,-e ready to go with
that._

Also, there are National Health Service Corps -assignees ii Mi:
cronesia, and ouf medical-school ha.s a contract with HHS to super-
vise and support and generally provi& continuing educ:.tion for
them.

=
I

Mr. HAYES. I -note-for- -fiscal year 1985, the hospital received in
the Research and Training Center $61.685,: I guess _you also ret
ccived some basic State grant money. Just how much of that did
you have to-raise- independent o-f-those -iwo- sources 1.he state and
Federal Governmentjor the a.peration of the medical center? What
was your total expenditure?

Mr ROGEL,S. Our-total-budget-for our medical-school operation is
shout :$13 million; of which about $8 million is from the State and

._other:$5 million; plus or minus a half-million, is ahnost entire-
ly FederaL

_There :are occasional relatively small _grants from: the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation or other such privatebut it iS entirely
through-the State legislature and the Cungi ess that we are abie
financeour---

Mr. HA:,-i'tS. Are Medicare aid Medicaid funds available?
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ROERS. Yes, they are in Hawaii and Guam, but not in Mi
cronesia becauSe th,_ hospitals do not qualify; sir.

Mr. HAYES. Th.mk you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Heftel.
Mr. FIEF:EL. I am jt.st dOlighted to see at least two of you thret

gentlemen. We usually end up meeting in_ Washington, sometimeEin Honolulu. Dr. Cltathol..o, you and 1 gct to get to know each othei
better so we are in eqw 1 farmliarity with each other.

I Wonder, Doctor, if you could give us some insight_ into how ef-
fective we are at setting up a system that brings a quality student,
patient or rAcipient to a single source in a single geographic _loca-
tion, *There the System takes CYJer from there so that that individ-
ual doesn't have to figure out what to do, and the family _doesn't
have to figure out what to do for all of that_which iS needed. Be-
cause I think that Might be one of the more critionl things Ave may.

be accomplishing in structuring what we deliver to that citizen:_
Wonder if ainong you three:gentlemen you could focus tin that,

because I know 1-..m Ttrior testimony we tare still in the discussion
stage s to something_ that should be fairly_ obvious, that when a
student gooS to_ the school, it should all be there and the Student
shouldn't have to do anything more in terms of how you get deliv-
ery to hiM. I wonder if you could address that for us, one or all of
you, not in the Senge of criticism, but in the sense--
_Mr. Iztrrstr. That is a \rely validAuestion.

1 Iii our concern with
MkroneSia, Samoa and Guam, Guam is pretty much independent,
but when we look at Samoa and Micronesia; they_ lookHawaii islooked at as a single system of referring difficult patients here:
'There:are a multitude of problems with that in terms of once weget_through with the rehabilitation level, to send them back into
their enVironment, which may not be appropriate as fzr aS what
we-have done here.

The I whole training not onlyigoes with the client, we have to
train _the _entire family and support systeir so_ Orie -client can goback into that environment. It poses a tremendous problem. That is
what W.-! are trying to tackle. We have here at Gary'S hospital, for
example, a cin.--gtop where they c in come_in and go through the
whole rehabilitation services under one roof, but this is not possiblein the area of Micronesia,
: Mr: fiErrEL,- -May I inject the next

_ question; and this may --be
better addressed to Dr: Rogers, I-arn,not sure. What about the morelocalized _iuC that I was Addressing from the priortestiniony;
namely:, the_ student who-nee& the continuation of rehabilitationand training who is handicapped; trying to-come into the SYstem;that is at least comitg to _a public _schoolifacility, how do we make
that :the sum total of what that individual must dti, just asiwe_do lit
for theindiVidual who comes_ to the Research Hospital ,of -the Pacif-
ic-_Onceyou come to-that institution; the institution takes over .

hOw does: that get translated-into the school syStein so that
when the-student conies to school, the school takes_overand- in -an
efficient; dollar-efficient, -hum-an resource_ efficient manner delivers
what is needed to that individual? Are you able td- addre§§ that, at
least in part? Becatis6 I think that is one of the things we have to
fociiS On aS We go forward:

Mr. ROCERS. YeS. Well, in Micronesia-----
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Mr. HEFTEL. Retnember,- we are talking now about Hawaii.
Mr. ROGER& Oh; about flawaiL.-L _ . _ .

Mr. HEFTEL. What- I-am addressing, becau-se it is where you -have
the bulk of the population; it:is where I heard that:we have not yet
reached _the point where when that handicapped student comes
into -the school -system,- the-syStem takes-over- for the- student.

What I heard was the: different services are still talking to: each
other about who should take over what and how -the student -is not
receiving -the single-source assistance that= should be available at
the cchool in Hawaii. That is what I would like to target; if you
have -an- observation.

The fact that you don't have an observation or that you _don't im-
mediately have a profile indicates to us we:must have a long .way
to-go in- terms of -what we are-doing and-the -way -we- incorporate
with the school system in .Hawaii tha needs of the _retarded student
who reaches that- school. We are only reaching- 18 ±percent tO start
with, _and that 18 percent= is not able= to then let the system take
over .from the school. You_ have:to:do that, and then go out into the
system-to- find -out --the-rest- of what -you-need-to -know to getit -done.
= It seems to me: it is not beneficial to the student or recipient; _and
it is very inefficient the way we use our dollars: It may well be I
am--asking the-wrongpanel, -because -you donl focus- on that,--but -it
is certainly a problem:I guess we are all going to have to find out
more about based on the prior-testimony I heard, -Which is why -we
are _still= talkingit is 'as :though we are still talking about the
Rehab .Hospital:of the Pacific and getting .through with what you
need by igoing -through,- and- you-are --still talking-about incorporat
ing.all the other medical services and all the other hospitals in the
area in- terms of how that -person was going to receive treatment.

Mr. -RoGERs.--It -is:-quite -clear -your--consciousness has been raised
even if:you went about it the hard way.

Mr. -HEFTEL.- The very hard way. But -it-has -been- raised,--believe
me: And I know what the one-stop service; if you will;:means and
what the abSence of it means. We can barelY:move a block when
you- have- -to be- taken in- -and out- of -a wheelchair, --special -cars, -it
goes on and on; If you: can't -no_ it in _the: one block and_ the one
method, -it -is -very debilitating to the- patient- or ta the recipient.

Mr._ROGERs. I would say in_ Hawaii that for the severely trauma-
tized patient; or :whateveri that; as _Gary described; it is one=all
under-one--roof at Re-hab- up -to that- whit, -at whichRehab Hospi-
tal; I mean; of:courseup to that point at which the patient may
leave the hospital.

After that, I would say :that your implicit general: criticism that
the:system is fragmented is a valid:criticism; and it is:actually:one
of-the -components -of -our-- cooperative -agreement -with- -NIHR,-- to
make; if you like; .a research project; the rationalization of what
has been from my point of view as a psychologist; an overcategori-
num of rehabilitation and voc rehab services.
_ And_ I wculd agree that: in Hawaii obviously_the school is :arLap-
prouriath -focus- because- this- is- where the rehabilitation-- -largely
takas place Well; we came here to tell you _we were doing good;
and you pointed out to us somewhere we could do- better.

Mr._ HEFTEL. The _reason _I am so concerned -with the issue is that
it is after you leave that which has already been coordinated;
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namely, the traumatic center,- if-you will, you then-go into the real
world ta function; and now if it is_in a training syndrome or learn-
ing syndrome where you are going to live with certain-handicaps,
you -need -a single -source of trained coordination and_ motivation;
learning tor the patient, the student; and if you dOn't :have that
within a school structure -where the Axitient- has already -reached
the school;_ then there is a dissipation of energy, of dollars and a
debilitating effect upon the student.

I think that--we-are- perhaps-not-addressing the right forum for
this:because you: are:doing it in the area you function in. I don't
think you are doing it in-the area after they leave -you,-if you will,
and -I -guess that is what really concerns me in terms of what I
have:learned:in the past few years. :

I think it is something we have to address- in Hawaii. It is not
something the panel can address: here, other than where_ we:in the
federal system can legislate effeetivety for _programs designed to co-
ordinate all of the things-needed by the recipient out of the school
system :where the person is in the school system, and it is just
something for us to know we Still -must do or achieve,- because we
haven1 You have achieved it in the area in_ which_ you function;
but once the patient leaves you and becomes hopefully a function-
ing -person, we don't have to become a part of the system once we
leave you.

Mi. WILLIAMS. Cec, you seem tC be preparing a one-stop -rehabili-
tation service.- Now,- for those-young peoplelet's use young Ameri-
cans=who are attending school, _are you: suggesting that the physi-
cal plant for-the rehabilitation be located within-the school?

Mr. HEFrEL No; what Lam trying to suggest is when the:student
comes to the :school Who is handicapPed and has a multiple series
of -needs, that -all the -direction,- all -the -coordination flow through
that school; through that system the_student is already in, so if
that student needs a- rehabilitation effort outSide of the building,
that is-all coordinated through the school system:

If that student needs contact with counseling and motivation;
that is-done within-the school. -So- that student-whatever the-needs
are; they_ flow in and out of the school rather than the parents and
the youngster trying_ to find out where to go and- what to-do.

Because-the school, -unless it -is _equipped to do this; which is one
of :the :things :I _am trying_ to address in our dialog, leaves them
without finishing-the -process,- and -it is costly -all- the -way around,
because when you leave:there and you now :find the coordinator
somewhere else; you: realize how expensive it is for the system and
you leave the school-to go -someplace that -has a coordinator; that
has to start the :learningiprocess about you all over again.

One-of the things you learn is once you leave-one location end-go
to another; for any reason;_ they start the process of learning about
you all_ over again.: If you go to five centers; and it can happen; _it
will duplicate-five-times-what has been done the first time._ If you
only did it the first time and they coordinated where you go and
what you do, you-save wear and tear on the individual.

What you go through each: time, they put you through the test-
ing and the interrogation and the whole process, and when you_ do
it with a younger person- who has a handicap, you multiply the
burden upon that young person.
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_ I think somewhere we have to realize we_ are not using_an_efTh
cient system for-those dallars, or we are not efficiently addressing
the _problems of the student:

Now, medically they could tell you how disastrous- it would be if
that person-came to your hospital and had to go independently to
five other medical :sources; making appointments, getting there,
going through five times t-he same routine, and the history taking
and understanding of the patient: That is where my concern comes
in. And you can:quickly see it in what the gentleman addressed to
us previously, when Dr. Nishioka was speaking_about the fact they
are still talking about it_ in_ relation ta the school system.
: Obviously, he was telling us something we ought to be listening
to very--intently; because he is_ telling _us we haven't yet gotten to
the point where:we have coordinated those functions. It isn't some-
thing we can address here, but -we need to understand it, so when
we allocate dollars to the system; one of the things_ we:want to mo7
tivate the sohool and States to, is coordinating for-the handicapped
student these functians once they_come intothe school system,

Mr. WILLIAMS. Quite often such dUpiication and the compleCon
and repletion of forms is thought to be required by the Federal
Government. However; when our oversight committees take a look
at _the _reasons for such bureaucracy, we find there are no federal
regulations that require whatsoever.

_ There are local :requirements, The Federal Government is re-
sponsible for our share of bureaucracy, but let me tell you,-it is a
much smaller share than you think. Xou are responsible for more
of iit-t-Laminot pointing it at these three fingers along here, I am
pointing-out here.- Let me assure you--

Mr. FlEnEL. The system out there,
Mr. WILLIAMS. That great system. Somebody said to me, "Why

did you run for Congress?' I said; "I want to find out who 'they
are

Do you know-who -they-are? You. Washington does not require
all of the requirements for redtape, paperwork: and bureaucracy.
Nor is Washington responsiblei by the way, for the great cost over-
run& that you read about in the Defense Department: Private in-
dustry located in phces like this and in places like my own State of
Montana are responsible for such overruns or duplication of bu-
reaucracy.

Dr. Okamoto, as you were closing your testimony, you said that
even-subtle fiscal- reforms proposed by the Health Care Finance
Administration can potentially annihilate comprehensive medical
rehabilitaticin.

Can you expand_ on that for me?
Dr. OKAMOTO. Yes. :As I am sure you:are aware, the whole Medi-

care truSt -fu-nd is-in danger of bankruptcy.
=

One of the areas that the Health Care Finance Administration
has looked at carefully is the use of Medicare dollars going to-the
area of long-term care institutionalization; rehabilitation, psychiat-
ric care and to a minor degree,:pediatrics,

My concern-is-that because less-than 1 cent out of every dollar,
as:I have been told, of the Medicare dollar actually _goes into what

described earlier as acute medical rehabilitation, the general po-
litical interest and governmental research that has gone into un-
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derstanding what acute medical- rehabilitation is-all about has bn
very, very small compared to _the enormous: amount of attentln
that Acute medical-surgical medicare hospitalization received.

: Of the proposals- that--have -came out of the lack of information
about what medical rehabilitation tan do for :disabled people is a
proposal to lump; aggregate; callapse _medical rehabilitation Lnto
long-term care,nursing home -industry payment systems.

_ If that were done;:what weiknow -as acute:medical rehabilitation:.
that is, getting people through medical rehabilitation from hospital
to:home; I think-will-be destroyed, -since most rehab units and riost
rehab_ _centers; Iree-standing centers in the United States; depen-d
heavily ion Medicare dollazs.
: As our _society sees itself-growing- older, the major physical dis-

ability_ that we will begin to face; _and we: are already feeling that,
will-be awesome. And if oar goal is to help these citizens avoid in-
stitutionalization to maintain-their productivity, -we need to main-
tain the integrity of medical rehabilitation: That is why I make ref-
erence to-that.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Gentlemen, we very much appreciate--
Mr.: HAYES. I want to :.,atisfy my own curiosity; and i direct my

question to youi_ Dr. Rogers.
There_ seems ta be some similarity of the problem -faced here in

terms _of;i I notice y_ou say_over a 10-year period; I think- only 64
medical doCtors graduated from the institution; is that correct?

DI% RCYIERS. Sixty-four--native- Hawaiians.
Mr. HAvEs I _want to know if:you have the_same- problem -among

blacks; Which I am -most -familiar with. There is: an increasing
shortage of black students, hence graduate medical doctors; created
as a result_of the cost involved _to go _to -school -and- the -limited
amount of Federal moneys_ available in most instances for them to
go: Many of them-are disadvantaged and have no other source that
would enable them to go:to school.:

Another problem; w-hich I know you may not know too much
about; is_ that being a-doctor is not as- enticing in some instances as
it used to be; the _whole question of liability insurance, which I
never knew about; has become a great problem:

But I was-just wondering if the lack of great numbers of Hawai-
ians:entering schoolyou mentioned there will be- other testimony
coming later from institut5ons, but is that due to_ lack of funds?
What is the -reason- why your-school could only graduate over a 10-
year period 64 medical doctors

-Dr. -ROGERS. Yes; sir. No; there is no=I should mention: first of
all; when I-refer to other testimonv,-that will be from Hawaii civic
organizations; :not institutions: We are the only game in town for
medical education.

No; there is no shortage- of applicants, and actually I do know the
deans a the three black medical:schools very well; and we--

Mr. HAYES. You mentioned, by the way; a strong affirmative
action =program:

Dr.:ROGERS. And we have: a strong affirmative action program,
Perhaps -I-could cut through a lot by saying a slightly self-serving

thing: We had a meeting of those- schools with large minority nopu-
lationS; and I was asked to be the keynote speaker because of the
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success:of our program of retaining minority students: Lou Sulli-
van and the other guys were there.

Our program= hag been possible through the HCOC program ad-
ministered by Dr. Simpson; as you know; But also our own state
has been very supportive of this.
= Our tuitionI mean; the students scream about it, but by main-
land standards; it is:unique. We are merciless with relat ively pros-
perous Hawaiians about supporting Hawaiian youngsters going to
medicallschoolAt is a small place.

Mi. HAYES, Thank you very much _

Mr. WILLIAMS. Again, gentlemen, thanks for being with us today.
Our final panel this morning will be Kristie Mills, representing

the Hawaii Center for Independent Living; and Patti Henderson,
executive director, Protection a-nd Advocacy.

Ms. Mills; if you will begin first:

STATEMENT OF KRISTIE MILLS, HAWAII CENTER FOR INDE-
PENDENT LIVING;_ AND PATTI HENDERSON, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY

Ms, Mills. My name is Kristie Mills. I will be summarizing our
written testimony as the executive director; Erica Jones, could not
be here to-day.
_1Hawaii's Centers for Independent Living, and-I ma; refer to it as
HCIL, has operated since June 1981 as the nonprofit statewide cor-
poration run by and for the disabled. Our goals are to enable
people with disabilities to live independently in their communities,
to educate our comrnunitiesconcerning the problems of people with
disabilities and to advocate for their civil rights.

Since opening we have provided community-based- support serv-
ices to disabled people and their families through referrals from
public, and private service providers as well as self-referrals. We
began to educate our communities on_ the cost effectiveness of Inde-
pendent Living for people with disabilities in terms of both doilars
and human lives.

Although Federal title VII parking money makes up one-third of
our budget, we have succeeded in developing a broad base of fund-
ing;_

The remaining two-third of our budget is comprised of the follow-
ing sources: State grant-in-aid, State purchase of service contracts,
fee-for-service contracts; United_Way; county general revenue-shar-
ing funds, private grants and foundations and special events and
contributions.

HCIL's continuing goals are to enable people with disabilities to
gain-and maintain independent life styles in their communities and
to educate the. com Attnity concerning the problems and rights of
pc:91)1e with

In order to accomplish these, our goals and our servicesI_ am
just going to list them for time purposesare peer counselin
housing assistance, financial counseling, location of personal care
attendants, outreach and public education, information and refer-
ral, support for legal rights in all_ consumer areas under section 504
arid Public Law 91-142, Independent Living skills training and job
readiness training:
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According to the 1980 cenus, the number-of-non-inttitutionalized
disabled persons age 16 to 64 years old equalled 38181 witn 16;455
of t11680 deternned severely disabled. It has been HCIL's initiative
to provide services to this population statewide. To this endeavor,
we haVe eXpanded our services and gained recognition as nrovi&ng
a viable alternative to institutionahzation.

hi the past 4: years; the total number of clients h shown a
eteady increase from around 90 in 1981, in a 1-year perior.', to pro-
jecting about 570 at the end of 1985. Complete deirogrncs AtO
included in our _writken testimoliy. _

HCII:s :operation is governed kjy a board of direct-Ott, a Majority
of whom are persons with_ disabilities;_ 80 percent of our staff-have
pertOnal eXperience with disability ard are responsible far adminis-
tering HCIL's programs. --- -
,Thiis,we attempt to not only_ serve disabled but we employ dis-

abled. This enab1es-115 to have firsthand knowledge of how the Re-
habilitation Act dire -.fly, impacts on its target population.

Pietehtiy, the State division of vocational rehabilitation acts as
theconduit for both our State and Fed=cral funding.

HMIs relationship with the-division has been a mutually _coop-
erative one However, we would like to see an operation developed
four_centers to receive direct funding from the commissioner,
; HCIL bat reeeived an appropriation_ directly from_the state legis-
lature to fund HCIL,-which is provided through DDR; and the foCat
of these funds are for deinstitutionalization, maintaining deinstitu-
tienaliiatieh and promoting the full integration of the disabled in
the:community.
; The population targeted for funding includes the severely_ dis-

abled and elderly who may or may not have potential for gainful
employment. _ _

It it Critical that Independent Living scivices_ beiseen_ as viable
alternatives for the State's-disabled to deter institutionalitatitin. In
order for:this to:occur, Indep mdent Living moneys :...annnt be regu-
lated and awardt,d_solely upon an employment and rehabilitation
model; hut also consideration must be given to support of' comMurtiz
tyservices. ;

= In our testimony, we addressed certain areas of the act. One of
those is the State plan.
-Currently there is a need for guaranteeing:and substantially in-

volving disabled people iepresenting Independent -Living in_ the de-
Velopirient of the State plan. It is not being done at this time;

Since this is -the doctunent that_ plans and develops policies and
methods for expanding and improving:services to handicapped id

it it reasonable ;to EL.:slime the Independent Living con-
sumer participation would be-advantageout. ;

(Due al-gee-Ai-on would be for Independent Living Centers to be in-
volved in-an advisory capacity in developing and signing off on the
State plan. iiI

A tuggetted addition to the Rehabilitation Act section 7064 State
plans would be the inclusion of-language that alloWt for DDR to
sign off athority on part A services only with 90 percent of these
funds-applied for _purchase of service, actiVity and 50 Percent of
that applied to nonprofit Centers for Independent Living that meet
eligibility ttandardt.
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In-the -area of- employment, and- I- feel like this- has been-covered
pretty weP by_the ciivisicri of vocational rehabilitation, I think we

ill Consider:there are some concerns here because although train,
ing-and -zznploy-mentis a major part- of the Rehabilitation Act, it
seems our atatisticsi may be low: About a quarter of the disabled
determined employableare not working and:the:other quarter may
be working, but in sheltered- employment. That is a concern for us.

As far as architectural _and transportation barriers; one barrier
in Hawaii is_in the arca oftransportation, On Oahu there is a tram-
sit- system which has-a long h'..3tory-ifinability to meet the needs of
the aisabled_: It is still unal31-2, to provide total transportation_needs
geographically but:does not provide evening or weekend services;
and-consumers feel it is uni.ehable-and- time consuming. There is
testimony asi_a resultiof many public hearings that documents this.

On the neighbor islands, there is even: a_greater barrier because
there is no public transportation, -period, let -alone -transportation
for disabled; which leaves the disabled and: elderly on those islands
literally geographically isolated from equal access to their commu-
nities.

Another major barrier to Hawaii's disabled is the area of hous-
ing. The avcrage nationwide occupancy rate_ for:rentals is between
5 and 6--percent,-while in Hawaii,- the rate is between-1 and 2- per.
cent- And herein Hawaii; an average studio apartment in Wakiki
could list for $450 a month.

For those people who-are on --Federal- subs idyiprograms and who
are: receiving certificates to :supplement their rents, theT_can wait
up- to -6 to 12-months to- get that certificaiton -and our staff say_ that
it is like finding a needle in a_haystack Section 8 is very difficult
tofind landlords_that are willing to accept _currently:

-So housing overall-is a real barrier to- disabled, not just in being
able to locate housing but also_affordability as-well as-accessibility.

In conelusion; I thank you for this_opportunity to:present testi-
mony in that the goad-work-that -the Rehabilitation Act has gener-
ated will beexpanded and continually improved:

We would like tes especially underscore the importance: ofthe
original interpretation and full--intent of-section- 504 and the four
major:points that I would like to leave for your attention are; one,
a disabled voice in the State plan; VW% control _over our own lives
and disabled people; three; disabled-iproductivity-based -not- solely
upon employability but also as our ability ta contribute_ as citizens
in our community,--whether that be by civic day; volunteerism,
leadership; et cetera; and, four; equal access for disabled to trans-
portation,: housing and employment.

Given-the-needed- suppart services, disabled persons can truly be
deinstitutionalized and maintained in their communities:

Thank- you.
Mr: WILLIAM& _Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Kristie Mills follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP KRIRTIE MILLS, HAWAII CENTER FOR NDEPENDENT LIVING

In response to your invitation to testify before the Subcommittee on Select Educa-
tion, I submit our agency's testimony. As a Title VII program-recipient-we welcome
this opportunity to present our views on the wcrkability of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973.
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Ha Wart Centers for independent Living (HCIL) has operated iñc June. 1981 as a
non-profit, statewide corporation run by and for the disabled. Our goals are to
enable people with disabilities to live independently in then communities, to edu-
cate our communities-concerning the probletns of people with disabilities, and to-ad-
vocate for their civil rights. Since opening,i we:have prnvided community-based sup,
portaervices to disabled people and their families through referrals from public and
private service providers as well as self-referrals. We have begun to edutate Oar
communities on the cost-effecfiveness of independent 1 .og for people with diaabil-
ities, in termsof bOthdollars-and-hurnan lives. =

= Although -Federal Title VII Part B money makes up about one-third of our
budget, we have succeaded in developing a broad base of funding. The remaining
two-thirds of our budget is comprised of the followir g sources: State Grant-in-Aid;
State-Purchase of Service Contract& Fee for Service contra_cta:United Way; County
General Revenue Sharing Funds, Private grants and foundations; Special Events
and contributions.

HCIL's continuing goals are to enable people with disabilities to gain and main-
tain independentrifestyles in their communities, and to educate the community con-
cerning the problems and rights of people with disabilities. In order to accomplish
these goals, our program provides the following services to the disabled and their
commurnties:

A. Peer CounselingEmotional support, problem-solving and adjustment for the
newly disabled and/or deinstitutionalized client$, individually or in groups.

Housing: Services=-Help in locating accessible. affordable :housing :working
with landlords to accept disabled tenants; help with minor building modifiCatiOnS;
generating new sources of housing; developing and mamtammg a housing roster.
= C. Financial CounselingHelp in accessing income sources for which a client may
be-eligible; help-in budgeting.

D.:Personal Care Attendants.-Recruiting, training, screening and referring per-
sonal care attendants to clients requiring personal care services; training disabled
clients in supervision of attendants.

E, Outreach iand:Riblic_ EducationParticipate in and initiate conferences, con-
duct workshopstind accept speakirtg engagements to raise public awareness; locate
those in_ hospitals and other &pendent situations who want and need our interven-
tion; publication of a newsletter;- providing input and direction tO local, state, and
federal lawmakers on legislation-supportive of our needs and rights.

F. Information and ReferralProvide information on available resources to cli-
ents, concerned others, service agencies, and the general public to prevent gaps in
and duplication of services to the disabled

G. Support for Legal Rights in all consumer areas under Section 504 and P.L. 94-
142,

H. Independent Living Skills TrainingTraining in specifit skill titea.q asihg indi-
vidual methods as appropriate for client needs. I

JOb Readiness TramingPrevocational-counseling directed to PeoPle who are
not yet ready for-Department of Vocational Rehabilitation services.

ACCording to the 1980 Census, the number of non-institutionalized disabled per-
sons aged 16-64 years old equalled 38,181 with 1,455 of these determined severely
disabled. It has been HCIL's mission toprovide services to this population:statewide.
To this endeavor HCIL has-steadily expanded its services and gained recognition in
the state as-providing a viable alternative to institutionalization. In the past four (4)
years, the total number of clients served statewide has shown a steady increate:

Clients
1981 (7-month period) 92
1982 287
1983 429
1984 483
1985 500

Additionally,:HCIL has implemented a program evaluation system according to
Section 111(c) of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973: The following _client dernographic
information reveals the numbers and types of handicapped individuals served:
Age: Percent

17 and below j2.0
18-29 23.5
30-49 36.2
50-64 15.6
65 and over 22.6
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Sex:
Male 51 0
Fettiale 99.0

DiSabilitieS:
Visual impairment 7:2
Hearing impairment 4.7
Physical and neurological impairment 44.2
Mental disability_ 15.2
Mental retardation 4.0
Learning disability 1.4
Medically disabling conditions 23.0

SeverelY diaabled 72:0
Ethnibity

Caucasian 36.0
Filipitio 5.0
Japanese 4.0
Chinese 6.0
Hawiian/part Hawiian 17.0
P_ortuguese 6 0
Kbrean 4.0
Saincian 1:0
Puerto Rican 1:0
Black 2.0
South:East Asian 0.0
Indian/Alaskan 2.0
Hispanic 2.0
Mixed 10.0
Other 2.0
Unknown 00

HCIL's (*rations is governed by a Reard of Directors,- the majority of whom ate
persons with disability. Eighty percent (80%) of ita staff have personareiperiente
with disability and are responsible for administering HCIL's program. Thus, HCIL
attempts to not only serve disabled; but also employee disabled. This enablEs us to
have !firsthand knowledge of how the Rehabilitation Act directly impacts on its
target population. :

From the perspective of a consumer, community-bwed center; HCIL requests your
attention to the following matters:

_HCIL-DVR PARTNERSHIP

HCIL eontracts to provide services to the: handicapPed±and -is reimbursed by Fed-
eral and: State funds which-i-.re disbursed through the State Division:of Vocational
Rehabilitation IDVR).- In this capacity,_HCIL does not have direct :contact:with the
Federal adniiiiiatration but utilizes DVR-as its primary liaison: Although ZICIL's re-
lationship with DVR has ben a mutually cooperative- one, we -would-like to see ail
option developed for Centers to receive direct funding from the Commiationer.

-The State has set up an- organizational structure whereby _the -Npartiiient of
SocialiSetviceaand_Housing (DSSH) includes not only DVR, but-also the Criminal
Justice and Public Welfare divisions,:Thishaalimited DVR firce_lly from contracting
and_ expanding its services fonthe :disabled. Thereforeiitwaanecessa_ulor HCI_L to
approach the Legislature for Grant-in-Aid funds to subsidize our program.: Howevar_;
during present natal-year, and next-fiscal _year the_ Legislature __Ius3 :appropriated
monies through the DVR-for- the purpose of-funding our program. The locus of these
funds is-for deinstitutionalization, maintaining deinstitutionaliration arid-promothig
full integration of-disabled into the community. The population targeted fcir funding
includes the -severely disabled and elderly who may or may not haVe tiOtential fOr
gainful employm_ent.__

It critical that: Independent:Living services be seen as viaole alternatives for
the States dabled to deter institutionalization. In_order for thisito oecun Inde-
pendent _Living_monies cannot be regulated and awarded _solely upon an employ:
theht and rehabilitation Model but also consideration must be given to supportive
community services.

STATE PLAN

Currently, there _is a need:for guaranteeing and substantially involving disabled
people representing Independent Living in the development of the State Plan. Since
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this is the document thatiplans; develops policies and methods for eimanding and
improving services to _handicapped individuals, it is reasonable to ASSurne that Inde-
pendent Living_ consumer participation would te advantageous. One suggestion
would be for Independent Limng centers to be involved in an advisory capacity, de-
veloping and signing off on State Plans.

A Siiggestecl addition to the Rehabilitation Act, Sec, 706,-,State Plans would be
the inclusion of the language that allows for DVR to sign off authority on Part A
services only with ninety percent (90%)af these funds applied for Purchase_ of SerV-
ice activity and fifty percent A50%) of that applied to non-profit Centera for Inde-
pend- ent Living that meet eligibility standards.

SPECIAL NEEDS GROUPS

In the provision of services HEIL_ has_become_increasingly aware of the need for
expanded, improve rehabilitation opportunities for some special needs groupS Ohe
of these_groups _,ire individuals .suffering from traumatic organic brain syrithorr.).
Although there exists in the State a few neurolinguistic-experta,- the reSources avail-
able are very limited. We are seeing more and-more Of these clients in our agency
and are acutely aware of the lack of available services.

Another special-nee& group is the spinal cord injured. Although, the_State has a
reCagriiied rehabilitation hospital, its servicea are limited by -.DRO regulations An
acerage of 100 newly injured persens_are dischamedifrom the hospital annually For
these people_ with supportive fsrnilies "discharge into: the community may be a
smooth transitionHowever,-"for those _people who lack family suppart, diacharge
into the community if often traumatic. HCIL's mission is to ensure communit,y sup-
port for these persons who choose indpendent living rather than institutional care.
It is our growing experience that-disabled individuals lack the knowledge, skills,
and coping mechanisms for successful indePendent living,

In contlirsion, society must face the reality that as medicattechnology becomes
more adVanced, people are surviving _that_previouslyclue to the severity_ of their
medical conditions were not expected to liveThe challenge is to advance theiServ-
ices at an eival rate toiaccommodate_ these persons In_ order to actomplith thiS,
full commitment is required by the Administration and COngress, not juat in theo6r,
but in priority funding as welL

EMPLOYMENT osaoirruNmss

As of September 198_5, the monthlyaverage unemployment rate for the StAte of
Hawaii is o.R% compared to the national average of 6.9%.) Additional infOrination
reveals_that according to the 1970 U.S. Census, over sixty percent (60%) Of Hiiireli's
disabled population; 16 to 64 years, were able to work. Of these, seventy-six percent
(76%) were _in the working force. During the fiscal year, 1980. DVR placed 662
handicapped petstins in-the competitive employment of which 149 pe.sons were in
sheltered employthent. However, according to the Hawaii State:Employment Serv-
ice 285 cri- 31% were claimants of benefits due to lack:of-employment.:

Although the handicapped appear to be competitive once in:the job market, ih
1970, twenty.five (25%) of the handicapped,_16_ to 64 years; able to work Were ribt in
the labor force. One ufactor_ may be that although the handicapped haVe inCreaSed
`heir educational level over dr -,ars, compare& to the total-population, theY have
less education and: training. For example, in Racal year 1980, thirty-six percent
(36%) of the handicapped _applicants did not graduate-from high school. Similarly,
twenty-five percent (25%) had some education beyond the twelfth (12th) gradestill,
comparatively a smaller percentage of-thirty:two percen" (32%) for the total popula-
tion: Training and emplOyment for the disabled is a major goal under the Rehabili,
ratiOn Att. Althohgh Hawaii continues to make _progress towards_ thisgoal, the fact
tern-Ai& that one-fourth (1/4) of the disabled determined employable are not worldng,
and OriS-fthirth (1/2) of the disabled placed are in _sheltered_ employment:

Additionally equal opportunities for all_ disability groups nee&s consideration
when statistics show that_placernentior mentally retarded persons constituted ciiii$r
7% and mentally restoredb%. Females make up one-third (1/2) bf the tetal hen&
cappectplacementi compared to two-thirds (%) for males

Inarder _UJ:illustrate the unique employment needs of disabilitY groups, one dis-
abilityigroap for example isthe deaf population. As deaf children graduate from the
Department of Education (DOE) programs, generally they lack the educational skills
to compete with the hearing world. Most of them will not choose higher education

Hawaii State Labor Board.
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and those that do, will seek to attend Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C. For the
majority, employment is difficult due to language barrie.s. In addition, those who
sez:ure employment, complain of jobs that offer them no advancement. Civil Service
offers some opportunities and the Post Office, for example, has succeeded in employ-
ing the deaf. However_ rules and regulations stipulate that special consideration in
hiring:the deaf may only be granted when they are referred through DVR. Since
not all deaf individuals who apply for Civil Se..vice positions meet DVR eligibility
criteria, the result is some individuals are denied access.

ARCHITECTURAL AND TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS

: Under the Rehabilitation Act there is:established the Architectural and Transpor,
tation Barriers Compliance Board functioning to investigate and prepare plans to
guarantee adequate_transportation and_ housing for handicapped individuals. Upon
investigating Hawaii's compliance, there are some basis barriers to Hawaii's dis-
abled. One barrier is transportation which impedes the mobility Of the handicapped
and aged. On the island of Oahu there exists a para-transit system, which has a
long history of inability to meet the disabled needs. It serves the island geographi-
cally on a very limite_d basis; there is not evening or weekend service, and it is unre-
liable:and time consuming. One:person travelingten 110) miles can expect to possi-
bly sit in the van for - a hours both _coming and going_from work. The para-
transit system is poorly coordinated, overbooked and basically_ unable to :meet the

nprehensive- trar.sporWtiou needs of disabled persons, 0 to 100 years. For those
disaAed who depend uponithe para-transit system for work-rethted transportation,
it can actually impede employability.

Nuiron-ous public hearings have taken-place over the years with testimonies and
evidence substantiatingthe problem of transportation on Oahu. Neighbor island ex-
perience:even greater barriers witlr no -public transportation -systems. This leaves
thz: disabled and aged literally geogriphically isolated from eqiial access to their
comrnunitities. _ _

Another barrier to Hawaii'S disabied is in:the area ofhousing. The average .-
tionwide vacancy rate for rentals is between 5-6% whle Hawaii's rate is between 1-
2%.2 Additionally, low rent rates are rare with an average studio apartment in
Waikiki listing for $450/month. For those individuals who apply to public or federal
rent subsidy programs,i the wait can be between 6-12 months. lf, for example,- a
person is awarded a Section-& certifluate for subsidized housing their task of finding
a landlord/unit meeting criteria is like: "finding a_ needle in a_ haystack." The com-
munity has become less and less receptive_ to Section:8 recipients due to: the strin-
gent guidelines. Eighty percent -(80%) of the disabled_ and_elderly served by HCIL
earn $5,0110--or less annually with incomes-between-$297-$350/Month. Fifty percent
(507-) of HCIL clients requesting assistance in locating housing and one-thirdt 1/4) of
these are ction 8 recipients. Accessible, low-income housing presents further bar-
riers with few buildings meeting_ accessibility standards. When buildings do have
units built to meet-minimal standar& there is no enforcement or priority given to
guaranteeing that the units are made:available to the disabled.
_ Accessibility and housing barriers continue to_be a major handicapping condition

faced_ by persons _with disabilities in Hawaii. It is our recomtnendation that thu
Board investigateand prepare plans to addresS these concerns.

In c_onclusion, HCIL welcomes this opportunity to -present-testimony in- the-hope
that the go-Od work the Rehabilitation Act has generated will be expanded and con-
tinually improved. We would like to especially unde7score the importance of the
original interpretation and full intent of Section 504. Without this piece of legisla-
tion, we as repres_entatives e disabled consumers would have no mechanism for
guaranteeing equal participation :in our community. Thank you for allowing us this
opportunity to present our comments and recommendations:

Mr. WILLIAMS. Ms. Henderson.
Ms: HENDERSON. Greetings, and welcome to Hawaii, Mr. Chair-

man; and: Mr. Hayes.
It is a distinct pleasure for me to have the opportunity to present

testimony not only on behalf of the Protection= and Advocacy
Agency; and the client assistance program_ looallY, but also nation-
ally, since I also serve on the two national boards. So my remarks

Seattle, Washington Federal Loan Bank Association.
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are going tO be somewhat broader than specifically related to
Hawaii; if you will.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 with its amendments, mandating
that client aSsistance programs be established :throughout the
United States;_is one of the most significant and important pieces
Of legislation that has been implemented in _many years This-is SO
for many reasons, but particularly in that this is a client-centered
program that works to enhance die client's ability, eriableS them t6
became participating, contributing members of society.

The Client ASSiStance Program has :proven itself nationally and
is meeting the mandate and intent by_Corigress. DeSpite delay, it is
furictiöniiik in every jurisdiction and working to meet client needs,
and in _partnership in most areas with the local State departments
of vocational rehabilitation.

Clients are currently being served and difficult problems being
solved, most often through mediation and negotiation directly with
VRcounselors_and VII state administrations.

Nationally, CAP's have been compiling their first annual repOrt8
so we don't have real broad data to giVe you. An evaluation, fully
and comprehensively, should be forthcoming and presented tO Your
committee in April 1986.: _

One of the most crucial results diie to the _implementation of
CAP is we are addressing the-entire rehabilitation proceSS. This is
from the entry levet to and through the full appeals process.

This IS the:first time in the long history of the irradiation proc-
ess clients in fact have had objective and otitaide aSsiStance
through other specific client assistance program advocates and rep:
resentatives.As a result, a very significant piece:of information has
been uncovered nationally That is; the adminiStrative appeals
process is cumbersome and_ in dire need of attention.

Currently, the law requires the VR director has the final word
and acts at the end of the appeals process. We feel the director
should be involved. :

However, there needs to be a new Mechanism initiated national-
ly and in_ place in every single-State that enablers the -client to file
an_ appeal after the director has formulated an opinion at the end
of the :process.

What has been happening in some_ States is the CAP has been
Successful at every stage:of the process; and when it ultimately gat
to the director'S desk, all the results that have been gotten for the
client have _been reversed.

I Would like to strongly recommend and urge that this-be added,
an initiation of a mechanism that will address the_ needs of the
client by_ allowing them the opportunity to:file an additienal aPpeal
tb an objective body, and this is allowed in many other State and
Federal procesSes,_so this is not a real creative or original idea,
that will allow them to appeal further and to alSO gO te court if
necessary.

The next item, under that would be to have the whole system re-
evaluated so that it is totally-client centered and client directed.

I Will now comment upon and delineate other crucial and nation=
al interests and concerns that are More and more critical from
State to State.
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Fiitt--Of all, the-current law_stipulates that the State is the desig-
nated payee; There is: an urgent_ need to change thiS So that the
designated agency:is _the payee.- -Funds can then -be_ transmitted di-
rectly -to -the client:assistance program regardless of whether they
are:internal to the_ VR system or external.

The current system-has-caused-many, many problems through-
out:the United States:and in the territories.: Funds are not ree-eiVed
bY: WaShingt-on in a timely- manner; the State itself everience a
delay and -ultimately there is a further delay from the_ State-desig-
nated_ payee or:the Governor's office direetly to the VatiOUS indiVid=
ual client assistance_programs.

__There are_same States to _ this date _that _ have not received their
fiscal year_1985 funds, and the Federal fiscal year ended September
39,1985:- Therefore, some programs have been fiscally limping
along and valiently attempting to comply with the laW through -cre-
ative borrowing even from their local banking institutions and
other-programs.

This has; -of cOurse, created major problems for those :programs
that are independent,- unaffiliated- and are totally:responsible for
running their own shops;:if you _will;_ They do not have thouSands
of_dollars of letters of credit§ that they can-deTend-on.
= The- specific -problems are maintaining quality staff when there
are no funds,: If _most States_ are complying with: regulationS, they
are in the- middle of external -audits- by-certified CPA's, so there-
fore, _the CPA's are further confounded and confused by these
delays; _

So hopefully, by-changing the law, that will enableithe cash-flow
to come to the designated programs_ throughout the United State§
and the services can be continuing and flowing in an orderly
manner,
: _ The other issue is that it appears the rehab serViceS adirliniStra=
tion is _attempting -to narrow the scope of services to clienth in _key
areas; The client assistance programs:around the country recom-
mend that the CAP clienth and potential CAP clients, not only-for
CAP services -but -for- VR services:be able: to be assisted with any
issue Or:problem as it relates to their ability to furietion arid par:
tieipate_ in society.

-Particularly crucial are those: areas: underthe Social Security
Act and the__ work:incentive; sections 16 and-17, aS well as th6 6iii-
plOyment -issues that Kristie alluded -to earlier under section 504;

People should be_ able to :get help_ and assistanee; Whether it iiS
thibtigh extra coaching and training support-staff-so-they tan be
employed- and maintain employment: They should be able to be as-
sisted if_ they_ have been discriminated in employMent Under the
CAP and VR--prouam.--

The:other crucial issue:is the fiscal authorization level; and I feel
that that is totally 3nadequate not- only for- Havvaii- but-for -the
other minimum allotment States.: The law States that the:caps
should be statewide; it is impossible in minimallY fiiiided State§
that not only- includes- -Hawaii, it -includes -Montana,--Missouri,
Utah,- Vermont; American:Samoa; Northern Marianas; and it goes
on_ and On._ So the majority -of the States are Minimum funded
Staths and-since they cannot be statewide ton the minimal location
they are really in essence in violation or the law. It iS our Conten-
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don respectively that:the States cannot operate and provide any
quality service; anindividualiZed service; to persons.

Each -State-and territory definitely- has its- own -unique-needs, but
key _to the services of every single client assistance program in the
Nation- is that they're built to attract and maintain-dedicated qual-
ity professional staff and to-provide the individualized _personalized
services. that:aremeeded. No State can do this on $50,000 and no
tkrritbry-on $3o,0oo.

. I _would like to: comment further _on Hawaii's mnique:needs; Geog-
raphy alone -is highly uthque--in that even within -the State six pop-
ulated islands are separated by water. Providing services and train-
ing statewide: is impossible.: Travel is time consuming and: expen7
sive. This factor alone-would-increase- operating-costs- to -Hawaii'-s
cap above similar_ costs to mainland States_:where expensive area
travel is .not required to reach all of their State _residentS. The av-
erage cost of a single round-trip ticket_to a neighbor island is_ be-
tween $60 and: $100.:We are also, of _course; far from the mainland
and air- travel -there is very- expensive.
= The cost of living is considerably higher than in any other State:
Just as an example, the Federal Crovernment here granta a cost-of-
hying allowanceiyearly that- is 15 percent-higher-in-Hawaii's Feder-
al Government system than the_ same Federal:employee in :Wash-
ington, -DC,- receives.-- Hawaii- is the second most expensive place to
live in the Nation; Rent, just:for an_ example here; for office space
averages between :$1.50 and $2 a:square foot:. Rapid increase in rent
costs- have been-definitely predicted and indicated.

=Finally,: based on the foregoing, wehighlyrecommend the_ Feder-
al authorization should be- at least $10 million, with a respeCtive
minimum---allotment to States and territories at $150,000 and
$90;000: respectively.

-AnOtherkey- i-ssue that I would like to bring -up- tOday is a special
work group was convened by the Rehabilitation Services :Adminis-
tration in August 1984 to recommend changes in VR service to im
prove services forthechronically mentally ill. -It was observed that
the State VR agencies frequently :utilize old _and traditional com-
munity-based rehabilitation -facilities, particularly sheltered -work-
shops; for provision of services to those with chronic mental: illness;
even though most:of these facilities are geared:to work with per-
sons with mental deficiencies- orph/sical

Traditional rehabilitation practices and intervention mechanisms
proven -to be successful- in working with persons with less severe
and stable disabilities often-am definitely not appropriate rehabili-
tation mcdalities for peisons: with chronic mental illness State vo-
cational-rehabilitation agencies nationally- continue to utilize them
in working with this particularly disabled _population: I would
really like to point out that this_ recommendation, and these recom-
mendations that -resulted from this work group, have not been im-
plemented to date,

Aea--result -of these- -problems,- people with disabilities- will often
languish= in the system until one of severalAhings happen: No: 1,
they find their. own job with no help from :VR,:they tire of the non,
service services- and- stop -trying, or- hopefully their counselor places
them. The fact_ the counselors know _ little nationally. about _the
whole issue and ramifications of disabilities, the effort to utiliie
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new techniques and technology or available expertise in- conjunc-
tion with the general lack of attention given to the whole point of
VR, Which is placement, contribute to the aLysmal :placement
record for people with severe or developmental _disabilities in em-
ployment or workshops. Severely or developmentally disabled
adults-are most typically placed af homemakers._

would like to add followup services are virtually nonexistent.
This is true despite the:fact most jobs are lost in the first week or
two and -irrespective -of the- insignificant issues which arise for
peopla who may not have worked outside the home for a long time;
if at all. The fact there are inadequacies in the system is well docu-
mented and needs to be addressed

The issues and concerns I have just delineated for you bring me
to my final point to the issue of section D in the law that specifical7
ly addresses the needs of severely disabled persons. We urg-e- that
the Congress take a _very, very close look at implementing this sec-
tion which is under the comprehensive_living section of the act. Im-
plementation of this will allow for a definitive, specific mechanism
to reach the severely disabled and severely: handicapped and im-
paired person. This includes-the elderly, the blind, the mentally ill,
the developmentally disabled as well as many of the spinal cord in-
jured persons.

-The- vocational rehabilitation- system with the newly mandated
and innovative client assistance programs throughout the country
is the only_ federally supported system with a broad enough inati
date to truly make substantial contributions to the lives of people
with disabilities by helping them _to overcome obstacles that have
prevented them_ in the past from being full participating members
of society and definitely responsible for their own economic solf-suf=
ficiency.

I thank_you very much for this opportunity to bring key issues to
your attention; I sincerely urge you to address them, and I would
be happy to answer any questions.

[Prepared statement of Patty M. Henderson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF PATTY M. HENDERSON

Greotings_and welcorne to Hawaii.:
:As the director for both the Client Assistance Program and Protection arid AdVO-

cacy_Agency in the State of Hawaii, and, as the Region IX board representatiVe to
the National Association of Protettion and Advocacy Systems and Client Assistance
Programs, I am particularly pleaseirto have the opportunity to present testimony
regarding the reauthorization-of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
= The Re-habilitation Act of 1973 with its amendments and mandate that Client As-

sistance Programs be established throughout the United States is one of the_raost
significant and important pieces of legislation that has been implemented in many
years. This is so for many reasons, but particularly inithat this is a client centered
program that works to enhance the client's ability, enables them to become partici-
pating, contributing members of society.

The Client Assistance_ Programs: has proven itself nationally and is meeting the
mandate and: intent by Congress. Despite delay, it is functioning in every juriadic-
tion and working to meet client needs, and in partneraluo in most areas with the
local state departments of vocational rehabilitation. Clients are currently being
served and difficult prohlems being solved, most often through mediation and nego-
tiatian directly with VR Counselors and the VR state administrations. Nationally,
CAPS are currently compiling their annual program performance reports and are
gathering data on the events and activities of their first year in operation.:An eval-
uation should be forthcoming on CAPS and will be presented to your committee in
April, 1986. One of the most crucial results due to the implementation of CAP is, we
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are addressing the entire rehabilitation process, from entrs leyel,i to and through
the appeals process. This is the first time in the- long history of the rehabilitation
process that clients have had oWectiveand outside assistance :hrough Client Assist-
ance Program staff advocates andipersonal representatives. As a result, a significant
piece of information has been uncovered nationally, fliat is, the administrative ap-
peals process is very cumbersome and is in dire need of attention "urrer.Cy the law
requires that the VR director have the-final-word and action at t :le end uf the ap-
peals process. We feel the director should definitely be involved in tee appeals proc-
ess, however, -there needi tci be a mechanism initiated end in place in every state
that enables the client to file an appeal after the director has formulated an opinion
at the end of the process. What hss been happening inisome states is the CAP has
very successful in assistingclients with the current appeals process until the final
stsge where the directors:dismiss and reverse the preliminary decisions that were
made in:the client's best interesis: On behalf of clients and Client ASSistance Pro-
grams nationally; I would urge that this cumbersome process by improved upon by:

1. Initiation of a mechanism that-will address the needs of the client by allov-ing
them the opportunity to file an additional appeal to an objective body at the end of
the appeals process or to go to court if necessary and if the case warrants.

2. In general, the entire process should be revaluated so it will be more objective,
impartial, client-centered and directed.

I will now comment umn and delineate other:crucial, national issues and con-
cerns that are- becoming more and more critical from state, to state, to state, and
need to be addressed now

Current law stipulates that the state is the designated payee here is an
urgent need to change the law to state that the designated agency payee so
that funds can lie transmitted directly to the Client Assistance Pr 11, bt it an
external or internal program.

The current law and system has caused serious problems througout the United
States and Terriories and particularly herein Hawaii, Funds are not received from
Washington RSA in a timely manner, the state experiences a delay, arid ultimately
there :is thefurther delay from the state designated payee or Governor's Office to
the Client Msitance Program. There are some state -designated Client Assistance
Programs that to this date have -not received their fiscal year 1985 (and the '85
fiscal year ended, September 30, 1985) funds for operating their prq,rams,_yet they
have continued to-fiscally limp along and valiantly attempt to comply -with the law
through creative borrowing from their local banking: institutions and from other
programs. This of course has created major problems particularly for the independ-
ent, unaffiliate&Client Amistance Programs as they are totally responsible_for op-
erating their own-organizations and do not have lettersnf credit anywhere. The spe-
cific: problems are of course maintaining quality staff when -there are no funds,
major accounting bookkeeping,- caah flow and operational problems. For programs
who are currently in the middle of yearend-audits by certified public accountar:s,
the problems and-concerns are compounded. When looking at this problem from the
outside, the solutions-seem simple; currently they are not. By changing the law 59
that Client Aaaistance Programs can be the designated payee, as in the Protection
and Advocacy Systems across the country, all of the cash flow and operational prob-
lems would be eliminated.

2. Currently, it appears that the Rehabilitation Services Administration is at-
tempting to narrow the scope of CAP services to clients in-certain areas. Client As-
sistance Programs around the country recommend that CAP clientS should he able
to be-assisted with anyissue or problem as it relateS to their ability to function and

articipate in society. Particularly crucial areas that need to be addreaSed are Social
Security and work incentive issi.es- under Section sixteen-06) and nineteen (19) of
the law, and employment issues under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.

3. The current national fikal authorization level for Client Assistance Programs
is totally inadequate. Client Assistance Programs that are designated to receive the
minimum allotment Of $50,000 or $30,000-for the territories,are ha:ely able to keep
their doors open unless they are greatly augmenting their :CAP allocation from
other sources. The law states the CAP _program should he statewide This is totally
impossible in minimum states and territoriessuch as Montana, Hawaii, Missouri,
Utah, Vermont, American Samoa, Northern Marianas, Ott. These minimum states
are forc_ed tobeinviolation of the law.

It isnot contention respectively that StAteg arid territories cannot operate at the
current level of funding and provide effective and quality service to individuals.
Each state and territery_has itS own unique needs, but key to the services ofevery
single Client Assistance Program-in the nation is their ability to attract and main-
tain dedicated, professional staff and to provide individual, personalized quality
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service to clients. No state can do this on $50,000. No territory on $30,000. It ha:5
been the philosophy of_Federal and State vocational rehabilitation agencies that
quality service is what they are about. Even more so is -this-the _philosophy of the
newly mandated Client Aasistance Program throughout the nation that operate
under the same Act.

I would like to comment further on Hawaii's unique needa. Geography alone is
highly unique in that even within the state, six (6) populated islands-are separated
by water.-Pmviding services and- training statewide is impossible. Travel is time
consuming and expensive.- yet very needed. This factor alone would increase neces-
sary operating costs to Hawaii CAP above similar _costsin_ mainland states, where
expensive air travel is not required to reachall of their state residents. The average
cost of a single round trip ticket tO a neighbor island is between $60 and $100. We
are of course far from the mainland and the availability of support services. Travel,
as you know, from Hawaii to the mainland is very expensive. Many mainland cities
have available national centers, large universities and other projects that deal with
issues related to rehabilitation and disabled persons. Often, we must rely only on
our own rasoarmi.
The cost -of living is considerably _higher in Hawaii than almost in any other state.
The federal government for example g:rants a cost of living allowance yearly that is
fifteen (15) percent higher in Hawaii s fetleral-government system than the same
federal employee in Washington, D.C. receives. Hawaii is the secoi A most expensive
place tolivedy the nation. Rent for office space averages between $1.50 and $2 a sq.
ft. Rapid increases in rent:costshavabeenpredicted. The State of Hawaii Data Book
for 1980:estimates the overall cost ofliving in Hawaii is:approximately-25-30per-
cent higher_ than the average cost of living on the mainland. Hawaii has a further
diversive ethnic, cultural and linguistic group of people that comprise Hawaii's pop-
ulation. Because of the different cultural traditions in the various groups, the atti-
tudes of the community towards disabled people are very diverse. It is estimated
that over eight-(8) percent of the population do not speak English, and a much
larger percent do not speak English as a:primary language. Therefore, to provide
services to non-English spealdng people requires an additional effort not require& in
many other statea where English, or even English and one other language, are
spoken by almost the entire population.

Hawaii s population is increasing very rapidly, especially from immigranth from
foreign countries. In 198Q Hawaii's population was estimatad to ha 942,300, which is
an increase of more than twenty-two (22) percent since 1970, when the population
was 769;913. From 1968 to 1978; the number of immigrants from foreign countries as
a percent of the population increaged from 6.5:percent to 7.8 percent. :Therefore,:s
significant-numbar-of people that reside in Hawaii are immigrants from foreign
countries. The numher of-new immigrants admitted -filth the country -whO reside in
Hawaii increased from 3,825 admittad in 1967, to 7,825 admitted in 1977. Further,
the number of persons becoming naturalized citizens in increaead from 1,902
in 1967 to 4,532-in 1977. Therefore, Hawaii's position rei: tive to other states that
have experienced a:decline in population; or a:lower rate of increase in population
than Hawaii, has changed and should be reevaluated in light of recent population
trends. Further, consideration shoula be given to the relatively high number of im-
migrants living in Hawaii, and the unique problems they present for providing serv-
ices to those who are disabled. No one ethnic group-constituteei a -majority of the
population in Hawaii. In 1978 it was estimated that 26.2 percent of the population
was Caucasian, 25.2-percent of the population was Japanese, 19.7 percent of the pop-
ulation was Hawaiian or part Hawaiian; 9.7 percent of the population was F1'ipino,
4.: percent of the population was Chinese, and 15 percent of the population was
other ethnic groups.

Finally, basTed on the foregoing, we highly recommend the total federal authoriza-
tion should be at least ten million, witii the respective- minimum allotments ta
states to be at iio less than $150,000, and territories at $90,000.

4. A- special work group,convened by the Rehabilitation Services Adminiatration
in August 1984 to recommend changes in VR Service to improve services fo- chron-
ically mentally ill adults observed that:

State VR agencies frequently utilize traditional community based rehabilitation
facilities, particularly sheltered workshops, for provision of e rvices to those with
chronic mental illness, even though mist of these-facilities are geared to work with
persons with mental deficiencies or physical disabilities.

Traditional rehabilitation practices ana intervention mechanisms, proven to b-e
succeasful in working with persons with less severe and stable disabilities, often are
not appropriate rehabilitation modalities for persons with cnronic mental illness,
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yet State vocational:rehabilitation agencies continue to utilize them in working with
this-disability population

I should point out that of the recommendations which resulted from this work
group, none have been implemented to date.- =

As a result of these problems, people with severe or developmental disabilities
will often languish in the system until one of several things happen: (1) they find
their own job with no help from VR, (2) they tire of the non-service services and
stop trying, or (3) their counselor places them. This brings me to my next point
which is the inadequau of placement and follow-up services.

The fact that counselors know little about developmental disabilities; the lack of
effort:to utilize_ new techniques; technology or available expertise in conjunction
with the general lack of attention given to the whole point of VRplacoment--con-
tribute 13 the absymal placement record for people with severe or developmental
disabilities. _

Severely or developmentally disabled adults are most typically placed by VR in
sheltered employment or as homemakers. Ever among the competitivejobs into
which a developmentally disabled client might be place&they_ are traditionally low
paying, menial jobs with little or na opportunity for advancement and are substan-
tially below the individual's capability.

:I should also add that_follow-up services are virtually nonexistent Once a client is
placed on a job, he or she enters a status 22. In order to move- from status 22 to a
status 26, successfully rehabilitated, a client must :remain on the job. Most often, the
only time a client hears from his or her counselor after placement is at the two
month pericidthe purpose of the contact being to verify continued employment
This is true despite the fact that mait _jobs are lost in the first week or two_ and
irrespective of the siiTnificant issues which arise for people: who may not: have
worked outside the-home for a long time._ if at all. The fact that there are inadequa-
cies in the system is well documented and needs to be addressed.

5: The_b3sues and concerns in #4 above bnng me to my final point of the issue of
Section in the law_that specifially addresses the nee& of severely disabled per-
sons. We urge that-Congress take a very close look at imnlementing this section
which is under the Comprehensive Living &ection of the Act. Implementation of this
will allow for a specific mechanism to reach the severely disabled and severely
handicapped and impaired individual.

The Vocations! Rehabilitation system with the newly mandated and innovative
Client Assistant Program; is the_ only federally supported system with a ',road
enough mandate to mAe substantial contributions to -the lives of people with dii=
abilities in this country by helping them to overcome obstacles that have prevented
them in the past from heing full participating members of society and responsible
fotheir economic self sufficiency.

Thank you very much for this opporrunity to bring key issues, concerns and rec-
ommendations to your attention.

sincerely urge you to address them and assist in bringing about the needed
change.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank_you. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES; Thank you; Mr: Chairman.
We have henefitted by very comprehensive and well-prepared

written_ testimony; which I intend to study and scrutnize at the
conclusion of the hearing. _

There is one- question that I am going to raise of Ms. Mills_ so as
to give:me some clarity. Can you tell me the-distinction between
competitive employment and sheltered employment?

Ms.= Mtu.s. Sheltered employment is-generally an organization
like the Goodwill Industries; your Salvation Army Industriesare
you familiar with thatwhere somebody is employed but maybe at
less than a minimum= wage; or they are evaluation training, and if
they are employed; which there is a_small percentage which are; lit
will always be-at that minimum wage. So they can be anywhere in
that process and we considered sheltered employees for division of
vocational rehabilitation.

They would not close their services until somebody had gone all
the waY thrcugh the Piocess of evaluation, assessment and train-
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ing; and then if they are placed in the shelter workshop the work-
shop sets, through the Department of Labor, a standard or rate of
fee;Iwhich canAe below minimum wage:

Mr. HAvEs. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS.: M. Mills, does the Center fori Independent Living

have-any suggestions for u& as to how we might improve accessibil-
ity or affordability of housing for persons with disabilities? _

Ms MIAs. I_ guess that which you have some controls over is the
housing subsidy programs. When-I talk about the section 8 certifi-
cation; I know you_ have some controls over setting some regula-
tions on that; and that specifically is one area we are having trou
ble utilizing. We are having trouble assisting a client, and once
they have waited their period of time they get their certificate.
What they have to do is go out into:the _community and convince a
landlord to rent to them and then they have to meet the standards
of section 8.

One of those standards; to me that just doesn't make any sense;
says that somebody can'tan individual cannot sharewell; _when
you have already such a high cost of livingand I sharethat is
the only way I can survive in Hawaii, is- to share a-three-bedroom
apartment at $750 a month; because I can't afford:that: But when
you have a section 8 certificate, two unrelated people cannot share.
To me ..;hat kind of regulation inhibitS the ability of somebody to
successfully find housing.

Also;:I'm not sure; in all honesty; hew _the States_ interpret the
regulations, but sometimes they go in and place such strict guide-
lines on a landlord that, you know, if they have a loose piece of tile
in their entryway they will say:you don't meet certification until
you fix that. It makes a landlord not want to bother with:the pro-
gram. The competition here is so fierce, why should they deal with
section 8?
: Section 8 will not give them their deposit money up front: Land-
lords want these deposit money because they can get interest in
their-savings account. Section 8 will guarantee-it. And in the end,
if they want it backlet's say a tenant has done damage; so they
want to use thatthey have to get_ proof of costs; then _section 8
will reimburse. Landlords don!t want to deal with all that. If there
is anything _you can do on a Federal level with those kinds of re-
strictions; that would be_helpfuL About one-third of our housing re-
cipients are under certification, so that's a large population we are
talking about.

Mr: WILLIAMS. Thank you:: :

: MS, Henderson; you mentioned the necessity of a good followup
but the unfortunate lack of it. There is a statement toward the end
of your testimony in which you say most jobs are lost in the first
week Or two. Is thatelocumented?

M. HENDERSON. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Are you -referring to all employment?
Ms: HENDERSON. In general;: yes: _

Mr. WILLIAMS. And the followup doesn't oceur until, I believe
your testimony said, the first month?

Ms. HENDERsoN: Two months:
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Mr. WILLIAMS. What happens_ to the bulk of those people thenwith regard to counselor contact who have lost their job Within
that 2-month period?

I\11-;. HENDERSON: Well; I could only answer specificallY for myself:
fro.n my own information On that. No. l, Ha client is successful in
getting the job; and say it js _lost within that first 2-week period
And the counselor doesn't follow up_ until 2 months afterWArd, you
have to_begin the wholeprocess again.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Can you trigger a situation where the counselor
intervenes back into your difficulty after a person has lost their
job? Is there a mechanism by which the counselor can come backand assist you?

Ms_HENDERSCN. There could be if there, was more direct counsel-
or followup. Once the person has been placed in the employment
situation.

Mr. WILLIAMS. The person could contact the counselor; and that
Would trigger the counselor in_ helping to become active Again in
having that person retain that job or provide him with another job,
would it not?

MS. HENDERSON. That is, of course, a possibility. But you aro _put=
ting it back on the person who needs some ongoing support M that
firSt 3 or 4 weeks, especially if they have been but of the job
market. When I Was alluding to that. I was .-,aying I _think we
maybe also necu some coaches, some ernplbyrne, coaches alongthe way-until they are more secure within their _,ew emplOyed
status;_because_they have probably been out of the woi!: force for alot of their adult lives.

Mr. WILLIAMS. IS employment the primary goal of rehabilitation,
and should it be? _

Ms. HENDERSON. It certainly E.mpea,-s to be the primary_go41 of
the whole _rehabilitation process. I think it might depend on what
you mean by should that_be the only goal Of it._

Mr. WILLIAMS. ShOuld it continue to be the primary goal?
Ms. HENDERSON. I don't feel it should be the primary goal. I

think something that would enable a person to contribute tb sociè
ty other than just, _say,-A number, an amount of dollars is_ equally
important, whether that be in day activity programS, sheltered
workshop progTams, or what have you. They may not be able to g_ID
out and compete in the so-called_ marketplace like the rest of us:Mariy tan and many, many severely disabled cannot. Even With
the recommendations-Of-the supportive counselor; all the way up to
Where they got the_job in_the_first place.

Mr. WILLIAms. Ms. Mills, shoUld a job_be the primary success or
crria of onewho is in Independent Living?

14S. Miu-s. I don't think so: I think you have to lbOlt at indiYicl-
uals and _their ability to be productive members; and I think, you
know, I think our major criticism of sheltered ertiployinent is when
people end Up stuck, _that there is no movement through-that. I
think there should always- be ai goal for indiViduals to continue
trying to iinProve their participation:

For someone Who has moderate mental retardation sheltered em-
ployment is appropriate, then fine, but can they continue, is there
a mechaniSm where they can continue advancing, you know, Sothat they are not stuck in one corner of a sheltered workshop. I
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have worked in them, not as an employee but I've worked as a staff
member So I'm real familiar with them, I see lots of people who get
stuck thure.

The more productive you are, the more_ you are stuck there.
Thoge Sheltered workshops need those employees and they need to
pay them under a minimum wage. That is what I would like inves:
tigated and looked at.

Ms. HENDERSON. If I may; 1 would like to support Ms. Mi 11S' laSt
statement, because that is defmitely true, that _people do end up
getting Stuck, if you will,-in sheltered workshop situations; particu-
larly when they start becoming more productive and may then be
able to_ go out and compete in the marketplace and get a job, be-
catiSe they are so beneficial tc the system.

Mr. WILLIAMS; Well, you both have been very helpful to thiS Sub=
committee and we appreciate your _testimony and_ the testimony of
all thOSe-who have provided _it for_us this morning. This afternoon
at approximately 1 o'clock, this subcommittee will convene to hear
the edueation Of the handicapped reauthorization testimony. Thank
you all.

[Additional material subinitted for the record follows..]

PREPARED STA'rEMEN'T OF THE COMMISSION ON THE HANDICAPPED

The Commission on the Handicaped is pleased to have this opportunity to re-
spond to-the House Subcommittee on Slect Education's request for teatimony con-
erriing the reauthorizations of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the EduciitiOn Of

the_ Handicapped Act.
Our COfratiiiitSi0/1 iS not a direct service:prorider. Howevez-,_ we are mandated by

the State:Of Hawaii tO rel-d'ew_ and sssertz the dralems and needs; and_ the availabil7
ity, 6f adequate Services and resources for_ -disabled persom in Hawaii including
those related to vocational training and rehabilitation and education:

THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973

In retpbrite to your questioms relating to how well the Act is working arid how:the
State-Federalpettriership is evolving; we: lure of the:opinion that :our:State:is _pro-
greasing Betide:et-661y. HOwever, we do believe_that efforth should cortinue to be di-
rected towards not only reauthbrizitig the Att btit tO also ensuring that the delivery
of services to disabled clients-continues th keep pace with our changing world.

We are becoming more cognizant of the emergence of a new group-of clients rt
quiring more complex v_ocational rehabilitation services than those traditionally ptc-
vided. This group encompasses:individuals with learning disabilities, mental illneSS
and head injuries: We_ recommend that :guidelines he developed towards enst-ring
that thos-e diizAbility groups be more:equitably processed and that employment goals
be-developed-to garallel "..heir capabilities:

With refiPtct tb Other suggetitiOns relating to changes, we _would strw gly recom-
mend that vocational rehibilitatiOn services -far clients include closer monitoring
and follow-up once clients are placed in employment situations. It has:become in-
creasingly apparent that follow-up services are a most vital component lit-ensuring
that job placementsare !ong-lasting. In additionVR services for extended siiptiort:
ed employment services for severelybandicapped_adults are often not feasible dile
tti_ the time limited nature of services as presently structured. This should be
adjusted accordingly.

We WOUld like to alit, suggest that Congress _take an active role in :clarifying:the
intent Of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Att tci bruadly define "program or activi-
ty" and "reasonable accommOdati6h". The lack Of clear intent and guideliries has
severely hampered the full implementation of &action 504.

THE EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED ACT

With respect to essessing_the need of reauthorizing the discretionary programs
under the Education of the Hatidicapped Act, it iB our firm belief that the Federol
government Should not diacontinue its financial commitment to the states. We are
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at that point where we-are seeing the first generation of Special education students
who have reCeived -the benefits and protectioi ._afforded by P.L. 94-142 making the
tranSition into college orthe working world. Ve are also seeing_ that along with this
transition are: the emergence of new:problems. relating to the lack of preparodneSS
at the school level in planning for adult life: Now, more than ever, we:need tO eciii:
tinue federal support of researth programs that can deal with these problems in cre-
ative ways.

We also urge the continued support of the Federal -government of Part B of the
Act. Without continued financisl_ass_istance_ we can only forsee the disintegration:of
education for our handicapped: youth Eo well: as a corresponding incteriae in the
numbers_of persons requiring lifelong subsidizatiOn or institutionalization. The rea.li-
ty of ho federal financial support would be that many handicapped children -unable
to fit into aVailable programs would be forced-to sit idle in- hallways and gyms.

-In -answer-to_your question_relating_ to:proposed changes:to the provisions of _the
legislation-, we would recommend the.development of a mechanism for binding read-
lution of issues pertaining _to purely_educational matters. Our OffiCe hanaes the Spe-
cial Parent Information Network (SPIN) Whieh provides information and -referral
and More importantly, parental support to parents of special education- children. By
far, a large portion of the phone-calls:taken:by our_ coordinator and parent :volun-
teers deal with problems involving I.E.P.'s._ Far too often these probletria Wind lip in
the courts-even after a due process_hearing is cori-difeted- and a de-el-Ai-On iS rendered.
The time lapse involved- in- the -judi-cal resolution of these cases -usually,results-in
the Child not receiving seMces for too long a time. Therefore we-could welcome the
additi-on of appropriate language that would address thiaarea of concern:
_-We_believe that:several areas need to be clarified by Congress:in the Authotitifig

legislation of P.L.. 24-142._rather than leaving _interpretation-to ruleS and _regiilatiOns
promulgated by the stateS or interpretations handed bY- the courts. In particular
theae include 1) the clarification of transportation as a related-service which is criti=
-cal to -most children's special _educatiohprogram; :2) a requirement for mandated
inter-agency:agreements so that_ financial_ responsibility for programs_ doet hbt fall
solel3 on education_ departments, and 3) the ab:lity of pateht§ to receiVe attorney's'
fee in cases in which they-prevail.

In conclusion, we would again like to thank you for this opportunity to present
comments.

[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the Subcommittee receSSed to 1 P.m.
of the same clay.]
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